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Cambridge Ttermal Instruments
(with internal Vacuci-junctions)

lor Prseripttve List No. 160 G

Calibrated to read in milliamperes
or amperes. Can be supplied as
direct reading milliampere meters,
or suitable for use with external
range multipliers, for frequencies

up to 1,000,000 per second.

THE CAMBRIDGE & PAUL
INSTRUMENT CO., LTD.

Head Office asd Showreoms-
45. GROSVENOR PLACE, LONDON, S.W.I
WORKS - - LONDON AND CAMBRIDGE

OUR EXPERIENCE
in the Manufacture of High and
Low Tension Condensers for all
Types of Wireless Installations

IS UNIQUE
IT IS AT YOUR SERVICE.

DTAHLT,R CONDENSER CO. (1921) LTD.

All American Enqui
DUBIL1ER CONDENSER CO.,

All enquiries other than American
should be addressed to (Department W.
DUCON WORKS, Goldhawk Rd.,
Shepherds Bush, London, W.12
Telephone : . HAMMERSMITH 1084.
Telegrams: HIVOLTCON, PHONE, LONDON.
Code: - MARCONI INTERNATIONAL.

ries to be addressed-
nc., 217 Centre Street, New York.
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CONDENSERS
For All Wireless
We are now able to otter these
which have been designed to
experimenter for instruments of
has been spared in perfecting these
purposes, the prices are the
high quality.
" BONUS " Type, as illustrated.
experimenter. The plates are of concentric
increasing capacity curve is obtained,
directly proportional to the scale
Vernier movement is provided,

Purposes
new types of Variable Condensers,

meet the demand of the Vvireless
this pattern, and while no expense

condensers for their respective
lowest possible, consistent with

Especially suitable for the serious
design, so that a gradually

the increase of capacity being
indications. The much needed

consisting of a single fixed and- moving vane, which can be operated independently of the main
condenser thereby enabling the closest possible tuning to be obtained,
which is invaluable for the reception of Telephony. The moving
element works in specially designed bearings and the plates are
clamped together at one side. being such as to

?" " A w ''''' ensure great strength and efficiency. Capacity range as follows :-
Minimum 00003 mfd. Maximum 'ow i 7 mfd. Maximum capacity" SONUS " TYPE of single vane with main condenser at minimum 0000t6 mfd.
Range of single vane :  woo i 6 mfd.

WE HOLD LARGE STOCKS OF ALL This condenser is specially suitable for use with our honeycomb

WIRELESS REQUIREMENTS inductance coils.

of Guaranteed Quality at the Lowest PRICE 4 GUINEAS
Possible Prices. Write now for our Latest POST FREE.
WIRELESS CATALOGUE Also supplied in larger capacity for special purposes as follows.

Capacity :-Minimum 0000n mfd. Maximum '00221 mfd. MaximumNew Edition just out. Sent Post Free capacity of single vane with condenser at minimum '000076 mfd.
on request.

PRICE S GUINEAS

SKELETON TYPE as illustration. This pattern is intended

."6".'

for those experimenters who are constructing
their own sets, being expressly designed for mounting behind panels.
This condenser is of very robust construction, the moving vanes being

,t-r ...-72'..'- -az*clamped at one side and the whole element firmly held together by _
means of aluminium castings. An engraved ivorine scale and handle ....7.r.

is fitted as shown. Capacity  ,,,,,,762 mfd.

PRICE 40/- free

1

,

1,7,.,,:

C4-14

post
Also ,upplied N, i t 11 capacity of 000 1, nu, I. .

,z__11
.

PRICE 20/- post free ...lir..... ,.:

. ,
VERNIERTYPE An exceedingly useful little condenser. designed

.....0

.....!
',...

................001:i.li
-44,,....m.............0t,,e.).

expressly for the purpose of connecting in parallel
with an instriunent of larger capacity in order to obtain very fine tuning

4.*i"..-----.LA '"'""".......................040)ism

for telephony, and it is really essential that one of these should be added to
receiving sets using a variable condenser of ordinary type.
Capacity :-'000087 mfd. .

PRICE 12/6 post 9d.
-  ... . '-='./.." 40"......"""....,...14

.3r)
Po

SKELETON TYPE. '0004 mid.

GAMAGES  HOLBORN  LONDON E.C.1
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NOW READY
The

YEAR BOOK OF WIRELESS

Telegraphy and Telephony

1922
4.7 6 Pages. Demy 8 vo .

Price 15,-
Postage i /-

Nett.
Abroad, /4

CONTENTS . . . .

Record of the Development of Wireless
Telegraphy-National and International
Wireless Laws and Regulations-Dir. story
of the World s Land and Ship Wireless
Stations-International Allocation of Call
Letters-Alphabetical List of Call Letters-
Meteorological Section-International Time
and Weather Signals-National Résumés
of Progress in Wireless Telegraphy-
Particulars of Wireless Telegraph Patents,
1921- Aviation Section-Tabular List of
Aviation Stations-Useful Data Section-
WirelPss Terminology-Conventional Signs
used in Wireless Diagrams-Companies
Engaged in the Commercial Development
of Wireless Telegraphy-Biographical Sec-
tion-Literature on Wireless Telegraphy
and Telephony-Directory of the World's

Wireless Societies-Directory of Wireless
Colleges and Schools-List of Licensed
Amateur Transmitting Stations-Code
Section-Special Articles on " The Earthing
Resistance of Antennae." by Dr. Miessner-
" The Recording of Wireless Signals," by
Dr. Abraham-" The Birth and History of
Long Distance Wireless Telegraphy "-
" The Rectification Effect in its Reaction"to
the Composition and Structure of Crystals."

.,f valuable feature of the present issue is the
specially drawn map, which gives, for the

first time, a simple means of finding tlir dis-
tance and true direction of Wireless Stations
in all parts of the World, from London as
the centre.

THE WIRELESS PRESS, LTD., Dept. W.W.
12-13, HENRIETTA STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2
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Sensational Reductions !
00JAH SLAB DIDUCTANCES.-Soo-3o,000 metres, set of

eight, with useful circuits, 10/-. Post 9d.
00JAH H.F. TRANSFORMERS

Minimum
,avelength wavelengthwavelength unmountedUnmounted Mounted to plug

into valve holder
300 to 800 metres 1/3 4/6

16 4

900 .. 1,900 .. 2/6465/6
1,800 ,. 4,000 ,. 3/- 6/-

3,000 5,000 4/- 7/-

4 1,040-1,600
5 1,600-2,600
ft 2,600-4,16o f and Commercial Tr c.
7 3,600-5,000 Commercial Traffic.

ALUMINIUM CONDENSER PLATES. Fixed, 3r dia., Mov-
ing 21" 1/6 doz. Spacing Washers for fixed, 4d. doz., for
moving, 6d. Threaded Brass Rod, any size, i" or under,
N. foot, Nuts, 4d. doz., r4 Ebonite Knob, 66.

TURNED EBONITE VALVE HOLDERS. 1/8. Post Sid.
WORM INDICATION TABLETS, i" x F Engraved.
AERIAL, EARTH, A.T.I., REACT., +H..T.-, + L.T. -.

PHONES COND. 3d. each, set of 8 LB. Post firl,
3' SEMI -CIRCULAR WORINE ENGRAVED SCALES.-o to

leo degrees, 9d. Brass Pointer 2d.

THE SCIENTIFIC Tuning Stand for Slabs or Baskets com-
bining perfect coupling, easy tuning, and max. efficiency,
complete with 2 Coil Holders, 10/8. Post 66. Extra Coil
Holder, 6 for 10/6.

MIAS BASKET INDUCTANCES.-Wavelength 350.5,000
Set of seven with useful circuits, 7/.. Post (id.
Coil No. Wavelength in Metres. Suitable for

i 350-600 LowWavelength Telephony.
2 boo -i,000 Marine Traffic & Concerts.
3 740-1,06o Chelmsford Local Concerts

and Aircraft Telephony.
Dutch Local Concerts.
German Paris Tele bony

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES,
8. NEWINGTON CAUSEWAY. LONDON, S.E.1

'Phone: Hop 41 7 7.
Sole Agents for 00JAH COMPONENTS in S.E. London.

DON'T READ THIS
If you are a millionaire.

416.116.1146"Actual size.

TERMINALS.

4 BA Double, as illustrated ... price 2/6 per doz.
2 BA Single, small ... 9d ,,
Complete Spark Transmitters .. each 25/-Dutch Concert Tuners... .7/.
Marconi Variable '01 M.F. Condensers 35/-
Valves R type with Characteristic ... ... horn 11/- each.
Contact Studs, small, 4 BA threads ... per doz 6d.
New Sullivan 'Phones, 120 ohms, complete with

.- each 7,13
New G.P.O. double head 'Phones, 120 ohms, with

cords - ... ... ... ... ,.5/-
2 Valve Detector, Amplifier panels ... If 80/ -
Polished Mahogany instrument cases ,. 2/ -
New Sullivan's Earpieces, L.R. ... , 3/-
New Telephone Plugs and Jacks ... Pei set 4/6
Microphone Transmitter . ... each 3/6
Transformers for the above Transmitters... ,,, 5/ -
Marconi 16 type Crystal Receivers £5
New G.P.O. Double Head Phones, 2000 ohms, witir'cords 15; -

Postage extra on all the above prices.

J. LI POWSKY, 614. OLD Fon° RD.

LONDON, E.3. 'Phone East 3345

URIAH BEATON'S
BARGAINS.

2,900 ohm Double Headphones, complete in order 6/6
12 ohm Double Headphones, Sullivan's, complete in order 3/9
Single Jack and Plug, with special fixing plate, new... ... 2/6
Spring Terminals, complete .... . doz. 1/6
Transmitter Buttons, mica diaphragms . 1/8
Transmitters, P.O. Type ..- 8/ -
Push Switch, Double Pole on and off, new ... 2/8

Pottage on 'Phones with box, 10d. Enquiries stamp envelope.

All articles previously advertised still obtainable.
ESTABLISHED 25 YEARS.

45, CHALK FARM ROAD, N W 1

BE UP-TO-DATE
READ THE

WIRELESS TRANSMISSION
OF PHOTOCRAPHS

By MARCUS J. MARTIN.
143 pages. 139 Diagrams and Illustrations.

Price 5'- net. Post free 5/6

THE WIRELESS PRESS. LIMITED,
DEPT. WAY

12 13, HENRIETTA ST. STRAND, LONCON W.C.2

The 00JAH Slab & Basket Inductance Holder
This holder has been designed to
meet the universal demand for a
cheap and efficient holder for our
Slab and Basket Inductances.
With this holder the amateur can
permanently mount his coils (the
same holder will accommodate
either Basket or Slab Inductances)
in approximately two minutes for
each coil, the only tool necessary
being a small screwdriver. When
the coils are mounted they may
be plugged into, or removed
from the
stand, with-
in a couple
of seconds.

The dis-
tant control
handle en-
ables the finest degree of coupling to be obtained with the
maximum of ease.

The sockets are connected to terminals, thus obviating loose
leads and ensuring good electrical contact.

Look for the Trade Mark upon all Goods.
None are genuine without.

"00JAH stand (solid ebonite, all brass work
lacquered) with two holders - - -

" 00JAH " Holders (one required for each coil)
fitted with plugs, etc. - - - - - -

OWAH " Slab Inductances 3,,0-30,000 metres
(set of 8) - - - - - - - -

" 00JAH " Basket Inductances 300-5,000 metres
(set of 7) - - - - - -

Postage extra on all the above.

GREENSLADE & BROWN, Jelf Road, S.W.2
Telephone : Brixton 639.

Rd. No. 687573

10/6

2/-

101-

7/.
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THE WIRELESS EQUIPMENT CO.
Radio -Frequency

AMPLIFIERS.
The accompanying illustration shows our
HIGH -FREQUENCY 3 Stage Amplifier
coupled with specially designed transformers,
giving high magnification and having a large
range of \Wavelength.
These Amplifiers do not possess the fault of
greatly increasing jamming, the circuits being
very stable, are therefore ideal for the
amplification of Telephony.

he Amplifiers are fitted with potentio-
meter and filament control, and are of first
clan design and workmanship.

Wavelength range 600 to 3,000 metres
Other Wavelengths to order only.
PRICES do not include valves.

3 Valve RADIO -FREQUENCY
AMPLIFIER ... £4 17 6
5 Valve RADIO -FREQUENCY
AMPLIFIER ... dE 7 7 0

Constructeck:to-OI valves to order.

Wiekrl,s ESSEX.

Fri: sew' 4,011 receipt of stamp.
Experimental Station :

Brentford.
Agents for Scotland : Alexander's Stores, Falkirk.

Holland : Ratabos Deventer.

Offices & Test Department :

22, PARK ROAD
Colliers Wood, S.W.19

High Frequency Amplifier
Wavelength range 180 to 30 000

PRICE :£6- 10-0 (Less Valves and \
kTransformers . ./

POSITIVELY UNEQUALLEDArTELEPHONY
(Transformers for any wavelength). Mounted in polished
mahogany cabinet, with ebonite insulation throughout

Ask for particulars.

LEWIS POLLARD, =et. Srciratte&r.
209, CUNLIFFE ROAD, BLACKPOOL

RAD I 0 - CON STRUCTA

Fig. 2. Combined Valve
Holder, Filament Resis-
tance. Grid Leak and
Condenser ; provided
with short circuiting strap
for use when using multi -

Fig. 2 valve sets 15/ -

Fig. 4. A most efficient Tuner entirely made
of high finish matt ebonite ; will takebaskets,
slabs, or. any other form "
of multilayer coils ; easily
mounted by means of
screwed disc. 15/ -

Coil Holders with fix-
ing disc 2/9 each

For further particulars of these and many other
unique features in Wireless components, apply to

RADIO-CONSTRUCTA SUPPLY LTD.
222, Great Dover St., London, S.E.1.
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aky.A.. "DUROS" CELLS
The only accumulator supplied in a charged state. They retain their charge lot very long periods-

Stockel by all leading dealers in " Wireless Supplies."

E. G. LIND & CO., 58a, BUCKINGHAM PALACE ROAD, WESTMINSTER S.W.1

THE WIRELESS WORLD
AND RADIO REVIEW

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE WIRELESS SOCIETY OF LONDON
A MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY

CONTENTS
A Sensitive Direct Reading Voltmeter and Ammeter for High Frequencies.

By E. B. Moullin, M.A. - - - - - - - - 1

" The Wireless World and Radio Review " : Messages from Men of Mark
in the Radio World. - - - - - - -

Contents continued on next page.
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A-Protector Spark Gap 5'- 13-Variable Condenser, capacity 0.0011 rads., brass case, ebonite top and scale, as illustrated, 45/-
Without brass case, 401.. C-Detachable High Frequency Transformer Formers, 10/- D --Filament Rheostat. 5 ohms.. 18/ -

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 7d. POST FREE.

RADIO SUPPLIES (Dept. I ), 236, High Holborn, London, W.C.1. 'Phone: MUSEUM 6894
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RAPID WIRELESS TRAININGDAY AND EVENING CLASSES : Correspondence Classes with Instrument work at Schoolif desired. Postal Course on Valves. Classes for Amateurs and Experimenters.
CABLE AND INLAND TELEGRAPHY. For details send P.C.

North lust,. ELECTRICAL TRAINING COLLEGE, Radio House, Manor Gdns., Holloway, London, N.

CONTENTS (Continued)

Presentation of Prizes in the Transatlantic Tests - 10
A Tuner and Three -Valve Amplifier for all Wavelengths. By P. W. Harris. 13
Directory of Experimental Stations 17
Resistance Capacity Amplification. By B. L. Stephenson 18
Notes 19
Correspondence - 21
Wireless Club Reports - 23
Questions and Answers - 29

THE WIRELESS WORLD AND RADIO REVIEW is published weekly on Saturdays.
All correspondence relating to contributions should be addressed to THE EDITOR,

THE WIRELESS WORLD AND RADIO REVIEW, 12-13, Henrietta Street, London,
W.C.2.

No responsibility can be taken for MSS. 'or photographs sent without stamps todefray cost of return postage.

Editorial and Publishing Offices, 12-13, Henrietta Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
Telegraphic Address : " Radionic, Rand, London." Telephone No.: Gerrard 2807.
Advertisement Managers, Bertram Day & Co., Ltd., 9 & 10, Charing Cross, S.W.1.

Telephone No.: Gerrard 8063 and 8064
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.-

28s. per annum, post free. Single Copies 6d. or post free 7d.
Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by Magazine Post to Canada 4i. Newfoundland.

MEN in the WIRELESS SERVICESDESIRING RAPID ADVANCEMENTTrain in spare time in the subjects of your choice, or to
obtain some recognised Engineering Qualification such as

A.M. I.E. E., A. M.I. Mech. E., A.M. I. C.F., B. Sc. Env
During Twelve years hundreds of successes have been secured by

(Regents Park, London,N.W.1) by the " U.E.C." system of
Individualised Postal Training for Engineering Exams. & Professional Work(official!), hot -eyed and ,adopts.1 by Leads'', 1, oaring Firms.).

State YOUR ambition. in confidence to-SECRETARY'S DEPARTMENT, (Desk W.)
UNIVERSITY EN GINEER I NG COLLEGE, Westgate -on -Sea, KENT

and export advice, with the New Prospectus, No. 8. will be sent you without obligation.
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C de 2MT !

The ENGLISH
CONCERTS

1 TUESDAY EVENINGS - 4 kW "liM
MHE MARCONI SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT COM-
' PANY, LIMITED, cordially welcomes the co-operation of

amateurs in making these Concerts, and the telegraphic trans-
missions following them, of real interest and usefulness to all.

Information regarding reception will be appreciated, and communica-
tions will receive individual acknowledgment. Where desired, the
Company will be glad to advise upon points presenting difficulty.

The Programme, as arranged at present, is indicated below :-

STATION CALL- - - 2 MT
LOCATION - WRITTLE, near Chelmsford

TIME (G.M.T.) TYPE of
TRANSMISSION

A (metres) POWER

1900 1925 Telephony 700 4 kW.
Including 5 intervals each of 2 minutes

Followed by

C.W. Calibration Signals

11 11

1000 1 kW.
kW.

11 11 11 71 kW.

LISTEN /N!
The MARCONI SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT Co., Ltd.
OFFICES & WORKS: 21-25, ST. ANNE'S COURT, DEAN ST.,
SALES & ENQUIRIES : 40, DEAN ST. LONDON W. 1

Telegrams Telephone : GERRARD 7745 (PTHEMASINCO. WESTCENT. ie. Bch. Ex.)
'
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ACCUMULATORS
SPECIAL OFFER ABSOLUTELY N EW

NOT EX -GOVERNMENT
2 Volt 22 Amp. 6/- 4 Volt 80 Amp. 28/2
4 10 9/6 4 100 30/-
4 40 18/6 6 40 26/3
4 60 21/6 6 60 31/9

6 Volt 80 Amp.... ... 37/3
6 80 In teak crate, open top 40/9
6 100 41/6
6 100 In teak crate, as above 45/ -

All other sizes quoted at same reasonable prices
The above prices are subject to an additional
2/6 for packing case which is returnable.

HOUSE LIGHTING SETS, open glass cell
type at lowest figures.

goods sent "Carriage forward"
Unless by special arrangement

LET US QUOTE FOR
DYNAMOS, ELECTRIC MOTORS
& ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES

F. YATES & SON
WHOLESALE ELECTRICIANS

144, Church Street, Kensington, London, W.8
ni,,,tra t1 LlSt, stamps for Postage.

E CONOMI

Telephone :
MUSEUM 1055.

I
761 I

ESTAB.
1896

ELECTRIC
LIMITED

The

s Receiving

: 9/6
 Wonderfully efficient, requires only 18 volts for

the filament and 25-40 volts for the anode.

MAGNIFIES, OSCILLATES, RECTIFIES
STANDARD 4 -PRONG FITTING

" Magnos" 

Valve

9/6

m ORDER NOW from this Advertisement and
make sure of obtaining one

WE MAIL Our Wireless
List containing nearly 200
Illustrations Post free for 4d.

WRITE TO -DAY

THE BEST AND CHEAPEST
" R !f TYPE VALVES

Price 11 / Post Free
Mr. W. Corsham, Willesden, with three
of these Valves received signals and
prize in The Transatlantic Tests.

This is a Guarantee of Efficiency
"ORA" VALVES (Mullard) - 15/ -
Fixed Condensers, '001, '003, '0001, each 3/3
P.B. AERIAL WIRE, 7/22 100 ft. - 8/-
H.T. BATTERIES, tapped :--

15 volt, 4/- 36 volt, 8/- 60 volt, 14/6
30 7/9 50 13;- 75 16/6

VALVEHOLDERS, 1/6, 1/9, & 2/3
4 volt Batteries, 8d. each ; 1 doz. 6/6

CARRIAGE AND PACKING FREE
All Lines cheaper to CaPers, Registration 4d.

Wireless Crystals Wholesale & Retail

RUSSELL AND SHAW,
38, Great James St., Bedford Row, W.C.1
From Holborn through Brownlow Street. or Hand Court

Patents
applied for

If you cannot receive
TELEPHONY
USE A SUPER VII

RECEIVER
PRICE£3 15 0

without valve
Tuner G Type
£2 5 06E2 ISO

For Single Valve reception of telephony and music that cannot be
bettered, use a SUPER VII. RECEIVER and GS TUNER.
There are no con leasers to buy, there are two condenses fitted,
and the only extras required are the valve, batteries and phones.
No disposal or second-hand parts are used in the manufacture, and
the high-class workmanship and finish (inside and outside) is

unparalleled.
For fullparticulars, see 1ny New, Price List, post,free on application.

At:i.NTS
Russell & Shaw, 38 Gt. James St., Bedford Row,
O. H. Parker, 10 St. James Parade, Muswell Hill, N.10

Beresford Bros., 2-3 Bull Street, Birmingham.
E. T. Chapman, A.M.I.R.E., 38 Serpentine Road, Poole, Dorset.

SOLE AGLNT FOR SCOTLAND
Wm. Kerr Dewar, 206 Bath Street, Glasgow.

GORDON CASTAGNOLI
MANUFACTURER OF WIRELESS APPARATUS

15, Rayne Road, Braintree, Essex
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A Sensitive Direct Reading Voltmeter and Ammeter
for High Frequencies*

By E. B. MOULLIN, \I.:'.

F.
when dealing with the low frequencies of

ordinary commercial power supply it is difficult
Ito obtain a satisfactory voltmeter which can

be used to measure alternating E.M.F's. as low as.
two or three volts, for if the instrument is either
of the hot-wire or dynamometer type, the power it
consumes is considerable. Hence in many cases
its insertion in a circuit must appreciably disturb
the conditions obtaining therein ; again, should the
instrument be an electrostatic one, its sensitivity is
quite inadequate. But when one passes to fre-
quencies of the order of a million periods per second,
all these instruments are quite unusable ; the
impedance of the necessary windings of the dyna-
mometer becomes prohibitive and the capacity of
the electrostatic will be comparable with the
capacities forming part of the high -frequency
circuit. Hitherto, probably the only method of
measuring high -frequency potential differences is by
means of the " slide back " method of using a
thermionic valve. This system possesses the great
advantage that it uses no power, but, as will be
shown below, it is as a rule incapable of measuring
an E.M.F. as low as 2 V, and, moreover, except
perhaps with very carefully chosen valves, it may
lead to very incorrect results.

A thermionic valve, owing to its asymmetric
characteristics, possesses the property of rectifica-
tion : that is to say, if an alternating E.M.F. whose
mean value is zero is applied to the valve, it will
cause a current to flow whose mean value is not
zero. The rectified current so produced may
obviously be used to measure the applied E.M.F.,
and consequently any rectifying device can be
calibrated as a voltmeter. If, then, it is possible
to construct a rectifier in which the calibration is
very little affected by small changes in the various
conditions obtaining at the time of calibration, we
have a ready means of making an instrument in
which the applied alternating E.M.F. can be
measured from the readings of an ordinary moving
coil galvanometer.

*Received February 21st, 1922.

Choice of Rectifier for Use as a Voltmeter.
In a thermionic triode rectification can be

produced by means of the curvature of the grid
voltage -anode current curve, or by the curvature
of the grid current -grid voltage curve, and it is
the latter method which proves most satisfactory,
at any rate with an " R " triode, for the purposes
of constructing a voltmeter. Even when there is no
E.M.F. applied to the rectifier there will be some
permanent anode current flowing, and probably
also some grid current ; so that in whichever
circuit the indicating instrument is placed, it is
necessary that the rectified current for a given
applied voltage should not only be large enough
to be indicated on galvanometers of reasonable
sensitivity, but also it must be comparable with
the current that is normally passing through the
indicator. If a balance method is used this latter
requirement is obviated, but for the purposes of
making a ccnvenient voltmeter with a permanent
calibration it is advantageous to avoid balance
adjustments.

By utilising the anode curvature of an " R "
triode it is possible to obtain a rectified current of
the order of 40 pA from an applied E.M.F. of 2 V,
but to obtain this sensitivity as a rectifier steady
grid and anode potentials must be employed such
that the permanent anode current associated with
them is about 1000 pA : evidently a maximum
change of only 4% in the anode current cannot be
accurately read without some method of balancing
out the permanent deflection. But by utilising the
curvature of the grid current characteristic and by
causing the rectified grid current to pass through a
" grid leak resistance," we can produce a reduction
of mean anode current by an E.M.F. applied to the
grid : this is a method of rectification familiar to
those accustomed to wireless circuits, and the
method of connection is shown in Fig. 1. With an
" R " triode it happens that this method of recti-
fication is much more propitious for the construction
of a voltmeter, for it is possible to make an applied
E.M.F. of about 3 V (R.M.S.) produce a change in
anode current of as much as 40 or 50%.
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Method of Calibrating a "Rectifier Voltmeter."

One of the most convenient methods of calibrating
is to apply the terminals of the rectifier to a potential
divider of resistance form, through which an alter-
nating current is flowing. The method of connection
is shown in Fig. 1. An ordinary slide wire makes a

L

Fig. I.

convenient form of potential divider, and by
adjusting the current passing through it (as read
by the hot-wire ammeter A) to suit the resistance
of the wire, the readings of the slide can be read
directly in volts (R.M.S.). The source of alternating
current may conveniently be an ordinary low-

frequency commercial supply, or, if it is desired to
calibrate at a high frequency, a triode generator
may be used. However, there is no need to doubt
a calibration at low frequency, for the only part
of the apparatus effected by frequency is the
condenser C. If this has a capacity of about
5000 iiµF the calibration will hold good for all
frequencies : further reference to this capacity will
be made later. The calibration consists in plotting
the observed change in the readings of the gal-
vanometer G, against the value of the applied
E.M.F., as indicated by the slide wire.

Examples of two calibration curves (using an
R triode) taken with different potentials on the
anode, are shown in Fig. 2*. It is seen that if
the voltage to be measured does not exceed 2.5 V
(R.M.S.) the calibration curve is a straight line.
These lines do not go quite through the origin,
but cut the horizontal axis at about 0.1 V (R.M.S.).
Tis is because the rectifier characteristic is a
parabola if the applied voltage does not exceed
about 0.2 V, and the line is really tangent to this
curve at this point. The extent of the straight
portions of these curves increases as the voltage
applied to the anode is raised, but its steepness
comes to a limiting value when the anode potential
is about 100 V but the maximum percentage change
in the anode current occurs when the anode poten-
tial is about 70 V. The permanent anode current
associated with this potential will be about 1 mA,
and consequently a galvanometer (such as a
Weston student's galvo, altered so as to have a
side zero) having a full scale deflection for a current
of about 1 mA, will be very suitable for the indicator.

* See also paper entitled, " The Thermionic
Triode as Rectifier," by E. B. :Mullin and L. B.
Turner, read before the Institution. of Electrical
Engineers, March, 1922.

Small changes of anode potential affect the
calibration less and less as the anode voltage is
raised ; in fact, if the anode potential is about
80 V a change of ± 4% in its value has no effect
whatever on the calibration. Reference to Fig. 2
will show that even a 25% reduction only makes a
12% change in the linear part of the curve. This
is a peculiarly fortunate thing, for it means that if
the instrument is calibrated with, say, 80 V on the
anode, there is no necessity when using it to be
particular about the voltage of the anode battery
differing from its nominal value by two or three
volts up or down.

Experiment also shows that with this anode
potential, the filament voltage can be altered
between 3.6 V and 4.2 V and only alter the cali-
bration. by at most 2%. So that here again a

- L. nominal " four volt accumulator " can be used to
light the valve, and what is still more important
it allows us to insert a resistance in the filament so
as to reduce the potential difference on the latter
to 3.7 V making the life of the valve almost infinite.
Even changing the resistance of the grid leak
from 1.8 MI to 4 ML) only alters the calibration
about 4%, so that any instability in its resistance
will be of no consequence. So by a set of apparently
fortuitous circumstances it is possible to calibrate
an instrument permanently, and make it up in a
form as portable and easy of use as the ordinary
moving coil voltmeter of the direct current
engineer.
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Fig. 2. Calibration Curve of Rectifier Voltmeter.

Description of Completed Instrument.*
Figs. 3 and 4 show photographs of a completed

instrument. In Fig. 3 the scale can be clearly
seen, and it will be noticed that the zero of the
scale of course coincides with the full galvanometer
deflection. If the anode battery is slightly above
or below its proper value it will, of course, cause
the galvo needle to slightly under- or over -shoot
the zero ; but this can be adjusted by the ordinary
zero adjuster of the galvanometer, for since it is
the change of anode current that we are concerned
with, this adjustment will not alter the calibration.

* The tests were carried out and the instrument
made at the Engineering Laboratory, Cambridge
University.
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Fig. 4 shows the underside of the instrument, with
the valve in position ; the grid condenser appears
to the left of the valve, and the 1.9 ML grid leak
passing diagonally under the valve cap. The
inch rule in Fig. 3 shows the scale of the instrument.

Should the valve be accidentally burnt out it is
easily replaced and the instrument recalibrated ;
however, experiments with several R triodes by
the same maker (Osram) show that the calibration
depends extremely little on the particular triode.
In any case the calibration is invariably linear up
to 2 V (R.M.S.), and as a frequent use of such an
instrument is to indicate when the voltage on part
of a circuit has dropped to some assigned fraction
of its original value owing to the introduction of a

40 V (R.M.S.) is the smallest voltage that could be
read to the same degree of accuracy, so giving a
superiority to this instrument of forty times, even
on circuits of such a frequency as to make the use
of an electrostatic instrument possible.

By measuring the potential developed across an
inductance or capacity of known value, the current
passing can be found, if the frequency is known.
In this way the instrument can be used to measure
high frequency currents. With the frequencies and
inductances in common use in wireless this method
allows us to measure extremely small currents.
For example, suppose we have an inductance of
10.000µH and a frequency of f=105, the current
passing through it to produce 1 V across its terminals

Fig. 3. Photograph of the Complete Instrument.
resistance, the absolute value of the deflection is
not always important. (A small allowance for the
line not going through the origin could easily be
made.)
Comparison of the Sensitivity of the Instru-

ment with Instruments in Common Use.
The power consumed by this instrument is only

a few microwatts even for an applied voltage of
6 or 7 V (R.M.S.), (the measurement of its effective
resistance is considered later) and consequently it
is best compared to an electrostatic voltmeter. It
can be seen from Fig. 2 that 1 V (R.M.S.)can be
read with considerable accuracy ; it is probably
fair to say that with most electrostatic instruments

is about 160µA (R.M.S.). With a vacuum -junction
set of equal portability it is generally difficult to
read a smaller current than about 2,000 ,uA, so that
under these conditions this instrument has a
superiority as an ammeter of about twelve times.
Moreover, this instrument cannot be harmed if the
voltage applied to it is excessive, whereas a sensitive
thermo junction is burnt out if the current only
slightly exceeds its proper value.
Measurement of the Effective Resistance of

the Voltmeter.
If the voltmeter is connected across an inductance

it must introduce a small decrement into the
circuit, for reference to Fig. 1 shows that current
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can flow through the grid leak, and to a smaller
extent through the grid. The slope conductance
of the grid is about 1 pA/V but the decrease of
anode current observed with a signal of, say, 2 V
(R.M.S.) indicates that the mean potential of the
grid is so negative that grid current can only flow
for a portion of the positive half -cycle of E.M.F. ;
consequently, if the grid leak is 2 MD, the effective
resistance of the grid and leak in parallel can
scarcely be less than 1 Mf). The function of the
grid condenser is to connect the grid to the alter-
nating circuit by a path which, though impassable

Fig. 4. Photograph of iaterior of 1Iwtruatent.
to steady currents, shall present negligible im-
pedance to the alternating current. By taking two
calibration curves, one with a condenser so large
as to present no appreciable impedance at the
frequency of calibration, and one with a small
condenser of known value, whose impedance is
important, it is possible to calculate the effective
resistance of the grid and leak.

WITH VERT 816
CONDENSER

WITH SMALL
CONDENSER

APPLIED CM.0

Fig. 5. Two Calibration Curves to determine
Effective Resistance of Voltmeter.

Let the curve OBE in Fig. 5 be $,he calibration
with a very large condenser, and the curve ODF
be the calibration with a small known one. Then
evidently the potential drop in the condenser is
represented by BD, the potential actually applied

D AND RADIO REVIEW Aran, 1, 1922

to the grid by GB and the current through the
grid condenser =BD x wC, so that the effective
resistance of the instrument must be given by
GB 1

BD X we- , where C is the capacity of the grid

condenser in the second case. Measurements at
f =90 ; R=1.9 MD and C=0.01 µF show that up
to 4 V (R.M.S.) applied to the grid GB=10 BD.
Hence the resistance of the grid and leak it( 1.75
mn, or nearly that of the leak alone ; the power
consumed with 4 V (R.M.S.) applied to the instru-
ment is consequently about 10 microwatts.

Assuming that the voltmeter is across an induc-
tance of 2,000 izH with a frequency of f=105 and
that the resistance of the voltmeter is 1.75 MD then
the decrement introduced by it would be 0.002.
The decrenient introduced by a vacuuo junction
with a 10 f heater, would under similar conditions
be 0.025, some ten times the amount.

The " Slide -back " Method of Measuring
Voltage.

This method of measurement is well known and
was described in the Radio Review for June, 1921;
but a short description of it will make it easier to
understand the tests about to be described.

Fig. 6.
Let a triode be connected up as shown in Fig. 6

with an anode battery of from 20 to 40 V, and a
grid potentiometer with a battery of about 30 V.
When no ,alternating E.M.F. is being applied
between the grid and the filament the grid is
made more and more negative until the galvano-
meter in the anode circuit is just brought to zero.
If an E.M.F. e= -E sin pt is now introduced into
the grid circuit the galvanometer will show that
anode current is flowing ; this is because the
current produced by the positive half -cycle of
E.M.F. so greatly exceeds that produced by the
negative half,cyele that the result is a mean anode
mirrent of appreciable value. The current so
produced can only be reduced by making the grid
potential still more negative, so that anode current
can flow for a portion only, instead of the whole of
the positive half -cycle of E.M.F. The condition
of affairs then obtaining is depicted in Fig. 6,
where the mean grid potential has been reduced by
an amount (v2-v1). Anode current is now caused
to flow by that portion only of the E.M.F. wave
which is shown shaded.

If the grid potential is made still more negative,
a condition of affairs will be reached at which
anode current just ceases to flow, and when this
state has been reached, it is evident that the
amount by which the grid potential has been
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reduced, or the " slide back," as it is called, is
exactly equal to the maximum of the applied
E.M.F.

Now in the practical application of this measure -
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and the more sensitive this is, the less will be the
error in taking the " slide back " as equal to the
maximum of the E.M.F. At the point where the
anode current becomes zero, the slope conductance

so
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Fig. 7. Curves for R Triode No. 34817.
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Fig. 8. Curve for R Triode No. 34817.
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of an R triode is about 6 pA/V. Let us suppose
that with the galvanometer used the smallest
current that can be detected is xµA. Let the
area of the shaded portion of the half -cycles in
Fig. 6 be a volt -seconds, so that if the frequency
is n periods per second we must have a x n x x,
or a=x/6n. The area A of a half -wave of E.M.F.

a 2rx x
is El2T n volt -seconds, and hence T-A. = 6E =E ;
consequently, the percentage error in taking the
" slide back " voltage as equal to E, diminishes
as 0 increases.

Figs. 7 and 8 show results obtained from tests
of the " slide back " method, using applied E.M.F's.
at f =90, and inset is the foot of the anode current
curves. The triode was an R pattern (Osram), and
the galvanometer a 350 tiA Paul unipivot : it is
seen that even when E is 20 V the error is still
about 10%. In this particular R triode the grid
extended slightly beyond the anode and cora-
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Fig. 9. Curves for R Triode . . . 93.

meat the anode current should not reach zero;
for in order to be sure that the " slide back " has
nit exceeded its proper value we must still just be
able to perceive an indication on the galvanometer,

0

pletely screened the filament. Fig. 9 shows a
similar curve obVined with a different specimen
of R triode and Axing a galvanometer which would
easily indicate a-surrent of 0.02µA. In this case an
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E.M.F. of 7 V maximum is sufficient to reduce the
error to 10%.

By using very specially chosen triodes the
" slide back " method is perhaps capable of attain-
ing to much greater accuracy ; but if ordinary
valves are used, it may evidently lead to very
erroneous measurements, unless the E.M.F's. to be
measured are quite large.

The " rectifier voltmeter " appears to have an
advantage over the " slide back " method, in that
it is very much more sensitive ; also, as it is cali-
brated experimentally, it is free from the error
produced by assuming that the " slide back "
voltage is equal to the maximum of the E.M.F. to
be measured. It is true that the " slide back "
method could also be calibrated, but it would still
be open to uncertainty, owing to the personal
factor in deciding when the appropriate " slide

back " has been reached. The decrement intro-
duced by the, " rectifier voltmeter " is no real
disadvantage, since as has been seen, it is very
small and its amount can easily be measured.

In comparison with a vacuum-thermo-junction,
the instrument has equal accuracy, and an advan-
tage on the score of sensitivity ; also the instrument
is equally portable and easier to make direct
reading. But whereas the thermo-junctions are
very, fragile and easily burnt out, the " rectifier
voltmeter " cannot be damaged, and consequently
its use must entail a great saving in the cost of
upkeep of high frequency experimental apparatus.

Engineering Laboratory,
Cambridge University.

February 18th, 1922.

"The Wireless World and Radio Review"
MESSAGES FROM MEN OF MARK IN THE RADIO WORLD

From Senatore G. Marconi, G.C.V.O., D.Sc.,
LL.D., etc.
No better proof of the growing interest of the

general public in matters relating to wireless and
its continuous development could be afforded than
the increasing popularity of The Wireless World.
Ten years ago this started upon its
career as a monthly publication, appealing only to
a very limited number of students and technicians.
Two years ago it began to appear fortnightly, and
with the present number it joins the ranks of the
widely read weeklies. Having been invited by the
editor to contribute a message to the first number
of the new volume, 1 feel I cannot do better than
to congratulate him as well as the editorial staff
on the great success of The Wireless World. At
the same time it gives me great pleasure to send
a personal greeting and a word of encouragement
to all those who devote themselves to the study of
wireless.

I hope that they will continue to find the subject
as absorbing and fascinating as it still is to me.

From Admiral of the Fleet Sir Henry B.
Jackson, G.C.B., F.R.S., D.Sc.,
LL.D., M.I.E.E., President of the Wireless
Society of London ; Chairman of the Radio
Research Board.
I feel sure that all those really interested in the

development of radiotelegraphy and telephony
will wish the publishers and staff of this new
venture every success in the bold step they have
taken in arranging to produce a weekly journal
devoted to this important and fascinating science.

The incorporation of The Radio Review with
The Wirelem World indicates what a large field
this magazine will have to cover, as- they have,
between them, included- everything, from the
highest mathematical physics, as applied to radio-
telegraphy, to the elementary teaching of electricity
to the youthful amateur and, also, the mechanical

construction of the latest details of amplifiers and
their adjuncts, and the latest wireless news and
doings of the many clubs and societies interested
in wireless, and, not least, the practical advice
given to correspondents as to remedying the faults
in the arrangements of their apparatus.

The popularity of the two publications is a
proof that their work was efficiently done, and the
retention of the editorial- staff in the new venture
assures that this will remain so.

The more frequent publication than formerly
will also improve its facilities for the distribution
of news and intelligence, and I have no doubt
that the secretaries of the wireless societies and
clubs will take every advantage of this to assist
the editors in the preparation of their " news "
sheet, which, I venture to hope, will include forth-
coming as well as past events, such as wireless
lectures, probable times -of transmission by those
holding licences, changes in times of transmission
of well-known stations ; in fact, a small " Stop
Press " paragraph might be greatly appreciated.

I feel sure that I am voicing the opinion of the
Wireless Society of London in wishing their Official
Organ every success in its new form, and an even
greater circulation in the future.

From Dr. W. H. Eccles, A.R.C.S., M.I.E.E.
In these modern days every group of persons

possessed of a common interest or passion require
an organ that shall serve as a bond of union to
advance and protect mutual interests, as a means
of communication, and as a platform from which
the skilled may address and instruct the learners.
And sooner or later, in circumstances like these,
there arises an enterprising publisher who tries his
luck in promoting a journal. Sometimes he receives
encouraging support, sometimes his subscribers are
too few, and he loses his venture. If success is
indeed achieved, we may safely deduce that there
is a large and keenly interested body of men study-
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ing the subject concerned and that the subject is
a live and progessive one.

It is therefore with feelings of pleasure that one
hears of the continually increasing success of The
Wireless World, and that one learns that the bold
venture made two years ago in converting the
monthly to the fortnightly issue is now being
followed up by the inauguration of a weekly issue.
Evidently the lovers of wireless are already numer-
ous and are increasing yearly. Doubtless many of
them, perhaps most of them, are amateurs. Pro-
vided that the augmentation of their number does
not interfere with the rights of the rest of the
community in respect of wireless communications,
the increase in number is a matter for national
congratulation. How many hundreds of wireless
students of to -day have learned nearly all they
know of electricity as a consequence of the pursuit
of wireless as a hobby ? And since, as I believe,
the future civilisation is to be predominantly
electrical, is to he an epoch in which the industrial
prestige and commercial standing of whole peoples
will be largely determined by the wisdom with
which they employ electrical methods and
machinery, I feel that the perpetual dissemination
of a knowledge of electricity by means of the study
of wireless is a thing that all serious observers of
affairs must applaud. This wholesome spreading of
wireless knowledge is immensely assisted by your
valuable journal, and therefore I send my fbest
wishes for your continued useful and successful
career.
From Major J. Erskine -Murray, D.Sc., Past

President of the Wireless Society of London.
I am greatly interested to hear of the amalgama-

tion of the Radio Review and. Wireless World.
The inclusion of the more technical papers of the
former in the weekly publication will give your
readers an opportunity of learning for themselves
more of the fundamental researches on which their
art is based, and at the seine time will spread the
scientific knowledge of the subject throughout a
larger circle. f wish you every success in your
venture.

From Professor J. A. Fleming, M.A., D.Sc.,
F .R.S .
I am very pleased to hear that The Wireless

World and The Radio Review are to be amalgamated
together into a single weekly magazine, promoting
the interests of wireless telegraphy and telephony.
1 am sure there is a great future for such a
magazine, and f wish it every prosperity and
success.

Front Mr. F. Hope Jones, Chairman
of the Wireless Society of London.
The appearance of The Wireless World as a

weekly marks an important stage in its progress,
and even of radiotelegraphy in general. The
tenth milestone invites Rest, Retrospect and
Resolve. The Rest you are not likely to get ; the
Retrospect I leave to abler pens than mine, and
as for your Good Resolutions, let me tell your
readers that it has been my privilege to know the
editors and their colleagues ; that they have high
ideals ; that their policy is to run the paper for
the good of the science, the industry and the hobby ;
that they will not grind individual axes nor will
be influenced by commercial interests.
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It is obvious that this change will greatly benefit
the Wireless Society of London, and here it should
be put on record that the Society is entirely satisfied
with the publication of its Proceedings and the
conduct of its official Journal. We have experienced
invariable courtesy and material assistance.

The Wireless World has recently been open to
the criticism that too large a proportion of its
pages has been devoted to mere records of meetings
Of wireless societies. As one who is always reported
in full, it would ill become me to complain of this ;
but I have often sympathised with your readers,
and I am glad to think that the incorporation of
The Radio Review will now redress the balance.

There is one gap which you will now be able to
fill properly. There is a real need for prompt
intimation of changes and additions to the pro-
grammes of regular transmission services. As an
instance of this, I may mention that many begin-
ners are still fumbling for time signals among the
sidereal rhythmics at 10 a.m., in spite of the recent
republication of your big list. It is your duty and
privilege to publish the only Wireless Time Table.
Keep it up to date, preferably by a weekly Bulletin,
always to be found on the same page.

Thanks to the improved conditions which we
are fighting for and are confident of obtaining,
the present number of licences will, in my opinion,
be doubled in quite a short time. The Wireless
World should be indispensable to all licencees and
your future prosperity is assured.
From Sir Oliver Lodge, F.R.S., D.Sc., etc.

Everything which tends to reduce the number of
periodicals and increase their scope, is to the good.

Amateur enterprise in this country is deserving
of encouragement, as is already done in America.
Combined effort will advance the subject. and
amateurs with no professional duties which forbid
experiment have every chance of introducing
improvements.
From Captain F. G. Loring, R.N., M.I.E.E.,

Inspector of Wireless Telegraphy, General
Post Office.
In reply to your request for a personal message

to your readers on the occasion of the first appear-
ance of The Wireless World as a weekly publication,
and at the same time of the incorporation of The
Radio Review with it.

It gives me great pleasure to testify to the
interest and usefulness of those two periodicals, and
as a reader of both I welcome their combination
as a matter of convenience and economy. The
particular interest of The Wireless World for me
lies perhaps in the fact that it is the official organ
of The Wireless Society of London and its affiliated
Provincial Societies. As a result The Wireless
World becomes the mouthpiece of the British
experimental and amateur wireless movement. No
one may deny the important part played by the
so-called " amateur " in the development of
science and art and every bona fide wireless experi-
menter should receive all the encouragement it is
possible to give him, provided that in return he
will but master the rules and observe the regulations
which admit him to the Freemasonry of the ether.

I have been greatly interested in the recent
experiments with American amateurs, and take
leave to congratulate both British and American
amateurs on the results obtained. The important
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point to my mind is the fact that they were accom-
plished as part of a programme. Unexpected freak
ranges at night of hundreds and even thousands
of miles on short waves with small power have
always been common knowledge.

I have a distinct recollection that as far hack
as 1901 or 1902 the Marconi Company reported
that one of their ships, using a 10 -inch induction
coil on " Tune A " (360 feet wave), sent out signals
which were received by another ship over 1,000
miles away on a filings coherer and were recorded
on a tape machine. No doubt in those days such
a wonderful result had its influence on the pclicy
of the Company in regard to the erection of stations
for Transatlantic communication. Good signals at
1,000 miles on 1 kilowatt under special conditions
was not, however, the precursor of good signals at
2,000 miles on 100 kilowatts at all times. Since
those days the study of very short waves on low
power has been rather neglected until quite recently,
when their marvellous range under certain condi-
tions has been rediscovered and communication
established during a predetermined period over a
distance of 3,000 miles and more. Whether there
has been any real advance towards the use of such
waves for regular long-distance communication, is
not yet evident. I suggest that the investigation
of very short wave wireless transmission and
reception is a field of investigation peculiarly
suitable to the members of wireless societies who
must always be under considerable restrictions in
regard to the power which they are permitted to
employ in their experiments. I shall hope to read
in due course that it has become possible for British
and American amateurs to exchange signals on
180 metres, not accidentally nor even during a
predetermined period, but at a predetermined
moment of the year. I wish I felt as confident of
the accomplishment of this result as I am that if
and when it is accomplished the Postmaster -
General will take steps to see that there shall be
no infringement of his monopoly !

Wishing The Wireless World and The Radio Review
the best of circulations in their combined form.

From Lt. -General Sir Robert Baden-Powell,
Kt., K .C.V .0 K .C.B .
I am delighted to see that the demand for The

Wireless World has rendered necessary its issue as
a weekly journal.

This step " wirelesses " to the world the inspiring
fact, which I have also realised for myself among
the Boy Scouts, that the students and users of the
science are growing greatly in numbers and keen-
ness.

Thus there lies before us the promise of wonderful
developments and inventions in the near future,
where so many pioneers are devoting not only brain
and resourcefulness but heart as well to the fascin-
ating subject.

From Mr. A. A. Campbell Swinton, F.R.S.,
etc., Past President of the Wireless Society
of London.
I am sure that all readers of The Wireless World

and, indeed, all those interested in wireless tele-
graphy, will be very much pleased to hear the
announcement that The Wireless World is in future
to be published weekly instead of fortnightly, and
is to include a section comprising the class of matter
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that has hitherto been published monthly in The
Radio Review.

I know of no new pursuit of a scientific character
which in recent years has aroused so much general
interest as has Wireless Telegraphy. Indeed, there
has been nothing .like it since the early days of
motoring, and, before then, since the days of the
invention of the telephone and microphone. As
such interest is likely to increase rather than
diminish, I foretell an increased circulation for
The Wireless World in its new form. I am sure the
Wireless Society of London did a very good stroke
of business when they arranged for The Wireless
World to become their official organ and to publish
all their papers.

Wishing The Wireless World all success.

From General G. Ferric, C.M.G.. LL.D.,
Inspector - General of French Military
Telegraphs.
La telegraphic) sans fil constitue a l'heure actuelle

le plus parfait moyen de diffusion rapide de la
peniee humaine. Son developpement ne peut
done que contribuer a aceroitre la concorde dans
le monde, car les peuples se connaitront mieux
grace A, elle. De plus, sea applications scientifiques
dans divers domaines prennent une importance
sans cesse croissante.

It est done tris utile d'accroitre de plus en plus
le nombre de personnes qui sont au courant des
progres et des applications de la T.S.F., et de
leur dormer les indications necessaires pour qu'elles
puissent- utiliser ces progres pour leur usage
personnel.

L'extension de votre interessant publication
contribuera a atteindre ce but. Je suis done
convaincu qu'elle est appelee a un grand succes.

(TRANSLATION).

Wireless telegraphy constitutes at the present time
the most perfect medium for the diffusion of human
thought. Its development, therefore, cannot but
contribute to the establishment of goodwill in the
world, for, thanks to it, the nations are able to know
each other better. Moreover, the scientific applications
of wireless telegraphy in its various aspects are of
ever-growing importance.

It is therefore useful to increase more and more
the number of persons conversant with the progress
and applications of wireless telegraphy and to give
them the advice necessary to enable them to utilise
this progress for their personal needs.

The expansion of your interesting publication will
assist in the attainment of this end. I am therefore
confident that a great success awaits it.

From Dr. Pierre Corret, Editor of La T.S.F.
Moderne, Vice -President of La Societe
Frangaise d'Etude. de Telegraphie et de
Telephonie sans fil. From the French
Amateurs to the British Amateurs.
At the moment when your excellent gazette,

The Wireless World, attains the status of a weekly,
and thus bears witness to the brilliant state of
wireless amateurism in Britain, we, French ama-
teurs, wish to greet and congratulate you, our
unknown friends, across the Channel.
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In advance of us, and guided by leaders more
expert, you set out on the path of wireless experi-
ment. Amateurs well grounded in theory aud,
skilful in practice are more numerous with you
than with us. You have a larger number of
societies and the subjects with which they deal are
more scientific. We look forward eagerly to the
day when we shall have, in our societies, meetings
as interesting as in yours, particularly in your
WIRELESS SOCIETY OF LONDON. Also your valued
organ, The Wireless World, we keenly envy, not
only for its frequent and punctual appearance, the
number of its pages and the diversity of its subjects,
but principally for its highly interesting character
and for the skilful manner in which it is conducted
by its clever editors.

As is shown by the present state of our Societe
Frangaise d'Etude de Telegraphie et de Tdephonie
sans Fil, of our not yet very numerous provincial
societies, and of our modest organ, La T.S.F.
Moderne, we are at the present time as it were
your younger brethren, who are very desirous of
following your example and that of your still older
cousins of the United States. With joy we applauded
your brilliant success' in the Transatlantic Tests,
having here only one amateur who received only
partially the American signals ; and now we shall,
doubtless, be able soon to set to work with you.

As you, of course, know we recently received
from our somewhat dilatory postal administration
a transmitting licence, which we had not even
applied for ; we had experienced such difficulties
with the administration with regard to reception
merely that we had not ventured even to think of
the possibility of transmission.

This licence was not intended in principle for
us amateurs, but in a general way for experimental
and testing stations. However, we were, of course,
very glad to seize the opportunity promptly and
to receive legal permission for our tests and experi-
ments also.

Owing to its not specially amateur character, otir
present transmitting licence is of a somewhat
peculiar nature. Theoretically, there is no limit to
usable power, nor to wavelength. Permission is
obtainable even for a station with 100 -kilowatt
power and any wavelength whatever, but will be
granted by the postal administration on condition
only that the motives given for the establishment
of the station seem sufficiently justified. However,
if the power does not exceed 100 watts, nor the
wavelength 200 metres, it is not necessary to state
motives in the application for a licence. Hence
we may say, though this is not absolutely precise,
that for amateurs the limits are 100 watts and
200 metres.

It had not been laid down, whether the 100 watts
is input or output power. In order to obtain a
definition. La T.S.F. Moderne applied for per-
mission, without statement of motives, for a
station with a maximum of 100 watts in the aerial
and a maximum wavelength of 200 metres-and
received it.
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The annual charge is 100 francs for each kilowatt
or part thereof, hence for amateurs 100 francs.
Only scientific research and tests of apparatus are
allowed, but not correspondence on personal and
contemporary affairs. If private and contemporary
correspondence with any other station be desired
a special licence must be obtained and an additional
charge of 45 francs for each kilometre between the
two stations is levied. If more than two stations
wish to correspond there must be a further payment
of 45 francs for each corresponding station beyond
the first two.

In conformity with these arrangements La T.S.F.
Moderne has applied for a licence for private and
contemporary correspondence with one receiving
station, whose owner wishes to receive promptly
information of all kinds on radio telegraphy, hours
of transmission from large stations, etc.

Such is a summary of the conditions under
which we French amateurs can now receive a
transmitting licence. We hope that ere long we
shall be able to carry out tests and experiments
with you, our British friends. Still, some consider-
able time must certainly pass before that can be
achieved, for hitherto we in France have had very
little experience and practice in short waves, and
we have need of learning something in this branch,
which is not of the easiest.

Still another difficulty we foresee, namely, the
barrier of language. What language shall be used
by British and French amateurs, who do not know
each other's national tongue ? What will be the
use of words reaching us from across the Channel,
if we do not understand them ? This difficulty has
already been made clearly evident to you in the
announcement, in French, of the names of items
in the Telephonic Concerts from the Eiffel Tower.
Happily a simple solution exists : we shall, be able
to use the very easily acquired international
language, Esperanto.*

Possibly you wonder that I, a Frenchman,
write so well in English ; yet I do not know your
language at all. I can to some extent guess at its
meaning when reading it, but I am quite unable
to write it. This friendly message I have written
to you in Esperanto without difficulty, and' its
text has been translated into English by a British
Esperantist. I am absolutely certain that he has
transmitted my thoughts to you far more accurately
than could have been done by a Frenchman with
a " good knowledge " of English, or by an English-
man with a " good knowledge " of French.

As a preliminary test in this direction, La T.S.F.
Moderne will use Esperanto for items of general
information transmitted to its private corres-
pondent.

The Editor wishes to thank all those who have
written to express appreciation of the introduction
of the weekly publication of The Wireless World
and the incorporation of The Radio Review.

* All information on the subject may be ob-
tained from the British Esperanto Association,
17, Hart Street, London, W.C.1.

B 1
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Presentation of Prizes to the First Prize Winner
in the Transatlantic Amateur Tests.

AT the meeting of the Wireless Society of
London, held at the Institution of Electrical
Engineers,Victoria-Embankment, on Tuesday,

February 28th, a presentation of prizes gained by
Mr. W. R. Burne, first prize winner in the Trans -
Atlantic Amateur Tests, was made.

Mr. W. R. Burne had been invited to London
from Manchester for the occasion by the Wireless
Society of London, and in receiving the prizes at

The Presentation to

the hands of the President ho represented also
those other successful competitors in the Tests
who had gained Second and Third Prizes. Address-
ing the meeting, the PRESIDENT said

The next business is a very pleasant one indeed,
and that is to present the prizes to the -successful
competitors in the Transatlantic Radiotelegraphic
Communication Tests in December. Mr. Coursey
is going to give a brief description of the work done
by the successful receiver, so that I will not take
up the time of the meeting, except to say that I
feel we ought to be very grateful to the firms who
have encouraged this work by their very generous
offers of these prizes, some of which are on the

table here. Only one successful member is present
to -night, and I think that all the apparatus on the
table and something that I have in my pocket,
presented by Messrs. G. Z. Auckland & Son, has
been won by him. But we are really congratulating
all the successful competitors, eight in all, and
their prizes either have been or will be sent to
them in due course. I will ask Mr. Coursey to give
a short description of the Tests. (Applause.)

Mr. W. R. Burne. [Photopress.

MR. P. R. COURSEY.
I have been asked to say two or three words

this evening on the subject of these American
short wave tests, which were carried out in December
last. Probably many of the audience here this
evening remember Mr. Godley's visit to this country
and his attendance at one of the meetings of this
Society, when he told us about the American
Radio Relay League, which is one of the largest
amateur organisations in the United States.

The first organised Transatlantic Test was made
in February, 1921. It lasted three days only with
one blank day in between the Tests. Nothing
definite, however, was received on this side, and a
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considerable amount of disappointment was in
consequence felt both in this country and in
America. These negative results were due not so
much to any failure on the part of either the trans-
mitting stations in America, or of the receiving
stations on this side, but to the fact that the tests
lasted for too short a period for definite communica-
tion to be established in view of the very variable
atmospheric conditions.

The second test took place between the 7th and
17th of December last, and lasted for ten successive
days or, rather, nights. There was, therefore, much
more chance of signals being heard, and we can
now say that American amateurs certainly got
into communication with amateurs in this country
using comparatively small apparatus, as compared
with the high -power transatlantic stations. The
chief point of interest in the Tests lies in the short
wavelengths employed, most of them being round
about 200 metres, but some going up to 360 or
375 metres. The bulk of the stations worked on
round about 200 metres.

Before the tests were carried out opinion in
America was very divided as to whether spark or
C.W. stations would come out best. I think in
this country we had very little hesitation in
saying which we -thought would be the best. But
very good results had been obtained in America
with spark sets having an input of 1kW, and these
led them to expect that quite good results might
be obtained from their spark transmitters. This
in a sense proved to be the case, as signals from
spark stations were heard by Mr. Godley at Ardros-
san, Scotland, but no definite signals from spark
stations were heard by the British listeners. Mr.
Godley's reception results showed that although he
heard some spark signals, he hoard far more C.W.
stations. I think this conclusively proved, if such
proof were needed, that C.W. transmission is
undoubtedly more effective than spark over long
distances for the same power.

The scientific interest of the tests lies in the
accomplishment of radio communication, including
the reception of at least one complete message
over such a long distance with such short wave-
lengths and such small power. Some somewhat
misleading statements have been made as to the
possibility of the value of such signals ; but it is
quite obvious that to secure commercial trans-
mission over such a range requires much larger power
in order to secure regular communication, not
only every night, but every day as well. These
Tests showed that the signals came over very much
better on about two nights than they did for the
remainder of the period. The transmission qualities
over the Atlantic during the period rose to a
maximum after about three or four days, and then
fell off to zero,and practically nothing more was heard

I think it would be of interest to point
out here that the British entrants made greater
use of high -frequency magnification than did the
Americans. The first four of the most successful
of our amateurs on this side all used high -frequency
magnification on the short wavelengths. Mr.
Godley brougl.t apparatus with him which was
typical of the best American practice that they
had evolved for long distance short wave reception,
and he did not have any high -frequency magnifica-
tion in front of his first detector valve. He used
the Armstrong super -heterodyne principle, in
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which the incoming signals are heterodyned before
the first detector valve. That scheme hes been
used in this country, and one listener at least,
I know, obtained very good results with it ; but in
broad outline the successful receivers followed the
same general scheme-one, two or three, or even
four or five, high -frequency stages with tuned
anode coupling between the valves, followed by a
detector valve and possibly one or two stages of
low -frequency amplification. The best reception as
regards the number of stations heard was made by
Mr. W. R. Burne, of Sale, Cheshire, who inter-
cepted signals from seven American stations.
Three for certain of these were received correctly,
with the code words which were allotted to these
stations, as a means of definitely verifying the
reception. Others were not doing individual
test transmission work, and had therefore no
definite code signals, but were heard during a
" free for all " period, and the remaining one was a
special C.W. station put up by a group of American
amateurs using practically the full licensed power
of 1 kW input. The signals from that station were
certainly very much more powerful than heard
from any other United States station, and it has
subsequently transpired that the other C.W.
stations that were heard were using much less
power than 1 kW.

The next best reception was made by Mr. Whit-
field, of Birmingham. He received three stations-
1BCG, the above -mentioned special station, and
two others with complete code words. For the
next best reception two have been put together.
They are Mr. Corsham, of Willesden, and Mr.
Spence, of Huntly, Aberdeenshire. Each of these
received one station with the correct code group.
Others who received signals were Mr. A. E. Green-
slade and Mr. E. McT. Reece, of Clapham, who made
a very prolonged reception of 1BCG ; Mr. T.
Cutler, of Southampton, Mr. J. R. Forshaw, of
Liverpool, and another one in the South of England,
who does not wish his name to be divulged.

The American set used by Mr. Godley contained
in all ten valves -two oscillators and the remaining
ones detecting and amplifying. As a comparison
to this there was. one British amateur who heard
signals from 1BCG, and used two valves and a
crystal detector. It is, I think, extremely creditable
that signals should have been heard on such simple
apparatus. Others used up to four or five stages
of high -frequency amplification.

Another interesting point might be mentioned
with regard to the comparison between the times
at which signals were heard by Mr. Godley and by
the British workers. On the morning of the 8th
Mr. Godley reported hearing a Station 1AAW.
That has not been verified, as it has been proved
since that that station was not sending, so it
seems that somebody was using a false call. On
the morning of the 9th he reported no signals.
On the morning of the 10th he heard 1BCG, the
special transmitting station. On the morning of
the 11th he heard the greatest number of signals ;
he reported fifteen stations that morning, that is
on the first Sunday morning during the Tests. As
against Godley's first definite reception, reported
on the morning of the 10th, we have that of Burne,
who heard four stations on the morning of the 8th
December

As regards the methods of valve amplification on
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this side, we were probably in advance of Mr.
Godley in that respect. We do not come up to
him with regard to the number of stations heard,
but when taking into consideration the fact that at
the beginning of the Tests he used an aerial 1,350
ft. long, and afterwards cut that down to 850 ft.,
whereas all the British people had not more than
the Post Office aerial of 140 ft., it does not seem
surprising that he should hear more signals. In
fact, I think it is all the more creditable to the
British workers that they heard any at all, and,
taking into account the difference in the aerial
sizes, our results show not at all badly as compared
with Mr. Godley's. He also heard signals on the
morning of the 12th ; but on the 13th, 14th, 15th
and 16th he reported no signals. As against that
we certainly have several signals on the 8th ; we
have one on the 10th, we have several on
the 1 1 th, and we have one on the 14th, so
that again in two cases we may say we were
hearing signals when he did not do so. A receiving
station in the South of France also heard signals
towards the end of the Test when Mr. Godley
reported nothing.

It is also interesting to note that the United
States station 2ZL owned by Mr. J. 0. Smith,
of Long Island, was heard by the first three British
prize -winners, but was not heard at all by Mr.
Godley at Ardrossan.

I will only detain you a little longer to mention
the fact that a number of prizes, as already stated
by our President, were offered by wireless firms in
this country to those who made the best reception.
and two or three prizes were offered in some cases.
Some of the prizes carried conditions attached to
them to the effect that they would not be awarded
unless the successful amateur used apparatus
supplied by these firms, and that has cut out the
award of a few prizes. But the remainder, as
already announced in The Wireless World, have
been allocated. Several of the instruments are
here on the table, but one or two remain to be
chosen by Mr. Burne, who has been offered the
choice of apparatus to the value of the prize. Well,
I do not think I need detain you any longer in
discussing this matter. The Tests have been
successful, and it is hoped that before long further
definite communications may be established and
possibly also in the course of time regular working
between the amateurs of the two countries.
(Applause).

THE PRESIDENT.

Mr. Burne is present in person as a guest of the
Wireless Society this evening, and I think we will
ask him to represent all the other successful com-
petitors ; and I should like to ask him to come to
the table to hand him a cheque which, as has been
stated, I have in my pocket, and let that represent
my presentation to him and to the other successful
competitors. I should like to tender to them my
personal congratulations on the successful com-
pletion of the Test. (Applause). I think we must
also thank Mr. Cot rsey for his very lucid descrip-
tion of what happened ; I think we ought to thank
those in America who sent the messages through
for this most interesting and instructive com-
petition. I hope that we will repeat it again next
year with even better results.
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MR. W. R. BURNE.
May I just say a few words, as I have come up to

London from Manchester, and am expected to
represent all the successful people. I would like
to thank you very, very much indeed for the
splendid way in which you have dealt with me in
inviting me up to London to receive these prizes.
I assure you it is a great thing for me, as I have not
been in London before. What is more, I was hoping
it would be wet. People who come to Manchester
from London say Manchester is always wet, and
those who come from Manchester to London say
in London it is always raining. I was hoping it
would be wet, so that I could say the same. How-
ever, I am very glad it did not rain, because of it
being Princess Mary's wedding day : it would not
have been at all nice.

With regard to further tests across the Atlantic,
I have got into communication with Mr. J. 0.
Smith (2ZL), Mr. Estey (1AFV) and others, who
very kindly sent again to a few of us who listened.
Mr. Corsham, Mr. Whitfield and myself listened until
about 2.30 a.m. from the beginning of this month,
and I cannot say that the tests have been altogether
successful ; but I think that one station was heard
one night by Mr. Whitfield and myself. On another
morning at 2.15 a.m. a station was undoubtedly
heard by myself. I do not know whether the others
heard it. To -day I had a letter from Mr. J. 0.
Smith, of Long Island, saying he was very keen
on further tests, and saying that he would be
sending every night at 8 o'clock, New York time
(i.e., at 1 o'clock a.m. G.M.T.) calling 2KW, and
if anybody else would like to listen for him i al: e ll
be pleased to hear from you.

I think it is a great thing, this Transatlantic
signalling, and I am only sorry that I did not do
better. Having had an accident I was not able
to rig up my apparatus until the morning of the
Tests. Everything was so hurried that I could not
possibly do better really, but I am very , very
pleased that other Britishers besides myself have
been successful, and I hope it will not be the
first or second time, or anything like that, but
that we will be able to get into communication
with the American people, and not only receive
their signals, but send to them as well, if only the
Post Office could be persuaded to grant us licences
for short wave work. (Applause.)

French Amateur Transmitting
Stations.

The French amateurs are taking full advantage
of their recently granted facilities for experimental
wireless transmissions. We learn that some ten
stations have already been licensed and we are
able to publish the calls of the first of these, which
are as follows :-8AB, 8AD, 8AE and TSFM
(the station of La T.S.F. Modern), and 8AH.

The station 8AB belongs to Mr. Leon Deloy,
of Nice. We understand that this station which
has already begun to transmit has been heard in
London. We shall be glad to receive reports of
the reception of any of these stations or any other
stations bearing the distinguishing figure eight,
which it appears is to be allotted to the French
experimental stations.
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A Tuner and Three -Valve Amplifier for all Wavelengths*
By PERCY W. HARRIS.

AFEW months ago the writer of this article
was faced with the problem of how best to
design and erect a receiving station of high

efficiency and low cost, to comply with the following
conditions .-

(1) The installation to he suitable for the
reception of all wavelengths from 300 metres to
23,450 metres (Bordeaux).

(2) To he sufficiently sensitive to give good
readable signals from the chief American high -
power stations on a standard amateur aerial.

(3) The constructional work to be performed
without a workshop or lathe and with a few
ordinary tools, from well -made component parts,
readily procurable from the dealers.

(4) The total cost, including aerial, mast,
insulators, tuner, amplifier, valves, batteries and
telephones, not to exceed about twenty-five
pounds.
In due course the problem was solved, and it is

thought that a complete description of the installa-
tion and the manner in which it was made will he
of some interest to those amateurs who lack
workshop facilities and experience in making
wireless gear. As will be seen, the installation is
such that any intelligent amateur can construct
most of it by the fireside.

* This apparatus was demonstrated and briefly
described at the Meeting of the Wireless Society of
London, on December 28th last. See The Wireless
World for January 21st, page 643.
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AERIAL AND EARTN.
Having obtained the necessary permit from the

Post Office, the construction of the aerial was first
undertaken. The writer is no believer in high
aerials for reception, for this reason it was decided
to make the aerial from 50 to 60 feet in length
and 20 feet in height, with twin wires six feet
apart, a twenty -foot down -lead at one end being
talien to the house. Actually it is slightly under
60 feet in length, owing to the fact that, with the
twin down -lead, the permitted 140 feet of wire is
not exceeded.

For the mast, a 20 -foot aeroplane spar was pur-
chased (from one of the dealers advertising in this
paper, at a cost of 16s., delivered). This was secured
to the hack of a shed at the end of the garden
(see Fig. 1). Owing to the fact that the spar is fairly
rigid and supported against the shed for eight feet
or so from the ground, no guy ropes were required.
To the top of the mast a small pulley block (Is. 6d.)
was tied, and a rope, 30 feet long (ordinary clothes-
line), run through it and the two ends tied together.
This double rope thus hung down within easy reach
for hauling purposes. A six-foot ash spreader
(3s. 6d.) was then purchased from the dealers,
together with five of the well-known green porcelain
" shell " insulators at Is. 8d. each, and a 150 -foot
roll of 7/22 phosphor bronze aerial wire (13s. 6d.).
The spreader was laid on the ground, a short length of
rope secured to each end to form a bridle, and this
rope fastened at its middle point to the 30 -foot rope
already mentioned. Two of the " shell " insulators
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1.-- It is a mistake to think that high aerials are necessary for long distance reception. The aerial described
in this article is only 20 feet high and, as shown in the sketch, is of modest proportions. The total length

of u -ire is 140 feet. The free end is due south.
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were then tied to the spreader with strong cord
(one at each end), and the aerial wire unrolled down
the garden and cut into two equal lengths. Two

SMELL INSULATOR.

Fig. 2. Method of attaching Aerial (fire to
Insulator, and Insulator, to Spreader.

of the ends of wire were then passed through the
insulators, the strands separated and twisted
round the wire to form a secure joint (see Figs. 2 and
3). At the house end, two large hooks were screwed
into the frame above the upstairs windows, 20 feet
from the ground and six feet apart. To these
hooks short lengths of rope were fastened and at
their ends two more shell insulators, through which
the two aerial wires were passed. The down -leads
were then brought down and together passed
through a further shell insulator, which had
previously been threaded on a transverse rope,
supported between a short pole and a hook on an
outhouse. The dining -room window frame was
drilled to take the wire, which was then passed
through the hole and finished with a terminal
inside the window -frame. To prevent water
entering, the hole was filled with Chatterton's
Compound. The general arrangement will be seen
from Fig. 1. An important point, and one which
contributes to the efficiency of the aerial, is that
the down -lead is held well away from the house.
No leading in insulator is used-the wood of the
window -frame sufficing. (Fig. 4.)

Fortunately, the rising pipe from the water -main
is situated in the kitchen immediately adjoining,
so that a very short lead, taken through a hole in
the wall inside a cupboard, (a hole luckily made
previously by workmen to take a gaspipe),- formed
the earth connection. One end of the earth lead
finishes in a terminal in the woodwork of the cup -

Fig. 3. Method of atawhing Spreader to Rope.
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board and the other in a strip of tinned copper,
clamped to the pipe in the kitchen (see Fig. 4).

THE TUNER.
Having purchased a Mark HI* tuner and a pair

of 4,000 ohm Brown's telephones, the internal
connections were altered slightly, as described by
Mr. Philip R. Coursey in this magazine (5th and
19th March, 1921), so that additional inductances
could be inserted in the primary and secondary
circuits, and the aerial condenser placed in parallel,
as well as in series, with the A.T.T. For preliminary
experiments, an inductance was wound on a card-
board former, S inches hi diameter and about the
same length,tappings being taken off every few turns,
and very thorough tests undertaken with the aerial
and tuner. Using the perikon detector, it was
possible to read North Foreland, Niton, Cherbourg,
Havre, Ostend, Cullercoats, Land's End, Norddeich,
Poldhu, Paris and many others, including on a few

Fig. 4.-The aerial is led in through a hole drilled
in the window frame. No leading in insulator is
used. On the right is shown the terminal for the earth
lead. It is ,fixed in the woodwork of a cupboard.

occasions even St. Merles de la Mer and Cadiz,
while ships, of course, were always audible.

After these preliminary experiments were over,
the complete station was designed. It was to
consist of a three -valve amplifier, with reaction,
one valve to be for high -frequency amplification,
one for detecting and one for note magnification.
As no. workshop facilities and very few tools were
available, it was necessary that everything should
be put together from purchased components, easily
obtainable from the dealers.

CIRCUIT.

The circuit decided upon is shown in its simplest
conventional form in Fig. 5. The portion marked A,
is comprised within the Mark III tuner, on to the
back of which was mounted a three -coil holder
to take the well-known Duolateral, Honeycomb
or Burndept coils, one coil being for aerial circuit,
one for secondary and one for reaction. The portion
B is all contained within a second Mark III tuner
case, from which all of the original parts had been
removed. These empty cases can be obtained for
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Fig. 5.-Simplified diagram of connections. It will be noticed that the H.T. battery is joined to the + terminal
of the L.T. battery, in which way the 6 volts of the L.T. are added to the H.T. No grid potentiometers are
used.

a few shillings, and being very strongly made of
solid mahogany, are particularly suitable for
assembling wireless apparatus. In addition, the
lid is of great value in keeping the instrument free
from dust.

There are many occasions when three valves
give far too strong signals, and when one is ample
for the purpose. Further, it is useful to he able
to compare one, two and three valves on certain
signals, and to try the relative merits of a high -
frequency valve with detector, against a detector
with a note magnifier. It was, therefore, decided
to add switches to the set to allow of a rapid
change over to various combinations. After much
consideration, the circuit was elaborated so that
with the aid of four switches, any arrangement of
valves could be obtained, and on the last valve
high or low resistance 'phones used, according to
whether a telephone transformer he switched in
or out. Figs. 6 to 9 show how the switches are
used.

It will be seen from Fig. 5 that the valves are trans-
former -coupled for both high and low frequency.
Transformer coupling was chosen so as to obtain
the highest efficiency. although resistance -capacity
coupling would have been cheaper to buy. It
must be remembered, however, that resistance -
capacity coupling in high -frequency amplification
is not suitable for shorter wavelengths. For high -
frequency amplification, the new Sullivan H.F.
transformer was purchased (this has a four -point
switch for 200.400, 400-1,000, 1,000-3,000 and over
3,000 metres), and for low -frequency the " Federal "

transformer. Both have answered all expectations,
and indeed, exceeded them. The grid leak and
condenser are of the combined pattern. the values
being -0003 microfarads and two megohms.

The change -over switches are of the well-known
American battery type, demounted from the
porcelain bases. The telephone transformer is of
the well-known Army type (valve to 'phone).

The method of assembly was quite simple. First
of all, the wooden partition of the empty Mark III
case was removed and the ledge on which the
ebonite top rests continued right round the edge.
From one of the dealers a sheet of new ebonite,
5/16ths thick, was obtained and fitted by the dealer
to the exact size of the top. When cut it weighed
exactly two pounds, and cost about 15s. or I6s.
cut, fitted and smoothed off.

The next step was to cut a sheet of paper the
exact size of this top, and lay out the various
components upon it, until a good arrangement was
found. The position of all terminals, holes. etc.,
was then marked with pencil and transferred to the
ebonite, and the necessary holes drilled with an
American hand twist drill. The largest hole is

in. in diameter, so large twist drills are not
required. For the drilling the ebonite was laid
in place on its ledge and the drill rotated until it
passed right through into the box. This saved
the table and the " mess " was kept within reason-
able bounds.

The switches were not mounted in the original
way as purchased, but by screws (4 B.A. will do)
passed through the ebonite and locked with nuts
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Fig. 6. Switches set for use of detector valve alone.

on top. The connections were then soldered
underneath the ebonite to these screws. This
makes a neater job than passing the wire through
the ebonite and connecting it outside, as with the
porcelain arrangement.

The terminals are all standard Mark III terminals,
easily obtainable from any dealer for 3d. to 31c1.
each. The rotary filament resistances require
I- inch holes. It will be noticed that separate
filament resistances are used for each valve-an
arrangement highly recommended if different types
of valves are to be tried. It also has the advantage
that valves not in use can he switched off. The
valve sockets require five holes each-one for each

B

0:1

B

m m

Fig. 8.-High-frequency amplifier followed by detector.

pin and one for the central holding screw. The
small two-way switch above the centre socket
serves to short-circuit the reaction coil. It should
be noted that when changing from detector valve
alone or with note magnifier to H.F. and detector
with or without note magnifier, the connections of
the reaction coil must be reversed. A reversing
switch would be an improvement here.

When all the holes are drilled (you will be sur-
prised how many there are !) the various components
can he screwed into place without difficulty. The
most difficult job is the demounting and mounting
again of the Sullivan switch for the transformer,
as the tiny studs must be carefully set. It would
probably be better to buy the transformer without
switch and use a larger one than that fitted to the

03 ED
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Fig. 7.-Detector valve and note magnifying valve.

complete transformer. Those who have them
could use the separate transformers mounted on
valve plugs in this instrument, thus saving expense.

Small mica and copper condensers (.001 micro -
farad) are shunted across H.T. terminals, telephone
transformer primary, and L.F. transformer primary.

L

B

-  - -  - 

1

Fig. 9.-H.F., detector and note magnifier used
together. Note: The switch in the right-hand corner
connects the final valve either to H.T. telephones
(upper position) or transformer and L.T. telephones
(lower position, as shown).

(In a further instalment of this article the wiring
will be described and details given of the amplifier
panel, together with photographs of the completed
station.)

THE DUTCH CONCERTS.
The following is an extract from a letter received

from Mr. H. H. Idzerda, of the Nederlandsche
Radio-Industrie, acknowledging the sum sub-
scribed by readers of The Wireless World :-

" We have received your letter of February
17th, with enclosed cheque for £62 6s. 6d.

" Whilst we thank you for your remittance,
we want especially to express our appreciation
to all subscribers and your good selves for the
support given and interest shown in our
concerts."
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Experimental Wireless Stations.

DIRECTORY OF CALLS.

Delete the particulars previously published in The Wireless World of the following stations,
2FB, 2KO, 2NR.

The following additions or corrections should be inserted :-

Power
Call in

Letters. Watts.

Wave -Hours
lengths - of System. Name and Address.

in Metres. Working.

2 FB 10 lACI Various. Spark, C.W. and W. Ison, 80, Harnham Road,
1,000 ' Telephony. Salisbury.

2K0 10 500 2000-2200 C.W. and C. S. Baynton, 48, Russell Road,
1,000 Weekdays, Telephony.

1100-1300
Moseley, Birmingham.

Sundays.
2 NR 1900-2100 J. Knowles Hassell, Mount Pleasant

Works, Wooden Box, near Burton -
on -Trent.

2 PA 180 1900-2100 Spark, C.W. and G. Z. Auckland & Son, 395, St. John
1,000 Telephony Street, E.C.1.

2 PX 10 1,000 C.W. and Tele-
phony.

H. H. Lassman, 4, Avenue Parade,
Barking Road, East Ham.

2 Q0 Telephony. P. Pritchard, Blenheim House, Broad
Street, Hereford.

2 RK 180 Spark. A. E. Blackall, 7, Maple Road,
Surbiton.

2 RB 10 180 Spark, C.W., and H. B. Grylls, Trenay Fawton,
1,000 Telephony. Carew Road, Eastbourne.

2 SD J. Mayall, Burfield, St. Paul's Rd.,
Gloucester. Portable Set.

2 SI Up to Spark, C.W., L. C. Holton, 112, Conway Road,
180 & T.T., and London, N.14.
1,000 Telephony.

2 TG 10 1,000 C.W. and Tele-
phony.

Sheffield University, Dept. of Ap-
plied Science, St. George's Square,
Sheffield.

2 TH 10 1,000 C.W. Sheffield University. Portable Sat.
2 TO 10 180 1900-2100 C.W. and Tele- F. Townsend, 46, Grove Lane,

1,000 phony. Ipswich.
2 UM 10 180 1600-1700 Spark, C.W. and H. Lloyd, 3, Ventnor Place,

1,000 1900-2000 Telephony. Sheffield.
I VP L. J. Hughes, The Wireless Station,

Mombasa, British E. Africa.

The following French Amateur Stations have now been licensed.

8 AB 100
200

8 AD -
200
525

1,000
About

2100-2115
and at intervals

till 2230.
Sundays

C.W.

Spark

Lon Deloy, Villa des Hautes
Roches, 55, Boulevard Mont
Boron, Nice.

J. Roussel, 12, Rue Hoche, Juvisy
200 1500-1600 sur-Orge, France.

8 AE & - 200 - C.W. La T.S.F. Moderne, 11, Avenue d(
TSFM !

Saxe, Paris.

8 AH - 200 Daily, various C.W. and Marcel Coze, 7, Rue Lalo, Paris, 16e
Telephony.
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Resistance Capacity Amplification*
BY B. L. STEPHENSON.

THERE are roughly speaking, three methods
of amplification which can be easily adopted
for amateur purposes, these being " Note

Magnification." " High Frequency " amplification
by means of intervalve transformers, and " H.F."
amplification using resistance capacity intervalve
couplings.

The first method seems to be the one which has
been most generally adopted by amateurs, but as
has been frequently explained, it cannot receive
stations which would not be, at least, audible
using a single valve, under the same working con-
ditions. In other words, as the term " Note
Magnification " implies, it merely makes signals
which can be received on one valve louder.
In addition to this it has the attendant disadvan-
tages of being noisy, owing to the magnetic effects
of the iron of the transformers, and costly, for these
transformers can hardly be made by the average
amateur.

The second method, employing intervalve air -

cored transformers, ' for amplification at radio -
frequency (i.e., of the signals before rectification)
is undoubtedly the most efficient method of
amplification. It amplifies very weak impulses in
the aerial -circuit and causes them to become strong
enough to operate the rectifying valve, thus causing
fluctuations of current through the 'phones.
These weak impulses might not be strong enough
to cause a single valve to rectify, where no previous
amplification was used. This method, however,
has a great disadvantage in cost and trouble of
operating. The amateur, in most cases, requires
an installation which will work with reasonable
efficiency on all wavelengths, say, from 400 metres
to 20,000 metres. In order to do this he would
need about 9 separate intervalve transformers, as
well as an extra variable condenser for shunting
across their primaries. All this has, I think, been
fully gone into, lately, before this Society.

The third method, using intervalve couplings
consisting of a high resistance and a capacity is, 1
think, the simplest of the three, and it has all the
advantages of the last two methods, with none of
their disadvantages. That is to say, it is both
cheap, highly efficient and easy to operate.

First of all we will take a circuit of the usual
type, embodying the principles of Resistance -
Capacity Amplification.

There are two distinct components of current
flowing round the anode circuits. , The first is the
normal D.C., due to the H.T. battery and limited
by the anode resistance, and the resistance of the
stream of electrons flowing from the filament to the
plate of the valves. This, of course, cannot operate
the telephones in any way. The other is the A.C.,
at radio frequency, which is superimposed on the
D.C., when signal oscillations are applied to the grid.

Now it is necessary to maintain the plate of a
common " R " type valve at a potential of about
25 volts positive, to ensure efficient working and the

A Paper read before the Manchester Wireless
Society on December 1st, 1921.

normal steady current flowing will be about
0.7 milliamps. From this fact we can easily
calculate the necessary H.T. voltage, with any
given value of anode resistances. These are given in
the following table

Volts. Anode Reaiatance. Amplification.
40 20 thousand ohms. 2
50 38 PP 3
60 50 PP 4
70 65 P9 PP 5
8(1 80 ,, PP 6
90 90 7

100 100 8
If the anode of the first valve is connected direct

to the grid of the next valve, this grid will have a
politintial of about 25 volts positive relative to the
filament. This will, of course, render the valve
inoperative.

If, however, we put a condenser between these
two points we shall effectively stop the D.C., while
the high frequency oscillations will be readily able
to pass. By this means the proper controlling of
the valve is obtained.

These intervalve grid condensers should be made
such that they are large enough to pass the H.F.
impulses caused by low wavelengths, and their
capacity seems generally to be given, in text -books,
as between 0.0002 mfd. and 0.0008 mfd. Conse-
quently the value usually given is 0.0005 mfd.

In actual practice, however, very much larger
ones seem to work better, particularly between the
first two valves. A table can be given as follows :-

Between first 2 valves .. 0.003 mfd.
second 2 - 0.002 mfd.

third 2 0.0008 mfd.
and not until the fifth valve do we come down to
the 0.0005 mfd. condenser.

Much has been said regarding the loss of efficiency
of Resistance -Capacity amplifiers when receiving
wavelengths below about 1,000 metres. This may
be largely due to the fact that the grid condensers
used are too small, and will not pass the H.F.
impulses due to short waves. The loss of efficiency
is there in any case, but it can usually be made
less noticeable by increasing -the capacity of the
condensers.

The reason for the inefficiency of these amplifiers
on short wavelengths is that the valves have an
inter -electrode capacity of appreciable value.
This has an effect equivalent to shunting the
filament anode path with a condenser, which is
the same as shunting the anode resistance, and
thus providing a path for the H.F. currents. This
will lower the resultant impedance of the anode
resistance to A.C. and the voltage drop across it will
therefore be reduced. This will, of course, lower
the amplification factor.

Now the impedance of a condenser to A.C. varies
indirectly as the square of the frequency, so that
high frequency impulses, caused by low wavelengths
will pass the condenser very easily, and thus lower
the amplification much more than in the case of
longer waves. This will be more readily under-
stood when we study the actual frequencies caused
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by certain waves. The frequency of 300 metre
waves is 1,000,000, while that of 1,000 metres is
300,000. Now the detrimental effects of the inter
electrode capacities' vary as the square of these
numbers (i.e., as 100 is to 9). So that this effect
on a wavelength of 300 metres is roughly 11 times
as much as it is on 1,000 metres.

Another centre of discussion seems to be the
grid -leaks. If these are of too high a resistance
the set seems to " howl " very readily with a low
humming sort of note, and C.W. signals are flat.
On the other hand, resistances of too low a value
certainly stop the " howling," but at a great cost
to signal strength, and in some cases the set may
stop oscillating, particularly on low wavelengths.

This question of " howling " is extremely vital
when using Resistance -Capacity amplifiers, and a
great deal of their variableness can, I think, he
put down to an unsuitable choice of grid -leaks.
Personally I used a standard 3-megohm leak for
some time, with a two -valve amplifier, and the set
could not be induced to " howl " under any cir-
cumstances. Later I took the leak away all
together, and the set then " howled " on the least
provocation. Signals were stronger than with the
3-megohm leak, but C.W. signals were flat and had
a " poppy " sort of note. At present I am using
a strip of dry oak 2" long, as a grid -leak, with just
a terminal through it at each end for connections.
This is very effective and has greatly improved
signal strength, at the same time causing continuous
wave stations to come in more on their real shrill
note. This, of course, enables them, to be heard
at a greater distance from the telephones. The set
" howls " when the reaction coupling is too tight,
and best signal strength is found when the set is
just off the " howling " point. This is, however,
usually the case with any receiver.

(To be concluded.

Notes
The Telephony Transmissions from Eiffel

Tower.
The following notes on the apparatus used in

the transmissions of telephony from the Eiffel
Tower in the afternoons may be of interest.

The transmissions are made on a wavelength
of 2,600 metres, a valve transmitted being em-
ployed with four valves in parallel. A plate
voltage of 2,300 volts is used to feed the valves
and about 800 watts energy is put into the aerial.

A fifth valve of the same type is used to modu-
late the aerial current, the plate circuit being
coupled to the grid circuit of the transmitting
valves. The grid of the modulating valve is con-
trolled by a microphone through the medium of
an amplifier.
The Public Subscription for Professor E.

Branly.
The public subscription recently opened for

Professor Edward Branly has, it is understood,
now been closed. The total sum received is
218,253 francs, and though the money is a personal
gift to Professor Branly, he intends to devote it
to the furtherance of his wireless researches.
Time Signals from Wellington, New Zealand.

We are advised by the Hector Observatory,
Wellington, New Zealand, that in future on Mon -
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days, Wednesdays and Fridays at 10.30 a.m. local
time, time signals will he sent out by Wellington
Radio. These will be in addition to the programme
at present in force for sending out at 8.30 p.m.,
and the procedure adopted will be exactly the
same..

Magnetic Detectors for Colleges.
We are advised that Messrs. The Wilkinson

Motor & Engineering Company, of Lonsdale Road,
Kilbuirn, N.W.6, are prepared to present to any
public school having a wireless laboratory or to
any wireless society affiliated to the Wireless
Society of London, a Marconi magnetic detector
in case. A limited number only is available. The
only stipulation made is that the instrument
remains the property of the school or club in
question, and that carriage on the instrument
will be paid.

International Scientific Congress to be held
in °Bel gium.

The Association des Ingenieurs sortis de l'Ecole
de Liege are organising an International Scientific
Congress to celebrate their 75th anniversary. The
congress will he held in Belgium from June 11th
to 16th, and an invitation to be present is extended
to qualified engineers of Belgium and allied coun-
tries. Wireless telegraphy is included under the
section devoted to Electricity.

Full particulars are to be obtained on application
to Mr. 0. Lepersonne, Secretaire-General, 16, Quai
des Etats-Unis, Liege, Belgium.

Wireless Navigational Warnings to Airmen.
Information of a specially urgent nature concern-

ing aerial navigation, e.g., warning regarding the
discontinuation of navigational aids or obstruction
of landing areas at aerodromes, will in future be
broadcasted by wireless telegraphy from Air
Ministry Wireless Telegraph Station, in addition to
being promulgated in the usual manner.

Such notices issued by wireless will be added at
the end of the Air Ministry synoptic weather reports
transmitted on a wavelength of 1,400 metres
C.W. at any of the following times (G.M.T.)
0600. 0800. 1400 and 1900.

Amateur Wireless Discussed in the House of
Commons.

In the House of Commons on March 7th Mr.
Hurd (Member for Frome) asked the Postmaster -
General if his attention had been called to the
development of wireless telegraphy under private
enterprise in the United States ; whether he was
aware that the number of wireless telephone
receiving sets had increased in one year from
50,000 to 600,000 and the entire country had been
plotted into circuits with a central station so that
every rural and urban home might obtain, at a
cost below that of an ordinary gramophone, weather
forecasts and business information as to prices
and market conditions as well as records of sermons,
lectures and entertainments ; and whether he
would endeavour to provide comparable facilities
under the Post Office monopoly in this country.

In reply, Mr. Kellaway said : I am aware that
there has been a considerable increase in the
number of private wireless installations in the
United States, but I have no definite information
as to the number of such installations, or as regards
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the arrangements for providing the facilities
described by the Hon. Member. I understand,
however, that in consequence of the danger of
interference with Government and commercial
communications, the United States Government
are considering the restriction of the use of the
wireless telephone for other purposes.

Permission to use wireless receiving apparatus
for experimental purposes is granted with com-
parative freedom in this country, the number of
installations being at present 7,000. The provision
of facilities for broadcasting messages by wireless
is under consideration.

Sir Harry Brittain (Member for Acton) : How
can you interfere with the Government wireless by
means of a receiving set ?

Mr. Kellaway : I can give one instance which
occurred recently in the United States where the
Australian and New Zealand Governments both
complained that their communications were inter-
fered with by an amateur in California *ho was
trying to wireless a local concert.

Sir Henry Brittain : An amateur receiving
station is a different thing.

The U.R.S.I. Signals.
Amongst the decisions arrived at by the

International Conference `on Radio Communi-
cations held in Paris during June, July and
August, 1921, was the necessity for the trans-
mission by a number of transmitting stations,
of scientific signals for the purpose of observations
relating to the law of the propagation of energy.

The law of the propagation of energy has not yet
been established on a completely and rigorously
scientific basis. The study of this question covers
the choice of the most convenient analytical
formula, the determination of its constants, the
examination of the continuous variations that the
phenomenon of propagation undergoes and of the
causes which pr9duce them, the definition of the
methods suitable for the measurement of the very
feeble reception currents and of the electromagnetic
fields produced, the establishment of the direction
along which the propagation of energy takes

.place, etc. In order to commence the attack
upon the problems it has been proposed by the
Paris Conference that a certain number of trans-
mitting stations should execute at suitable hours
some particular transmissions of which the wave-
length (or frequency) and the intensity of the current
in the antenna should be accurately measured.
A certain number of observers, distributed in the
receiving stations of different countries, should
record the intensity of these signals, or better,
that of the corresponding electromagnetic field
and possibly also the direction of propagation.

The signals, to be transmitted under the direction
of the Union Radioscientifique Internationale
(U.R.S.I. ), should last three full minutes ; the first
minute serving for the regulation of the receiving
apparatus and consisting of the repeated emission
of a signal composed as follows :-

" URSI of (name of the station)-(wavelength
in metres of the emission made the day before)-
(intensity of current in amperes during that same
emission) " as, for example, " URSI of XY-
18,500-230." The succeeding two minutes should
be occupied in the emission of a long dash. There
should then be sent to the Central Bureau (at
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Brussels) the schedules of each transmitting statkn
containing the largest possible amount of technical
data upon the emissions carried out, on the antenna,
on the apparatus, on the meteorological conditions,
etc. Analogous data should be despatched also
by the stations that send out signals at regular
times because they also are able to serve for mea-
surements of intensity of reception. All this
data should be rapidly co-ordinated by the central
bureau, and should be printed and distributed
widely to those interested. Similarly, receiving
stations should record all relative data for the
purpose of co-ordination of results.

The study of atmospheric disturbances and
research in the direction of their elimination is
probably one of the most important subjects in
connection with wireless telegraphy in the present
day.

France has already inaugurated the transmission
of U.R.S.I. signals from Eiffel Tower (FL), Nantes
(UA) and La Fayette (LY), these having commenced
on February 1st.

The transmissions are made daily at the times
indicated below :-

Eiffel Tower (FL).
(Spark Transmission. Wavelength 2,600metres.)

G.M.T.
1035 URSI de FL URSI de FL

(exact W/L and energy in aerial of the previous
day's transmission).

1036 Two minutes dash.
1038 Preparatory signals preceding the ordinary

semi -automatic time signals of 1045.

Nantes (UA).
(Arc Transmission. Wavelength 9,000 metres. )
1415 URSI de UA URSI de UA . . . . . .

(exact W/L and energy in aerial of the
previous day's transmission).

1416 Two minutes dash

La Fayette (LY).
(Arc Transmission. Wavelength 23,450 metres. )
1955 URSI de LY URSI de LY

(exact W/L and energy in aerial of the
previous day's transmission).

1956 Two minutes dash.
1958 Preparatory signals preceding the scientific

time signals of 2000.
Note.-In the absence of accurate information

as to the exact W/L and energy in aerial of the
transmissions of the previous day a series of
the letter X will he transmitted in place of these
figures.

A Wireless Reunion Dinner.
A Wireless Reunion, inaugurating what it is

hoped will become an annual event, was held
at the Trocadero Restaurant on Saturday evening,
the 11th instant, when Admiral of the Fleet,
Sir Henry Jackson, G.C.B., K.C.V.O., F.R.S.,
took the chair at a Wireless Dinner. The company,
numbering about 150, was composed entirely of
those who had served during the great war as
wireless officers of one of the fighting services
or in an equivalent capacity, and included a large
number of senior officers of the Services, the
General Post Office, and the leading scientfiic and
commercial interests.
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After honouring the toast of the King, the
Chairman proposed the health of Senator Marconi
in an interesting and reminiscent speech, outlining
the growth of the youngest of the practical sciences
from its very small beginnings to its establishment
as the greatest medium for a system of world
communications. He tendered his hearty congratu-
lations to Senator Marconi on his almost unique
experience of having seen the results of his genius
and application grow to fruition in the course of
little over a quarter of a century.

Senator Marconi in reply referred in moving
terms to his early association with Admiral of the
Fleet Sir Henry Jackson (or Captain Jackson as
he then was), who had passed from the role of
Inspecting Officer to that of active collaborator,
and to whose enthusiastic support the early adoption
of wireless by the British Admiralty was largely
due. He also paid a glowing tribute, based on
personal inspection over various war fronts, to
the efficiency of the British Wireless organisation
during the great war, and to the skill and devotion
displayed both by land and sea.

The Chairman in complimenting the Organising
Committee responsible for the arrangements pro-
posed the health of its Chairman, Colonel L. F.
Blandy, D.S.O., R.E.

Colonel Blandy in reply explained the origin of
the idea of holding a Reunion and proposed that a
Wireless Dinner Club should be formed, and an
Annual Dinner arranged on the lines of the present
dinner. He proposed, that in the first instance,
qualification for membership should be the same as
that which guided the Committee in arranging the
dinner this year, i.e., that membership of the Club
should be confined to those who had done wireless
work during the great war as officers or in an
equivalent capacity.

The proposal was welcomed and everyone present
at the Dinner joined the newly inaugurated Wireless
Dinner Club, Admiral of the Fleet Sir Henry Jackson
kindly consenting to be the first President.

Calendar of Current Events
April 5th.-Cambridge and District Radio

Society.
April 5th.-Cowes and District Radio Society.

Open Night.
April 6th.-Luton Wireless Society. " Resistance

Amplifiers," by Mr. F. Halstead, 8 p.m.
April 7th.-Wireless Society of Highgate. " Valve

Characteristics and Practical Measurements of
Valve Constants," by Mr. L. Grinstead.

April 7th.-Sheffield and District Wireles -
Society. " Syntony and Resonance," by Mr.
F. G. Gilberthorpe. 7.30 p.m.

April 12th.-Cowes and District Radio Society.
" Semi-Aperiodic Amplifiers and the Reaction
Principle."

April 12th.-Radio Scientific Society, Man-
chester, 61, High Street, Manchester. Open
evening.

April 13th.-Liverpool Amateur Wireless Society,
Colquitt Street, Liverpool. " Accumulators: How
Made, Used and Abused," by Mr. S. K. Wilkie.

April 13th.-Ilford and District Radio Society.
Social Evening.

April 14th.-Leeds and District Amateur Wireless
Society, University of Leeds, College Road, Leeds.
" Samuel Morse," by Mr. W. R. Plowers.
" High Frequency Intervalve Transformers," by
Mr. G. F. Kendall, B.Se. 8 p.m.

SHARE MARKET REPORT.
Prices as we go to press, are :-

Marconi Ordinary .

Preference .. ..
Inter. Marine .
Canadian : .

Radio Corporation of America :-
Ordinary  .    
Preference     

ft

Correspondence
To the Editor of THE WIRELESS WORLD.

SIR,-We take the liberty to inform you that a
wireless society, the " Norsk Radio-Amateurklub,"
has recently been . formed in Norway and has
already acquired many members. We see from
various letters from you to NIT.. K. E. Weedon,
Kristiania, who is one of our members, that you
will kindly publish reports from our Society
occasionally, and therefore enclose a short para-
graph, which we should like to see published in
your paper, which, by the way, is very much
appreciated by our members as a most valuable and
interesting source of both information and enter-
tainment for the " Wireless " man.

From the enclosed notice you will realise that we
shall have to meet with many difficulties in our work
to liberate the amateurs in this country. However,

£2 0 6
2 0 0
1 6 74-

6 6

14 9
14 0

we have decided upon a method of progress which
will certainly lead to a result, whichever this may
be, and we hope that our Government will under-
stand, that the absolute prohibition of wireless work
is, in the long run, an impossibility, and that the
Government had better grant some freedom
voluntarily.

Thus we hope within a not too long time to have
reached a position approaching that of the English
amateur.

Taking into consideration your kind interest in
our position formerly, we trust that you will
find this information of interest.

G. H. PETERSEN,
Hon. Secretary.

Norek Radio Amateur Club.
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To the Editor of THE WIRELESS WORLD.
SIR, -On the 2nd March, from 1800 to 1830,

I heard 2LQ transmitting music, and afterwards
speaking, to 2LM and 2CW on just over 1,000
metres.

As none of these call letters appear in your
lists I should be obliged if you can advise me who
2LQ is, or, failing this, if you would be good enough
to publish my letter in order that I may get into
touch with him.

He may be interested to hear how I received
him.

W. HARWOOD MooN,
Captain.

To the Editor of THE WIRELESS WORLD.
SIR, --I notice among the correspondence in The

Wireless World for February 18th a letter on
" freak " aerials, from Mr. Williams, in which he
asks if any other amateurs have done anything in
this line.

I have made several experiments with different
"aerials," and .have also noticed that static is
greatly reduced with certain types.

One thing I tried was using the earth only, but
connecting it to the aerial terminal of the receiver,
all the European high-powered stations come in
readably and NSS, WIT, etc., can just he heard,
using one rectifying and one note magnifying
valve ; by adding another stage of note magnifica-
tion, the American stations are quite readable.

Has Mr. Williams tried disconnecting aerial and
earth, but leaving a tuning circuit across A and
E ? (I used a 0.001 condenser in parallel with a
honeycomb coil 4 inches outside diameter). Then,
by standing the coil upright on its edge, directional
reception is possible ; hut, of course, greater
amplification is necessary in this case. 1 found
that with the above, and using two H.F. valves,
one rectifying and one note magnifying, IDO,
POZ, Stavanger, etc., are quite easily read.

Referring to the end of Mr. William's letter,
some time ago, while receiving NSS on one valve,
I removed the grid leak and substituted my fingers
without any change in strength of signals.

Hoping to hear of more stunts,"
S.E. 25. C. H. P. Ni-TTEIt.

February 16th, 1922.

To the Editor of TILE WIRELESS WORI D.
SIR,-The explanation given by Mr. Clinker to

" Experimenter " on page 610 of your issue for
December 24th, appears undoubtedly to he the
correct one. It does not seem possible to ine to
obtain a " Lower Harmonic," i.e., one having a
longer wavelength than the fundamental for the
following reason.

Given a wire stretched at a constant tension
between two fixed points, the wire, if struck, will
vibrate at a certain frequency N having a wave-
length L. This will be the natural or Fundamental
N and L of the wire. By touching it lightly
half -way up and striking it the frequency alters
to double the Fundamental, i.e., to 2N and the
wavelength correspondingly decreases to y
This is known as the first harmonic in music, but
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apparently as the second harmonic in wireless.
I use the latter nomenclature. By touching the
wire ?rd or 'nth of the way up, the 3rd and 4th
harmonics can be produced, having rising frequencies

of 3N and 4N, and shorter wavelengths of -
L 3

and and so on.

Now for a " Lower Harmonic " one must some-
how obtain a frequency of with a wavelength

of 2L. I cannot conceive how this can be clone
without altering the given conditions.

In experimenting with a banjo it was found
when the top D was struck the lower D also vibrated.
This would appear contradictory to what has just
been written. The explanation is I think the
bottom D vibrates not because the top D radiates
a lower harmonic but by virtue of the bottom
D being inherently able to respond through a
higher harmonic and so resonate with the higher
frequency of the top I).

These harmonics are a nuisance generally, but
are sometimes very useful. With a heterodyne
wavemeter, range 1,000-2,500 metres, by means
of harmonics, I am able to measure all wavelengths
between 300 and 25,000 metres with a very fair
degree of accuracy. The wavemeter harmonics
are utilised for wavelengths below 1,000 and the
Receiver Harmonics for those above 2,500 metres.

Regarding " Experimenter's" letter. If GSW's
transmitting fundamental wavelength be taken
as 5,000 metres, then to get what he calls a " Lower
Harmonic " his receiving set must have been tuned
to something in the vicinity of 10,000 metres, the
second harmonic from it would then beat with
GSW. The same thing would happen if his receiver
were tuned to 15,000, 20,000, 25,000 or 30,000
metres provided the harmonics given out by his
receiver were powerful enough. These harmonic
effects would be due entirely to his receiver and not
to GSW. As the Inductance has been increased,
naturally it is necessary to increase the Reactance
to get an optimum value and signals would there-
fore gain in strength as the coupling is made closer.

On the other hand ; with what he calls the higher
harmonics, this effect is due entirely to GSW, and
I take it " Experimenter " is fairly close to this
station. With GSW transmitting on 5,000 metres
he will be radiating harmonics with wavelengths of
2,500, 1,666, 1,250, 1,000 and so on, and " Experi-
menter's" set if tuned to near these wavelengths
would pick them up. Naturally again a weaker
coupling giving less reactance will he necessary
with the smaller value of Inductance.

It may interest D.H. (Sutton) and Ohm Sweet
Ohm ( Hampstead), who ask questions on the subject,
to know that BYC is easily read at Bushire on one
valve and AnnapOlis fairly well on two valves.
With three valves POZ, IDO, YN and OUI come
in fairly loud on a plain " Burndept " type of, coil
without any aerial or earth. The ordinary resistance
capacity coupling set is used. Distances are roughly
3,000 and 9,000 miles to BYC and NSS.

;01/ DON BARNES.

Bushire W.O.,
Persian Gulf.

February lot, 1922.
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Wireless Club Reports
NOTE.-Under this heading the Editor will be pleased to give publication to reports of the meetings of Wireless
Clubs and Societies. Such reports should be submitted without covering letter in the exact form in which they

are to appear and as concise as possible, the Editor reserving the right to edit and curtail the reports if necessary.
The Editor will be pleased to consider for publication papers of unusual or special interest
read before Societies. An Asterisk denotes affiliation with the Wireless Society of London.

The Wireless Society of London.
The forty-fifth Ordinary. General Meeting was

held on Tuesday, February 28th, at the Institution
of Electrical Engineers at 0 p.m.

The President, opening the meeting, said :
Ballot papers have been circulated and will

he collected at the end of the meeting for the election
of new members to the Society.

The following Societies have been affiliated :-
The Radio Society of South Africa, Kensington
Wireless Society and the Highgate Wireless
Society.

Mr. Henry Mitchell has been made a full Member
-formerly he was an Associate Member.

A Presentation of Prizes gained in the Trans-
atlantic Tests was then made to the first prize winner,
Mr. W. R. Thane, who also acted as the re presentative
of other prize winners not present. (See page 10
of this issue.)

After the presentation the President said :-
I will now call upon Mr. Phillips to open the Dis-

cussion on High Frequency Application.
At the conclusion of the Discussion (for which

see next issue) the President announced the election
of the following to be Members of the Society :
Rev. C. EL Townson, C. A. Exeter, H. J. Talbot,
J. Gillett, R. A. Palmer, W. H. Lloyd, A. W.
Fithian, H. G. Treadwell. H. Taylor, 0..T. Carpenter;
and Associate Members, M. Burchill, Felix M.
Loufte, K. P. Strohmenger.

The meeting adjourned at 8 p.m.

Liverpool Wireless Association.*
The Fourth Meeting of the Liverpool Amateur

Wireless Society was held at the Royal Institution,
Colquitt Street, Liverpool, on February 23rd last.
Dr. Merchant, who was in the chair, in introducing
Mr. W. R. Burne (Transatlantic Test winner), said
that they were indeed very fortunate to have Mr.
Burne to lecture to them. It was a noteworthy
achievement that an amateur had bridged the
Atlantic with only one kilowatt. Marconi, in his
experiments, when only coherers were available for
receiving, used about 10 kilowatts. Knowing what
we do now about Transatlantic transmission, it
seems likely that Marconi made his first tests on a
very favourable night.

Mr. Burne, at the outset of his address, congra-
tulated Mr. Forshaw, of Liverpool, on his success.
Mr. Burne then went on to say that he had heard
one station over 3,700 miles away sending with a
power of 1 kilowatt, and that it spoke very well
for the American amateur stations. In the case
of these big commercial stations Mr. Burne said
the tendency was to turn loose a large power
rather than to have efficiency at the receiving end.
He went on to say that he believed that with a
good receiving set it was, in his opinion, not
unlikely that the amateurs would succeed in

getting messages across the Atlantic with 100 watts ;
he was himself contemplating a set of this power
with a view to doing this, and pointed out that he
had succeeded in working regularly with an amateur
in Surrey with an input of less than 1 watt. He
said, in conclusion, that he hoped the British
Post Office authorities would let all amateurs work
on any wavelength under 250 and do away with
the longer wave, adding that in his opinion the
day would come when amateurs would be com-
pelled to work on long waves, while the commercial
stations would use the shorter waves, as these
were far better for long-distance work.

Professor Merchant, in proposing a vote of
thanks, pointed out that in the early days of
wireless, short wavelengths were preferred. Hertz,
in his original papers, showed that the rate of
radiation of energy was inversely proportional to
the square of the wavelength. It was only when
very long distances had to be covered that longer
wavelengths were used, because it was found that
the absorption of the longer waves was less
than with the shorter waves. There is, in fact,
a best wavelength for any particular distance of
transmission, and that for the Atlantic is in the
neighbourhood of 7,000 or 8,000 metres. The trans-
mission of Transatlantic signals, therefore, with a
wavelength of only 200 metres, is a most interesting
and important achievement.

Mr. Forshaw seconded the vote of thanks, which
was carried with prolonged applause. About
sixty members attended.

The Fifth Meeting of the Liverpool Wireless
Society was held on March 9th last, when
Mr. H. Clarke, of Liverpool University, delivered
a paper on the Thermionic Valve.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. James K. Wilkie, Avon-
dale," Knowsley Road, Cressington Park, Liver-
pool.

Kensington Wireless Society.*
A Meeting was held at 2, Penywern Road,

Earl's Court, on Thursday, March 2nd, at 8.30
p.m. After the business of the evening had been
transacted the President called upon Mr. Maurice
Child to give his lecture on " Transmitters," with
" Demonstrations of Adjustments to Transmitting
Gear."

Mr. Child commenced by dealing with the early
Hertz, Lodge and Marconi oscillators, and demon-
strated by means of a large quantity of apparatus,
the defects and advantages of condensers, rotary
and fixed gaps, tight and loose coupling, etc.,
in spark transmitting circuits.

A very hearty vote of thanks was tendered to
Mr. Child and, after some discussion, the meeting
was adjourned.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. W. J. Henderson, 2, Holly-
wood Road, S.W.10.
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The Wireless Society of Highgate.*

Hon. Secretary, Mr. D. H. Eade, " Gatra," 13e,
Sedgemere Avenue, East Finchley, N.2.

The membership of this Society is still increasing,
and we have now nearly thirty members on the
books. The Society has now been able to arrange
to hold its meetings regularly at the Highgate
Literary and Scientific Institution, South Grove,
Highgate, N., and an aerial has been erected on
the roof of that building. A G.P.O. licence, both
for receiving and for transmission (artificial aerial
only) has been obtained, and a sub -committee has
been appointed to deal with the installation of the
Society's receiving set. The Society's call letters
are 2US.

The following lectures have been given since the
last report : February -3rd, Mr. L. Grinstead,
" Amplifiers " ; February 17th, Mr. D. H. Eade,
" The Electron Theory ; March 3rd, Captain
W. R. H. Tingey, " Wireless Reception."

The lecture kindly given by Captain Tingey
proved most interesting. Much interesting appa-
ratus had been brought by the lecturer, and he
illustrated his remarks throughout by experiments.
Exceptionally loud signals were obtained, including
some music from Captain Tingey's works at
Hammersmith, the latter being reproduced on the
loud speaker with remarkably little distortion.

The Hon. Secretary would welcome enquiries
from anyone interested in wireless who is desirous
of applying for membership of the Society.

Cambridge and District Wireless Society.*
Hon. Secretary, Mr. J. J. Butterfield, 107,

King Street, Cambridge.
A very successful meeting was held in the club-

room, Ram Yard, on Wednesday evening, March
8th, when Mr. Farren was in the chair and Mr.
Barron, of the Cambridge and Paul Scientific
Instrument Company, lectured on " Ray Track
Working." Mr. Barron showed a series of lantern
slides illustrating the tracks of alpha, beta and
X-rays. These were actual photographs and .were
obtained by photographing the rays at the moment
they were shot off from a particle of radium
enclosed in a glass chamber containing air
saturated with water vapour, and, on the air being
suddenly expanded, the rays left a track of vapour
behind them. The Ray Track apparatus for
showing these tracks was then demonstrated, and
thanks are due to the Cambridge and Paul Scientific
Instrument Company for the loan of the apparatus.
Mr. Barron's kindness for bringing along so much
interesting apparatus was thoroughly appreciated.

Cowes and District Radio Society.*
Hon. Secretary, Mr. A. Ball, " Pretoria," Castle

Street, East Cowes, I.W.
The above Society is now in a very favourable

position, and upwards of thirty members have now
been enrolled. Thanks to our President (S. E.
Saunders, Esq., O.B.E.), we have got headquarters,
and some very interesting work is being done.
Meetings are held every Wednesday evening at
7 p.m., and anyone interested will be cordially
welcomed. The annual fee for membership is
7s. 6d.
Stoke-on-Trent Wireless and Experimental

Society.*
To close a very successful year we are holding

an Exhibition of Wireless Apparatus in the Town
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Hall, Burslem, on March 30th, 31st and April
1st. By doing this we hope to encourage amateur
wireless in our district. Demonstrations will be
given during the time the exhibition is open with
various methods of reception of telegraphy and
telephony.

Soon we hope to be in possession of a transmitting
licence, which will be much appreciated in our
town, because at present there is no local trans-
mission of telephony or telegraphy.

Any person interested should apply to the Hon.
Secretary, Mr. F. T. Jones, 360; Cobridge Road,
Hanley.

North Middlesex Wireless Club.*
The 86th meeting of the Club was held on the

8th March and was very well attended. The
occasion was an Auction Sale and Exhibition of
Instruments. There were some excellent instru-
ments on show, but the majority of those brought
to the hall were for sale. The autioneers were
Messrs. Dixon and Evans, and those who expected
the proceedings to be lively were certainly not
disappointed.

The President thanked the two gentlemen who
had acted as auctioneers, and had materially
contributed to the success of the evening.

Particulars of the Club may be had from the
Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. M. Savage, " Nithsdale,"
Eversley Park Road, Winchmore Hill, N.21.

Bradford Wireless Society.*
Hon. Secretary, Mr. J. Bever, 85, Emm Lane,

Bradford.
A meeting was held in the clubroom at 7.45 p.m.

on March 10th, with Mr. W. C. Ramshaw, in the
chair. After the business of the meeting the
Chairman called upon Mr. J. Bever to continue
his lecture on the Principles of Wireless Recep-
tion." At the conclusion of the paper a hearty
vote of thanks was accorded. The attendance
was very good.

Sheffield and District Wireless Society.*
Hon. Secretary, Mr. L. H. Crowther, A.M.I.E.E.,

156, Meadow Head, Norton Woodseats, Sheffield.
On the 24th February, at the Department of

Applied Science, George Square, Mr. A. F. Carter
exhibited a 7 -valve receiving set fitted into a
writing cabinet, and gave a practical demonstration.
He pointed out the various difficulties which had
to he overcome, also the best arrangement to get
the maximum results. A critical and informative
discussion followed.

On the 10th March Mr. A. Horton read a paper
on " Mark III Conversion."

Several converted Mark III sets were exhibited
and their advantages and disadvantages pointed
out.
Cardiff and South Wales Wireless Society.*

A general meeting was held at headquarters on
Thursday, February 9th, Mr. N. M. Drysdale
presiding.

Mr. H. C. Linck delivered a lecture on " Telephone
Relays." Mr. Linck is to be congratulated upon
the masterly way with which he treated this
subject, and a hearty vote of thanks was tendered
to him for his interesting lecture.

On Thursday, February 23rd, 1922, Mr. A. H. G.
Field gave a lecture on the " Basic Principles of
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X-rays." The lecturer dealt with the theory
of light and sound, proving that both are produced
by vibrations, and it was clear that we were able
to get inaudible sound as well as invisible light.

A very hearty vote of thanks was accorded to
Mr. Field.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. P. O'Sullivan, 16, Adams -
down Square, Cardiff.

Burton -on -Trent Wireless Club.*
At a meeting of the Club, held on Friday,

February 24th, Mr. A. J. Selby gave an interesting
lecture on "Ether Waves and Ideas Obtained from
the Spectrum." There was a large attendance,
including several visitors. Mr. Selby explained the
various groups of ether waves, the nature of light,
the origin of colours, and electro-magneto waves.
A spectroscope was exhibited and explained.
A very interesting discussion followed, and a vote
of thanks was accorded to Messrs Selby and Parkin,
who kindly lent and demonstrated the spectro-
scope.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. A. J. Selby, 66, Edward
Street, Burton -on -Trent.

The Lowestoft and District Wireless Society.
Hon. Secretary, L. W. Burcham, " Gouzeacourt,"

Chestnut Avenue, Oulton Broad.
The First General Annual Meeting was held on

March 7th at the new Headquarters at St. Margaret's
Institute, Lowestoft. The President (Mr. C. Chipper -
field), in his opening address, reviewed the progress
of wireless telegraphy, the useful work done by the
society and its members in the past year since
the society's inauguration. The number of stations

in March, 1921, were 5 crystal, 1 valve
reception and 1 spark transmitter ; to -day there
are 10 multi -valve, 3 single -valve, 3 crystal
reception and 2 spark and 2 valve and telephony
transmitter stations in operation.

The balance sheet presented by the Treasurer
showed a modest balance in hand of 1 ls. 2d. on
tie year's financial transactions. There being no
discussion, the balance sheet was adopted.

Ballot papers were then distributed for the
election of officers, etc. In the Chairman's report
on the work for the forthcoming year, details were
given of the proposed exhibition, to be held in
Lowestoft on the 3rd and 4th August of this year,
also various schemes for field days and outdoor work.
The Secretary's report on fees, etc., is as follows :
Members' fees, 7s. 6d. per annum and 5s. after
September 1st ; Associates, 3s. per annum and
2s. after September 1st ; also a levy of 6d. per
month to be made to cover cost of clubroom.

The result of the election being to hand, the
Chairman announced that the Officers and Com-
mittee had all been unanimously re-elected. The
Committee is preparing new fees for provincial
members. Will all those interested in the Society
please communicate with the Secretary.

The Leeds and District Amateur Wireless
Society.*

A General Meeting was held at the Leeds Univer-
sity on February 24th. At 8 p.m. Mr. G. P.
Kendall, B.Sc. (Vice -President), took the Chair
and called upon Mr. C. P. Hall to deliver a paper
on " The Theory of the Valve." This lecture had
been specially arranged for the junior members,
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who turned up in large numbers and benefited
greatly as a result of the lecturer's remarks.
Apparatus, kindly loaned by our President (Pro-
fessor R. Whiddington, M.A., D.Sc.), was exhibited
by Mr. Hall, who at the close of his paper and
discussion demonstrated the method of plotting
valve curves. A hearty vote of thanks was accorded
to Mr. Hall.

Mr. Kendall then vacated the Chair, Mr. A. M.
Bage presiding. The Chairman called upon Mr.
Kendall to deliver his paper on High Frequency
Intervalve Transformers." The lecturer briefly
outlined the essential differences between H.F. and
L.F. intervalve transformers, both from the
electrical and mechanical points of view. At
the close of the discussion a vote of thanks was
proposed and carried amid loud applause.

Mr. A. M. Bage exhibited a Bage " loud -
speaking telephone at the meeting, the instrument
having been constructed, at home.

On Friday, March 10th, at the Leeds University
the Morse class was under the direction of Mr.
P. Cockroft. At 8 p.m. Mr. A. M. Bage (Vice -
President) took the Chair.

Mr. R. E. Timms delivered his lecture on " High
Speed Line Telegraphy." Amongst the very
numerous apparatus on view were a Creed per-
forator, a Wheatstone transmitter and a printing
receiver, all of which were described in some
detail. A discussion followed, after which the
apparatus was closely examined by a very
enthusiastic audience. A hearty vote of thanks
was accorded to Mr. Timms and delivered after the
usual manner.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. D. E. Pettigrew, 37, Mex-
borough Avenue, Chapeltown Road, Leeds.

Wireless and Experimental Association.*
At a meeting at the Central Hall, Peckham, on

March 2nd, members turned their attention to the
previous night's reception of the Princess Mary
wedding music. All members agreed that the
modulation was as nearly perfect as possible and
the Secretary was instructed to write to the Marconi
Scientific Instrument Company to express their
thanks.

At the Central Hall, Peckham, on Wednesday,
March 8th, the Committee considered the proposals
of the London Wireless Society with regard to
representations to the Postmaster -General for
revising the regulations applying to wireless
amateurs. After a prolonged discussion it was
unanimously agreed that the London Wireless
Society had handled the matter in a splendid
manner, and pledged the Wireless and Experimental
Association to support unreservedly the steps that
had been and were being taken.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. Geo. Sutton, A.M.1.E.E.,
18, Melford Road, S.E.22.
Plymouth Wireless and Scientific Society.*

On Wednesday, February 8th, the members
of the Society attended a lecture of the Junior
Institution of Engineers, on the subject " Alterna-
ting Current Motors."

On February 15th the ordinary weekly meeting
was held, at which a lecture on Radium and
Radio -Activity was given by Mr. C. E. Harris.
Dealing with the subject historically at first,
the lecturer mentioned the work of Becquerel,
the Curies, and Rutherford.

C 1
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On Wednesday. February 22nd, an exhibition

of apparatus was held at Plymouth Technical
College. Several complete sets were on view and
at work. Some very fine signals were obtained
on a 5 -valve set, with separate heterodyne. A
show of various wireless components of Messrs.
Auckland proved a centre of attraction.

On Wednesday, March 1st, a lecture was given
by Mr. P. Arberry on " Heterodyne and Autodyne."
The lecturer himself is an enthusiastic believer
in separate heterodyne, but succeeded in giving
us a perfectly unbiased account of the two methods.

There is still plenty of room in the Society for
new members, and the Hon. Secretary, Mr. G. H.
Lock, 9, Ryder Road, Stoke, Devonport, would be
glad to hear from prospective members.
The Wireless Society of Hull and District.*

At a recent meeting, Mr. J. Nicholson, A.M.I.M.E.,
gave some very useful advice on the upkeep and
care of accumulators, which are so essential to
all wireless experimenters in these days of valve
reception. Mr. W. J. Featherstone occupied the
chair, and at the close of the meeting moved a
vote of thanks to the lecturer.

On Monday, February 27th, a meeting of the
committee was held under the chairmanship
of Mr. Henry Strong (Vice -President), when a
number of matters were dealt with. The Hon. Secre-
tary reported that the membership had now reached
34, and that the funds in hand amounted to
£10 15s. 8d., which was considered very satisfactory.

Mr. G. H. Strong (President) occupied the chair
at the ordinary meeting of members which followed,
when there was a good attendance to hear a paper
read by our Vice -President, Mr. Henry Strong.
The lecturer treated those present to a clear
explanation of elementary electricity and magnetism
which led up to present day wireless.

Mr. Henry Strong was accorded a hearty vote
of thanks on the proposition of Mr. J. Nicholson.

The fortnightly meeting of the Society was held
on Monday, March 6th. Mr. G. H. Strong (President)
presided over a good attendance of members.

After some routine business was dealt with,
Mr. Henry Strong, A.M.I.N.A., M.I.Mech.E.,
gave a very comprehensive and instructive paper
on " Valves." At the conclusion the lecturer was
heartily thanked on the proposition of Mr.
Jephcott, which was seconded by Mr. Snowdon.

Further intending members will be welcomed,
and should apply for particulars to the Hon.
Secretary, 'Mr. H. Nightseales, 16, Portobello
Street, Hull.

Southport Wireless Society.*
Hon. Secretary, Mr. W. E. Otter, 5, Tower

Buildings, Leicester Street, Southport.
The usual weekly meeting was held in the Queen's

Hotel, Promenade, Southport.
It was announced that the late Secretary, Mr.

Eustace Field, had been re-elected Associate I.R.E.
Will all interested in wireless in Southport or

Birkdale district, please communicate with the
Hon. Secretary.

Since the purchase of a four -valve German low -fre-
quency amplifier, signals are not so elusive, and the
Club -room is to be repaired during the next few
days, thanks to our Chairman and a few members.
The Thanet Radio and Experimental Society.

All communications to be sent to the Hon.
Organising Secretary as below.
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The above Club had a very successful show and
demonstration of wireless apparatus at the Art
and Industries Exhibition, held at the Margate
Pavilion and Winter Gardens, January 25tli to
February 4th. (A description will be published later)

As members are coming in from the surrounding
towns it has been decided to alter the name of the
Club to The Thanet Radio and Experimental
Society, and a long and useful life of this Society is
confidently anticipated.

Hon. Secretary, J. H. Byes, 33, Richmond
Avenue, Margate.

Hon. Organising Secretary, Mr. H. M. Waintnatt,
10, Norfolk Road, Margate.

Edinburgh and District Radio Society.*
A General Meeting was held on Mardi 1st.

Business being concluded, the chairman expressed
his appreciation in welcoming Mr. Forbes Boyd,
of the Sheffield Society, who had so kindly come
forward to give a paper on " Direction Finding."

Mr. Forbes Boyd dealt with his subject as very
few others could have done, explaining where
improvements were required and how, in spite of
innumerable difficulties, they had been achieved.

After the usual discussion the meeting expressed
their gratitude to Mr. Boyd, in passing a very
hearty vote of thanks.

Hon. Secretary and Treasurer, Mr. W. Winkler,
9, Ettrick Road, Edinburgh.

The City and Guilds Wireless Society.*
The above Society held a General Meeting on

Wednesday, February 8th, with Mr. H. J. B.
Chapple, B.Sc., in the chair. Business being con-
cluded, the President (Professor E. Mallett, M.Sc.).
delivered an address entitled " Wired Wireless." t
The address was devoted to an outline of the
subject upon which Professor Mallett has done
much research work, and was presented to a good
audience in a most interesting form. The subject
is one which is still in its infancy, and not well
understood, though its possibilities in long-distance
telephony are very great.

At the close of the meeting a very hearty
vote of thanks was accorded the President.

Preston Scientific Society.*
A General Meeting was held in the Society's

rooms, 119a, Fishergate, on December 19th, 1921,
when the following Officers and Committee were
co-opted to carry on until the Annual General
Meeting to be held on Monday, March 27th. 1922.
Chairman, Mr. W. J. Rolfe, A.M.I.M.E. ; Vice -
Chairman, Mr. W. Paddock ; Hon. Secretary,
Mr. A. Pickering ; Committee, Messrs. J. H.
Morris, J. N. C. Bradshaw. W. .T. Bryce, W. Beattie,
A.M.T.E.E., C. C. Breakall, T. Melling and W.
Danson.

On January 18th a lecture on " Wireless Tele-
graphy and Telephony " was given by Mr. W.
Paddock, before an audience numbering SO.

A lecture on High Frequency Amplifying "
was given on February 6th by Mr. J. N. C.
Bradshaw.

Will members please note that meetings will be
held every Monday evening until further notice.
Any particulars of membership will be supplied
on application to the Hon. Secretary, A. Pickering,
16, Bispham Street, Preston.
t This paper will he published in a subsequent. issue
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Brighouse and District Wireless and Experi-
mental Society.

The first meeting of the above Society was held
in the lecture room at the Liberal Club on Monday,
February 13th.

It is proposed to hold instructional and buzzer
practice classes one night each week.

In the winter session a series of lectures will
he held.

Mr. R. A. Blakeborough, Toothill Hall, Rastrick,
was sleeted President.

Although new, the society has now about 26
members. Will anyone interested in the society
please communicate with the Secretary, at Oak
View, Rayner Road, Brighouse. The headquarters
of the Society will be notified later.
Redhill and District Y.M.C.A. Wireless Society.

On February 8th an exhibition of members'
apparatus was hold. A coil winding machine by
Mr. .1. S. B. Clarke. was one of the attractions.

On February 1r0 h. Mr. R. L. Dawson gave a very
interesting lecture 011 inductance, giving the
various formulae used in its calculation, and explain-
ing their derivation. He was accorded a hearty
vote of thanks for his efforts, his lecture being
greatly appreciated by those present.

An interesting demonstration of a two -valve
receiver was given by Mr. J. S. B. Clarke on March
1st. He showed the connecting up, and members
had an opportunity of trying the set for themselves,
from which much amusement was derived.

The Society's licence having been obtained it
was (I,,eided to erect the aerial as soon as possible.

Dundee and District Amateur Wireless
Association.

At a meeting of the above Association held at
the Club Rooms, Morgan Academy, Dundee, on
Tuesday, February 17th, Mr. R. L. D. Kennedy
lectured On Set Construction.

As the Club valve set is built on the same lines
as Mr. Kennedy's own set, members obtained the
additional advantage of listening to a most interest-
ing lecture, in which the Club set was included.

Hon. Secretary. Mr. R.- H. B. Candow, 33, Cow -
gate, Dundee.

Bolton Wireless Society.
Hon. Secretary. H. Chadwick, 9, Raimond

Street. Bolton.
On Tuesday, February 14th, in the new head-

quarters, Bradford Buildings, Mawdsley Street,
the Society had the pleasure of making the
acquaintance of Mr. J. McKernan of the Manchester
Wireless Society, and spent a very absorbing
evening on the wonders of " High Frequency
Currents."

The lecture was ably given by Mr. McKernan,
and was repeatedly illustrated with practical
experiments, the instruments forming a very im-
posing show when arranged on the table. Mr.
McKernan was warmly thanked and applauded
for his efforts.

A sale of members' spare gear was held in the
headquarters on February 21st, and continued
on the 24th. The Society benefited by a pre-
arranged percentage on all sales.

On Tuesday, March 7th, we were honoured by
a visit from Mr. W. R. Burne, who is now so well
known as to need no introduction.
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Mr. Parkinson, in the chair, called upon Mr. Burne
to give a few words of advice regarding wireless
telegraphy working.

Mr. Burne responded with a description of
various types of high frequency amplifiers, about
which most of us know so little. He described
the resistance, reaction and transformer coupled
circuits, the last named being dealt with in detail,
as it is in this type that most of us are interested,
Mr. Burne having used them in the Tests.

At the conclusion of the lecture Mr. Burne was
kept busy answering questions, and some very
knotty points on high frequency work were
straightened out, after which Mr. Parkinson
moved a vote of thanks ; this was heartily accorded
by all present.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. H. Chadwick, 9, Raimond
Street, Hallwell, Bolton.
Southampton and District Wireless Society.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. T. Cutler, 24, Floating
Bridge Road, Southampton.

A very successful meeting of the newly formed
Society was held in the Kingsland Assembly Rooms,
Southampton, on Wednesday, March 8th. Arrange.
ments were made for the buzzer practice, etc. The
Club aerial will be erected in the course of a week.
Application is being made for the use of receiving
and C.W. transmitting gear, and it is hoped that
concerts will be given weekly. Mr. Freeman was
elected Chairman. The aims and objects were
discussed and rules drawn up and confirmed.

New members will be welcomed, and enquiries
from anyone in Southampton and district interested
will be gladly answered by the Secretary.

Hounslow and District Wireless Society.
The above Society have secured permanent

headquarters at the Council House, Hounslow,
where they hope to settle down to serious work.
The Society is still handicapped for apparatus,
but hope_ to get this as they go along. A junior
section has now been formed, and in time should
be a great success. Application has been made
for affiliation to the London M'ireless Society.

On February 16th a demonstration and lecture
was given by Captain Tingey. The lecturer first
dealt with the aerial earthing arrangements. He
next proceeded to demonstrate his apparatus,
showing both low frequency and high frequency
amplification.

Mr. A. R. Pike thanked the lecturer and proposed
a vote of thanks which was heartily carried.

Meetings are held at the Council House,
Hounslow, each Thursday at 8 p.m.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. A. J. Rolfe, 20, Standard
Road, Hounslow.

Ilford and District Radio Society.
This Society has been fortunate in securing

more central headquarters at St. Mary's Church
School, Ilford.

A most enthusiastic gathering listened to a
lecture given by Captain Tingey on January 18th,
the subject being " Faults," which were dealt with
in a very practical manner. The lecture was much
appreciated by all present.

On February 8th, Mr. Rope, one of the Society's
members, gave an instructive address on Accumu-
lators, and many of us learned to appreciate more
the value of this important piece of apparatus
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and will certainly give it more care and thought
in the future.

On March 2nd, Mr. Welsh, the Senior Vice -
President of the Society gave his long -promised
lecture on " Alternating Currents." The lecturer
at the close was asked many knotty questions
which he ably answered.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. Lionel Vizard, 12, Seymour
Gardens, The Drive, Ilford.

The East London Radio Society.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. L. E. Lubbock, HayCurrie

School, Poplar, E.14.
The above Society has been very fortunate

in having two rooms put at their disposal. One
in the Lecture Hall, Woodstock Road, and the other
in King George's Hall. Though recently formed,
we are pleased .to report that substantial progress
has been made, and the membership now totals
fifty. Meetings are held on Tuesday evenings
at 7.30 when practical work and experiments are
carried out, and on Saturday afternoons from
:3 p.m. to 5 p.m. for lectures.

On February 11th a demonstration in Wireless
Telegraphy and Telephony was given by Mr. F. 0.
Read, on apparatus kindly lent by Messrs.
Burnham of Deptford. The meeting was well
attended, and we are greatly indebted to Mr. Read
for a very instructive and enjoyable evening.

A series of lectures has been given by Mr. Haines
and Mr. Keens ; the former on the construction
and working of one and two -valve sets, and the
latter on High Frequency Currents, and the Action
of the Telephone.

Arrangements are being made for affiliation
with The Wireless Society of London.

Wolverhampton and District Wireless Society.
At an informal meeting held at 26, King Street,

Wolverhampton, on March 1st, it was decided to
form a Wireless Society for Wolverhampton and
District. Twenty-four prospective members at-
tended and were enrolled, and as many others who
were unable to be at the meeting have expressed
their desire to join, there is every prospect of a
strong membership. The following officers were
elected :-

Chairman, Mr. H. H. Speke ; Hon. Secretary
(pro tem.), Mr. G. W. Jones; Hon. Treasurer,
Mr. F. G. Redhead ; Committee, Messrs. H.
Stevens, H. Taylor, H. L. Freakley, J. H. Devey,
T. W. Higgs, Geo. W. Fairall.

The second General Meeting was held on
Wednesday, March 15th, Mr. H. H. Speke in the
chair. There was again a very good attendance
and several new members were elected. Mr. G. W.
Fairall was elected Vice -Chairman, and Mr. Douglas
Baker was elected to take his place on the Com-
mittee.

During the evening one of the members Mr. H.
Taylor, 2KQ, was tuned in as he was turning out
gramophone music. Mr. G. W. Jones, afterwards
gave a few hints and tips on the best methods of
receiving telephony, and all were interested. Pro-
ceedings terminated at 10.30 p.m. Everyone is
1 ooking forward with great interest to future meet-
ings, which will be held every week, on Wednesday
evenings at 7.30 p.m.

The Hon. Secretary, Mr. Geo. W. Jones, will
welcome any applications for membership at
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8, Roseberry Street, or at the Headquarters,
26, King Street, Wolverhampton.
The Wallasey Wireless and Experimental

Society.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. C. D. M. Hamilton, 24,

Vaughan Road, New Brighton.
The Society held their seventh evening meeting

on Thursday last, at 106, Albion Street, Mr. J. C. -
Mason in the chair.

The first half of the meeting was principally
business, and an excellent syllabus for the coming
session was arranged.

The remaining time was taken up by general
discussions, many questions being asked and ably
answered by the members. Affiliation with London
is being arranged.

Grimsby and District Radio Society.
An efficient and comfortable Club -room has

now been secured by the above Society. On
March 7th a meeting was held, there being 21
members present ; Mr. Hewins (President) Mr.
Rushton and Mr. Wood (Vice -Presidents) all
demonstrated their apparatus, and an enjoyable
evening was spent by all.

Meetings will be held each Tuesday evening
from 7 p.m. to 10.30 p.m. in the Club -room at
The Lincolnshire Motor and Electric Traction
Co.'s Offices, Wellowgate.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. J. H. Perkins, 35, Hare Street,
Grimsby.

Richmond and Kew Wireless Society.
The above Society has now been formed, and

meetings are held at 3, Lonsdale Mews, Sandycombe
Road, near Kew Gardens Station.

During the last two meetings the following
have been elected :-President, Mr. H. Lloyd ;
Vice -President, Mr. T. Golding ; Secretary and
Treasurer, Mr. A. J. Richardson ; Assistant
Secretary and Treasurer, Mr. P. Kendrick.

Already an aerial has been erected and a complete
set of instruments installed.

Correspondence and applications for member-
ship should be addressed to the Hon. Secretary,
14, Forest Road, Kew.

Ipswich and District Wireless Club.
It is with the deepest regret we have to chronicle

the death, on January 29th, of Mr. W. C. Firman,
of our Committee, and one of the oldest pre-war
amateurs in the district. A letter of condolence
was sent and our Treasurer (Mr. Keeble) represented
the Club at the funeral. A wreath was also sent
by members of the Club.

Our local Member of Parliament (Sir F. J. C.
Ganzoni) has kindly consented to become First
President of the Society. The Club set is now
working and buzzer practice is indulged in every
Monday night for a short period.

Ealing.
Mr. W. F. Clark, 52, Uxbridge Road, Ealing,

W.5., will be pleased to hear from any gentlemen
willing to help form a Wireless Society for Ealing.

Note.-In bringing reports up to date, owing
to the change from fortnightly to weekly issue,
it is regretted that it has been necessary to
considerably curtail many of the reports in order
that future reports may receive prompt publica-
tion. [En.]
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Method of Mounting
Coil Holders.

e,
MICROPHONE BUTTONS

2/- post free.

EVERYTHING FOR WIRELESS

THE WIRELESS WORLD AND RADIO REVIEW

r UNIT COIL
HOLDERS
to fit any standard coil

PRICES:
Fixed Unit   4/2
Moving Unit .. 5/8

POST FREE.

IVORINE CONDENSER
DISCS 3d i!,4ees, 2,'- post free.

ASHLEY RADIO
69, Renshaw Street, Liverpool

AN IDEAL
VALVE ACCUMULATOR

ORDER EARLY TO
AVOID DELAY

2 volts
50 Amps.

DIMENSIONS:
Height, SI

Length, 4"
Width, 3"

Weight without acid 51 lbs.

PRICE
10/-

EACH
WATES BROS.,

Office - 132, CHARING CROSS ROAD, W.C.2
Retail Mechanics -19. GT. QUEEN'S ST.. KINGSWAY

91 19 5, HIGH ST., BLOOMSBURY, W.C.2

THE " BROWN " LOUD SPEAKERS
WITH NEW IMPROVED CURVED HORNS.

H.2 (Sm.) Height 22"

The requisites of a Loud Speaker are pure tone, clear articulation, and good
volume of sound. The " BROWN" Loud Speaker possesses these qualities,
and they are enhanced by the new
improved curved horn.
THE AMATEUR does not always
need the full sized Loud Speaker (H.1)
as used in Lecture Halls, and a small
type (H.z) has been designed to meet
ha more modest home requirements.
THE NEW HORN used with
both H.1 and H.z, is constructed on
the logarithmic law of increasing
openings and is acoustically perfect.

PRICES :
11.1 (Large) Low Resistance, 120 ohms £6 5 0
11.2 (Small) If

£3 0 0
The "BROWN " Standard Pattern (with upright funnel)

Low Resistance, izo ohms ... £5 10 0
(High Resistances for all patterns 2/6 to 5/- extra)

Catalogues post free on application.

SOLE .
MANUFACTURERS : S. G. BROWN, LTD.,

Ha (Large) Height 2 I "

SHOWROOMS: 19 MORTIMER STREET, LONDON, W.1 Telephone: Museum 4950

Works : Victoria Road, North Acton, London, W.3 Sole .Agent for the Argentine :

Telegrams: " Sidbrownitc, London." Telephone: Chiswick 1469. Horacio D. Guerrero, Las Heras 2480, Buenos Aires
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SLAB INDUCTANCES.

Per set of 8, range 300 to 30,000 metres, 15/-, postage gd.
Per set of 7, range 300 to 23,000, 12/6, postage gd. Including
a set of curves, one on each slab, and suitable circuits.

Each coil specially tested before dispatch, and delivered
in sealed box.

These Inductances are useful as Aerial Tuning Inductances,
Reaction Coils, Loose Couplers, Variometers, etc., and specially
useful with stand and holder, see Radio Constructa advertise-
ment on page

BATTERIES OF MERIT.
x5 volt g" x r", with wander plug ... 4/-

strip connection ... 8/8
,,

v
41" or,three terminal connections 3/6

60 volt 61- x 4r, wander plug type 14/6
36 volt 7 x or

All the above or deep (postage in each case 9d.)
These Batteries are made from a special formula, giving

exceptionally long life and silent working.
VERNIER CONDENSER with long handle 8/8.
Ditto for panel mounting 6 -, pottage 6d.
Brass Valve legs 3d each. Highest finish.

Office: BANK BUILDINGS. H. D. BUTLER & C O.,
222 GT. DOVER ST., S.E. I asnhnc,,,., 61, Borough Rd., Borough, S.E.1
(Opposite Borough Tube Station) 3 minutes from Borough Tube Station.

All obtainable at NAVY CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY, LTD., 105, VICTORIA STREET, S.W.

Stage 1, Range 300 metres
,, 2. 600
,, 3. 1,200

4. 1,800
5. 2,500 ,,

6. 6,000 ,,

8.000
>1 8. 24,000 ,,

INTER-
CHANGEABLE

TRANSFORMERS

II II
8/-
6/3
6/9
7/8
8/3
9/9

12/-
14/3

8 stage. Ranges same as above type.

52/6

Fully Illustrated
LIST

Post Free 4d.

Telephone: Hop 3029.
Telegrams:
"Ingenuity, 'Phone, London."

FOR SALE.
Silk Wire Basket Coils ... ... per set of 4
French R Valves (sent at purchaser's risk)
Small 2 -volt Accumulators, New ...
Solid Brass Valve Legs, 2 Nuts ... ... set of 4
G. P. 0. Telephone Receivers
Battery Boxes, 60 volt, with Plugs and Leads ..
Mahogany Instrument Cases, with Brass Locks and Key,

2/6
11/6
2/6
1-
2//6
3/6

Marconi Charging Board Slate, ampmeter to 20 amps.... 50/-
0. P. 0. Relays, Brass Covers, Glass Hinged Top ,.. 30/-

20,-
Aenal Insulators or Leading -in Tubes ... ... 4 for 2/ -
New Patent Flange Typo Valve Holders ... . 2/6

All Carriage Paid.

C. S. SWAN, 191, Bishopsgate,
Near Liverpool Street Station, LONDON, E.C.2.

Telephone : London Wall 9323.

EDISON
ALL- STEEL
Accumulators for
WIRELESS

Edison Accumulators Ltd.
15, Upper George Street,

London - W.1

WIRELESS CONSTRUCTION. PARTS TO BUILD YOUR OWN SETS
Our Famous " Atlantic" 3 Valve Receiver and Amplifier,

Panel Type, range Boo to 18,000 metres, r H.F.,
Rect., e L.F., 2 Variable Condensers, 3 Fil. Res.,

Coil Holders and Plug in Coils .. 175/ -
Full Set of Parts for the above .. 126/ -
Our " Super Atlantic " 4 Valve Receiver and Amplifier,

designed especially for telephony, Panel type as
above, x Rect., 2 L.F., 2 Variable Condensers,
Coils and Coil Holder, Price, tested on aerial.. .. 215/ -

Full set of Parts .. . 175/-
3 Valve Amplifier, r H.F., r Rect., r L.F., same as our

"Atlantic,' less Inductances and Variable Condensers
3 Plate Vernier Condenser..

110/-
4/6
8/ -

Grid Leak and Condenser for remounting .. .. 3/6
Fil. Res. and Valve Holder on Ebonite .. .. 6/6
3 Valve Holders, 2 Fil. Res. on Ebonite.. .. .. 12/6
Concert Coils, for Marconi Concerts, etc. .. Pair 2/3
Set of Basket and Slab Inductances, includes our

Concert Coils-
loo to 8,000 metres, Set of 6 .. .. 6/6
500 to 20,000  7 .. .. 8/9
Ebonite Plugs for Mounting Slabs, etc. .. 2/ -
*cool Semi -Variable Condensers .. .. 17/6
Cabinet Concert Tuners .. 38/ -
Double Slide Crystal Receiver 42/ -

Get our NEW LIST FULL OF GOOD THINGS.

AMATEUR SUPPLIES ASSOCIATION, 134, Coteford St., Tooting, London, S.W.I7
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Questions and Answers
NOTE.-This section of the magazine is placed at the disposal of all readers who wish to receive advice and
information on matters pertaining to both the technical and non -technical sides of wireless work. Readers

should comply with the following rules.-(1) Each question should he numbered and written on a separate
sheet on one side of the paper only. (2) Queries should be clear and concise. (3) Before sending
in their questions readers are advised to search recent numbers to see whether the same queries have not been
dealt with before. (4) The Editor cannot undertake to reply to queries by post. (5) All queries must

'be accompanied by the full name and address of the sender, which is for reference, not for publication. Queries

will be answered under the initials and town of the correspondent, or, if so desired, under a " nonz de plume."
(6) Readers desirous of knowing the conditions of service, etc., for wireless operators will
save time by writing direct to the various firms employing operators. (7) Four questions is the
mazimum which will be accepted at a time.

" NOVICE '' (Edinburgh) asks questions about
a single valve recei,r.

(1) Connections ale all correct. There is no
need to use No. 47 wire for external connections
to H.T. and telephones. Use any convenient wire
a good deal coarser than this. The condenser
capacities are correct.

(2) If the reaction coupling is strong enough a
parallel condenser of about 041008 mfds. may be
used with the aerial condenser shown without a,
great loss of etlkiency.

(3) The reaction coil should be placed against
the A.T.I. coil. There will he no coupling in the
way you propose.

(4) We are afraid you will not hear either of
these stations owing to the great distance.

F.N. (Oldham). (1) The circuit is correct,
except that tlw blocking condenser should be
connected across both H.T. and telephones
0.006 mfds. is rather a large value.

(2) Yes.
(3) With an indoor aerial there is not much

choice, except to have as much wire as possible
without allowing one length to turn hack on
another so as to balance out any signal induced
in it.

(4) A 2k" former. 10" long. full of No. 28,
should be a suitalile reaction coil.

A.P.S. (Cape Town) asks for details of choirs -
for a set as described on page 533, November 26th
issue.

We are sorry that we have no information
regarding this circuit beyond that given in the
article in question. Chokes of this sort are best
determined by experiment.

R.K.C. (Liverpool) asks (1) The identity of
the telephony station sending during the afternoon
on about 2.000 nes.-- apparently in French. (2) For
the best 3-valre circuit for telephony.

(1) This station may be FL (Paris) who sends
daily on 2,60o ins. There is, however, a new
station sending music on about 1,900 ms. who is at
present unknown to us.

(2) The best circuit to use is a. H.F. amplifier
with either resistance or a transformer coupling
between the valves.

A.T.N. (Croydon) asks (1) If it matters if
two wires of the aerial are not of the same gauge.

(2) What ?vire to use for leading -in. (3) for a single
rah-,? diagram. (4) 7'he range of Vs set.

(I' It is immaterial.
(2) Use the same wire as for the' aerial, without

a break in it if possible.
(3) See page 584, Fig. 2, December 10th issue,

omitting the condenser across the anode induc-
tance.

(I) The inn xi mum wavelength will be about
3.500 ms.

G.E. (VValworth) asks (1) For criticism of a
crystal .set. !2) For dimensions for a frame aerial
to use with it. (3) If the circuit i.e incorrect, for
a better one. (4) If a telephone transformer is
necessary with L. Id. telephones.

(1) The circuit shown is correct, and the dimen-
sions of the parts are also right.

(2) A frame aerial is entirely useless with a
crystal set.

(4) Yes, a telephone transformer is desirable
with nearly all crystals.

" NEMO " (Wilts) has a resistance amplifier
which gives disappointing results, although each
part of the circuit except the grid condensers and
leaks appears to work well when used in other ways.
He asks for suggestions.

0.001 mfds. is large for a grid condenser, try about
0.0001 mfds. Your resistances may be faulty.
Some of the grid leaks on the market are of very
doubtful accuracy and permanence. Try re-
moving the leaks. If this improves results, either
the leaks are too low, or the condensers themselves
are leaky. Possibly you are not using enough
H.T. volts. A valve used in this way requires
greater H.T. than when used in any other way.

L.H.B. (Luton) asks for a diagram of the con-
nections of a valve panel, containing filament res.,
grid condenser and leak.

See diagram Fig. 1 for a panel for single -valve
work.

" GRID " (Brighton) asks for particulars
of winding of a set of slab cods for a range of 300-
30,000 ms.

See reply to W.H.D. (Leeds) above. The
amounts of wire required will be approximately
the same for slab coils as for duo -laterals.

" AEROLUS " (Whitefield) asks (1) Which
is the better of two sets described. (2) Where he
can obtain " watersheds" for aerial insulators.
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Fig. 1.

(1) You do not give sufficient particulars to make
an accurate estimate.

(2) Inverted cone watersheds of the type you
sketch should be obtainable from almost any
dealer in wireless sundries. Amongst other firms,
the Marconi Company make a good type.

F.T. (Birmingham) asks (1) Whether certain
stations will be audible on a single valve set. (2)
Winding for an .4.T.I., using No. 27 wire, to give
7,000 ms., with a parallel condenser of 0.0005 mfds.
(3) If a crystal set sketched will be satisfactory.
(4) The names of the following spark stations :
CO and MO.

(1) The stations referred to are Belgrade,
Vienna, Sofia, and Moscow. It is possible to receive
all of these stations on a very good single valve
set, skilfully handled, but they are not at all easy
to get with a set of this type.

(2) 10"x 7".
(3) No, put the telephones in series with the

condenser.
(4) We have no information.

" AMATEUR " (Newcastle) asks (1) Whether
it would be better to use an aerial condenser of 0.001
or 0.0015 mfds., with honeycomb coils. (2) If it
is possible to receive the Dutch concert with a 2 -valve
L.F. amplifier. (3) If a 0.0006 mid& condenser
will be of any use across a reaction coil.

(1) This depends to a certain extent on the
windings of the coils, about which you say nothing.
In general, hbwever, it will not make much
difference.

(2) We do not think so.
(3) No.

A.C. (Bexhill) asks (1) Who transmitted the
tune " I want to go home," with various other tunes
on Sunday (which Sunday is not specified) about
3.30 p.m. (2) What was the, wavelength. (3) Will
they do it again..

(1), (2) and (3) We do not know. In general
it is quite impossible to answer questions of this
nature.

G.H.M. (Aniield) sends a diagram of a 3-valre
set, which will not give telephony on about 400 ms.,
gives fair results on longer wavelengths, but does
not give PCGG. He asks for criticism and advice.

Valves are arranged as detector followed by
2 L.F. This alone is sufficient to explain why you
do not get PCGG, for which .you would want at
least one stage of H.F. For short waves do away
with the parallel A.T.C. The probable reason
for your not getting short wave signals is that
your aerial is not tunable 1,o the short wavelengths.
We cannot say for certain as you give no particulars.

S.C.P. (Derby) asks (1) Whether a Weston
relay, sensitive to 50 microamps. could be used in
conjunction with the Turner relay circuit. (2)
Whether a 2 -valve resistance amplifier could be
used with the above to work a siphon recorder. (3) If
not, for a suitable circuit for 2 valves.

(1) Yes, but a somewhat coarser type of relay
may be used instead if you wish. The Turner
circuit gives enough current to work a P.O. type
relay at reasonable speeds, and this type of relay
is generally less liable to get out of order and
give trouble.

(2) & (3) The suggested circuit will be as good
as any for fairly long wavelengths, but we should
prefer the tuned transformer type at short wave-
lengths.

W.H.D. (Leeds) asks (1) For the amount of No. 26
D.C.C. necessary to make duolateral coils for a
singli valve receiver ranging up to 30,000 ms. (2)
How to connect up the coils to a multiple switch
so that they may be used alternatively.

(1) With a parallel condenser of 0.002 mfds.,
you will require for the largest coil about lbs.,
which will give a coil of 4" mean diameter and about
1,200 turns. The other coil should be intermediate
between this and about 1 oz.

Fig. 2,

(2) A switch can be arranged as in the diagram
Fig. 2, but we do not recommend it. It is better
to connect each coil into the circuit as required.
This can be done almost as easily as switching
if suitable plug connections are used.

H.S.W. (Leytonstone) asks various questions
about a receiving set.

(1) The general arrangements will be all right,
but it will not be necessary to make such elaborate
tuning arrangements for the reaction coil. A
single coil with a few tappings without dead end
switches will be all right for this, and do not use
a condenser across it.
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1896 to 1922
The Experience of
more than twenty-five
years is embodied
in pre s ent-cay
MAI&CONI
APPARATUS

EQUIPMENT
MARCONIS WIRELESS TELEGRAM CO.,LTD.
MARCON I HOUSE , STRAND, LON DON,W.C.2:

Phone: CITY 8710. Cables: EXPANSE, LONDON.
Telegrams: EXPANSE, ESTRAND, LONDON.

iiimmine r(
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THE

"BRITWIRE" SERVICE
/he have large stocks of all apparatus listed below, and can
send any item by return post GIVE US a TRLAL

Mullard " Ora " Valves 15/ -

French " R " Valves (best type) 12/6
P.O. Solid -back Microphones 15/-
G.P.O. Standard Microphones 8/6
Single Earpiece Receivers with Cord,

Low Resistance 3/ -
Vernier Condenser for panel mounting 6/9
Telephone Transformers, new 15/ -

Siemens Units, 15 volt , 4 6
Microphone Transformers 32/6
Choke Coils 32/6
H.T. Condensers, oil filled 30/-
P.O. Double Current Keys, soiled

only 35/ -
Slab Inductances, per set eight 15/ -

Telephone Plug 1/ -

Telephone Jack 9d.
Filament Resistance for panel mount-

ing, best quality 5/6
Pocket Voltmeter, 0'6 volts 5/-
" Britwire Duolateral Wound Coils,

from 2/ - to 15/- each

Send firLict. We can quote you

Voltammeters, 015 volts, 0'15 amps,
each

P.O, Lever Switches, 4 to 24 spring
Knob and Pointer, with brass bush
Grid Condenser and Leak, any value
Telephone or Intervalve Condensers

'002
Mansbridge 2 mfd Condenser
Ivorine Scales 0-108°, best make
Valve Legs, highly finished, per doz.
Duros Cells, 2 v. 45 amps., require

no first charge
Single Valve Panels, with filament

resistance, grid condenser, leak,
telephone, condenser, etc.

Switch Arms, rotary type
Contact Studs, per doz.
" Britwire " Intervalve Transformers
Murophone Buttons, G.E.C. make
Terminals, Ba, (Mk. III type), per doz.
Bat, Ba0, and Ba, double, per doz.
Aerial Insulators

3-
1'6
1/8
3/-

12/6

35 -
2 9
1/9

22/6
2/6
2/-
2/6
9d.

keen prices for complete outfits.

GOODS OVER 40;'- CARRIAGE PAID. - LOCAL AGENTS STILL REQUIRED.

POST ORDERS TO

THE BRITISH WIRELESS SUPPLY CO.,
6, BL EN HEIM TERRACE, LEEDS.
Branches :-
18, Eldon Square, 33, High Street,
NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE. SOUTHAMPTON.

TELEPHONE 360 TELEPHONE 403

"Celephone : 26926

11, Church Street,
WEST HARTLEPOOL.

TELEPHONE 373
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(2) About 2 lbs. of No. 26.
(3) it is quite impossible to predict the positions

for the tappings for such a list of wavelengths.
You would have to determine them by experiment,
but it will be much better to tap the coil so that
each tapping increases the inductance by about
the same proportionate amount, and be satisfied
with the results obtained.

(4) The capacity in each circuit should be
about 0.001 mfds.

V

O
C>

O

across the 300 turn coil, which discharges itself
regularly when the potential across it rises above
a certain value.

(2) One turn is best, but three or four may he
used without appreciable ill effect.

(3) Almost immaterial, except that solenoid,
are rather more convenient at short wavelengths.

E.H.G. (Glasgow) asks for .criticism of a at.
and for details of the size of parts.

The sketch you send is unintelligible, as it appears

C>

41.

-111111--.AAL,

Fig. 3.

H.W.K. (Greenwich) asks for a 5 -valve circuit
to comply with certain .switching requirements for
altering the arrangement of the valves.

Simplifying the diagram by the omission of
filament switches, the circuit shown (Fig. 3)
should give you the desired switching facilities.

J.D.M. (Oundle) asks for a criticism of a circuit,
and how it may be improved.

The circuit shown is correct vs far as it goes.
It would be improved by a potentiometer to the
grid of the first valve, also by a telephone trans-
former and L.R. telephones. Separate resistances
to the filaments of each valve are hardly
necessary.

F.H.C. (Huddersfield) asks (1) For advice on
a set which is giving trouble and (2) If slab coils
should be woutul with only one turn of wire in the
width, or whether three or four turns may be used.
(3) If a loose coupler (presumably of solenoid form)
is better than slab coils.

(1) The presence of the click indicates that
the set is oscilalting. The beat you hear makes
us suspect that there is a partial short circuit

to show two L.F. transformers between each pair
of valves, with reaction ad lib. The set might be
of some use if the transformers near the plates
were H.F., but if this is the ease the final reaction
is led hack to the wrong transformer in the first
plate circuit. We are afraid the set would he
rather unmanageable. There will he nothing
abnormal about the dimensions, and we think
that if you are capable of making and handling a
set of this type you will be able to collect the
dimensions you require from the many sets illus-
trated recently.

W.J.E. (Skipton) has a short ware set orb ieh

will not give signals. He asks for advice.
You do not need a 0.001 mfds. parallel condenser

for short wave work. Cut it out entirely. Are
you certain you are using enough H.T. volts
Put the telephones on -the earth side of the H.T.
battery, which should then be well  insulated.
Possibly the grid condenser, leak, or the valve
is defective.

A.C.H. (Smethwick) a.34.8 (1) For a. circuit
diagram to corer certainaThmtions to his set. (2)
What is the 8lettimt with mil fellers P.J.
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(1) See diagram Fig. 4.
(2) Not known.

W.E.S: (Haslemere).-We see no reason why
the set should not oscillate below 2,000 metres,
or even 1,000 ms., as it stands. Capacity reaction
is at times uncertain at short wavelengths owing
to stray capacity effects, but this should not give
trouble at such comparatively long wavelengths.
Magnetic reaction will certainly allow you to get
below this. Possibly your reaction condenser

AND RADIO REVIEW APRIL 1, 1922

RADIO (Cardiff) asks (1) If a 2 -valve set
connections are correct. (2) If a grid potentiometer
will be of any advantage. (3) If he will hear PCGG.

(1) Your connections are correct, with the
exception that the grid leak should he connected
to the negative side of the filament instead of the
positive as shown. Connect a 0.001 mfds. con-
denser across the anode winding of the telephone
transformer.

(21 You may find it useful if the grid leak resis-
tance is not of the hest value.

-11111F--

-AAAf

Fig. 4.

is altogether too large. It should be of the order
of 0.0005 mfds.

J.E.D. (Loughborough) asks for information
about the construction of a multivalve frame aerial set.

You will find the construction of such a set
described in considerable detail in issues Nos.
16 -to 21 inclusive of Vol. VIII, which you
can obtain from the publishers.

A.M.L. (Salford) asks (I) The wavelength of a
certain coil. (2) For a single valve circuit. (3) If
the aerial described is suitable for additional apparatus
to increase efficiency.

(1) The inductance is 2,600 mhys., which will
tune a P.M.G. aerial (0.0002 mfd.) to approximately
1,400 ms.

(2) The circuit shown on page 584, Fig. 2,
Deeember 10th issue (either with or without
reaction condenser) should be suitable.

(3) For best results the aerial should be above
the two rows of houses if possible.

(4) A single valve set may be made quite efficient
up to a certain point. To increase the efficiency
additional valves will be required.

(3) If the set is carefully adjusted beforehand
to the exact wavelength by means of a buzzing
wavemeter you may just hear it, but it will be
inaudible while searching in the ordinary way.
For useful results another H.F. magnifying valve
is necessary. For such short wavelengths the
A.T.I., and A.T.C. should be in series.

R.T. (Northampton) asks (1) If a single valve
diagram is correct. (2) If it is necessary to earth
the aerial when not in use. (3) What capacity.
to use with slab coils for 300 to 2,500 ms.

(1) Yes: connect a 0.001 condenser across the
telephones.

(2) It. is not essential, but it is quite easy to
just join the A.T.I. terminals of the receiver when
the set is not in use.

(3) This depends on the number of slabs. The
fewer the number the larger the condenser in
parallel with the inductance must be to cover
the range. If you wish to purchase a condenser
and wind the slabs, we suggest 0.001 mfds. as
a good value.
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Read what the

TRANSATLANTIC
2nd PRIZE WINNER
says :

" The Mullard Valves used by me in the Transatlantic
Tests were same I purchased sixteen months ago, and
they have been in constant use ever since.

" By all the rules of the game they should have burnt
out or been pensioned off long ago, but so far I can detect
no loss of efficiency by their continued use."

(Signed) Horace N. Whitfield.

" ORA " VALVES
Price 15/- each.

Anode 30 volts. Filament 3.6 to 4.0 volts.
If your usual Wireless dealer cannot supply, forward the

coupon and give his name.

Terms for quantities on application.

Oscillate-Rect;Fy-AmpliFy
0

None genuine without this Mark

Mullard
Radio Valve GaLtd.

Claybrook Road
Hammersmith. W. 6.
Glasgow Depot: 206 Bath Street.

Contractors to
War Office

RczyalAirForce &PosfOffice
'telephone:Hammersmith

312- Redankal=rs "Landc,
Alifciockdi

ORA"
MULLARD VALVES

15/- Each

MULLARD PATENT
RESISTANCE

for cria' G anode Cri-ccriA

MULLARD CONDENSERS

Mullard 4 -pin Sockets To the
M ULLARD

RADIO VALVE

CO., LTD.

35, Claybrook Road
Hammersmith,

London, W.6.

Please send me post free :

Quantity Description and Price

Mullard "ORA"
valves ... each 15i -
Mallard patent resistance
combined witb Mullard
condenser .. 1216
Mullard 4 -pin Sockets

Price 2/- each.

I enclose (cheque, money order, P.O.)
for to cover the cost.

Name
Address

Name of usual Wireless Dealer
Address
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JUST OUT! A Brand New Book on Valves.

ELEMENTARY TEXTBOOK on

WIRELESS VACUUM TUBES
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P.

Author of " Thermionic Tubes in Radio Telegraphy and Telephony...

A NEW BOOK
Written

SOLELY
for

AMATEURS
(111(1

OPERATORS

Every circuit is a thoroughly
tested and practical one.
Not a paragraph that can-
not be understood by the
beginner. No mathematics.
The circuits given are those
which have given the best
results in actual practice.

Mass of
`Practical Information

at a
Reasonable Price

240 Pages
130 Diagrams

Large Dook
Handsomely Bound

in BLUE Art
Vellum

Denty 8vo.
( 81" x 52" x 1")

CONTENTS
Introduction-Fleming Valves-The Three -Electrode Valve and its Applications-Cascade Valve
Amplifiers-Principles of Reaction Amplification and Self-Oscillation-Reaction Receivers of Wire-
less Signals-Continuous Wave Receiving Circuits-Valve Transmitters- Radio -telephony Systems
Employing Valves-Further Applications of the Valve-Practical Notes for Experimenters- W. W.
The World's Land Stations with Calls and Wavelengths. 1/4122

Whatever book on Valves you may have bought, you cannot afford to be without RADIO
this one which not only explains, in a very simple manner, the operation of valve .4. PRESS LTD.,
circuits, but gives you the finished product of many years of practical work on .;÷ 34, Norfolk St.,
both sides of the Atlantic. No book like it has ever been written before for the sSV Strand, London,
amateur. It also contains a large amount of hitherto unpublished information. W.0 .2.

Price 10 /- (Post free) Please send me, post free,

ena' your Order at ',o e 1,0

RADIO PRESS, LTD.,
34, Norfolk Street, LONDON, W.C.2

Scott-Taggarts " Elementary
Textbook on Wireless Vacuum

Tubes." / enclose remittance of 101 -

Name
Address
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A

Complete College
Education
ON TUBES!

That is how J. 0. SMITH (2ZL)
ON liner transmissions in the recent Transatlantic.

Test were received here)

expresses his opinion of

THERMIONIC
TUBES

IN

RADIO TELEGRAPHY
AND TELEPHONY
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART

424 Pages. 344 Illustrations

PRICE 25/- NETT

(Postage 9d.)

CONTENTS : -

Two -Electrode Valves and the Theory of Thermionic
Currents-The Three -Electrode Vacuum Tube-The
Vacuum Tube as a Detector-The VaCtium Tube
as an Amplifier -- Retro-Active or Regenerative
Amplification-Multi-Stage High -Frequency Ampli-
fiers- M ult i -Stage Low -Frequency Amplifiers-Corn -
bined High and Low -Frequency Amplifiers-Multi-
Stage Retro-Active Receiving Circuits-The Reception
of Continuous Waves-Transmission of Continuous
Waves with Vacuum Tubes-- Vacuum Tube Oscillators,
Wavemeters, Capacity Meters, and other Measuring
Instruments-The Vacuum Tube in Wireless Tele-
phony-The Dynatron -Miscellaneous Vacuum Tube
Devices.

The Wireless Press, Ltd.
Dept. W.W.

12-13, Henrietta St., Strand, London, W.C.2

SEA, LAND
and AIR

THE AUSTRALIAN
MONTHLY JOURNAL
of Aviation, Radio -Tele-
graphy &Radio -Telephony

Price
119

Post Free

Annual
Subscription

211 -

THE WIRELESS PRESS LTD.
12-13, Henrietta St., Strand, W.C.2

"The Model Engineer"
A special paper for young Engineers. Apprentices.
Students and Amateurs interested in Mechanics.
Electricity and Model Making. It contains practical
articles by experienced writers on Electrical and
Mechanical subiects. Locomotives. Motor Cycling.

Model Aeroplanes and Wireless Telegraphy.
Published every Thursday. 5d. post free.

"Junior Mechanics & Electricity"
The paper for beginners of all ages in Mechanics,
Electricity and Model Making. All the articles are
written is simple language so that body can read
and understand them. It is well illustrated. There is
also a Queries and Replies section, from which much

va.uable information can be obtained.
PublIshed on sst of each month. 4d. post free.

SOME USEFUL BOOKS.
Practical Lemons In

Metal Tinning ..
Engineering Mathe-

matics Simply Ex-
plained.

Practical Dynamo and
Motor Construction

Practical Induction
Cell Construction ..

Petrol Motors Simply
L'splained

Woekslop Wrinkles
and Recipes

Small Accumulators .. sold.
2/9 Electric Bens &Alarms sold.

Electric Batteries .. sod.
Smell Dynamos and

e/y Motors.. .. .. told.
Induction Coils for

t/e Amateurs .. .. cl.
Small Electric Motors d.

sty Alternating Currents d.
Windmills and Wind

shs Motors.. .. .. sold.
WinASIN Telegraphy

sly Simply Explained .. road.

Every Boy's Book of Electricity, 3d.
Every Boy's Book of 1119f illeS, 3d.

Book List sent poet free on receipt of card.

PERCIVAL MARSHALL & CO.,
116ns, FARRINGDON ST., LONDON. E.C.
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THE WIRELESS WORLD EXCHANGE AND MART
TARIFF. Advertiscnicnts are accepted for
this Section at the rate of twopence per word,
with a minimum charge of two shillings. The
advertiser's name and address will be charged for,
and single letters and single figures will be counted
as words. Compound words will be counted
as two words.
DEPOSITS. All advertisements must be
prepaid in the form of Postal Orders, the
remittance being forwarded to Messrs. Bertram
Day & Co., Ltd., g & to, Charing Cross, S.W.I.

Intending purchasers may deposit the purchase
money of any article advertised or sold by
advertisers with Messrs. Bertram Day & Co., Ltd.,
who will acknowledge its receipt to the vendor
and the depositor, the full addresses of whom
should be given. Subject to special agreement
between the parties, it is understood that all
goods are sent on approval, each party paying
carriage one way in the event of the goods being
returned. The deposit will be retained until
due advice of the completion of the purchase has
been given or until the articles have been retained
and accepted. In order to cover postage, etc.,
a fee of 6d. in respect of sums of ft and under
and is. for sums in excess of f,x, must be paid
at the same time as the deposit. For persons
not resident in the United Kingdom these fees
are doubled. We cannot undertake to receive
any deposit less than as. 6d.

Deposits must be sent by either l'ostal Order
or by Registered Letter: cheques will not be
accepted. If the deposit is sent by Money Order
it should be made payable to the advertiser of
the goods, and the fee mentioned above should
be sent in stamps or Postal Orders as a separate
amount.

W. J. HENDERSON,
2, Hollywood Road, South Kensington.

CONDENSERS, new, variable --
.001, 43 vanes 24 -

00055, 29 vanes 18 -
0003, 15 vanes 14 -

Vernier . 5 6
LEADING -IN TUBES, ebonite with junc-

tion box, length 8l" each 1 -
H.F. TRANSFORMERS, 1,000 metres,

other wavelengths to order .. 6 -
AERIAL STAY WIRE aero cable), 15

cwt. breaking strain, sample on request,
5

STRAINERS (Turnbuckles) for above
each 8d. . . per doz. 7 6

H.T. BATTERIES, 15 Volts .. each 3 6
FILAMENT RHEOSTATS, for one valve,

circular . each 5 -
For three valves, circular- . each 6 -

Instrument Wires, Resistance Wires, Ebonite,
Switches, Valveholders.

Postage Extra.

Condensers, -001 . each -38 -
80 -metre Rear Receivers .. each 45 -
Switch Studs, 6 BA, nuts and washer doz. 2 -
Filament Resistances, rotary
6 BA Terminals, new ..
Ebonite and Brass Insulators

each 5 -
doz. 4

. each 68.

Laminated Switch Arms, brass bush, nuts
and washer .. .. each 2 -

SPECIALITY. - Single Valve Detector Panel,
complete with Filament Resistance, Valve
Holder, Grid Leak and Bye -pass Condenser, and
Terminals mounted on engraved ebonite top in
French polished mahogany case. Price 35' -
Send 3d. for our latest Catalogue and advice.

RADIO EXPERIMENTAL CO,
103, Gell Street, SHEFFIELD.

TWO 24 H.P. Wireless Generators, one go ft.
Portable Mast, Four Direction Finders, One
Elliott's Ediograph, Drafting Instruments and
Strangers Attachment, 27 " Silvertown " Test -
tables, One Waterloo Fire Control Teacher.-
THE LONDON ELECTRIC FIRM, Croydon.

MARCONI 3 -Valve Receiver, 37a, with tw..
spare valves, \Vavemeter, Transmitting Jigg..
Key, etc. All fitted in Teak Fold -up Buren(
Cabinet. Excellent for Telephony. New Co..
dition. t20 or near offer.-STOKES, 14..
Bathurst Gardens, Willesden.

WANTED ON DEPOSIT APPROVAL.-Brown's
Telephones, Variable Air Condensers and Sensitive
Relay. Must be perfect and low-rpiced.---
CLEVELAND HOOD, Nunthorpe, S.O., Yorks.

WANTED.-Cash Partner in a going Wireless
Concern.-GAM, 16, Pendrell Street, l'lutnstead.

WANTED. -3 -Valve Receiving Set, complete
if possible, state matter, price and condition.-
BATES, Baltarsna, Ashhourne, Meath.

STATION, Complete, 30.8,000 metres, 3 -valve
cabinet, loud speaker, 3 pair telephones, etc.,
full list, stamp. No offers. 4I6.-HUNT, 73,
Titerton Street, Sheffield.

THE CHEAPEST FIRM ON EARTH. --Govern-
ment Surplus Bell Wire, too yards as. 3d., postage
Is. Surplus Turner Paraffin Pint Blow Lamps,
new, terrific heat, 14s., postage Is. Electricians
Pliers, new 31 in., Is. 9d., postage 3d. Insulated
Pliers, tested 3,000 volts, 6 ins. as. 6d., postage
3d. Dynamos and Motors, Electric Heaters and
Irons. Clearance prices. Instrument Wires.
Buy cheaply while you can. Enquiries 2d. stamp,
Wireless Equipment wanted and for sale.--
CARTWRIGHT & CO., Model Stores and Wireless
Supplies, 530.132, London Road, Manchester.

MARK CH TRENCH SET, t valve transmitting,
2 valves receive, Panel. 3 -Valve t H.F. detecting
and 1 L.F. Telephone Exchange 4o lines, also
Marconi 3/A Crystal Receiver. Offers for lot.
-TREGULLOW, Chantry Road, Moseley,
Birmingham.

EX -OFFICER, Public School Education, First-
class Certificate \Vireless Telegraphy, young,
energetic, nine years' experience all systems,
good all-round knowledge electrical work, seeks
appointment any capacity, highest references.-
Box N., BERTRAM DAY'S ADVERTISING
AGENCY, Sao, Charing Cross S.W.I.

TWO STEEL WIRELESS MASTS, complete with
guy ropes, 120 ft. high, for sale, cheap.-ARTER,
3, Clarence Lawn, Dover.

COMPLETE TWO -VALVE CABINET REC \ -
ER, 300-3,000 metres, accept 0.-ROGERS, 4o,
Nova Road, Croydon.

LOUD SPEAKERS, 200 ohms with detachable
horn, limited number only, 16s. 6d. each. Ap-
proval against cash. Orders dealt with in rota-
tion.-SIMPSON. 233, Gipsy Road, Norwood,
S.E.27.

We Hold the Blue!
in the Condenser World

LENGTHS AHEAD
OF ALL

IMITATIONS
for Construction and Price

VARIABLE CONDENSER SETS.
Drilling required. As easy .is "NIECCAND."

0015 '005 '0003 '0003 '0002
27,4. 14/- 11. - 8/-

t omplete parts include ivorine scale for panel
mounting, or engraved ebonite scale for
..ibinet mounting. If required with
11-,..VELLED DIAL instead, send 3/6 extra

all prices.
Please state whether required for panel or box
mounting.

THE WINNING "EIGHT"
s.t. 0f EIGHT SLAB COILS, 300-

30,00o, with the taps covered finish..
Or Set of Seven, 300-17,000

. COIL HOLDERS for above. Ebonite
kith plugs .. each
H.F. RESISTANCE COUPLING UNIT,
.300-30,000 ..

1. the " VELVET " SWITCH ARM.
Laminated brush, nuts, ivaslitr and
bush
L.F. INTERVALVE TRANSFORMERS
(New). Closed Iron Core for Panel
Nlounting .. 17/6
H.F. TRANSFORMER (Plug in Type)

300 700 1.000
4/9 5,6

. " VELVET " FILAMENT RHEO-
STAT for Panel Mounting
" SPHINX ANODE RESISTANCES,
so, 6o, 8o, or too thousand ohms.
Tubular, with clips ..

ANOTHER " ALL -IN - SERIES.
P.. COMPLETE SET OF PARTS to

build a Valve Panel. Ready drilled,
with blue print.. .. .. 15/6

Get our Bull List for full range. Two stamps.
Postage extra on all above items. Orders

over E2 carriage paid.
All the above goods can be obtained from

our Agents.
BIRMINGHAM. S.E. LONDON. ILFORD.

Scammell & Abbott, C. Thomas, A. Gregory
,.o, I/ale Encl. Laurel (;rove. 29, St.Alban-

PENGE. Rd., 7 Kings.
Trade inquiries invited. A few more agencies
vacant. " DON'T FOR( ;I,T to SEND for that

\TALOGI'E.

PETO SCOTT, CondenTsheer King.
All Correspondence to -

7, Featherstone Buildings,
High Holborn, W.C.1

(Turn up by No. 63.) (Tube to Holborn).
Also still at

17, Frome Road, Wood Green, N.22
2 minutes from the " Wellington ".

10/6
7/-

2/3

8/6

2,6

4

3:6
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OFFERS ARE INVITED
for the purchase of the following quantities
of watch pattern telephone receivers, low
resistance, viz. :

Quantity.
With aluminum case, ring and cord... No. 838
With nickel -plated brass case without

The receivers are at Calcutta, but samples
may be seen on application to the Stock
Branch, India Store, Depot, Pelvedere Roast,

Lambeth, London, S.E.1.
The receivers have not been used, but are

no longer required.
Offers are to be made in writinl to the Director

General :-

India Store Department
Belvedere Road, London S.E.1

Quoting reference No. 2165r/192r

WIRELESS that WORKS
Send stamp TO -DAY for lists
of GUARANTEED Instruments.

Electrical Supply Stores,
5, Albert Terrace, King Cross,

HALIFAX.

WRITE TO US
for our Expert Advice on the
way to dispose of your goods.
Messrs. Bertram Day & Co., Ltd.,
COMPLETE ADVERTISING SERVICE

9 & 10 Charing Cross, S.W.1
Tel. Gerrard 8063.4.

HIGH CLASS WIRELESS APPARATUS.
Variable Condensers for panel mount- f. s. d.

ing .00r Mfd. 1 3 6
.0005 Jlfd. 0 17 9
'0003 Mfd. 0 13 6

Filament Rheostats for panel mount -

Rotary Vane Vernier Condenser,
assembled ready for mounting .. 0 5 6

Switch Arms, four leaf laminated
phosphor bronze switch arms, com-
plete with bush, double coil phosphor
bronze spring, washers and nuts.. 0 2 6

Basket Coils for Marconi concert.
Per pair 0 1 6

Basket Coils for Dutch Concert.
Per pair 0 1 6

Slab Inductances, 300 to 30,000
metres .. Per set 0 14 6

H.F. Interchangeable Plug in trans-
formers .. 700 metre 0 4 0

1,000 metre 0 4 6
2,600 metre 0 5 6

M. FOSTER, Actual Manufacturer,
15, WESTERN ST., BRIGHTON.

0 5 0

We have only TWENTY-ONE copies left of the
WIRELESS AMATEUR'S DIARY & NOTEBOOK 1922
Price 3/9 post free. REFILLS 1 8 post free.

Send tor yours now or you will be too late.
THE WIRELESS PRESS., LTD., 12-13, Henrietta St., Strand, London, W.C.2

Elgie's Weather Book
FOR THE GENERAL READER.

Br JOSEPH 11. ELGIE.
Author of

"THE STARS NIGHT BY NIGHT," "THE COMPLETE
STAR GUIDE." "STAR AND WEATHER GOSSIP."

PRICE 5,_ NET. POST FREE 516

CONTENTS:
The Atmosphere ; Wind ; Rain ; Clouds ; Snow'
Hail and Dew ; Fog ; Depressions ; Thunderstorms ;
Anticyclones ; Frost and Thermometers ; Evapora-
tion ; Haloes and Coronas ; Supposed Weather
Signs ; Climate ; Weather Vocabulary ; Index.

"Mr. Elsie is not tiresomely technical, as experts
commonly are ; he writes in a well-read, readable
way. Anyone who wants to know more about
weather will find him a pleasant as well as a com-
petent guide.' -The Daily Mail.

"There is not a dull moment."-The Dundee
Advertiser.

THE WIRELESS PRESS LIMITED
12 -13 HENRIETTA ST., LONDON, W.C. 2

"THE BOOK OF THE  WEEK"

FIFTY YEARS of
ELECTRICITY
The Memories of an Electrical Engineer
by J. A. FLEMING, M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S.
371 Pages. 111 Plates.

PRICE 30/.
( Postage 1/-.)

NETT.

CONTENTS.
Introduction.
Chap. I. Telegraphs and Telephones in the last Fifty Years.

11. Dynamos, Alternators. Transformers and Motors.
Ill. Electric Lamps and Electric Lighting.
IV. Electric Heating. Cooking and Furnaces in Five

Decades.
V. Electric Supply Stations. Storage Batteries. Railways

and the Transmission of Power.
VI. Theory and Measurements.

VII. Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony.
Conclusion.

THE WIRELESS PRESS, LIMITED
Dept. W.W.,

12/13, Henrietta St., London, W.C.2
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IF IT'S WIRELESS, IT'S AUCKLANDS'
THE `BRITWIRE' COIL
A Duolaterally Wound Coil at a price within everybody's reach.We are now manufacturing a Duolaterally Wound Coil (the mostefficient type in the world) and can supply mounted or unmounted.

PRICES UNMOUNTED.
1:011

N,,.
Wave Range

mor Mfcl. Condenser
in part.

1 130 250 2 -2 180 450 2 33 250 700 3 -9 400 1,200 4 -5 500 1,600 4 66 600 2,500 4 67 1,000 3,000 4 88 1,200 4,500 5 -9 1,500 5,500 6 610 2,000 6,500 7 6n 3.000 7,500 8 -12 4,000 12,000 9 -13 5,000 14,000 9 614 6,000 18,000 10 -15 .. 10,000 22,000 12 616 .. 15,000 30.000 15 -
NI,mat..,1 3.6 rag II 1 ,t1.I.

L.F.

TRANS-
FORMER

Radio 1 to 5

22 i6

FIXED CONDENSERS, MICA
DIELECTRIC, ALL CAPACITIES

.005 to '0004.
Price each ... ... 3/-

N

GRID LEAK Mounted on Condenver
Substantial : Reliable : Cheap
Leak between clips. Any value
Complete 5/ -Leaks only (with ... 2/6
Condensers ... 3/ -

Our
Catalogue

3d. post free
Will

conVince you
of our large

range of
Component

Parts.

TABLE STAND FOR COILS

Regd. 'Design.
EXACT AS ILLUSTRATED.
Price each - 21/ -

EBONITE CAPS WITH EXTEIDED
(Ebonite) HANDLE, TO FIT
STANDARD KNOBS, l'er p.or 5/-

TUNER
on Polished Cabinet, fitted with Coil
Holder, A,T.I. Condenser, Vernier
Condenser, also series Parallel
Switch. (`keg(1. Design) Complete

£5 10s.
MOST ATTRACTIVE UNITS.

A MOST
USEFUL

CONDENSER

For Fine
Tuning

Designed
for panel
mounting

as illustrated.
Price 6/9

ite

For Fins Adjustment.
EBONITE KNOB, fined with brass bush and
pointer, also 6' extended handle with knob

as illustration 1/9

VALVE LEGS, with 2 nuts. lacquered. 3d. each

1111,,,,,,,1

,---17iffiramiumerrlo

FILAMENT RESISTANCES

Resistance wound on Erinoid Former.
knob fitted with brans bush and
pointer ... Price 5/6 each

TRADE
MANUFACTURERS

of all
RADIO

APPARATUS

G. Z. AUCKLAND AND SON, 395,LOSNIDOI,
HNEcSITREET,

BRITISH WIRELESS SUPPLY Co., 6 BLENHEIM
LEEDS.TERRACE.Ana' or SOUTHAMPTON, WEST HARTLEPOOL, NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE
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Vhe OHMER INSULATION
TESTING SET (COX'S PATENT)
This is the lightest, cheapest and best instrument of its
kind on the market. It consists of au Ohmeter and Generator
mounted in one oase. The Ohmeter is of the Electrostatic
type, giving extreme lightness. Absolutely unaffected by
external fields. It reads directly in Megohms and is
independent of the voltage or speed of the generator.

NALDER BROS. & THOMPSON, LTD.,
97a, DALSTON LANE, LONDON, E.S.

NOTICE.
MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH CO., LTD.,

V.

A. C. COSSOR, LTD.

Marooni's Wireless Telegraph Company,
Limited, GIVE NOTICE that an Order was made
in the High Court of Justice, Chancery Division,
by Mr. Justice Russell on the 1st March, 1922,
restraining Messrs. A. C. Cossor, Ltd., from
infringing their Letters Patent No. 28413 of 1913
and 126658 except so far as they manufacture for
H.M. Government.

Messrs. A. C. Cossor, Ltd., were further
ordered upon oath to destroy all articles and
apparatus (other than those constructed to the
order of H.M. Government) made or used by
them in infringement of these patents, and to
pay the Marconi Company damages and costs.

The Marconi Company is in a position to
take proceedings against any user of thermionic
valves made by Messrs. A. C. Cossor, Ltd., in
infringement of these patents.

Marconi House,
Strand, London, W.C. 2.

NOTICE.
MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH CO., LTD.,

V.

F. 0. READ & CO., LTD.

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company,
Limited, GIVE NOTICE that an Order was made
in the High Court of Justice, Chancery Division,
by M r. Justice Russell, on the 17th February, 1922,
restraining Messrs. F. 0. Read & Co., Ltd., from
infringing their Letters Patent Nos. 13636 of
1913, 28413 of 1913, 252 of 1914 and 126658.

Messrs. F. 0. Read & Co , Ltd., were further
ordered upon oath to destroy all apparatus
made or used by them in infringement
of these patents, and to pay the Marconi
Company damages and costs.

The Marconi Company is in a position to
take proceedings against any user of wireless
apparatus made by Messrs. F. 0. Read & Co.,
Ltd.. in infringement of these patents.

Marconi House,
Strand, London, W.C. 2.

Registered "NIPHAN" Trade Mark.

WATER -TIGHT PLUGS
and CABLE COUPLINGS
TO MEET HOME OFFICE REQUIREMENTS

COUPLING CONNECTING CABLES

Phones: Telegrams:

As used by H.M. War Office, Electric Supply Companies,
Railway Companies. Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company.

SIMMONDS BROS., LTD.
4. 6 & 8. NEW l'ON STREET. HOLBORN, W.C.ti

2600 Garrard, 12061 Central. " Niphon, London." SIX WAY TEE CONNECTORS
Patented in England and Abroad.
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THE

WIDNES
FOUNDRY
COMPANY, LIMITED. ESTABLISHED 1841

BUILDERS OF STEEL BRIDGES,
PIERS, ROOFS, GIRDERS, & ALL
KINDS OF CONSTRUCTIONAL
STEEL AND IRON WORK

ELECTRICAL TRANSMISSION MASTS

CHEMICAL PLANT MANUFACTURERSSEGMENT AND PIPE FOUNDERS
CASTINGS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

Contractors to the Admiralty, War Office,
India Office, and Crown Colonies. The
leading British, Foreign and Indian Railways

Works :

WIDNES, L ANCS.

Telegrams : "Foundry. Widnes."

Telephone : No. 225 Widnes.

London A gents :
GEORGE F. WEST & CO.,

I DDESLEIGH HOUSE,
CAXTON STREET, S.W. i

Telegrams : " Westeelite, London."
Telephone : 4340 Victoria.

WSPrinted by Sanders Phillips & Co., Ltd., Chryssell Road, London, S.W.9, for the
Proprietors and Publishers, The Wireless Press, Ltd., 12-13, Henrietta Street, London,

- - - : W C 2 Sydney, N.S.W., 97, Clarence Street : Melbourne, 422-24, Little Collins
Street : New York, 326, Broadway.
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HART ACCUMULATOR Co. Ltd.
STRATFORD LONDON, E.15

Always Use

`HART' BATTERIES
SUITABLE FOR ./ILL, CIRCUITS

High Tension Batteries a Speciality
WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

BRANCHES --
BELFAST: 41, Chichester Street.

30, Newspaper House,
BIRMINGHAM: 174. Corporation Street,

BRISTOL : 37, Victoria Street.
GLASGOW : 107, Wellington Street.
MANCHESTER : 4, Victoria Bridge.
WESTMINSTER : 36, Victoria St., S.W.1
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OUR EXPERIENCE
in the Manufacture of High and
Low Tension Condensers for all
Types of 'Wireless Installations

IS UNIQUE
IT IS AT YOUR SERVICE.

All enquiries other than American
should be addressed to (Department U'.)

DUCON WORKS, Goldhawk Rd.,
Shepherds Bush, London, W.12
Telephone: - - HAMMERSMITH 1084.
Telegrams: HIVOLTCON, PHONE, LONDON.
Code: - MARCONI INTERNATIONAL.

I./VBIL/ER CONDENSER CO. (rozr) LTD -

All American Enquiries to be addressed-
DUBILIER CONDENSER CO., Inc., 217 Centre Street, New York

FOR RADIO PANELS

Condensite Celan
This material is waterproof, immune
to atmospheric and climatic condi-
tions. will not warp, has high
surface and volume restivity, high di-
electric strength, low specificgravity.

Read this table of standard tests
WAVE APPROX. PHASE DI -ELECTRIC

LENGTHS FREQUENCY DIFFERENCE CONSTANT
Cycles per

Metres. second. Degrees

373
1,295
3,067

804,000
231,500

97,800

2.0
1.8
1.8

4.7
4.8
4.9

We supply this material in standard size sheets.
Rods, tubes or any special component parts.

Any further information will be
sent you on enquiring from us.

THE DIAMOND FIBRE Co., Ltd.
High Road, South Tottenham, London, N.15

IF YOU WANT A

GOOD
BOOK ON RADIOTELEPHONY

GET

TELEPHONY
WITHOUT WIRES

BY

PHILIP R. COURSEY, B.Sc. (ENG.), A.M.I.E.E.

Price 15 /- Neil
( Postage 9d.)

It contains a complete collection of information on the
various schemes, proposed and tried, relative to the
electrical transmission of the sound of voices through
space without wires.

An excellent list of references to
papers and articles, forms a complete
bibliography of the whole subject.

THE WIRELESS PRESS, LTD.
Dept. W.W. 8/4

12-13, Henrietta St., London, W.C.2
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LESLIE McMICHAEL
M. I. Radio E.

PROVIDENCE PLACE, WEST END LANE, KILBURN, N.W.6
(Bus Services I. 8. 16, 28, 31 all pass West End Lane.)

Telephone : HAMPSTEAD 1261 Nearest Tube Station : KILBURN PARK (BAKERI,00)

Everything Wireless
LIGHTNING ARRESTER

EARTH SPARK GAP
TYPE 52-54

( OVI,R

Protect your Set with
a Lightning Arrester

ARRESTER

In heavy ebonite, with screw -on cover and inspection window.
Condition perfect 2/6

LEADING IN TUBES
/11.6. PII1111/1/1111111111111111111111111111111111111111411111lir /11 ,,, / l AYE

-

IW

r ebonite with terminals each end

Intervalve Transformers (Army Type) New
Valves-" R "-Metal ...
Valves-Transmitting
Aerial Wire, 7/22 enamelled, too' ...
Aerial Wire ' 150'
Aerial Insulators, china ...
Ebonite Sheet, 1", 3/16", it", any size cut

'Kr=

6" 12" II" long
2/3 3/- 3/9

22 6
11/ -

upwards 20/-
7/6
10/-
116

lb. 5 6

WESTERN
LOUD
SPEAKER

For perfect
speech
production.

Low
resistance.

Price
complete,

£3
FILAMENT RESISTANCE

(Panel Type)
With ebonite knob and pointer
Mounted with terminals

5'6

This SWITCH is a double pole change over
-a most useful piece of apparatus for panel
mounting. One only ... 3)6. Two (mounted
in teak box with terminals) ... 7,-

1/ Scud 2d. in Stamps to cover Postage of Illustrated Price List. ¶ Include Postage if your order is less than £ 2.

If you are interested
ask for Free List.

THE LATHE YOU WANT
AT A PRICE YOU CAN AFFORD !
A RELMAC or SUPER RELM

PRICES FROM £11 15 0
atin. Centres, Gap Bed, S.S. & S.C.
Hollow Mandrel, iiin. by :lin. Pore.

Accuracy to within nog in. in t2in. Sturdy and reliable.
Our new Catalogue is post Free on request

CHELTENHAM WORKS, LTD.
86, ACRE LANE, BRIXTON, S.W.2

PHONE : BRIXTON 2001.
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HOW TO GEDDESIZE
YOUR WIRELESS STATION
BUILD IT YOURSELF
The merest novice need not be afraid to start any of 0(
" ALL -IN " SERIES of Constructional Sets.

Set No. 1.
SET OF w  SET OFPR9

1TS

Valve Panel P ARTS155/9
Set includes :-Ebonite Panel, matt finished, 7" x 5", and

drilled. " Velvet " Filament Rheostat. Grid Condenser
and Leak. Blocking Condenser. Systoflex. V. Holder
Terminals. Set of Ivorine Tablets and Blue Print.

Polished Mahogany Cabinet to fit, 4/-.

SET OF
PARTS
22/6

SET OF
PARTS
22/6

THE HAGUE i TUNER

Set No. 2 as illustrated. Ranges 18o -75o metres, or 6no
2,600 metres.

Set of,Parts include :-Ebonite Panel, 6" x 6", matt finished
and drilled. 6 Terminals. Switch Arm and Studs.
Stops. A.T.I. Impregnated Former ready for winding.
Ebonite Variometer-Reactance Former fitted with control
arm and pointer. Wire. Systoflex. Set of Tablets and
Blue Print. Require only winding and assembling, 17/8

All part& can be lacquered for 1/- extra. Polished Cabinet
to fit, Price 8/-.

PRICE
4/ -

FILAMENT

(aff«111»»»»10*,,,
11111Vt, I

arm".
MO

PRICE
4/ -

RHEOSTAT

The "Velvet " Filament Rheostat is well constructed and of
great value to all who build their own apparatus.

Set of Ivorine Tablets, + HT-, + LT-, A.T.I., REAC, TEL,
1'2

1/8
2/3
5/-

A, E, set of 7
Ivorine Scales, superior quality, o"-x8o° (not cheap

printed one)
Solid Turned Ebonite Valve Holder with nutted fittings
Grid Leak (Sphinx) and Condenser, mounted
" Velvet " Laminated Switch Arms with Lacquered

bush and nuts .. 2/6
Studs and 2 Nuts .. .. per doz. 1/9
Valve Legs and Nuts, lacquered . per set 1/-.

Valve Holders with Flange, " A " Type.. .. 1/9
Engraved Ebonite Dials and Knobs .. 4/6

All orders over r2 post free.
Send 2 stamps for our Cataloell, W. Trade Enquiries invited

PETO SCOTT, Condenser King
Correspondence to 7, Featherstone Building,

HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.I
(Turn up by No. 63, High Holbom.)

Agents- Also at u, Frome Road, Wood Green.
Scammel and Abbott, too, Dale End, Birmingham.
A. E. Gregory, 29, St. Alban's Road, 7 Kings, Ilford.
Messrs. Cole, Ltd., 4 and 5, Market Street, Guildford.
C. Thomas, 5, Laurel Grove, Penge, S.E.2o.
A. Mitchell, x5, Lansdowne Terr., Hawkey's Lane, N. Shields.

APRIL 8, 1922

THE LATEST AND BEST BOOK ON VALVES
FOR AMATEURS AND OPERATORS

acutim

TuBu
WIFELESS

VACUUM TUBES

PRICE 101- (post free) from
RADIO PRESS LIMITED - (Room 7),
35, Norfolk Street, LONDON, W.C. 2.

RADIO CONCERTS
German 4..valve Amplifiers. Adapted for English
Valves and with terminals, permitting a variety of
circuit arrangements. Switch for 2, 3 or 4. valves
at will. Filament Resistance fitted if required.

ONLY SIX LEFT.

PRICE 6 GUINEAS.
Orders taken in strict rotation.

R. M. RADIO, LIMITED
5, Regent Square, Gray's Inn Road, W.C.1

WITH GOOD APPARATUS YOU
CAN GET GOOD RESULTS

THE ` W.P. "

Morse Practice Key
Well Made. First-class Finish. Thoroughly Reliable

Price 7/6 Post Free

THE WIRELESS PRESS, LTD.
12-13 HENRIETTA STREET. LONDON. W.C 2
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ELECTRICAL AND
Mechanical Engineers
Contractors to the Admiralty, War Office & Air Force

Manufacturers of . . .

MARCONI'S WIRELESS DISC DISCHARGERS.
ROTARY CONVERTERS. DYNAMOS.
ELECTRIC MOTORS. TRANSFORMERS.
BOOSTERS. BOX HIGH VACUUM PUMPS.

COMPLETE ELECTRIC LIGHT INSTALLATIONS
For Country Houses and Yachts.
Lighting Sets for Motor Cars and
Aeroplanes. Estimates Free.

AN EFFICIENT STAFF FOR REPAIRS

Inventors' ideas carefully and skilfully
carried out from the preparation
of detailed drawings to the completion
of the finished article ::

W. MACKIE & CO
ESTABLISHED 1882

THE PALACE ENGINEERING WORKS
12 9, 131, 13 3, Lambeth Road, London, S.E. 1

TELEPHONE 182 HOP
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Sole Licencees, Manufacturers & Distributors,

MITCHELL'S ELECTRICAL & WIRELESS, Limited
188, RYE LANE, PECKHAM, S.E.15

"LOKAP"
Lattice Coil

Winder
(Patents Applied for.)

Place end of wire through
hole in brass feed, and
twist round the pin on
drum. Then simply turn
the handle until coil of
desired size is made.

You can make short
wave coils in a few
seconds; or long
wave coils in a few

minutes.

Its beauty is its simplicilu.

PRICE
25/ -

POST 1/- EXTRA.
STOCKED BY ALL PRINCIPAL WIRELESS HOUSES.

The most reliable and efficient
Batteries for Wireless Work are

TRADE MARK

The WHITECROSS
COMPANY, LIMITED STORAGE
 WARRINGTON :: BATTERIES
Manufacturers of All Descriptions of

WIRE ROPES
AND WIRES

D.P. Batteries are made to fit al-
most any size of box. The output
of our Works runs to hundreds
of thousands of plates yearly.

Write us far particulars

The D. P. BATTERY CO., Ltd.
BAKEWELL - DERBYSHIRE
& 11 Victoria St., London, S.W.
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RAPID WIRELESS TRAINING
DAY AND EVENING CLASSES : Correspondence Classes with Instrument work at School

if desired. Postal Course on Valves. Classes for Amateurs and Experimenters.
CABLE AND INLAND TELEGRAPHY. For details send P.C.

ELECTRICAL TRAINING COLLEGE, Radio House, Manor Gdns., Holloway, London, N.'Phone :
North 1036.

THE WIRELESS WORLD
AND RADIO REVIEW

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE WIRELESS SOCIETY OF LONDON
A MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY

CONTENTS
The Beverage Antenna. By Philip R. Coursey 33

Concerning Patents - 35

Discussion on Methods of Amplification 37

A Tuner and Three -Valve Amplifier for all Wavelengths (conclusion). By
P. W. Harris - - - - - - 43

4(iResistance Capacity Amplification (conclusion). By B. L. Stephenson

Contents continued on next page.

All sizes can be supplied and intermediate tappings
for any required voltage can be arranged on
receipt of specification. Our list of standard sizes
and voltages will be sent on application to
Dept. D.L.
W.3. 60 volts.

HIGH-TENSION DRY BATTERIES
'FIRST AND FOREMOST)

MHE following is an extract from an
I appreciation of the quality of Ever -

Ready Wireless Dry Batteries.
19/3/1922

"I have had two of your 15 volt high-
tension batteries in constant use for 12
Months working on an average of 14
hours per day . . . . I am extremely
pleased with their quality and will re-
commend them to any amateurs I know."

Wholesale only from :
The EVER -READY WORKS
HERCULES PLACE, HOLLOWAY. LONDON
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P. ORMISTON 8 SONS
(P. H. ORMISTON) :: ESTABLISHED 1793

79 Clerkenwell Rd., London, E.C.
" 0," 13259 Croons]

Silk and Cotton Covered H.C. Copper Wire, Resistance
Wires, Fuse Wire, Binding Wires, Charcoal Iron Core
Wire, Asbestos Covered Wire, Braided and Twisted Wires,
Bare Copper Strand and Flexibles of any Construction,
Wire Ropes and Cords (fine sizes) in Galvanized Steel,

Phosphor Bronze, &c.

CONTENTS (Continued)

Notes on the Design "of Radio Frequency Intervalve Amplifier
using Iron Cores. By A. S. Blatterman, B.Sc., E.E.

The Wireless World ana Radio Review

Notes -

Correspondence

Wireless Club Reports

Questions and Answers

Transformers
48

51

52

53

54

58

THE WIRELESS WORLD AND RADIO REVIEW is published weekly on Saturdays.

All correspondence relating to contributions should be addressed to THE EDITOR,
THE WIRELESS WORLD AND RADIO REVIEW, 12-13, Henrietta Street, London,
W.C.2.

No responsibility can be taken for MSS. or photographs sent without stamps to
defray cost of return postage.
Editorial and Publishing Offices, 12-13, Henrietta Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
Telegraphic Address : " Radionic, Rand, London." Telephone No.: Gerrard 2807.
Advertisement Managers, Bertram Day & Co., Ltd., 9 & 10, Charing Cross, S.W.1.

Telephone No.: Gerrard 8063 and 8064
SUBSCRIPTION RATES. -

28s. per annum, post free. Single Copies 6d. or post free 7d.
Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by Magazine Post to Canada cf Newfoundland.

WIRELESS TRAINING COLLEGE LTD.
ST. MARY ST., CARDIFF, & NEPTUNE CHAMBERS, VICTORIA ST., BRISTOL.

The above Colleges are amongst the most successful in Great Britain for
quickly qualifying Students for the Wireless Service. We have, since the
outbreak of War, passed over LOO 0 Students to Wireless Appointments.
Two Systems are taught, the Marconi and Siemens Quench Spark System.
We make a speciality in training ex -service men who have some know-
ledge of Wireless. g Ex -service men can have a free test to ascertain
the time it would take to qualify them if they will call at the College.

For Terms apply to-
LIBUT - COMDR. J. R. SCHOFIELD, M.B.E., (C), Principal.

P.S. Every student who qualified at our Colleges was placed in a permanent situation.
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A BUSINESS SECRET
The Great Popularity of Amateur Wireless Apparatus

MANUFACTURED BY

THE MARCONI SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT eLTD
LIES IN THE FACT THAT

Each piece of Apparatus (large or small) has to pass
EXACTING TESTS against RECOGNISED STANDARDS

There is, therefore, no need for hesitation when purchasing direct, or by post, from-

THE MARCONI SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT CO., LTD.
'Phone-GERRARD 7745 40, Dean Street, Oxford Street, London, W.1

The Marconi Scientific Instrument Co., Ltd., thank the hundreds of observers for their comments on
the Tuesday Evening Telephony and Calibration Signals from Writtle. The Company will appreciate a
continuance of these observations, and will reply in all instances where points of special interest are raised.

The Telephony Programme will commence at 7 p.m. B.S.T., until further notice.

THE TINGEY
3 VALVE

RECEIVER
EFFICIENT on ALL
WAVELENGTHS

1 Valve H.F.-
1 Rect-1 L.F.

PRICE (without valves

£14 10 0
WE CAN SUPPLY YOU WITH ALL WIRELESS

ACCESSORIES
Ivorine Scales 0-180 ... ... ... Price 1 /6
Grid Leaks (unmounted) ... ... ... 1/-

Thimounted Filamentmounted Resistances with pointers
" 516Ivorine Tablets in Sets. Aerial-Earth-LT

+ -HT + Phones-React per set 2/ -
Knobs fitted with pointer 1/ -
Valve Legs . .

3d.
Valve Holders 119

111. 10, A Type 2/-
6 Pole plug board, and 2 plugs 2/-
3 Valve Panels 5/ -
Contact Studs per doz. 1/9
Stops ... 2/6

W. R. H. TINGEY 8 W relesspecIlalist In
0.ffirel and Showroom, -
02, QUEEN STREET, HAMMERSMITH, W.8
Oft. and Works Telrphow: 1916 Hammersmith.

Sensational Reductions !
OOJAH SLAB IBDUCTANCES.-300-3o,00o metres, set of

eight, with useful circuits, 10/-. Post 9d.
OOJAH BASKET COILS.-300-3,5oo metres, set of seven, with

useful circuits, 7/-. Post ed.
VALVE SOCKETS with screws and washers, 11)d. set of 4.

2/3 per doz. Post 2d.
VALVE LEGS for plugging into sockets with 2 nuts, 10d.

Set of i. 2/3 per doz. Post 2d.
TURNED EBONITE VALVE HOLDERS, 1/8. Post 2d.
IVORINE INDICATION TABLETS, i" x a" Engraved.
AERIAL, EARTH, A.T.L, REACT., +H.T.-, +L.T.-.

Phones Con.. 3d. each, set of 8 1/8. Post 2c1.
3" SEMI -CIRCULAR IVORINE ENGRAVED SCALES.-o to

rito degrees, 9d.

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES,
8 NEWINGTON CAUSEWAY, LONDON, S.E.1

'Phone : KO:, 4177.
Sole Agents for OOJAH COMPONENTS in S.E. London.

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
Young men wishing to enter a remunerative and progressive profession
saould commence training as Wireless Officers. A new field is opened
up for ambitious young men in the construction of Aircraft and
Wireless Equipment. We give special facilit es to those wishing to
study in this branch.-Day and Evening classes.

THESE ARE THE ONLY SCHOOLS IN
GREAT BRITAIN FIT I -ED WITH COM-
PLETE STANDARD MARCONI POULSEN
AND SIEMEN'S QUENCHED SPARK
SYSTEM INSTALLATIONS.
These Schools are DOW fitted with a standard
Marconi Valve Transmitter and Amplifying Receiver.

Write now for Illustrated Prospectus.

North-Eastern Schools of Wireless Telegraphy
6. BLENHEIM TERRACE. LEEDS. I, ELDON SQ,1ARE.
NEWCASTLE - ON - TYNE. Also THE SOUTHERN
COUNTIES WIRELESS SCHOOL, 33, HIGH STREET -
SOUTHAMPTON.
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High Frequency Amplifier
Wavelength range 180 to 30 000.

PRICE :

- 1 0 - 0
end)

ol.

POSITIVELY UNEQUALLED for TELEPHONY
(Transformers for any wavelength). Mounted in polished
mahogany cabinet, with ebonite insulation throughout.

Ash for particulars.

LEWIS POLLARD, 1:4!..iirreulenrenstP r,,

2(9, CUNLIFFE ROAD. BLACKPOOL

Radio Telegraphy and Telephony
PULLEY BLOCKS, best galvanized, thoroughly recommend .l

for Aerial, as illustrated, post free 2/9.

INSULATORS, small Reel type, white porcelain, diam. r, per
doz, 2 d post free.

SPREADERS, stout ash, very straight and free from cracks
o ft x ins. (liana. 3 - each. Carriage on two 1/-.

HAND DRIVEN GENERATORS, tor transmitting where power
is not available. Output to watts.-i,uoo volts at ro milli-
amperes. These machines are supplied absolutely complete
with handle, all necessary gearing and condenser ready for
immediate use. Delivery fourteen days from receipt of order.
Price 113 10 0 carriage extra. Further details supplied upon
application.

PLUG CONNECTORS, in
ebonite, for twin flex
leads, ideal for telephone
and battery leads.
Price 3/2 post free, as
illustrated.

AERIAL WIRES, I'hosphor
Bronze, 7/25, 7/-; 7/22,
13/8; 7/20, ; Copper

7 .25", 6 -; 22, 11 6; 7 .:o, 15'-. All per r5o ft. coil. Post Extra.

THE RADIO NEWS, monthly magazine, new enlarged issue,
2 2 Post Free.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 7d. post free.

RADIO SUPPLIES (Dept 1), 236, High Holborn,
Telephone Museum 6554. LONDON, W.C. 1.

DON'T READ THIS
If you are a millionaire.

PRICE 2,8 per dor. plated. 3, Mr doz. brass.
Wave -Testers, Range 150-t5,000 metres.. .. 0 0Ex -Naval Variable Condensers, totally enclosed in glass

container, protected by means of a brass base casting,
Variable Capacity up to .0015 0

Ex -Naval Condenser Variable, Maximum Capacity .0025 30, -Ditto ditto 3 Range
Voltmeters for Accumulator Testing complete in Leather

Carrying Case, Range o-3 volts .. 25 -
Voltmeters, Triple Range, Range r, 0-5 volts ; Range 2.

0-25 volts : Range 3, 0-250 volts ..
polished Mahogany Instrument Cases 01 .< 71- x r

fitted brass hinges and lock ..
Glass Dielectric Transmitting Condensers, fitted inTeak Case, and filled in solid with Special High

Insulation Compound, also fitted with Safety Spark
Points, Capacity .00r r infd.

New 120 ohm 'phones, Sullivan's, Tested and complete
with Cords 7 6

N, L.R. 'phones, 0.1'.0. Type, Tested and complete
with Cords .. 5 -

N. iv 3,000 ohm ditto ditto .. .. 15 -
Postage extra on all above prices.

Write for our latest Price Lists which are now ready. You are
cordially invited to inspect, examine, and test any goods
purchased front us. All :4orirls are despatched in perfect order.

40 -

2,-

5 -

J. LI POWSKY 614, OLoow.FORD RD.
BLONDON, E.3 'Phone : East 3395

IEBONITE AND
VULCANITE

TUBES-RODS-SHEETS I

?r7LARGE
STOCKS

BRITANNIA RUBBER AND
KAMPTULICON CO., LTD.
7, NEWGATE ST., LONDON, E.C. 1
Telephone
2168 Central
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The Beverage Antenna
By PHILIP R. COURSEY, B.Sc., F.Inst.P.,

N the recent short wave Transatlantic Tests
during which the representative of the American
Radio Relay League-Mr. Godley-listened

in at Ardrossan, near Glasgow, he employed not
an ordinary form of aerial, but what is usually
termed a " Beverage Antenna."* From the
description of his experiences, as pub-
lished in The Wireless World for
February 4th, 1921, it may be noted
that this antenna consists of a long low

short poles in the direction of the
incoming signals. In the actual arrangement
used by Godley this wire was supported on
poles 12 it. high, and was at first 1,350 ft.
long, but was afterwards reduced to about
850 ft. For the signals on 200 metres wave-
length, however, it will be noted that this length
is nearly 50 per cent. more than one complete
wavelength, so that although the wire was
connected to earth at both ends it was evidently
not functioning in the manner of an ordinary loop
aerial (even of exaggerated size) such as one might
at first be led to expect. The fact that one of
these earth connections was made through a re-
sistance of several hundred ohms, also disposes of
this idea, since the presence of such a large resistance
in an oscillation circuit would he very detrimental
to its proper functioning.

In what manner, then, does the arrangement
work, and in what respects does it differ from an
ordinary type of aerial ?

To investigate this point it may be of interest
to consider the arrangement more in detail. From
its great length in comparison with the height of
the wire above the ground, it resembles in many
respects an ordinary forin of overhead telephone
line, and hence it is not tmreasonable to suppose
that the theory of the propagation of electric
impulses along telephone lines, should apply also
to this case. The complete theory of the propaga-
tion of currents and electric impulses along a tele-
phone line is very complex, but fortunately the
large quantities introduced into some of the terms

* The essential features of this antenna are
covered by U.S. Patent No. 1381089.

in the formula when the frequency is very high
enable simplifying assumptions to be made. When
an electric impulse is applied to such a line a wave
will be propagated along it with a velocity which
is a complex function of the electrical constants
of the line, of the form of

V'

1{ (R2

2rf

4712L2) (S2 + 47.2f 202) - (SR - 47r2f2LC)}

where f - frequency of the currents
R - resistance of the line per unit length.
S = leakance of the line per unit length.
L - inductance of the line per unit length.
C = capacity of the line per unit length.

When the frequency f is large as in the case of
radio signals, the terms involving R and S become
negligible compared with the L and C terms,
so that the velocity of propagation then depends
almost entirely upon the latter pair of line con-
stants. For these high radio frequencies, the
velocity V becomes very close to the velocity of
light (3 x 108 metres per second) but is almost
always slightly less than that limiting velocity.

When now a radio signal reaches a wire like the
Beverage Antenna, which is stretched -out in the
direction of propagation of the wave, it will induce
an impulse in the wire which will be propagated
along the wire with a velocity determined by the
electrical constants of the wire as just pointed out.
Since the wave along the wire travels slower than
the free wave in space, the impulse propagated
along the wire will lag behind the electrical forces
in the wave outside the wire and will absorb energy
from the wave. The intensity of the electrical
disturbance in the wire will therefore increase with
the distance along the wire. since the two velocities
are different the lag between the wave on the
wire -and the free wave will increase the further we
go along the wire, so that obviously a point will
he reached when the phase difference between the
two reaches as much as 90° or even 180°. When
this occurs any further energy which passes into
the wire from the free wave will he in the wrong
direction to assist the growth of the impulse, and
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the resultant effect will then begin to decrease
again. Obviously, then, when this occurs, and if
the receiving apparatus is to utilise the impulse
established in the line, no useful purpose will be
served in increasing the length of the line beyond
a certain amount.

In the case of an ordinary loop aerial, this maxi-
mum effective length is obviously one-half wave-
length, since there the phase difference between
the two ends of the loop is utilised, but with the
Beverage Antenna functioning in the manner just
described the length of wire for maximum effect
may exceed a complete wavelength, and may
often be as much As two or three wavelengths.
The greater the difference between the velocities
of the wave on the wire and the free wave outside
it, the shorter must be the wire in order that the
maximum effect may not be passed, and the less
the difference of wave velocities the greater can be
the length of wire, and consequently a greater
effect can be obtained on the receiving apparatus.
These differences are illustrated diagrammatically
in Fig. 1, which shows the building up of the wave
intensity on the wire, (A) when the velocity difference
is small ; and (B) when it is much greater.

Fig. 1.

It will be noted from the foregoing that the im-
pulse builds up on the wire in the direction of
propagation of the wave, and that consequently the
" free ' end of the antenna, remoter from the
receiving apparatus, must point towards the trans-
mitting station, and not away from it as in the
case of ordinary bent or inverted L aerials. The
curves in Fig. 1 may also be taken as representing
the signal strengths that would be obtained in a
receiving apparatus in the two cases, if the apparatus
was gradually moved along the wire from the
end 0. In case (B), therefore, no advantage is
gained by increasing the length of the aerial wire
beyond that required to give the first maximum
of signal strength, i.e., beyond the length OC,
but in case (A) the longer aerial is obviously
advantageous.

If we remember that, as pointed out above, the
falling off of signal strength that occurs when the
wire length is increased from OC to OD (case B) or
that would be obtained in case (A) if the length
were made greater than OE, is due to the inter-
ference set up between the free wave in the space
surrounding the wire and the wave propagated
along the wire itself, it is evidently possible to make
an estimate of the most useful length of aerial wire
for any given signal wavelength and differ6nce of
velocities. For example, in the case of a signal of
200 metres wavelength, and a wave velocity along
the wire of 2.65 x 108 metres per second, the free
wave velocity being 3.0 x 108 metres per second,
we should expect interference between the two to
occur for a length of wire of about 3,000 ft., so that
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no useful purpose would be served in increasing
the wire -length in this case beyond 1,400 to 1,500 ft.
Now the inductance per km length of a telephone
wire of -similar type to the aerial used by Godley
at Ardrossan would be of the order of about 2.45
millihenries, and to obtain a wave velocity on the
wire of 2.65 x 108 metres per second as assumed
above, would require that the wire have a capacity
per kilometre length of about 0.0058 microfarad-
a not unreasonable figure, considering the additional
capacity that is unavoidable at each supporting
pole.

These rough figures therefore indicate an ap-
proximate theoretical basis for the size of aerial
used during the Tests.

Now, when a wave is propagated along a wire,
and reaches the end of the wire, reflection of the
wave will take place, and interference may occur
between the initial and the reflected waves, with
the production of a stationary or standing wave .

on the wire. This condition is evidently undesir-
able from the point of view of the proper operation
of this antenna, and means must therefore be
taken to eliminate, or at least to reduce this
reflection.

Every line, such as we have been considering
possesses what is known as a natural impedance
or as a surge impedance, which expresses the
effect exercised by the line upon a wave travelling
along it. Since the energy of a travelling wave such
as we are considering, is oscillatory in character, the
energy may be regarded as being wholly magnetic
at one instant, and later on as being wholly
electrostatic, and as oscillating periodically between
these two states. Assuming for the moment
that the resistance losses in the line are negligible,
the maximum magnetic energy will equal the
maximum electrostatic energy, or kLI2 = Win
where I = the maximum current, and V = the
maximum voltage, the quantities L and C being
the same as already assigned to those symbols,
above. Hence, we may write

/ C
\i-IT = Zo

The ratio V/I, which is the ratio of the maximum
voltage to the maximum current in the travelling
wave, has the dimensions of an impedance, and

therefore this quantity Zo = AI L- is termed the
N C

natural impedance, or the surge impedance of the
line.

When an abrupt change is made in the electrical
constants of a line at any point along it, the value
of this natural impedance of the line Zo will usually
be changed. _ This means that on each side of the
point of change, the ratio of the maximum voltage
to the maximum current in the wave must also
have a different value, and consequently reflection
of some of the wave energy will take place in
passing across the transition point. If, therefore,
in passing from a line, such as we have been con-
sidering, to some connected terminal apparatus,
there is no change made in the natural or surge
impedance no reflection of the wave will occur,
but if, as is often the case, the apparatus con-
nected to the line offers a different impedance to
that of the line, then reflection will take place, and
some of the available wave energy will be wasted.

-a
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For this reason, then, in the Beverage Antenna,
arrangements are made to ensure that the apparatus
connected to the line at each end offers the same
impedance to the wave as the line itself. Reflec-
tion of the wave energy will then be reduced to a
minimum. The surge impedance of a line having
the constants quoted above works out at about
650 ohms. The value of the earthing resistance
used by Godley on his line varied between about
250 and 400 ohms-so that the above rough
calculations at least indicate the right order of
magnitude for this resistance. Actually, he used
the aerial over a band of wavelengths between
about 200 and 375 metres, so that the resistance
used was not a fixed one, but needed to be varied
occasionaly to get the best working adjust-
ments.

The adjustment of the aerial for the reception
of different wavelengths is not done by tuning in
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the ordinary way-the only circuit tuned to the
wavelength of the incoming signal being the closed
circuit of the receiver coupled to the aerial.
Adjustment of the earthing resistance and of the
inductance coupling the aerial to the receiver is
also necessary in order to secure the proper function-
ing of the aerial in the manner outlined above, when
the wavelength is changed. If this is not done,
reflections of the energy may take place, and loss
of signal strength will then result. If, however,
the resistance of the earth connection itself is
large, or the resistance or leakage losses in the
wire itself are high, there will be less tendency for
the reflection of the wave, and less care will be
necessary in adjusting the terminal constants
of the line. Such additional losses, however,
are likely to cause loss of signal strength as com-
pared with what is obtainable with a low -resistance
well -insulated wire.

Concerning Patents
THE POST-WAR POSITION.

MANY important changes in the normal
procedure of securing the protection of
Letters Patent for invention necessarily

came into being with the outbreak of war. These
were.originally intended to remain in force until
six months after the official ending of hostilities,
but actually they were prolonged by subsequent
legislation until January 10th, 1921, a period of
nearly six and a half years.

The result is that even at the present time, the
situation presents many difficulties, both to the
inventor who has obtained a patent grant, and to
persons who may be anxious to know how they stand
with regard to possible infringement of the rights
of others.

It is proposed therefore to set out briefly the more
important consequences of the changes referred to,
with the object of throwing some light on the
general position.

The present state of affairs arises from two
principal causes :-Firstly, the war emergency
measures which were passed at the very outbreak
of the war. Secondly, the special legislation
that was enacted, after the Armistice, in order
to give effect to the provisions of the Treaty of
Peace, so far as they related to matters affecting
the patent rights of the nationals of the several
contracting countries.

War Legislation.
It is well known that normally it is necessary to

carry out the various stages in the procedure of
applying for, and maintaining patent rights, in
strict accordance with the specific times laid down
in the Patent Acts.

For example, once a provisional application has
been filed, the complete specification must be
lodged not later than nine months afterwards

(1919 Act). By paying an extension fee an
additional month is allowed ; otherwise the applica-
tion is dead. Again, in the case where a complete
specification is filed in the first instance, there is
now an extreme limit of eighteen months within
which either the application must be accepted, or
it is lost.

Similarly where the holder of a patent has
neglected to pay the renewal fees within the
stipulated time, his grant is forfeited-unless he
is prepared to initiate expensive and troublesome
proceedings to obtain a restoration. Even should
he be successful in these proceedings, the patent is
only revived subject to drastic restrictions.

The upshot of the early war emergency legislation
was largely to nullify these time limitations, by
giving power to the Comptroller -General of Patents
to extend " the times prescribed for "doing any
act or filing any document " in any case where
the applicant or patentee concerned was prevented
from complying with the normal procedure by
" any circumstances arising from the war."

These extensions were granted in a liberal
spirit, not only to British applicants, but also to
inventors in allied and neutral countries. As
previously stated, such extensions could be granted
at any time up to January 10th, 1921, so that, in
an extreme case, a complete specification which
should have followed up a provisional application
lodged some six months (1907 Act) before August,
1914, need only have been actually filed in January,
1921.

Taking into account the necessary time for
examination and acceptance of such an application,
the invention would probably not be made known
to.the public generally until towards the end of 1921.

The result might easily prove something of a
bombshell to manufacturers or innocent users,
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say, of an improvement in wireless apparatus, who
in face of a patent bearing an effective date early in
1913 might find themselves in danger of an action for
infringement unless they promptly ceased to make
or use the protected device. (It is hardly necessary,
perhaps, to add that in no case can an action be
taken for infringement of a patent whatever the
original date of the application until the actual
patent has been accepted, published and sealed.)

An even greater lapse of time might occur
between an application and the grant of the relative
patent in the case of applications made from abroad
under what is known as the International Con-
vention ; but this point will be dealt with later,
in considering the effects of the Peace Treaty.

Another important result of the extension of
time " powers is to be seen in its application to
the revival or restoration of patent rights.

Take the case of the holder of valuable patent
rights granted prior to the war. Owing to the
general slump in trade, or to any other cause
directly attributable to war conditions, the patentee
may have found himself unable to pay the necessary
fees at the stipulated time. His rights, in con-
sequence, would lapse ; and some astute manu-
facturer in happier circumstances than the inventor
may have seized the opportunity to exploit the
article in his own interests.

In such a case, the original holder, by making
application, could have his patent restored practically
" as a matter of right," and the intruder would at
once be forced to abandon further manufacture
under the penalties of infringement. He would
have no claim whatever to compensation from
the restored patentee (as he would in the case
of the normal pre-war procedure for restoration)
in respect. of any money he might have expended
on erecting plant, or for time and labour spent in
exploiting the invention.

Peace Treaty Legislation.
Under the provisions of the Act which gave the

force of law to those sections of the Treaty of Peace
which concern the patent rights of the subjects
of the several contracting nations, a period of six
months after the end of the war (subsequently
extended until January 10th, 1921) was allowed
to both allied and enemy nationals within which
they cotfld file patent applications in this country
under the terms of the International Convention.

In effect this means that an allied or enemy
inventor who had secured a patent grant in his
own country at any time within a period starting
twelve months prior to the commencement of
the war and ending in January, 1921, could apply
for protection in this country for the same in-
vention, and obtain an effective date of priority
coinciding with that of the foreign patent. As may
easily be imagined the resulting inflow of foreign
invention which had accumulated during a period
of seven and a half years was enormous. In a
large number of such cases the patent grant has
only quite recently been sealed, and in a IeW
cases is still outstanding, though in the course of
the next month or so the process will he completed.

America was not a signatory to the Treaty,
but, in effect, citizens of the United States were
granted similar privileges under the powers of the
war emergency measure.
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An important distinction was, however, drawn
between the patent rights given in such cases
(including American applications) and the com-
plete monopoly grant normally issued to an in-
ventor.

The Peace Treaty definitely provided that such
" post-dated " patents should not prejudicially
affect the rights of persons here who were already,
on or before January 10th, 1921, " bona fide in
possession of the same invention."

In other words, supposing a British subject to
have patented, or even merely to have manufactured
or used, a certain device prior to the date above
mentioned, then even in the face of a convention
patent under the Peace Treaty dating back to the
year 1913, he can continue to manufacture or use
the device in question personally without fear of
infringement proceedings on the part of the foreign
patentee. Further, suppose he had taken out a
British patent for the same invention (hut bearing
a date later than the effective date of the original
foreign patent) and he had prior to January 10th,
1921, issued licences to other persons under his
patbnt, such persons or licensees would also be
immune from the penalties for infringement.

This, at all events, is the prima facie interpreta-
tion of the safeguarding clause relating to " persons
bona fide in possession of an invention " ; but it
must be added that the point has not yet been
fully dealt with by the Courts, and it remains to
be seen exactly what meaning will be imparted to
the expression when the matter comes under full
judicial consideration.

Enemy Patents.
Finally, it should be mentioned that all patent

grants issued to enemy subjects before the war
(and for a short period during the war) were
subsequently vested in the Public Trustee.

They were ultimately restored to their owners
in 1920 under certain restrictions regarding the
allocation of any money obtained either by their
sale, or in respect of licences issued in respect of
them.

Apart from these restrictions, restored enemy
patentees may now sue for infringement com-
mitted either before the war, or after the date
of restoration. It is probable, however, that
any damages so recovered would be claimed by the
Clearing Office as a pledge against the enemy
reparation debt.

The general limitations imposed upon enemy -
held patents apply equally to patents held by any
limited company the directorate or control of which
was mainly in the hands of enemy subjects, even
if the Company itself was actually registered in
this country. M.A.L.

Summer Time for Amateur
Transmissions.

In reply to a letter addressed to the
Postmaster -General, we are notified that, unless
otherwise stated in the permit concerned, the
hours for transmission allotted to amateur experi-
menters refer to Summer Time during the period
when such time is in operation, and to Greenwich
Time at other periods of the year.
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Discussion on Methods of Amplification*
Mr. C. F. Phillips.

1 am glad we have called this a discussion, as it
is no sense a lecture and it would not be quite fair
to call it a lecture. Mg- idea in choosing this
particular subject was to set out some form of
amplifying receiver that anybody could make.
We have had quite a number of lectures on scientific
subjects of very great interest, but perhaps we
ought not to forget that we are an amateur society
and sometimes it is as well to talk about things that
some of us less technical amateurs really understand.

to the grid of the next valve through a transformer.
That system is illustrated in Fig. 2. The third
system, which I personally prefer, is very similar
to the resistance coupling described above but
instead of a high resistance you use a reactance
coil. As shown in Fig. 3, the reactance coil is
connected in much the same manner as the
primary (or input side) of the high frequency trans-
former. Now I have always contended that
ordinary high frequency transformers do not
transform. I do not think they do at all. I am
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Fig. 1.

Now I think that most amateurs are more interested
in the manufacture of their own apparatus than in
anything else, so without any further delay I
propose to describe a little three valve amplifier
which can easily be extended into a five or seven
valve amplifier and regarding which I propose to
give data and my reasons for the selection of
the particular methods I use as being preferable
to other methods of attaining the same results.

In Fig. 1 we have three valves, viz. :-A radio
frequency amplifier, a detector and a note magnifier.
1 want to draw your attention to the method of
using the high frequency valve. I have something
to say about both the grid and the plate, but we
will deal with the plate first. There are three well-
known methods of radio frequency amplification :
the first consists in introducing a resistance between
the positive side of the high tension battery and the
plate in order that an alternating potential may be
built up across it and impressed upon the next grid ;
that system will not work with short waves for
reasons into which I will not enter for the moment.
Another system which is extremely well known is
to connect the plate of the high -frequency valve

* A Discussion before The Wireless Society of
London. opened by Mr. C. F. Phillips on Tuesday,
February 28th, 1022.

not going to say that no radio frequency trans-
formers actually transform ; if the two windings
of the transformer are sufficiently far apart for the
capacity between windings to be negligible, then
the e.m.f. in the input winding will set up e.m.f.'s
in the secondary by reason of mutual induction,
but such transformers take up a great deal of space
and are too cumbersome to build into sets. Com-
mercially available transformers are never made in
the above manner, and we have to come back to
the type of transformer in which the two windings
are placed one on the top of the other, or side by
side in slots ; in either case the coupling between
them is very tight indeed. Look at Fig. 2 and
imagine that the two windings are placed one over
the other very close together ; it seems to me that
a potential created across the primary winding
will not induce a potential across the secondary
because the several turns of the primary are
coupled by capacity to the several turns of the
secondary by reason of their proximity ; such
intermediate capacitive coupling lowers the effective
potential induced from coil to coil and can be
likened to a tapped potentiometer effect. All that
happens is that there is so much capacity between
winding and winding that the potential across the
primary is transferred to the next grid by capacity,
and very imperfect capacity at that. Why not
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substitute a properly insulated condenser for the
relatively poorly insulated capacity between
windings ?

Fig. 2.

We will now deal with functions of the reactance
coil shown in Fig. 3. Turning again to Fig. 1 the
position of the coil in the circuit is indicated by
the letter X ; it will be noticed that the coil is
shown in parallel with a variable condenser, such
a combination of inductance and capacity being
known as a " Rejector Circuit." It is apparent
that the function of the condenser is to tune the
inductance to a particular wavelength ; when this
circuit " X " is tuned to some wavelength, it will
be found to possess a theoretically infinite resistance
to alternating currents of a frequency corresponding
to that wavelength ; that is why the circuit is
termed a " Rejector," i.e., currents of the particular
frequency cannot get through. We now see that my
circuit operates in a very similar manner to resistance

Fig. 3.

capacity coupling, and that the " Rejector " simply
takes the place of the resistance. The resistance
(or more properly, the " impedance " ) of the tuned
rejector may be of the Order of several 100,000
ohms to the frequency of the wavelength which it
is desired to receive and therefore the largest
possible P.D. will be set up across it, and trans-
ferred through the coupling condenser to the next
grid. At the same time the direct current resistance
of the inductance coil of the rejector is only a few
ohms and so there is a low resistance path to the
plate for the direct current supply from the H.T.
battery ; this is a great advantage over resistance
coupling as it allows a lower voltage H.T. battery
to be used with a corresponding reduction of ex-
traneous noises. The method I have described is
known as " Reactance -Capacity " coupling, and is
very efficient even for wavelengths as short as 100
metres, as also of course for the longest waves now
in use. In practice in making up this rejector
circuit it is possible commercially to buy tapped
inductances and various other things of that
nature which should perform the function quite
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well. I should not advise the amateur to try to
make them if he wants to use them for short waves.
The adjustment is extremely critical and the
omission of a few turns may make all the difference
to signals. I have found that a very simple way
of providing that inductance is to use one of the
multilayer coils on the market. The De Forest,
Burndept and Igranic coil are all equally suitable
and as they are mounted on plugs of similar gauge
they are quite convenient ; a plug should be screwed
to the valve panel and connected as shown in
Fig. 1, when any of the above coils can easily be
plugged in. I give tables showing the inductance
and capacity of these various makes of coils and for
what band of wavelengths they are suitable when
used as reactances. (See tables in Figs. 4 and 5*. )
Just to give you some slight idea, on 1,000 metres,
a wave in which we are all interested, if we use

Burndept Coils.

Coil
No.

True Distributed
Inductance Capacity

Microhenries. Micro -micro-
farads.

A in metres (as anode
coils) used with 0'0001

condens.r.

From I To

25 77 32 160 210
50 148 39 220 3zo
75 330 36 300 450

ioo 587 30.5 100 650
150 1,200 26.5 600 coo
200 2,360 21 650 1,300
300 4,860 20 1.200 1.900
400 10,200 17 1.700 2 800
500 21,700 17 2.400 4,000
750 -52,000 18.5 3.800 6,500

1,000 104,300 16.3 6.000 zo,000

Loa, coil for longer waves. o-oo.)5 for 15,000 m : woo' for 20.000111

Fig. 4.

lgranic coils we should need a No. 200 ; if we
use a Burndept we should also need a 200 and for
a De Forest, a No. 250. On 200 metres we should
want a No. 35 Igranic or a No. 25 Burndept : I have
not measured the De Forest.

As regards the small variable condenser shown
across the reactance coil, that -condenser should be
as small as possible : there are reasons into which
I have not time to enter, because we want to get
the Marconi telephony. I have found in practice
that a condenser for short wave work should not
exceed 0.0004 mfds. I call 600 metres short wave
working. For long wave work it can be as large
as 0.0002 mfds. Every single micro-microfarad
across the reactance coil puts its wavelength up
by a very appreciable amount, and if my tables
(Figs. 4 and 5) are to be relied upon it is essential
that the zero capacity of the condenser be kept
very low indeed. In my own set I use a Sullivan
Self -Heterodyne Condenser, which has a zero
capacity of about 6 it/4F and a maximum of
100 µµF (0.0001 mfds. ). I believe that it. has
the lowest zero capacity of any condenser on
the market.

* Author's Note. I regret that I cannot give
any table of De Forest Coils, as I have not been
able to borrow a completeset for measurement.-F. P.
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Igranic Coils.

(Also known as " North EaBtern- coils, etc.)

True Distributed in metres (as anode

Coil Inductance Capacity coils) used with o.000x
mfd. condenser.No. Microhenries. Micro -micro -

farads. -

From To

25 37 32 II0 170
35 65 36.5 150 220
50 135 45 210 300
75 290 40'5 290 400

100 520 36.5 390 650
150 1,190 31 600 900
200 2, i6o 32 850 1.200
250 3,370 29 1,050 1,500
300 4,900 25.5 1,300 1,900
400 9,000 23.5 1,700 2 Boo
500 14,470 22 2,100 3,300
600 19,700 23 2,500 4,200
750 31,130 22.5 3,700 6,000

1,000 57,820 20'5 4,000 7.000
1,250 94,500 21 ' 6,000 9,000
1.500 138,675 23.5 7,500 12,000

1,500 coil for longer waves 043005 for 16,500 m ; 0.001 for 22,50o m.

Fig. 5.
Having finished with the plate, we will now turn

to the grid. In the circuit given in Fig. 1 you will
observe that the positive side of the low tension
battery is connected to earth and, through the
tuning inductance, to the grid of the first valve.
That is rather unusual and at first sight seems
ridiculous because you make the grid about 4 volts
positive, and thus start up a large grid current
of the order of about 3/10ths of a milliampere with
a French R valve, or about 1/10th of a milliampere
with a hard British R valve. Grid currents of this
order mean that the impedance of grid to filament
(i.e., aerial to earth) has been lowered, and thus
considerable damping of the signal takes place.
Owing to the " damping," or more simply, the
resistance of the circuit oscillations cannot persist
and tend to die away quickly and thus the whole
arrangement appears to be most inefficient and
very absurd. That would certainly be the case
were it not for the wonderful effect of regeneration
as produced by the reaction coil. In my circuit,
the reaction coil is connected between the detector
plate and the H.T. battery and is coupled to the
A.T.I. (or secondary coil in selective working).
In the reaction coil amplified radio frequency
oscillations are present which are exactly synchro-
nised with the oscillations being impressed between
the grid and filament of the first valve ; these
latter oscillations tend to die away rapidly owing
to the grid current damping, but they are being
reinforced continually by the oscillations in the
reaction coil, the energy for which does not come
from the aerial but from the H.T. battery. So in
spite of grid damping, signals do not suffer, as the
damping is neutralised by a slight additional
current drawn from the H.T. battery. The reason
for adopting this system, which by the way con-
trary to generally accepted opinion, does not
introduce appreciable distortion in speech* is to

* Author's Note. -The reason is obvious to my
mind. With negative grids the H.F. valve is being
worked practically on the bend of its curve and
may rectify when it should amplify only . . . re -
rectification by the detector valve would then
produce distortion. With positive grids the valve
works well up its curve and thus amplifies only.-F.P.

obtain absolute stability of operation. Many of
you may use radio frequency amplifiers with mag-
netic reaction, and if so, you will appreciate how
easily such amplifiers fly into oscillation when least
required and you often cannot control the degree
of reaction at all. On the other hand, with positive
grids you can use magnetic reaction from the
detector plate to the first grid as easily and simply
as in a single valve circuit. Thus in my circuit
you have the advantage of high frequency ampli-
fication coupled with the very great advantage of
completely controllable regeneration by magnetic
reaction ; that is to say by varying the coupling
between grid coil and reaction coil you can increase
regeneration until your set is just on the verge of
oscillating when you get highest efficiency for spark
or telephony, or by coupling more tightly you pro-
duce oscillations for autodyne reception of C.W.
Now as regards the control of this first grid (see
Fig. 6), I said that it was about 4 volts positive.
It may be thought at first sight that the rheostat
shown for the high frequency valve only controls
the heat of filament ; it does not, it very effectively
controls the potential of the grid. The filament
temperature of most modern hard valves is not a
thing which matters very much, they are not very
sensitive to temperature changes, not nearly so
sensitive as they used to be. Looking at Fig. 6
we have a. 6 -volt battery, the positive side of which
is connected to the filament and, through thetuning inductance, to the grid.

Denoting the positive end of the battery as
+6 volts, and the negative end as 0 volts, the grid
and one end of the filament are at +6 volts. The
negative end of the battery is taken to the filament
through a rheostat across which there is a drop of
about 2 volts, therefore that end of the filament isat + 2 volts. From Fig. 6 the grid is + 6 volts
and the most negative end of the filament + 2 volts,
therefore the grid is 4 volts positive with respectto the most negative end of the filament. By
varying this rheostat yQU can vary the potential
of the grid but only so that it. is more or less
positive.

Now to deal with other details of the circuit ;you will see that as we have a grid condenser
between the first plate and second grid: although
that condenser assists rectification, it is not other-wise a matter of much importance; it must be
very well insulated as its function is to keep the
positive H.T. off the grid of the second valve ;its size (i.e., capacity) is not important as long as
it is large enough to pass freely the longest wave-
length signals that you think you will get. It isquite all right if it is a lot too big for the short
wave signals, provided that the size is not made
so large that the charging time period would
become appreciable. I have found 0.0002 or
0.0003 mfds. to be suitable for all-round use. Thegrid of the second valve must not be completely
insulated or it will accumulate a negative charge ;grid leak is therefore required, but it cannot be
connected across the condenser as that would connect
the positive side of the H.T. battery to the grid,
making it very positive. The leak must be
connected to one of the filament leads and it really -does not much matter to which. If you connect
to the negative, the grid will be at zero potential,
no grid current will be set up, and with no current
flowing along the leak, there will be no drop of
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potential. Curiously enough if you connect the
leak to the positive lead almost the same thing will

Hrcommon's

Fig. 6.

apply, and the grid will still be only a fraction of
a volt more positive than it was before : the
explanation is that the grid would tend to go 4
volts positive, but that would set up a grid current
of some 200 microamperes ; now a leak of 2
megohms at a pressure of 4 volts, will pass only 2
microamperes, therefore practically the whole of
the 4 volts are dropped across the leak and the
grid potential is hardly moved from zero potential.

LFCONDMONS

Fig. 7.

The third valve shown in the diagram is a low
frequency amplifier more usually termed a " Note
Magnifier." The connections are in accordance
with standard practice and the only point of
interest is the means adopted to give a slight
negative bias to the grid, the desirability of which
I will refer to later. In many circuits one or two
dry cells are used in the grid -filament circuit to
give the necessary bias, but they are a nuisance
and there is a very simple manner of attaining
the same end. In Fig. 7 you will see that the grid
is connected, through the secondary of the inter -
valve transformer, to the negative end of the
filament battery ; that end of the battery is con-
nected to the filament through a rheostat across
which there is a drop of, say, 2 volts ; from the
diagram it will be clear that the grid is 2 volts more
negative than the most negative end of the filament,
so we have attained our required' negative bias.
The reason for this bias is to prevent any grid
current from starting and flowing through the
secondary of the transformer, which might set up
counter e.m.f.'s in the winding, opposing the
e.m.f.'s transferred from the plate of the detector
valve.

We will now deal with the various condensers
used in the circuit. Condensers in wireless circuits

can most conveniently be thought of as resistances
(or more correctly " impedances "), and I am going
to speak of them as such, but you must bear in
mind that to direct current they are always of infinite
resistance. There is a formula which gives the
impedance of any condenser for any definite fre-
quency. We need not cite the formula but you
most probably know that the larger the condenser
the lower is its resistance or impedance, the longer
the wavelength the greater is the resistance of any
definite condenser. The value of the grid condenser
is 0.0002 mfds., which at 1,000 metres is equal to a
resistance of 5,000 ohms, and at 10,000 metres to
50,000 ohms. It may seem that 50,000 ohms is a
large resistance, but the alternative path for the
oscillations is through the rejector (X in Fig. 1)
which will have a " resistance " of many hundreds
of thousands of ohms. The value of the condenser
shown across the primary of the intervalve trans-
former is quite important, as that condenser
performs a very delicate bit of " sorting out." It
is given in the diagram as 0.001 mfds. The current
flowing round from the plate of the detector,
through the reaction coil and primary of the trans-
former to the H.T. battery, consists of two different
components, which, however, are varying in exact
phase one with the other ; there is the radio
frequency component which is flowing through the
reaction coil to reinforce the incoming oscillations,
and there is the rectified pulsating current of
" note " frequency. We do not want to pass radio
frequency current through the transformer at all,
but we do want to pass the whole of the note fre-
quency current through the transformer in order
that it may be transferred to the grid of the third
valve and so magnified. What we do is to place
the primary of the transformer and a fixed con-
denser in parallel, and by proportioning the con-
denser properly we can make the condenser the
easier path for the radio frequency component and
the transformer winding the easier path for the
note frequency component.

An average inductance value for the transformer
winding is about 2 henries, and as inductances,
like condensers, can also be thought of in terms of
resistance (or impedance) varying with the
frequency, the following table will make the matter
quite clear.

IMPEDANCE IN OHMS.

Of Winding
Wavelength or Frequency. 2 henries

Of Con-
denser

001

1,000 'metres , radio fre-
10,000 metres ) quencies

1,000 cycles note fre-
quency.

*5,500,000
*550,000

19,000

1,000
10,000

150,000

The telephone transformer and its condenser
do not require explanation; the function of the
condenser being to improve the quality of the

*Theoretical value. Considerably less in practice
owing to capacity between turns.
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note and to bye -pass any slight radio frequency
component that might have got through the
intervalve transformer. The best value of the
condenser is usually about 0.002 mfds.

The condenser across the H.T. battery is not
usually thought much of, but it is really very
important that it should be as large as possible.
You will notice that the circuit carrying radio
frequency components from the plates of the
first and second valves to their filaments runs
through the H.T. battery, or rather it would run
through that battery if it were not for the condenser
across it. We do not want any resistance in that
circuit or else we shall get potentials built up
across it, and the battery may well have a fairly
high resistance when old ; also to prevent the
radio frequency component flowing through the
battery (and so perhaps interfering with tuning),
we must select a condenser that has a resistance
lower than the battery. The resistances of different
condensers at two different frequencies are given
below in ohms. :-

IMPEDANCE IN OHMS.

1,000 metres. 10,000 metres.

0.001 mfds. 1,000 10,000
0.01 PP 100 1,000
0.1 PP 10 100
1.0 1 10

In my opinion 0.01 is the smallest condenser
that should be used, and 0.1 or even 1 mfd. is evi-
dently better if you can get it. Incidentally a paper
condenser is quite suitable in this position, provided
that you test it occasionally to make sure that
there is no leakage which would run your H.T.
battery down very quickly.

I am showing on the table a compact little set
that I have had made up according to the principles
I have put before you. A plug is provided for
plugging in coils for the " rejector circuit," but I
have omitted the note magnifier valve as I wished
to connect it up to other apparatus in my possession.
Capt. H. de A. Donisthorpe.

It is an understood practice that any degree of
amplification can be obtained providing sufficient
valves are employed, but with each additional
valve the cost of maintenance and running is
increased. This is a fact which must appeal to
quite a number of amateurs and a commercial
company has introduced a four -electrode valve
to overcome this difficulty and amplification is

Fig. 1.

obtained using the four -electrode valve which is
equal to three three -electrode valves, one as a
high frequency amplifier, one as a rectifier and one
as a low frequency amplifier.

It is not my intention to deal with this method
of producing magnification of radio signals, but to
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deal with another method of attaining similar
results and one which an amateur can experiment
with on short wavelengths. The application of
a magnetic field to the electronic flow of thermionic
valves is a matter which at the present time is

IA

12

16

10 20
GAUSS

Fig. 2.

30

causing some considerable interest, and whereas
Dr. Hull in America produced a hard valve where
some interesting results are obtained by the
exertion of an externally produced field, I personally,
quite independently, have carried out some ex-
periments in this connection with a circuit employ-
ing a soft valve, and one where the valve is subjected
to a magnetic force with beneficial results.

In order to explain the magnetic device more
clearly, I will briefly describe Dr. Hull's Magnetron
(Fig. 1). It consists of a highly evacuated tube,
an ordinary filament wire going right the way
through, and an anode and a total absence in this
case of a grid. Now if a milliammeter is connected
in the anode circuit in the usual way, and the filament

Fig. 3.

1-
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brought to incandescent, an electronic flow will
be set up and a current will be registered in milli-
amperes. If a current is made to pass through an
external coil placed about the top of the tube
an effect will be produced on the value of the anode
current. Fig. 2 shows you the effect of plotting
the anode current against the magnetic field.
Starting with a minimum magnetic field and then
slowly increasing it, a point will be arrived at
where there is a sudden falling off in the value of
filament anode current. Further increase in field
strength results in a complete cutting off of the

Fig. 4.

anode current. It will be seen that it is a very
special curve and falls away at a point. The circuit
shown in Fig. 3 is that which Dr. Hull employed
in his " Magnetron " for amplifying signals. Here
is the usual anode circuit and the coil across the

GRID VOLTS

Fig. 5.

aerial condenser is placed around the Magnetron,
and in addition there are two other coils arranged
at each end of the tube which are rigged up with a
battery for exerting the critical magnetic force
on the valve. Oscillations in the aerial inductance
produce fluctuations of the critical magnetic field,
and signals are produced in the telephones of
considerable magnitude as compared with those
produced by an ordinary rectifying valve. This
method can be carried on to a number of valves
but one good valve (I, personally, have not used
this circuit, so I cannot vouch entirely for its
working), but the point that must be emphasised
here is the fact that the magnetic field in the instance
of a hard valve is made to decrease the electronic
flow, while in the case of a soft valve a reverse
action is produced, that is, there is an increase
in the filament anode current as the magnetic
field is increased.
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Fig. 6.
This illustrates the circuit which I myself am

interested in. Fig. 4. Here is an ordinary three -
electrode valve with plate connected to the H.T.
battery and grid connected through a potentiometer
to the filament. A coil for producing a magnetic
field is supported aver the valve and connected
in series with a resistance and battery. If the
ordinary characteristic curve of the valve without
the magnetic field is plotted, and then plot a further
curve with the magnetic field on, that is to say.
having adjusted the current passing round the coil,
results will be obtained you will see as shown in
Fig. 5. It will be observed that in the case of the
soft valve the anode current is increased while
the anode current of the hard valve is decreased
as explained earlier.

The application of this action in a receiving circuit
is given in Fig. 6. It has an ordinary detector
circuit, with aerial inductance and capacity
arranged in the usual manner and potentiometer
grid control. The potentiometer is adjusted to
produce the best signals in the telephones. If
then the magnetic field is applied, care be i.ig
taken to adjust the position of the coil relative to
the electronic flow and the value of current passing
round the coil, both factors being rather critical,
you will find that you get an increase in signal
strength of about 100 per cent. About 300 ampere
turns are required to produce the desired result.
The interesting point which must be borne in
mind here is that, whereas the actual negative
electron flow is distorted and correspondingly
weakened, yet the effect on the positive ions is
sufficient to overcome this diminution and actually
to increase the original filament anode current.

At this discussion there is not time to go into
the matter fully, but it is advisable to just mention
that in the case of the negative electrons, the mag-
netic field distorts their path, but in the case of
the positive ions (which you see as a blue glow),
they are set along the magnetic lines of force
produced by the field. A rather pretty experiment
in this connection is to blue the valve up by putting
considerable high tension on the anode and then
to exert the magnetic field near the top of the
valve and notice how the position of blue glow
changes its position.

Of course the magnification produced by the
method just described is nothing like that given
by the use of a large number of valves, but it opens
up a field of research for amateurs. I hope that
some of you will be able to try some experiments
and let us know the results obtained.

(To be ermtitmeri.)
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A Tuner and Three -Valve Amplifier for all Wavelengths
BY PERCY W. HARRIS.
(Concluded from page 16.)

WIRING UP.
The wiring looks very complicated-really much

more complicated than it need he. The reason is
that every wire is kept well away from every other

described, yellow tubing is used for the rlarrient
circuits, green for grid circuits,' and red for. high-
tension and plate circuits:4 Black is used for the
telephone transformer primary corinedions. This

arrangement looks neat and helps
in subsequent tracing of circuits.
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10.--,s'eale diagram of the top of the amplifier limit, with
memsurenzents. For photograph, see Fig. 12.

AN ire, to avoid induction and capacity
effects. This arrangement may look
clumsy, hut is fully justified, as the
instrument is remarkably silent
in action, there being no " non -

wireless " noises whatever, even at
fullest amplification.

Before any wires were connected,
all connections were drawn out full
size on the sheet of paper mentioned
above. Coloured chalks for the
various circuits are a help and save
confusion. With this sheet as a
guide, pieces of No. 18 tinned
copper (this is stiff enough to hold
up well) were cut and bent to shape
and insulated tubing slipped over
each wire before bending to its final
shape. The longer leads present
some difficulty in fitting the insula-
ting tubing, owing to the tight fit,
but no trouble will be experienced if
the tubing is cut to lengths of about
three inches, and slid on piece by
piece. The point where the tubing
joins is practically invisible. In a
few cases, such as the wiring of the
H.F. transformer switch, No. 22
wire was used.

In the particular instrument being

It is well to commence with the
wiring of the input connections,
making each lead to shape and then
laying it by for later soldering. If
the leads are made in one circuit at
a time, nothing is likely to be over-
looked. As leads are made they
may be ticked off on the full-sized
drawing.

Wherever possible, connections
should be soldered. For this pur-
pose a gas -heated soldering bit is a
great convenience, for the tempera-
ture can be kept constant and
connections very quickly made.
The writer purchased such a tool
after a whole evening struggling
to solder but one or two connections
with an ordinary bit, and there-
after the work became as child's
play. One such is advertised in
this magazine.

For the benefit of those who,
like the writer, had had no
previous experience in soldering
such connections, it may be
mentioned that the method
adopted was to " tin " the

0
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-
riq. I I, cityll COOmetioliN on. uniler8ide 1 the pond. For

photograph, see Fig. 13.
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Fig. 12.-Photograph of the top of the amplifier.
The change -over switches are set for the use of all
three valves, with the L.R. telephones. The H. F.
transformer switch is set far waves over 3,000
metres.

cleaned bolt by rubbing it with flux and solder
until an even coating of solder adhered to
the end, and then to press the end of the bolt
on to the screw -bead, on which a touch of
flux had been placed. The surplus solder will
run on to the screw -head and if the temperature
of the bolt is correct will adhere after ten or fifteen
second's contact. The end of the wire should
previously be bent into a closed loop, slightly
smaller than the head of the screw and held against
the bit so as to make a film of solder cover the loop.
The loop and the screw should then be brought into
contact and the bit held firmly on to them until the
solder on both melts. Withdraw the bolt and hold
the wire steadily in place for a moment until the
solder sets. This makes a neat and efficient joint
with a minimum of solder.

When bending the wires to shape, care should be
taken to keep them well away from one another-
an interval of about an inch was aimed at in the
instrument described. This makes the wiring look
clumsy, it is true, but it avoids many troubles which
otherwise occur in amplifiers.

Wherever it was necessary to attach a component
to the ebonite panel from beneath, a hole was drilled
to take a 6 B.A. cheesehead screw. A slightly
larger drill, of the exact size of the cheesehead, was
then taken, and the hold drilled a second time from
the top of the panel for the exact depth of the head.
The screw then dropped in flush, and the apparatus
beneath was easily attached by nuts. The two
transformers (high and low frequency) are both
attached this way, as well as the clips for the
condenser and grid -leak combination. The small
shunt condensers were also held up in this fashion.

It will thus be seen that the whole work of
constructing this amplifier can be carried out
without the tapping of holes or the threading of
screws, with practically no tools but a twist drill,
with a set of drills from to 1 in steps of 1/32nd
(all theoe are not actually required), a pair of wire.
cutting pliers and a soldering bit. Actually, the
particular apparatus described was assembled in
comfort by the dining -room fire, the gas -pipe for
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the soldering bolt being attached to the tap
designed for a gas fire.

It will be noticed that six terminals are fitted to
the back of the instrument. The pair on the left
are for the L.T. battery, those in the centre for
reaction (shorted by the switch below them), and
those on the right for the H.T. battery. On the
left of the instrument are two terminals placed in
such a position that they may be connected by two
short wires to the valve terminals of the Mark III
tuner. On the right side are another pair of
terminals which can be used either for high resist.
ance telephones or to connect to a further L.F.
amplifier if necessary. Two pairs of terminals on
the front of the panel are for two pairs of telephones
(low resistance) in parallel, or for one pair of tele-
phones and a loud speaker.
S In use, the apparatus is set on a small portable
table erected by the window, the Mark III tuner
and the amplifier standing side by side (see Fig. 14).
The lids are removed from both boxes by sliding
them off the hinges The 6 -volt, 30 -amp. accumu-
lator stands on the floor below and is connected
by electric light flex to the proper terminals, while
the H.T. battery (two 30 -volt. units with wander
plugs) stands on the side of the table by the
amplifier. A complete set of duolaterai coils
(100, 150, 200, 300, 400, 500, 750 and 1,000 turns)
is kept on the table ready for a quick exchange
together with The Wireless World Regular Trans-
missions Sheet and the Wireless Board List of
Radiotelegraphic Waves. This last publication is
issued by the Government at the price of Is. and
is of foolscap size. The left-hand pages are devoted
to spark stations and the right-hand to continuous
wave stations. The stations on both sides are
listed according to their waves in strict numerical
order, and the book is very useful for'recording the
coil number and condenser reading of any station
that is heard. If such notes are regularly made,
the adjustment of a station not previously heard,
but the wavelength of which is known, can be

Fig. 13.-Fhotograph of the underside of the amp/Vier.
At the top is the tubular condenser and grid leak
combination. The high -frequency transformer with
its connections to the switch is immediately below
this, and the low frequencytransformer on its
left. The telephone transformer is in the bottom
left-hand corner. Notice how the filament resistances
are staggered to economise space.
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predicted from the readings of other stations whose
waves are round about the same figure. The writer
has found the book of great value in this connection.

Using this installation with all three valves
working, the writer finds no difficulty in reading
New York Central, Tuckerton, Annapolis, New
Brunswick, Marion and Glace Bay, on any evening
when the atmospherics are not too bad. Often
when conditions are rather bad and transmissions
to the continental stations from America are
carried out by duplicating each word, the whole
message can be taken with ease on the first words.
It has been noticed that the British stations seem
to receive far better than those on the continent.

On evenings when conditions are particularly
good, New York Central can be read several feet
off the telephones, or with one valve and the
telephones on, and on the evening of the 13th
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comfortable strength. The station, it may be said,
is situated in the Hampstead Garden Suburb.

Although lately, as indicated above, a set of
duolateral coils has been purchased, bringing the
total cost rather over the figure originally intended,
excellent results had previously been obtained with
a home -wound multilayer coil for wavelengths in
the neighbourhood of 9,000 to 14,000 metres (see
The Wireless World, October 2nd, October 16th,
October 30th, and December 11th, 1920). For
wavelengths of 600 metres and below, the windings
of the tuner itself are used without external induct-
ance. If reaction is required, a small coil is brought
up against the outside of the tuner case and acts
through the wood.

As to the valves, the writer has used several
patterns, including, with adapters, the V24 and QX
types-the latter for detecting. At the moment

Fig. '14.-The complete receiving station in use. Of the two cases, the left is the Mark III* Tuner. Extra
inductances can be added to open and closed circuits, by means of the duolateral coils shown. Hatuiles for
varying the reaction and coupling with these cail8 can be seen at the back of the instrument. The amplifier is
On the right, with two pairs of L.R. telephones and the H.T. battery. The L.T. accumulator stands on the
floor and is connected by a flexible lead. .4n/erican stations have been read on one valve and the West Indies
on two, with this set.

January (to give but one example) Darien NBA
was clearly readable with the 'phones on the table.
A week later NZR (Cayey, Porto Rico), was heard
on two valves. All European high -power stations
are much too strong to be comfortable on three
valves, and Nauen can always be read in the
next room, as can Poldhu, Carnarvon, Stavanger,
Eilvese, Paris and others. The H.F. transformer is
very selective, and even with full amplification on
all valves there is no suspicion of howling. The
low aerial makes for considerable freedom from
atmospherics-a point not always realised by
amateurs. The Dutch concert, while audible on
two valves, requires all three to give really

he is using a M-0 " R " type for H.F., a M -O " B R"
for detecting and a French " R " for the L.F. valve.
Some of his best results have been obtained with
this combination (including Darien reception).

The actual cost of this amplifier and tuner set
can easily be calculated by consulting the cata-
logues of the various dealers. More experienced
readers will probably see several possible improve-
ments, and practically all amateurs have at least
a few of the components by them. If any reader
should find himself in difficulties with the con-
structional work, other members of the local
wireless society will be able to help him, or
the writer will be pleased to answer any
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enquiries addressed through the Editor of this
magazine.

 The following is a complete list of the various
components required for the amplifier. From this
the reader, knowing what he already has, can readily
calculate the cost., with the aid of the advertisement
pages of this magazine.

One empty Mark III case.
One sheet of ebonite.
One dozen Mark III terminals.
Three rotary filament rheostats.
Three valve sockets.
One B.F. transformer and switch.
One L.F. transformer.
One telephone transformer.
Three 001 microfarad condensers (fixed).
Four battery switches.
One combined condenser and leak (0003 and

two megohms).
One pair of clips for same.
One short circuiting switch for reaction terminals.
About four dozen 4 B.A. screws, i in. long, with

about twice the number of nuts to correspond.
Two yards green Sistoflex tubing (6d. a yard or

less).
Two yards yellow ditto.
Four yards red ditto.
One yard black or blue.
Solder and flux.
Ono or two pairs 120 ohm telephones.
Two 30 -volt units high-tension battery.
6 -volt 30 -amp. (continuous rating) accumulator.
Three valves (if V24 and QX valves are used,

adapters will be needed).
About lb. No. 18 bare tinned copper.
One ounce No. 22 bare tinned copper.
Many variations are possible in the design given.
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The writer has named the actual components
used by him, but there is no reason why others
should not be substituted. As mentioned previously,
it would be quite possible (and indeed simpler)
to mount a fourth valve socket in the place of the
H.F. transformer switch, and to use this for the
removable transformers described by Mr. Campbell
Swinton and purchasable from several dealers.
Again, other types of L.F. transformer are quite
suitable. Neater switches are obtainable, but the
battery type of switch is very certain in its action,
and the parts are well separated.

If V24 and QX valves are used, and it is not
desired to try others, the four -pin type of socket
is not needed, and clips for the former valves can
he substituted in the design. This saves the cost
of the adapters and in addition has the advantage
that the valves can be left in place when the lid is
put on. With the four -pin sockets and valves,
the latter 'Mist be removed when " packing up."
On the other hand, if the four -pin sockets are used,
any type of valve desired can be tried, %with the aid
of adapters.

A point about this receiving set which will appeal
to many is that when packed up it consists of
nothing more than two neat cases, two small boxes
(the h.t. units), a box containing the set of coils
on plugs, and a small accumulator. The connecting
wires (including flexible leads for earth and aerial
terminals), together with the telephones, go into the
compartment of the Mark III Tuner, and are
therefore not likely to be mislaid. The set can be
fitted up in about five minutes on a small table
and is not unsightly in appearance, and instead
of working upstairs in a cold room as many amateurs
are compelled to do, the possessor can sit by his
fireside in comfort.

Resistance Capacity Amplification
By B. L. STEPHENSON.

(Concluded from page 19.)

if the grid condenser and leak of the rectifying
valve are of correct proportions, the set should go
quite sharply from the oscillating state to a loud
and constant howl, when the reactance coupling is
tightened. Sometimes, if these proportions are not
correct, the howl will come on faintly at first and
then louder as the reactance is tightened. Also,
in some cases, the howl occurs as a hammering
sound, with quite a space between each noise.
Both these lose a great deal of efficiency, particu-
larly for C.W. reception, for then it is impossible
to work the set just short of the howl point.

Resistance -Capacity amplifiers are badly affected
by atmospheric disturbances, owing largely to the
intervalve condensers getting charged up above
normal, and in this ease, if the set is only just clear
of the howling point, a strong atmospheric or even
a loud signal will start it off howling. The only
way to avoid this is to work rather further away
from the howling point when " X's " are bad. This,
however, I should think, is more or less the same
with any amplifier. .

Static reactance is frequently used with
Resistance -Capacity amplifiers, and although it is
far more stable than magnetic reaction, it does not
allow for nearly the same amount of amplification.

By this method all the boosting effect of coupling
the anode and aerial circuits together is lost.

Another question is whether to use H.R. or L.R.
'phones, when/amplification is adopted. A step-
down telephone -transformer and L.R. 'phones
certainly avoid most of the parasitic noises caused
by the H.T. battery and variation of resistances ;
and also do away with one of the greatest of all
troubles-which ie the capacity effects caused by -
movements of the body. This is most noticeable
when receiving telephony. I have known tele-
phony, so to speak, totally disappear when 'phones
have been handed from one person to another.
This has been caused by the change of wavelength
due to alteration of capacity. A certain loss of
sensitiveness is, however, unavoidable when using
L.R. 'phones, and personally I always use H.R.
'phones, being careful to connect them up in the
correct way with regard to the H.T. battery.
This is, however, rather a strain on their insulation.

A good point about Resistance -Capacity ampli-
fiers is that they rather tend to limit the strength
of strong signals, and greatly intensify weak signals,
and make otherwise inaudible signals of good
readable strength. The amplifier can be made
relatively stable by employing anode resistances
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of between 30 and 50 thousand ohms. In this case,
however, it will be readily seen that more valves
will have to be used, than when 80 or 100 thousand
ohm resistances are adopted, in order to obtain
the same signal strength.

A somewhat curious feature of these amplifiers
is their extreme susceptibility to the reception of
harmonics, particularly, of course, from C.W.
stations. In many cases high-powered stations can
be read on their 2nd, 3rd and 4th harmonics, and
sometimes even higher than this. It will be
readily seen that this becomes extremely trouble.
some, particularly with such stations as that at
Leafield, pear Oxford. This station, when sending
press on, a 9,000 metre wave, has more than once
been clearly readable on 600 metres, and appar-
ently about every multiple of 600 metres, up to
the true wavelength, and certainly on a double
harmonic above that. This was when using only
a two -valve Resistance -Capacity amplifier.

I will now come to a few of the troubles which
are likely to be met with when making anode -
resistances and grid -leaks.

It will be observed that there is a continual and
relatively large current flowing through the anode -
resistances. This is probably the chief cause of
trouble in their operation, for under these con-
ditions it becomes very difficult to keep their
resistance value constant. A pencil line between
two terminals on ebonite, seems to work well for
a short time, but then, amid much crackling in the
telephones, it varies until its resistance may reach
a value several times as high as it was originally.
This is probably caused by the coherer action of
trice particles of graphite, which move along
the current, and thus greatly vary the resistance.
in my own case I avoided this to some extent, by
using slate -pencil instead of ebonite. This allowed
the graphite to obtain a firmer bedding, and thus
stopped the coherer action. Here, however, there
is another difficulty, for the slate -pencil cannot
very well be sealed up by any other means than
varnish. This, of course, changes the resistance
and great trouble is found in obtaining the desired
value. In the case of the ebonite resistances
another piece of ebonite was used as a covering, thus
avoiding touching the actual pencil line with varnish.

It is essential that the resistance should, in some
way, be protected from damp and the varying
humidities of the atmosphere, and to do this, at
the same time as keeping the resistance value
constant, will probably be found extremely
awkward. In any case these resistances can be
purchased for quite a small sum, and I have found
t hem satisfactory in every respect, although they
have now been in use for some months.

In the case of the grid -leaks we have a much
simpler proposition, for the current passing through
the resistance is negligible. An ordinary pencil
line on ebonite seems to act quite well, and will
keep constant provided it is protected from damp.
This can easily be done by a covering of ebonite,
and a coat of shellac varnish round the edges.

A thing which should most certainly be paid
great attention to in Resistance -Capacity amplifiers
is the relative position of the various parts of the
set. These amplifiers are extremely prone to self -
oscillation, and any stray capacities or magnetic
linkage between the various parte is liable to make
the circuit oscillate even more readily than usual.
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This trouble becomes greater and greater as the
number of valves is increased, and when even a
moderate number such as four are used it becomes
rather difficult to stop the set oscillating, for spark
and telephony reception.

Strong self -oscillation may also be caused by an
unsuitable selection of valves, and in my own
opinion it is advisable to fit out an amplifier
throughout with ordinary " R " type valves, which
have fairly constant properties, and seem to be
extremely sensitive.

The following description was then given of a two -
valve detector amplifier exhibited.

I have used a rather special circuit, shown here-
with, which departs in certain details from the usual
form of Resistance -Capacity amplifier.

Here the anode -resistance is of 50,000 ohms, the
first grid -condenser of 0.0006 mfd., the second grid -
condenser of 0.002 mfd., and the extra condenser,
which is placed between the grid of the second valve
and earth, is of 0.004 mfd. capacity.

This panel has given good results, particularly
in the reception of signals from distant stations.
Upon several occasions American stations have

been read when using only a short indoor aerial.
The result of the Carpentier-Dempsey fight was
received from New Brunswick (MI), and the whole
of President Harding's message, sent from the New
York Central Station (WQK) was read.

The high-powered European stations at Car-
narvon, Clifden, Leafield, Eiffel Tower, Lyons,
Nauen, Hanover, Rome, etc., come in so loudly
that they can be heard all over a large room. The
American stations at New York, New Brunswick,
Annapolis, Marion and Tuckerton, can also, under
good conditions, be heard at quite a distance from
the 'phones. All the above are when using an
outdoor aerial, of course.

Telephony from Koenigswusterhausen (near
Berlin), and from the Eiffel Tower has been heard
well, as also have' several of the 900 metre air -
stations such as Croydon.

The fact that telephony from the Mersey Bar
Light -vessel and the Liverpool dock offices has
been clearly received, on a wavelength of about
450 metres, largely dispels any idea of the ineffi-
ciency of this circuit on low wavelengths.
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Notes on the Design of Radio Frequency Intervalve
Amplifier Transformers using Iron Cores*

By A. S. BLATrzniferf, B.Sc., E.E.

General
Numerous engineers have built and used radio frequency amplifiers in which the coupling between

stages was provided by iron core transformers. M. Latour seems to have been the pioneer in this work
and during the World War his lead was followed more or less in an imitative, cut -and -dry manner by
others. No analytical treatment of the subject, however, nor formulae or data for design have thus far
appeared. The writer some time ago worked out a rational method of designing these transformers which
has proved useful, and it is the purpose of the present communication to describe this method as well
as to discuss briefly some of the more important though somewhat obscure factors which enter into the
design of this type of apparatus. All of the work referred to has been conducted at the U.S. Signal Corps
Laboratories at Camp Alfred Vail, N.J., U.S.A.

The problem of designing intervalve amplifier transformers for radio frequencies is essentially one of
coupled tuned circuits. The primary circuit comprises one winding of the transformer constituting
principally an inductance, and a composite capacity involving the several capacities between the elements

C

Fig. 1. Fig 2.
of the input tube. The secondary circuit comprises the inductanc e of the other transformer winding and
the grid circuit impedance (usually capacity and resistance of the output tube). The actual circuits
are those of Fig. I and their analytical equivalent is shown on Fig. 2.

It is evident from Fig. 2 that the primary and secondary circuits can be reduced to the simple form
of Fig. 3, in which as will be shown later CI and r1 comprise the effective input impedance of the grid
circuit of the second or output tube depending upon the load in the plate circuit of that tube, as has been
shown by Dr. J. M. Miller.

The analytical treatment is considerably complicated by the existence of the capacity C, between
the transformer windings, which moreover is not generally necessary for the successful functioning of
the amplifier. We shall, therefore, limit the present discussion to the case of pure inductive coupling
and hence consider only a transformer in which the capacity between windings is negligibly small.
Such a transformer comprises thin pancake wound coils rather than overlaid solenoidal primary and
secondary.

r

Yee

VOLTS ACROSS
SECONDARY CONDENSER

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

The pair of coupled circuits as here presented have in general two frequencies at which maximum
voltage is obtained across the secondary terminals. When the frequency impressed upon the primary
is varied, the resonance curve presents two peaks as indicated roughly in Fig. 4. The separation
between the peaks depends upon several factors of which very important ones are the coefficient of

* Received August 29th, 1921.
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coupling and the internal resistance of the input tube. The latter quantity is fairly well fixed for a
given tube while the former is under control according to the design of the transformer. If the coefficient
of coupling is very small the peaks become closely identified with the separate frequencies of the primary
and secondary circuits. As the coupling is increased the peaks become more widely separated. By
properly proportioning the time constants of the two circuits as well as the coefficient of coupling the
two peaks may be made to coalesce, or one may be relegated to zero frequency. In either case the
system then behaves as one responsive to but a single frequency.

In practice it may be desirable to produce either the single or double hump characteristic depending
upon whether or not the amplifier is required to be effective over a narrow or a relatively wide range of
wavelengths. The predetermination of the coupling coefficient is therefore of great importance. This
obviously involves the calculation of leakage flux in the transformer. The determination of the induct-
ances of the transformer windings is also necessary in order to discover the effective region of operation
with respect to wavelength. This likewise requires that an estimate be made of the various magnetic
fluxes. It is found that practically any desired characteristic can be obtained by suitably adjusting the
turns, the spacing between primary and secondary, and the air gap in the core of the transformer.

Determination of Leakage Flux
The type of transformer to be considered is shown in Fig. 5 ; other cases where the windings are split

into several sections will be discussed later. The leakage flux is indicated in dotted lines. The width
of the pancake windings is negligibly small compared with the separation of primary and secondary
elements. In practice the size of the central core leg is ., ,

somewhat larger than the two side legs, although on ---'

account of the corner drilling for clamping screws 'I'm' ----:' '
and consequent stricture of iron section at these points I my,
the difference in cross-section between central and
side members is not great. The section is square for lhi--: la FLUX

convenience.
In order to simplify the analytical problem it A

will be assumed (1) that, the size of the side and agem

central core members are equal and (2) that the
section is circular instead of square. It will be seen A,

from the formula developed that such assumptions AIRGAP 

give results which differ only slightly from those
to be expected from a rigorous treatment using the
actual transformer core. Fig. 5.

Let N1 = number of primary turns.
N2 = number of secondary turns

/ = mean length of iron core circuit (cm)
8/ = total length of air gap (cm)
t = separation of prim. and sec. (cm)

A = cross-section of iron in core (sq. cm)
= permeability of iron core

R = radius of assumed round core (cm)
width of window in core (cm)

The leakage flux passes through the air space between primary and secondary windings from the
central core leg to the two side legs and returns (principally) through the iron end pieces. The return
path being through iron can thus be neglected as far as its reluctance is concerned and the problem
centres only upon the calculation of the reluctance of the air paths between central and side core legs.
Such paths are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Fig. 7.
In order to get information on the method of calculating this problem let us first consider the simpler

problem where there are only two cylinders as in Fig. 7 instead of three. In this case the magnetic
charges on the two cylinders are equal but of opposite sign +M and -M respectively. Let the two
cylinders be considered as of infinite length and more specifically indicate by M the magnetic charge
per unit length. Designate by 0' the number of lines of flux passing between the cylinders per cm of their
length. Then

= 4 r M
All points in the surface of each cylinder are at the same magnetic potential. The plane XY midway

between the cylinders is at zero potential and hence a reference for all potentials in the system.
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A and B are the inverse points for the system, and as such can be considered as the locus of the entire

charges -M and + M respectively, which reside upon the cylinders 0 and 0'. The potential at P,point on core leg 0 due to -M at A is
r,

4
dr/Intensity of field at r x dr f- 7M

27r dr = -
0 0

drThe potential at this point due to +M at B is similarly 2M1-71

0
The resultant potential at P due to both A and B co -acting is therefore

V
fr,

dr f ri dr ).
)

= 2M log rjr
(I)

This is the potential at all points on the cylinder 0.
In a similar way the potential of P', a point on 0' and hence the potential of all points of 0' is

V' = - 2M log r2 (2)

Therefore the magnetic potential between the two core legs is

V - V'.= 4M log r2 (3)

Since the reluctance is

we get

magnetic potential=
flux

4M log r!
= r,

47M

- 1_ log - per cm (4)r,

and flux = 47M per cm length of core

By the theory of inverse points the ratio nip., is constant, and it may be otherwise expressed in
terms of the constant dimensions of the system. Thus it is easily shown that-

r, 2R
rl b + 2R - b2 9bR

and the reluctance between two infinitely long parallel magnetic cylinders per cm of their lengthbecomes

= I

log 2R

b + 2R - (b2 + 4bR)

M
Fig. S.

The magnetic potential at P due to 2at A' is V, = -M log r,
Potential at P due to -M at A is V5 = .2M log r,
Potential at P due to charges at A' and A co -acting is

V = V, + V2 = M log r22 (7)

(5)

(6)

Turning now to the problem of the three-
legged core, Fig. 6, we have the inverse points
A and A' for the central and left hand cores and
B and B' for the central and right hand cores.
(See Fig. 8.)

Potential at P' due to m at A' is V,' -M log r,
2

a
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Potential at P' due to at A is V,' = 2M log r1 .

Potential at P' due to charges at A' and A co -acting is

V' = -1- V2' --- -M log ;22

Therefore the potential between the middle and the side legs is
V = V - V'

M log r2:

3M log r2 (9)r,
Therefore the reluctance per cm length between one side leg of the core and the central number is

ra
V

3M log
A = flux - 273/ - 2 log r2,

The total reluctance between the central core and the two side legs is evidently one half of this or

-efi

3 r2log per cm
4r r,

2R

= 4ir b + 2R - b2 4bR
It is interesting to note by comparing (6) and (10) that the reluctance of the three-legged system is

only three -fourths that of the two -legged one.
If, instead of 1 cm of core length we consider a length t cm as, for instance, the distance between

primary and secondary coils the formula, for reluctance becomes

tR
3 2R- log (11)

,17rt b 2R - s b2 4bR

An idea can now be had from this formula of the extent of the error made in assuming that the
central and side core legs are of equal size. It is seen that the function involving their dimensions is a
logarithm, and hence the reluctance is but slightly affected by small changes in the radial measurement.

(To be continued.)

(8)

3 log

"The Wireless World and Radio Review"
In connection with the amalgamation of The

Radio Review and The Wireless World, and the
weekly publication of the combined journal, the
following additional communications have been
received
From Professor G. W. 0. Howe, D.Sc.,

M.I.E.E.
I am very pleased to fall in with the Editor's

suggestion that I should write a short note for
publication in connection with the issue of the
combined Wireless World and Radio Review.

As Editor of the Radio Review from its inception
until January last I cannot but regret that it should
now cease to enjoy a separate existence. At the
same time I believe that the amalgamation of The
Wireless World and The Radio Review will make it
possible to produce a magazine of more general
interest to the readers of both. The Wireless
1Vorld has become the recognised organ of the great
amateur wireless organisation ; a great number
of the members of the various Wireless Societies are,
however, keenly interested in the scientific and
commercial development of the subject and are
able to appreciate the writings and work of those
who are engaged in the wheless industry or of those
who are endeavouring to develop the subject from
the mathematical or experimental side. On the
other hand much valuable work is being done by
many amateurs end nothing but good can come of

( 10)

a literary rapprochement between those who have
previously confined their attention to one or the
other journal.

It is with considerable misgivings that I learn
that the abstracts of Wireless Literature, which
formed such an important part of The Radio
Rev6ew, are not to be made such an important
feature of the new magazine. There is no doubt
that many contributors regarded this as the most
important feature of The Radio Review and will
miss it very much. I have no doubt, however,
that in some form or other, the readers of the new
journal will be kept informed as soon as possible
of any important publications bearing on radio
telegraphy which may appear from time to time
in various foreign periodicals.

One of the most welcome features of the new
journal is its weekly publication ; this will enable
the announcements of meetings and the reports, of
papers and discussions to appear without the delay
which is unavoidable with a monthly magazine.

I should like to conclude by expressing the hope
that the new Wireless World and Radio Review
may have the full support of every one connected
in any way with British Radio -Telegraphy,
whether amateur or professional, commercial or
academic, so that it may become representative of
the part taken by this country in the development
of Radio -Telegraphy.
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From Mr. E. H. Shaughnessy, M.I.E.E., of
the Engineer -in -Chief's Office, General
Post Office.
The amazing growth of interest in the radio art

and the manner in which the successive issues of
The Marconigraph (1911) and The Wireless World
(1913) have advanced in step with the progress of
the art augurs well for the future of the enter-
prising venture of the issue of The Wireless World
as a weekly magazine. I think we can safely leave
it to the Editors of The Wireless World to see that
those who were particularly interested in the class
of literature dealt with by The Radio Review, the
decease of which is a matter of regret, will find
sufficient space devoted to their wants in the new
issues.

It is certain that The Wireless World will now
more than ever form an essential part of the
engineering literature of the day, and I wish the'
new venture every success and continued support
from an extended number of subscribers.

Notes
Prof. H. Fassbender has relinquished the

editorship of the Jahrbuch Zeitechrift fur drahtlose
Telegraphie on his appointment as Professor of
Electrical Engineering at the University of La
Plata. His editorial duties have been taken over
by Dr. Eugen Nesper. The title of the publication
has now been changed to Jahrbuch der drahaosen
Telegraphie and Telephonie : Zeitschrift fur Hoch-
frequenztechnik.

Wireless Patent Actions.
In an action brought by Marconi's:Wireless Tele-

graph Company, Ltd., against F. 0. Read & Co.,
Ltd., an order was made in the High Court of
Justice, Chancery Division, by Mr. Justice Russell
on February 17th, 1922, restraining Messrs. F. 0.
Read & Co. Ltd., from infringing letters patent
Nos. 13636 of 1913, 28413 of 1913, 252 of 1914, and
126658. Messrs. F. 0. Read & Co., Ltd., were
further ordered to destroy all infringing appaiatus
made or used by them, and to pay the Marconi
Company damages and costs.

In an action brought by Marconi's Wireless Tele-
graph Company, Ltd.; against A. C. Cossor, Ltd.,
an order was made on March 1st, 1922, restraining
Messrs. A. C. Cossor, Ltd., from infringing letters
patent Nos. 284133 of 1913, and 126658, except so
far as they manufacture for H.M. Government.
Messrs. A. C. Cossor, Ltd., were also ordered to
destroy infringing apparatus manufactured or
used by them (except that constructed to the order
of H.M. Government) and to pay damages and costs.
Abridgements of Patents 13636 of 1913, and 28413
of 1913, appeared on page 685 of the issue of
The Wireless World for February 4th, 1922.

Patent No. 252 of 1914 relates to valve circuits
in which reaction is employed for generation, hetero-
dyning, etc.

Patent 126658 relates to the type of valve which
is usually referred to in wireless circles as the
French type.
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Dutch Concerts.
It has been brought to our notice that a good

number of amateurs conduct experimental trans-
missions during the period of the Dutch Concerts
on Sunday afternoon, and as numerous complaints
have been received on the subject, particularly
regarding transmissions originating in Yorkshire,
we think that readers may care to have the matter
brought to their notice.

Scouts' Concert Party and Display.
The 16th Bournemouth Troop (St. Paul's) gave

a successful concert and display in St. Paul's
Gymnasium recently before a large audience that
filled the hall.

A special feature of the evening was a demon-
stration in wireless telegraphy and telephony
received on the aerial attached to the wireless
section of the St. Paul's Scouts.

The telephony transmissions of music and speech
were sent by Mr. H. C. Binden from his station,
and the receiving apparatus enabling the results
to be heard over the large hall were kindly supplied
and operated by Mr. T. H. Dyke, of Winton, for
this occasion.

Rhondda Valley Amateurs.
Mr. D. V. Briggs, of 5, Llwynmadoc Street,

Graigwen Road, Pontypridd, Glam., states he is in
touch with several amateurs in his district, and it
is desired to start a wireless society for the Rhondda
Valley. All those in this district who are interested
are invited to communicate with Mr. Briggs.

Correspondence.
In Mr. B. S. T. Wallace's letter, published under

" Correspondence " in the issue of The Wireless
World for March 4th, " 200 miles " should read
" 2,000 miles."

SHARE MARKET REPORT.
Marconi Ordinary .. £2 2 3

Preference .. .. 1 18 6
Inter. Marine . . .. 1 8 9
Canadian .. 8 6

Radio Corporation of America
Ordinary . 14 0
Preference .. 13 0

A CORRECTION.
In the article entitled " A Sensitive Direct

Reading Voltmeter and Ammeter for High
Frequencies," by E. B. Moullin, M.A., which
appeared in the last issue, the figure given below
should be substituted for Figure 1, page 2.
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Calendar of Current Events
Tuesday, April 11th.

Transmission of Telephony at 7 to 7.25 p.m.
on 700 metres followed by C.W. Calibration Signals
on 1,000 metres, by 2MT at Writtle, near
Chelmsford.
Wednesday, April 12th.

COWES AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY.
" Semi-Aperiodic Amplifiers and the Reaction

Principle."
RADIO SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY, MANCHESTER.

At 61, High Street, Manchester. Open evening.
Thursday, April 13th.

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR WIRELESS SOCIETY.
At Colquitt Street, Liverpool, " Accumulators,

How Made, Used and Abused," by Mr. S. K.
Wilkie.

ILFORD AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY.
Social evening.
Friday, April 14th.
LEEDS AND DISTRICT AMATEUR WIRELESS SOCIETY.

8 p.m.-At University of Leeds, College Road,
Leeds, " Samuel Morse," by Mr. W. R. PlowerS.
" High Frequency Intervalve Transformers," by
Mr. G. F. Kendall, B.Sc.
Wednesday, April 19th.

NORTH MIDDLESEX WIRELESS CLUB.
8 p.m.-At Shaftesbury Hall, Bowes Park,

" Electro-Chemistry," by Mr. R. Maxwell Savage,
B. A.

COWES AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY.
" Independent and Self Heterodyne Methods."

Friday, April 21st.
WIRELESS SOCIETY OF HIGHGATE.

7 p.m.-Lecture and demonstration by Lieut.
Walker.

BRADFORD WIRELESS SOCIETY.
7.45 p.m.-At 5, Randallwell Street, Bradford.

Meeting.

Correspondence
To the Editor of THE WIRELESS WORLD

AND RADIO REVIEW.

SIR,-After reading Mr. Ellison's letter in The
Wireless World of February 18th, I believe that I
can give you some information concerning amateur
work in America that will be of interest to your
readers.

It seems to be the impression of Mr. Ellison that
spark transmitters are used chiefly in America.
Eighteen months ago CW transmitters were almost
unknown to amateurs. Up to that time I had
never heard an amateur CW. Since then we have
been changing over to CW very rapidly, and the
CW is far in the lead of the spark now, but the
sparks are not entirely out of use. The prospects
are that the sparks will soon be entirely out of use.

As for ability to tune a set to 180 metres, we
consider that the CW is easier to make operate on
short waves than the spark. Without apparatus
OW allows a shorter wave to be used than can be
easily used with a spark set. Any of our receiving
or transmitting tubes will oscillate as low as 100
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metres, and the General Electric Co. have had tubes
in their laboratories that oscillate as low as -6 metres.

Regarding the receiving of short waves, the
difficulty of a high frequency amplifier to operate
on so short a wave has prevented any use what-
soever of radio frequency amplification. All
amateur stations here are equipped with low
frequence amplifiers, if any. The usual equipment
is a detector tube and two low frequence amplifiers.
There are now iron core radio frequence trans-
formers advertised, which are expected to make
great changes in our receiving equipment, but as
yet the manufacturers have not started deliveries
of them, so we have only their word for what they
will do.

As Mr. Ellison stated, there are very few amateur
telephone stations. There are many for short
range work, with a range of a few miles, but none
to compare with the telegraph stations. The great
ambition of an American amateur is to cover the
greatest distance possible, so he prefers to use any
telephone transmitter as a CW telegraph trans-
mitter, with a much greater range.

We have dozens of radio telephone stations
operating on about 360 metres, sending concerts,
speeches, market reports, and other broadcasts.
These stations have commercial licences, and most
of them have an output of * kW. They are operated
every evening by commercial companies who
manufacture receiving apparatus. The prospects
are that with a few months there will be one hundred
men with receiving sets intended solely to get
music to every amateur we have now. All of these
stations are new, except the one at Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania. This station, owned by the Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing Co., has been
operating since January 1st, 1921. When this
station had been operating one year there was a
receiving set in every sixth home in Pittsburgh.
The prospects are that within a very few months
it will be that way all over America. Just now the
rush for receiving apparatus is so great that all
manufacturers are swamped with orders, and
every manufacturer, distributor, and retail dealer
is entirely out of stock of receivers and parts. We
have to wait from weeks to months to get any parts
for receiving sets. Within the last few days
several of my friends have driven by auto to
numerous cities within fifty miles in a search for
vacuum tubes, but there are absolutely none to be
had.

VICTOR ANDREW.
Wooster Radio Store,

Wooster, Ohio, U.S.A.
March 6th, 1922.

Books Received.
THE YEAR BOOK OF WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY

AND TELEPHONY, 1922 (London : The Wireless
Press, Ltd. Pp. 1476. Demy 8vo. Price, 15/- net.)

MARINE WIRELESS POCKET BOOK for the Practical
Operator and Student. By W. H. Marchant.
(London: Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, Ltd., 1922.
Pp. 180. 6r x 4". 138 diagrams. Price 6/- net.)

LEKTRIK LIGHTING CONNECTIONS. Seventh
Edition. (London : A. P. Lundberg de Sons.
Dec. 1921. Price 1/- net.)
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Wireless Club Reports
NOTE.- Under this heading the Editor will be pleased to give publication to reports of the meetings of Wireless
Clubs and Societies. Such reports should be submitted without covering letter in the e.tact form in which they
are to appear and as concise as possible, the Editor reserving the right to edit and curtail the reports if necessary.
The Editor will be pleased to consider for publication papers of unusual or special interest
read before Societies. An Asterisk denotes affiliation with the Wireless Society of London.

The Wireless Society of London.
The Forty-sixth Ordinary General Meeting was

held on Wednesday, March 22nd, at the Institution
of Electrical Engineers, at 6 p.m.
The President,

The balloting list is being circulated and will be
collected at the end of the meeting. I am glad to
see another lady is going to join us. Four Wireless
Societies have also been affiliated. This concludes
the business.

Capt. Donisthorpe who had proposed to give us
a lecture this evening on " Harnessing Electrons,"
has unfortunately been prevented from attending
owing to pressing business. He will, however,
give his lecture at a later date. In the meantime
Mr. G. G. Blake has kindly offered to take his
place by giving us a paper entitled " The Modern
View of Electricity and the Three -Electrode Valve
with Experiments."

I call upon Mr. Blake to give his lecture.
(For Report of this paper see next issue.)
At the conclusion of the paper and discussion,

the President announced that the following had
been elected to membership of the Society :-
MEMBERS : Henry. Alexander Sherwin Gothard,
Alfred Edward Joseph Symonds, Miss Florence
Parbury, Albert Edward Grocott, John Francis
Atherton, Herbert Lee Serjeant. Assoc. MEMBER :
Douglas Sisson Relph, and that the following
Societies had been accepted for application :-The
East London Radio Society, The Wallasey Wireless
and Experimental Society, The South London
Wireless and Scientific Club, The Southend and
District Wireless Club.

The meeting adjourned at 7.15 p.m.
The West London

Wireless and Experimental Association.*
The attendances at the weekly meetings have

of late greatly improved, much to the satisfaction
of the officers of the Association, and new members
are still joining the flock of experimenters.

At the General Meeting, on January 26th, the
new rules which had been previously framed by the
Committee were fully discussed, and each rule was
passed by the members present. At the completion
of business, Mr. R. Cole gave a very interesting
paper entitled " Aerials and Circuits for Amateurs,"
which was very much appreciated, especially by
the younger members.

Meeting held February 2nd.-Morse practice
was taken by a large number of the members and
afterwards the Vice -President, Mr. F. E. Stuck,
gave a very interesting lecture and demonstration,
entitled, The Oscillating Wavemeter and the
Uses of Harmonics in Wireless." A very hearty
vote of thanks was accorded the lecturer for the
great trouble he had taken in preparing the
demonstration.

Meeting February 9th.-Morse practice was Well
attended after which Mr. C. W. Hirst read a paper
and demonstrated " The Making of Lattice Coils
of Various Designs." This was a very useful
subject, especially for the junior section.

Meeting February 16th.-The President, Mr.
Geo. Oxford, announced that the committee had
decided that one meeting a month would be set
aside for open discussion after the Morse practice
class. Mr. 1. F. Bruce took the opportunity
of presenting to the Association a Morse practice
set, comprising an efficient buzzer connected to a
special form of loud speaking telephone. Incor-
porated with the set was an addition of Mr. Bruce's
own design and manufacture. This consisted of
a silent buzzer furnished with an adjustable
secondary circuit, to which a series of telephones
can be connected. The fluctuations of current in
the buzzer circuit are, by induction, impressed on
the telephone circuit and a signal which exactly
simulates a musical spark note is obtained. The
intensity of the signal can be varied from very
strong to an almost inaudible limit. After a
description of the instrument by Mr. Bruce-a very
hearty vote of thanks was expres,cc I to the donor
in the usual manner. Mr. L. V. Clarke also pre-
sented four pairs of headphones for use with this
instrument, and was also accorded a hearty vote
of thanks by those present.

Meeting February 23rd.-Mr. F. E. Studt
continued his series of theoretical papers.

Meeting March 2nd.-The Librarian announced
that he had purchased a few new books, which
would be available for members the next week.
Mr. L. Shepherd was appointed Instrument Steward.
Mr. Mullings read a very interesting paper entitled
" Construction of Electric Motors and Generators."

Meeting March 16th.-The President announced
that the Committee were expecting to arrange for
demonstrations to be given by Messrs. H. D.
Butler & Co., also the Marconi Scientific Instrument
Co., shortly, and all members are asked to make a
special effort to be present. Any gentlemen desiring
particulars as to membership and objects of the
Association should communicate with the Hon.
Secretary, Mr. Horace W. Cotton, 19, Bushey Road,
Harlington, Middlesex, who will have much pleasure
in sending information by return.

North Middlesex Wireless Club.*
Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. M. Savage, " Nithsdale."

Everaley Park Road, Winchmore Hill, N.21.
The 4th Annual General Meeting of the Club

was held at Shaftesbury Hall, Bowes Park, on
Wednesday, March 22nd, Mr. A. G. Arthur being
in the chair.

The minutes having been .read and passed, the
Chairman called on the Hon. Secretary to read his
report for the year. Mi. Savage said that the Club
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had made good progress during the year under
review, as regards its position as a Club. Meetings
had been well attended, and it had been the Com-
mittee's endeavour to provide an attractive pro-
gramme at each meeting.

The Hon. Treasurer's report showed a balance
in hand of £7 16s. 4d. This amount, although
not large, was sufficient to meet any expenses
which were likely to arise in the near future. At.
the same time, there were a number of subscriptions
due for renewal, and when these were in, the position
would be better still.

The Installation Officer's report showed that the
Loan Scheme u as working well, and a number of
valuable instruments had been added to the Club's
installation, the Committee having felt that this
course was the one most calculated to serve best
the interests of members, rather than to keep a
large reserve of cash in hand.

The Librarian reported that the library books
were in great demand, particularly the most up-to-
date ones.

All the foregoing reports were adopted.
A vote of thanks was moved to the retiring officers

by Mr. A. J. Dixon, and seconded by Mr. Symons,
who spoke in a very appreciative manner of the
work done by them during the year. Mr. Savage
spoke a few words thanking Mr. Symons on behalf
of the Officers and Committee, and said how
grateful he was for the help given by Mr. Arthur.
The following were then elected as officers for the
year :-

President, Mr. A. G. Arthur ; Vice -Presidents,
Mr. Wm. Le Queux and Mr. C. Midworth,
A.M.I.E.E. Chairman, Mr. G. Evans ; Hon.
Secretary, Mr. E. M. Savage ; Hon. Treasurer,
Mr. W. A. Saville ; Hon. Installation Officer,
Mr. A. J. Dixon ; Hon. Librarian, Mr. H. A. Beers.

Committee, Messrs. Gartland, Green, Holton,
Symons. and Wordhain.

Wireless and Experimental Association.*
At a meeting held at the Central Hall, Peckham,

on March 15th, Mr. Joughin, a member, gave an
account of how he had made a milliamperemeter
capable of measuring almost anything in volts
and amperes. Major Webb was in the chair.

Mr. Kirkby followed by giving several new points
on short wave reception.

Dartford and District Wireless Society.*
Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. C. Deavin, 84, Hawley

Road, Dartford.
The usual fortnightly meetings of the above

Society were held on the' following dates,
Mr. J. R. Smith, A.M.I.E.E., Vice -President., in the
chair, on each occasion.

Friday, February 24th, 1922.-This meeting was
well attended and several matters appertaining
to the Society's work were discussed. Several
members produced sketches of valve circuits with
a view to deciding a suitable circuit for completing
a valve receiving set to be permanently installed
at the Grammar School. An experimental set
with sketches of circuit was demonstrated by Mr.
Watt, and it was eventually decided to make
up the Club set on these lines.

" H.T. Cells and Their Manufacture " was among
the subjects discussed, the matter being treated
more from an amateur than professional point of
view.
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The secretarial duties in connection with the
Society having greatly increased, Mr. J. R. Prangnell
was elected Assistant Secretary.

Friday, March 10th, 1922.-The minutes of the
two previous meetings were read and confirmed at
this meeting, and the Hon. Secretary also read a
letter received from the Editor in connection with
the new issue of The Wirelesa World, commencing
on April 1st, next. A resolution was passed to the
effect that the Hon. Secretary write a letter of
thanks to the Editor for information, instructive
and interesting, given in the past, and also best
wishes for success of the weekly magazine.

The Hon. Secretary also read a letter from the
Wireless Society of London regarding matters of
importance discussed at the Conference of Wireless
Societies. Good progress is being made with the
Society's receiving set and it is hoped that same
will he ready for test at the next meeting.

Sheffield and District Wireless Society.*
Hon. Secretary, L. H. Crowther, A.M.I.E.E.,

156, Meadow Head, Norton Woodseats, Sheffield.
On the 24th March at the Department of Applied

Science, George Square, Sheffield, Mr. G. Holling-
worth, of the National Physical Laboratory, gave
a most interesting lecture on " Modern Wireless
Problems," to a large and appreciative audience.

In a fluent and masterly manner he made clear
many of the difficulties experienced in wireless
research work and indicated their probable
solutions.

In listening to the lecturer, one felt justly proud
of the men who carry out valuable work so quietly
and efficiently at the National Physical Laboratory.

The full discussion which followed showed the
amount of interest taken by our members in all
that appertains to radio activities and Mr. Holling-
worth was evidently well pleased with the enthusi-
astic reception and hearty vote of thanks which tie
received.

The Leeds and District Amateur Wireless
Society.*

Hon. Secretary, Mr. D. E. Pettigrew, 37, Mex-
borough Avenue, Chapeltown Road, Leeds.

A General Meeting took place on March 24th at
the Leeds University, Mr. A. M. Bage (Vice -Presi-
dent) taking the chair at 8 p.m. The Chairman
called upon Mr. J. Croysdale to deliver his paper
on " Accumulators and High Tension Batteries."
Mr. Croysdale arranged his lecture so that the junior
members as well as the more advanced members
should have benefited considerably as a result of
his remarks. He explained in a very clear and
concise manner the theory of the accumulator,
paying special attention to lead cells. Passing on
to high tension batteries, the lecturer recommended
the use of small primary cells in order to obtain
anode potential. He had constructed a very
successful wet primary battery of Leclanche cells,
using the sacks and carbons of old dry cells in place
of the usual porous pot. Cylindrical zinc sheets
formed the negative pole. The containers were
made from waxed cardboard. Such a battery was
stated to be very silent even with L.F. valves, and
was extremely durable. A specimen of these cells
was passed round for examination. At the close
of the lecturer's remarks, the Chairman declared
the discussion open, which was joined into freely
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by the meeting. A hearty vote of thanks was
accorded to Mr. Croysdale.

The Chairman then called upon Mr. S. Kniveton
to deliver a paper entitled " Home -Made Three
Valve Amplifiers." Mr. Kniveton had on view two
three -valve sets which were almost entirely home-
made. One set included a stage of H.F. magnification
with reaction, a rectification stage, and a L.F. magni-
fication stage. With this set it is possible to use
the rectifier alone, or in conjunction with the H.F.
valve and/or the L.F. stage. The H.F. intervalve
transformer is " tuned " by means of a condenser
and functions successfully over a wide range of
wavelengths. This inductive coupling is displaced
on the longer waves by resistance capacity con-
nections, the change -over being made readily by
use of valve pins and sockets. Diagrams of con-
nections were distributed to those present. The
other three -valve set was not a complete receiver
in itself, and was used as a L.F. amplifier. Switch -
gear, which consists of one multiple pole switch,
does all the necessary making and breaking of the
circuits when one desires to use a certain number
or combination of valves. At the cessation of the
lecturer's remarks the discussion was opened. This
gave rise to some very interesting practical points,
which were gone -into further, when, after a hearty
vote of thanks had been given 'to Mr. Kniveton,
the meeting broke up to examine the apparatus on
view.

The Chairman had three variable condensers with
ebonite dielectrics on view, these instruments being
home-made also.
Birmingham Experimental Wireless Club.*

Hon. Secretary, Mr. Frank S. Adams, 110, Ivor
Road, Sparkhill, Birmingham.

At a meeting held at Digbeth Institute on
February 17th, the Hon. Secretary gave a short
talk on the conversion of obsolete " Crystal " sets
for valve work. A partially -converted Marconi
" Type 31 " receiver was exhibited and passed
round for inspection. A description was also given
by Mr. Adams of the methods he had employed in
converting a " Type 16 " receiver.

A discussion took place, the merits of different
types of coils being argued by their respective
supporters.

A meeting was held at Dibgeth Institute (the
Club headquarters) on March 3rd. The Hon.
Treasurer, Mr. A. Woodcock, gave a very instructive
lecture on " Recording Wireless Signals." The
lecture, which was much enjoyed, was very practical,
and included descriptions of original ideas of Mr.
Woodcock's own invention. The lecturer has
devoted many months to research in this direction
and has had great success. On conclusion he was
accorded a hearty vote of thanks, and was asked
many questions concerning the circuits and relays
used in his experiments.

Bradford Wireless Society.*
A meeting was held in the Club -room at 7.45 p.m.

on March 24th, Mr. W. C. Ramshaw in the chair.
After the business of the meeting, the Chairman
called upon Mr. T. Brown -Thompson to give his
lecture entitled " Types of Valves."

In a very lucid manner the lecturer dealt with
the Theory of Valves from the inception up to the
present day. The lecture was admirably illustrated
by diagrams and also a series of characteristic
curves of various types of valves, including the
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N.P.L. and Weagant type. Touching upon the
Four Electrode Valve, Mr. Thompson explained
how its action depended upon. " the Secondary
Emission of Electrons from the Plate." This
portion of the lecture was of immense interest to
those present, judging by the number of questions
asked at the close of the lecture and which were
adequately replied to by Mr. Thompson.

At the- conclusion a hearty vote of thanks was
proposed by Mr. Evans, seconded by Mr. J. Bever
and carried unanimously.

After the lecture a demonstration of Messrs.
Burnham's " Ultra III " set was given, good signals
being obtained.

Meetings take place every alternate Friday
evening at 7.45 p.m. in the Club -room, 5, Randall -
well Street (just above the Empire), Bradford.
Next meeting, April 21st.

Organising Secretary, Mr. N. Whiteley, 8,
Warrels Terrace, Bramley, Leeds.
Croydon Wireless and Physical Society.*

On Saturday, March 4th, the above Society
paid a visit to the Croydon Aerodrome and had an
opportunity of inspecting the W.T. Station, the
Flying Ground, Meteorological Dept., etc. Some
of the members took advantage of the occasion and
had a short flight.

The Society owes a deep debt of gratitude to
Capt. Guest and the members of his staff, who so
kindly explained all the important points connected
with the working of the Aerodrome.

The members afterwards had tea at the Greyhound
Hotel, Croydon, and all decided that they had
spent a very enjoyable and instructive afternoon.

A few members of the Anerley
were also present at the Aerodrome and tea.

The Secretary, Mr. B. Clapp, " Meadmoor,"
Brighton Road, Purley, will be glad to receive
applications from intending members.
Plymouth Wireless and Scientific Society.*

On Wednesday, March 8th, a sale of apparatus
was held. Quite a quantity of " old junk " ap-
peared and a considerable amount changed hands.
The sale took the form of a Dutch auction, and Mr.
Graves proved an efficient and valuable auctioneer.

The following Wednesday we were favoured
with a most interesting and instructive lecture on
" The Electron Theory," by Mr. Mitchell. This
subject led to a lively discussion on some of the
points raised, among others the vexed- question of
which way a current flows. A very enjoyable
evening was spent, and a hearty vote of thanks was
accorded to the lecturer.

On Wednesday, March 22nd, the Secretary gave
a lecture on X-rays. The phenomena accompanying
the electrical discharge through air at decreasing
pressures, the formation and probable structure
of the cathode stream, and ultimately the formation
of the X-rays were described. Reference was made
to the experiments and investigations of J. J.
Thompson, Sir William Crookes and Professor
Röntgen. At the conclusion of the lecture, by means
of a tube he had brought and a 10 -in. coil belonging
to the college, the Secretary gave a demonstration,
and curious members were enabled to investigate
one another's anatomy.

Full particulars of the Society will be furnished
upon application to the Hon. Secretary, Mr. G. H.
Lock, 9, Ryder Road, Stoke, Devonport.
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The Wireless Society of Hull and District.*
Mr. W. J. Featherstone presided at the fortnightly

meeting of this Society in the absence of the President
and Vice -President.

After the minutes of the previous meeting had
been read and confirmed a member brought for-
ward a proposal that the Librarian of the Central
Library be written to, with a view of ascertaining
if it was possible for a copy of the " Year Book of
Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony, 1922," to be
placed in the Reference Library for the use of
wireless enthusiasts in Hull, who wish to consult
such a work at any time. This was duly seconded
and carried, and the Hon. Secretary was instructed
to write accordingly. The rest of the evening was
profitably occupied in taking down code and press,
the Chairman ably manipulating the buzzer at
various speeds.

The Hon. Secretary, 16, Portobello Street, Hull,
would welcome more intending members, and will
be only too pleased to furnish full particulars on
request.

The Willesden Wireless Society.*
At our meeting on March. 7th Mr. T. Key lectured

on galvanometers, giving his interested audience
descriptions of the various kinds in use and informa-
tion for making and using a simple but sensitive
instrument. The lecturer was accorded a vfory
hearty vote of thanks. On March 14th Mr. W.
Jones gave an elementary lecture upon " Magnetism
and Electricity," it was received very well, especially
by the newer members, and it has been decided to
give elementary lectures and talks to the non-
technical members every Friday in addition to the
usual Tuesday meetings. Mr :A. Arnoll has kindly
undertaken the teaching.

Southampton :and District Wireless Society.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. T. Cutler, 24. Floating

Bridge Road, Southampton.
At a meeting of the above Society held at the,

Kingsland Assembly Rooms, on Wednesday
March 15th, a large and enthusiastic gathering of
members was recorded. Buzzer practice was
indulged in for 30 minutes, after which Mr. Cutler's
three -valve set was on exhibition fox members, and
was the centre of attraction. Leafield was tuned in
at 8 o'clock and was heard with remarkable loudness
all over the large concert hall. Various other
stations were tuned in, and the signals were all that
could be desired. At 8.45 general business of the
Club commenced. Rules, etc., were passed and the
Club put on a proper working basis.

On March 22nd a most enjoyable and pleasant
evening was spent and a large attendance of members
was recorded. The evening was devoted to experi-
mental and research work, demonstration on a
three -valve L.F. receiver, and also a three -valve
amplifier. A Club receiving set will shortly be
installed and also, it is hoped, a C.W. transmitter.

The following are the officers of the Society :-
Chairman, Mr. R. Freeman ; Vice -Chairman,
Mr. Eastman ; Hon. Secretary and Treasurer,
Mr. T. H. Cutler. Committee, Messrs. C. Callanan,
R. Reeves, J. Knott, R. Spear, F. Wainsboro.
Auditors, Messrs. R. Francis, M. Oxford. Trustees,
Messrs. C. A. Hopkins, C. D. Medley.

Meeting every Wednesday, 7.30 p.m.

Wolverhampton and District Wireless
Society.

A meeting of the above -named Society was held
on Wednesday, March 22nd, at Headquarters,
26, King Street, Wolverhampton. A very interest-
ing demonstration on a B.T.H. Portable Set and
loud speaker was given by Mr. H. Taylor: The
Leafield Station was particularly assertive, but other
more modest stations were heard quite well, and
with the aid of an outside aerial Annapolis could
be received. A practical illustration of " jamming "
was afterwards given by Messrs. Taylor and Jones,
the latter using a converted Mark III set.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. Geo. W. Jones, 8, Roseberry
Street, Wolverhampton.
Smethwick Experimental Wireless Club.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. Ralph H. Parker, Radio
House, Wilson Road, Smethwick, Staffs.

At a meeting held on February 17th, at the
Club's headquarters, Municipal Technical Institute,
Mr. L. Lee gave a very interesting lecture on
" High Frequency Transformers for Long Wave-
lengths," followed by a demonstration of a three -
valve set of his own structure. The lecturer was
accorded a hearty vote of thanks.

A meeting was held on Friday, February 24th,
Mr. A. C. Huhne in the chair, and after the previous
minutes had been read and confirmed, the Secretary
kindly lectured on the " Evolution of the Valve."

Starting from the investigations made by Ebster
and Geitel, 1882-89, he outlined the evolution of
the modem three -electrode valve. Judging from
the discussion which followed, his lecture proved to
be beneficial to all. Mr. C. Grew proposed a vote
of thanks which was carried with acclamation.

At a meeting held on March 3rd Mr. C. Grew
ouve a demonstration on his four -valve receiver
which was greatly appreciated.

The Club has now procured a Tingey receiver
and hope to arrange a demonstration.

North Essex Wireless Society.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. F. J. Smith, Rutlands, Felsted.
Pending arrangements for a permanent Head-

quarters and Club -room, informal meetings of
members are held at 15, Rayne Road, Braintree,
every Saturday evening from 7 to 10 p.m., and the
Secretary, Mr. Castagnoli, is in attendance. It
is hoped by this means to arrange for the future
of the Society and to arrange an interesting
programme. The first meeting was held on
Saturday, March 18th, and was devoted to a
discussion on " Wireless " topics.
The Wireless Society of East Dorsetshire.

A lecture, principally for beginners, was given in
the Wimborne Council Schools on Wednesday,
22nd March, by the Secretary on Crystals and the
practical application to receiving circuits, with
explanations of the fundamental principles of
oscillations.

Members are notified that these lectures will
continue to be held monthly, the next be fixed for
April 19th.

Members and enthusiasts in the Poole and Brank-
some districts are invited to meet and use the
Branksome Liberal Club as Headquarters, pro tent.,
on notifying the Secretary, Mr. T. Chapman,
Associate I.R., Abbotsford, Serpentine Road, Poole,
who will also be glad to hear from any amateurs
wishing to become members.
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Questions and Answers
NOTE. This section of the magazine is placed at the disposal of all readers who wish to receive advice and
information on matters pertaining to both the technical and non -technical sides of wireless work. Readers
should comply with the following rules.-(1) Each question should be numbered and written on a separate
sheet on one side of the paper only. (2) Queries should be clear and concise. (3) Before sending
in their questions readers are advised to search recent numbers to see whether the same queries have not been
dealt with before. (4) The Editor cannot undertake to reply to queries by post. (5) All queries must
be accompanied by the full name and address of the sender, which is for reference, not for publication. Queries
will be answered under the initials and town of the correspondent, or, if so desired, under a " nom de plume."
(6) Readers desirous of knowing the conditions of service, etc.. for wireless operators will
save time by writing direct to the various firms employing operators. (7) Four questions is the
maximum which will be accepted at a time.

C.S.B. (Cullompton) asks (1) The best way to
add two valves to a single valve set. (2) If a single
valve set radiates much. (3) What results to expect
with additional valves.

(1) and (2) It will be much better to add one
H.F. valve with resistance capacity coupling,
and one L.F. magnifier to the present oscillating
detector valve. PCGG will then be much stronger.

(3) This circuit does radiate feebly, and the
" seven valve man's set " cannot be very efficient
if he could not detect it. Normally this feeble
radiation does not cause much interference unless
there are several stations close together on the
same wavelength.

0.0005p

the fundamental of its wavelength. Or possibly
the source may be some nearer C.W. station.
In either case you will have difficulty in tuning
them out.

H.P. (London) asks (1) If a 3 -valve transformer
coupled set will work satisfactorily. (2) Which is
the rectifying valve, and why.

(1) Set will be better with reaction coil in the
grid of the third valve. 4 -volt filament may be
lighted from the 6 -volt cell if extra resistance
is added in the circuit.

(2) All the valves are rectifying somewhat,
but the third valve is the main rectifier, chiefly

CY
6 i"'"'

II

Fig. 1.

" ELECTRON " (Elland) has a collection
of apparatus and asks (1) For a suitable circuit. (2)
Where to use an " Ora " valve. (3) If PCGG will be
heard on a set in Yorkshire. (4) If additional
apparatus is required.

(1) and (4) See diagram Fig. 4.
(2) Use it as rectifier.
(3) Yes, if the H.F. transformer is suitable

for 1,050 ms., and the adjustment of the circuits
very carefully carried out.

" NIPPER " (Poole) hears clicking noises on
his crystal set, and asks for advice.

These are probably signals from the high power
C.W. station at Leafield on harmonics as well as

because the eircuit arrangement permits the
previous H.F. valves to amplify, but does not
allow the last to do so.

G.W.M. (Croydon) asks for particulars of a
loose coupler for 4,000 ms., and a loading coil for
longer waves.

If a 0.0003 mfds. condenser is used across the
secondary, the following windings should be
satisfactory. Primary 6" x 12", wound with No. 24.
Secondary 5" x 10", wound with No. 28. No
loading coil will be of any use, as there, are no spark
stations working on longer wavelengths, except
MSK.
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" INTERESTED" (Watford) asks for the

essential parts of a receiving station for 600 to 30,000
metres.

A single valve set would be best, and for this
wavelength we should advise slab coils. You would
obtain better results with more valves up to
2,000 metres. The following parts will be required .

1 Valve.
1 6 -Volt accumulator.
1 50 -Volt dry cell battery.
1 3 -ohm filament resistance.
1 Pair telephones.
1 0.001 Mfd. condenser.
1 Grid condenser and leak.
1 0.0005 Variable condenser, together with

tuning and reaction coils.
" .J.K. " (Hillingdon) asks (I) Wavelength

to which certain coil will tune. (2) Number of turns
on. 3" former for 1,200 metres. (3) If two basket
coils connected as a variometer. gives sufficiently
fine tuning for telephony.

(1) Inductance is 2,400 mhys, and it will tune
a standard aerial to about 1,300 metres.

(2) About 300 turns of No. 26 with a reaction
coil 2i" diameter wound with 4" of No. 28.

(3) This should be quite satisfactory.
" E.R.M. " (Inverness) has a two -valve spark

set which oscillates above 3,000 metres. He asks (1)
why this is. (2) What stations precede messages by
" PR " and a number.

(1) This may possibly be due to capacity re-
action due to leads from the plates and grids of the
valves being run too near together. Try separating
them. It is possible that interference from Stone -
haven or Aberdeen C.W. sets may cause your set
to appear to oscillate.

(2) " PR " is a Service signal.
" WOLF " (Wolverhampton) asks (I) For

diagram of the M.15 receiver. (2) How to attach
an additional note magnifier.

(1) We regret we do not possess this diagram,
but you will be able to obtain it from the makers,
or you could trace it yourself by taking off the
bottom of the instrument.

(2) Introduce the step-up iron core transformer
between the telephone terminals and the grid and
filament of the magnifying valve.

" AMPLIFIER " (Norwich) Is constructing
a four -valve set and asks for advice.

(1) The reaction connection is correct. ;Connect
a 0.001 mfd. condenser across the telephones.

(2) 40,000 Ohms should be sufficient for a plate
resistance for these valves. If a valve requires
30 volts on the plate for normal working it will
require about 60 when used with a resistance in
this way, owing to the big volt drop across the
resistance.

(3) The intervalire condensers should be about
0.0003 mfds. The condenser across the potentio-
meter about 0.05 mfds. Make the intervalve
condensers up with two foils overlapping for about
8 square centimetres separated by a 2 mils. sheet
of mica.

(4) A potentiometer should be wound to several
hundred ohms with No. 36 Eureka wire. This
potentiometer is not strictly essential.

" CARBORUNDUM " (Monkseaton) asks
(1) For relative values for inductances and con-
densers in a two -circuit set. (2) If in his set the
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aerial is liable to oscillate. (3) If there is any
likelihood of damage to the 4,000 ohm telephones
in a 50 -volt circuit.

(1) Generally speaking the inductances and
capacities can be the same in each. In your case
both condensers should be 0.0005 mfds., A.T.J.
8" x' 6" of No. 22, closed circuit inductance
(i" x 5" of No. 28.

(2) As you show no reaction the aerial will not
oscillate, but if you couple back from the closed
circuit into the A.T.I. you will get oscillation
which can only be stopped by loose coupling.

(3) There is no danger, particularly as you have
a crystal in series with the telephones.

You may get PCGG very weakly if you use
reaction. You should get FL on telephony.

" G.H.B. " (New Cross) (1) Queries the dimen-
sions given for condensers in the single valve set
described in March, 1921. (2) Asks if DCC
wire may be used instead of DSC. (3) If a multi -
valve H . F. amplifier may be used with this set without
alterations to the connections, and, if so, for a diagram.

(1) For the 0.0015 mfd. condenser five foils
will be sufficient. The other value was given in
error.

(2) DCC may be used but will curtail the range
somewhat owing to the greater thickness of the
wire.

(3) The set is not suitable for this alteration
without complete re -arrangement. The tuning
circuit can be used for any of the multi -valve
circuits shown recently.

" P.C. " (Watford) asks re the reply to
" C.C.W . " (Woolwich), in January 7th issue.
(1) The total number of turns of wire for each coil. (2)
For a diagram of connections. (3) The wavelength
of the set. (4) How to determine the wavelength
of slab -coils.

(1) We fail to see the use of this information, but
the A.T.T. will contain about 300 turns ; coupler
primary 120 and coupler secondary about 400.

(2) See diagram Fig. 2.
(3) Maximum about 3,000 metros.
(4) There is no simple rule, but you will find a

formula which gives fairly good results for close -
wound coils on page -22 of Nottage's " Calculation
of Inductance and Capacity."

Fig. 2.

" H.G." (Sparkhill) asks (I) What results,
if any, he will get with certain gear. (2) For a
diagram of connections. (3) For a suitable aerial.

C 1
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(1) You should get fair results from any near
station and should also get FL and Poldhu.

(2) See diagram Fig. 3.
(3) Aerial should be as high and long as possible.

Results will be poor unless it is practically the
P.M.G. maximum.

Fig. 3.

" ACK-ACK " (Greenwich).-As you do not
specify sufficiently clearly what set you are referring
to we cannot answer in detail. A 6 -volt accumulator
is sufficient for " V.24 " or " R " valves. The
filament resistance should be used in either case.
Failure to oscillate is probably due to insufficient
reaction. The capacity across transformer primary
may be 0.0001 mfd. if transformer is H.F., and
0.001 mfd. if L.F.

"H.M." (Stamford Hill) asks (1) Dimensions
for rotary condensers for school set described in
October 29th issue. (2) Best value of grid leak for
this set. (3) If he can receive PCGG with it.

(1) Only one condenser will be necessary. It
'should have 12 fixed plates and 11 moving ; 4"
diameter, space 1/16" apart.

(2) About 5 megohms, but the best value must
be determined by experiment.

(3) You may get this station very weak with
careful tuning.

" W.F." (Romford) asks (1) For windings
for a single circuit reaction tuner for about 150
metres. (2) Where to put tappings for certain
wavelengths.

(1) Wind the 3f" x 6" former with No. 22 for
the A.T.I. and the 3" x 5" with No. 28 for reaction.
Use the 0'0005 mfd. condenser, which must be of
variable type, in series with the A.T.I.

(2) It is impossible to predict tappings accurately
on a set of this type, and in any case you will not
require more than two or three to each coil.

" L.J.E." (Kingston) asks whether a tuner
with basket coils has been described in any previous
issue, and if not, for the date of an issue describing
a good all-round set.

A slab inductance tuner is described in the
issue for October 15th, 1921, on page 438. A more
ambitious set is described in the September 3rd
issue, page 344.

C.G. (Clapham) asks (1) If a 4 -valve circuit
diagram is O.K. (2) For switching connections
to vary the number of valves in use. (3) If the
capacity reaction connection is correctly shown.
(4) For suggested improvements.

(1) Yes.
(2) A switching arrangement suitable for varying

the number of L.F. valves is shown in the circuit
given to H.W.K. (Greenwich) above.

(3) Yes.
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(4) Whenever an iron cored transformer is
placed in an H.F. circuit it should have a small
condenser 0.001 mfds. across the winding in the
H.F. circuit.

" GRATEFUL " (Lytham) asks (1) For
criticism of a set. (2) For particulars of a vario-
meter to give exactly 2,600 ms. (3) Diagram of
a Mark I tuner. (4) Method of calculating capacity.

(1) Set will be O.K. if the reaction condenser
is kept very small, say 0.00005 mfds.

(2) Determination of a variometer to fulfil
such a requirement is quite impossible by calcula-
tion. It could only be done by experiment.

(3) See page 64 of this issue.
nKa

(4) Capacity - 4ird.900000 mfds.

where n is the number of sheets of dielectric.
K is the specific inductive capacity of the

dielectric.
a is the overlap  of the plates of opposite

polarity, in sq. ems.
d is the thickness of the dielectric in ems.

" WARWICK " (Berkswell) shows two circuits,
both transformer coupled valve sets, and asks (1)
Why neither of them give PCGG. (2) Why four
of a certain set of slab coils do not give any results.

(1) As you give no particulars of aerial circuits
or transformers, we cannot say for certain. Apart
from the fact that very careful adjustment and
tuning are required for this station it is very prob-
able that the natural wavelength of the transformers
is unsuitable for 1,100 metres.

(2) This is probably due to a few turns being short-
circuited in the coils. This is a common defect
in coils of this type now offered and is fatal to good
reception.

' ENTHUSIAST " (Enniskillen) sends a
circuit for criticism and asks (1) For amended
diagram to cover addition of another valve and
crystal rectification. (2) If grid condenser could be
variable. (3) If he would have difficulty in obtaining
a licence. (4) If a frame aerial will be of any use
with the 'set as altered.

(1) The set is all right as shown except that we
do not like coupling through both the slab coils
and the loose coupling. For amended diagram
see page 398, September 17th issue.

(2) Grid condenser may be variable up to a
maximum of 0.0003 mfd.

(3) We do not know. Write to the Secretary of
the G.P.O.

(4) You may get fair results with ship stations
in the Irish Channel.

" G.W.D." (Durham) asks re the frame aerial
set described in No. 16 to 21, Vol. 8 (1) If Burndept
coils may be used in place of the coils described.
(2) If a 0.005 mfd. variable condenser may be used
in place of the fixed condensers. (3) If Mullard
" Ora" valves may be used in place of " V.24."
(4) If the wavelength will be seriously altered by these
changes.

(1, 2 and 3) Yes, in each case.
(4) No. If the Burndept coils have the same

inductance as those for which they are substituted.
" C.M.B. " (Nice).-(1) Make the aerials as

high as possible whatever the length may be.
(2) Yes.
(3) Not appreciably, unless the hill is very steep.
(4) About four.
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MINI ATURE PRECISION RECEIVERS
AS SUPPLIED TO THE GLASGOW OBSERVATORY, UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW, ETC.

MHESE receivers are constructed on an entirely new
I principle, giving remarkably powerful and regular amplifi-

cation over the entire range of wavelengths now in use. They
are sold in two parts, and in different combinations of from one
to ten valves. The first portion is the Radio -frequency
Amplifier, with a new design of circuit for procuring steady
control of magnification. The second portion is the Rectifier
and Audio -frequency Amplifier, as many stages of amplification
as desired being brought into circuit by a novel type of switch.
These instruments are very small, and in placing them on the
market after a long series of experiments we feel that we have
produced a more efficient multi -valve amplifier than has hitherto
been thought possible. The prices are very moderate.
We shall be glad to quote for any combination of valves
in the form of these precision instruments.

Do not forget our remarkable offer of VARIABLE CONDENSERS.
All other goods previously advertised are still obtainable.

SCOTTISH RADIO SUPPLIES
Works 60, St. Vincent Crescent, 2, Royal Crescent, GLASGOW, W.
GLASGOW, W. Tel.: Central 2878 Tel.: Charing X 491

1,,

No. x with 15 dials as illustrated £9 6 0
No. a, same as No. r, but without Telephone, Key, Buzzer or Induction Coil £6 16 0
No. 2, Junior as No. 2, but 5 dials only ... . £5 0 0
No. 5, with x dial and a spare dials ... £3 4 0

THE Omnigraph
has been produced

to successfully fill out
a gap that has existed
for years. The Omni -
graph actually brings
an expert operator into
your home. Connected
with Key and Sounder
or with Wireless
Buzzer and 'Phone the
Omnigraph is ready, at
all times, to send you
perfect Morse or Wire-
less messages, at any
speed you desire.

The Omnigraph will teach you Commercial and Wireless Telegraphy, in the
shortest, easiest and least expensive way.

SOLE AGENTS :-

GAMBRELL BROS., LTD
MERTON ROAD
SOUTHFIELDS
LONDON, S.W.18
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THE " BROWN " MICROPHONE AMPLIFIER
This Amplifier magnifies signals, or music, without distortion, and is of considerable
interest to amateurs and scientific investigators. The Magnification is much greater
than that obtained from two valves, and the current consumption is about
so milliamps. In construction, this instrument is simple, and it is much more robust
than other sensitive relays of this class. This instrument satisfies the urgent demand
for a reliable, inexpensive amplifier, which the most inexperienced amateur can use,
and which the most experienced requires. It is much cheaper, ultimately, than a
multi -valve amplifier, and the operator is relieved from many of the varied causes of break-
down. It includes a transformer suitable for low resistance telephones or loud speakers.
The price of the "Brown" Microphone Amplifier is £8 for low resistance (120 ohms) input

and £6 2s. 6d. for high resistance (2,000 ohms) input.

THE " BROWN " LOUD SPEAKER
With an Amplifier signals or telephony may be so magnified as to cause discomfort
to wearers of head -phones, yet not be loud enough to be audible at any appreciable
distance from the tread. Every wireless experimenter sometimes wishes to let his friends hear. which would involve the use of
several pairs of telephones simultaneously with consequent loss of signal strength, as well as considerable expense. The
" Brown " Loud Speaker was designed to meet this need efficiently and economically, and is used in all up -to date receiving

stations. The sound is intensified by means of a horn.
The " Brown " Loud Speaker (120 ohms), Standard Pattern with Upright Funnel 0
Wound to special high resistance . . up to /5 16 0

THE " BROWN - SUPER -SENSITIVE TELEPHONES FOR WIRELESS, ETC.
These Telephones are unquestionably the clearest and most sensitive made, and, consequently. increase the distance over

which the wireless can be heard.
IN UNIVERSAL USE. As supplied to British, Allied and Foreign Governments.

The " Brown " " A " Type Radio Headphones- F, s.

Low resistance .. .. per pair 2 18 0
High resistance .. . . per pair 13 2s. and 3 8 0

The " Brown " " D " Type Headphones (Improved flat diaphragm type)-
Low resistance .. .. per pair 2 8 0
High resistance .. ..per pair 2 12 0

The above telephone prices include Cords.
CATALOGUE POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

Sole Manufacturers : S. G. BROWN, LTD.,
SHOWROOMS where the abye Instruments

may be
o

i nspected 19, MORTIMER STREET, W.1
Works : Victoria Road, North Acton, London, W.3.

Telegrams : " Sidbrownix, London." Telephone : Chiswick 146g.
Sole Agent for the Argentine : Horatio D. Guerrero, Las lieras 2480, Buenos Ain s.

THE CREED HIGH-SPEED PRINTING TELEGRAPHS
The CREED SYSTEM is the only automatic printing telegraphs
successfully applied to Wireless Working. It is now in regular
operation on -the wireless routes between London, Paris, Cologne, and
Berlin. Several foreign Navies are also installing Creed apparatus as
part of their standard equipment.
The new Creed apparatus is very simple in design and requires no compressed air.

ALL WIRELESS
ENGINEERS AND

/OPERATORS should
make themselves kr

ruracquainted with the
THE CREED RECEIVER "CREED " THE CREED PRINTER

(1921 Design) (1921 Design)

Send for our Text -Book - Price 1/21 post free

CREED & CO., LTD., Telegraph Engineeers, Croydon, Surrey
Telegrams : " Credo, Croydon." Telephone : Croydon 2120.
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" H.D." (Hornsey) asks (1) Whether a certain
aerial will be suitable for use with a certain set.
(2) When previous questions of his were answered.

(1) Yes.
(2) February 18th, 1922, page 743.
" KHABAR ANGIN " (Lew) asks (1) For

criticism of set. (2) How to arrange for shorter
wavelengths. (3) How to increase wavelength. (4) If
adding a crystal will give PCGG. (5) How to attach
a Morse inker.

(1) Set is quite good as it stands.
(2) Put condenser in series instead of in parallel

with A.T.I.
(3) Increase the capacity of the condenser to

0.005 mid.
(4) This is possible ; but if obtained, signals will

be very weak indeed.
(5) Impossible without the addition of several

valves.
" B.H.E." (Shoebury).-(1) We believe that

in this valve an increased grid potential still gives
an increase of plate current.

(2) We do not think that these valves are obtain.
able in this country. Enquire of the De Forrest
Company.

(3) We are unable to explain this effect entirely
without a detailed examination, but the symptoms
point to bad contact in the secondary winding of
the transformer referred to, allowing the grid of
the first valve to discharge intermittently.

" RADIO "(Battle) is adding a H.F. valve
to a single valve panel and asks (1) If an inter -
valve H.F. Transformer is necessary. (2) If grid
condenser on panel should be shorted. (3) If results
will be as good without a filament resistance for the
first valve. (4) Relation between inductances in
two circuits, if the condenser in the first is 0.001 mfd.
and in the second 0.0005 mfd.

(1) Transformer is necessary unless resistance -
capacity coupling is used.

(2) Preferably leave it as it is.
(3) Yes, until the valve burns out, which will

probably happen fairly quickly.
(4) Inductance in the second circuit should be

twice that of the first.
A.H.S." (Belmont) asks (1) How to arrange

a tuner. (2) If a circuit sketched is O.K. (3) What
results he is likely to get.

(1 and 2) Arrange your circuit as in your sketch,
which is quite correct except that a bigger capacity,
say 0.001 mfd., should be used across the H.T.
battery and telephones. Put the larger coil in
the aerial circuit and keep the A.T.C. as low as
possible at all wavelengths.

(3) You should get ships and land stations, spark
and C.W. and also telephony up to about 2,500
metres.

" INTERESTED " (Nottingham) sends dia-
gram of set and asks (1) If he will get good results.
(2) If we recommend any alterations. (3) How to
make one valve H.F., and if this will be an advantage.
(4) If his telephones are suitable.

(1) Subject to alterations given below results
should be very fair, but would be improved by one
stage of H.F.

(2) For short wavelengths, put the A.T.C. in
series with the A.T.I., also condenser between C
and positive of H.T. should be between D and the
H.T. battery. A potentiometer to the first grid
will improve results.

(3) This can be simply done by making the first
transformer H.F., omitting the condenser between
D and the H.T.

(4) Brown's type " A " 2,000 ohms telerhones
will be suitable without transformer, although the
resistance is rather low.

" SELENIUM " (King's Lynn) asks (1)
Approximate resistance of a Selenium cell in the
dark and when exposed to light. (2) How much
current will be passed through it by a 2 -volts cell.
(3) Resistance of a suitable relay for use with such
a cell.

(1) Depends on the type of cell. Is usually
very high-say 20,000 ohms in the dark and 5,000
ohms in the light.

(2) This can be determined by elementary
application of Ohm's law.

(3) Approximately the same resistance as that
of the cell when exposed to light.

N.B.-These cells are very difficult to work with
and we should advise you to consult special works
on the subject before trying them.

" J.M." (Cadiz) asks (1) If the power radiated
from an aerial depends only on the current in it.
(2) For an explanation of a case in which the range
was considerably increased without any considerable
increase in the aerial current.

(1) Yes, provided that no other factor is varied,
but it does not follow that the range will be the
same with different type sets because, for instance,
one set may be radiating a wave much freer from
harmonics than the other. A pure wave form will
carry much further than a bad wave form. In
your second case the substitution of C.W. for spark
with the improvement in reception thereby made
possible is quite sufficient to explain the increased
range in one case.

Fig. 4.

" H.T." (Cardiff) sends sketch of valve set and
asks (1) How to add a crystal to it. (2) What
additional apparatus will be necessary.

(1) Circuit may be as in diagram Fig. 4, which
will also show you what additional apparatus is
necessary.

" BOBBY " (Cardiff).-(1) Make the reaction
coil as big as you can and wind it with No. 30 wire.

(2) For a two -valve set with capacity reaction
connect up the valves in any usual way and then
introduce a condenser of about 0.00005 mfd.
between the grid of the first valve and plate of the
second.
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" D.H.B.M. (Leicester) aske (1) For a three -

valve circuit to meet with certain requirements.
(2) Data for duolateral coil to be used instead of the
pile wound coil in the single valve set described in
the last volume.

(1) One method of obtaining the required result
is shown in the diagram, Fig. 5, but you will get
better results with a simpler set.

(2) The No. 1 unit is best left as it is. For the
No. 2 unit use a former about 3" in diameter, put
on one thousand turns in about ten layers; tap the
coil in the same proportions as before.

" C.M.L." (Brighton) asks (1) How to
eliminate induction from a heavy three-phase supply
running past his house.

We are afraid there is no known way of stopping
induction of this sort in as bad a case as yours,
particularly as you have found screening not
successful. Your only hope is to move the set
further from the cable.
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(3) This condenser is necessary but there may,
of course, be some other fault.

(4) You should get PCGG, but not if your set
is oscillating.

" T.W.J." (Huddersfield) asks what alterations
and additions will be necessary to convert the separate
heterodyne described in October 29th issue for use up
to 9,000 metres.

This can be done without altering the circuit
by increasing the condenser C.7 up to about 0.002
mfd. and providing additional coils to bring the
inductance L.7 up to 12,000 mhys., and the reaction
coil up to about 5,000 mhys. It will also be
necessary to increase the size of the pick-up coils,
for long waves.

" A.H." (Stone) asks (1) If it is possible to
receive wireless telephony with a three -valve detector
anisplIfier. (2) If so, the greatest distance signals
will be heard with a " decent aerial." (3) The
greatest distance telegraph signals will be heard.

Fig. 5.

" J.E.S." (Oundle) asks (1) What a variable
vernier condenser is. (2) Approximate range of a
crystal set. (3) What capacity to use with 7,000
ohm telephones. (4) What crystal combination to
use.

(1) This term is usually applied to a small variable
condenser, capable of giving very minute adjust-
ment to the capacity in a circuit.

(2) About 4,000 metres with the A.T.C. shorted
(3) About 0.0015 mfd.
(4) Carborundum for general purposes, or zincite-

bornite for special sensitivity.
" BILL " (Holt) asks (1) The best course to

obtain a second-class P.M.G. (2) Correct values
for coupling condensers in an L.F. resistance coupled
amplifier. (3) Whether failure to oscillate in a circuit
eketched is due to absence of a condenser across
primary of an inter -valve transformer. *(4) If it should
receive PCGG when it oscillates.

(1) A course of training at one of the schools
advertising in The Wireless World.

(2) About 0.0005 mfd. as a rule.

(1) Yes, with suitable tuning circuits.
(2 and 3) Quite impossible to give ranges as there

are various conditions, such as earth resistance of
set and design of circuits which affect it consider-
ably. With suitable circuits you should get
British telephone stations, continental telegraph
stations and possibly even American stations under
favourable conditions.

" SPARKS " (Bloxwich).-(1) Rewind coil
with No. 22 wire.

(2) Reduce capacity of condenser to not more
than 0.002 mfd.

(3) Zincite-Bornite will be satisfactory.
(4) Tap the crystal and telephones across the

inductance only, not the condenser as well.
J.G.B. (Fife) asks if he can add three valves,

resistance coupled, to an " M9 " panel.
Without a diagram of the panel it is not possible

to advise you. There is no reason why additional
valves should not be added. Ascertain wiring
diagram and if necessary, amend to fit in with
one of the many circuits given in The Wireless World,
or seek advice from the makers.
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WIRELESS APPARATUS
INSTALLED UNDER RENTAL
& SERVICE AGREEMENT OR SOLD
OUTRIGHT WITH SERVICE AS
REQUIRED.

THE MARCONI INTERNATIOAAL MARINE COOMUN/C4TION CO. LTD.
MARCONI HOUSE , STRAND , LONDON, W.C.2
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NOW READY
The

YEAR BOOK OF WIRELESS

Telegraphy and Telephony

1922
4. 7 6 Pages.

Price
Postage 1/-

Demy 8 vo

Nett.
Abroad, 1/4

CONTENTS . . .

Record of the Development of Wireless
Telegraphy-National and International
Wireless Laws and Regulations-Directory
of the World s Land and Ship Wireless
Stations-International Allocation of Call
Letters-Alphabetical List of Call Letters-
Meteorological Section-International Time
and Weather Signals-National Résumés
of Progress in Wireless Telegraphy-
Particulars of Wireless Telegraph Patents,
1921- Aviation Section-Tabular List of
Aviation Stations-Useful Data Section-
Wireless Terminology-Conventional Signs
used in Wireless Diagrams-Companies
Engaged in the Commercial Development
of Wireless Telegraphy-Biographical Sec,
tion-Literature on Wireless Telegraphy
and Telephony-Directory of the World's

Wireless Societies-Directory of Wireless
Colleges and Schools-List of Licensed
Amateur Transmitting Stations-Code
Section-Special Articles on " The Earthing
Resistance of Antennae." by Dr. Miessner-
" The Recording of Wireless Signals," by
Dr. Abraham-" The Birth and History of
Long Distance Wireless Telegraphy "-
" The Rectification Effect in its Reaction to
the Composition and Structure of Crystals."
valuable feature of the present issue is the
specially drawn map, which gives, for the
first time, a simple means of finding the dis-
tance and true direction of Wireless Stations
in all parts of the World, from London as
the centre.

THE WIRELESS PRESS, LTD., Dept. W.W.
12-13, HENRIETTA, STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2
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" H.J.M." (Thetford) refers to the transmitting
circuit on page 671, January 21st issue, and asks
(1) The range of the set. (2) Capacity of condensers.
(3) The H.T. and L.T. voltages.

(1) For amateur purposes the power is limited
to 10 watts and the range is therefore also limited.
NVith a good receiver a range of 20 miles telephony
will probably be obtained ; C.W. range will be
considerably more.

(2) Condenser across the microphone transformer
may be 0.001 mfd., and that across the H.T.
about 0.005 mfd.

(3) L.T. 6 volts, H.T. about 100 volts.
" H.S." (Slough) asks (1) For the windings

for a coupler for a reaction circuit. (2) Windings
for iron core chokes for sets described on page 533,
November 25th issue. (3) The difference in efficiency
between a single strand and a seven strand aerial
wire.

(1) For the A.T.l. 6"x 10" of No. 24 wire.
Reaction coil 5" x 8" of No. 28.

(2) We have no further information regarding
these sets, but for long waves a coil similar to a
telephone transformer secondary should be satis-
factory. A smaller coil may be used for short
waves.

(3) The stranded aerial will certainly be more
efficient than the single wire, but the improvement
will not be very great unless all the aerial circuit
is similarly stranded. It is impossible to give a
figure for the improvement.

" PROSPECTIVE " (Dublin) asks for infor-
mation regarding the 50 watt D.C. Trench Set.

This is a combined short wave transmitting
and receiving set. Transmitting wavelengths are
350 to 450 and 550 metres on an aerial smaller
than the P.M.G. The spark coil is worked off
a 10 -volt accumulator, maximum transmitting
range 5 to 10 miles. It has a two -circuit receiver ;
the secondary inductance with a 0.0005 mfd. air
condenser across it being coupled to the transmitting
A.T.I. Its wavelength range is from 300 to 600
metres, and it is therefore only useful for spark
signals from ships.

" W.R.G.P." (Droitwich)-See reply to
" Prospective " (Dublin). Increase the height
of the aerial above 12 feet, if possible. The
telephone lines should not affect your signals
seriously.

" M.D.V.S." (Putney) has a crystal set on
which he cannot get any results. He asks for advice,
etc.

Your set is only suitable for short waves up to
about 1,500 metres. You should get ships and
Croydon telephony. The fact that you are using
60 ohm telephones probably explains lack of
results. The transformers advertised will be suit-
able if they are telephone and not intervalve type.
Connect the high resistance winding in the crystal
circuit and the low resistance to the telephones.

" ANNAPOLIS " (Coventry) wishes to use
an indoor aerial in a room about 50 ft. long, and asks
if suitable for crystal or valve reception.

You might get a few very weak signals on a
crystal set, but it would be better to start with
at least two valves.

" P.McM " (Cricklewood) asks (1) If a single
valve diagram shown is correct. (2) How to improve
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it. (3) Whether to use home made slab coils or
single layer coils for 4,000 metres.

(1) and (2) Connections are correct, but set will
be greatly improved by a reaction coil which will
enable you to receive C.W. Either type of coil
may be used. If the range is not to exceed 4,000
metres, and comPactness is not essential, we
somewhat prefer single layer coils.

" P.J.W." (Durrington) asks for a diagram
of a 5 -valve set.

The diagram does not convey much information,
we therefore refer you to an article by Mr. Campbell
Swinton in the June 25th issue, on a 6 -valve set.
If you omit one of the H.F. valves the set will then
be of the type you require. It should be capable
of very good results.

" D.U.D." (Barnes) asks for information about
a crystal set.

The coils you describe would probably give
fair results, but we should much prefer single
layer coils on formers of reasonable size, say
4" to 6" diameter, for crystal work. Galvanised
iron wire is very bad for an aerial ; use copper or
bronze. Earth the telephone side of the A.T.I.
to the nearest water pipe. Half a jar is quite
sufficient capacity for this circuit. Set should be
useful up to 3,000 metres.

" R.G.T." (Fulham) asks (1) For criticism
of 2 -valve circuit. (2) Why the Air Ministry on
1,680 metres is received on 650 metres. (3) Effect
of a small condenser in the grid of the first valve.

(1) The set would be much improved if the
reaction coil were connected in the plate of the
second valve without its variable condenser.
If " R " valves are used with resistance capacity
coupling the H.T. should be at least 80.

(2) This is because the station radiates a harmonic
on exactly half its normal wavelength. It is this
harmonic you are receiving. Most C.W. sets
radiate harmonics to a greater or less extent.
They are generally much weaker than the funda-
mental and therefore are only noticed quite close
to the transmitter.

(3) Would cause the first valve to rectify, but
would probably not improve the set much.

" R.J.P." (Acocks Green) wishes to make a
loose coupled tuner for 300 to 1,200 metres with a
0.0003 mfd. condenser and two ebonite formers.

For a loose coupler with reaction you will require
three ebonite formers. Wind A.T.I. 7" x 5"
with No. 20. Closed circuit inductance 4" x 4"
of No. 26 ; reaction 34" x 4" about 30. Dead
end effects will not be a nuisance on such short
wavelengths, and you will therefore not need
switches to minimise them.

" R.J.G." (Dovercourt) asks for criticism of
valve and crystal set.

The set should work satisfactorily without the
crystal, but we should prefer to take the lower
end .of the loading coil to the slider of coil B,
keeping the whole of coil B across the variable
condenser. This will allow weaker coupling to
be used. The set would be much improved by the
addition of a reaction coil. The coil should be
3" x 6" of No. 28, sliding inside B. Reaction
coil should be between plate of valve and positive
of H.T.

" A.G." (Sutton) asks (1) For a single valve
circuit. (2) If water -pipe connection is sufficient
for an earth. (3) If twin flex would be suitable
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for earth and aerial leads. (4) Wavelength range
of set.

(1) See diagram.
(2) Yes.
(3) If used, the strands should be separated.

It is undesirable to run aerial and earth leads as
close together as the two wires of a flex.

(4) With the small coil you suggest the maximum
wavelength will only be about 1,500 metres.

" H.N. " (West Bromwich) has a single
valve set and asks how to improve it for receiving
telephony.

The simplest way of doing this will be to add one
or two valves as L.F. magnifiers. Details of
construction of such magnifiers are given
in May 28th and June 25th issues. We are unable
to say why you do not get telephony without more
detailed information about your set.

" V.526 " (Australia) asks (1) For a formula
of honeycomb coils. (2) For criticism of single
valve short wave set.

(1) A good formula is as follows
r2 a2 N2 1L (microhys) = 4

X Fi F2 X

where " a " is the mean radius of the winding,
" b " is the aerial length of the coil, " c " is the
thickness of the winding, " R " is the outer radius,
" N " is the total number of turns.

10b 12c + 2RF, - and
10b 10c 1.4R

F2 -= 0.5 log10 -, 100 +
14R 1.

2b 2c

We should not care, however, to guarantee the
accuracy of this formula to within 20 per cent. for
any particular case of this sort of coil.

(2) As you show it this is a transmitting circuit.
For the correct circuit see reply to " A.G."
(Sutton).

" ARPON " (Bangor) wishes to use a public
electric light supply for purposes of experimenting
in electricity and magnetism and asks for advice.

This question, which does not relate to wireless
in any way, is hardly within our scope. You will
be well advised to buy an elementary text -book on
practical electricity, and use dry cells for your
experiments instead of a power main. We doubt
if you will pass the London Inter Science at all
easily if you do not know that D.C. supply cannot
be transformed with a transformer.

" H.J.B.P." (Edinburgh) asks if a " dancing
contacts " relay sketched is likely to be efficient.
(2) If rubber suspension of the relay would be
advisable. (3) For a diagram of a 3 -valve impedance
amplifier.

(1) The scheme suggested appears feasible, but
will probably require a good deal of experimental
development to obtain satisfactory proportions
of the parts. We should be interested to hear the
results obtained.

(2) We should certainly advise this.
(3) Diagram will be exactly the same as for

resistance amplifier with a substitution of chokes
for the anode resistances. We think you will fmd
finer wire than No. 36 desirable for very long wave-
lengths. We would suggest 2 ozs. of No. 40 or
No. 42 on an iron wire core 1" in diameter.
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" F.A.P." (High Wycombe).-(1) 0.001 mfd.
(2) Core diameter by 3" long of iron wires ;

primary 1 oz. of No. 44 ; secondary 3 ozs. of No 44.
(3) Either type may be used.
(4) You cannot get a range of 300 to 20,000

metres on one coil. You should make, or buy,
a set of honeycomb coils for such a range, the
biggest having about 1,000 turns with a mean
diameter of 3".

AERIAL (Camberley) asks (1) For a single
valve diagram. (2) If slab inductances may be used
with a crystal detector.

(1) See page 584, December 10th issue.
(2) Yes, if efficient slabs suitable for wavelengths

below 4,000 ms. are selected.

O

'VVV. fi
,Cf,.0 0
C>

Fig. 6.

Diagrams (Figs. 6 and 7) show the connections of
the Mark I. and Mark I.** R.A.F. Combined Trans-
mitter and Receiver, and are given for the benefit of
those who have recently asked questions relative
to the manipulation of these sets.

glirq 4411I

Fig. 7.
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IF IT'S WIRELESS, IT'S AUCKLANDS'
THE -`LBRITWIRE'6,COIL TABLE STAND FOR COILS

- - -
A Duolaterally - Wound Coil at a price within leyerybody's 'reach.
We are now ,manufacturing a Duolaterally Wound Coil (the most
efficient type in the world) and can supply mounted or unmounted.

'PRICES UNMOUNTED.
Cod Wave Range (Price.
No. oor Mid. Condenser

in part.
1
2
3
4

130-250
180-450
250-700
400 1,200

21-
2/8
3/-
4/-

5 500-1,600 4/6
6 600-2,500 4/6
7 1,000-3,000 4/8
8 1,200-4,500 5/-
9 1,500-5,500 . 8/8

10 2,000-6,500 7/6
11 3,000-7,500 .. 8/-
12 4,000-12,000 .. 9/-
13 5,000-14,000 .. 9/6
14 6,000-18,000 .. 10/-
15 10,000-22,000 12/6
16 15,000-30,000 .. 15/-

Mounted 3/6 each extra.

S

L.F.
TRANS-
FORMER

Radio 1 to 5

22/6

FIXED CONDENSERS, MICA
DIELECTRIC, ALL CAPACITIES

-005 to 0004.
Price each 3/ -

GRID LEAK Mounted on Condenser
Substantial : Reliable : Cheap
Leak between clips. Any value
Complete 5/ -
Leaks only (with clips) ... 2/6
Condensers 3/ -

Our
Catalogue

3d. post free
Will

conVince you
of our large

range of
Component

Parts.

Regd. Design.
EXACT AS ILLUSTRATED.
Price each - 21/ -
EBONITE CAPS WITHrEXTENDED
(Ebonite) HANDLE, TO FIT
STANDARD KNOBS, Per pair 5-

TUNER
on Polished Cabinet, fitted with Coil
Holder, A,T.I. Condenser, Vernier
Condenser, also series Parallel
Switch. (Regd. Design) Complete

£5 10S.
MOST ATTRACTIVE UNITS.

A MOST
USEFUL

CONDENSER

For Fine
Tuning

Designed
for panel
mounting

as illustrated.
Price 6/9

Tor Fine Adjustment.
EBONITE KNOB, fitted with brass bush and
pointer, also 6' extended handle with knob

as illustration 1/9

VALVE LEGS, with 2 nuts, lacquered, 3d. each

, --- ......:111: ------

---------

FILAMENT RESISTANCES

Resistance wound on Erinoid Former,
knob fitted with brats bush and
Pointer ... Price 5/6 each

TRADE
MANUFACTURERS

of all

RADIO
APPARATUS

G. Z. AUCKLAND AND SON, 395,LgthoTHNEcSIT.REET,

BRITISH WIRELESS SUPPLY Co., 6, BLENHEIM
LEEDS.TERRACE,

And at SOUTHAMPTON, WEST HARTLEPOOL, NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE
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THE WIRELESS WORLD EXCHANGE AND MART
TARIFF. Advertisements are accepted for
this. Section at the rate of twopence per word
with a minimum charge of two shillings. The
advertiser's name and address will be charged for,
and single letters and single figures will be counted
as words. Compound words will be counted
as two words.

DEPOSITS. All advertisements must be
prepaid in the form of Postal Orders, the
remittance being forwarded to Messrs. Bertram
Day & Co., Ltd., 9 & ro, Charing Cross, S.W.r.

Intending purchasers may deposit the purchase
money of any article advertised or sold by
advertisers with Messrs. Bertram Day & Co., Ltd.,
who will acknowledge its receipt to the vendor
and the depositor, the full addresses of whom
should be given. Subject to special agreement
between the parties, it is understood that all
goods are sent on approval, each party paying
carriage one way in the event of the goods being
returned. The deposit will be retained until
due advice of the completion of the purchase has
been given or until the articles have been retained
and accepted. In order to cover postage, etc.,
a fee of 6d. in respect of sums of £r and under
and xs. for sums in excess of 1,1, must be paid
at the same time as the deposit. For persons
not resident in the United Kingdom these fees
are doubled. We cannot undertake to receive
any deposit less than 2s. 6d.

Deposits must be sent either by Postal Order
or by .Registered Letter , cheques will not be
accepted. If the deposit is sent by Money Order
it should be made payable to the advertiser of
the goods, and the fee mentioned above should
be sent in stamps or Postal Orders as a separate
amount. .

LATHES.
get particulars of

THE 1922 VELOX 2i' and a'
Centre Slide -rest, Plain or Screwcuttiag

VELOX TOOL CO.
255. Westgate Road. Newcastle -on -Tyne.

I Buy Wireless Gear
of every description.

Send your particulars to :
WILKINSON,

Lonsdale Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6

Our Specialities,
TERMINALS & WIRELESS

Oar Motto,
PROMPT DELIVERIES

Lists Two Stamps.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLY STORES
5, Albert Terrace, King Cross,

HALIFAX.

REDUCED PRICES, best quality ebonite rods,
4" diameter, re long, approximately 2' damaged,
rest perfect, rs. 6d. ; two, 25. 9d. ; four, 55.
Fitted with brass rings both ends for aerials, 3d.
each extra; tubes and sheet equally cheap.
Enamelled copper wire, 47 S.W.G., 2 OZ., 4s. 6d. ;
three ozs., 6s. 3d. ; four ozs., 8s. ; all post free.
" ELECTRICIAN," Umtali," Alvaston, Derby.

TECHNICAL BOOKS.-Second-hand and New
Books on every conceivable subject. Catalogue
free. State wants. Books sent on approval.
Books bought.-FOYLE, 121-125, Charing Cross
Road London.

EDISON'S latest Blue Amberol Records, Lists
free.-ROBINSON, 333, Hainton Avenue,Grimsby

ADVERTISER, 17, seeks position associated
with wireless, engineering preferred.-Write,
7, Penmaen Terrace, Swansea.

SALE.-Mitchell E.1. Receiver, Brown's 'Phones.
Two valves, respond any wavelength Soo to
20,000 metres. Condition as new. Photo on
request. £14 carriage paid. CLARK, Trevose,
Spilsby Road, Boston, Lincs.

WIRELESS ENGINEER requires position,
latest instruments, good draughtsman and
mechanic. Operator 7 years, arc, spark, compass
and telephony, good demonstrator. -WILLSON,
52, Westmoreland Street, Pimlico. S.W.

B.T.H. PORTABLE RECEIVER, as new,
including 14o ft. Marconi 7 -strand aerial, insulators,
2 pulleys, additional condenser. Ready for use.
£23. FITZHUGH, Pangbourue, Berks.

FOR SALE.-Standard x} K.W. Marconi Ship's
Wireless Set complete with type 3I5 Crystal Re-
ceiver and Emergency Gear.-CITY SCHOOL OF
WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY, LTD., 6r, High
Street, Manchester.

WIRELESS ELECTRICAL SCIENTIFIC IN-
STRUMENT MAKING.-Young man shortly
relinquishing Government appointment desires
position of control, foreman, supervisor, experi-
mental and design, /4 years' experience. Highest
references. Interviews earnestly desired.-E. W.,
162, lf,xbridge Road, Shepherd's Bush.

TELEFUNKEN VALVES, tested, 8s. 9d.,
postage 6d.-R. J. SHIELDS, Ir, Upton Lane,
Forest Gate.

ACCUMULATORS.--ro actual ampere hour
ebonite case, 45. per cell. 3o actual ampere
hour, celluloid, 15s. per cell. Inert cells rod.
V24 valves, ras. 6d. Receiving and transmitting
sets made to specification. Prices on application.
-WHALE & CO., 201, Powis Street, Woolwich.

SALE.-x8o-4,0oo m. Crystal Set, Brown's
'Phones, £4 los. Another, 1,3 15s.-VOIGT,
121, Honor Oak l'ark, S.E. 23.

FINE  STRONG BOXES with strap handles,
very strong hinges and fasteners, suitable for cells
or accumulators, size 44" wide, Sr long, 74" high.
Price rs, post 3d.-LEIGH, 53, Shaftesbury
Road, London, E.7.

WANTED.-Instrument Sleeving, any quantity.
Mark III Condensers, large and small. Brown's
Telephones, any condition. Inter -Valve Trans-
formers and surplus Government stores bought
for cash.-Apply, J. F. G., c,'o BERTRAM
DAY'S ADVERTISING OFFICES, 9-ro, Charing
Cross, S.W.r.

ALL WIRELESS
GOODS IN STOCK

01:1131136,

4 -Way Plugs with 2' 6" wires.. .. 2 4
Head Band and 'Phone, brand new .. 3 6
Light Aerial Insulators .. each W.
B.O.T. Earthing Clips .. 6d.
Earth Mats, copper -net so ft. cable 12 6
H.T. Battery Boxes, Fine Polished

Mahogany, with 2 plugs and cords,
6 sockets. Bargain .. 7 -

Porcelain 4 -rib Insulators, Brass Stem 2 -
New 600 Meg. Cables, x8 gau. copper,

roo yards V.I.R. .. 10 6
Inert Cells, 1.5 volts, 44 X 24" x 24",

per dozen ..
Ammeters and Voltmeters Flush Nickel.

New
. 10/-

8 -Way Switch, ebonite base A.T.I. .. 7/6
Fixed Condensers, 2 M.F. .. 2/ -
Variable Condensers for Panels .. 27/6
Insulating Compound, large stick .. 1 -
Brass Cable -Clips .. -per doz. 1 -
Mk. IB 2 -Valve Receivers .. £2 15 0
Mk. IV Amplifiers, 3 -valve .. 25 0 0
Spark Sets in Case, Key, Coil, and Con-

denser .. 11 15 0
New Accumulators, all sizes from 2 volt

at 7/6 to 12 volt £4 0 0
Marconi Alternators, k.w. 10 0

H.P. 220 volt A.C. motors .. £9 15 0
Shunt Dynamos, 52/2o v. to a.
4 H.P. Motor Generator, D.C./A.C. .. 30 -
Certified " R " Valves, Guaranteed .. 14, -
Telescope 40 ft. Masts .. each £4 0 0

All sizes of insulated wires in stock.

9;6

All Wireless Goods in Stock

LESLIE DIXON & CO.,
9, Colonial Avenue, Minories, E.1

Near Aldgate Station.

WIRELESS 'PHONES as used by Godley, H. R.
Supersensitive, splendid for telephony. Only
few left. 225. 6d. pair.-Box X, BERTRAM
DAY'S ADVERTISING OFFICES, 9-10, Charing
Cross, S.W.x.

VARIABLE CONDENSER, Capacity ()or 5,
r5s. 6d. lb. 44 D.S. Wire, 125. 6d. x6 point
inductance switch, 6s. 6d. Fleming's Wireless
Pocket Book, ss. Vacuum Tubes, Bucher, 4s. 6d.
Telephony without wires, Coursey, bs. 6d. Hawk -
head's Handbook, 2s. 6d. Vol. II Wireless Tele-
graphy, Stanley, 6s. 6d. --H., 44. Carew Road,
Eastbourne.

CINEMATOGRAPH FILMS. Home Cinemas.
Cheap. Catalogue free.-N. GENERAL, 114,
Fernlea Road, Balham.

VALVE RECEIVER, with oor Condenser,
" Ora" Valve, Accumulators aigl H.T. Batteries,
£s Jos. Complete Crystal Recel , £1.-P1TZEY,
5, Wolverton Road, Boscombe. Hants.
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YOU buy your Wire from us
WHY NOT your Accessories
Miniature Holders, C.G.S.C., I" S.C.

Batten S.C. fiid. each
Lighting Holders, C.G.S.C. ..
Miniature Bitten Holders ..31d. ..
Small Bayonet Fitting Adaptors ... 9c1.
Miniature Lighting Flex, Best Silk 21d. yd.
Lighting Flex, Best Cotton Covered

14/36 -. 3d.
Miniature Switches, Rotary Type,

2 amp. 91d. each
Miniature Switches, Tumbler Type,

3 amp. - 1/2
5 amp. Flat Tumbler Switch ... 8d.
1 -way Bell Switches 4d.
2 . ed.
Niniatu; Bracket with Aim and

Reflector
Cat's Eye Lamps, 31 volts for torches 4d.
7/22 Silicon Bronze Aerial Wire. 100 ft.

,

Postage extra.
For WIRE PRICE LIST see March 18th issue.

Phone : Wimbledon 1030.
BOWER & Co.

Manufacturing & Electrical Engineers.
15, Kingston Road, Wimbledon, S.W.19

"R" type Valves ... 11/- each
Ebonite Sheet-

" thick per sq. ft. ...10/6

H.T. Batteries, 15 volt units,
tapped every 3 volts ... 4/- each

Accumulators, new 4 volt
40 amp. ...25/- 

Postage Extra.

MORGAN & TAYLOR
146, Kings Road, CARDIFF

MARCONI COMPLETE TUNER, 80-2,800,
cost ir2, offered for Burndept tuner, Loud Speaker
and Amplifier, same value or suitable cash offer.
Stamp particulars.-KENNARD, Sotterley Rec-
tory, Wangford.

TELEPHONES.-Pair Desk 'Phones with rosettes
and batteries, ringing both ways, perfect, 4os.
Telephone Generator, good condition, cost A',5,

sell 40w. or oger.-AICKIN. 70, Queen's Drive,
NA, est Derby, Liverpool.

WRITE TO US
for our Expert Advice on the
way to dispose of your goods.
Messrs. Bertram Day & Co., Ltd .
COMPLETE ADVERTISING SERVICE

9 & 10 Charing Cross, S.W. 1
Tel. Gerrard 8063.4.

KEYSTONE WIRELESS SUPPLIES
WHOLESALE ONLY.

Ebonite, cabinet work, engraving, expert
designers in amplifiers. Slab inductances.
basket coils, etc. Switch arms, contacts.

Terminals. Scales.
Low Prices Offices: High Finish.

33, Trinity Road, TOOTING, S.W.

SPECIAL PURCHASE of Slightly Shop -Soiled,
but otherwise quite perfect

Wireless Variable Condensers,
rotary *coos Air Dielectric, 21 plates, ebonite
top and knob, in polished case, 12/6 each ; two
for 24/-; four for 46/-. Post paid. A few

other capacities proportionately cheap.

W. J. FALLON, 230oLgTerpOtaltad,

Concert Coils, for Marconi Concerts, etc., pr. 2'3
Set of Basket and Slab Inductances, in-

cluding concert coils above, set of six
500-8,000 metres 6,6

Set of seven 500-20,000 metres 8/6

Semi -variable Condensers, -001 .. 17,6

3 -Valve Amplifier, 1 H.F., 1 Rect., 1 L.F.
Fine for receiving telephony .. 110, -

Ebonite Plugs for baskets or slab each 2/ -

Grid Leak and Condenser for remounting 3/6

Fixed Condensers-Mica Dielectric .. 2/6

GET OUR NEW BARGAIN LIST

AMATEUR SUPPLIES,
134, Coteford St., Tooting, London

Battery Boxes, 60V with Plugs and Leads 3/6

Leading -in Tubes

Aerial Insulators 2,9 for 6 or 6d. each.
Silk Wire Coils (set of four) .. 2.6

Ebonite Knobs .. 1'- for 3 or 6d. each.
G.P.O. Relays, in brass cases, new condi-

tion .. 20 -
Ditto, smaller Type .. 15 -
Grid Condensers (0005) . 21
Microphones with replaceable insets .. 2 6
Marconi Multiple Tuner (good condition
Wilson Transmitter (good condition) ..

All Carriage Paid.
C. S. SWAN, 191, BISHOPSGATE,

London, E.C. 2.
'Near Liverpool Street Station.)

'Phone : London Wall 9823.

£6

Se

Ship Design.
Boiler Making.
Aeroplane Design.
Aero Engines.
Structural Engineering.
Civil Engineering.
Municipal Engineering.

Surveying and Levelling.
Reinforced Concrete.
Building Construction.
Sanitary Science.
Plumbing.
Heating and Ventilating.

Tall us whmh subject meationed bemw interests you, we will then
in mediately post you on a very interesting FREE BOOK pointing

out your chances of success and explaining how we can give you

hust
that knowledge to qualify you for a BE CTER JOB. We also

elp to place you in a good position with high wages. WE
TEACH BY POST in your spare time and in your own home.
The Directors of the [saltine highly recommend each of these Postal
Courses, not only to the OLDER MEN, but also to APPRENTICES,
and to Parents of lads leaving school.

Wireless Telegraphy. Maohise Tools.
Electrical Engineering. Electric Welding.
Electrical Installations. Mathematics.
Electrical Control Gear. Commercial Engineering.
Alternating Current. Motor Engineering.
Lighting (Electric, Gas, etc.) Electric Motor Car Ignition.
Telegraphy. Starting and Lighting
Telephony. Systems.
Power House Operation. Boiler Inspecting.
Mechanical Engineering. Engineers' Quantities and
Internal Combustion Engines. Estimating
Draughtsmanship. Marine Engineering
Workshop Practice. Naval Architecture.

EXAMINATIONS :-We specialise in the following Exams. :-A.M.I.E.Meeh.E. ; A.M.I.E.E ; A.M.Inst.C.E.; A.M.I.A.E.;
Board of Trade Marine 2nd Class, rst Class, Extra zst Class ; City and Guilds Examinations in Telegraphy,Telephony, etc.
Write for this Book to -day. It may mean the turning point of your career. Do not forget to

mention the subject which interests you.
THE TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF GREAT BRITAIN, LTD.

97, Thanet House, 231 and 282, Strand, London, W.C. 2.
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A

Complete College
Education
ON TUBES!

That is how J. 0. SMITH (2ZL)
(Whose transmissions in the recent Transatlantic

Test were received here)

expresses his opinion of

THERMIONIC
TUBES

IN

RADIO TELEGRAPHY
AND TELEPHONY
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART

424 cages. 344 Illustrations

PRICE 25/- NETT

(Postage 9d.)

CONTENTS :-
Two -Electrode Valves and the Theory of Thermionic

Currents-The Three -Electrode Vacuum Tube-The
Vacuum Tube as a Detector-The Vacuum Tube
as an Amplifier - Retro-Active or Regenerative
Amplification-Multi-Stage High -Frequency Ampli-
fiers-Multi-Stage Low -Frequency Amplifiers-Com-
bined High and Low -Frequency Amplifiers-Multi-
Stage Retro-Active Receiving Circuits-The Reception
of Continuous Waves-Transmission of Continuous
Waves with Vacuum Tubes-Vacuum Tube Oscillators,
Wavemeters, Capacity Meters, and other Measuring
Instruments-The Vacuum Tube in Wireless Tele-
phony-The Dynatron-Miscellaneous Vacuum Tube
Devices.

The Wireless Press, Ltd.
Dept. W.W.

12-13, Henrietta St., Strand, London, W.C.2

TIME IS MONEY.
Hoyle's Book Saves Time

The tables and equations are compiled
in book form and reference to the
detailed index speedily puts one in
possession of the information desired.

NO OTHER COMPLETE BOOK
EXISTS FOR THE USE OF

RADIO WORKERS.
Send at once for a copy of

STANDARD
TABLES & EQUATIONS

IN

RADIO TELEGRAPHY
By

BERTRAM HOYLE, M.Sc., Tech.. A.M.I.E.E.

Price 91 nett. Post free 9/9

THE WIRELESS PRESS, LTD.
Dept. W.W. 8/4

12,13 Henrietta St., London, W.C.2

This Book Will Help
YOU.

The more generally useful
formulae and methods of
measurement for inductance
and capacity are brought to-
gether in a convenient form in

The

Calculation and Measurement
of

Inductance and Capacity
By

W. H. NOTTAGE, B.Sc.

Price 316 Nett.
(Postage 5d.)

The Wireless Press, Ltd.,
Dept. W.W., 8i4,

12-13, Henrietta Street, London, W.C.2.
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.TERMQ."
ALL prices mentioned in the following pages

are STRICTLY NET. We do not execute
orders unless accompanied by the remittance.
To ensure prompt despatch, customers should
enclose a remittance for the full amount of their
carder, including postage.

CLIENTS ABROAD are advised that the safest and best
means of remitting is by International Money Order.

BOOKS PUBLISHED BY THE WIRELESS
PRESS LIMITED, OR ANY OF ITS
ASSOCIATED COMPANIES, MAY BE
INSPECTED AND PURCHASED aT ANY
OF THE ADDRESSES GIVEN BELOW.

AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND-The Wireless Press,
Wireless House, 97, Clarence Street, Sydney, N.S.W.
Australasia Chambers, Wellington, N.Z.
CANADA -11, St. Sacrament Street, Montreal.
SOUTH AFRICA-The Wireless Agency, Exchange Buildings,
26, George Street, Cape Town, South Africa.
UNITED STATES OF 4MERICW-Wireless- Press (Inc.),
326, Broadway, New York.
ITALY-Agenzia Radiotelegrafica Italiana, via Varese 3,
Genoa, and via Condotti, i t, Rome.
HOLLAND-Nederlandsch Persbureau Radio, 562, Keizer-t-
sgracht, Amsterdam.
BELGIUM -13, Rue Brederode, Brussels.
SPAIN- La Prensa Radiotelegrafica, Alcala 43, Madrid.
FRANCE-Hachette & Cie., I I t, Rue Reaumur, Paris.
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ARMATURE MODEL FOR 11 K.W. ROTARY CONVERTER
Price Is. 3d. net. Post free Is. 6d.
Shows every winding of the Converter Armature. Of great assistance to the sludedt, amateur
and instructor.

ALTERNATING CURRENT (Book II., Students' Library)
Crown 8vo. 48 pages. Price Is. 4d. Post free Is. 6d.
CONTENTS-Sine Law. Virtual Value. Phase. Lagging Currents. The Effects of Self -
Induction. Inductance. Capacity. Arrangement of Condensers. Condensers with Alternating
E.M.F. Leading Currents. Impedance and Phase. Resonance. Power. Power and Power
Factor. Alternators and Converters. The Transformer.

ALTERNATING CURRENT WORK
Crown 8vo. 163 pages. 86 diagoons and illustrations.
Price 3s. 6d. Post free 3s. lod.
CONTENTS-Production of Alternating Current. Sine Curve. Current Curves. Root Mean
Square Value. Power Curves. Power Factor. Idle Current. Inductance. Self -Inductance.
Electromotive Force of Self -Induction. Growth of Current.. 1,01117.'S Law. Coefficient of Self -
Induction. Ample of Lag. Ifni WII:1111T ---OhlICS Law. Choking Coils. Construction of all
Induci;tine Coil. Eddy ( 'orroot 5. 1Vinditig. Measurement of E.M.F. of Self-InductUm.
Capacity. Simple Condenser. Nrh,l, of Capacity. Phase of E.M.F. and Current. Bark

Calculat hal of ('apacily. Capacities in 'trill`!. ('ape hies iu series. Relation
Tihetiicen Current V Vii age and Impel la lice with capacity ii circuit. Relation between Current

Voltage and 11111,4nd:owe. Ilcsonances, Mechaniral Analogy. Natural Frequency. Transformers.
High Frequency Resist:uue. Measurement of High Fregnency Resistance. Guarding against
High Frequency Losses. Electrical Measuring Instruments. Moving Iron Instruments, Hot -Wire
Ammeters and Voltmeters, Electrostatic Voltmeters, Watt Meters, Power Factor Meters, Fre-
quency Meters. Alternating Current Generators. Rotary Converters. Direct Current Motors.
Voltage Ratio of Converter. Current available from Converter Rotating Field Alternators.
Mono -Coil Alternators. Multi -Coil Field Alternators.

CALCULATION AND MEASUREMENT OF INDUCTANCE AND
CAPACITY
Demy 8vo. 144 pages. Over 50 illustrations and diagrams.
Price 3s. 6d. net. Post free 3s. I Id.
CONTENTS-The Calculation of Inductance. Calculation of Capacity. Measurement of In-
ductance. Measurement of Capacity. High Frequency Measurements. Appliances for use
in Measuring Inductance and Capacity. Tables. Index.

CONQUEST.-Bound Copies of Volume Two (Nov., 1920-Oct., 1921)
No. 1.-Quarter-bound Leather Case, real Persian Sheepskin, cloth sides, gilt back. Price
£1 Is. Postage Is. 3d. extra.
No. 2.-Cloth Case, best quality cloth in green, gilt hack. Price I7s. 6d. Postage Is. 3d. extra.

Pelro.se, II. E.

Shore, A.
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Nottage, IV. II.
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Eccles, W. H. CONTINUOUS WAVE WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY. Part I.
D.Sc., A.R.C.S.,

M.I.E.E Demy 8vo. 407 pages. 306 diagrams and illustrations.
Price 25s. net. Post free 25s. 9d.
CONTENTS- '

Chapter I. Historical Survey of the development of Wireless Telegraphy, introducing the
reader to the terms used and the physical phenomena involved and leading up to the advantages
of Continuous Waves.

Douglas,

Chapter II. General electric and magnetic theory needed for the study of electrical oscillations
in circuits and machines and for the study of electric waves ; including the elements of the
theory of electric and magnetic fields, both stationary and moving.
Chapter III. The elements of the properties of sine curves and their representation by vector
diagrams are discussed and applied to oscillating currents and voltages. Root mean square,
phase, power factor, reactance and impedance are fully explained.
Chapter IV. Deals with coupled circuits and transformers. Because of the very great variety -
of coupled circuits appearing in transforming plant, receiving apparatus, and amplifiers, the treat-
ment analyses systematically and gives solutions for nearly all kinds of coupled circuit used in
C.W. Telegraphy.
Chapter V. Treats of Ionic Tubes of all kinds, starting from the very elements of electron
emission. The making and the interpretation of characteristic curves are described. The
operation of the ordinary three -electrode tube as relay and detector is explained. The newer
tubes, like the dynatron and the pliodynatron, are fully described.

Alan THE CONSTRUCTION OF AMATEUR VALVE STATIONS
L. M. Crown 8vo. 78 pages. 55 diagrams and illustrations.

Price Is. 6d. Post free Is. 8d.
CoNTENTs-Theory of the Thermionic Valve. Suitable Circuits. and Valve Reception. The
Construction of Valve Control Panels. Transformer and Resistance. Capacity. Coupling.
Tuners. Condensers. Battery Circuits. Telephone Receivers. Additional Apparatus.
Aerial and Earth Circuits. Connecting up of Apparatus.

Penrose, H. E. DIRECT CURRENT (Book I, Students' Library)
Crown 8vo. 64 pages. Price Is. 4d. Post free Is. Cd.
CONTENTS --Transmitter Medium and Receiver. The Electric Circuit. Ohm's Law. Resistance.
Arrangement of Resistances in an Electric Circuit. Energy, Power and Work. Magnetism.
Electro Magnets. Ammeters, Voltmeters and Wattmeters. Electrolysis and Elementary
Accumulator. The Accumulator. The Continuous Current Generator. The Motor. Analysis
of D.C. Motor. Self -Induction.

Ward, Harold DICTIONARY OF TECHNICAL TERMS USED IN WIRELESS
.TELEGRAPHY
Second edition. Revised and enlarged. 253 pages. Contains over 1,500 definitions. Size
2 by 3 inches. Price 2s. 6d. net Post free 2s. 141.

Addyman, MY ELECTRICAL WORKSHOP. A Book for the Electrical Experimenter
Frank T.

Demy 8vo. 249 pages. 169 diagrams and illustrations. Price 7s. net. Post free 7s. 9d.
CONTENTS-Concerning Magnets and their Ways. Measuring Magnetism. Making an Electric
Current. More about Cells. Wires and Joints. Magnets and Currents. Electro Magnets.
What is Electricity ? Measuring a Current. Electro-plating and Electro-typing. Currents
and Magnets. Microphones and Telephones. The Telegraph. Making an Electromotor.
The Dynamo. Electric Lighting-Arc Lights. Currents and Currents. Electricity at Rest.
The Induction Coil and its Uses. The Magnetic North. 

2
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THE ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES OF WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY Bangay, R. D.
Crown 8vo. Published in two parts or hound in one volume. Price per part, 4s. net. Post
tree 4s. 5d. In one volume, 7s. 6d. net. Post free 8s. 3d.
CONTENTS-Part L 212 pages. 132 diagrams. Symbols used in diagrams. Electricity and
Magnetism. The principles of Wave Motion. Pressure Waves. Production of Waves.
Production of High Frequency Oscillations. Production of Oscillating Currents in an Aerial.
Coupled Oscillatory Circuits. The Wavemeter. Wireless Telegraph Receivers. Tuning Buzzer.
Electrolytic Detector. Magnetic Detector. Atmospherics. Aerials. Distribution of Potential
and Current along Aerials. Masts. The Insulation of Aerials.
CONTENTS-Part II, 241 pages. 152 diagrams. Curve Diagrams. The Theory of the Dynamo.
Continuous Current Dynamo. Eddy Currents. Theory of the Transformer. Phase Relation
between Current and Electromotive Force in Tuned Circuits. Excitation of Spark Transmitters.
Spark Dischargers. The Oscillation Valve : as a Receiver, as a Magnifier, as a Transmitter.
Reception of Continuous Waves.

ELGIE'S WEATHER BOOK FOR THE GENERAL READER. Elgie, J. H.
Crown 8vo. 251 pages. Well Illustrated. Price 5s. Post free 5s. fid.
Comristsrs--The Atmosphere. Wind. Clouds. Rain. Snow, Hail and Dew. Fog. Depres-
sions. Thunderstorms. Anti -Cyclones. Frost. Thermometers. Vibration. Halos and
.Coronas. Supposed Weather Signs. Climate. Weather Vocabulary. Index.

HIGH -FREQUENCY CURRENT AND WAVE PRODUCTION (Book III, Penrose, H. E. -

Students' Library)
Crown 8vo. 64 pages. Price ls. 4d. Post free Is. 6d.
CONTENTS-High-Frequency Currents. Energy stored in a Condenser. Transformer Charging
a Condenser. The Induction Coil. General Conditions for Oscillations. Wave Motion.
Pressure Waves. Measurement of a Wave. Damped and Undamped Waves. Transmitter
in General. The Simple Transmitter Emergency Set : Oscillating Circuit. Emergency Set :
Open Circuit. The Transformer. Closed and Open Circuits. Coupling. Tight and Loose Coupling.
Shock Excitation and Quenching. General Conditions at Receiver. The Receiver.

THE HANDBOOK OF TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION FOR WIRELESS Hawkhead, J. C.
TELEGRAPHISTS and

Dowsett, H. M.
Second Edition. Revised and Enlarged. Derny 8vo. 310 pages. 240 diagrams and M.I.E.E.illustrations. Price 7s. 6d. Post free 8s. 3d.
CONTENTS --Part I, Preliminary Considerations. Primary Cells. Accumulators. Current
Electricity: its Laws and Units. Magnitisn. Electromagnets. Dynamo, Motor, Rotary
Converter. Inductance. Direct and Alternating Current Measurements. Condensers. Part
II, Electro-Magnetic Waves. The Receiving Circuit. Part III, The 1+ K.W. Set. Emergency
Transmitting Apparatus. The 1+ K.W. Aerial. IK.W. Sets. 5 K.W. Sets. Portable:Sets.
Faults.

HOW TO CONDUCT A RADIO CLUB
4th Revised Edition. 148 pages, with 135 diagrams and illustrations. Price 5s. Post free 5s. 5d.
CONTENTS-Advice for the Amateur. The Formation of a Radio Club. Instruction in the Tele-
graphic Codes. A 200 Meter Amateur Set. An Amateur's Wave Meter and its Uses. The
Measurement of the Logarithmic Decrement. Examples of 200 Meter Amateur Sets. The
Quenched Spark. Discharger. The Receiving Tuner. Receiving Directors for Wireless
Telegraphy. The Vacuum Valve Amplifier and Beat Receiver. The Radio-Variometer. An
Experimental Wireless Telephone.

HOW TO PASS U.S. GOVERNMENT WIRELESS LICENSE
EXAMINATIONS
New edition, revised and extended. 142 Questions and Answers. Size 6 by 9 inches. Fully
illustrated. Price 5s. net. Post free 5s. 4d.
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THE WIRELESS PRESS, LIMITED,

E. MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY FOR HOME STUDY
Contains 50 graded lessons. Eminently suitable for a Secondary School Text Book.
Crown 8v9. 515 pages. 224 diagrams. Price 6s. net. Post free 6s. 6d.

W. THE MAINTENANCE OF WIRELESS TELEGRAPH APPARATUS
Crown 8vo. 127 pages. 52 diagrams and illustrations. Price 2s. 6d. net. Post free 2s. 10d.

SUMMARY OF CONTENTS-Arrangement of Apparatus in 1 K.W. Set ; Marine Type Switchboards ;
Combined Starter and Field Regulator ; Carbon Brush ; Adjustment of Brush Holder ; 11
K.W. Converter and Disc Discharger ; K.W. Converter and Asynchronous Disc ; 1 K.W.
Converter (E.C.C. Type) ; 1 K.W. Converter (Machine Type) ; 1 K.W. (Motor Generator) ;
Magnetic Key (5 K.W. Type) ; 11 K.W. Transformer (showing connections) ; Transformer

K.W. Type ; Transformer 5 K.W. Type ; 10 inch Coil ; 11- K.W. Set with s K.W. Emergency
Apparatus ; 11 K.W. Set Emergency Arrangements ; A K.W. Cabinet Set ; I K.W. Cabinet
Set, Scheme of Connections ; 5 K.W. Set Connections ; Connections of Marconi Multiple Tuner ;
Marconi Plain Tuner ; Connections of Marconi Valve Receiver ; Marconi Crystal Receiver,
No. 16 (showing Connections) ; Marconi Combined Crystal and Magnetic Receivers (showing
Connections) ; Marconi Crystal Receiver, No. 20B ; Marconi Crystal Receiver, No. 26 (showing
Connections) ; Marconi Crystal Receiver, No. 31 (showing Connections) ; Telephone Trans-
formers ; " T " Aerial ; " L " Aerial ; Method of Joining Aerial Download ; Turnbull Insulator ;
Bradfield Gland ; Chloride Accumulator ; Marconi Portable Wavemeter (showing Connections).

Hawkhead,
,j Dowsett,H.M.

m.i.E.E.

MANUAL DE INSTRUCCION TECNICA PARA OPERADORES DE
TELEGRAFIA SIN HILOS
8° menor. 333 paginas. 240 diagramas e ilustraciones. Precio Espana 10 Pesetas. Franqueo
1 Peseta extra. America Latina $2.25 Oro. Neto. Franqueo 25 cents extra.
Price in Great Britain 9s. Post free 9s. 9d.

SLTMARIO - Parte I. Consideraciones Preliminares, Pilas Primaries, Acumuladores, CorriVnte
Electrica, sus Leyes y Unidades Magnetismo, Eleetroimanes, Dinamo, Motor, Convertido,
Rotatorio, Autoinduecion, Merliciones de Corriente Continua y Alterna, Condensadores.
Parte II. Ondas Eleetromagneticas, Circuitos Receptores.
Parte III. Estaciones de 11 Kilovatios, Aparatos Transmisores de Socorro, Antena de lf
Kilovatios, Estaciones de 1 K ilovatio, Estaciones de 5 Kilovatios, Estaciones Portatiles, Averias,
Indite.

THE MARCONI OFFICIAL GRAMOPHONE RECORDS
For self tuition in receiving Morse Signals
Price per record, 5s. (Packing and postage 9d. extra)
Set of Six 10 -inch Double -sided Records 30s. (Packing and Postage free.)
SERIES T. Record 1. One Side.-The Morse Code, including full figures, abbreviated figures
:Ind punctuation signs, as printed in the Postmaster General's Handbook. Reverse.-Difficult
letters which experience has shown give most difficulty to learners ; also a sentence sent slowly.
Record 2. One Side.-A Press message sent at a speed of approximately 10 words per minute.
Reverse.-A similar message at a speed 50 per cent. faster.
Record 3. Both Sides.-Dummy messages, properly numbered, timed and counted, as exchanged
between ships and stations, and vice versa.
Record 4. One Side.-Difficult business message, containing figures, fractions, Stock Exchange
terms, etc., ; one or two mistakes have been introduced and then corrected in the accepted
style. Reverse.-Code words and cipher transmitted at a normal rate of 20 words per minute.
Record 5. One Side. --Various messages, such as would be met with in an ordinary day's trans-
mission, sent at the rate of 25 words per minute. Reverse.-Messages in French, Spanish and
Italian.

Record One Side.- -Signals from two distinct transmitters on different notes ; Press message
transmitted at 25 words per minute jammed by similar matter at lower speed. Reverse.-Mixed
messages jammed by.. Press messages.
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SERIES II. Record 1. One Side.-Morse Code, including full figures, abbreviated figures,
and punctuation signs, as printed in the Postmaster -General's Handbook (Sounder Record).
Reverse.-Simple Press, sent slowly (Sounder Record).
Record 2. One Side.. --Italian Press, 25 words per minute. Reverse.-French Press, 25 words
Per minute.
Record 3. One Side.-Spanish Press, 25 words per minute. Reverse.-Portuguese Press, 25 words
per minute.
Record 4. One Side. -Figures and fractions at moderate speed. Reverse.-Poldhu Press.
with interruptions by voices, whistles, and various noises, to teach the reception of signals in
conditions of difficulty from interruption.
Record 5. One Side.-" Distress Record " in which two ships working are interrupted by a
third which sends the SOS signal. The traffic of the ship in distress is then expeditiously handled.
This is a very dramatic record, exactly reproducing the wireless conditions at sea when a cry
of distress is sent out. Reverse.-Ship and shore working with correct " T.R.s " and properly
coded messages.
Record 6. One Side. --Messages from ship to shore at 25 words per minute, with jamming from
French Press. Raceme. -Messages from shore to ship at 25 words per minute, jammed by
similar Press.
Obtainable from all Dealers selling " His Master's Voice" Records.

MILITARY SIGNAL CORPS MANUAL
Crown 8vo. 570 pages. 260 illustrations. Price 12s. 6d. net. Post free 13s. 3d.

MORSE CODE CARD
Contains full alphabet, with punctuation marks, figures, abbreViations, and contractions.
Price 2d. Post free 3d.

MORSE MADE EASY
Linen hacked, for rapidly learning the Morse Code. Price 3d. net, or post free 31d.

THE OSCILLATION VALVE-THE ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES
OF ITS APPLICATION TO. WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
Crown 8vo. 215 pages. Price (is. Post free Os. lid.
CoxTENTs---General Consideration of 'Wireless Telegraph Receivers. The Oscillation Valve.
'lime Fleming Valve. The Three -Electrode Valve. The Application of the Oscillation Valve to
Receivers. The Valve as a Magnifier. The Valve as a High -Frequency Magnifier. Reaction
between Sheath Circuit and Grid Circuit of Valve. The Application of the Three Electrode
Valve to Transmitters. The Theory of the Soft Valve.

THE OSCILLATION VALVE (Book V., Students' Library)
Crown 8vo. 50 pages. Price Is. 4d. Post. free Is. Gel.
CONTENTS-General Definitions. Electric Currents through Gases. The Fleming Valve. Charac-
teristic Curves. The Three -Electrode Valve. Characteristic Curves of Three -Electrode Valve.
1)eteet ion and Amplification. Low -Frequency Amplification. High -Frequency Amplification.
Continuous Wave Reception.

White, J.
Andrew,
Major

Rye, A. L.

Banyay, R. D.

Penrose, 11. E.

PRACTICAL AMATEUR WIRELESS STATIONS White, J.
Medium 8vo. 136 pages. 110 diagrams and illustrations. Price 5s. Post free 5s. 6d. Andrew
An experience book containing the best suggestions of 33 experimenters on building, installing
and operating experimental stations for radio -communication.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
Demy 8vo. 352 pages. 340 illustrations. Price 12s. 6d. Post free 13s. 3d.
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PRACTICAL AVIATION
Medium 8vo. 197 pages. 200 illustrations. Price 12s. 6d. Post free 13s. 3d.

Botcher, Ralph PREPARED RADIO MEASUREMENTS WITH SELF -COMPUTING
R., E.E. CHARTS

Oblong medium 8vo. 132 pages. Price 103. 6d. Post free 103. lid.
CONTENTS-Antenna. Audibility. Austen Cohen Transmission Formula. Bjerknes' Formula.
British Thermal Units. Cable Measurements. Calories. Antenna Capacity. Co -efficient of Coupling.
Condensers in Series. Corrections to Inductance Formulae. Decrement. Distributed Capacity
of a Coil. Eddy Current Loss. Energy in Condenser Charge. Energy in an Oscillating Circuit.
Effective- Height of an Antenna. Effect of Parallel Condensers in Tuning. Electro-magnetic
Coupling. Electrostatic Coupling. Frequency and Wavelength. Form Factor of an Antenna.
Harmonics. Heat from an Electrical Circuit. Horsepower. Hysteresis Loss. Inductance Coil
Design. Inductive Reactance. Impedance. Iron Losses. Kilowatts. Loading Inductance.
Logarithmic Scales. Multiple Layer Coil Design. Optimum Wavelength. Parallel Condensers
in Tuning. Phase Angles. Power Factor. Radiation Resistance. Reactance. Resistance. Series
Condensers in Tuning. Single Layer Coil Design. Spiral Coil Design. Transmission Formulte.
Turns per inch (wire). Capacity of Variable Condenser. Watts. Wavelength and Frequency.
Wavelength Charts. Winding Data.

Bangay, R. D. PRINCIPES ELEMENTAIRES DE TELEGRAPHIE SANS FIL
In-8vo. Prix 12 frs. Franco : frs. 12.50. (Gt. Britain 9s. Post free 9s. 6d.)

TABLE DES MATIERES.-Code Morse. Eleetricite et Magnetisme. Magnetisme. Principes de la
Propagation des Ondes. Ondes de Pression. Production des Ondes. Production d'Oscillations
de Haute-Frequence. Production de Courants Oscillants dans une Antenne. Couplage des
Circuits Oscillants. L'Auto-.Jigger. Ondemetre. Recepteurs de T616graphie sans fil. Vibreur
de syntonisation. Detecteur Electrolytique. Detecteur Magnetique. " Atmospheriques "
(Signaux Parasites). Antennes. Distribution du Potentiel et du Courant le long des Antennes.
Les Mats. Isolement des Antennes. Courhes G'raphiques. Theorie de la Dynamo. Dynamo a
courant confirm. Courants de Foucault. Theorie du Transformateur. Difference de Phase du
Courant et de la F.E.M. dans des Circuits Syntonises. Excitation des Transmetteurs n Etincelles.
Eelateur iI Disque ; comme Recepteur, comme Amplificateur, comme Transmetteur. Reception
rl'ondes continues.

Bangay, R. D. PRINCIPIOS ELEMENTALES DE TELEGRAFIA SIN HILOS
Crown 8vo. 260 paginos. 284 diagramas e ilustraciones.
Preeio Espafia 10 Pesetas. Franqueo 1 Peseta extra. America Latina $2.25 Oro Neto. Franqueo
23 Cents extra. Great Britain 9s. Post free 9s. 9d.. Esta obra ha lido adoptada por los
principales gobiernos del mundo para la ensenanza se la materia.

Goldsmith, RADIO TELEPHONY
Alfred N. Med. 8vo. 256 pages. 226 illustrations. Price 15s. net. Post free 15s. 9d.

(Ph.D.)
CONTENTS- World Aspects. Personal Aspects. Uses of Radio Telephony; Ship to Ship and Shore
to Shore, Trans -oceanic and Trans -continental, Exceptional Regions, Train to Train and Station
to Station, Underground, Aeroplane, Submarine, etc. Radio versus Wire Telephony. For
Land Telephony, For Oversea 'Telephony. Broad Problems Involved in Radio Telephony. Radia-
tion of Modulated Energy, Causes of Speech Distortion, Non -Linear Amplification and Speech
Distortion, Secrecy of Communication in Radio Telephony, Stray Interference in Radio Telephony.
Sustained Wave Generators. Arcs, Radio -frequent Sparks, Vacuum Tube Oscillators, Alternators
of Radio Frequency. Modulation Control in Radio Telephony. Degree of Control, &ability
of Control, Rating of Radiophone Transmitters, Types of Control,- Microphone Transmitter
Control, High Current Microphones, Vacuum Tube Control Systems, Ferromagnetic Control
Systems, Comparison of Control Systems. Antennas and. Ground Connections. Radiating
Systems. Reception Phenomena. Detector and Amplifier Types, Beat Reception Selectivity
in Reception, Interference with Radiophone Reception, Telephone Receivers, Receiving Appara-
tus, Strays, Range in Radio Telephony. Radiophone Traffic and its Regulation. Duplicate
Operation, Ship to Shore Radio Telephony, Long Distance Radio Telephony, Future Development
of Radio Telephony. Index of Investigators and Topics.

O
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THE RADIO EXPERIMENTER'S HAND BOOK
Medium 8vo. 113 pages. 99 diagrams and illustrations. Price 3s. 6d. Post free 4s.
CONTENTS-The Aerial. Circuit. Receiving Tuners. Receiving Amplifiers and Detectors. Hetero-
dynes. High Frequency. Measurements and Calculations.

RADIO INSTRUMENTS AND MEASUREMENTS
320 Pages. Fully illustrated. Price 9s. Post free 9s. 5d.
CONTENTS-Part I. Theoretical Basis of Radio Measurements.
Part H. Instruments and Methods of Radio Measurements.
Part III. Formula! and Data.

THE l2-K.W. SHIP SET (Book 1V., Students' Library)
Crown Rvo. 74 pages. Price is. 4d. Post free Is. 6c1.

Emergency Set : Accumulators. The Marine Switchboard. The Induction Coil. 11-k.w.
Marconi Standard Set. Inverted Rotary Converter. Low -Frequency Circuit. The L.F.I.C.I.
and Power. Functions of the Main Condenser. The Transformer. Charging and Discharging
of Condenser. Aerial Tuning. Inductance and the Short Wave Condenser. The Magnetic
Detector. Stand-bi Side of Multiple Tuner. Tune Side of Multiple Tuner. Operating the
Multiple Tuner. The Crystal Detector. Comparison of Magnetic and Crystal. The Aerial.
Fault Tracing.

SELECTED STUDIES IN ELEMENTARY PHYSICS. A Handbook
for the Wireless Student and Amateur
Crown 8vo. 176 pages. 43 diagrams and illustrations. Price 5s. net. Post free 5s. 4d.
CONTENTS Part 1.-Introduction. General Survey of Physics. Aether and Space. Matter,
Force and Nlotion. Harmonic Motion. Waves and Wave Motion. Work and Energy. Stress,
Strain and Elasticity. Aether and the Electromagnetic Theory of Light.
Part I I. Abuts anti Molecules. Chemical Action. Heat and Temperature. Thermo -Chemistry
of the Simple Voltaic Cell,  Chemical Names and Formulae. The Quantitative Meaning of
Chemical Symbols and Formula.. The Construction of Chemical Equations. Valency : Chemical
and Elect ro-t'lletnical Equivalents. _Index.

Coursey, P. R.
B.Sc. (Eng.)F.Inst.
P., A.M.I.E.E.

Penrose, H. R.

Blake,, R.

A SHORT COURSE IN ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS AND THEIR Willis, S. .1.
APPLICATION TO WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
Derry 8vo, 182 pages. 120 Diagrams. 5s. Post free 5s. 6d.

CoNTENTs -Logarithms. Geometry, Algebra, Trigonometry, Vectors, Use of Squared Paper,
Solutions to Examples, Useful Constants, Tables (Logarithms, Antilogarithms, Trigonometry),
Index.

STANDARD TABLES AND EQUATIONS IN RADIO -TELEGRAPHY
Denly 8vo. 159 pages. Price 9s. net. Post free 9s. 5d.
CorwrEwrs - Section I.-Useful Formulle and Equations.

Section D.-Four Figure Tables of Logarithms, Natural Logs I to 100, Natural Sines, Natural
Cosines, Natural Tangents, Table of Haversines, Table of Function Q for Use in Lorenz's Equation
L, = an' Q('31, Table of Function X for Use in Rayleigh's Equation Ls = 47 an' Nem'', Table
of Correction Functions A and B for Use in Correction Formula, Table of Constants for Stefan's
Formula for " Pancake " or Torodial Coils-Stranded Conductors, Single Strand Conductors,
" Eureka " Resistance Wire, Aluminium Wire, Effective Resistance R' of Copper Wires Carrying
High Frequency Currents. Tables of Values of Log. Dec. 6 (per half period) calculated from
the accurate formula of Bjerknes by the Author ; Table for the Determination of the Degree
of Coupling K', Specific Inductive Capacities, Specific Electrical Resistance Table, Volume

7
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Resistivity of Solid Dielectrics, Relation between Sparking Distances and Impressed Voltage,
Table of Disruptive Voltages taken between Clean Brass Balls of the different sizes, Table of
Dielectric Strengths, Gilbert's Table (Ordinary Catenary), Weights and Measures, Synopsis

(2
of Units, Table of 160 Al for use in finding Radiation, Resistance of Antenna,
Table Bd x 1010 for Use in Calculating Corona Voltages, Table showing the Depth of x cms. at
which the Current Value is T1Tyth of the Surface Value, Table of Aerial Form Factors a.

Section III.-Examples.
Section 1V.-Notes on Elementary Arithmetic for Operators, Specific Gravities and Approximate
Weights :-Metals ; Various Solids ; Woods, dry ; Liquids, Gases ; Fractional, Decimal and
Metric Equivalents of One Inch, English and Metric Conversion Table, Conversion Factors,
Wire and Sheet Gauges, Wire Gauges, Screw Threads, Nuts, and Bolts, British Association
Threads, British Standard Whitworth Bolts, British Standard Fine Screw Threads, American
Standard Sellers Threads, Acme Standard Threads, Screw Threads for Gas and Water Pipes ;
Wood Screws ; Pipe Bends and Tees, Pipe Flanges, British Standard Pipe Flanges, Filling
Holes in Cast Iron, Temperature Speed of Pulleys.

Penrose, H. E. STUDENTS' LIBRARY-USEFUL NOTES ON WIRELESS
TELEGRAPHY
Book I.-Direct Current.
Book IL-Alternating Current.
Book III.--High-Frequency Current and Wave Production.
Book IV.-The 11 k.w. ship Set.
Book V.-The Oscillation Valve.

(See separate entries under titles.)

Coursey, TELEPHONY WITHOUT WIRES
Philip R.
B.Sc. (Eng.)

A.M.I.E.E.

Demy 8vo. 414 pages. Over 250 diagrams and illustrations. Price 15s. net. Post free 15s. 9d.
SUMMARY-Conductive and Inductive Methods. Photophones and Thermophones. Early
Attempts at Telephony by Long Electromagnetic Waves. The Condition, for Successful Wireless
Telephony by /Ether Waves. Discontinuous Wave Generators for Radio -Telephony. Spark
Generators. Practical Forms of Quenched Spark Gap. The Generation of Continuous Oscilla-
tions by Quenched and other Spark Gaps. Multiphase Spark Transmitters for Radio -Telephony.
Arc Oscillation Generators. Vacuum Oscillation Generators. Alternators and Frequency
Raisers. Modiihit ion of the Transmitted Energy. The Efficiency of Wireless Telephone
Transmitters. The Braun Tube Oscillograph. Receiving Apparatus for Wireless Telephony.
Receiving Amplifiers. Interference Prevention. Fields of Use for Wirelcis Telephony.
Summary of Results Achieved.

TEST QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
Price of each Series of Questions or Answers 2s. 6d. net. Postage 3d.

Invaluable for self-examination. Series 1. The Elementary Principles of Wireless Telegraphy
Part I.-Series la. Book of Model Answers. Series 2. Covering the Ground for the Postmaster -
General's Examination. Series 2a. Book of Model Answers. Series 3. The Elementary
Principles of Wireless Telegraphy. Part II.-Series 3a. Book of Model Answers.

Sroll agyart, T HERMIONIC TUBES IN RADIO -TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY

Sohn Demy 8vo. 424 pages. 344 diagrams and illustrations. Price 25s. net. Post free 25s. 9d.
CONTENTS-Two-Electrode Valves and the Theory of Thermionic Currents. The Three -
Electrode Vacuum Tube. The Vacuum Tube as a Detector. The Vacuum Tube as an Ampiifier
Retro-Active or Regenerative Amplification. Multi -Stage High Frequency Amplifiers. Multi -

Stage Low -Frequency Amplifiers. Combined High and Low Frequency Amplifiers. Multi -
Stage Retro-Active Receiving Circuits. The Reception of Continuous Waves. Transmission
of Continuous Waves with Vacuum Tubes. Vacuum Tube Oscillators, Wavemeters, Capacity
Meters, and other Measuring Instruments. The Vacuum Tube in Wireless Telephony. The
Dynatron. Miscellaneous Vacuum Tube Devices.

8
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THE THERMIONIC VALVE AND ITS DEVELOPMENT IN RADIO-
TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY
Demy 8vo. 279 pages. 144 diagrams and illustrations. Price 15s. net. Post free 15s. 9d.
CONTENTS-
Chapter I.-Historical Introduction.
Chapter 11.-The Fleming Oscillation Valve.
Chapter III.7.-The Three -Electrode Valve.
Chapter .1V.-The Thermionic Valve as a Generator of Electric Oscillations.
Chapter V.-The Thermionic Detector in Radio -Telegraphy.
Chapter VI.-The Thermionic Oscillator and Detector in Radio -Telephony.
Chapter V11.-Recent Improvements in Thermionic Apparatus during European War,

1914-1918. Appendix. Index.

Fleming, J. A.
D.Sc.,F.R.S.

etc.

VACUUM TUBES IN WIRELESS COMMUNICATION Bucher, E. E.
Second Edition. Demy 8vo. 178 pages. 130 diagrams and illustrations. Price 12s. 6d. net
Post free 13s. 3d.
CONTENTS --The Oscillation Valve. Practical Applications of the Valve. Cascade Amplification
by the Vacuum Valve. The Regenerative Vacuum Valve Amplifier. Combined Regenerative
and Cascade Amplification Systems. The Vacuum Valve as a Detector of Continuous Waves.
Audio Frequency Tuning Circuits. Special Circuits for the Vacuum Tube. Wireless Telephony.
The Dynatron Detector and Oscillator.

WIRELESS EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL
Medium 8vo. 354 pages with 273 diagrams and illustrations. Price 12s. fid. Post free 13s. 3d.

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY-FIRST PRINCIPLES, Dowell, H. M.
PRESENT PRACTICE, AND TESTING M.I.E.E.

Demy 8vo. 331 pages. 305 diagrams and illustrations. Price 9s. Post free 9s. 9d.
CONTENTS-
Chapter I.-The Nature of Electricity and of the Atom.
Chapter II.-On Phase Displacement Effects in Elementary Circuits.
Chapter III.-The Spark Discharge.
Chapter IV.-Continuous Wave Transmitters.
Chapter V.-Thermo-Ionic Effects and Oscillation Valve Phenomena.
Chapter VI.-The Special Apparatus used for High -Speed Transmission and Reception.
Chapter VII.-The Measurement of Electric Current and of Electro Motive Force.
Chapter VIM-The Measurement of Resistance.
Chapter IX.-The MeasureMent of Capacity.
Chapter X.-The Measurement of Inductance.
Chapter XI. -The Measurement of Frequency.
Chapter XII.-The Measurement of Dielectric Strength.
Chapter XIII.-The Measurement of Decrement.
Chapter XIV.-The Measurement of the Direction, and the Distance of Transmitting Stations,
and the Intensity of Received Signals.

Bucher, E. E.

THE WIRELESS TELEGRAPHIST'S POCKET BOOK OF NOTES; Fleming, J. A.
FORMULA], AND CALCULATIONS M A.,D.Sc.,F.R.S.

M.Inst., E.E., etc.
352 pages. Size 71 by 41. 39 diagrams and illustrations. Price 9s. net. Post free 9s. 5d:
CONTENTS -Mathematical Notes. Units, Dimensions and Systems of Measurement. High
Frequency Resistance and Inductance Measurement. High -Frequency Current and Voltage

9
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Measurement. Capacity Measurement and Pre -determination. Bridge Methods of Measurement
of Resistance and Inductance. High -Frequency Cymometer Measurements, Wavelengths and
Decrements. Aerials and Electric Radiation. Transmitters and Transmitting Circuits.
Receiving Circuits, and Detectors. Practical Information for Wireless Operators. Various
Mathematical Tables.

THE WIRELESS TRANSMISSION OF PHOTOGRAPHS. (The only

Book on the Subject.)
Second Edition. Demy 8vo. 145 pages. 77 diagrams and illustrations. Price 5s. Post
free 5s. 6d.
CONTENTS-Introductory. Transmitting Apparatus. Receiving Apparatus. Synchronising and
Driving. The " Telephograph." Selenium Cells. Preparing the Metal Prints.

YEAR BOOK OF WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY
(Published Annually in April.)
Demy 8vo. 1922 Edition contains over 1,450 pages. 15s. net. Post free 16s._ 3d.
CONTENTS-Wireless Laws and Regulations of all Countries of the. World. Map prefaces each
Section, indicating Wireless Stations. Alphabetical List of Call Letters. Dictionary of Tech-
nical Terms. Patents. Research Work during Year. Literature of Wireless. Technical
Articles by Leading Scientists.
A special feature of the 1922 Edition is a specially drawn map, which gives for the first time,
a simple means of finding the distance and true direction of Wireless Stations in'all parts of
the World, from London As the centre.

Published 25th of Each Month

CONQUEST THE MAGAZINE OF
POPULAR SCIENCE

Written fir all the family to undeFstand

SCIENCE : INVENTION : INDUSTRY
PUBLISHED Is. MONTHLY

Single Copies, Is. 3d. ,post free.

Subscription 1.5s. per annum post free

THE WIRELESS WORLD
AND RADIO REVIEW

The Ill Wireless Weekly, and Official Organ of the
Wireless Society of London. Published Thursday.

Full of Practical Hints for Wireless Experimenters

Price 6d., post free 7d., Annual Subscription 28/- to all parts of the World.

IF YOU HAVE NOT SEEN A COPY, PLEASE ASK FOR A SPECIMEN
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The London Telegraph Training College, Ltd.
Telephone

WESTERN 2696.
OFFICIALLY RECOGNISED

Morse House, Earl's Court, S.W. ESTABLISHED
25 YEARS.

BY THE WAR OFFICE AND POST OFFICE AUTHORITIES

CABLE AND WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.
pARENTS desirous of placing their sons in either of the above Services and of affording them

the best training facilities should apply for particulars of Courses and the methods of instruction
which place this Institution in the first rank. Cable Telegraphy offers at the present time

excellent prospects to youths from 15 years of age and upwards, and the College has exclusive
facilities for obtaining posts for qualified students in the leading Cable Companies at commencing
salaries of £150 to £300 per annum, with yearly increments of £12 to £25, and ultimate
possibilities of obtaining positions as Supervisors, Assistant Superintendents, Managers, etc.

In the Wireless Telegraph Service the commencing remuneration at the present time is
approximately £150 per annum, and Operators, when qualified by obtaining the Postmaster.
General's Certificate of Proficiency, are nominated by the College for appointments.

No Correspondence Classes or Branches.
DAY AND EVENING CLASSES.

An Illustrated Prospectus containing all information will be forwarded on application to
THE SECRETARY (Dept. H), 262, Earl's Court Road, Earl's Court, London, S.W.5
Sole Proprietors of the " Scott " Training Disc which contains useful formulae and other information
for Wireless Telegraph Operators and is invaluable to Army Signalling Officers for range finding, etc.

Price, complete with instructions for use, 1/-. Postage 2d.

NOTICE. NOTICE.
MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH CO., LTD., MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH CO., LTD.,

V.

A. C. COSSOR, LTD.

Marooni's Wireless Telegraph Company,
Limited, GIVE NOTICE that an Order was made
in the High Court of Justice, Chancery Division,
by Mr. Justice Russell on the 1st March, 1922,
restraining Messrs. A. C. Cossor, Ltd., from
infringing their Letters Patent No. 28413 of 1913
and 126658 except so far as they manufacture for
N.M. Government.

Messrs. A. C. Cossor, Ltd., were further
ordered upon oath to destroy all articles and
apparatus (other than those constructed to the
order of H.M. Government) made or used by
them in infringement of these patents, and to
pay the Marconi Company damages and costs.

The Marconi Company is in a position to
take proceedings against any user of thermionic
valves made by Messrs. A. C. Cossor, Ltd., in
infringement of these patents.

Marconi House,
Strand, London, W.C. 2.

F. 0. READ & CO., LTD.

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company,
Limited, GIVE NOTICE that an Order was made
in the High Court of Justice, Chancery Division,
by Mr.J ustice Russell, on the 17th February, 1922,
restraining Messrs. F. 0. Read & Co., Ltd., from
infringing their Letters Patent Nos. 13636 of
1913, 28413 of 1913, 252 of 1914 and 126658.

Messrs. F. 0. Read & Co , Ltd., were further
ordered upon oath to destroy all apparatus
made or used by them in infringement
of these patents, and to pay the Marconi
Company damages and costs.

The Marconi Company is in a position to
take proceedings against any user of wireless
apparatus made by Messrs. F. 0. Read & Co.,
Ltd., in infringement of these patents.

Marconi House,
Strand, London, W.C. 2.
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SULLIVAN INSTRUMENTS
New High -frequency IntervalveTransformer

IMPROVED
DESIGN

200 to 30,000
METRES

PRICES :
WITHOUT SWITCH

27/- NETT

As ILLUSTRATION

35/6' NETT

THE illustration shows an improved transformer designed to obtain the maximum
efficiency of coupling between high frequency amplifying valves. The former is

moulded in solid Bakelite, the metal terminal plates for the coil ends and tappings being
moulded in the material itself.
This method of construction ensures the highest insulation, and what is of equal importance
the impossibility of distortion with temperature variation. The Transformer
is wound with enamelled and silk -covered wire and the Bakelite former so proportioned
as to produce through the self -capacity of the windings a tuned anode
circuit of the best value for each wavelength.

There are four tapping :-(a) For ranges from 200 to 400 metre wavelengths
(b) 400 1000
(c) 1000 3000

1.1

(d) 3000 30000
The Transformer can be supplied mounted on an ebonite base with switch and terminals
as illustrated, or without switch. This Transformer is the most efficient ever produced
and is sold at a price much lower than the Transformers removed from obsolete Disposals
Board units. It is therefore within the reach of every Wireless experimenter.

PRICE

AUDIO FREQUENCY INTERVALVE TRANSFORMER 34/
ALSO "I TELEPHONE TRANSFORMER ...

Every experimenter should secure a copy of my new Catalogue W.3, containing
the latest and most up-to-date improvements in wireless apparatus for both
Transmission and Reception, also excellent diagrams of circuits for Telephony,

now ready, price 11- post free.
Book of twenty-one Valve diagrams 1/- post free.

Works.
"LIVERPOOL HOUSE"
MIDDLESEX ST.,LONDON,E.1
Plu:ne Avenue 1871

HW SULLIVAN
TELEGRAMS: "DEADBEAT, STOCK, LoPOSOns."

Of ices.
WINCHESTER HOUSE
LONDON, EC.2., E NG IAN D
Phone. London Wail 3515

Printed by Sanders Phillips & Co., Ltd., Chryseell Road, London, S.W.9, for the
Proprietors and Publishers, The Wireless Press, Ltd., 12-13, Henrietta Street, London, 4.2=

Siiir..)::4::: W.C.2 : Sydney. N.S.W., 97, Clarence Street : Melbourne, 422-24, Little Collins :-...71..44
Street : New York, 326, Broadway.
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as a Weekly Newspaper.

BURNHAM & CO., Deptford, S.E.8
desire to advise the Public that, owing to the growth of their business,
their Wireless Dept. has been transferred to a Company to be known as

BURNDEPT LIMITED
The new Company will shortly open a factory, fully equipped for the
most efficient production of their Wireless Apparatus, at "Aerial Works,"
Blackheath Village, S.E.3, 3 minutes from Blackheath Station,S.E. & C.R.
New Showrooms will also be opened very shortly at 228, SHAFTESBURY
AVENUE (New Oxford Street). All communications in the meantime
should be addressed to BURNDEPT LTD., St. Paul's Wharf, Deptford.
The London Retail Depot will be at 19, HAND COURT, HIGH
HOLBORN, until the new premises are ready.
The Directors of the new Company are-
G. E. DUVEEN, Esq. C. FRANK PHILLIPS, Esq.
J. E. MONINS, Esq., B.A. W. WITT BURNHAM, Esq., M.I.R.E.

(MANAGING DIRECTOR)
Burnham & Co. desire to thank their clients and friends for past
support, and feel confident that this will continue to be accorded to
their successors Burndept Ltd.

BURNDEPT, LIMITED
(Suocessors to BURNHAM & Co.'s Wireless Department),

DEPTFORD, S.S.8.

LEEDS: 48. Gt. George Street. MANCHESTER : 4, Corporation Street.
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THE WESTON
MODEL 280 VOLT -AMMETER
Triple Range. 150/15/3 Volts. 15/1'5/0'15 amps.
This Precision Instrument is especially suitable for Wireless
Research Work, i.e.
3 Volt Range.- Testing accumulator cells, dry batteries, measuring

fall of potential across potentiometers.
15 Volt Range. Testing 6 or 12 volt accumulator supplying

voltage to valves, etc.
150 Volt Range.- Testing H.T. Batteries, etc.
0'15 Amp Range (150 M.A.) -MeasuringELT. current to transmitting

valves, determining resistance of Transformers, chokes,
telephones, rheostats, etc.

Amp Range. Adjusting filament currents, etc.
15 Amp Range. Measuring output or charging current of accumu-

lators, etc.
NOTE.-- The 3 volt range may be used as a sensitive low range Milli -Ammeter.

SEVEN INSTRUMENTS IN ONE CASE.
PRICE 15, less 20 per cent. Leather Case 15/ -

Write for further particulars.
WESTON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO., LTD.
Audrey House, Ely Place, Holborn, E.C.1
Telephone : Holborn 2029. Telegram.: Pivoted. Smut. London.-

ELECTRICAL
MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS

MODEL 280

ACCUMULATORS
Guaranteed highest quality. Absolutely new.

2 Volt 22 Amp. (Ebonite case)4 10 (Celluloid cases)4 404 60
4 80
4  100
6 40
6 60
6 80 ..
6  100

f f

11

91 1f

Outer polished teak crates can be had for the
above accumulators (40 amp, and over) at

an additional 3/6.
Above prices re subject to n additional 2/6 for packing
cm, full credit for this amount we guarantee on return of

empty Cllse
We can also quote lowest possible orices for

09

11

- 6/- each
- 9/6 
- 19/6 - 21/6
- 28/2 

30'/-- 26/3 
31/9 

- 37/3 - 41;6 

Dynamos, Motors, Electrical
Accessories, Model Boat Fittings,

Etc., Etc.

Write for lists. Special Terms to the Trade.

F. YATES & SON
144, Church Street, Kensington, London, W.8

'Phone-PART 4276.

The Wireless Equipment Company

Recent additions to our list
of Wireless Accessories,
Condensers, variable, air di -electric, for panel

mounting, new. --'001 mid.
. .

-'00055 mfd. .

Vernier. -110003 mid. (aPProx.) ..
MICROPHONE TRANSFORMERS as fitted in our

Transmitters ..
MICROPHONE INSETS. (Special, high res.) ...
RADIO -FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS (un-

mounted) W L 500 to 5,000m.
IVORINE SCALES. 0° to 180° (large) ...

Do. do. 0° to 90° (small) ...
VALVE LEGS, Small (unlacquered), threaded

4 B.A. per set of 4 ... .

VALVE LEGS, Large (unlacquered), threaded
4 B.A. per set of 4 ... 114.

STOP PINS, Small (unlacquered) screwed 8 B.A.
per dozen ... . 61.

STOP PINS, Large (unlacquered) screwed 6 B.A.
per dozen ... . _. 8d.

TERMINALS, Small (not ez-govt. stock) 4 B.A.
with nuts and washers ... 3d. each.

PLUGS AND SOCKETS for mounting hop ,yooinb
coils ... Per Pair 9i d.

Large selection of brass parts now held in stock, prices upon
application.

Postage extra.
Our illustrated lists sent upon receipt of stamp ONLY.

24,- each.
18/-
14j-

25/-
3/8.

21/-
1/4.
105.

Works: WICKFORD, ESSEX.
Offices: 22. PARK ROAD, COLLIERS WOOD,
Attests:- Merton. 3.W.I9

SCOTLAND -ALEXANDERS STORES. Falkirk
and Branches.

HOLLAND.-..RATABOS," DEVENTER.
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GAMAGES
SPECIALISTS IN WIRELESS
GOVERNMENT CONTRACTORS DURING THE WAR

"//l/////1111111111111111111
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IIIIN11,11111th

" SONUS " TYPE

WE HOLD LARGE STOCKS OF ALL

WIRELESS REQUIREMENTS
of Guaranteed Quality at the Lowest
Possible Prices. Write now for our Latest
WIRELESS CATALOGUE
New Edition just out. Sent Post Free

on request.

IMPORTANT NEW
TYPES OF VARIABLE

CONDENSERS
For All Wireless Purposes
We are now able to offer these new types of Variable Condensers,
which have been designed to meet the demand of the A, ireless
experimenter for instruments of this pattern, and while no expense
has been spared in perfecting these condensers for their respective
purposes, the prices are the lowest possible, consistent withEigtiality.
" SOROS " Type, as illustrated. Especially suitable for the serious
experimenter. The plates are of concentric design, so that a gradually
increasing capacity curve is obtained, the increase of capacity being
directly proportional to the scale indications. The much needed
Vernier movement is provided, consisting of a single fixed and
moving vane, which can be operated independently of the main
condenser thereby enabling the closest possible tuning to be obtained,
which is invaluable for the reception of Telephony. 1 he moving
element works in specially designed bearings and the plates are
clamped together at one side, the design throughout being such as to
ensure great strength and efficiency. Capacity range as follows :--
Minimum 00003 mfd. Maximum oori7 mfd. Maximum capacity
of single vane with main condenser at minimum '000046 mfd.
Range of single vane : ciociore mfd.
This condenser is specially suitable for use with our honeycomb
inductance coils.

PRICE 4 GUINEAS
POST FREE.

Also supplied in larger capacity for special purposes as follows.
Capacity :-Minimum 'ci0006 mfd. Maximum *00221 mfd. Maximum
capacity of single vane with condenser at minimum '000076 mfd.

PRICE 5 GUINEAS

SKELETON TYPE as illustration. This pattern is intended
for those experimenters who are constructing

their own sets, being expressly designed for mounting behind panels.
This condenser is of very robust construction, the moving vanes being
clamped at one side and the whole element firmly held together by
means of aluminium castings. An engraved ivorine scale and handle
is fitted as shown. Capacity 00o762 mfd.

PRICE 40/- post free
Also supplied with capacity of oocig'infd.

PRICE 20/- post free
VERNIER TYPE An exceedingly useful little condenser designed

expressly for the purpose of connecting in parallel
with an instrument of larger capacity in order to obtain very fine tuning
for telephony, and it is really essential that one of these should be added to
receiving sets using a variable condenser of ordinary type.
Capacity :--000087 mfd.

PRICE 12/6 post 9d.

,--) - .----aa

,....1

........... ....,:e:

.....,.............-,

........----,
,.. r.,. rif

SKELETON TYPE. '0004 mid.

GAMAGES  HOLBORN  LONDON E.C.1
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LESLIE McMICHAEL
M. I. Radio E.

PROVIDENCE PLACE, WEST END LANE, KILBURN, N.W.6
(Bus Services, I. t. 16. 28, 31 all pass West End Lane.)

Telephone: HAMPSTEAD 1261. Nearest Tube Station : KILBURN PARK (BAKERIAllOi

R.A.F., ARMY & NAVY
SURPLUS WIRELESS INSTRUMENTS
It has been customary to minimise the value of the above stores to the Wireless Experimenter.
Many manufacturers, for obvious, reasons, boast that no Disposal Board instruments or parts are
used in their apparatus.
The fallacy of this statement hardly needs emphasizing. The British Government
standards at all times, and more especially during the war, are exceedingly high, both as regards
material used and their performance.
The opportunity of purchasing these instruments at from + to 1/10th of their to -day's cost price
will not occur again. Already the stock of these instruments and parts is running low.
At various times I have made large purchases of Government Wireless goods, and recently I have
acquired the bulk stock of Disposal Board Wireless goods lying at Wood Lane, Hackney Marshes,
and Woolwich Depots.
I am in a position to offer to my customers these instruments and parts on extremely advantageous
terms.

/ will cite as an example :
Mark III Tuners, Marconi make £6 10 0 Brand new
the Condensers of which only could not be made by any reputable manufacturer under E6 per pair.

50 watt Transmitter & Receiver (in teak canvas covered case)
Containing Hot Wire Ammeter reading 0-1.5, Morse Key, H.T. Condenser, Potentiometer, Spark
Gap, Induction Coil, Sliding Inductance.

- Price £5 0 0ALL BRAND NEW AND UNUSED.

Brown's High and Low Resistance Telephones, in good
working condition, including cords, L.R. £2 5 0, H.R. £2 7 6
Combined Microphone & Receiver, B.T.H., brand new, 7 6
Amplifier 3 -Valve, Low Frequency, C. Mark III

£5 10 0
Amplifier 3 -Valve, C. Mark II - £4 10 0
Mark III C.W. Receiver - M NI £6 10 0
Townsend Wavemeter. (Unused) Calibrated both for checking reception

and transmission from 300 to 4,000 metres, made
for the R.A.F. The real value of these instruments is such that the R.A.F. have purchased from me
a very large number of these, saving thereby probably some 75% of the new cost price.

£3 15 0 with printed instructions for use.
These are only a few examples of the extensive stock I hold.
I will send on request a complete list of instruments and parts stocked, but I have a large
number of parts and instruments which cannot easily be described or shown on the list, so
that I shall welcome any other enquiries as to apparatus not shown.
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LESLIE McMICHAEL
M. I. Radio E.

PROVIDENCE PLACE, WEST END LANE, KILBURN, N.W.6
I Bus Services 1. 8. 16. 28, 31 all pas West End Lane.)

Telephone: HAMPSTEAD 1261 Nearest Tube Station: KILBURN PARK (BAKERLOO)

C. MK. III. AMPLIFIER.

50 Watt. TRANSMITTER
AND RECEIVER.
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The Three Latest Developments in the TINGEY UNIT SYSTEM
( I ) A Single Valve Receiver which can be added to and developed in the same manner as the existing

2 Valve Receiver. If more than one Valve is required, this Unit can be followed either by (2) a new Valve
Rectifier and H.F. Amplifier which in turn can be followed by any of the existing Units or (3) a Crystal
Rectifier (especially recommended for Telephony) which can in turn be followed by any of the existing Units.

This is only the three latest developments of many which this Unit System is going to develop. Those who
already possess these sets have nothing but praise for the extraordinary ease with which they can be changed,
increased or decreased without any difficulty or bad appearance. It is the ideal Bussbar System of wiring.

This latest R.S. Set can be used with an Untuned Plate Inductance which is sometimes an
advantage until the experimenter becomes more skilled.
TINGEY UNIT S.-A list of these appeared on front cover of April 1st issue " Wireless World."

Illustrated Pamphlet with details and prices of
ALL TINGEY UNITS will be sent free on application.

Showrooms open 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Saturdays 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Off ices
Phone
HAMMERSMITH 1916

Telegss.
'TINGOIDAR LONDON'

W. R.H TINGEY.
SPECIALIST IN WIRELESS

Offices&Sizowroonts

92 Queen St.
Hammersmith.
London .W.6 .

FOR WINTER EVENING AMUSEMENT.

MY ELECTRICAL WORKSHOP
A BOOK FOR THE ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER - By FRANK T. ADDVMAN.
Contains a host of well illustrated, original suggestions and explains very clearly the materials
required and how to use them. An endless interesting entertainment can be had by following the
hints and instructions contained in this book. No previous knowledge is required to get good results.
It is an inexpensive pastime, and one which makes a strong appeal to the curious and intelligent youth.

PRICE 7/. NET. (POSTAGE 9d.)

THE WIRELESS PRESS,
LIMITED, S

DT.,EPT.
STRAND

WM., 12-13
LONDON , WC

HENRIETTA
,
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B.T.H. Re-
ceiver mounted
on cover in
position for re-
ceiving signals.

For use with
this receiver
the following
B.T.H. Port-
able Equip-
ments can be
supplied:
Amplifiers,
Aerial Set,
Loud Speaker,
Morse hiker,
Morse Buzzer.

Each unit
complete f o r
immediate
operation.

Write for
particulars
and quote
WW. 134.

THE WIRELESS WORLD AND RADIO REVIEW

The
B.T.H. Portable
Wireless
Receiver

for use without external
aerial or earth wires
This compact receiver is supplied complete
for immediate operation anywhere-indoors
or out-on the car, or yacht.

It is distinctive. in embodying direction
finder and wave meter, and has an exten-
sive operation on a range of wavelengths
from 300 to 20,000 metres, enabling
perfect reception from all such stations as
Poldhu, Paris, Lyons, !Nauen, Rome
and Hanover, without any external
connections.

It is, however, readily adaptable for use
with aerial equipment and, thus supple-
mented, gives excellent results on
wireless telephony and music such
as the Dutch Concerti. from the
Hague, the English Concerts by
the Marconi Co., and the other
regular transmissions from Paris,
Konigswusterhausen, etc., etc.

vii

The British Thomson -Houston Co., Ltd.
Electrical Engineers and Manufacturers

Head Office and Works - Rugby, England
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SEE THAT YOU SECURE
A COPY OF THE NEW

Marine Wireless
Pocket Book

By W. H. MARCHANT.
And carry with you a little book that will clear
up doubts and difficulties of everyday occurrence.

INDISPENSABLE TO
OPERATORS.

INVALUABLE TO
STUDENTS.

Strong Binding. Rounded Corners. Handy Size.
OBTAINABLE THROUGH BOOKSELLERS. Price 6 - net.

The work is divided into
Six Sections :-

(1) Gives a brief outline
of the principles of
various electrical
apparatus.

(2.5) Deal with the
different instruments
specially designed for
wireless work. The
various types of trans-
mitters and receivers
are dealt with very
fully.

(6) Contains regulations.
codes, and similar in-
formation which is of
special interest to the
Marine Operator.

A

SPECIAL
FEATURE

is the inclusion of
Full Particulars post free from 138

SIR ISAAC PITMAN & SONS, LTD., WONDERFULLY
DIAGRAMS

CLEAR

Parker Street, Kingsway, LONDON, W.C.2.
on a very small scale.

ELECTRICAL ELECTRADIX RADIO
50 Watt Sets, Send and Receive ...£2 15 0
30 Spark Sets 1 5 0
Masts, 30 ft. and 40 ft. £3 0 0 and 4 0 0
Field Telephones, set of 2, each in

leather case with Buzzer, Key
Receiver, Transmitter Condenser
and 100 yards wire ...

Bells. Trembler, 4' Gong, New
ex -Government ...£0 3 0

Head Band and 'Phone, brand
new ... ... each 0 3 6

Light Aerial Insulators (as
illustrated) ... ... each 0 0 6

B.O.T. Earth Clips (as illus-
trated) ... each 0 0 6

Earth Mats, copper net 10 ft.
Cable ... ... each 0 12 6

H.T. Battery Boxes, fine pot.
Mahog, with 2 Plugs and
Cords, 6 Sockets, Bargain

0 7 0
Porcelain 4 Rib In-

sulators, Brass Stem 0 2 0

1311111111Mt la , ,,1

1 10 0 ?A'

New 600 Megohm Cables, 1.5 volts,
18 gauge, copper 100 yards,

10 6
Inert Cells, 1.5 volts. 4k" x 25" x 2i"

per dozen 0 9 0
Ammeters and Voltmeters, Flush

Nickel ... ...new 0 10 0
8 Way Switch, ebonite base, A.T.I 0 7 6

Variable Condensers for panels 1 7 6
4 Way Plugs with 2' 6" wires

(as illustrated) ... 0 2 4
Insulating Compound, large

1 0
Brass Cable Clips, per dozen 0 1 0
Mark 1B, 2 Valve Receivers 2 15 0
Mark IV Amplifiers, 3 Valve 5 0 0
New Accumulators all sizes

from 2 volt at 7/6 to 12 volt 4 0 0
Marconi Alternators K.W.

10 0
H.P. 220 volt Motors, A.C. 9 15 0

Shunt Dynamos 12/20
volts 10 amps. ... 8 10 0
H.P. Motor Generator
D.C./A.C. ...30 0 0

LESLIE DIXON & CO., 9, Colonial Avenue, Minories, E.1
THE HANDIEST DEPOT FOR CITY BUYERS. Near ALDGATE STATION
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" R" TYPE VALVES
Price 11/- post free

Mr. W. Corsham, Willesden, used these Valves and

" ORA " VALVES (Mullard) - 1$/ -
Valveholders 1/6, 1/9, screw legs 2/3
36 volt H.T. Batteries 8/- - 15 volt 4/ -
Seven Basket Coils, 300 to 1,900 7/6 set

got signals and prize in the Transatlantic Tests. All Lines cheaper to Callers, Registration 4d.

RUSSELL & SHAW, 38, Great James Street, Bedford Row, W.C. 1

THE WIRELESS WORLD
AND RADIO REVIEW

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF THE WIRELESS SOCIETY OF LONDON
A MAGAZINE DEVOTED TO WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY

CONTENTS
Konigs wusterhausen
The Modern View of Electricity and the Three Electrode Valve. By

G. G. Blake, A.M.I.E.E., A.Inst.P. - - - -

Discussion on Methods of Amplification (concluded) -

ContenUt continued on nead page.

65

70
74

r .....
RADIO TELEGRAPHY & TELEPHONY

I APPARATUS, MATERIALS & PARTS OF EVERY TYPE ALWAYS IN STOCK.
SHELL INSULATORS.

As used on the aerial system of Paris (FL). Type " A " size al
scpfare, 1/8 each. Type " B " size, 3" square. 2/2 each.

EGG INSULATORS- COIL PLUGS-As illus.
As illustrated, green porce- trated, standard size, cut
lain. size ii" x z" Each from solid ebonite, in var.--

9d. ous sizes. Each
3' -

GRID LEAK
and CONDENSER

A s illustrated,
diam. li". Price

51 -

PLUG CONNECTORS-As
illustrated. Very useful
for telephone & battery
leads. Each 3 -

Ditto. For fixing to
table or panel, 3/ -

HAND -DRIVEN GENERATORS.
Designed and manufactured specially for those who have
no power available. Supplied complete, with all driving
apparatus, silencing condenser ready for immediate use. Output 10 watts. 1000 volts,
at 10 milli -amperes. Speed of turning handle. 100 revs. per min. Entirely British made

and fully guaranteed. Price £13 10s. Carriage extra.

LEAD-IN INSULATORS. As illustrated, with soldering shoe one end and terminal the other. 12" long, 3/3. 9" long, 3 '-

WdMEERvimimmumB____
POST FREE 7d. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 7d. POST FREE.

RADIO SUPPLIES (DEPT. 11.236, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON. W.C. 1
'Phone-Museum 6894
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SEA LAND & AIR5

Price 1/9 Post

THE WIRELESS PRESS,

THE AUSTRALIAN MONTHLY JOURNAL
of Aviation, Radio -Telegraphy and Radio -Telephony

Free. Annual Subscription 21 /-

LIMITED, 12-13, HENRIETTA STREET, STRAND, W.C.2

CONTENTS (Continued)

Notes on the Design of Radio Frequency Intervalve Amplifier Transformers
using Iron Cores. By A. S. Blatterman, B.Sc., E.E. (continued)

Notes -

Correspondence

Wireless Club Reports

Questions and Answers

78

84

84

86

89

THE WIRELESS WORLD AND RADIO REVIEW is published weekly on Saturdays.
All correspondence relating to contributions should be addressed to THE EDITOR,

THE WIRELESS WORLD AND RADIO REVIEW, 12-13, Henrietta Street, London,
W.C.2.

No responsibility can be taken for MSS. or photographs sent without stamps to
defray cost of return postage.

Editorial and Publishing Offices, 12-13, Henrietta Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
Telegraphic Address : " Radionic, Rand, London." Telephone No.: Gerrard 2807.
Advertisement Managers, Bertram Day & Co., Ltd., 9 & 10, Charing Cross, S.W.1.

Telephone No.: Gerrard 8063 and 8064
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.-

28s. per annum, post free. Single Copies 6d. or post free 7d.
Registered at the G. P.O. for transmission by Magazine Post to Canada of Newfoundland.

MEN in the WIRELESS SERVICES
DESIRING RAPID ADVANCEMENT

Train in spare time in the subjects of your choice, or to
obtain some recognised Engineering Qualification such as

A.M. I. E. E., A. M. I. Mech. E., A. M. I. C. E., B. Sc. Engo
During Twelve years hundreds of successes have been secured by

"U.E.C.," (Regents Park, London,N,W.I ) by the "U.E.C." system of

Individualised Postal Training for Engineering Exams. & Professional Work
(Deicially approved and adopted iv Leading Engineering Firms).

State YOUR ambition, in confidence to-SECRETARY'S DEPARTMENT, (Desk W.)

UNIVERSITY ENGINEERING COLLEGE, w- estgate-on-Sea, KENT
and expert advice, with the New Prospectus, No. 8, will be sent you without obligation.
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* * * * * ik * * a *

2MT HEARD IN ABERDEEN
WITH 'PHONES ON TABLE

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 1, ;fi ;Ac *

The Telephony from
Our Writtle Station
(TUESDAYS ... 7 p.m. B.S.T. ... 700 METRES)

IS THE SUBJECT OF EULOGISTIC
COMMENT THROUGHOUT BRITAIN
(Several Amateurs in the Liverpool area are
receiving the Music on Single -Valve Circuits)

*
*
*
*

* * * * * *

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

FOR THE VERY BEST RESULTS
Employ Receiving Apparatus Made by

THE MARCONI SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT COMPANY LTD.
40, DEAN STREET LONDON, W.1

Telegrams: THEMASINCO WESTCENT Telephone: GERRARD 7745 (Pvte. Bch. Ex.)
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

ISHEET, ROD AND TUBE stocked in

qualities suitable for all Wireless work.
KNOBS (Moulded), various patterns stocked.

CONDENSER SCALE BLANKS,

ICONDENSER COVERS,
ETC., ETC.

Enquiries Solicited.

WHOLESALE ONLY.

AMERICAN HARD RUBBER CO.
(BRITAIN) LIMITPD

13a, FORE STREET, LONDON, E.C. 2.
Telegrams : " Eboniseth, London." 'Phone: Central 12754

stxtsoLING CLApp4
Co

WIRELESS SPECIALISTS

in advising the public on the opening of their showrooms
would like to mention that they have been asslriated
with the manufacture and retail of Wireless Apparatus from
the time when London's first Wireless Firm was established.

We extend a hearty invitation to you to visit our

SHOWROOMS
where we keep a stock of all types of Wireless
Apparatus & Accessories, including the following :

1 Valve H.F. Panel for plug in Transformers 30/-
H.F. Transformer Formers (mounted, but unwound) 3/6
Valve Sockets, new type ... ... 2/-
L.F. Transformers, guaranteed three months ... 27/6
H.T. Batteries, Valves, 'Phones, Terminals, Accumulators, Etc.

Any Special Panels or Accessories made to order.

We also stock apparatus of
Messrs. B. HESKETH, Wireless Equipment Co.,

LESLIE MCMICHAEL, etc.

We make a strong point of prompt attention to all enquiries
together with early delivery of all personal and mail orders.

110, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2
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DEAL WITH

PETO FIRST
SAFETY FOLLOWS

THE PROOF-By one who has tried us:
DRIFFIELD, E. YORKS.

DEAR SIR, 10/3/22.
The apparatus of yours that I have which includes two

001 CONDENSERS, Valve Panel, HAGUE TUNER, and small
condensers, give more satisfaction than all others that I
have tried.

Yours faithfully,
STANLEY BLANCHARD.

These will also please you.

8 -PLATE VERNIER CONDENSER for panel mounting 5/ -
Ditto in CABINET, with Scale . 10/-

Long Tuning Handle, 1/- extra.
The HAGUE TUNER Set of Parts (see last week's Ad.) 22'6
The VALVE PANEL Set of Parts (see last week's Ad.) 15,9
L.F. TRANSFORMERS ... ... 21, -
H.F. TRANSFORMERS. Plug-in Type

300 41; 600 5,6 ; 1000 6
FIXED CONDENSERS, mounted in Ebonite '0002 & 3

9$ 99 '002, 3 & 4 2i9
VALVE LEGS, Set of 4, lacquered, with nuts .. ... 1 -
VALVE HOLDERS, Solid Ebonite with screwed legs and

hex. nuts (anti -capacity,) These are not a cheap
catch line ! ... 2 3

VALVE HOLDERS on Ebonite Panel-
Double 2 6 ; Triple 4 - ; Four 4/9 ; Five 5 3

" VELVET " FILAMENT RHEOSTAT, Panel Mounting 4 -
Set of 7 Ivorine Tablets, + HT -, LT -, A. E.

REAC, TEL. A.T.I. ... per set 1 2
ENGRAVED EBONITE DIAL AND

KNOB 4 6
Puts £s on the value of your Set.

Instrument Leads in Red or Blue braided
covering, 3ft. long, with Telephone Tag

1 at end ... .. per doz. 1 6

CONDENSED
VALUE.

Complete Sets 3f Parts for
VARIABLE CONDENSER ready

to assemble.
No Drilling or Fitting required.

'0013 '001 '0005
27/- 21/- 14/-

Cabinets :-
4/9 4/8 4'3

'0003 '0002
11/- 8/ -

4/- 3/9
The above are supplied with Ivorine Scale for panel mounting,
or engraved Ebonite top 44" x 44" for panel mounting.
We can substitute Ebonite Bevelled dial in place of scale
for 3/6 extra.

PLEASE STATE WHICH YOU REQUIRE.
All orders over E 2' post free.

Send 2 st amps for our Catalogue " W. " Trade Enquiries invited.

PETO SCOTT The
Condenser King

Correspondence to 7. Featherstone Building,
HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.I
(Turn up by No. 63, High Holborn.)
Also at ix, Frome Road, Wood Green.

"OOJAH" High Tension Battery

This High Tension Battery has been placed upon the market
to fulfil the demand of the Wireless Experimenter for a cheap,
thoroughly efficient Anode Battery.

It will last, with careful use, without attention, for approxi-
mately three years, and at a small cost (less than id. per cell
per annum) can be easily renewed, prolonging its life to
probably fifteen or twenty years.

The noises of the usual H.T. Battery and the annoyance of
' dud " cells appearing from time to time are entirely
eliminated with the ' 00JAH " Primary Cell H.T. Battery.

Plugs and sockets are arranged so that to, 20, 30, 40 or 5,
volts may be tapped off as desired without the necessity of
disconnecting wires.

Complete so -Volt " 00JAH " Primary Cell Anode Battery
(as shown in illustration) together with 020£ 2 sufficient sal ammoniac for first charge.

Packing and carriage in the U.K., 2,'- extra.
GREENSLADE & BROWN, Jell Rd., Brixton
Telephone: Brixton 639. S.W.2

An Immediate Success ! !

(a)

(8)

WHY ? Because :
It is a large -sized book absolutely full of information for the
amateur who not only wants to know " why" but " how".
The circuits given in the book represent the most up-to-
date types of apparatus-the crystallised result of the long
practical experience of wireless designers.

(r) The technical explanations, while complete, can be under-
stood by the very beginner.

(d) Much of the information contained in the book is of great
importance and has never been published before.

(e) Everyone needs this olume, whatever book on valves he
may have already bought.

(I) 1 he price is right.

ELEMENTARY TEXT -BOOK ON WIRELESS
VACUUM TUBES

By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART, F.Inst.P.
athor of Thernzionic Tubes in Radio Telegraphy and Telephony.

Price 1 0/ - Post free.
SOME OPINIONS : " A master -piece of simple and lucid

explanation."
" the practical circuits given are of great
value to the amateur."
" The sections dealing with valve receiver,:
suitable for telephony are a great help."

Have you tried the Receiver for Wireless Telephony shown in
Fig. 34x ?

SPECIAL OFFER : To encourage the experimenter, the pub-
lishers will send one copy of the book
(value 10/-), and a Mullard " Ora" valve
(value 15/-) post free on receipt of 51

APPROVAL OFFER Cash to be remitted in 3 days or book
returned.

RADIO PRESS, Ltd.,
34a, NORFOLK STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
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Konigswusterhausen
THE present high -power radio station at

Konigswusterhausen which belongs to the
Post Office has developed from one originally

designed by and built for the Military Authorities.
Immediately upon the cessation of hostilities the
postal authorities decided to relieve the telegraph
lines by the institution of a wireless network.
A considerable part of the telegraph business is
now carried in this way. Konigswusterhausen
was taken over and fitted up as the central trans-
mitting station for Germany and the neighbouring
states, leaving Nauen and Eilvese to handle the
transoceanic business.

Other transmitters must carry out the broad -
casting, and others of higher power the communica-
tion with Rome, Budapes,t, etc.

In order to be able to work duplex, the receiving
station is situated at Zehlendorf, 20 kilometres
from Berlin. Special cables connect both trans-
mitting and receiving stations with the Central
Telegraph Office in Berlin, where the transmitting
keys and recorders are actually operated.

In order to carry out this multiplex and technically
difficult programme, it was necessary to instal a
number of independent transmitters with their
respective antennae in a relatively small area.

Fig. 1. The Station Buildings.

Konigswusterhausen has the following functions
to perform :-

1. Communication between Berlin and the
various radio stations in Germany.

2. Broadcasting of weather and financial
reports at fixed times.

3. Communication with England, Italy,
Norway, Hungary, etc.

To carry out this programme it is essential to
operate a number of transmitters at the same time,
9/ which, for example, one works to Breslau, another
to Hanover, a third to Frankfort, and so on.

The difficulties of this novel problem were solved
in a relatively short time and Konigswusterhausen
has become the most highly developed station of
its kind in the world ; it has been working for
months in the projected manner, and is being
systematically further developed. Fig. 1 shows the
buildings and Fig. 2 a model of the ten small T
aerials for the interior and three large aerials for
the European communications. These aerials are
carried by five steel masts of 150 metres and one of
100 metres high.

They are arranged to affect each other as little as
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Fig. 2. Model of the Aerial System showing the arrangement of a number of separate aerials.

possible, so that transmission on one does not affect carried between four wooden masts 30 metres
any other. To minimise variations of capacity due high. Any aerial can be taken down independently
to the aerials swinging about in the wind, the of the others.
leading down wires are fastened to wire ropes The transmitters directly to

Fig. 3. View in the Engine Room.
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Fig. 4. A 5 to 10 kW transmitting unit

Fig. 5. Rear view of transmitting unit

the aerials but through intermediate tuned circuits
to avoid harmonics which would interfere with the
duplex reception at Zehlendorf.

The following conditions were imposed on the
transmitters :-

1. Wavelength continuously variable from
2,000 to 5,000 metres for the small, and to

8,000 metres for the large sets.
2. The greatest possible constancy of wave-

length, and
3. Keying the smallest possible power.

The first condition was essential in view of the
impossibility of knowing beforehand what wave-
length any set would be called upon to use.

The constancy of wavelength is a condition for
highly selective reception and for independent
working on two waves of slightly different length,
which is necessary in view of the large number of
waves to be simultaneously employed. The third
condition was imperative, seeing that the keying
had to be done by relays over lines from the main
telegraph office in

Fig. 6. A Wave Change Panel of the 5 to 10 kW
transmitter.

The only system to meet these conditions is the
three -electrode thermionic transmitter, and the
smaller aerials were therefore fitted with Telefunken
0.5-1 kW valve transmitter sets, in which the
keying is done by opening and closing the grid lead
which carries only one per cent. of the antenna
power. The anodes are supplied with D.C. at
3,000 volts, obtained either directly from a high
voltage dynamo or by rectification of 500 cycle
alternating current. For the small transmitters
the former is preferable as being the more economical.
In either case the machines are driven by 220 volt
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Fig. 7. The 0.5 to 1 kW transmitting sets.
D.C. motors supplied from generators driven by are two large sets supplying 5 to 10 kW to the
Diesel engines. Fig. 3 is a view in the engine -room, aerial. One of these sets has been in operation
and Figs. 7 and 8 show the room containing the small for over six months. It gives 10 kW to the
transmitting sets. In addition to these ten sets there aerial if directly coupled and 5 kW when used with

Fig. 8. Tuning gear o e 0.5 to 1 kW trun8mittcr8.
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an intermediate circuit, that is, as usually employed.
In order to get as much data as possible it was
arranged so that it could be connected up in many
different ways to work with self or separate excita-
tion, with or without an intermediate circuit, and
therefore with 5 or 10 kW in the antenna. Over
the continuously variable range of wavelength
from 2,000 to 8,000 metres, it gives results with
separate excitation superior as regards constancy
to those obtained with any other system. The
separate excitation consists in the use of a generator
of only 0.5 to 1 kW to set up high frequency current
in a closed circuit from which power is supplied to
the grid circuit of the large valve which merely
acts as an amplifier supplying power to the antenna.
The frequency is thus not affected by any changes
in the antenna, and this system has the added
advantage that the keying can be done in the grid
circuit of the small valve. Some details of the com-
ponents of one of these sets may be seen from
Figs. 4, 5 and 6.
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employs for this purpose has given good results.
Communication has been obtained over 3,600 km
with such clearness that the voice of the speaker
could be identified. In this system the voice
modulates the D.C. supply to the valve ; in the
5-10 kW transmitter with separate excitation, the
modulation operates on the D.C. supply to the
0.5-1 kW exciting valve. A 3 -electrode valve
is inserted in the D.C. supply circuit (filament -
anode), and the grid potential is controlled by the
voice, thus causing a large variation in the resistance
thus inserted in the D.C. circuit.

The advantages of this sytem, in which the actua_
telephonic apparatus has no connection with the
high -frequency apparatus, but only with the D.C.
supply of the small exciting valve, are obvious.
In the tests in which a range of 3,600 km was
obtained, the transmitter was working on reduced
power, the antenna power being modulated between
0 and 8 kW.

The source of power for the 5-10 kW set is a

Fig. 9. Small transmitter set with intermediate unit.
Fig. 9 is a view of one of the small transmitter

sets with intermediate circuit.
A large and a small Poulsen arc of an earlier date

are still in working order, and are also used for the
foreign traffic ; the 80 kW spark transmitter has
been removed.

The radiated energy can be controlled by a
microphone and the voice, instead of by the Morse
key. The broadcast service for which private
persons may subscribe (about 1,000 receivers were
installed by the end of last year) will consist both
of telegraphic and telephonic communications.
For this purpose the 5-10 kW valve transmitter
has been fitted for wireless telephony. The most
difficult problem in this connection was the modula-
tion of the power between 0 and 10 kW. The
Schaffer system which the Telefunken Company

500 cycle 200 volt alternator, with a 4,000 volt
mercury rectifier equipment.

The former station of the German army has thus.
since its transfer to the Post Office, undergone a
number of modifications which not only make it
suitable for new applications, but which also make
it a mirror of the progress in that the 80 kW musical
spark has been replaced by a great number of
modern valve transmitters. The station is a proof
that wireless telegraphy and telephony are able
very effectively to assist and perfect the part
played by wire telegraphy and telephony in the
life of the nation.

Abstracted from Telefunken Zeitung, pp. 23-32,
Sept. 1921.
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The Modern View of Electricity and the Three-
Electrode Valve*

By G. BLAKE, A.M.I.E.E., A.Inst.P.

MY lecture this evening is intended primarily
for the more amateur members of this
audience. We have had many excellent

lectures and discussions on the various applications
of the three -electrode thermionic valve ; but so
far as my memory serves me, it has always been
taken for granted that we are all of us familiar
with its functions, and the laws which govern its
action.

I therefore thought that a brief outline of its
mode of action, illustrated as far as possible by
experiments, might be helpful to those who have
been using ready-made sets, or have constructed
their own apparatus from well-known diagrams,
without knowing how their sets function.

I will ask you to picture to yourselves throughout
this lecture that we live in the midst of an infinite
ocean of ether which pervades all things. Matter,
as you know, is made up of groups of atoms known
as molecules, each atom, according to present
theory, consisting of a positive nucleus, around
which are arranged a number of electrons (negatively
charged).

We can compare each atom to a tiny solar system ;
between the positive nucleus and its electrons there
are relatively vast spaces, which, like the inter-
planetary spaces of our universe, are, permeated by
the ocean of ether. In a fragment of any elementary
substance, it is believed that there are millions of
atoms of that .particular element, each made up of
a definite number of electrons grouped round a
positive nucleus, like planets around a sun, the
forces of the whole system being in a state of
equilibrium.

It is the definite number and grouping of the
electrons which gives to the substance the properties
by which we can distinguish it from other elements.
In addition to the electrons in each atom, there are
vast numbers of free (or unattached) electrons in
the interatomic spaces, which, on the application
of a suitable electro-motive force, can be caused
to move like a swarm of gnats in a summer breeze.
This movement of electrons constitutes an electric
current.
Charged Bodies.

In Fig. 1 is shown the effect of a charged body
upon an electroscope. On the left-hand aide of
the diagram you will see a drawing of the electro-
scope before you on the lecture table. The rest
of the slide shows a number of diagrammatic sketches
to illustrate the effect of a charged body upon the
free electrons ever present in the metal of the
electroscope (which are represented by dots ).

(1) The first diagram (on the top left-hand
corner) gives an idea of the grouping of the
free electrons when the electrical forces in the
metal parts of the electroscope C are in a state
of equilibrium, in which state no condition of
charge is exhibited.

* Paper read before the Wireless Society of
London on Wednesday. March 22nd, 1922.

(2) If a negatively electrified ebonite rod R
i.e., a rod which has been rubbed with wool
and has thereby acquired an excess of electrons,
is brought near to the electroscope C, the other
strains set up by the excess of electrons on the
rod, reach into the interatomic spaces in the

+
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A
A A'
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Fig. 1.

metal of the electroscope and repel the free
electrons there, into the leaves of the electro-
scope so that they acquire an excess of electrons

' and repel one another, thus exhibiting a state
of charge. If rod R is removed the electrons
flow back into their original positions and again
the electroscope shows no charge.

(3) If the electroscope C is touched with the
charged rod R (see 3rd diagram) the excess of
electrons from rod R pass into the electroscope,
and when the rod is removed (diagram 4) the
electroscope remains in a state of negative
charge..

(4) If while a negatively charged rod is held
near to the electroscope, we touch the latter
(see diagram 5), the free electrons being repelled
by rod R, find a path to earth, so that when
both my hand and the rod are removed, the elec-
troscope is left with less than its proper number
of free electrons,, and exhibits a positive state
of charge.

(An experiment was shown ,to demonstrate
the effects illustrated in Fig. 1.)
If a piece of any substance is given an excess of

electrons, the ether in its neighbourhood becomes
strained, and will affect other substances in its
vicinity.

If a piece of any substance be robbed of some of
its electrons, it is said to be positively charged, and
again strains are set up by it in the surrounding
ether.

A charged body attracts other bodies in its
neighbourhood because the electric strain set up
by it in the ether extends into the ether in neighbour-
ing bodies, disturbing the normal distribution of
electrons in them. The ether strain then tends to
make the charged and neutral bodies move together
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in order that the strain may disappear, in a similar
way that when a strain is put upon one end of an
elastic thread, having a small weight attached to
its other end, the weight moves towards the source
of the strain, and so removes the tension.

A body with an excess of electrons ( - ) attracts
a body with a deficiency of electrons ( ), and vice
versa, while two bodies of like sign repel one another.

Charges or currents are not only carried between
the atoms by the drift of free electrons ; it is believed
that as the free electrons move along, some of them
collide with the atoms, knock off electrons and take
their places ; so that a constant interchange is
taking place along the length of a conductor,
during the passage of a current.

In the case of a liquid,or a gas, charges may be
carried by ions. ions are broken fragments of
atoms and molecules. Picture to yourselves for
one moment a perfect atom, held together by equal
and opposite positive and negative forces, which
act so as to neutralise one another, so that externally
it exhibits no sign of electrical charge ; if this
atom collides with great violence with another
atom, both may become broken, and some of
the electrons may be knocked off the one, so that
it remains deficient in electrons and exhibits a
positive charge, while the other may have acquired
an extra number .of electrons and show a negative
charge.

There are always great numbers of such ions
present in all gases and liquids, due to many causes,
some of which I will endeavour to explain. Possibly
the greatest known source of ionisation (or splitting
up of atoms) is the radio -activity of radium.

I have in my hand a small applicator, containing
5 milligrams of radium bromide. This radium,
as you know, is gradually disintegrating, and in
the process, is shooting off millions of Alpha and
Beta particles into the air, carrying respectively,
positive and negative charges. The Alpha or
positive particles have about twice the mass of a
hydrogen atom, and travel at about 1/10th the speed
of light, and can only be deflected from their course
very slightly by the application of a magnetic
field, as was shown by Rutherford in 1903.

The Beta particles carry a negative charge,
travel at about 9/10ths the speed of light, and have
a mass of about 1/1000th of a hydrogen atom.
They are, in fact, electrons ; but they are emitted
at an enormously greater speed than the electrons
in a vacuum tube, and are much more easily
deflected in .a magnetic or electric field than are
the Alpha particles.

The Gamma rays are really not particles but
resemble the X-rays in all respects, and are tiny
ether waves.

You can readily therefore picture to yourselves
the havoc which is taking place in the molecules
of air, anywhere within reach of a sample of
radium ; they are being bombarded by Alpha
particles, comparatively so large that it is like
throwing brickbats at eggs, and also by the Beta
particles.

Then, again, the Gamma waves cause the mole-
cules in the air to vibrate with great violence until
they strike against one another and ions are formed.

Certain wavelengths cause maximum commotion
amongst the molecules of the air, and therefore
maximum ionisation. I may be able to make this
more clear to you by an analogy :
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Think for a moment of a number of corks floating
on the surface of a pool. The corks represent the
molecules or atoms, and the water represents the
ether. If we create very large wave motion in
the pool, the corks will ride up and down gracefully,
and all together as the waves pass them, and they
will not collide with one another ; but if we create
very small waves comparable in magnitude to the
size of the corks, there will be a general mix-up,
and they will all strike against each other.

(An experiment was then shown to demonstrate
the ionisation of air by radium and the discharge
of an electroscope.)
The explanation of the discharge of the negatively

charged electroscope was that its negative charge
set up strains in the surrounding ether which
repelled the negative ions in its vicinity, and at-
tracted as many positive ions as were required
to neutralise it and bring it once more to a state of
equilibrium. We have here two spitrals of wire
coated with radium, kindly lent me by Mr. Harrison
Glew, who showed this experiment before the
Physidal Society this year (this experiment was
first shown by Mr. Glew, I believe). One spiral is
fastened above an electroscope, and the other,
which is some yards distant, is attached to the
negative pole of a small influence machine ; or it
could be connected to the negative terminal of a
small induction coil as shown in Fig. 2.

The radium is hard at work ionising the air around
the machine and the electroscope ; so that there are
crowds of negative and positive ions all mixed
up somewhat as indicated by the plus and minus
signs on the slide.

Fig. 2.
U we now charge the pole of the machine

negatively (i.e., give to it an excess of electrons)
it at once begins to repel the negative ions in its
vicinity, and to attract a sufficient number of
positive ions to neutralise its charge ; so that the
ions in the air are sorted out and a negative cloud
forms in the neighbourhood of the electroscope
which expels the electrons from the metal conductor
of the electroscope into its leaves causing them to
diverge in exactly the same way as did the
negatively charged rod which I showed you just
now.

(An experiment was then performed to demon-
strate the effect just described, which was also
illustrated by means of a mechanical lantern
slide to show the migration of the ions in opposite
directions.)
This experiment could he repeated with the charge

on the machine reversed, in which case the electro-
scope would show a positive instead of a negative
charge, the negative ions being attracted by the
machine and the positive repelled.

It might interest you to see an experiment
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illustrating ionization by means of ultra -violet
rays. In this case the ionization is due to wave
motion in the ether, causing the molecules of
the air to collide.

(An experiment was arranged to show ioniza-
tion by ultra -violet rays, using a spark gap
fed from a small induction coil. Incidentally,
fluorescence of butter, candle, Willemite, X-ray
screen, etc., was also shown. A flame will also
set up vibration in surrounding atmosphere
and cause ionization.)
The molecules in liquids and gases are, when at

any temperature above absolute zero, all in a state
of motion, moving about amongst themselves.
When we say that, a liquid evaporates, we mean
that some of its molecules move to the surface
with such a velocity that they escape into the air,
andibecome dispersed into it. As the temperature
of the liquid is increased, there is an increase in the
rate of evaporation (or the greater will be the number
of molecules emitted).

Evaporation of electrons from the surface of a
substance takes place in a very similar manner.

We have now reached a point when we should
be able to more easily comprehend what happens
inside a three -electrode valve when in use. Fig.
3 shows the form of some typical three -electrode
valves.

Fig. 3.
As you know, the " hard " valve is exhausted

so greatly that we can for practical purposes con-
sider it as a still silent pool in the ocean of ether.
Although it is, of course, impossible to remove
all molecules of gas from its bulb, so few remain
that their presence can be neglected.

We now heat the filament, by the passage of a
current, and as its heat increases it emits an in
creasing number of electrons. These will rapidly
create a negative electric field (which we call the
space charge) round the filament, which will repel
further negative charges and so tend to stop further
emission of electrons from the filament. If, how-
-ever, we now supply a sufficient positive charge to
the plate of the valve, the electrons in the " space
charge " will be attracted along the strain lines
which exist in the ether between the plate and the
filament, making room for others from the filament,
so that a negative flow of electrons or current passss
from filament to plate. The high tension battery
connected between filament and plate acts like a
pump, and carries away the electrons from the
plate, keeping its potential positive and passing the
electrons along to the filament and so keeping its
potential negative so that we have a perfectly
continuous flow of electrons.
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Now let us once more return to our analogy of
water evaporation. Consider the surface of the
water to represent our heated filament, and the
heat of the atmosphere to represent the positive
high tension on the plate.

If we raise the temperature of the atmosphere
and keep it steady, it will take up more and more
molecules of water until a point is reached when it
can no longer take up any more, and as many
molecules are condensed back into the water as
are emitted from it. The atmosphere is now said
to be saturated.

A similar phenomenon is observed in the opera-
tion of a valve. For any given positive potential
applied to the Prate of a valve, as the heat of its
filament is increased, a point is at last reached
where the valve is so charged with electrons that
they constitute a negative field strong enough to
repel the new electrons coming from the filament,
and therefore stop all further increase, the excess
of electrons being returned to the filament.

This is called saturation point.
If we raise the plate voltage we shall have to

increase our filament temperature, in order to reach
saturation point. In other words, if we make the
plate more positive, we shall have to supply a
larger number of electrons to balance the forces in
the tube.

Let us now consider the functions of the grid.
The grid, which is placed in the electron stream,

between the plate and filament of a three -electrode
valve, is employed to control the electron flow in
several ways. In order to study its action, let us
examine a circuit connected up as in Fig. 4a, where
P is a potentiometer. When connected as shown,
the grid is at zero potential. If the slider S is raised,
the grid will become negative to the filament, and
if lowered, positive.

P

Fig. 4a.

Let us imagine that an electron stream is passing
from the filament to the plate (below saturation
point); so long as the grid is kept at the same
potential as the filament, the electron flow will go
to the plate as usual. lf, however, we give the grid a
Positive potential, we shall assist the flow of the
electrons to the plate, and a portion of them will
pass into the grid circuit constituting a grid current.
If we make the grid negative, it will repel electrons,
which will accumulate in the space between the grid
and filament, forming a space charge, or negative
field, which will, if the grid be made sufficiently
negative, entirely cut off the electron flow to the
plate. By suitable arrangement of filament heat
and plate potential, matters can be so arranged
that very small changes of grid potential will
produce large variations of plate current. The
valve then acts as a delicate relay, and has a great
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advantage over all mechanical relays in that it
exhibits no lag effects.

In Fig. 4b, you will see a series of curves.
During the making of these the filament tempera-
ture was kept constant, and seven curves were
plotted for different values of plate voltage.

You will observe :-
(1) That increasing the plate voltage lengthens

out the straight portion of the curve.
(2) Also, if our valve functions at a point

near the centre of, say, 33.5 volt curve, and we
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temperatures gives great increase of plate current,
and that if we wish our valve to function, at the
same point, on a higher filament current curves
we must make the grid more positive.

The reason for the above becomes more clear,
if we remember the negative space charge between
the filament and the plate, and that when the plate
voltage is increased, it becomes more rarefied,
so that a negative charge will be required on the
grid to take its place, and that when the filament
current is increased it becomes denser, so that a
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wish it to function at the same point, on a
higher plate voltage, it will be necessary to make
the grid more negative, the reason being that
with the higher plate voltage the space charge is
reduced, therefore the grid needs to be made
more negative to take its place.
There is another very useful piece of information

which we can obtain from a study of these curves,
i.e., the amount of amplification of which the valve
is capable. You will observe that if we keep our
grid at zero potential, an increase of plate voltage
of 20.5 negative gives us a rise of about 7 M.A. in
the plate current. We could obtain this same rise
of plate current, without any increase of plate
potential, by making the grid 3 volts positive ;
therefore, if we divide the 20.5 by 3, we find that
we are obtaining an amplification of 6.83. by use
of its grid.

As Fig. 4b shows, by making the grid 3 volts
negative we shall obtain a similar decrease in plate
current.

(An experiment was performed illustrative
of the voltage amplification of the valve, and of
the grid current characteristic. The experiment
showed that the same increase of plate current
could be obtained, by adding 6 volts to the
plate current, as by keeping the plate current
constant and making the grid 1 volt positive,
showing for this particular valve an amplifica-
tion of 6.

Fig. 5 illustrates the effect on the characteristic
curve of the valve if we vary the filament current.
If we plot a series of curves with a fixed plate

voltage, showing grid potential against filament
current, we shall see that the increase of filament
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positive voltage will be required on the grid to
reduce it.
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Fig. 5.
Stanley has shown that if a galvanometer in the

grid circuit shows that a reversed grid current is
flowing when the grid is made increasingly negative,
that this reversed current must be due to ions in
the valve, and that the vacuum is therefore
soft. This is a ready method of testing the vacuum
of a valve. (To be continued.%
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Discussion on Methods of Amplification
(Concluded from page 42.)

Mr. G. P. Mak.
Mr. Phillips has given us a very interesting

diagram of connections, and there are one or two
questions I should like to ask him. I have been
working a three -valve set made up much on these
lines, but I do not use a condenser to tune the
secondary of the high -frequency transformer,
and I get good results. I have not tried Mr.
Phillips' arrangement of the detector circuit, but
I rather agree with him as to the theory and
action. In connection with 4ie set I, personally,
connect the negative of the high tension to the
negative of the low tension and earth the low tension
positive. I get much better results on spark
stations and telephony like this than if I earth the
negative of the low tension. Personally, I have
not been able to explain why it is although I have
tried. Another point in connection with the circuit
is the question of making the grid of the low
frequency valve negative, I have tried it at times
and got pretty good results by putting a resistance
(somewhere about 1 ohm to 4 ohms) in the filament
lead, to which the grid side of the transformer is
connected. By putting in the filament circuit
of a low frequency amplifier, a resistance of about
1 to 4 ohms, and having a variable resistance in
the other lead, varying the filament rheostat and
this other resistance, maximum
intensity of signals. Personally, I am using
V.24 valves, and I have also used the same arrange-
ments with the ordinary R type of valve, but with
the V.24 I have always thought it necessary to
put in a small resistance in the manner described.
Mr. C. F. Phillips.

Referring to Fig. 7 (age p. 40), it will be seen that
the grid is about 2 volts more negative than the most
negative end of the filament. In Mr. Mair's arrange-
ment I understand that he puts a fixed resistance
oetween the bottom of the grid coil of the trans-
former and the negative of the L.T. battery ;
he would, of course, reduce the value of filament
resistance shown in Fig. 7 ; the result is to bring
the grid back to about zero volts and that is
evidently the particular potential required by the
V.24.

With regard to Mr. Mair's other point ; provided
that the insulation of the H.T. battery to earth
is good, I do not think that it matters, as regards
signals, to which end of the L.T. battery it is
connected. If the H.T. negative is connected to
the L.T. negative, the effective potential between
plate and filament is less than when the H.T.
negative is connected to L.T. positive. That is
the only effect I can think of.
Mr. C. S. Dunham.

I should like to ask Mr. Phillips a few questions.
The first is that I cannot agree with Mr. Phillips
as regards the non -amplification of the high
frequency transformer. I have done a good deal
of work with high frequency transformers, and I
have found that the amplification is quite good,
very good in fact. Regarding Mr. Phillips' method,

which, I imagine, commercially goes under the
name of reactance capacity coupling, I do agree that
the coupling condenser more or less takes the place
of the capacity that you get between the primary
and secondary winding of your intervalve trans-
former, but at the same time I think that the two
windings of the transformer can be kept a reasonable
distance apart and the capacity reduced in that
manner.

Some time ago our past President, Mr. Campbell
Swinton, gave us a lecture in which he demonstrated
very well the effect of high frequency transformers.
He wound his transformers with the secondary
wound over the primary. Of course, that gives
good coupling, but, at the same time, if one takes
into consideration the length and mean diameter
of the primary coil and the secondary coil that is
going to vary, and therefore the number of turns on
the transformer may be the same, but the inductance
has a tendency to alter. I, myself, prefer the
transformer with the secondary coils placed side
by side for one can then know the exact amount
of -wire on the secondary and primary. Regarding
Mr. Phillips' method of plugging in coils to obtain
difference of the anode inductance values, that seems
to me quite a good method, but I do not like the
idea of using the multilayer coil for short waves.
It seems to me that the multilayer coil is a device
for getting a large inductance in a small space,
and the degree of coupling, it seems to me, must be
less efficient than if one uses the pancake coil
where the surface area is much greater, the coupling
consequently much better. That is all I can say
with regard to low frequency.

I notice that in Mr. Phillips' design he does not
earth the iron of the transformer, which is supposed
to get rid of a lot of noise, due generally I consider,
to eddy currents that circulate in the iron. A
thing which seems to me rather foolish is that if
one earths the iron by connecting together with a
strip of copper or whatever material you may choose,
one gets rid incidentally of the insulation that
exists between the transformer core laminations,
and, then fore, although you have a path to earth
of eddy currents it seems to me that the tendency
of that circulation of eddy currents is increased
because the core becomes one solid block of iron
without any insulation between the laminations.
Doubtless I am wrong, but perhaps Mr. Phillips
will put me right on a few of these points.
Mr. C. F. Phillips.

First of all I think Mr. Dunham must have
misunderstood my remarks about high -frequency
transformers. I did not suggest that they did not
amplify, I said that they did not transform. I
quite agree that they do amplify, but I maintain that
the method of using two coils instead of one is
rather unnecessary in most instances.

You spoke of multilayer coils not being suitable
for short waves. With regard to the advantages
of multilayer coils, the first is that they have an
appreciable distributed capacity, and also a some-
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what large high -frequency resistance. Leaving out
the high -frequency resistance for the moment, it
may be of interest to note that one needs a con-
siderable capacity across any coil used in my circuit
as a rejector of short waves. If you do not have
enough capacity, preferably distributed and not
external to the coil, you get such very sharp
resonance points that the actual working of the
circuit becomes very difficult ; as the various coils
of the receiving circuit are brought into resonance
one is apt to get nothing but a series of clicks
when the resonance curve of the reactance coil is
too sharp. It is interesting to make the experiment
in a practical way ; first, try the single layer coil
and then a multilayer coil, you will soon be con-
vinced that a certain amount of capacity is necessary.

Incidentally, there is no question of coupling ;
the reactance coil should not couple to anything,
and it is quite hard to prevent such stray coupling.
The coil should be placed well away from the
tuning circuits, as if stray coupling does take place
you never know which way round it is going
to act ; if there should be any reverse coupling
you will be in trouble on short waves ! The coil I have
shown there in the rejector circuit is not a coupling
of any description, the coupling is the capacity, and
the rejector circuit is merely a circuit which permits
of the very maximum of potential being built
up from one end to the other-that is to say, the
combination of coil and condenser becomes an
infinitely high resistance for currents of the frequency
of the wavelength you are trying to receive and
therefore potentials from one end to the other are
at a maximum.

As regards the earthing of the cores of low -
frequency transformers. This certainly does get
rid of a lot of noise in some cases, but I do not
attribute such noise to eddy currents ; it is rather
due to leakage of H.T. and possibly to the
accumulation of a charge on the core. As a general
rule, I usually earth a single transformer unless so
doing causes any noise, but when using two or three
transformers in the same amplifier, I find that earth-
ing the frames is sometimes enough to cause a
certain amount of coupling between them, and thus
render the generation of low -frequency oscillations
probable. I do not think that a metallic con-
nection to the core would have the slightest effect
on eddy currents.
Mr. P. R. Coursey.

I think we ought to thank Mr. Phillips for his
excellent account of a means of simplifying the
problems of high frequency amplification. There
is one little point that I should like to make with
regard to his remarks about the grid leak of a
detector valve. I certainly agree with him that
connecting the leak either to the positive or to the
negative of the valve filament will not make much
difference to the grid potential, but it may also be
of interest to show how one can find what actual
the potential is. If one can plot out the grid
characteristic of the valve, i.e., the grid current
against the grid volts, it may be somewhat as
shown at XYZ in the accompanying figure. Well,
now, if the total difference of potential that can be
impressed on the grid leak is, say, 4 volts, we
should mark off 4 volts on the axis of grid voltage
as at A, and set out a straight line AB to represent
-the resistance line of the grid.
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That is to say, the slope of this line should
equal the resistance of the grid leak. For example,
suppose, as described by Mr. Phillips, the grid leak
resistance = 2 megohms, and the potential
difference across the filament = 4 volts, we should
set off OA = 4 volts and 00 = the current passed
by 2 megohms on 4 volts-

= 4/2 x 106
= 2 microamperes.

This straight line will intersect the grid
characteristic at some point such as Y, then the
potential which the grid will assume will be given
by the distance OZ' measured along the axis of
grid voltage.

Mr. C. F. Phillips.
I think that is a pretty way of getting at grid

potential but he is not telling you how to get that
curve. The only difficulty is that I cannot personally
plot out the grid characteristic owing to the lack
of sufficiently sensitive instruments.

Mr. P. R. Coursey.
If Mr. Phillips does not mind my criticising his

remarks, there is one point which I would rather
like to mention. He referred to the " resistance "
of the condensers for various frequencies, and in
giving these resistances he menticned such figures
as 15,000 ohms. I should be sorry to have to use
a condenser having that resistance. I take it that
he really meant " impedance."

I think there is one other little point raised by
another speaker about the self -capacity of multi -
layer coils when using them for coupling the H.F.
valve to the detector. I do not think it is perhaps
realised as generally as it should be that the in-
crease of high frequency resistance due to the self -
capacity of the coil is due to the current which
flows through the capacity. If we have a coy
and connect a condenser across it, the self-capacitil
and the coil is added to the external capacity,
so that for the frequency to which the circuit is
tuned if the coil has inductance L and with total
capacity C its effective resistance is given by L/CR
where R is the true high frequency resistance of the
coil itself. Hence, for this purpose, it does not
matter much where the capacity is located, i.e.,
whether it is in the coil itself or outside. In any
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case also the plate capacity of the valve is added
also on to the total effective capacity.

Mr. M. Child.
There are one or two little points which I would

like to ask Mr. Phillips about. I notice, first of all,
that there has been a slight discussion between the
merits of the transformer coupling and the reactance
capacity method, which Mr. Phillips advocated.
I do not think that the latter circuit shows very
much advantage over the transformers if these
are of values properly chosen. I quite agree
with Mr. Phillips that there is self -capacity between
the primary and secondary high frequency trans-
former, and as a rule that capacity may be trans-
mitted from the plate circuit to the grid circuit of
the next valve, but I am not quite sure whether
we are justified in assuming that that is all the
transformer does. In his diagram (Fig. 1), Mr.
Phillips shows a grid leak of 2 Mcl. That
grid leak is for keeping the grid of the valve
at a constant potential until the signals arrive
Now, if we take the next diagram (Fig. 2)
shcwing the transformer coupling, we dispense with
the grid leak, and we substitute a winding of a
relatively low resistance but of a high impedance.
Mr. Phillips, will you kindly put in a condenser and
a grid leak ? I had in my mind that it was possible
to use a valve, what we might call a special detecting
valve in that second position where it is not neces-
sary to control the grid with condenser and grid leak,
and in that case we may use, if necessary, a potentio-
meter and then the transformer of the secondary
comes direct to the grid without the condenser and the
leak. Now, what I should like to know definitely
(if anybody can tell me), is whether that secondary
now is not producing a potential difference between
it. Under these conditions would the magnetic
field in the primary of the transformer, be electronic ?
I think it is. We have more the true transformer
than we ordinarily get with the condenser and grid
leak in its place. Another little point I noticed
was that Mr. Phillips referred to that circuit marked
X in Figure 1 as the rejector circuit. I understand that
a rejector circuit is not a proper rejector circuit
unless the resistance of the inductance is made
extremely small. Now this is rather important,
more so when you take into consideration that in
practice if we want to get a long wavelength
the capacity must be large. If those inductances
which Mr. Phillips has actually shown us in practice
are tuned, I do not think their resistance is by any
means small enough for the circuit to be compared
to a rejector circuit, but I daresay the advantage
is explained in using those coils, and that / ou do
get sharp tuning. If, however, you make th 3 cIrcuit
very selective, and keep down the r. sistance,
then the resonance is so difficult to obtain that it
is almost impossible to work it in that way. I
think it is a good thing to have some resistance.
I would like to ask Mr. Phillips whether he always
recommends joining the secondary of the low tension
transformer to the negative side of the battery.
We already have at this point resistance. There are
circumstances where I find it very desirable to do
so, such as for the reception of ordinary Morse
signals, but I do not find it always an advantage
to do that when one requires to receive telephony ;
it depends to a certain extent on the type of valve
used, and its characteristic curve. I think Mr.
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Phillips will agree with me that that little point
ought to be followed up. One ought to have a
switch to switch that connection on to different
places when one is receiving spark or telephony.
I think we all ought to thank Mr. Phillips for
opening this interesting discussion ; the making of the
low frequency grid positive is a very good scheme,
and will assist a great many of us to keep our
circuits steady on short-wave work.
Mr. C. F. Phillips.

I quite agree that transformer coupling has one
advantage over reactance capacity, and that is the
ability to use a potentiometer. Some people
find it difficult to secure efficient rectification by
potentiometer control of the grid, and I do not
think that the average valve on the market gives
such good rectification by potentiometer control as
it does by grid current control as exercised by a grid
condenser. In certain circuits the use of a grid
condenser is absolutely barred : I allude to circuits
used in front of high speed printing apparatus.
A grid condenser may lead to temporary paralysis
of the grid by an atmospheric, and before the grid
has discharged through the leak, portions of a high
speed signal might be missed.

With regard to the true rejector circuit, Mr.
Child is quite right ; it has large circulating currents
in it, but currents of the frequency to which it is
tuned will not pass through it. To ensure its
behaviour in complete accord with this theory, it
must be of very low resistance, and is consequently
usually of low inductance and high capacity.

Touching low frequency amplification, it is
certainly as well to be careful not to make the
operative point such that the valve is working near
the bend of its characteristic curve, as that would
cause the low frequency signals to be re -rectified.
Such re -rectification would occasion serious dis-
tortion of speech or music. In short, one should
keep the grid of a L.F. valve as negative as is possible
without producing re -rectification.
Mr. H. H. Burbury.

There is one question I should like to ask. I have
for a long time used transformer coupled high
frequency amplification, but I find I rather agree
with Mr. Phillips that they do not altogether
transform, and this can be shown if anybody will
try connecting the filament connection to the
secondary when they get signals almost as strong.
That appears to me to cut out the theory that they
really do transform.

At the same time I think one gets quite as good
results from a transformer as you do from Mr.
Phillips's circuit in point of magnification.
Mr. M. Child.

Might I suggest that if that circuit is possible the
valve is one in which you get a very low velocity,
you must have the connections controlled to the
grid on the grid circuit of your battery to keep the
grid normally straight, otherwise a charge accumu-
lates and pops off through the valve.
Mr. C. F. Phillips.

Oh no, Mr. Child, it leaks through your faulty
high frequency transformer and gets off that way.
Mr. M. Child.

That is due to bad insulation.
The President.

Gentlemen I think you will join in thanking Mr.
Phillips and the other speakers for an interesting
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paper and discussion. As regards the last point,
I have had a broken wire in my transformer
without the signals stopping and I am inclined to
agree with Mr. Phillips in that respect.

All the members for ballot have been duly elected.
I should like to say that if any of you feel in-

clined to give us lectures we shall be very glad if
you will send in your names. We have no par-
ticular lecture arranged for next month and
volunteers will be very gratefully accepted, not only
for our own Society here but for the affiliated
societies around London and in the Provinces.

That, I think, closes the Meeting.
Mr. C. S. Dunham (communicated).

I think Mr. Phillips rather misunderstood me ;
possibly I did not make my meaning quite clear.
Experience seems. to show that the tighter. the
coupling between the primary and secondary wind-
ings of a high frequency transformer the better, and
it was to this coupling that I referred in my remarks,
not to the coupling between anode coil in a re-
actance -capacity coupled amplifier, and other parts
of the circuit. Hence my remarks that one could
obtain better coupling on the shorter waves by
using a basket coil, in preference to any system of
multi -layer winding, which latter gives a com-
paratively small coupling surface except for wave-
lengths of say 4,000 metres upwards.

It is true that the basket coil, owing to its low
self -capacity would give rather a peaked curve,
but as Mr. Phillips suggested the coil could be well
soaked in wax. Other methods of reducing such a
wave will suggest themselves, such as, for instance,
winding part of the transformer coil with resistance
wire, coupling the primary and secondary with a
small condenser, etc.

These methods were not, however, intended to
be used in the reactance capacity coupled amplifier,
where there is, of course, no necessity to have a
large coil. The smaller the better in fact, so as to
be free from the possibility of interlinkage of
external fields which might create very undesirable
results. The self capacity of this coil forming the
clamping element, it seems that any multilayer
coil forms the ideal system of winding, and the
much abused " slab " winding comes into its own.
Mr. C. F. Phillips (reply to Mr. Dunham-com-

municated).
I am sorry I misunderstood Mr. Dunham's earlier

remarks. I agree that the tighter the coupling
between primary and secondary of commercial
high frequency transformers the better. That
seems to prove my contention that they do not
transform, as the tighter the coupling the higher
the capacity between windings and the more nearly
do you approach the system of reactance -capacity
coupling.
Mr. P. G. A. H. Voigt (communicated).

I disagree with Mr. Phillips in making the first grid
6 volts positive. If you change your grid voltage
from zero to 6 volts positive three things occur.

Firstly you change the point of the characteristic
on which you work, but according to the com-
monly accepted theory, you might effect this
change equally well by an increase of about 30 v.
of H.T.

Secondly, there is a considerable grid current,
which acts in every way as if the insulation of the
aerial'was bad. According to Mr. Phillips this loss
can be replaced by a little more reaction. If this
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is true, then why do we insulate our aerials very
carefully ? It is well known that with bad insula-
tion, the results are bad, in:spite of any amount of
reaction.

Thirdly, you get stability. In order to get
stability in my own set I use capacity reaction
in a suitable way, and can stabilise the set at any
time without that loss of efficiency which is pro-
duced by a positive grid voltage.

Mr. Phillips mentioned early in his lecture that it
was desirable to use a tuning condenser of extremely
low self capacity in the " rejector " or tuned plate
circuit. Later he said that the coils used in this
circuit should have a high self capacity.

I fail to see why you should go to great expense
getting special condensers with a low maximum
capacity when you afterwards sometimes dip your
coils in wax to bring that capacity up again.

I find that with ordinary wavelengths if the
minimum capacity is small the coils become very
aperiodie when no condenser is used. For example,
one of my coils tunes from 2,000 metres up to 3,000
with a 0.002 condenser, but the minimum is
very badly defined, and even 600 metres comes
through very well, indeed. If, however, the least
additional capacity is put in parallel, the 600 metre
signals vanish. With regard to the condenser
in parallel with H.T. Once I connected up a new
set with a new H.T. and found by careful test that
the addition of a large condenser in parallel with the
H.T. did not make the least difference. Six
months later when the H.T. was much colder I
repeated the experiment, and this time it made
an immense difference to the high frequency side
of the set, but no appreciable difference to the low
frequency side. This shows that the impedance
of the H.T. is negligible for L.F., and a few hundred
ohms more or less will make little difference to the
low frequency side. For H.F., however, this is
not the case, and the condenser provides a low
impedance path for the oscillations.

Lastly, one of the speakers asked " if connecting
the transformer stampings together in order to
earth them did not produce eddy currents ? "
The answer is no. The eddy currents cannot flow
unless the circuit is complete, and this requires at
least two such connections.
Mr. C. F. Phillips (reply to Mr. V oigt-corn-

munic,ated.)
If Mr. Voigt will examine Figs. 1 and 6 he will

see that the grid is about 4, not 6, volts positive.
As regards his three points :-

1.-I want to change the point on the
characteristic from the bottom bend to some
way up, in order to prevent distortion ; why
bother to increase H.T. voltage to do so ?

2 and 3.-With a grid current of 100 microamps.
the grid filament resistance of the valve is reduced
to 40,000 ohms, not a very serious loss of insulation ;
the results are not bad, and what is lost on insulation
is more than made up by perfect control over
regeneration, and thus maximum signal strength.
The proof is easy; try both methods and judge for
yourselves.

Mr. Voigt assumes that external capacity in shunt
with an inductance has the same effect as distributed
capacity. This is not so, as high distributed capacity
flattens out a resonance peak far more than does the
same value of external shunt capacity. I do not
understand Mr.Voigt's remarks about his coils.
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Notes on the Design of Radio Frequency Intervalve
Amplifier Transformers using Iron Cores

By A. S. BLATTERMAN, B.Sc., E.E.

(Continued from page 51.)
Coefficient of Coupling.

Let M - mutual inductance between primary and secondary
L, = self inductance of primary
L2 = self inductance of secondary

K = = coefficient of coupling
(L,L2):,

(I) = total flux linking both primary and secondary
0 = leakage flux between primary and secondary
N, = number of turns on primary
N2 = number of turns on secondary
Il = primary current
/, = secondary current

The mutual inductance is defined as

11 r, 2

>: 168 /2 x ltie
and the self -inductances L1 and L, as

N + (k),
Il

L - 1

x 108

L N (4) .+-0), 2
/2 X 108

K
(12)L1L2 +

The leakage flux 0 is calculated with the help of equation (11) and is found to he
= 4TN1/1 47rt

X X (13)10 3 2R
log

Hence

Fig. 9.

and for the iron

b + 2R - Vb2.+ 4bR
The mutual flux (I) may be considered as produced by the primary, passingthrough the central core leg and returning partly through the end core sectionsand in part also across the air path between the secondary and these end coresections as shown in Fig. 9.

The reluctance of the composite magnetic path outside the coils from sectionAA to section BB is, for the air part, approximately
3 2R

1)1,, -
4

logrd b 2R- 1152 4bR

=I' .1- 2d
11,4

The ratio of these two is therefore
18, - l' 4- 2d

1

,,,11,, µA x 3 2R dlog -1- A47rd b + 9R - -b1 + 4bR l-'
In many cases this ratio is very small and in such cases the flux (I) may be taken as that following
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the iron circuit alone. The calculations are thereby simplified considerably. As au example may be
taken a transformer core used in a certain line of transformers built at these laboratories in which

020

0 15

0.05

0 05

Fig. 10.

giving for the coefficient of coupling

where

bor letting -= a

10 15

A = 0.87 sq. cm

b2
R

11 100
2.5 cm

This gives
(2.5 2d) d

tI d2 27.2

Fig. 10 shows values of this ratio for
different values of d and it is there seen that
at least 90 per cent. of the flux will follow
the iron for values of d up to nearly 1 cm.
Therefore, in this case and particularly when
it is remembered that the flux paths under
consideration form only a part of the entire
magnetic circuit, the error is not great if
the flux 111 is calculated on the basis of the
iron path alone with length 1 cm and cross-
section A sq. cm. If desired, the air paths
may be approximately accounted for by
mathematically increasing the iron section A
slightly (from about 3 to 8 per cent.).

NVe have then for the mutual flux (1)

47r/Vii, I
(L1 x

10 / 81

pA 7- A

(14)

1K = ( in)
41) + 95 = + 0/0 - + a

1 al
4-rt liA +

Aa = X
2Rlog

b 2R - 11b2 4bR

1 sl

= x
±

A-kr/ RA

log 2

Primary and Secondary Inductances.
The primary_inductance is

L1

2 a - a' + 4a

- ('D +
x 108

47rN12/1 1 -17rt

I, x 109 1 , al log 2-r :4 2 +

( 1 )- 2
1 81 1 + t (n)NA

A)

a - 'cr2 47)
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The secondary inductance is similarly
( 1

4irN2 all -! 1 + al (18)102 p ji
It is to be noted that these inductances both comprise a portion due to leakage flux i and calculable
by the formula

Lm 41-372 a
109 1 81

A

and a second portion due to the mutual flux (10 calculable similarly by

The Circuit Problem.
The circuit to be considered has already been shown in Fig. 3 except that in that figure the capacity

Ct is to be ignored as being negligibly small on account of the pancake winding construction used. The
resistance due to core loss in the transformer as well as the secondary resistance r. of the input circuit
of the tube will also be omitted from immediate consideration. The general effect of these resistances
is to slightly change the actual values of the coupled resonance frequencies, and to reduce the maximum
values of the humps in the resonance curves. They also cause the latter to flatten out considerably. It
seems quite unnecessary to attempt to take these resistances into account in an accurate circuit solution
for the location of the range of wavelength operation of an amplifier, particularly in view of the fact that
they are both functions of frequency as are also C2, L1 and L2. In addition all of the quantities r0, r2,
L1, L, and the coefficient of coupling depend to a certain extent upon the strength of the signal involved.
The principal effect is the dulling or flattening out of the resonance curve and in this respect the core loss
plays an important role. In certain transformers that have been built by the author, this resistance
is of the order of 1,000 ohms at 200,000 r A
cycles under working conditions.

The circuit then to be treated is that
of Fig. 11. The matter to be investigated
is the variation of secondary voltage v", or
what is the same thing the secondary cur- -1/
rent is, with frequency under the influence
of the constant voltage re = v. Indicating
the currents conventionally as shown, we get
the Kirchoff equations (where p = joy)

(19)

= 47N2 1 (20)
102 81

.4

1 \
v (r ) lepC,

Fig. I I.

0 - pMi3
pC,

0 - pMi, (pL. i3

From these we get by routine methods
V/3 -

(21)

(22)

(23)

L2C2L2(1 -K902- Li 1.8 + r2 I -0.12(LiCid-L2C2) to4L,C2L2C2(1 -K2)} (24)
N 1 wK L1L2C2 ) Lt) 4C22K2LIL2

V (25)

The/desired conditions are those giving maximum values of this expression. Such conditions
obviously obtain when the denominator has minimum values and can be determined by equating

d(Z)2 0
de;

Such procedure gives

0 = 2(02 [LiaLaiizes2(1 K2)27.a] [v L1242C22( 1 -K2)2 - 2L1L2C3C2r2(1 - /MLA +LA)] +

[2(LiC1 L2C2)r2-L12]-2r2 (26)
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The solution of this equation for ca and the selection of the proper roots is quite a formidable taskmechanically. It can be most simply accomplished by graphics, but is cumbersome at best and sincethecoefficients themselves are functions of (9 the tedium of the work is still further increased. Thesolution of the problem from (24) is in fact so complex and the accuracy of the results so doubtful onaccount of the difficulty of accurately formulating the coefficients in terms of w, that to the practicaldesigner the procedure would be most uninviting. It seems very important to make simplifyingapproximations.
Consideration of (24) shows a way out of the difficulty. It will first be observed that the denominator

of this expression comprises two terms. The second term involves r as a factor and its influence on thevalue of /3 therefore increases when r is large and becomes negligible when r is very small. In the lattercase the impedance Z is given practically by the.first term of the denominator and is equal to zero, givingmaximum current and secondary voltage when

L1L2C2 (1-K2) co2 - L, 0
or when

- 1

(27)L,C2(1 -Ka)
that is at only one frequency. On the other hand, if r is so large that the first term can be ignored then
the impedance Z becomes zero when

oi4LICIL2C2(1 -K2) - 0)2(L1e1 L2C2) + 1 = 0
or when

(02 = L1C1 L2C2 ± - L2C2)2 4K2L1C1L2C2 (28)2(1 - K2).LICIL2C2
which is the familiar expression giving the oscillation frequencies of a pair of inductively coupled circuits.
Practically, neither one of these two extreme conditions exists, but both terms of (24) are effective thus
giving two minima whose location just now is rather obscure.

Inspection, however, shows the following facts. The first term of the denominator varies with the
frequency somewhat according to the curve A, Fig. 12. The second term varies according to curve
B. If the first term (curve A) were not effective the two frequencies giving maximum amplification
would be determined by the usual coupled circuit equation (28) and would be located at fo' and fo'
(Fig. 12) where the B curve touches f axis. The presence of the first term (curve A) however makes the
resultant impedance curve (curve A curve B) take the form of curve C. The two minima are brought
closer together. Thus as far as the location of the minima are concerned the effect is the same as though

Cm

f
Fig. 12.

the coefficient of coupling in the second term had beendecreased. The suggestion immediately presents
itself therefore that as an approximation the actual minima may be located by considering the second
term alone using its condition for minima (28) but modified by considering the coefficient of coupling
reduced so that K2 can be neglected in comparison with unity. The conditions for maximum ampli-
fication would then become more simply

1 . 1 ) 4.1c2

L2c2 kL,c, - LA) LiciLac,
2

There are several further features, however, which must be considered before the form of (29) can
be accepted for practical calculations. In the first place C1 is a most uncertain quantity and is one of the
factors which makes the rigorous solution of (24) so difficult. Secondly, since K has been considered
as reduced below its actual value in the formulation of (29) the question arises as to what value should'
be used for it in that equation.

As regards the stated variation of C1, this may be readily understood from the following elementary
analysis. The No. 1 or input tube is shown in Fig. 13. The actual circuit is shown at (a), and its

. . (29)
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analytical equivalent at (b). Across the load Zo appears the alternating voltage reg(v v). This
voltage is associated with the current ir in the relation

vegcoep

The current i, _is also identified with this voltage re, but in addition there is the grid voltage e acting
serially additive- to re,, giving

i, =-- (v + 1) egGw,
The total capacity current is therefore

i, = ve,,w[Cp + (1 -I- )c0,]

The effective capacity C, is seen to be

C, C, C, (1 + v1)

This value will, of course, be somewhat modified by the nature and magnitude of the impedance supplying
e and the exact phase of e with respect to veu. The general nature of the effects determining C, is
well indicated, however, and explains the statement just made regarding the variation of this quantity.
It will be obvious that an approximation to Cl is highly desirable if not, in fact., essential. The one which
we shall make is C, = C C,.

Now, referring to (28), it will be seen that using C, = C C which is smaller than its actual value,
operates on the separation of the two resonant frequencies in a contrary manner to reduction of K. What
is desired, according to the indications of Fig. 12, is to somewhat raise the lower resonant frequency f.'6
as determined from (28) and lower the higher resonant frequency L' (generally a somewhat greater
amount).

It is noted that the quantity (I-10) in the denominator increases for the higher frequencies tending
toward unity as K falls off. It may also be noted that the two resonant frequencies f' and f" will be
expected somewhere in the neighbourhood of the natural frequencies of oscillation of the individual
circuits. This suggests the determination of these natural frequencies. Now, L, and L, are larger for
low frequencies than for high ones, so that if their inductance values as identified with the separate natural
oscillations of the two circuits are used in (28) it will be evident that in the neighbourhood of the lower
coupled circuit frequency (f"), L, will be considerably lower than its actual value, which would have had
to be used in the solution of the complete equation (24). and L, will likewise be somewhat lower than its
actual value, though the difference will not be so great as with L,, since f" and f, will probably not be
widely different. Similarly, in the neighbourhood of the higher coupled circuit frequency (f') L, will
be nearly correct or a little high, and L2 will be considerably higher than its actual value.

Under these conditions and when using the minus sign for the radical it will be seen that the lower
frequency f" of (28), wherein actual values of all the quantities would be used, will move upward somewhat
by the use of (29) wherein

L, - value of L, for independent primary circuit resonance.
L2 = value of L, for independent secondary circuit resonance.
K = actual values of K.

. C, = C C, (lower than actual value).
Likewise the higher frequency f' of (28) will be reduced by the use of (29) with its approximations. These
conclusions are, of course, quite general in nature. They indicate, however, that the approximations
stated are operative in the right direction and result in comparatively simple calculations for the practical
designer. Equation (28) cannot be used per ae, and the complete expression ;(24) is prohibitively
cumbersome even after assuming some average value of C,.

According to the contemplated method we are to calculate the location of the peaks of the
amplification characteristic from (28) which is now to be written thus-

1 I f, 12 + f22 + (f122 -- /22)2 + 4K2A2f22
VVV

(30)

4K2f12f2' (31)
2

fi =

f2 =

K=

1

211-

1

2r v L2C2

LiL2 1 + a
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Determination of Free Frequencies f, and h and proper Correlation of K.
The formulae previously developed for the inductances and coefficient of coupling involve the

permeability 9u of the iron core. The permeability is not constant but varies with the frequency. For the
kind of iron used at these laboratories (Alexanderson carbon steel 1 mils thick), it has been found that
the relation between permeability and frequency for small flux densities can be very closely expressed as
follows :--

- 3.02 x 105 from 200,000 to 1,500,000 cycles (32)

2.6 x 10414 - from 200,000 to 75,000 cycles (33)f04

In determining the location of the peaks of the resonance curve of the transformer, that is, the
frequencies f' and f" of (30) and (31) the natural frequencies f, and h of the primary and secondary
circuits must be known. At first sight these seem to be somewhat ambiguous because the inductances
L, and L2 are themselves functions of frequency depending upon the core permeability. The problem is
presented, therefore, of determining the natural frequency of oscillation of a circuit comprising an iron
core inductance. It can be solved most simply by a graphical method as
follows.

Let L f), as determined from the dimensions of the coil and core, and permeability of the
latter. Also let L = ( f ) be the functional relation between the frequency, the inductance of the coil
and the capacity with which the latter is associated. Obviously

L = 11,(f) (477:21 c) x fz
while L = o(f) is calculated from the formulae previously given as (17) and ( 1 8 ). If the two functions
IP( f) and 95( f ) are plotted on the same sheet they will be found to intersect as at P, Fig. 14a, and the
frequency corresponding to this intersection point will be the frequency at which the circuit will stabilise
in free oscillation. In any particular design the natural frequencies fi and f2 are thus determined.

Fig. 14a. Fig. 14b.

A further ambiguity arises in the calculation of f' and f" owing to the variation of K with frequency,
but this is also satisfactorily solved by a graphical method. Having determined /1 and f2, as just described,
f' and f" are plotted as functions of K according to (30) and (31). The functional relation between
K and frequency as determined from the geometry of the transformer, etc., by formulae (15), (32) and (33),
is also plotted on the same sheet (see Fig. 14b). The intersections of this curve with the two curves of
f' and f" as at P' and P" (Fig. 14b) determine the values of f' and f" at which the resonant humps
occur.

In many cases it will be found that this second graphical step is not strictly necessary, as a very fair
approximation may be had by using a value of K corresponding to a frequency about midway between

and f2, and calculating and f" directly from (30) and (31) using this average value.

The Tube Capacities.
The capacities C, and C2 of Fig. 3 are required in order to predict the operational characteristic.

Denoting-
C, = capacity between grid and filament.
C, = capacity between grid and plate.
Cp = capacity between plate and filament.

We have, according to the approximation previously stated, C1 = C, C,
As regards C2 there are two cases which must be differentiated, first, when the tube on the secondary

of the transformer is used as detector with by-passing radio frequency condenser across its output, as is
usual practice ; and, second, when the secondary tube is another radio frequency amplifier with transformer
similar to the one under consideration in its plate circuit. In either case C2 may be taken as
C2 = Cp + (1 v') C, where v' is the voltage amplification factor. In the case of the detector with
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radio frequency by-pass condenser in the plate circuit v' is obviously zero because of the short-circuitingeffect of such by-pass condenser on the plate. Therefore, in this case C, = C5 C,,,

In the other case where the tube is a unit in another stage of amplification v' has a variable value
with frequency depending upon the impedance of the transformer in its plate circuit. As a maximumvalue it will, of course, approach the amplification constant v of the tube, but will generally be somewhat
less than this because the impedance of its plate transformer will not be infinite. Experiment has shown,however, that except for very short wavelengths the effective resistance of the load. (transformer) at itstuning points is of the .order of 100,000 ohms so that the error in assuming v' = v is not large. Forwavelengths of the order of 400 metres experiment also has indicated that the effective resistance falls toabout one -tenth the value just given for long waves (1,000 metres and over), and the value of ie is there-
fore more nearly equal to v12*. Such approximations- as these are convenient and sufficiently accurate toformulate the design.

It is important to note, according to the formulae just given, that in a cascade multi -stage amplifier -
detector system using identical coupling transformers throughout, the wavelength range of the last stage
of amplification will be different from the stages preceding because the last stage works into the detectortube. This condition will, in general, tend to flatten out and broaden the tuning characteristics of the
system, making it more nearly uniform in its response to different frequencies over a certain range. ifit is desired to avoid this effect as for sharp tuning to a single frequency the last transformer in the series
should be arranged with a different secondary than those preceding according to the difference in the valueof C, with which it operates.

For the American type VT -1 tube, which tube is most frequently used in Signal Corps receivingequipment, we have the average values --
C = 15
C,,, = 13
C,, - 13

= 6.5
(To be concluded.)

Notes
Maritime Wireless News.

News circulated to ships at sea which has been
radiated by the Marconi Company for the last
twenty years from Poldhu will from May 1st, be
transferred to Clifden, thereby increasing the radius
by 1,000 miles, making the distance over 2,500 miles.

The news will be transmitted on a wavelength
of 5,750 metres, spark.
The Postmaster -General on Telephony Broad-

casting.
In the House of Commons on April 3rd, the

Postmaster -General, in reply to a question put
by Sir Douglas Newton, said that the whole question
of the broadcasting of wireless telephone messages
was being referred to the Imperial Communications
Committee. The Postmaster -General expressed
his sympathy with the idea.
The Genoa Conference. '

It is understood that the wireless station at
Spezia (ICS) will be used for the transmission of
press news relative to the Genoa Conference. The
station at Spezia contists of a Marconi 15 .kW
valve set. The transmissions will, it is understood,
be made on a wavelength of 3,400 metres C.W. at
1,500 G.M.T.
Marriage of Wireless Interest.

The marriage took place on Monday, the 13th
!larch, of Lieut. Duncan Sinclair, of the Depart-
ment of Civil Aviation, Air Ministry, to Doris
Elsie, only daughter of the late G. W. Brind, Esq.
Lt. Duncan Sinclair, it will be remembered, was the
author of a paper entitled " The Wireless Stations
of the British Commercial Airways," read before
the Wireless Society of London.

Mr. A. E. Hay, of " Glendale," Abernant,
Aberdare, S. Wales, would be glad to hear from
anyone prepared to listen for telephony, tonic
train, and spark signals from his station. The
following stations are received well by him :-
2 IV, 2 MM, 2 OM, 2 KQ, 2 DX, 2 TV, 2 HM,
or 2 HW (presumed to be a Bristol station), 2 PZ,
2 IQ. Mr. Hay states he is heard regularly up
to distances of 150 miles. His call is 2 KG.

Correspondence
To the Editor of THE WIRELESS WORLD

AND RADIO REVIEW.

Sir,-On opening the March issue of The Radio
Review this morning and reading over my review
of Leggett's " Wireless Telegraphy," I see that
I have done the author an injustice, due to
misunderstanding a sentence in the book. I
refer to lines 10 to 14 in my review, where I ex-
pressed surprise at the author's suggestion that the
well-known books by Fleming, Hawkhead, and
Eccles were not written by actual wireless engineers
but contained matter largely obtained second-hand
from other books. On reading over the quotation
again, however, I see that it bears quite a different
construction to that which I placed upon it, and
that the author intended no such suggestion, but
rather referred to the three authorities named as
the sources from which other writers obtained their
second-hand matter. It is also obvious that, in
making the statement that, with very few exceptions
books dealing with wireless telegraphy are not

*For resistance load R , and tube resistance Re v'
R Re
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written by actual wireless engineers, Mr. Leggett
regarded the three authors named as among the
exceptions.

Having criticised several features of the book,
I am the more anxious to correct at once what is
obviously an injustice to the author.

G. W. 0. H.
April 5th, 1922.

To the Editor of THE WIRELESS WORLD
AND RADIO REVIEW.

SIR,-The following appeared on page 571 of
" Tit -Bits " (issue dated February 25th)

HORSE -POWER BY WIRELESS.
tfi and now a big wireless power station
is working in Germany. Great towers, more
than a hundred feet high, transmit current
across the River Elbe to distant factories."

I should be very much obliged for any information
available regarding the system and wavelength
used.

This is not idle curiosity-far from it-as I
listen in at night I scarcely dare vary my A.T.C.
for fear I should touch a harmonic of the wave-
length of this new station. To those building
their own tuners I would point out the awful
consequences resulting from a miscalculation of
inductance or the presence of a rusty iron nail in
the coil.

I cannot sleep at night for thinking of the
dangers that beset my brave colleagues-what if
a strong gust of wind should for one brief second
deflect the beam on to a resonant aerial ?

At the same time the possibilities of this invention
are boundless.

We may expect to see things like this in our
newspapers in the near future :-

ORIGINAL SUICIDE AT PECKHAM !
" A verdict of ' suicide during temporary insanity '

was recorded at the inquest on the charred remains
of R. Adiobug.

" It appears the lad, still in his teens, had just
had the misfortune to ' burn out ' one of his precious
wireless valves. This seems to have turned his
mind, for a witness of the tragedy states that the
poor lad feverishly fitted up a crystal receiver,
placed the 'phones on his head, and taking a deep
breath, unhesitatingly turned the A.T.I. switch
of his tuner on to the thirteenth and last stud.
The coroner expressed his deepest sympathy with
the parents of the young lad, but pointed out the
dangers of his hobby."

We may even expect to see something like this
in our trade papers :-

INGENIOUS INVENTION.
" Messrs. A.B.C. have just put on the market

their new Radio Rat -trap ' (Patent 706941).
This should be a good selling line, absolute and un-
failing reliability combined with its extreme
simplicity.

" The weight of the rat on a board automatically
closed the secondary circuit of a radio receiver
tuned to the ' National Wireless Power Station,'
at the same time making electrical contact with
the rat and assuring its sudden, painless and
odourless demise."
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The advertisement pages of The Wireless World
may be filled with the announcements of enterprising
undertakers, setting forth the advantages of the
new system of radio cremation to careless
amateurs.

To those possessing a good aerial there will
doubtless be facilities for home cremation in the
shape of portable crematoriums.

It is even possible that the principal firms of
wireless apparatus makers will offer special free life
insurance policies to those purchasing their
" Harmonicless " tuners.

I feel sure you will agree with me that, after all,
there really is a future in wireless.

" MILLI" AMPERE.''*

Books Received.
THE STRUCTURE OF THE ATOM. By Stephen

Miall. (London : Benn Brothers, Limited. Pp. 26.
x W. Price 1/6 net.)

LA T.S.F. DES AMATEURS. By Franck Duro-
quier. (Paris : Masson & Cie. Pp. 305. 315
figs. 7"x 44". Price 10 fr.)

Calendar of Current Events
Tuesday, April 11th.

Transmission of Telephony at 7 to 7.25 p.m.
on 700 metres followed by C.W. Calibration Signals
on 1,000 metres, by 2MT at Writtle, near
Chelmsford.
Wednesday, April 19th.

NORTH MIDDLESEX WIRELESS CLUB.
8 p.m.-At Shaftesbury Hall, Bowes Park,

" Electro-Chemistry," by Mr. R. Maxwell Savage,
B.A.

COWES AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY.
" Independent and Self Heterodyne Methods."

Friday, April 21st.
WIRELESS SOCIETY OF HIGHGATE.

7 p.m.-Lecture and demonstration by Lieut.
Walker.

BRADFORD WIRELESS SOCIETY.
7.45 p.m.-At 5, Randallwell Street, Bradford.

Meeting.
Wednesday, April 26th.

RADIO SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY, MANCHESTER.
Smoker and Exhibition.

WIRELESS SOCIETY OF LONDON.
6 p.m. (Tea 5.30 p.m.). At the Institution of

Electrical Engineers, Victoria Embankment, W.C.2.
" The Four Electrode Valve," by Captain H. de A.
Donisthorpe.
Thursday, April 27th.

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR WIRELESS SOCIETY.
" A System of Recording and Demonstration,"

by Mr. L. Haggard.
Friday, April 28th.
LEEDS AND DISTRICT AMATEUR WIRELESS SOCIETY.

Selected. Mr. A. F. Carter, A.M.I.E.E.
* Our correspondent should not be taken too

seriously.-ED.
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Its application to practical working was described
and followed by practical experiments, such as
lighting a lamp, ringing a bell and starting a motor
by means of a beam of lightt. A full description of
this lecture was given in a recent report of the
Manchester. Wireless Society.

At the conclusion of the lecture several questions
were asked and Mr. McKernan cleared up many
little points regarding the nature and application of
selenium, after which a further discussion on high -
frequency current took place, several members
having formulated a few ideas on H.F. work since
Mr. McKernan's previous lecture. A vote of thanks,
proposed by Mr. Parkinson, was heartily accorded
by the meeting.

A Special General Meeting was held on March
28th for the purpose of passing new rules, which
had been drawn up by the Committee. This
business over, the Hon. Treasurer (Mr. J. Waller)
presented the whist drive balance sheet, which
showed a profit of £5 4s. This account was approved
and a vote of thanks was proposed by Mr. Raws-
thorne to all who had helped to make the whist
drive a success.

Mir. Parkinson then gave a lecture on the " Manu-
facture of Wireless Telegraphic Apparatus," many
useful hints being given on making inductances,
condensers and the use of solder. The meeting
closed with a vote of thanks to Mr. Parkinson, which
was given with acclamation.
Southampton and District Wireless Society.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. T. H. Cutler, 24, Floating

Bridge Road, Southampton.
The fourth meeting of the Southampton and

District Wireless Society was held at the Kingsland
Assembly Room on Wednesday last, March 29th ;
a good attendance was recorded. It is satisfactory
to state that for the first month's work of this
society fourteen new members have been enrolled,
the club aerial erected, and rule cards, etc., issued.
The first four weeks have been devoted to experi-
mental work with various member's sets, and good
results have been obtained. It is the intention of
the society to get first- class lecturers, and the month
of April has been given over for lecturing, with the
usual thirty minutes' buzzer practice. Demonstra-
tions will shortly be given, and very interesting
evenings are anticipated. The society hold their
meetings every Wednesday at 7.30 p.m., and
anyone interested will be cordially welcomed. The
annual fee for membership is. 12s.

St. Austell Wireless Club.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. H. Whetter, 26, Fore Street,

St. Austell.
The second Annual Meeting of the above Club

was held in the Queen's Head Hotel on Monday,
March 20th. The attendance was very good.
Mr. W. H. Graham, of Tywardreath (Cornwall's
first amateur), took the chair, and proved himself
a most capable chairman, especially when it came
to giving some helpful advice on the management
of club affairs. He was unanimously elected
President for 1922.

It is hoped to have several field days during the
summer months.

Grimsby and District Radio Society.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. J. H. Perkins, 35, Hare

Street, Grimsby.
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A meeting of the above Society was held in the
Club -room, Welldigate, on Tuesday, March 28th.
The Marconi Concert was received quite loud on
Mr. Wood's (Vice -President) 3 -valve H.F. amplifier.

Meetings are held each Tuesday from 7 p.m. to
10.30 p.m., and anyone interested will be Cordially
welcomed.

Wolverhampton and District Wireless
Society.

A well -attended meeting of the above Society
was held on Wednesday, March 29th, at head-
quarters, 26, King Street, Wolverhampton. Mr.
H. Taylor gave a very interesting discourse on
high -frequency amplifiers. With the aid of diagrams
drawn on a blackboard he was able to illustrate
his remarks, so that even the uninitiated could
grasp the subject. The discourse lasted over an
hour and was much appreciated.

Membership cards are now being issued ; all
local radioists should have one. Apply to the
Hon. Secretary, Mr. Geo. W. Jones, 8, Rosebery
Street, or 26, King Street, Wolverhampton.

Brighton Radio Society.*
At the meeting of the above Society, held

at its headquarters in Buckingham Road, on
March 23rd, a most interesting paper was read by
Mr. James Cowie, A.M.I.E.E., entitled " Recent
Developments in Experimental Psychology." The
lecturer outlined most clearly how beneficial the
application of this fascinating subject would be to
the wireless experimenter in the pursuance of
entirely new ideas somewhat off the beaten track.
The large number of members present indicates the
keen interest which is being taken by Brightonians
in the development of wireless telegraphy, and there
is no doubt that valuable assistance will be
rendered to the local experimenters who were
fortunate enough to hear the lecture.

The Society continues to swell its membership
daily, and now that the Postmaster -General has
granted the necessary licence for the installation of
a transmitting set, a large number of intensely
interesting experiments in wireless telephony, etc.,
will be carried out during the current year.

Any gentlemen interested are invited to com-
municate with the Hon. Secretary, Mr. D. F.
Underwood, 68, Southdown Avenue, Brighton,
who will be pleased to furnish full details as to
membership, etc.
The Wallasey Wireless and Experimental

Society.
- At dmmeeting of the Society held at 106, Albion
Street, New Brighton, on Thursday, "March 16th,
Mr. W. F. Mills treated the members to a most
interesting discourse on " Wireless for Beginners."
Owing to the fact that the Society is a new one,
and at least half of its membership are beginners,
the lecture could not have been more valuable.

CORRECTION.
The stations referred to in Mr. Yardley's lecture

before the Leeds and District Wireless Society,
reported in the March 18th issue, should have been
2 LA and 2 LB and not 2 NA and 2 NB, the
latter being the stations of Mr. J. Barna by, Sylvan
House, Broad Road, Manchester.
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Questions and Answers
NOTE.-This section of the magazine is placed at the disposal of all readers who wish to receive advice and
information on matters pertaining to both the technical and non -technical sides of wireless work. Readers
should comply with the following rules.-(1) Each question should be numbered and written on a separate
sheet on one sick of the paper only. (2) Queries should be clear and concise. (3) Before sending
in their questions readers are advised to search recent numbers to see whether the same queries have not been
dealt with before. (4) The Editor cannot undertake to reply to queries by post. (5) All queries must
be accompanied by the full name and address of the sender, which is for reference, not for publication. Queries
will be answered under the initials and town of the correspondent, or, if so desired, under a " nom de plume."
(6) Readers desirous of knowing the conditions of service, etc., for wireless operators will
save time by writing direct to the various firms employing operators. (7) Four questions is the
maximum which will be accepted at a time.

" H.J." (Harrow) is having severe trouble
with a motor on the premises, and asks for advice.

We are not quite clear from your letter whether
the supply for the motor is also used for the set.
The symptoms point to a small armature fault
on the motor. The most likely cure we can suggest
is to put a large capacity between each brush of
the motor and earth. We do not think a screen
to the motor will be very useful, but you might
try it if it can be easily done. If the same supply
is used for the receiver, put chokes in each lead
near the receiver and also a large condenser across
the leads.

" R.C." (Liverpool) asks questions about a
coupler.

Your sample wire did not come to hand.
(1) Wind primary with No. 22, and secondary

with No. 26.
(2) Two or three tappings will be sufficient.
(3) About 2,500 metres.
(4) Wavelength can be increased by adding coils

in both circuits. It is useless to add coils to one
circuit only.

" RIVERESCO " (Dumfries) asks (1) For
dates of issues describing a crystal set with the price.
(2) What is the meaning of C.W. (3) Names and
prices of Textbooks on practical work.

(1) and (3) " The Elementary Principles of
Wireless Telegraph." Part I deals with crystal
receiving apparatus. There is no recent article
on the subject in The Wireless World, as most
beginners prefer to start right away with a valve
receiver, owing to its ease of manipulation.

(2) C.W., or Continuous Wave, is the name ap-
plied to systems of wireless telegraphy transmission
in which the amplitude of the ether strains remains
constant. Continuous wave stations usually employ
valves, high frequency alternators, or arcs for the
production of the sustained oscillations. The
use of this method, which is described more fully
in textbooks, possesses many advantages, but
necessitates the use of special methods and apparatus
for reception.

" BEGINNER " (Halifax) asks (1) If there
is any limit to the number of valves permitted for a
receiving set by the P.M.G. (2) If so, what the
limit

We do not think so unless stated on license, but
in practice it is seldom of much use to employ
more than about six for ordinary reception with
telephone receivers.

S.O.S." (Swansea) asks (1) If a plate
18" x 12" buried 2 ft. deep will do for an earth.

(2) For criticism of a circuit. (3) If a filament
resistance is necessary. (4) Where to obtain a list
of call letters and what station has the call letters
PCGG.

(1) Plate should be considerably bigger in area
and buried deep enough to lay in damp soil.

(2) The circuit is quite all right as shown except
that it is liable to give re -radiation as it has only
one circuit with reaction.

(3) A filament resistance is very desirable with
all valves.

(4) PCGG is a station at the Hague sending
out telephony. A full list of call stations is given
in " The Wireless Year -Book," but many calls
will be found in a supplement published with the
January 7th issue.

" W.F." (West Hartlepool) asks (1) If it
is possible as an ex -service man to get assistance in
taking a course of wireless. (2) What address
to apply for this help.

(1) We do not know of anything being done
in this way, but should advise you to apply to the
Ministry of Pensions.

" F.W.F.L." (Chichester) asks (1) If a stage
of H.F. will be better than a stage of L.F. for getting
PCGG. (2) If the tuner described on page 439,
October 15th, will be suitable for the reception of
concerts. (3) If a condenser C " in his diagram
is necessary. (4) If a 1/1 ratio will be all right for
a transformer in the circuit.

(1) The H.F. will be distinctly the better.
For circuit, see Fig. 1, January 7th issue.

(2) Yes, if proportions of coil are suitable.
(3) " C " is necessary and capacity should be

about 0.001 mfd.
(4) " T " may be of ratio between 1/1 and 1/3.
" S.G.S." (Langley Mill) asks (1) If a crystal

set sketched is suitable for PCGG. (2) For size
of a frame aerial for it. (3) If not suitable, for advice
for improvement.

(1) A crystal set is quite useless for this station
at such a distance.

(2) A frame aerial is quite useless for use with
a crystal set.

(3) To get this station you would require at
least three valves with an outside aerial. For good
results with a frame aerial on any stations not in
the immediate neighbourhood you would require
still more valves.

" RENRUT " (Cambridge) asks (1) For a
simple crystal circuit with valve magnification.
(2) Whether Poldhu transmits on 2,800 metres C.W.
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(1) The most efficient way to use a valve and
crystal is with the valve as H.F. Amplifier followed
by the crystal as Detector. For circuit see diagram
(Fig. 1).

Fig. 1.

(2) We believe the bulk of Poldhu work is still
done on the spark set, but the station possesses a
C.W. transmitter which is probably used at times
on this wavelength.

" G.M." (Birmingham) asks for information
for a simple set, preferably crystal, which he can
use with a very small aerial.

A frame will be useless to you without several
valves, even a crystal will be very poor on so
small an aerial as you suggest.. One of the best
sets you could try would be " A School Receiving
Set " described in the issues of September 17th and
October 29th last.

" HIGH FREQUENCY " (Birmingham) asks
(1) If it would be possible to add a stage of H.F.
for his detecting valve panel. (2) If so, for connec-
tions. (3) If a Weston relay is suitable for wireless
recording.

(1) and (2) Yes, this can be done. Sec diagram
(Fig. 2.)

(3) Yes, for fairly light duty at slow speeds.

TO REACTION ON
PANEL

TO LT OF
PANEL

Fig. 2.

TO MT  OF
PANEL

TO INPUT
ON PANEL

" R.L." (Dulwich) send a circuit for criticism
and asks (2) If a variable condenser of 0.0002 mfd.
would be suitable for it. (3) For dimensions of
reaction coil. (4) How to tap the .4.T.I. without
unwinding it.
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(1) and -(4) You will not be able to tap the A.T.I.
without unwinding it, but you 'might fit a slider
to it. This would improve the set by allowing
you to connect the slider to the aerial, putting the
condenser and also the filament and grid across
the whole coil. This would greatly reduce the
re -radiation and give better tuning.

(2) Yes.
(3) 5" x 5" of No. 28.
" H.J. " (Tunstall) asks (1) How to stop a

6 -valve set from oscillating. (2) If he can receive
180 metres on the set. (3) If not, why not. (4)
If there is anything wrong with the loud speaker
which only gives a few signals weakly.

(1) Try weakening the reaction and all couplings
in the circuit ; also keep the input and output
leads of the valves as far from each other as possible.

(2) and (3) You should do so if the sizes of the
coils, about which you say nothing, are suitable.

(4) Without more detailed information we
cannot suggest the cause of the trouble.

V

Fig. 3.

" V.D.B." (Reading) asks various questions
on the circuit on page 396, September 17th issue.

The best way of coupling the receiving coils
is to line them up on one axis as shown in your
second sketch ; the closed circuit coil being in the
middle, reaction at one end and A.T.I. at the other.
If this is done, it is generally best for the A.T.1.
not to come right over the closed circuit coil.
Alternatively, the A.T.I. may be taken further
away from the closed circuit coil and coupling
between the two circuits obtained by a small
coupling coil connected in series with the A.T.I.
and sliding inside the closed circuit coil.

" F.M." (Sydenham) has a coil 4" x 3"
wound with No. 18, and asks (I) If it can be used
as a secondary of a loose coupler. (2) For suitable
dimensions of a primary for use with it. (3) What
gauge wire for the primary. (4) Range of wave-
lengths the loose coupler would have.

The coil suggested would be quite good for shoit
wavelengths, but would not give above about
750 metres. A suitable primary to use with it
would be 5" x 4" wound with the same size wire.

" " (Acton) hears Croydon telephony but
cannot hear local short wave concerts. He asks why.
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Method of Mounting
Coil Holders.

UNIT COIL
HOLDERS
to fit any standard coil

PRICES:
Fixed Unit . 4/2
Moving Unit ... 5/8

POST FREE.

IVORINE CONDENSER
DISCS diamete; -// - post free.

) MICROPHONE BUTTONS
2/- post free.

EVERYTHING FOR WIRELESS

ASHLEY RADIO
69, Renshaw Street, Liverpool

AN IDEAL
VALVE ACCUMULATOR

ORDER EARLY TO
AVOID DELAY

2 volts
50 Amps.

DIMENSIONS:
Height, 8"

Length, 4"
Width, 3"

Weight without acid 54 Ihr.

PRICE
10/-

EACH
1/- each Rr.u,nu6

WATES BROS.,
Office - 132, CHARING CROSS ROAD, W.C.2
Retail Mechanics-I4. GT. QUEEN'S ST., KINGSWAY

5, HIGH ST., BLOOMSBURY, W.C.2Of

THE " BROWN" LOUD SPEAKERS
WITH NEW IMPROVED CURVED HORNS.

H.2 (Sm.,' ri.,ight /2"

The requisites of a Loud Speaker arc pure tone, clear articulation, and good
volume of sound. The " BROWN" Loud Speaker possesses these qualities,
and they are enhanced by the new
improved curved horn.
THE AMATEUR does not always
need the full sized Loud Speaker (H.1)
as used in Lecture Halls, and a small
type (H.z) has been designed to meet
his more modest home requirements.
THE NEW HORN used with
both H.1 and H.z, is constructed on
the logarithmic law of incre sing
openings and is acoustically perfect.

PRICES :
(Large) Low Resistance, 120 ohms ... £6 5 0

H.2 (Small)
"

£3 0 0
The " BROWN " Standard Pattern (with upright funnel)

Low Resistance, izo ohms ... ... £5 10 0
(High Resistances for all patterns 2/6 to 5/- extra)

Catalogues post free on application.
SOLE

MANUFACTUVRS : S G. BROWN! LTD, R.I (Large) Height 21"

SHOWROOMS: 19 MORTIMER STREET, LONDON, W.1 Telephone: Museum 4950

Works : Victoria Road, North Auon, London, W.3 ht pr the Argentine :

Telegrams: "Sidbrownix, London." Telephone: Chiswick 1469. Horacio D. Guerrero, Las Heras 248o, Buenos Aires
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SIEMENS DRY BATTERIES
FOR OPERATING WIRELESS VALVES.

THE illustration depicts a Siemens standard type of " 15 volts
Dry Battery which is largely employed. If a battery of greater

capacity is required size No. 789 " 15 volts" 1 1 cells, should be specified. The
latter battery measures approximately 141 in. X 18 in. X 3 in. high.

"15 volt" Siemen's Dry Battery No. 643.
Dimensions 94 in. x in. x 21 in. high.

The Company manufactures
all types of Leclanche cells and
batteries, fluid and dry, and
can usually supply these to
meet special requirements.

SIEMENS BROTHERS
& CO., LTD.

WOOLWICH, LONDON, S.E.18.

- Obtainable from all Dealers. -

WESTON RELAYS

£3:3:0 CARRIAGE
PAID

RADIO CONSTRUCTA
Sectional Wireless Apparatus,
entirely made of ebonite. Every

part interchangeable

Full List containing over loo illustrations,
post free 4d.

H. D. BUTLER & CO
Office-

BANK BUILDINGS, 222,
GREAT DOVER ST.,
(Opposite Borough Tube Statum)

Telephone :
Telegrams : - - -

 9,
Showroom st Works -

603 0 o UGH ROAD,
BOROUGH,---S.E.i
/Three minutes front Borough

Tube Station)

Hop 3029
" Ingenuity, Phone, London."

AU our goods obtainable at the ARMY & NAVY CO OPERATIVE
SOCIETY, LTD., 105, VICTORIA STREET, S.W.

EDISON
ALL- STEEL
Accumulators for
WIRELESS

Edison Accumulators Ltd.
15, Upper George Street,

London - W.1

FOR SALE.
Silk Wire Basket Coils . . per set of 4
French R Valves (sent at purchaser's risk)
Small 2 -volt Accumulators, New ...
Solid Brass Valve Legs, 2 Nuts ... ... set of 4
G. P. 0. Telephone Receivers ...
Battery Boxes, 60 volt, with Plugs and Leads ...
Mahogany Instrument Cases, with Brass Locks and Hey,

13x8 x8
Marconi Charging Board Slate, ampmeter to 20 amps....
G. P. 0. Relays, Brass Covers, Glass Hinged Top

Small Type...
Aegal Insulators or Leading -in Tubes ... ... 4 for
New Patent Flange Type Valve Holder!!

All Carriage Paid.

C. S. SWAN, 191, Bishopsgate,
Near Liverpool Street Station, LONDON, E.C.2.

Telephone: London Wall 9623.

26
1116
2/6
1/-
2/6
3/6

9/-
50/-
30/-
26/-
2/-
2/8
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This is probably because your circuits were not
tuned to a short enough wavelength, without the
use of so little inductance that you obtained too
little coupling. Try a series condenser in the aerial
and a smaller closed circuit condenser.

" H.H.R." (Bristol) asks for a circuit with
dimensions of parts for best single valve receiver.

See diagram (Fig. 3) for a very good circuit.
Dimensions can be :-A.T.I., 8" x 6" of No. 24 ;
aerial coupling coil, 4" x 3" of No. 24 ; closed
circuit inductance, 7" x 5" of No. 26 ; reaction coil,
5" x 3" of No. 30; A.T.C., 0.002 mfd.; closed circuit
capacity, 0.0005 mfd. ; blocking condenser, 0.0015
mfd.; grid condenser, 0.0005 mfd.; leak, 3 megohms.

" TRIUMPH " (Heckmondwike) sends dia-
gram of set and asks (1) If the wiring can be improved.
(2) If he should get good telephony. (3) Where to
put a vernier condenser. (4) Why he can only
yet signals on 5 out of 8 slab roils in his set.
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(2) Almost immaterial. If you use transformer
H.F. we should use transformer L.F., and similar
for resistance coupling.

(3) Presence of black colour does not necessarily
prove great hardness, but it is generally found
in hard valves.

(4) Depends very largely on the type of circuit
used. A current amplification of five times is
very fair.

" DORPITE " (Transvaal) refers to a con-
denser given on page 524, and asks (I) How the
capacity is calculated. (2) For the capacity of
another condenser.

(1) The formula used is C = N K A
4 7r d x 900,000

where N equals number of spaces between foils,
in this case three, K is the specific inductive capacity
(mica= 6 approx.), A is the area of the overlap of the

O

do0 0

Fig. 4.

(1) Wiring is correct.
(2) Fair ; but it would be better to have more

H.F. and less L.F.
(3) In parallel with A.T.C. You should also have

a condenser across primary of the first L.F. trans-
former.

(4) Coils are obviously defective, but we cannot
say exactly how without examination. They may
have a break in them, or more likely have a few
turns shorted. The presence of shorted turns
can be immediately detected if tuning is very
flat on buzzer or similar signals.

" R.J.S." (Catford) asks (1) For a diagram
of a 2 -valve set with a switch to cut out the H.F.
amplifying valve. (2) If an L.F. magnifier is
added, should it be transformer or resistance coupled.
(3) If valves having a black appearance are hard
or soft. (4) Approximate amount of amplication
for one stage of H. F.

(I) The circuit of the diagram (Fig. 4) complies
with your requirements, but we do not particularly
recommend any switching method.

plates, i.e., 9 sq. centimetres, and d = the thickness
of the dielectric in centimetres, which is 0.004 x
2-54. This gives

3 x 6 x 9 0.0015
-4 x 3.14 x 004 x 254 x 900,000 approx.

(2) Using exactly the same formula the capacity
of this condenser is 0.0037 mfd.

" E.P." (Sanderstead) refers to Fig. 2, page
584, of December 10th, and asks (1) If a single
slide tuner could be used. (2) Which is the reaction
condenser. (3) If a sample of wire sent is suitable
for a lead-in. (4) If set is suitable for PCGG.

(1) A single slide coil may be used for the A.T.I.
if a reaction coil to slide inside the A.T.I. is provided.

(2) Strictly speaking no condenser in this set
is a reaction condenser. Reaction is obtained by
the coil across Condenser 3, which is better omitted.
The coil need not have a slider.

(3) Yes.
(4) Just possible with very careful handling.
" C.M." (Worthing) has three valves, a single

layer inductance, two condensers and H.R. telephones,
and asks for advice how to use them.
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You have not enough apparatus for a 3 -valve
set, and you will find Telefunken valves, unless of the
cylindrical plate type, very poor. We should advise
you to try a circuit similar to Fig. 8, page 778,
March 4th issue. We cannot give size of anode
coil as you do not state dimensions of your present
coil. 0.001 mfd. condenser should be across the
telephones and 0.0005 mfd. condenser used for the
grid. A 6 -volt L.T. and a 30 -volt H.T. battery
will be required. The circuit will only just give
PCGG.

(2) Either resistance or transformer coupled
amplifiers may be used for telephony. but the
resistance type are somewhat simpler to handle.

" R.H." (Lewisham) asks (1) If the set given
on page 156, May 28th issue, is suitable for C.W.,
spark or telephony. (2) What weights of wire will
be required. (3) Gauge and suitability of sample
of wire.

(1) Yes.
(2) For A.T.1., 12 ozs. of No. 24, and for reaction

coil, 3 ozs. of No. 28.
(3) No. 30 wire, which may be used for the

reaction coil if desired.

1 0

J
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If this is done, it will probably be best to rewind
the coupling coil with finer wire.

(2) Yes.
(3) Method B " is correct.
" Q.T.C." (Dovercourt) asks (1) How long an

" R" valve should last. (2) If it is normal to receive
BGL on 1,000 metres. (3) Wavelength range of
a certain set of basket coils. (4) Why signals are
only received on a single valve set when it is howling.

(1) Valve filaments more often break than wear
out. They are particularly liable to break if
roughly handled immediately after switching off.
With careful handling a valve should burn 1,000
hours at. least.

(2) This station can be received on a number
of wavelengths owing to harmonics which it emits.

(3) We have no information about these coils.
The makers should be able to give you the informa-
tion.

(4) We are unable to say without detailed ex-
amination of the set. The result may be due
to a too large reaction coil ; to a faulty grid
condenser or to the absence of a condenser across
the telephones.

00 US I-.
'1515T515'

Fig. 5.

" J.D." (London) wishes to add a note magnifier
to the valve and crystal set described in April, 1920,
using common L.T. and H.T. batteries.

See diagram (Fig. 5). We regret we are unable to
give you the exact differences between various of the
Mark III and Mark IV amplifiers, but any of
them should be suitable for use with this set.

" H.H." (Morfa-Mevin) is adding a valve to
a Marconi Type 16 receiver, and asks (1) If the
coupling coil is sufficient inductance for a reaction
coil. (2) If crystal potentiometer is suitable as
grid potentiometer. (3) Which of two ways of
connecting the aerial is the better.

(1) This winding will be satisfactory, but owing
to the. smallness of the P.M.G. aerial it will be
desirable to add a loading coil to the A.T.I. to get
up to the maximum range of the closed circuit.

" E.R." (Wimbledon) asks questions about
a crystal set.

(1) The crystal shown is wrongly connected.
It should be between the condenser, as at present
connected, and the potentiometer slider.

(2) For the reception of C.W. on crystal sets,
see an article in the January 21st issue, but none
of the methods of attacking this problem are very
satisfactory.

(3) You will not get PCGG on this or any other
crystal set.

" K.B.S." (Campbeltown) asks (1) For
size of formers for 3,000 metres. (2) If the reaction
coil should slide in and out of the A.T.I. (3) For
a suitable filament battery, other than accumulators ;
(4) For criticism of circuit.
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THE 66 BRITWIRE " SERVICE
We have large stocks of all apparatus listed below, and can
send any item bg return post. GIVE US A TRIAL

Mallard " Ora " Valves 15/- Voltammeters, 015 volts, 015 amps, each 10/-
French " R " Valves (best type) .. 12/6 P.O. Lever Switches, 4 to 24 spring .. 4/-
P.O. Solid -back Microphones .. 15/- Knob and Pointer, with brass bush .. 1/-
G.P.O. Standard Microphones .. 8/6 Grid Condenser and Leak, any value .. 5/-
Single Earpiece Receivers with Cord, LoW Resistance.. 3/- Telephone or Intervalve Condensers, '002
Vernier Condenser for panel mounting .. 6/9 Mansbridge 2 mfd Condenser .. 1/6
Telephone Transformers, new .. 15/ Ivorine Scales 0-108°, best make 1/8
Siemens Units, 15 volt 4/6 Valve Legs, highly finished, per doz. .. 3/-
Microphone Transformers.. .. 32/6 Duros Cells, 2 v. 45 amps., require no first charge .. 12/6
Choke Coils . . 32/6 Single Valve Panels, with filament resistance, grid con-
H.T. Condensers, oil filled 30/- denser, leak, telephone, condenser, etc. .. 35/-
P.O. Double Current Keys, soiled only :: /-35/- Switch Arms, rotary type .. 2/9
Slab Inductances, per set eight .. - 15 Contact Studs, per doz. - 1/9
Telephone Plug " Britwire " Intervalve Transformers .. 22/8
Telephone Jack .. 81. Microphone Buttons, G.E.C. make .. 2/6
Filament Resistance for panel mounting, best quality.. 5;0 Terminals, Bat (Mk. III, type), per doz. 2-
Pocket Voltmeter, 01 volts .. .. 5 - Bat Bao, and Bat double, per doz. .. 2//6
" Britwire " Duolateral Wound Coils, from 2/- to 15/- each Aerial Insulators 9d.

Send for List. We can quote you keen prices for complete outfits.

GOODS OVER 40/- CARRIAGE PAID. - LOCAL AGENTS STILL REQUIRED.

POST ORDERS TO :-

THE BRITISH WIRELESS SUPPLY CO.,
6, BLENHEIM TERRACE, LEEDS.
Branches :-
18, Eldon Square,
NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE.

TELEPHONE 360

33, High Street,
SOUTHAMPTON.
TELEPHONE 403

Velephone : 26926

11, Church Street,
WEST HARTLEPOOL.

TELEPHONE 373

AUCKLANDS' STANDARD PRODUCTS
TABLE STAND FOR COILS

11 11

Regd. Deign 688454.
EXACT AS ILLUSTRATED.

PRICE EACH 21/ -
EBONITE CAPS WITH =TOWED
(Ebonite) HANDLE, TO FIT
STANDARD KNOBS. Per pair

VALVE PANELS. 3 VALVE ... 4 6 GRID LEAK Mounted on Condenser

5 7;6 Substantial : Reliable : Cheap"Leak between dips. Any value
Complete 5/-(FIXED CONDENSERS, MICA DIELECTRIC, ALL Leaks only (with clips) 2/6CAPACITIES oos to 000e... .. Price each 3/4 Condensers

CONDENSER SCALES.
Engraved 0-180' with Knob and Bush 5/ -

VALVE LEGS, with 2 nuts, lacquered, ad. each

VALVE PINS, with Nut and Washer Sid. each
PLUG and JACK, with b ft. of Cord,

8/6 per pair.

G. Z. AUCKLAND AND SON,

L.F.
TRANS-
FORMER

Radio I to 5

22/6

395, ST. JOHN STREET,
LONDON, E.C.I.

t..
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(1) With 0.0005 mfd. in parallel with the A.T.I.,

this should be 5" x 8" of No. 24. The reaction
coil 4" x 4" of No. 32.

(2) Yes ; or the reaction coil may be wound
on a spherical former revolving inside the A.T.I.

(3) The only alternative to accumulators is
dry cells, which, if used, should be of very large
size, say the Siemens' " M " size, which will give
enough current for one valve for short periods.
The use of dry cells would be very expensive.

(4) The circuit is all right. There is no simple
switch of the type you desire. Such .switches
are made, but are very expensive. It might be
possible to link your two switches together, but
we think it hardly worth while as it is quite simple
to interchange coils when required without any
switching.

" P.T.W." (Crofton Park).-The connections
of your set are incorrect. Rearrange as Fig. 3,
page 585, December 10th issue. Do not use iron
wire in the aerial. Unless you increase the A.T.I.
the maximum wavelength will be about 1,500 metres.
An indoor aerial is useless for a crystal set.

" HOPEFUL " (Blackheath) asks how to
add a valve to a Mark III tuner.

An article on the conversion of this tuner for
valve work was published in the June 25th issue,
which can be obtained from the Publishers.

" J.A." (Derby) refers to answer to C.C.W.
(Woolwich), January 7th, issue and asks (1)
Weight of wire for coils. (2) If A.T.I. has slider
or tappings. (3) Ditto for secondary coil. (4)
Wavelength range.

(1) 8 ozs. of No. 22 and 4 ozs. of No. 26.
(2) A slider would be best.
(3) Three tappings will be sufficient.
(4) Aerial circuit 2,500 metres, closed circuit

4,000 metres.
" J.N." (Barnet) asks for construction of

details of H.F. transformers.
These transformers are wound to suit the wave-

length required. For information see issues of
October 15th and 29th, and November 12th, 1920.
Adjustment of the windings to best value should
be done experimentally as it is difficult to predict
them at all accurately.

" M.E.T." (Reading).-If No. 26 wire were
used an A.T.I. about 9" in diameter would be
required with a reaction coil of about half this size,
but we strongly advise the use of honeycomb
coils. The dead-end switch arrangement you
suggest while looking well on paper is quite useless
in practice owing to the great difficulty found
in making all segments make good contact at once.
It is much better to Use entirely different coils
for different parts of the range.

" C.H." (Sudbury Hill) asks for the relative
advantages of grid potentiometers and grid leaks.

These are not alternative pieces of apparatus.
Theoretically, when a grid condenser is used a
grid potentiometer is almost useless, but a leak
essential. In practice a leak is not always found
to be essential owing to accidental leaks already
existing. If a grid condenser is not used a leak
is of no use, and then a potentiometer becomes
very desirable, especially in sets of few valves in
order to adjust the valves to the best working
points in their characteristics. We should advise
you to consult a book on valve theory, such as
Bangay's.
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" A.S.W." (Sparkhill) refers to Valve Panel,
September 17th issue, and Panel Tuner, September
3rd issue, and asks if they will go well together.

There is no object in mounting these two panels
side by side in a box as one is simply an experimental
panel, while the other is a complete coupled tuner
with a valve detector. If desired an additional
valve may be added to the panel tuner to give high
or low frequency amplification.

" G.D.H." (Yeovil) has trouble with a single
valve set in which signals periodically fafie away.

You do not give a diagram of your circuit,
but it would appear that you have a broken grid
circuit which causes the grid to become negatively
charged stopping signals until sufficient negative
potential is obtained for the grid to discharge
itself, after which the process is repeated. If you
are using a grid condenser the resistance of the
leak may be too high. For 3 -valve diagram, see
Fig. 5, page 706, February 4th issue. For 2 -valve
2 -note magnifier, see May 28th and June 25th,
1920 issues.

(Harringay) (1) Sends crystal set for
criticism. (2) Asks how to safeguard against
lightning.

(1) Set is wrongly connected. See Fig. 5,
page 642, January 7th issue, omitting the con-
denser 0.1. Maximum wavelength, 1,500 metres.
You should get ships and 2 M1 telephony on 700
metres. Tinned iron sheets are very bad for
condenser vanes.

(2) Best protection against lightning is obtained
by joining the earth and aerial leads when the set
is not in use. More detailed information is required
before we can reply to your final question.

" HONEYSLAB " (Coventry) asks (1) Wind-
ings for 12 basket coils for 120 to 25,000 metres.
(2) Capacity of condenser. (3) If basket coils
wound in and out of slots cut regularly in a piece
of cardboard are as good as coils wound on a spider
which can be removed when the coil is finished.

(1) Beyond the scope of these columns. The
smallest coil -might have about 30 turns with a
mean diameter of 2", and the maximum, say,
1,000 turns on a number of coils each of mean
diameter of 4". With a reasonably good con-
denser not more than six coils intermediate between
these should be required.

(2) 0.0003 mfds.
(3) This method is satisfactory if the cardboard

is well impregnated with wax or shellac, but not
if it is allowed to get damp.

" D.G.L." (Southborough) refers to Fig. 3,
page'674, January 21st issue, and asks (1) If suitable
for spark, C.W. and telephony. (2) Suitable
windings for 5,000 metres. (3) Capacity of A.T.C.
(4) Capacity of COON and 0.0001 mfd. condensers.

(1) Yes.
(2) A.T.I., 6" x 14" wound with No. 26. Re-

action coil, 5"x 8" of No. 30.
(3) 0.0003 to 0.0005 mfds.
(4) For 0.0005 mfds. four foils, two each side

with overlap 2" x 1". if waxed paper is 0.005"
thick. For 0.001 mfds. four foils one side and three
the oilier. e

" J.D.J." (Erith) asks if his three valve set
will receive telephony if it has a reaction coil.

It will probably receive it without a reaction
coil but better still with one. We cannot give
best size as you do not describe your windings.
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" T. F." (Hull) referring to page 533, Novem-

ber 26th, asks for information about the impedance
amplifier there described: (2) Asks for windings
for A.T.I. and reaction coil suitable for 160 to 1,200
metres. (3) Asks for a design of an H.F. amplifying
panel to be added to a detecting panel, if passible
to be used with a simple throw -over switch.

(1) We have no additional information about
this set, but think it probable that it is similar
to a resistance capacity amplifier with iron core
chokes instead of the anode circuit resistances.

(2) A.T.I. 7" x 5" of No. 20, no condenser being
necessary. Reaction coil 4" x 4" of No. 26.

(3) Without a diagram of your panel we cannot
be certain that this can be done. If it is possible,
the connections would be on the lines of the diagram
(Fig. 6) which will show you how your panel should
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(1) Many different forms of this apparatus have
been tried, none of which are very satisfactory.
The Rahbek form will give good results with a
polished agate cylinder. This will be difficult to
obtain and very expensive. On the whole, the
oil dielectric form will prolxtbly suit your purpose
best.

(2) For the Rahbek form the polarising E.M.F.
should be about 200 volts ; for the oil form it is
not necessary.

(3) This spring would only be useful for experi-
menting' on a small scale, as considerable force is
required to drive these instruments.

" P.S." (Ramsgate) sends a two -valve circuit
with a resistance coupling and asks (1) For the
value of the resistances. (2) Particulars for making
them. (3) Whether the grid leak is necessary.

KZ>I 

LT 0

.01 TELEPHONES

0

+0
MT

-0

Fig. 6

be rearranged if necessary. Switching in of the
additional stage would need a complicated and ex-
pensive switch liable to give trouble in various
ways, and is not recommended.

" AUDION " (Abercynon) asks (1) If a
circuit sketched is satisfactory. (2) If 120 ohms
telephones would be satisfactory with a telephone
transformer. (3) What make of valve we recommend.

(I) Yes, except that a condenser is required
across the H.T. battery and telephones. (2) Yes.

(3) Any of the advertised makes are quite
satisfactory. One of the type known as French
would be satisfactory.

" T.A.T." (East Acton) wishes to make an
electrostatic receiver on the lines of that described in
July and August issues. He asks (1) The best
material to use. (2) Suitable polarising voltage.
(3) If a gramophone motor would be suitable for the
drive.

1

T

(1) Anode resistance about 50,000 ohms, grid
leak about 1 megohm.

(2) Waxed cardboard is unsuitable for making
these resistances with ; use ebonite or dry slate
and rub in the pencil lead until the desired results
are obtained.

(3) The grid leak is very necessary unless the
grid condenser itself is very leaky.

SHARE MARKET REPORT
Prices as we go to press, are :-

Marconi Ordinary £2 3 9
PP Preference .. 2 0 0
f Inter. Marine .. 1 8 0

Canadian
.

8 3
Radio Corporation of America;-

Ordinary 14 6
Preference 13 0
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STEADY AS A ROCK!
TYPE ANODE
CURRENT

us

- A. LENGTH I 0 CMS
0.4 r4 w DIAMETER 8MM

0 0 .1 Mn.

15

10 =
05

CURVE
SNOWING CONSTANCY

IN RESISTANCE

O 2 3 4 s s 7 8
TIME - HOURS

TYPE GRID A.
CURRENT - 0.1 MA
IA

X
0

X

so

20

1-0

LENGTH 10 CMS.
DIAMETER 8MM

2-0 Mn.

CURVE

SHOWING CONSTANCY
RESISTANCE

O I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
TIME  HOURS

MUllard
Radio Valve Co..Ltd.

Claybrook Road.
Hammersinith.W 6.

Contractors to
H M.Admiralty, Weir Office

Rqyal Air Force & PostOffice
Telefr,hon

:
Telephone

h 12 Reglio:01:12Tent'

Codes
ABC( i'scu

)JP11i)111

MULLARD PATENT
RESISTANCES

ED 5

have the following special features
f. They are THE ONLY "SILENT" RESISTANCES
for wireless purposes. This feature is obtained by the patented

ensures mechanical continuity
in the resistance material.
2. All resistance values are ABSOLUTELY CONSTANT
IN OPERATION as shown in the test charts reproduced
here. The slight decrease in value at the moment of switching
on is due to the negative temperature co -efficient of the material.
The resistance value over the whole operating period is literally
rock steady.
3. LONG LIFE and independence of climatic conditions.
4. Mullard resistances are USED BY BRITISH AND
FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS. This is a definite
guarantee of superiority.
5. A WIDE RANGE OF VALUES, in a
variety of types.

Write for particulars and
prices, or use this coupon
for ordering now.

To the
MULLARD

RADIO VALVE
CO., LTD.

36, Claybrook Road
Hammersmith,
London, W.8.

Please send me post free :

Description and Price

gr."
Quantity

MULLARD RESISTANCES.
Grid A ... 716 each

0%.) Anode A & B Et/e each
Combined with
Mullard Con-
denser .. 1 2/6 each
Terminal Clips

1 I- per pair

I enclose (cheque, money order, P.O.)
for to cover the cost.

Name
Address

Name of usual Wireless Dealer
Address

Get the " Elementary Text Book on Wireless Vacuum Tubes, by J. Scott -Taggart, 101-
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THE WIRELESS WORLD EXCHANGE AND MART
TARIFF. Advertisements are accepted for
this Section at the rate of twopence per word
with a minimum charge of two shillings. The
advertiser's name and address will be charged for,
and single letters and single figures will be counted
as words. Compound words will be counted
as two words.
DEPOSITS. All advertisements must be
prepaid in the form of Postal Orders, the
remittance being forwarded to Messrs. Bertram
Day & Co., Ltd., 9 & to, Charing Cross,

Intending purchasers may deposit the purchase
money of any article advertised or sold by
advertisers with Messrs. Bertram Day & Co., Ltd.,
who will acknowledge its receipt to the vendor
and the depositor, the full addresses of whom
should be given. Subject to special agreement
between the parties, it is understood that all
goods are sent on approval, each party paying
carriage one way in the event of the goods being
returned. The deposit will be retained until
due advice of the completion of the purchase has
been given or until the articles have been retained
and accepted. In order to cover postage, etc.,
a fee of 6d. in respect of sums of £1 and under
and xs. for sums in excess of £x, must be paid
at the same time as the deposit. For persons
not resident in the United Kingdom these fees
are doubled. We cannot undertake to receive
any deposit less than as. 6d.

Deposits must be sent either by Postal Order
or by Registered Letter cheques will not be
accepted. If the deposit is sent by Money Order
it should be made payable to the advertiser of
the goods, and the fee mentioned above should
be sent in stamps or Postal Orders as a separate
amount.

"R" type Valves ... 11/. each
Ebonite Sheet-

" thick per sq. ft. ... ...10/6
iS 71 ... ...

H.T. Batteries, 15 volt units,
tapped every 3 volts ... 4/- each

Accumulators, new 4 volt
40 amp. ... ...25/- 

Postage Extra.

MORGAN & TAYLOR
146, Kings Road, CARDIFF

WRITE TO US
for our Expert Advice on the
way to dispose of your goods.
Messrs. Bertram Day & Co., Ltd ,
COMPLETE ADVERTISING SERVICE

9 & 10 Charing Cross, S.W. I
Tel. Gerrard 8063.4.

REDUCED PRICES, best quality ebonite rods,
r diameter, re long, approximately .2 damaged,
rest perfect, as. 6d. ; two, as. 9d. ; four, 5S.
Fitted with brass rings both ends for aerials, 3d.
each extra; tubes and sheet equally cheap.
Enamelled copper wire, 47 S.W.G., 2 oz., 4s. 6d.;
three ozs., 6s. 3d. ; four ozs., 8s. ; all post free.-
 ELECTRICIAN," Umtali," Alvaston, Derby.

FOR SALE.-Standard K.W. Marconi Ship's
Wireless Set complete with type 31s Crystal Re-
ceiver and Emergency Gear.-CITY SCHOOL OF
WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY, LTD., 6x, High
Street, Manchester.

EDISON'S latest Blue Amberol Records, Lists
free.-ROBINSON, 333, Hainton Avenue,Grimsby

ALL WIRELESS AND ELECTRICAL GOODS
stocked at 9, Colonial Avenue, Minories, 'near
Aldgate. Station. Handiest place for City Buyers.
LESLIE DIXON & CO. Telephone No.
Avenue 4166.

MORSE RECEIVING. Mastered in a few hours
by the LITTLE BRICK. Sends perfect signals
any speed, and only costs shilling to make. Full
instructions and drawings, 2/, post free. Instru-
ment all ready for practice with instructions 5/9,
post free. If further particulars required send
twopenny stamp, refunded with order. GRIM -
SHAW, (Dept. W), Leigh Street, Golbome, Lance.

MARCONI MULTI -TUNER for sale, good con-
dition, Offers. BROOKES, 5, Crossfield Road,
Hampstead.

VALVE RECEIVERS, Ebonite Front Cabinets-
American type. 500-2,800. Very powerful and
clear. Complete with Phones, H. T. Battery,
Valve. Stamp for particulars and illustration.
BISHOP WOOD & CO., 8, Burdett Avenue,
Westcliff.

COMPLETE TUNER -DETECTOR, less valve,
60o--17,000, £6. Loose -Coupled Tuner, Tappings,
300-5,500, La. Variable Condenser, '003, Li.
Nearest offers. WHITTAKER, 56, Park Road,
St. Anne's -on -Sea.

Concert Coils, for Marconi Concerts, etc., pr. 2/3
Set of Basket and Slab Inductances, in-

cluding concert coils above, set of six
500-8,000 metres 6i13

Set of seven 500-20,000 metres 8/6

Semi -variable' Condensers, .001 17/13

3 -Valve Amplifier, 1 H.F., 1 Rect., 1'L.F.
Fine for receiving telephony 110/ -

Ebonite Plugs for baskets or slab each 2/ -

Grid Leak and Condenserifor remounting 8/6

Fixed Condensers-Mica Dielectric .. 2/6

GET OUR NEW BARGAIN LIST

AMATEUR SUPPLIES,
134, Coteford St., Tooting, London

A USEFUL TERMINAL
2d. each 1/8 dozen.

Illustrated Lists two stamps.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLY STORES
5, Albert Terrace, King Cross,

HALIFAX.

STILL THE CHEAPEST
FIRM FOR WIRES

All wire wound on bobbins free. Postage extra.
B.W.G. S.C.0 D.C.C. Single Silk. Dble. Silk. Emd.
12 1/10 1/U 4/- 5/4 1/8
14 1/11 2/- 4/- 5/4 1/9
16 2/- 2/1 4/2 5/6 1/10
18 2/1 2/2 4/4 5/6 1/11

2/2 2/8 4/8 6/2 2/6
2/6 2/11 5/- 6/8 2/8
8/- 3/6 5/6 7/4 2/8
3/7 4/1 6/8 8/2 3/2
4/4 4/7 7/2 9/- 3/6
5/- 5/6 8/- 10/- 3/10
6/- 7/8 9/2 13/- 4/2
7/- 8/8 11/8 14/- 4/4
8/8 10/2 14/- 15/6 4/8

11/3 13/2 16/- 19/- 5/3
15/- 18/- 18/6 22/6 6/6
17/3 21/- 31/8 34/- 9/ -

At per lb.
All orders of 1 lb. or over wound on reels free.

For less than 1 lb. reel 3d. extra.
For A ccessories see last issue.

BOWER Ss CO..
Manufacturing and Electrical Engineers.

15, KINGSTON ROAD, WIMBLEDON, S.W.1

Special Purchase of Slightly Shop-soiled
WIRELESS

Rotary Variable Condensers.
Air Dielectric, so moving and is fixed Plates,
Ebonite Top and Knob, Brass Terminals and
Pointer, engraved white, in polished case,
m005 mfd., 12/6 each; two for 24/-; four
for 48/-. Post paid. A few other capacities
proportionately cheap. 230r gand,
W. J. FALLON,LONDON

LOUD SPEAKERS
Limited Number Only.

at 15/- each
Recommended for telephony and music.
Handsome appearance. Detachable horn. 200
ohms. Approval willingly. Postage 1/6 extra.
SIMPSON, 233, Gipsy Road, Norwood, S.E.27

OUR EASY PAYMENT SYSTEM
IS STILL OPEN TO ALL READERS

FOR FULL PARTICULARS WRITE THE MANAGER, MAIL ORDER DEPT.,
THE WIRELESS PRESS, LTD., 12-13, Henrietta Street, London, W.C.2
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NOW READY
The

YEAR BOOK OF WIRELESS

Telegraphy and Telephony

1922
1476 Pages. Demy 8vo.

Price 15,- Nett.
Postage I f - Abroad, 1 /4

CONTENTS . . . .

Record of the Development of Wireless
Telegraphy-National and International
Wireless Laws and Regulations-Directory
of the World's Land and Ship Wireless
Stations-International Allocation of Call
Letters-Alphabetical List of Call Letters-
Meteorological Section-International Time
and Weather Signals-National Résumés
of Progress in Wireless Telegraphy-
Particulars of Wireless Telegraph Patents,
1921- Aviation Section-Tabular List of
Aviation Stations-Useful Data Section-
Wireless Terminology-Conventional Signs
used in Wireless Diagrams-Companies
Engaged in the Commercial Development
of Wireless Telegraphy-Biographical Sec-
tion-, -Literature on Wireless Telegraphy
and Telephony-Directory of the World's

Wireless Societies-Directory of Wireless
Colleges and Schools-List of Licensed
Amateur Transmitting Stations-Code
Section-Special Articles on " The Earthing
Resistance of Antennae," by Dr. Miessner-
" The Recordirrg of Wireless Signals," by
Dr. Abraham-" The Birth and History of
Long Distance Wireless Telegraphy "-
" The Rectification Effect in its Reaction to
the Composition and Structure of Crystals."

.1 valuable feature of the present issue is the
specially drawn map, which gives, fir the
first time, a simple means of finding the dis-
tance and true direction of Wireless Stations
in all parts of the World, from London as
the centre..

THE WIRELESS PRESS, LTD., Dept. W.W.
12-13, HENRIETTA STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2
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WIRELESS BURNDEPT APPARATUS
LTD.

(SUCCESSORS TO BURNHAM & CO'S DEPTFORD WIRELESS DEPARTMENT)

A NEW PIECE OF RECEIVING APPARATUS
THE BURNDEPT H. F. I. RECEIVER

This is a new instrument de-
signed in accordance with
Mr. Frank Phillip's specifica-
tions given in the " Wireless
World" of April 8th, 1922,
in which full instructions and
details for use will be found,
but with the addition of
a switch to cut out the
H.F. Amplifier when not re-
quired, and the BURNDEPT
STABILIZER which
prevents excessively sharp

resonance on short waves.

BURNDEPT I
RECEIVER

%.:5 10 0

The first valve is a radio -fre-
quency amplifier and the
second a detector. The output
is suitable for connection to
H.R. Telephones or to any
Note Magnifier. Used with a
set of BURNDEPT Patent
COILS, all waves from 140
to 25,000 metres are covered.
One set of BURNDEPT
Patent COILS on standard
plugs can be used both for the
Anode Reactance and for aerial
tuning inductance ; it is not
necessary to have two separate
sets of coils.

PRICE £10 0 0 (without accessories)

ACCESSORIES REQUIRED :
M.O.V. Valves : I R and I R 4.13 . . the pair £2 16 6
Burndept patent Coils (II) Complete Set .. 5 17 6
000i Variable Anode Condenser in polished case 1 10 0

NOTE

BURNDEPT II
RECEIVER

I:12 10 0

A further Important Announcement of BURN DEPT Ltd.
appears on the Front Cover of this Issue.

BURNDEPT LTD.,
Pending completion of new Works and Showrooms, address :

BURNDEPT Ltd., St. Paul' s Wharf, DEPTFORD, S. E.8
SHOWROOMS: 19, Hand Court, High Holborn, W.C.1

BURNDEPT ULTRA
III RECEIVER

125 0 0
without valves

BURNDEPT ULTRA
IV RECEIVER

i:35 0 0
(without accessories)
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AN ENTIRELY NEW WORK.

The ABC Telegraphic CODE 6th Edition
FIVE-11,11VrrICE CODE.

An up-to-date Work, containing Five -letter Artificial Code Words with at least a
TWO -letter difference and a TERMINAL -INDEX of the words at the end of the Book.

Cost of Cabling brought to a Minimum :: Simple to Use.
TRICE S,3 3S. Od. net (U.K. and Colonies.)

Inland Parcel po,t vs per copy. Continental Book 'Post 2/- per copy.
Publishers :-

EDEN FISHER & CO., LTD., 6 7 & 8, Clements Lane, E.C.4
And 95, 96 and 97 Fenchurch Street, London, E.C. 5.

NOTICE.
MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH CO., LTD.,

v.

A. C. COSSOR, LTD.

Marooni's Wireless Telegraph Company,
Limited, GIVE NOTICE that an Order was made
in the High Court of Justice, Chancery Division,
by Mr. Justice Russell on the 1st March, 1922,
restraining Messrs. A. C. Cossor, Ltd., from
infringing their Letters Patent No. 28413 of 1913
and 126658 except so far as they manufacture for
H.M. Government.

Messrs. A. C. Cossor, Ltd., were further
ordered upon oath to destroy all articles and
apparatus (other than those constructed to the
order of H.M. Government) made or used by
them in infringement of these patents, and to
pay the Marconi Company damages and costs.

The Marconi Company is in a position to
take proceedings against any user of thermionic
valves made by Messrs. A. C. Cossor, Ltd., in
infringement of these patents.

Marconi House,
Strand, London, W.C. 2.

NOTICE.
MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH CO., LTD.

v.

F. 0. READ & CO., LTD.

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company,
Limited, GIVE NOTICE that an Order was made
in the High Court of Justice, Chancery Division,
by Mr.Justice Russell, on the 17th February, 1922,
restraining Messrs. F. 0. Read & Co., Ltd., from
infringing their Letters Patent Nos. 13636 of
1913, 28413 of 1913, 252 of 1914 and 126658.

Messrs. F. 0. Read & Co , Ltd., were further
ordered upon oath to destroy all apparatus
made or used by them in infringement
of these patents, and to pay the Marconi
Company damages and costs.

The Marconi Company is in a position to
take proceedings against any user of wireless
apparatus made by Messrs. F. 0. Read & Co.,
Ltd., in infringement of these patents.

Marconi House,
Strand, London, W.C. 2.

Registered "NIPHAN- Trade Mark.

WATER - TIGHT PLUGS
and CABLE COUPLINGS
TO MEET HOME OFFICE REQUIREMENTS

COUPLING CONNECTING CABLES

Phones : Telegrams:

As used by H.M. War Office. Electric Supply Companies.
Railway Companies, Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company

SIMMONDS BROS., LTD.'
4. 6 & 8. NEWTON STREET, HOLBORN. W.C.

2600 Garrard. 12061 Central. "Niphon. London." SIX WAY TEE CONNECTORS
Patented in England and Abroad.
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GUARANTEED
WIRELESS APPARATUS

The Apparatus illustrated is of high-grade finish and moderate price. In performance it
gives results which have elicited the highest praise from the foremost amateurs of the day

H.F. INTERVALVE
COUPLING.

REACTANCE CAPACITY.

GUARANTEE :

An alternative to
Transformer Coup-
ling. The 8 point
Special Switch gives
15 optimum values.
Covering range 400

Metres upward.

Complete with Leak
and Condenser

PRICE

32/6

Used by the 1st Prize
Winner of the Trans-
atlantic Test.
A Transformer free
from distortion, of
the highest efficiency,
one in which every
layer is spaced and
insilated and the
only Transformer on
the market which is
guaranteed.

PRICE

27/6
With Primary Shunt

Condenser fixed,
PRICE INTERVALVE (L.F.) TRANS -30/6 FORMERS. TYPE U.A.M

I
PI 52 El Pa

Any Instrument purchased direct which fails under normal usage
within three months, replaced Free. Terms Cash with Order.
On approval for 3 days.

H.F. TRANSFORMER
TYPE H.S.

HIGH
Full Stock of these
at Showrooms of--

A cnlvorsal Wave-
length Transformer,
covering from 400

Metres upward.

Fitted t point D.I'
Switch -head.:,

PRICE:

35' -

 
Anode Resistances
so,00u to soo,000 W.
High Resistances :

0.:, to so megohms
Condensers:

.00005 to 005 Mid.

Any Units,
PRICE - each
complete with Clips

Condenser and High
Resistance on Panel,

PRICE T/('
Condenser. Anode
Resistance and High
Resistance on Panel.

PRICE 12/t:
(Resistance Car acity ANODE RESISTANCES, HIGH

Coupling RESISTANCES CONDENSERS

B. HESKETH,
STREET CHALVEY, SLOUGH

Instruments and othei of my manufactures can be seen and purchased

Messrs. HAMBLING, CLAPP & CO.,
110, Strand LONDON, W.C.2

,.1Printed by Sanders Phillips & Co., Ltd., Chryssell Road, London, S.W.9, for the '.,

i'...-2.-;;

.-4.7KW Proprietors and Publishers, The Wireless Press, Ltd., 12.13, Henrietta Street, London, qv-
t::-.# W.C.2 ; Sydney, N.S.W., 97, Clarence Sbreet ; Melbourne, 422-24, Little Collins

a... --..r.&=.

Street ; New York, 326, Broadway.
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DUBILIER UNIVERSAL CONDENSER
DUBILIER Condensers
helped to send The First
Amateur Radio Message
across the Atlantic in
December. 1921. One American
transmitting station I B C G at
Greenwich, Conn., U.S.A.,
was only enabled to function pro-
perly after Dubilier Con-
densers had been installed.
The messages from this station

were heard in many parts of Great
Britain and also in Holland.

GREENWICH
CONNECT ICUT.

NEW TORN

Price 716 each
for any capacity

PRICES ON OTHER CAPACI-
TIES AND VOLTAGES FUR-
NISHED UPON APPLICATION

DUBILIER
CONDENSER

TYPE N? 577

DUBILIER Universal
Condensers may be used
in audio and radio frequency
circuits, for receiving equip-
ment, rectifying circuits, valve

transmitters up to 100 watts ; for

grid condensers; for plate " by-

pass condensers; for antenna
series condensers, etc.

This type is standardised in

capacities from 0'00005 mfd. to
0.01 mfd. for use on voltages up
to 1,000.

THE DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1921), LTD.,
DUCON WORKS, Goldhawk Road, Shepherd's Bush, London, W.12
Telephone-Hammersmith 1084 Telegrams-Hivoltcon, Phone, London. Code-Marconi International

All American Enquiries to be addressed-
DUBILIER CONDENSER CO., Inc., 217, Centre Street, New York.
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SIX WONDERFUL WIRELESS IMPROVEMENTSzO
(SEVERAL PATENTS PENDING)

1. "LOK A P" Winding
machine, the only one of
its kind in the Whole
World, enabling the Ex-
perimenter to construct his
own lattice wound Coils.
The finished Coil is of a
lower self -capacity than auy
other type.

Price £1 5 0

4. "HYVO" High -Tension
Generators 300 to 2000 volts,
self or separately excited
types. Normal speeds 1250
to 1900 r.p.m. Ball bear-
ings. As supplied to com-
mercial undertakings
Abroad, and many private
Stations in this Country.

Price from £12

2. TRANSMITTING TRANS-
FORMERS. A wonderful
range for all purposes.
Single or multiple second-
ary windings, outputs 10
watts to 10 kW. Air or
oil cooled.

Price from £3
" ANTIFLUCT." Smooth-
ing Device for H.T. Genera-
tors or other D.C. supply,
using no chokes or con-
densers. Eliminates any
A.C. effect, offers no re-
sistance to D.C. Suitable
for any purpose where pure
D.C. is required, such as
for Wireless Telephony,
and the bus bars of a
central Battery Telephone
Exchange.

Price £6 10 0
(Load up to 1 kW .l

MANY OTHER NEW LINES IN STOCK

3. " DUO-AMPLION." An
attachment for a Low -Fre-
quency Amplifier, giving
instant change to simul-
taneous High and Low -
Frequency Amplification,
over a range of wavelengths
hitherto unaccomplished
with a single valve coupling.

Price £1 5 0

6. " ETHERFONE." Improv-
ed Radio Transmitter em-
ploying only two valves,
giving a quiescent aerial
at " no speech " intervals.
The ideal instrument for
Duplex or Multiplex
working.

Price £18 0 0

AND PROGRESS

DESK " K," MITCHELL'S ELECTRICAL AND WIRELESS LIMITED N
188, Rye Lane, Peckham, London, S.E.15

'Phones : New Cross 1540 and 1541. Factory : Camberwell, S.E. 0

FOR RADIO PANELS

Condensite Celeron
This material is waterproof, immune
to atmospheric and climatic condi-
tions, will not warp, has high
surface and volume restivity, high di-
electric strength, low specific gravity.

Read this table of standard tests
WAVE

LENGTHS

Metres.

373
1 ,295
3,067

APPROX. PHASE !D1 -ELECTRIC
FREQUENCY DIFFERENCEI CONSTANT

Cycles per
second. Degrees

804,000
231,500

97,800

2.0
1.8
1.8

K

4.7
4.8
4.9

We supply this material in standard size sheets.
Rods, tubes or any special component parts.

Any further Information will be
sent you on enquiring from us.

THE DIAMOND FIBRE Co., Ltd.
High Road, South Tottenham, London, N.15

WIRES and CABLE
B.C.C. D.C.C. S.S.C. D.S.C. Enamel.

S.W.G. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb.
s. il. s. d. s. d. s. a. s. d.

20 .. 1 9 110 3 9 4 3 2 3
22 .. 2 2 2 4 4 3 4 9 2 4
24 .. 2 8 2 11 4 9 5 6 2 5
26 .. 3 1 3 5 5 3 6 3 210
28 .. 3 9 4 1 5 6 7 0 3 2
30 .. 4 8 5 1 6 3 7 9 3 6
32 .. 5 6 6 3 7 9 8 6 310
34 .. 6 6 7 6 0 0 10 0 4 2
36 .. 8 8 8 9 10 9 11 9 4 6
28 .. 10 9 11 3 13 0 16 9 5 1
40 .. 14 6 15 9 16 6 211 0 6 3
42 .. 16 9 19 9 23 0 32 6 12 0- - 30 0 39 0 15 6

-- 56 0 81 0 19 6
47 .. - - 71 0 94 0 23 6

POSTAGE EXTRA

FLEXIBLE CABLE for INSTRU-
MENT CONNECTING. 23/36 swg. tinned
copper wires, insulated with pure and vulcanized
rubber. 3/6d. per 10 yard coil, including postage.

Terms- Subject to alteration
Cash with Order. without notice.

AMATEUR WIRE SUPPLY CO.
Wire Manulacturer.s,

POS-7-,41. .41W/el:SS :

35 EASTCOMBE AVENUE, CHARLTON, S.E.

s
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THE Edison Swan Electric Company Ltd are
manufacturers of all the following electrical supplies :

ACCESSORIES
ACCUMULATORS
BELLS AND ACCESSORIES
CIRCUIT BREAKERS
DECORATIVE FIXTURES
DRY CELLS
ELECTRIC FIRES AND

RADIATORS
FANS AND VENTILATORS
HEATING AND COOKING

APPLIANCES
SILK SHADES

64

INDUSTRIAL FITTINGS
INERT CELLS
INSTRUMENTS, INDICATORS
INSTRUMENTS, METERS
IRONCLAD SWITCHGEAR
LECLANCHE CELLS
" LITTLE GLUTTON "

VACUUM CLEANER
OIL SWITCHES
TELEPHONES AND

ACCESSORIES
WIRES AND,CABLES

AND

ROYAL

EDISWAN
ELECTRIC LAMPS
FOR EVERY PURPOSE
(Fully Licensed under Patent Nos.
23499/09, 10918 /13 and others.)

99

Let us know in which particular item you are
interested and we will send you details.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED
PONDER'S END - - - MIDDLESEX

LONDON SHOWROOMS:

123/125, Queen Victoria St., E.C.4. 71, Victoria St., S.W.1

III II II 11 11 II II III 111111111 11111111111
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NOW READY'
The

YEAR BOOK OF WIRELESS
Telegraphy and Telephony

1922
4 7 6 Pages.

Price 15,-
Postage i /-

Nett.
Abroad, /4

CONTENTS . . . .

Record of the Development of Wireless
Telegraphy-National and International
Wireless Laws and Regulations-Directory
of the World's Land and Ship Wireless
Stations-International Allocation of Call
Letters-Alphabetical List of Call Letters-
Meteorological Section-International Time
and Weather Signals-National Resumes
of Progress in Wireless Telegraphy-
Particulars of Wireless Telegraph Patents,
1921- Aviation Section-Tabular List of
Aviation Stations-Useful Data Section-
Wireless Terminology-Conventional Signs
used in Wireless Diagrams-Companies
Engaged in the Commercial Development
of Wireless Telegraphy-Biographical Sec-
tion-Literature on Wireless Telegraphy
and Telephony-Directory of the World's

`Deng 8vo.

Wireless Societies-Directory of Wireless
Colleges and Schools-List of Licensed
Amateur Transmitting Stations-Code
Section-Special Articles on " The Earthing
Resistance of Antennae." by Dr. Miessner-
" The Recording of Wireless Signals," by
Dr. Abraham-" The Birth and History of
Long, Distance Wireless Telegraphy '-
" The Rectification Effect in its Reaction to
the Composition and Structure of Crystals."

A valuable feature of the present issue is the
specially drawn map, which gives, for the
'first time, a simple means of finding the dis-
tance and true direction of Wireless Stations
in all parts of the World, from London as
the centre.

THE WIRELESS PRESS, LTD., Dept. W.W.
12-13, HENRIETTA STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2
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Complete College
Education
ON TUBES!

That is how J. 0. SMITH (2ZL)
(Whose transmissions in the recent Transatlantic

"rest were received here)

expresses his opinion of

THERMIONIC
TUBES

IN

RADIO TELEGRAPHY
AND TELEPHONY
By JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART

424 Pages.

PRICE 25/- NETT
(Postage 9d.)

344 Illustrations

CONTENTS :-
Two -Electrode Valves and the Theory of Thermionic

Currents-The Three -Electrode Vacuum Tube-The
Vacuum Tube as a Detector-The Vacuum Tube
as an Amplifier- Retro-Active or Regenerative
Amplification-Multi-Stage High -Frequency Ampli-
fiers-Multi-Stage Low -Frequency Amplifiers-Com-
bined High and Low -Frequency Amplifiers-Multi-
Stage Retro-Active Receiving Circuits-The Reception
of Continuous Waves-Transmission of Continuous
Waves with Vacuum Tubes-Vacuum Tube Oscillators,
Wavemeters, Capacity Meters, and other Measuring
Instruments-The Vacuum Tube in Wireless Tele-
phony-The Dynatron -Miscellaneous Vacuum Tube
Devices.

The Wireless Press, Ltd.
Dept. W.W.

12-13, Henrietta St., Strand, London, W.C.2

IF YOU WANT A

GOOD
BOOK ON RADIOTELEPHONY

GET

TELEPHONY
WITHOUT WIRES

BY

PHILIP R. COURSEY, B.SC. (ENG.), A.M.I.E.E.

Price 15 /NI Nett
( Postage 9d.)

It contains a complete collection of information on the
various schemes, proposed and tried, relative to the
electrical transmission of the sound of voices through
space without wires.

An excellent list of references to
papers and articles, forms a complete
bibliography of the whole subject.

THE WIRELESS PRESS, LTD.
Dept. W.W. 8/4

12-13, Henrietta St., London, W.C.2

TIME IS MONEY.
Hoyle's Book Saves Time

The tables and equations are compiled
in book form and reference to the
detailed index speedily puts one in
possession of the information desired.

NO OTHER COMPLETE BOOK
EXISTS FOR THE USE OF

RADIO WORKERS.
Send at once for a copy of

STANDARD
TABLES & EQUATIONS

IN

RADIO TELEGRAPHY
By

BERTRAM HOYLE, M.Sc. Tech., A.M.I.E.E.

Price 91 nett. Post free 9/9

THE WIRELESS PRESS, LTD.
Dept. W.W. 8/4

12.13 Henrietta St., London, W.C.2
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BATTERIES
OF MERIT.

15 Volt Strip Connection ... 3 6, postage 61
15 ,. 3 -terminal type, 7i or 15 volts 3.6 6d
15 Wander Plug, 3 volt variation . 3'6 ,. 6d
36 .. ... 7,6 1 -
60 14 6 1 -

kully Illustrated List of Wireless Goods, post free, 4d.

H. D. BUTLER & CO.
P arks. '"' 61, Borough Road, Borough, S.E. 1

3 minutes from Borough Tube Station,
Office: BANK LDI Mit,. P2, GT. DOVERST.. E I

The WHITECROSS
COMPANY, LIMITED

WARRINGTON ::

Manufacturers of All Descriptions of

WIRE ROPES
AND WIRES

ISHEET, ROD AND TUBE stocked in

qualities suitable for all Wireless work.
KNOBS (Moulded), various patterns stocked.

CONDENSER SCALE BLANKS,

CONDENSER COVERS,
ETC., ETC.

N() -'*-
APR

fl Ci es SolIcited

WHOLESALE ONLY.

AMERICAN HARD RUBBER CO.
',RITMO LIMITED

13a, FORE STREET, LONDON, E.C. 2.
Telegrams : " Eboniseth, London." 'Phone: Central 15754

Patents
applied for

If you cannot receive
TELEPHONY
USE A SUPER VII
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Faults in Valve Circuits : Diagnosis and Cure
By G. P. KENDALL, B.Se.

T is probable that the characteristic which mostI clearly distinguishes the seasoned wireless
man from the novice is the former's power of

quick location of the faults which occur from time
to time on amateur -made sets ; it often seems
quite miraculous to the beginner to see how an
experienced 'friend will don the telephones, switch
on, say " something wrong," and put his hand on
the trouble in a few seconds. This kind of thing,
of course, is not really done by means of second
sight, but by the use of two things, the first and most

a systematic method of testing
the set circuit by circuit, and the second a wide
experience which enables one to recognise the
indications given in the telephones by particular
types of faults.

I hope, in the lines which follow, to show how a
suitable series of tests may be worked out for any
simple type of set. I say simple, because it is
usually the owner of such a set who needs
assistance ; the man who runs a six -valve set has
generally become fairly expert at locating faults.
There is, it is true, another type who buys or makes,
say, a three -valve H.F. amplifier, sticks it on to a
loose -coupled tuner, and expects to get the Dutch
concert without previously finding out the subtle
difference between inductance and capacity, and
whether the latter is best measured in litres or pints.
This type of amateur, however, does not command
my sympathy, and is really too difficult a person
to cater for within the limits of a W.W. article.

The following examples show typical series of
tests for locating faults in various common receiving
circuits, and I think the reader will have little
difficulty in adapting them to his own particular
set.

Since the method of testing to be described is
based almost entirely upon indications in the
telephones, the first thing to do is obviously to
make certain that they are sound. (With a pair
of reliable make, in daily use, it is fairly safe,
however, to assume that they are O.K., and proceed
with the next test.) Place the tags across one
small dry cell. A loud click should be heard on
making and breaking the circuit. No click in
either earpiece indicates a disconnection in either
windings or cords. Short circuit first one and

then the other earpiece and test again. If the
disconnection (hereinafter called a " dis.") is in
one earpiece it will be located by this method, but
if the tests still give no result it means a fault in
either the cords or both telephones. Settle the point
by replacing the cords with sound wires and test
again. A click in one earpiece only when testing
across a cell indicates a short-circuit in the other ;
or in the cords leading to it. Replace cords with
temporary leads, as before.

Assuming that the telephones have been proved
to be in order, we Will now to cons.der
the testing of the actual receiver circuits.

I.-SINGLE VALVE AUTODYNE CIRCUIT.

(1) Switch on L.T. If the valve does not light,
the fault is in the circuit shown with a full line in
Fig. 1. Examine valve filament. If apparently

Fig. 1.

sound, pull the valve from its socket and open out
the split pins carefully with a knife, to ensure
their making contact in the socket. Replace valve
and try again. If it still fails to light, replace it
with another. If there is again no result, examine
connections of L.T. circuit, especially the soldered
ones on the valve socket.

(2) Switch on H.T. (with L.T. off). A good loud
click should be heard in the telephones, as a result
of a charge passing into the by-pass condenser C.
No click indicates a dis. in the circuit shown with a
full line in Fig. 2. A likely spot is the by-pass



Fig. 2.

condenser itself. A very loud click followed by
rushing and rattling noises indicates a short circuit,
also very probably in the blocking condenser.

(3) With H.T. on switch L.T. on and off. A click
at " on " and another louder one at " off " should
be heard. No result means a dis. in the circuit
shown with a full line in Fig. 3. Examine con-
nections of reaction coil and open plate pin of valve.
If this does not clear the fault change the valve.

(4) Switch on L.T. and H.T. and tighten reaction
coupling until the set oscillates (or doesn't, as the
case may be). If no oscillation results, reverse the
connections of the plate coil (unless you are certain
they are correct), and try again. No response
indicates a fault in the circuits shown with a full
line in Fig. 4.

(a) Variable condenser may be short circuiting
(not very likely with one in ordinary continual
use). Take it out of circuit and test by placing in
series with telephones and a cell. With the capacity
at minimum a faint click should be heard at make
and break.

(b) A dis. between X and Y. This is best re-
cognised by noting what sort of sound is audible
in the telephones. If any interference from power
or lighting mains is normally heard it will probably -
come in much louder when such a fault occurs.
(Try it and see, because this is a most useful in-
dication.) Check connections carefully, and if
necessary test tuning coils for continuity with cell
and telephones.

\ I/

Fig. 3.

r
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(c) Short circuit from X to Y. Unlikely and
rather difficult to locate, there being no simple and
universally applicable test.

(d) Dis. between X and grid of valve. This,
again, produces much increased humming from
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A.C. mains, if any is usually heard. Likely places
are pin of valve, soldered connection on the socket,
and grid condenser.

Finally, if the set will receive spark signals but
refuses to oscillate, although none of the above -
mentioned faults appear to be present, it means
in all probability that the filament accumulator is
run down.

This completes the list of actual faults (the com-
moner ones, at least), but there remain three troubles
which can hardly be classed as faults, since they do
not cut out signals entirely, but nevertheless are
capable of causing a great deal of wear and tear of
the experimenter's temper. They are commonly
known as " Overlap," " Howling," and " Artificial
Thunderstorms."
Overlap.

This condition prevents many novices from getting
satisfactory results, because they fail to recognise
that anything is amiss with their sets. A circuit
is said to be suffering from overlap when it is very
difficult to adjust to the point required for the
proper reception of telephony, that is, to a point
just short of the beginning of self -oscillation. As
the reaction coupling is tightened the set quite

ti

-o

Fig. 4.

suddenly starts to oscillate, generally with a loud
click. Then, to stop it, one has to weaken the
coupling much beyond the point at which oscillation
began, so that when it finally ceases the set is far
from its most sensitive adjustment, and little can
be heard. Even if, by patience and luck, one
succeeds in getting the right coupling adjustment
one's troubles are not over, for the set is then in a
very unstable condition, and any strong signal or
atmospheric will start it off oscillating. The usual
causes are too much or too little plate voltage or
filament current, or too low resistance in the grid
leak.

Howling.
May be due to an unsuitable grid leak, too much

plate voltage, too much wire on the reaction coil,
etc. Results in shrieks and howls when the reaction
coupling is tightened beyond a certain point. Not
a very serious trouble, being chiefly trying to the
nerves of the operator. Indeed, a certain tendency
to howl when the reaction is too strong is rather
desirable from one point of view ; it would stop
many amateurs from making a nuisance of them.
selves in their misguided efforts to receive telephony.

Artificial Thunderstorms.
The name indicates sufficiently clearly what the

symptoms of this trouble are like. It is often
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very puzzling to the novice, because the possible
causes are so numerous. These are some of the
likeliest :-

(a) Bad or run-down cells in the H.T. battery.
If the battery is composed of 41 volt refills, test
through with a flash -lamp bulb and cut out any
cells which do not give a light. In the case of
15 volt units try cutting out each unit in turn until
you find the one which is making the noise. The
same tests will locate another possible cause, namely,
a bad connection in the battery.

(b) A loose contact almost anywhere,but generally
in the plate circuit. Test by striking the instrument
table. If this results in a. particularly heavy
peal, look for loose wires, tighten terminals, see that
switch contacts are clean, and so on. This test,
by the way, is quite a useful one, and can be applied
so as to locate loose contacts in various parts of the
set. It is so popular with some experimenters
that I am told that not merely do they wear their
tables into holes, but that this is the true source of
the emphatic style of some wireless lecturers !

(c) Defective grid leak. Cut it out and see if the
noise stops.

(d) Charged rain falling on the aerial. This is
by no means so rare as was thought in crystal days.

-1

a -

without the condenser C, whose presence is
desirable for this reason and because it often
clarifies telephony considerably.) No click means
a dis. in the part of Fig. 5 shown with a full line.

(3) With H.T. on, switch L.T. of the note
magnifier on and off. Clicks indicate that the
plate circuit is O.K.
On the completion of these tests it is generally

safe to assume that the note magnifier is working
satisfactorily, since faults in the grid circuit are
somewhat unusual. If it is suspected that one is
present, test for it by connecting a cell to the
intervalve transformer primary. Loud clicks should
be heard at make and break if the L.F. amplifying
circuit is free from faults. The rectifier and its
associated circuits can now be tested exactly as
before.

B.-One H.F. Amplifier, Rectifier.
(1) Test rectifier circuits as given previously.

(Nos. 1-3. Note also (4) d.)
(2) Test filament circuit of H.F. valve.
(3) With H.T. to both valves on and filament.

of rectifier alight, switch the H.F. valve filament
on and off. Clicks indicate absence of faults in
H.F. amplifier plate circuit.

(4) Test the tuned circuits and grid circuit of

r

_j

Fig. 5.

Disconnect the aerial and note whether the noise
continues.

11.-MULTI-VALVE CIRCUITS.
It will be seen from the foregoing that it is a

fairly simple matter to work out a series of tests
for any single -valve circuit. When a series is
required for a receiver employing more than one
valve, however, it is not quite so easy. The guiding
principle in such a case should be to test each valve
and its circuits separately, beginning with the valve
whose plate circuit contains the telephones and
finishing with the one which is connected to the
tuned circuits. Testing by this method is greatly
facilitated by the provision of separate H.T. and
L.T. switches for each valve. The following
examples are intended more as illustrations of the
method than as an attempt to cover all the possible
varieties of simple circuit :-

A.-Rectifier and one note magnifier.
(1) Test note magnifier filament circuit as

before.
(2) Switch on H.T. Strong click should be

heard in the telephones, as in the case of the
rectifier circuit. (Note.-This test does not work

the H.F. valve as in Test (4) of the single valve
series.

C.-One H.F. Amplifier, Rectifier, one L.F.
Amplifier.

(1) Test the circuits of the L.F. valve as in A.
(2) With B.T. and L.T. switched on to the

L.F. valve test the rectifier circuits as in. B (1).
(3) With H.T. and L.T. switched on to both

note magnifier and rectifier test the H.F. circuits
as in B (3) and (4).
This completes the set of examples, since circuits

employing more than three valves can hardly
be classed as simple, while the other possible simple
types of one, two, or three valve circuits may be
tested in a very similar way to those dealt with ;
I think'the reader will have little difficulty in making
the necessary modifications, and once they are
made he will be in possession of a set of tests which
will go far towards removing the feeling of help-
lessness which is apt to seize the novice as he sits
and looks at a set which appears to be O.K., but
which refuses to yield a sound in response to his
efforts.
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The Modern View of Electricity and the Three-

Electrode Valve
By G. G. BLARE, A.M.I.E.E., A.Inst.P.

(Concluded from page 73.)

WE will now see what practical use can be
made of the information we have just
gained, and at, the same time try and

picture what actually happens to the electrons in
the valve, as the grid voltage is varied.

Fig. 6.
Fig. 6 shows a valve coupled up to an aerial circuit.

For each spark at the distant transmitting station
a train of waves reaches the receiving aerial, causing
a high -frequency alternating current in the aerial
tuning inductance, so that if our potentiometer is
set at zero, the grid of the valve changes from
positive to negative, say some 9 or 10 times with
diminishing amplitude. If we have arranged for
the valve to function at the centre of the straight
portion of its curve, these fluctuations of grid voltage
will produce exactly similar fluctuations in the
plate current, having the same frequency but much
greater amplitude, and the valve will be functioning
as a high frequency amplifier. We shall, however,
hear nothing in the telephones, as the amplified
currents are at a frequency above audition (that is
at radio frequency).

In order to hear the signals in a telephone, we
should have to pass them through either a crystal,
or other form of detector, working either at the
top or bottom end of its curve, in order to rectify
them.

Of course, if instead of connecting our grid to a
circuit alternating at radio frequency, we connect
it to a circuit alternating at audible frequency,
we should obtain audio -frequency amplification
or note magnification.

Fig. 7 indicates diagrammatically a mechanical
illustration which I have devised to show the
action of incoming oscillations upon the grid and
plate current of a valve. These oscillations are
represented by the movement of a cotton thread
held in position by a frame (see fig. 7) which can be
made to oscillate. The cotton rubs against a small
disc representing the grid of valve, causing a spring,
which represents the plate current, to oscillate also.

If the disc is on zero line, it will oscillate equally
above and below it, see characteristic curve of valve
at top of slide. If we render the grid more negative
by a small weight, at every downward oscillation,
obviously our plate current spring cannot move
far ; but at every upward or positive half oscillation
it is free to move.

Note the characteristic curve on the right of
Fig. 7.

Our valve is now functioning at the lower end
of its characteristic curve.

If we imagine the top of the spring to represent
the filament, and its bottom, the plate, and move-
ments above zero to be negative, and below positive,
the effects will be reversed and the device serves to
illustrate a valve functioning at its upper bend,
and a decrease in grid potential will make a decrease
in the plate current, while an increase produces
only very slight increase.

Let us once more consider the conditions in the
bulb of our valve. When we are working at the
lower end of its characteristic curve, the filament
is emitting more electrons than the positive potential
of the plate is able to neutralise, and a cloud of
electrons congregate round the filament, forming a
space charge, which for any particular filament
heat, and plate voltage, remains constant. The
plate continually draws off all the electrons it
requires, which are being continually replenished
at the same rate from the filament. If we impress
an alternating current on the grid, during the positive
half of each oscillation, the grid attracts, and is
able to neutralise a fairly large number of electrons
in the space charge, and so for the moment a larger
quantity are able to leave the filament.

At the negative phase of its alternation, the
negative space charge repels the electrons on the
grid, and very little alternation in the plate current
occurs.

If we arrange the valve to function at its upper
bend, we have these effects exactly reversed.

The space charge is now almost removed by the
positive plate voltage, and if we make our grid more
positive, very little effect occurs, as there is
practically no space charge to remove. If, however,
we make the grid negative, it creates an artificial
space charge, and shuts off a large part of the plate
current.

It is obviously better to employ the lower end
of the curve for reception, so that each oscillation
gives an increase of plate current, than it is to use
the upper bend where a large current is passing
through the plate circuit and telephones all the
while, except during the reception of signals. In
the latter case, as the grid has to be positive, a
wasteful grid current is likely to be flowing which
has a damping effect on the oscillations.

When the valve is functioning at the lower end
of its curve each train of oscillations will cause a
slight pulse of increase in the plate current, through
the telephones, and this rise and fall of current
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occurs once during each complete wave train, at an
audible frequency, which can be heard.

On the left of Fig. 8 is a diagram of probably the
most popular single valve circuit at present em-
ployed. On the right are the connections necessary
in order to add one stage of note -magnification,
working from the same high tension, and low tension
batteries. We will at present confine our attention
to the single valve receiver. The various parts of
the apparatus are so well known, that I need not
describe them.
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oscillation, until the wave train dies out, so that a
steady negative charge gradually builds up on the
grid, which, as already explained, repels the
electrons emitted from the filament, and so reduces
the plate current. At the termination of each
group of incoming oscillations, the charge in the
grid leaks off through the grid leak, and the grid
and plate current return to their normal potentials.
This comparatively slow decrease and rise of current
produces an audible note in the telephones.

It should be noted that in addition to this com-
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Fig. 7.

We will first examine the function of the grid
condenser, and whilst so doing let us imagine that
the reaction coil is removed so far from the aerial
tuning inductance that it does not react.

The action of the grid condenser is somewhat as
follows :-When the incoming oscillations tend to
charge the grid negatively, no current flows from
the filament to the grid ; but when the positive
half of each oscillation passes into the grid, some
of the electrons from the space charge pass into
that plate of the condenser connected to the grid.
This happens during the positive half of each

II

020 15 10 5 0 5 10 15 20

- GRID POTENTIAL +

paratively slow building up of a negative grid
potential, the grid potential also fluctuates at
radio -frequency, which causes a radio -frequency
rise and fall of the plate current through the
phones ; this current is, however, inaudible.
Its amplitude is increased if we place a condenser
across the telephones and H.T. battery, to make a
path of low impedance.

Again, referring to the Fig. 8, let us imagine that
the reactance coil has been brought within
range of the aerial tuning coil. It will now be
seen that the received oscillations cause high
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frequency fluctuations of grid potential (while the
grid condenser is building up its negative charge).
These are repeated in the plate circuit, and conse-
quently they pass through the reactance, which
by simple transformer action induces similar
H.F. currents in the aerial tuning inductance,
which amplify the oscillations already induced
therein by the ether waves. (It should here be
mentioned that it is absolutely essential to place
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the reactance ,the right way round, or it will wipe
out the aerial circuit oscillations instead of amplify-
ing them. Owing to the increase of the amplitude
of the oscillations they will obviously persist
longer in the receiving aerial; that is to say there
will be more oscillations per wave train. Fig. 9
may make this clear.

If the coupling between the reactance and the
aerial inductance is made very tight, the valve

Fig. 10.
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oscillations never die out, and the valve is in a state
of self -oscillation.

If we listen in a telephone while we vary the
coupling between reactance and aerial inductance
from zero to tight, we shall note an increase in the
strength of signals as the reactance is increased ;
but at a certain point the signals lose their original
note, and though they become much louder, their
note becomes very harsh. This is because the valve

Fig. 11b.

has commenced to oscillate and is now generating
oscillations. The harsh note is caused by beat
effects between the two sets of oscillations, those
rom the incoming waves, and those generated by
he valve. This effect is known as heterodyning,
and is made use of in receiving C.W. signals.

TO NOTE MAGNIFIER

SOFT IRON ROD

WEIGHT

Fig lle.

A valve is most sensitive in the reception of
telephony when it is just on the point of generating
oscillations.

For the reception of C.W. signals heterodyning
affords the best method of reception. The waves
themselves arrive at an inaudible frequency, and

SHEET
OF

PAPER

if we tune our receiving circuit so as to be just
slightly out of tune with them, the beats produced
by the two sets of oscillations will occur at an audible
frequency.

(A mechanical lantern slide was shown at the
meeting to illustrate the form of the wave
motions illustrated in Fig. 9.)
In Fig. 10 are a number of graphs showing :-

(1) The received oscillations.

WOODEN
BLOCK

LOOSELY
WOUND
COIL

Fig. I id.

IRON NAIL

(2) Local oscillations set up by valve.
(3) Heterodyne effect, and how, where the

oscillations come into step, a greater amplitude
is reached, due to reinforcement, and when out of
phase, a reduction of amplitude occurs, due to
interference. This graph is not quite correct
as it does not show the change of phase which
occurs.

Fig. I le.

(4) Shows the rectified unidirectional current.
(5) The rise -and fall in plate current, which

operates the telephones.
I will now give a brief description of the note -

magnifier shown in the diagram, on the right-hand
side of Fig. 8.

We must imagine the H.T. battery and telephones
shown by dotted lines removed to the plate circuit
of the second valve, and the three terminals, 1, 2
and 3 connected together.
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Every rectified pulse from valve No. 1 now alters
the potential of the grid of valve No. 2, which
faithfully reproduces every current change with
increased amplitude in the plate circuit of the second
valve.

This really concludes my lecture, but I have
fitted up one or two telephone curiosities, which
I have adapted to wireless uses, and which I thought
would probably be of interest.

Figs. 1 la to 1 le show several rather novel
methods of hearing wireless telephony and signals.

(1) If two persons hold a handle each, and are
connected in series with the secondary of the
output transformer of a 4 -valve note -magnifier
and a small H.T. battery, and place a sheet of
thin paper between their heads as shown, they
can both of them quite easily hear signals or
speech. I have received music by this method
at my station.

(2) If a person holds his hand on one side
of a sheet of paper placed against the ear of
another, the speech is heard by the listener.
This effect is undoubtedly electrostatic.

(3) The paper can be dispensed with if the
hand wears a thin leather glove.

(4) The voltage used is sufficient to overcome
the resistance of a circuit consisting of several
persons holding hands interposed between the
two listeners and each of the handles, with very
little diminution of signal strength.

(5) Another variation is for, say, three people
to listen at once, connected up in cascade as
follows :-No. 1 holds one handle from the
note magnifier and places his free hand against
a sheet of paper over No. 2's ear ; No. 2 places
one hand against a paper over the ear of No. 3,
who holds the other handle from the note
magnifier.

(These experiments were shown at the meeting. )
I have arranged another experiment based on

Ader's telephone. Below the top of this table there
is a light weight, suspended by a thin soft iron rod.
A small bobbin wound with fine wire to the same
resistance as the secondary of the transformer of
the note magnifier, fits loosely round this rod, and
is connected to the output transformer from the
note -magnifier. The signals' cause slight changes
in the length of the iron, due to magnetisation, and
any number of people who place one ear against
the table are able to hear the signals. Ader's tele-
phone, which led me to think of this experiment,
is shown on the diagram, also two other very crude
forms of telephone, which may be of interest.

II) Very weak reproduction can be obtained with
a loosely wound bobbin, in which is placed an iron
core. (2) A straight length of soft iron wire,
fastened at one end in a block of wood, will just
allow sounds to be extremely weakly detected when
connected as shown.

In conclusion, I wish to thank Mr. Pickering, my
assistant, for the great help he has rendered me
in the preparation of this lecture, also Mr. Hope -
Jones, who very kindly prepared the two mechanical
slides in a great hurry at the last moment.

DISCUSSION.
The President.

This very interesting lecture is now open for
discussion.

Mr. P. R. Coursey.
I am sure all present this evening must have

been very interested to hear Mr. Blake's description
on the action of the valve. When we use valve
circuits every day we do so, perhaps, without
thinking what happens in the valve itself. It is
therefore very enlightening to spend a moment
to reconsider where we are and to consider what
is happening inside the instruments we are. using.

The mechanical analogy of the valve using a
frame and the threads and springs which he
described is extremely interesting, and I think
perhaps some day he ought to be persuaded to rig
up the apparatus in this Lecture Hall and give a
demonstration to the Society. I am sure we
should all be interested to see it, and feel that it
could be used to show up many of the phenomena
which occur in the valve, with very slight modifica-
tions made in it.

He referred in his lecture to the voltage amplifica-
tion factor of the valve. He asked me, before the
lecture, to give a description of a little instrument
which I had made up the other day for measuring
in a simple way that voltage factor without any
complicated apparatus. If I may just describe
it on the blackboard it will perhaps be clearer.
As Mr. Blake has already told us this evening, the
voltage amplification factor of the valve is the
ratio of the change which must be made in the
high tension battery in order to keep the anode
current constant to the corresponding change which
is made in the grid voltage. Hence, if we lig up
a potentiometer across some suitable source of
A.C. and arrange it so that we can supply by it
a small fraction of the total voltage on to the grid
circuit of the valve, and the remainder of the
applied A.C. to the plate circuit of the valve, it
will be found possible, by moving that slider along,
to discover a position on the potentiometer where
there will be no sounds in the telephones in the
plate circuit, due to this source of audible frequency
A.C. This means that at  any given instant we
are applying, say, a negative voltage to the grid
and in opposite phase we are supplying a positive
voltage to the plate. When there is no sound in
the telephones there must be no change in plate
current, and therefore the ratio of the voltages
applied to the two circuits must be the voltage
amplification of the valve. The ratio of these two
voltages is the ratio of the resistance r in the plate
circuit to the resistance rg in the grid. Hence,
rnr, is the voltage amplification factor of the valve.
That is a very simple experiment to carry out
and it is one, moreover, that can be carried out with
simple apparatus which does not require the use of
an expensive moving coil galvanometer, but merely
a buzzer with transformer for the A.C. source,
a potentiometer and a pair of telephones. When
using an ordinary potentiometer, the readings are
a bit rough, but are probably good enough for
many practical purposes. I have had such an
instrument made up but it was not possible to
bring it here to -night, but perhaps on some other
occasion it may be possible to show it in action.
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Simple measurements o' that sot t may be very useful
in enlightening us as to what As happening in our
valves when we use them under various conditions,
and.they are such as can be recommended to every
experimenter as they require no complicated
apparatus. I am sure all of us will wish to express
our greatest thanks to Mr. Blake for giving us such
an excellent lecture this evening and for showing
so many interesting experiments.

Mr. Maurice Child.

I endorse Mr. Coursey's remarks on the very
interesting exhibitions that we have had to -night,
and also the subject matter of the lecture. One
experiment which interests me very much is that
in which the lecturer showed the electroscope
and the lantern. It struck me as possible, in future,
to introduce this into ordinary wireless methods
and that possibly this scheme may be worked on
a larger scale over short distances for signalling
purposes.

I am afraid I cannot add anything of interest
to what Mr. Coursey has said. We ought to be
very grateful, indeed, to Mr. Blake that at such
short notice he has given us such excellent demonstra-
tions and experiments.
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The President.
Mr. Blake is ready to show the ultra -violet

experiment now, and I am sure he will reply later
to the remarks that have been made.
Mr. G. G. Blake.

I think, Mr. President, there is practically nothing
to reply to but with regard to this, with reference
to the ultra -violet rays, I should like to show it now.
This experiment is, perhaps, rather away from the
point of the lecture so it is just as well not to show
it until now.

(A demonstration showing some of the properties
of ultra -violet lig;It was then given.)
The President.

Mr. Blake has covered a very large field this
evening in theory of atoms and strwture of matter
in it; relation to wireless telegraphy, and I think NV'
ought to give him our thanks for filling up the
gap at such short notice. Chat he would have
done if he had had a month's notice I do not know.
I think it was an interesting and most instructive
evening, and any of those interested in valves and
their characteristics will appreciate the practical
way he has explained it. I think I have nothing
I can add of interest, but I will ask ynu to give a
hearty vote of thanks for his very excellent and
interesting lecture.

Air Ministry Receiving Station

Photo.] [Press Ex.luszves.

The above is a photograph of a recci ri Hy station at the Air Ministry. Here weather reports are received
and from the data thus collected meteorological forecasts are prepared. Such weather forecasts are available to
farmers and others in this country who subscribe to the service.

BI
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Notes on the Design of Radio Frequency Intervalve
Amplifier Transformers using Iron Cores

By A. S. BLATTERMAN, B.Sc., E.E.

(Concluded from p. 84.)

Example of Design and Experimental Checking of Theory.
As an example of application of the formulas that have been arrived 'at will now be given the

calculations on a transformer constructed by the author. The theoretical results were checked
experimentally with good agreement as is shown below.

The core plates of the transformer in question are
11 mils thick and have the other dimensions shown
in Fig. 15. This particular transformer had no air
gap 8/.

The primary and secondary coils were made up in
pancake units, 100 turns per unit, one unit for primary
and two for the secondary. The primary and secondary

ISO SHEETS are spaced 1 in. apart.
11/4 MILS THICK For the calculation of leakage flux it will be assumed

that the central and side core legs are of equal size and
round instead of square. The radius R is taken at + in.
The cross section of the iron A is 0.87 sq. cm. The mean
length of magnetic circuit 1 is 11.42 cm. Therefore

a = b

ROO TURNS
100 TURNS

tie
SECONDARY

'/32

PRIMARY

Fig. 15.

R
1 = 11.42 cm.

A = 0.87 sq. cm.
8/ = 0

/ = 13.14
A

from (16) / 81

a = -471 x µA A = 42 +
3 2

3.68 81 1 t
log

2 -F. a - I/ b2 ± 4a
This is a general expression for " a " for all transformers using the core stamping shown in Fig. 15, both
with and without air gap and for different spacing " t " between primary and secondary. The permeability
µ depends upon frequency, as has already been pointed out. The last equation can therefore be more
conveniently put into the following form where (32) and (33) are used for µ.

a = {13.9 /0'8  ± 3.68 8/}t for f above 200,000 cycles . . (34)
105

f f0.4a 16.2 + 3.68
611

t for f below 200,000 cycles . . (35)
104 '

In Fig. 16 are shown values of a
for different frequencies and different
air gaps calculated from formulae (34)
and (35) with t equal to 1 cm. For
values other than 1 cm the ordinates
of the curves of Fig. 16 are to he
multiplied directly by t.
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Similarly in Fig. 17 are shown curves of the coefficient of coupling, K = 1/(1 + a), for different values
of a ; and for further convenience in design the quantity

1 al
µA A

found in the expressions (17) and (18) for inductance is plotted in Fig. 18 for different frequencies and values
of air gap 8/. With the help of these charts the inductance of a winding may be readily computed for any
set of conditions relative to air gap, turns, and frequency from the formula

4r2N2 1 (36)
10° J U

wherein

J = 1 + 81 reading from Fig. 18O. A

Er 1 + a -K reading from Fig. 17

B2
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. In the present case, where 8/ = 0 and t = = 0.953 cm, the calculation gives the results shown in
Figs. 19 and 20, L, depending upon the frequency according to curve A (Fig. 19) and L2 according to curve
A (Fig. 20).

I

sO

2.0
B

0 500 s000

CYCLES

1500 9000

Fig. 19.
Proceeding now upon the supposition that the load on the transformer is a detector tube of the VT.1

type, we have for the secondary capacity C2, as previously stated,
C= C,, C,,,

-= 15 13 28 aiiitiF

Cl = C,,,
= 13 + 13 = 26 AuF

Curves B in Figs. 19 and 20 show the inductances required for different frequencies with the above
capacities, and as is elsewhere explained the intersections of curves A and B in these figures determine the
natural oscillation frequencies f, and f2 of the primary and secondary circuits. Thus, the natural frequency
of the primary is seen to be f, = 900,000 and the secondary is 12 = 360,000.

From Figs lb and 17 we get the variation of K with frequency set out in Table I.:-
10
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Fig. 20.
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These values ar
Formula' (30)

coupling frequencies
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e plotted in curve f of Fig. 21.
and (31) give the two curves of f' and f" (Fig. 21) showing the interdependence of
and K. The intersection of these curves with curve f give the two resonant humps

TABLE F.

200.000
40(4000
700.000

1.14)(1,1)00

L500,000

0833
077
070
064
11611

325 1500
WAVELENGTH

Fig. 22.

at which maximum amplification tiny be expected to occur as has been explained. These are seen to
he 200,000 cycles and 925,000 cycles corresponding to 1,500 metres and 325 metres respectively. This
Transformer might be expected. therefore, to work satisfactorily into a tube detector of the VT -1 type
from perhaps 300 metres to 2.000 metres the amplification characteristic having peaks in the neighbour-
hood of 325in and 1,300m. and a depression between these values somewhat according to the rough
curve of Fig. 22.

Experimental Checking.
The theoretical results arrived at were

checke I, firstly, by measuring the inductance
of the primary of the transformer at different
wavelengths and comparing these measured
values with those calculated ; and, secondly,
by measuring the voltage amplification at
different wavelengths with a single stage of
amplification and the transformer working
into a VT-i detector tube by means of the
standard circuit used for such measurements at
these laboratories.

Comparison of the inductance values is
made in Tattle H.

TABLE II.

Frequency. LmH
measured.

LmH
calculated.

100,000 2.7 2.6
150,000 2.63 2.49
200,000 2.6 2.35
300,000 2.15 1.94
400,000 1.9 4iS
500,000 1.55 I48
750,000 I25

1,000,000 1.12
2,000,000 0.S7

This tattle shows that the calculated values do not differ from those measured by more than 5 per cent.
In Fig. 23 is shown the measured

voltage amplification at different wave-
( lengths. It is seen that one of the

peaks comes at 1,500 metres, which
agrees exactly with the calculations.
With the apparatus used for making
this measurement self -oscillations were
produced between 450 and 300 metres,
so that within this range it was not
possible to trace the curve. Points
were obtained, however, as show -n, at
500 metres and 250 metres and the
indications are that the other peak of
the curve lies sufficiently near the
calculated value of 325 metres for this
latter figure to be accepted with con-
fidence as locating, at least very closely,
the position of the lower peak of the
curve.

In conclusion the writer desires to
mention that a very large number of
experimental transformers and tests
were made by his associate, Mu-. Max
C. Batsel, during the early part of the
Signal Corps development, and much

data thus obtainedlhas proved invaluable in the practical construction of amplifiers.
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RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE COMMITTEE
of the

WIRELESS SOCIETY OF LONDON

Regarding the Regulations Governing Amateur Transmission
Preamble.

At the third Annual Conference of Affiliated
Wireless Societies held on January 25th, 1922, a
resolution was passed, arising out of item 5 of
the Agenda, requesting the Wireless Society of
London to open negotiations with the Post
Office regarding the regulations now governing
amateur transmission licences and also in regard
to the substitution of some medium wavelength
other than the present 1,000 metre wave for
general amateur use-the object being to avoid
interference by amateurs with aircraft traffic
of which official complaint had been made.
Speaking on the resolution, Captain Loring, R.N.
(Radio Dept., G.P.O.), stated that the Post
Office would be prepared to receive recom-
mendations from the Wireless Society of London,
and to give them every consideration.

The considered opinion of the Committee of
the Wireless Society of London (hereafter re-
ferred to as " the Committee ") is contained in
the following recommendations :-
1. It is a condition of most amateur licences

that transmission is permitted to a maximum of
five other stations only. The Post Office is willing
to make alterations from time to time in the par-
ticular five correspondents selected by any trans-
mitting station, but frequent alterations must of
necessity occasion considerable clerical work.

The regulation is irksome in the extreme, as
amateurs are not always able to carry out their
experiments with any of the five stations allotted
to them, whereas they hear other suitable stations
working, with whom they may not communicate,
although such stations may be ready and willing
to test with them.

The Committee is of the opinion that the present
regulation serves no very useful purpose, and tends
to limit research in the direction of obtaining
maximum transmission distances with the power
permitted-research as regards the design of
transmitting and receiving apparatus.

The Committee therefore recommends :-
(a) That no restriction be imposed on amateur

transmitting stations communicating with any
other amateur station-provided always that
no amateur transmitting station may, in any
circumstances, make a " CQ ", or any other
general call.
Should it be considered impracticable to act on

recommendation (a), the following alternative
recommendation is put forward :-

(b) That amateur transmitting stations be
permitted to communicate with any other
amateur station within a defined area or radius.
As to what the radius should be, the Committee,
after careful practical investigation, is prepared
to state that amateurs possessing good receiving
apparatus have no difficulty in receiving trans-

missions from carefully designed transmitting
stations using an input power of 10 watts at
distances up to 60 or 70 miles in the case of
telephony, and 150 miles and more for C.W.
telegraphy. In the circumstances, it is hoped
that, should a radius be imposed, it will not be
too circumscribed.
Finally, the Committee, in the interests of re-

search, desire to urge the Post Office to adopt
recommendation (a) should it be in any way possible
to do so.

2. The present regulations as regards hours of
working provide that no station may transmit for
more than two hours a day. Upon obtaining a
licence the holder is permitted to select his own
times, but once selected, he must adhere to them
unless he gets them altered by the Post Office.
In practice most amateurs have selected the same
two evening hours, which makes it difficult to make
proper experimental transmissions without ex-
periencing jamming. From time to time most
amateurs make alterations in their apparatus,
involving adjustments and careful testing in
such circumstances it would be reasonable for them
to seize an opportunity when others were not work-
ing and such a moment might well occur outside
their allotted hours ; it is not always practicable
to make special application to the Post Office for
an extension of hours on the occasion of each in-
dividual test. In fact, were continual applications
of the sort to be made, considerable unnecessary
clerical work and consequent expense would be
occasioned to the Post Office. Considering the
matter in all its aspects, the Committee is of the
opinion that no very useful object is served by
defining the exact hours between which stations are
permitted to operate, and ventures to point out that,
according to the wording of many of the licences,
no contravention would take place were stations to
transmit for an unbroken period of two hours at a
stretch !-a most undesirable state of affairs. The
Committee considers that a restriction should be
imposed, governing the maximum period of un-
interrupted transmission.

The Committee therefore recommends :-
(a) That amateur stations be authorised to

transmit for an aggregate maximum time of
two hours in each twenty-four, without mention
of any specially defined two hours.

(b) That no uninterrupted transmission shall
last more than, say, 10 minutes, followed by a
period of not less than three minutes listening -in
on the same wavelength as that used for trans-
mission.

(c) That no transmission be commenced with-
out previous listening in to ascertain whether
the proposed transmission is likely to interfere
with any other station (including amateur stations)
which may be working.
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3. In principle, bearing in mind the complaints
made by the Air Ministry that aircraft traffic has
been seriously interfered with by amateurs who
have been allotted the general wavelength of
1,000 metres for transmission, the Committee is
of the opinion that it would be highly desirable for
amateurs to be allotted some other medium wave
in lieu of 1,000 metres. From information received
it appears that aircraft land stations are obliged
to use high amplification and very non -selective
circuits in order that calls may not be missed from
aircraft, all of which are not tuned sharply to 900
metres for transmission. In such circumstances,
which it is recognised are unavoidable, it is not
surprising that amateurs using 10 watts on 1,000
metres interfere occasionally with the reception
of signals from aircraft. If such interference exists
now, when most amateur work is done in the
evenings, it may he expected to become worse
when night and evening flying become more general.
Should it be considered desirable to retain an
amateur wave of the order of 1,000 metres, the
Committee suggest that an alteration to 1,025
or 1,050 metres might minimise any danger of
interference with aircraft.

However, it would be far preferable to give up
the 1,000 metre wave altogether, and to substitute
some wave of the order of 300 or 400 metres, pre-
ferably the latter. The following advantages of
such a wavelength are cited, some of which are
advantages from the point of view of the authorities,
and nearly all from the point of view of the amateur.

(i) All danger of interference with aircraft
entirely ceases, as also does the risk of interfering
with Admiralty reception on 1,005 metres.

(ii) Transmission of telephony on 400 metres,
using 10 watts, is so sharp that it can safely
be stated that it will he absolutely inaudible,
except on circuits tuned from 390 to 410 metres,
and that it will be exceedingly weak except on
sharply tuned receiving circuits.

(iii) From reports received from members of
the Committee deputed to listen in, it would
appear that no appreciable Government or com-
mercial work is done on 400, 325, 375 or 425
metres.

(iv) The 400 metre wave is much better suited
to the standard G.P.O. amateur aerial than 1,000
metres ; such aerials will be found to be much
better radiators on the shorter wave. This fact
has been conclusively proved by experiment, and
as it will enable the amateur to cover reasonable
distances with the permitted 10 watts input, he
will not have the temptation that is undoubtedly
present on the 1,000 metre wave, to use excessive
power in order to radiate a reasonable amount of
energy so that he may be heard through the
volume of spark jamming present on 1,000 metres.

(v) The design of transmitting apparatus is
quite as simple on 400 as on 1,000 metres, and
there should be little difficulty in altering existing
apparatus to the proposed new wavelength.

(vi) The 400 metre wave is as easy to work on
as 500 or 700 metres, and, on account of the vast
amount of spark jamming on those wavelengths,
they would be most undesirable.
As regards the short wave of 180 metres which

is generally allotted to amateurs in addition to the
1,000 metre wave, it is not considered desirable to
confine amateurs entirely to a short wave of that
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order, to the exclusion of an alternative longer wave.
Topographical considerations do not permit all
amateurs to erect an aerial of low inductance and
capacity such as is necessary to secure efficiency
of transmission and reception on waves of the order
of 180 metres. Nevertheless, it is desirable that a
short wave of this order should be available to
amateurs in order to foster research and experiment
in a direction which is certain to prove useful,
bearing in mind that telephony on such waves can
be carried out by a large number of stations within
quite a narrow band of wavelengths without mutual
interference. On account of this last cited fact,
the Committee considers that the present 180 metre
wave might well be extended and converted into
permission to use the whole band of wavelengths
from, say, 180 to 200 or 220 metres.

The Committee have accepted as a broad principle
that the bulk of amateur stations will be licensed
for two waves, one short and one medium. The
Committee assumes that, as heretofore, the Post
Office will always consider applications for other
special wavelengths in those cases where really good
and sufficient reasons can be shown.

The recommendations of the Committee, as
regards wavelength, are therefore as follows :-

(a) That general use by amateurs of 1,000
metres should cease, and that a wavelength of
400 metres for C.W. and Telephony should be
allocated in lieu. Should 400 metres not be
practicable, that wavelengths of 375, 425 or 325
would, in the order named, be very nearly as
suitable.

(b) That, in lieu of the present 180 metre
wave allocated to amateurs, they be permitted
to use at will the band of wavelengths from 180
to 200 or 220 metres for C.W., Telephony or Spark.

Conclusion.
The Committee is of the opinion that, should

their recommendations be accepted, two great ends
will be attained. The first is that the Services
will have no further occasion to complain of amateur
interference, and the second, that the amateur will
be satisfied with the power. permitted to him and
will not have the great temptation that now
presents itself to ignore sometimes the terms of his
licence as regards excessive power, unauthorised
wavelengths, times of working, and stations com-
municated with.

The Committee would remind the Post Office
that they have been requested to assist in " main-
taining reasonable discipline." They are prepared
to do so whole-heartedly, but they would point out
that their task will be lightened considerably if
amateurs appreciate that the authorities desire to
impose only such restrictions as may be really
necessary, and show a willingness to withdraw
others that may perhaps seem merely irksome.

Finally, the Committee believe that, through their
Control Committee for the London area, and
through sixty odd affiliated societies in the
Provinces, they will really be able to assist the Post
Office in seeing that the terms of licences are ob-
served by their members, and in making these
recommendations they undertake formally so to do.

(Signed) H. B. JACKSON,
Admiral of the Fleet,

President.
(Signed) H. LESLIE MCMICHAEL,

Hon. Secretary.
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Russian Time Signals
TRANSMISSIONS FROM PETROGRAD AND MOSCOW

DETAILS of the Wireless Time Signals see t
by the stations of Petrograd and Moscow
have been received from M. N. Dnieprovsky,

Chief of the Time Service of the Pulkovo Obser-
vatory. As this information may be of service to
astronomers and others interested. in Wireless
Time Signals, the substance of M. Dnieprovsky's
communication and a few observations taken at
Greenwich are embodied in this note.

In the first place it appears that Standard Time
has been adopted in Russia, the time being two
hours in advance of Greenwich. The time -deter-
mination is made at Pulkovo Observatory, which
is connected by land -line with the wireless stations
of Petrograd and Moscow. The programme  of
signals sent out is as follows, all times being
expressed in Greenwich Mean Time (Civil), i.e.,
reckoning from midnight :-

Nature of Signal.

'Time of Transmission
(G.M.T.)

From From
Petrograd. Moscow.

Series of V's . 1900 to 1902 2135 to 2157
Series of T's 1902.20 to 2157.20 to

1902.50 2157.30
Time Signal. consisting

of three dashes each
of one second dura-
tion with one second
space.

1903 213$

Series of M's.. 1003.20 to 2138.20 to
1903.50 2158.50

Series of Time Signal
clashes, vs above.

1904 2150

Series of O's 1904.20 to 2159.20 to
1904.50 2159.50

Series of Time Signal 1905
dashes, as above.

2200

The corrections to the Time Signals are given
at 1005.10 (Petrograd) and 2200.20 (Moscow S

RHYTHMIC
PETROGRAD.

1906 to 1913.49. Six-
teen series of 22 dots ;
two series every minute
from 0 to 19 seconds
and 30 to 49 seconds.
The spacing of the dots
is 66 in 60 seconds of
time, or 11 in 10
seconds.

SIGNALS.

MOSCOW.
Six series of 31 signals,
commencing at 2202.30
each set being sepa-
rated by the omission
of 9 signals. This is
followed by a set of
,121 signals. This is
followed by six series
of 31 signals similar to
the previous set. The
interval between con-
tiguous signals is 48 to
49 of 1 second.

The time of the first rhythmic signal is not com-
municated by wireless. In order to use interpolated
instead of extrapolated clock errors the times will
be published at intervals.

The Moscow Time Signals have been observed on
a few occasions .at Greenwich, but it was not
understood when they were first taken that the
figure telegraphed after the signals gave a correction
to the time signal. The correction is shown on
January 7th and January 9th :-

Date. Approx. Error of Signal.

Decet nber 16
21
23
24

..
..

Sees.
0.02 fast.
0.46 slow.
0.77
0.41

7 28 . 0.45
29 . 0.44
30 .. 0.67, 31 . 0.46

January 2 0.57
4 .. 0.28
5 . 0.42

19 7 .. 0.43 -0.10
. . . . 0.60 -0.30

With reference to the correction given for the
Time Signal, the wording used in the description
is to the effect that the whole seconds and tenth
at which the clock sends the time signal are
telegraphed. Three figures are given. For example,
on January 7th these were 001, which is read as
meaning the signal was sent 0.1 sec. late and
correction appears to be given in that sense.

(Communicated by Mr. W. Witt Burnham,
Member I.R.E., by kind permission of Sir Frank
Dyson, Astronomer Royal.)

Some Notes on the Edison
Accumulator

THE principle of the Edison Accumulator is
very different from the usual lead -acid
type of battery, neither lead nor sulphuric

acid being used in its composition. This type of
accumulator is therefore free from sulphation,
corrosion of terminals, buckling of plates, and
similar familiar troubles.

The positive plate consists of a number of nickel -
plated spirally wound perforated steel strips,
forming tubes mounted in a nickel -plated steel grid.
Each tube contains over 300 alternate layers of
nickel hydroxide and very fine flake nickel, the
whole being highly compressed. The tubes are
bound with eight solid steel bands placed equi-
distantly, and in order to avoid the remotest
chance of plate distortion, adjacent tubes are
wound oppositely, i.e., the right-hand wound tube
is placed next to the left-hand wound tube andso on.

The negative :plates consist of nickel -plated steel
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Fig. 1.

A standard crate of Edison cells ready for use.

grills which support a number of rectangular pockets
made of perforated nickel steel ribbon. Time
pockets contain iron -oxide, and we may mention
here that, practically speaking, the only chemical
change Nvhich occurs with the Edison Accumulator
is that on charge the oxygen leaves the negative
element and joins with the positive element, while.
on subsequent discharge mast of time oxygen

NEGATIVE
PLATE

;LOTTED
u:suLArcm

NEGATIVE
POCKETS

POSITIV.Z
PLATE

POSITIVE
TLOES

Fig. 2.

Sectional rim of an Edison cell.

returns to the negative material. This chemical
change is the nearest approach that has yet been
reached (in accumulator construction) to being
completely reversible. In other words the active

material in the Edison cell is practically ever-
lasting.

The negative plates are assembled in the manner
indicated in Fig. 3, and the plates arc separated
from each other and the steel container by a special
kind of hard rubber. As depicted in the illustration,
the assembled elements of the Edison cell form a
very neat and mechanically sound unit.

The container is constructed of sheet steel
nickel plated. It is interesting to note that all
steel used in the manufacture of the Edison
Accumulator is nickel plated in an atmosphere
of hydrogen, which process prevents the metal
oxydising and therefore eliminates any possibility
of the nickel peeling off the finished product.

An alkaline solution is used for the electrolyte.
namely potassium hydrate which contains a small
percentage of lithia.

Some advantages which are claimed for the
Edison Accumulators are-

( I) Long life. They are guaranteed to give their
full -rated capacity at the end of six years
service. Their useful life is many times the
guaranteed period.

Fig. 3.

An Edison cell assembled but removed from container.

(2) Simple in operation. Only the addition of
distilled Amater required to alk.w for evapora-
tion.
The Edison Accumulator can remain idle
indefinitely in a charged or discharged « e-
dition without the slightest fear of deteriota-
tion. It can also he short-circuited ith
impunity. and even charging in the wrcng
direction will do it no permanent halm.

(4) No acid fumes are given off by the Edisiri
I attery, and it can therefore be placed in
close proximity to delicate instruments
without fear of damaging them.

(3)
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A New Coil -Winding Machine
AMOST useful appliance in the equipment

of the experimental station is an inductance
winder capable of rapidly constructing

fiat tuning coils having reasonably low capacity
between their turns and layers.

The machine shown has been designed for this
purpose. It is supplied with interchangeable
cams, making it suitable for winding coils of various
widths and compensating for the difference in
space taken by wires of different gauges and
coverings. Skilfully handled, these cams are
useful for spacing the turns when coils of specially
low self -capacity are desired.

Although the manufacturer's instructions on
the operation of the machine are a good guide
and will lead one to the successful construction
of very beautiful coils, the user is reminded that
it is essential to keep a good pull on the wire while
winding and to keep the oscillating rod pressed
hard against the cam.

For uniformity, and in .order to facilitate the
collection of data, it is convenient to use only
one gauge of wire. No. 26 D.S.C. wire wound with
No. 1 cam will be found suitable for most purposes.
Double silk and double cotton coverings are re-
commended on account of their elasticity, giving
a little springiness between the layers. Intervalve
oscillation transformers can be made by winding
two wires simultaneously, taking care to keep a
good tension and preventing the wires from crossing.
No. 28 D.S.C. is best for this purpose and if green
and white coverings are taken, the ends can be
easily identified. Using cam No. 1, 130 turns of
the handle produce a transformer suitable for
wavelengths of 600 to 1,200 metres. A great
advantage is that a number of transformers of
identical value can be constructed for building
a multi -valve high frequency amplifier. The
outside ends are taken to the grids and plates.

For strength the coils can be impregnated with
either wax or shellac, though if the latter is used
care must be taken to bake the coils in order to
dry out the interior. Of course, treatment of this
kind increases the self -capacity.
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Experiments with " Loose Contact
Telephone Receivers "

By MARIUS THOTJVAIS.

ITH regard to Mr. Leslie Miller's paper,
which was recently read before The Wireless
Society of London and published in the

December 24th issue of The Wireless World, I wish
to point out experiments that were conducted in
France before the war.

In 1914 a French amateur * had already dis-
covered a curious phenomenon very similar to the
one described in the paper referred to. The original
apparatus with which experiments have been
conducted differs very little from the one used by
Mr. Leslie Miller. It consists simply of the usual
telephone earpiece whose magnets and windings
have been withdrawn ; a small piece of galena is
firmly soldered to a back -adjusting screw in order
to be gently pressed against the usual metal
diaphragm of the receiver. Of course, this adjusting
screw is insulated from the metal case by an ebonite
bush. A terminal is fixed to the metal ears and
another one connected to the adjusting screw, as
in Mr. Leslie Miller's receiver. Such an apparatus
was simply used as an ordinary galena detector,
without auxiliary current, and gave successful
results. In experiments with a good amateur
aerial about four miles away from Eiffel Tower
spark signals were reproduced loud enough to be
easily read several feet away from the set.

An article, entitled " Acoustical Reception on
Crystal Detector without Telephone Receiver "
(Reception, accou.stique sur detecteur a cristaux sans
ecouteur telephonique) was published by Mr. Perret-
Maisonneuve in the April 30th, 1914, issue of the
French wireless review, " T.S.F. Revue mensuelle
de Radiotelegraphic."

It may be quite interesting to point out that
galena has been very successfully used without
any auxiliary current.

Exhibition at Hove, Brighton
UNDER the auspices of the Sussex Wireless

Research and the Brighton Radio Societies
a most successful exhibition of wireless

apparatus lasting for three days-the first of its
kind in the district-was held recently at the Hove
Town Hall. Notable features of the proceedings
were the lectures delivered by Capt. E. A.
Hoghton, F.P.S.L., Associate I.R.E. (President
Sussex Wireless Research Society), and the prac-
tical demonstrations on various types of apparatus
by Capt. Hoghton, Messrs. E. Hughes, B.Sc.,
W. E. Dingle (President Brighton Radio Society),
A. Blackburn and other gentlemen.

About 25 complete sets, dating from 1905 down
to the latest types, were on view, together with loud
speakers, a variety of wireless accessories and com-
ponent parts, and an array of beautifully con-
structed bridges, galvanometers, milliampere -
meters, and other measuring instruments. The
amateur section included sets constructed by
Messrs. Magnus Volk, W. E. Dingle, C. L. Fry,
M. Foster and N. R. Phelp, the latter's pocket set
attracting considerable attention. A complete set

* Mr. Perret-Maisonneuve.
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of their Unit System, kindly loaned by the Marconi
Scientific Instrument Co., was much admired.
Exhibits, which embraced such interesting items as
a battleship coherer set, a 3 -valve ship set, and
two 6 and one 7 -valve sets, would occupy far
too much space, and it must suffice to remark
that the apparatus as a whole was of a highly
educative character.

The proceedings included lectures by Capt.
Hoghton each evening.

occasion of the Exhibition.
The joint committee wish to place on record

their warm appreciation of the courtesy and assist-
ance rendered by the Hove Town Hall authorities,
and to the Marconi Scientific Co. for apparatus
loaned ; to the Wireless Press, Ltd. for a splendid
assortment of technical literature ; Messrs. Siemens
Bros. for high tension nd other batteries ;
the Brighton Municipal Technical College, Messrs.
Isaacson and Brown, Messrs. Spicer and Co. ; and the
Zenith Manufacturing Co. for the loan of apparatus.

Correspondence
To the Editor of THE WIRELESS WORLD AND

RADIO REVIEW.
SIR,-I will appreciate very much any information

regarding a radiophone station in operation on
March 28th at about (possibly before) 10.15 p.m.
B.S.T.

During his conversation he called London,
mentioned the name of a leading electrical engineer-
ing firm, his distance from London and his wave-
length -360 metres.

The speech being very good, it may be of some
interest to the gentleman operating the transmitter
to learn that he was heard here.
Denmill Cottage, G. W. G. BENZIE.

Peterculter, Aberdeenshire.
March 29th, 1922.

To the Editor of THE WIRELESS WORLD AND
RADIO REVIEW.

SIR,-Listening to the loud telephony trans-
mitted from Paris last Tuesday, about 4 p.m.
(single -valve), the speaker for a minute or more
played fairly slowly up through three octaves
of a piano, and then down again, putting in the
semitones.

This afforded a very excellent means of adjusting
the receiver to a maximum clarity of tone and
loudness, the well-known steps of tones being
brought to purity. This especially applies to the
very high notes, say two to three octaves above
C, which in a concert transmission are more difficult
to hear, or to hear with purity.

The speech which followed was received with
record audibility.

My object in writing is to bring this to your notice
and consideration as to whether an adoption of
this would assist amateurs in receiving other
telephony, the " Hague," chiefly, which, though
clear, does often become a task of adjustment, etc.
83, Argyle Street, THOMAS FORSTER.

Hull.
February 24th, 1922.

To the Editor of THE WIRELESS WORLD
AND RADIO REVIEW.

Stn,-With reference to Mr. Burbury's letter
in the current issue, I think perhaps it would
not be out of place to give some particulars of
some low power experiments carried out by Mr.
Burbury and myself. The arrangement was
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follows :-I called him up on full power and warnedhim of the reduction in powers and probable
slight change in wavelength ; the generator was
then stopped' and the town lighting mains connectedto the transmitter-the voltage was down, I
dare say owing to a heavy load somewhere, to
220 volts. On changing over, Mr. Burbury reported
clear C.W. and asked for speech, which was given ;
changing over again Mr. Burbury reported goodclear speech.

The meter readings are of considerable interest.
My transmitter is designed for a high voltage,
consequently 220 does not put much in as will be
seen.

H.T. volts, 220.
Plate current, 7 milliamperes.
Power input = 1.54 watts.
Aerial radiation, O1 amperes.
Distance between 2 AW and 2 QK is just over20 miles.
Mr. Burbury was using 2 H.F. and 2 L.F. valves.
I was rung up immediately afterwards by a

gentleman at Headingly, near Leeds (distance
14 miles), who had received this quite well on
two valves.

Another reports from Keighly (10 miles) "received
here, three valves," and finally one from Bramley
(8 miles) on three valves also.

All these gentlemen reported good clear speech.
I think this has " cooked the American goose

to a frazzle." Also I am convinced that I can halve
this input and get as good results with some im-
provements I am incorporating in a new trans-
mitter.

Finally I might add that I have used tuned
transformer high -frequency coupling for about
14 months now, and I shall not change for anything
that is going at present as I consider that as an
amplifier for all and in fact any wavelength it
is without its equal.

J. BEVER.
85, Emm Lane,

Bradford. March 18th, 1922.

To the Editor of THE WIRELESS WORLD
AND RADIO REVIEW.

SIR,-With reference to my letter of 18th inst. I
find I made a mistake about Mr. Burbury's receiver,
which was a three -valve, not five as stated. It
should read as follows :-

" Mr. Burbury was using 1 H.F., 1 rectifier and1 L.F."
Further tests carried out yesterday are asfollows :-
Input 230 volts 6 milliamperes.
Watts = 1.38.
Aerial radiation, 10 milliamperes.
I was received quite well by Mr. Ward 2 IQ,

in Sheffield, approximate distance 45 miles.
J. BEVER.'

2 QK.
March 20th, 1922.

To the Editor of THE WIRELESS WORLD
AND RADIO REVIEW.

SIR,-Referring to Mr. Miller's paper, reported
in your issue of December 24th, I noticed a similar
effect produced in Army telephones (Stevens or
D HI), i.e., that it is usually possible to read buzzer
signals from a distant station in one's own micro -
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phone. Here the effect is unusually striking, because
of the step-down transformer as which the induction .coil acts. At the time I asked Dr. Eccles, I think.
but time did not allow of investigating further.
I mentioned it, however, as a curious effect in a book
written in 1917 (" Practical Elementary Electri-
city." Harrison & Sons. Page 98).

R. RAVEN -HART.
Divisioiial Telegraph Engineer,

B.A.P. Rig. Co.
Union Club,

Necochea y Peru,
Mendoza.

.

Argentine Republic.
February 24th, 1422.

Notes.
Cancellation of an Amateur Licence.

The Wireless Society of London notifies us that
at a Committee Meeting, held on the 15th of March,
the cancellation of Post Office licence of the Altrin-
cham Wireless Society, held in the name of its
secretary, owing to contravention of its terms, was
considered. The Society was offered the alternative
of changing its Secretary or of abandoning its
affiliation with The Wireless Society of London.
The Altrincham Society have since chosen the
latter course.
5GH and 5CO.

Can any reader say who are the telephony
stations 5GH and 5CO, heard working in the
afternoon ?
Eiffel Tower Telephony.

Mr. A. Woodhams, a new member of the Wireless
Society of London, who was in Paris recently armed
with a letter of introduction from the Chairman,
received much courtesy at the Eiffel Tower, and
was permitted to hail his brother and a party of
friends who were waiting expectantly at his flat
near Piccadilly. The reception of speech, both
French and English, was excellent.
New Wireless Service.

In the Marconi Service opened on Wednesday,
April 12th, between Berne and Ongar (in Essex)
the .wavelengths used and other particulars of the
stations are as follows :--

Berne, call -sign HBD, wavelength 3,400 metres,
25 kW Marconi valve set.

Northweald (near Ongar, Essex), call -sign GLA,
wavelength 3,800 metres, 15 kW Marconi
valve set.

The Northweald station is one of a number of
stations which are being erected on the same site.
The P.M.G. and Broadcasting.

An appeal has recently been made to the Post-
master -General by the Central Landowners' Associa-
tion to consider the desirability of including
weather forecasts in any broadcasting of informa-
tion by wireless telephone which may he intro-
duced. The broadcasting of such information,
which is, of course, conducted on an extensive
scale in the United States, must here be submitted
for approval to the Imperial Communications
Committee, and the views of several Government
Departments have to be considered in order that
interference with essential services may be avoided.
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Messrs. Burnham & Co., Deptford, S.E.8, de-
sire to advise our readers that, owing to the growth
of their business, their wireless department has
been transferred to a company to be known as
Burndept Limited. The new company will shortly
open a factory, equipped for the production of their
wireless apparatus, at "Aerial Works," Blackheath
Village, S.E.3, three minutes from Blackheath
Station, S.E. & C.R. New showrooms will also be
opened very shortly at 228, Shaftesbury Avenue
(New Oxford Street). All communications in the
meantime should be addressed to Burndept Limited,
St. Paul's Wharf, Deptford. The London retail.
depot will be at 19, Hand Court, until the new
premises are ready.
8AB.

The station belonging to Mr. Leon Deloy, of
55, Boulevard Mont -Boron, Nice, has been heard.
on several occasions in this country. Mr. S. Hanley,
of Kintbury, Becks, reports having heard 8AB on
the evenings of the 5th and 6th April, on 200
metres, on a single valve set. Mr. P. Smellie, of
Edinburgh, using a four -valve H.F. tuned trans-
former amplifier, heard this station on the evening
of the 8th March. on about 1,000 metres C.W.
The Wireless Society of London.

The next meeting of the Society will be held at
the Institution of Electrical Engineers, at 6 p.m.
on the 26th April, when Captain H. de A. Donis-
thorpe will open a discussion on " Four -Electrode
Valves."

Book Review.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING TESTING. By G. D.

Aspinall Parr. (London : Chapman & Hall.
Fourth Edition. Pp. 691 + viii. Figs. 296.

x 55". Price 16s. net.)
This is a new edition of a well-known book by

the former head of the electrical engineering depart-
ment of Leeds University ; it has been revised and
enlarged and is now issued as one of the publishers'
" Directly -Useful " Technical Series, which is
intended to occupy a position midway between the
purely theoretical and the ultra -practical books
which can be obtained on almost every subject.
The aim and scope of the book under review are
indicated by its sub -title " A practical work on
continuous and alternating currents for second and
third year students and engineers."

Although this new edition contains much new
material which will greatly increase its value as
a laboratory text -book, we cannot but feel that in
his attempt to bring the book " more thoroughly
up to date " the author has not been altogether
successful.

The illustrations given of oscillographs represent
very ancient types which have long been super-
seded ; two pages are devoted to instructions for
making up the all -but -obsolete Clerk cell, whereas
no such instructions are given for the Weston cell
which has superseded it ; not that we consider
either a very promising experiment for a second or
third year student of electrical engineering.

In many cases instruments which are mainly
of historical interest are described at length without
any hint to the student that they are now almost
if not entirely obsolete. The reference to a
parallel plate air condenser as an " Air Leyden "
is very archaic and unusual.
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It seems a great pity that better use was not made
of the opportunity afforded by the preparation of
this new edition of rewriting the obsolete sections
and bringing the book entirely up to date. Some
attempt has been made but in our opinion it has
been too patchy and half-hearted.

The illustrations are very mixed, some very good
and some very bad. There is a good index and an
appendix containing a number of tables of useful
data. G. W. O. H.

Calendar of Current Events
Saturday, April 22nd.

SUNDERLAND WIRELESS AND SCIENTIFIC
SOCIETY.

Aerial Design," by Mr. A. F. Stafford.
Monday, April 24th.

WIRELESS SOCIETY OF HULL AND DISTRICT.
7.30 p.m.-At Signal Corps Headquarters, Park
Street, " Winding Inductances by Machine," by
Major Holman.

Tuesday, April 25th.
WIRELESS SOCIETY OF LONDON.

6 p.m. (Tea, 5.30 p.m. ).--At the Institution of
Electrical Engineers, Victoria Embankment,
W.C.2, " Four Electrode Valves," by Captain
H. de A. Donisthorpe.

Wednesday, April 26th.
RADIO SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY, MANCHESTER.

Smoker and Exhibition.
TRANSMISSION OF TELEPHONY at 7 to 7.25 p.m. on

700 metres, followed by C.W. Calibration Signals
on 1,000 metres, by 2MT from Writtle, near
Chelmsford.

Thursday, April 27th.
LIVERPOOL AMATEUR WIRELESS SOCIETY.

" A System of Recording and Demonstration," by
Mr. L. Haggard.

Friday, April 28th.
LEEDS AND DISTRICT AMATEUR WIRELESS

SOCIETY.
Selected.-Mr. A. F. Carter, A.M.I.E.E.

Saturday, April 29th;
LUTON WIRELESS SOCIETY.

Public Exhibition.
SUNDERLAND WIRELESS AND SCIENTIFIC

SOCIETY.
At the Technical College, " Telephony," by
Mr. T. Brown Thomson.

Wednesday, May 3rd.
COWES AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY.

" The Application of Three Electrode Valves to
Transmitting."

INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
(WIRELESS SECTION).

6 p.m.-" Prevention of Interference in Wireless
Telegraphy " (Provisional), by Mr. C. S. Franklin.

Thursday, May 4th.
WEST LONDON WIRELESS AND EXPERIMENTAL

ASSOCIATION.
" Lantern Lecture and Demonstration," by
Mr. Oswald Carpenter, Associate I.R.E.

Friday, May 5th.
WIRELESS SOCIETY OF HIGHGATE.

" Production of Low -Frequency Oscillations by
the Valve," by Mr. L. Grinstead.

INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
(LONDON STUDENTS' SECTION).

7 p.m.-" Electrically Oscillatory Discharges,".by
Mr. R. P. Howgrave-Graham.
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Wireless Club Reports
NOTE.-Under this heading the Editor will be pleased to give publication to reports of the meetings of Wireless
Clubs and Societies. Such reports should be submitted without covering letter in the exact form in which they
are to appear and as concise as possible, the Editor reserving the right to edit and curtail the reports if necessary.
The Editor will be pleased to consider for publication papers read before Societies. An
Asterisk denotes affiliation with the Wireless Society of London.

Liverpool Wireless Association.*
A meeting was held on Thursday, March 23rd,

at the Royal Institution. After the reading of the
minutes and the transaction of formal business, the
members adjourned to the Liverpool School of
Wireless Telegraphy, Colquitt Street, where they
were received by the principal (Mr. Woodland).
The fine equipment of the school was much admired
by the visitors, and Mr. Woodland went to con-
siderable trouble to explain fully the various
instruments and apparatus. Mr. Clemmey had
brought down a short wave receiving set, and a
musical programme was received from a local
transmitting station. Mr. Clemmey, who is well
known as an expert in telephony, was most kind
in giving full details as to the working of trans-
mitting sets. At the conclusion of the proceedings
a hearty vote of thanks was given to Mr. Woodland
and Mr. Clemmey for the trouble they had taken
to render the evening so enjoyable and instructive.

The Hon. Secretary (Mr. Wilkie) is due to lecture
on Thursday, the 13th inst.. but as he is paying a
short visit to West Africa it will be necessary to
postpone the lecture until his return, in a week or
two. It is regretted that, in view of the next meeting
being fixed for the day before Good Friday, it has
proved impossible to secure another lecturer.

North Middlesex Wireless Club.*
Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. M. Savage, " Nithsdale,"

Eversley Park Road, Winchmore Hill, N.21.
The eighty-eighth meeting of the Club was held

on Wednesday, April 5th, and was well attended.
The chair was taken by Mr. G. Evans, and after
the minutes had been read he called on Mr. D. J.
Stone to give his paper on " Electric Clocks."

Mr. Stone (by kind permission of the Synchro-
nome Co.) had brought to the hall a master clock
made by that firm and two wall dials, also the
movement and hands of a large turret clock.
These he had affixed in prominent positions. and
they ticked off the half -minutes during the evening
in the manner which is well known to most wireless
workers. In addition, there were, a number of
diagrams, drawn to a large scale, which enabled
the audience to follow the lecture with ease.

The lecturer started by giving a brief history of
electric clock -making, saying that the idea of
driving clocks by electricity existed very early in
the days of electricity, but owing to practical
difficulties it was found impossible to make these
early types keep good time and at the same time
be economical in current consumption. Mr. Stone
described the different types of electric clocks, and
pointed out the advantages and disadvantages of
each. He then dealt in detail with the " Synchro-
nome " system, which, he told his audience, was in
his opinion and in that of many others, the best
system so far invented. He explained the movement
by means of various parts which were on the table,

and laid particular stress on the extremely low
current consumption, which amounted to only
3i ampere hours per annum. Another special
feature of this type is the very short dui ation of
contact, and, further, the impulse given to the
pendulum is independent of the state of the battery.
Mr. Stone explained the ingenious method used
when correcting these clocks by wireless. Some
of the members present gave their experience of
these clocks, and of other makes, and Mr. Stone
answered many questions.

The meeting closed with a vote of thanks to the
lecturer for the trouble he had taken and the
pleasure he had given.

Wireless and Experimental Association.*
A meeting was held on April 9th and was devoted

to a discussion on the construction of high-tension
condensers. The use of washed glass negatives
and tinfoil was suggested, but it was pointed out
that by this method condensers would be of
inconveniently large dimensions.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. Geo. Sutton, A.M.I.E.E.,
18, Melford Road, S.E.22.

The West London Wireless and Experimental
Ass ociati on .*

Meeting held March 30th.-Listening-in on
Association's apparatus gave exceptional strong
signals, and all were able to hear the results by
aid of the loud speaker. Informal discussion then
followed, and many interesting points were raised,
amongst which was data for frame aerials, the short
wave tuner, the construction of condensers, etc.
The Vice -President (Mr. F. E. Studt) in most
instances replying to the satisfaction of the querists.
The club's library is now possessed of " The Year -
Book of Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony for
1922," so members will have up-to-date informa-
tion respecting all the new large -power and amateur
transmitting stations.

The Committee hope to arrange a summer
half -day field day, including a visit to some not
far -distant station.

Members are requested to make a special note
of the demonstration by the Marconi Scientific
Instrument Co., to be held on May 4th next. Also
it is hoped that Messrs. H. D. Butler & Co. will
demonstrate before the Association the following
week.

The Secretary (Mr. Horace Cotton), 19, Bushey
Road, Harlington, Middlesex) will be pleased to
hear from any gentleman who desires particulars
of qualifications for membership.
Plymouth Wireless and Scientific Society.*
Wednesday, April 5th, was an open night so far

as lectures were concerned. The meeting began
with half -an -hour's buzzer practice. The business
of -the evening was " Complaints and Suggestions."
members being invited to make any complaints of
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grievances and also to put forward suggestions for
the improvement of the Sogiety. The Committee
were fully prepared to hear a long list of grievances
against the management of the Society's affairs, and
were gratified as well as surprised when none were
forthcoming. Among the complaints of a general
nature was the ever -recurring one of the impossibi-
lity of obtaining a transmitting licence in this
neighbourhood. Stowed away as we are in a corner
of the old country, with no amateur transmitting
station within sixty or eighty miles, we have very
little chance of experimenting in short wave
reception. As far as telephony is concerned also we
are in an unfavourable position for experiment.
The amateur concerts are inaudible here, the
Chelmsford weekly concert is an impossibility, due
to interference from ships ; the Dutch Concert is
also too distant for us, shielded as we are by the
heights of Dartmoor, so that before the com-
mencement of the Paris telephony we were in a
bad position. Fortunately, the French Concerts
come in quite well, and prove a veritable blessing.
Long may they continue, especially if they could
only give us a little English now and then.

A suggestion was made that the Society hold a
social and dance at a near date, and take that
opportunity of giving a public demonstration of
wireless telegraphy and, if the fates are propitious,
telephony. The suggestion met with unanimous
approval, and a sub -committee was at once elected
to deal with the matter.

Full particulars of the Society may be obtained
from the Hon. Secretary (Mr. ( H. Lock), 9, Ryder
Road, Stoke, Devonport.
Newcastle and District Amateur Wireless

Association.*
On Monday, April 3rd, Mr. W. D. Owen,

A.M.I.E.E., delivered an interesting lecture on
the " Electronic Theory." This was very much
appreciated by the members present, as this subject
had never been dealt with at any previous meeting
of the Society. We are looking forward to a further
lecture promised by Mr. Owen.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. Colin Bain, 51, Grainger
Street, Newcastle -on -Tyne.
The Wireless Society of Hull and District.*

Mr. G. H. Strong presided over an excellent
attendance of members at the fortnightly meeting,
held on the 3rd. After the routine business had
been disposed of and members' individual difficul-
ties discussed, the rest of the evening was profitably
spent in building up a complete receiving set,
various members having brought down different
pieces of apparatus. The set was duly assembled
by Mr. W. J. Featherstone, and signals soon
obtained. A topic which is being constantly
discussed by members is the question as to whether
this Society should purchase some apparatus with
a view of erecting a permanent receiving station.
Although the Committee have only recently
decided, after much discussion, that the present
is not an opportune time for this development,
and the matter will he kept before them for future
consideration.

Meetings of the Society are held fortnightly, on
Monday evenings, at the Signal Corps Headquarters
in Park Street, at 7.30 p.m., buzzer practice 7 to
7.30 p.m. Next meeting April 24th, when Major
Holman will give an exhibition of winding induct-

ance coils by machine. This gentleman has kindly
offered to wind coils (duolateral ) for any member
if they will supply the wire. Wireless operators
who happen to, be in port will he welcomed as
visitors at any meetings of the Society.

Newark -on -Trent and District Wireless
Society.

With the idea of stimulating the interest, a public
lecture was held at the Magnus Grammar School,
on March 15th, and to add to the interest the
Society was honoured by a visit from Mr. W. R.
Burne, the Transatlantic Tests winner.

The lecturer was Mr. T. Brown -Thomson, of
Leeds, who gave an excellent lecture on Wireless
Telephony. He fully explained, in as interesting a
manner as possible, the propagation and reception
of ether waves, illustrating by blackboard diagrams.
The demonstrations of reception were accomplished
by means of an Ultra IV. and two -valve note
magnifier, and made audible to the whole audience
by a Brown loud speaker. Several continental
stations were tuned -in and the C.W. signals
shrieked out loudly. An amateur telephony
station was also picked up during the demonstration.

Mr. W. R. Burne then followed with a brief
description of his reception from the American
amateurs, which proved very interesting.

Six new members were enrolled, and it is hoped
that anyone interested will communicate with the
Hon. Secretary, 6, Beech Avenue, Hawtonville,
Newark -on -Trent.

Dick Kerr Wireless Society.
The Society was formed on February 28th and

held its First General Meeting on Saturday, 25th
ult., Mr. H. A. Cox in the chair. The rooms of the
Society are situated at Ashton Park, Ashton,
Preston, and membership is restricted to members
of the Dick Kerr United Club. The apparatus
consists of a multi -valve receiver with long, medium
and short wave tuners, and loud speaker. Addi-
tional apparatus is available for experimental
purposes. An inverted " L " aerial is used, con-
forming to the P.M.G. licence, and an internal
frame aerial 7 ft square is being erected for D.F.
purposes.

The Officers and Committee are as follows :-
President, Mr. R. Livingstone ; Vice -Presidents,
Mr. H. B. Player ; Colonel C. Hardie, Mr. J. Conner ;
Chairman, Mr. H. A. Cox ; Vice -Chairman, Mr. W.
Paddock ; Hon. Secretary, Mr. A. H. Topham ;
Hon. Treasurer, Mr. G. Masters ; Committee, Messrs.
A. Aldington, G. Davies, J. Isherwood, H. Simpson,
L. H. Short and W. Swindlehurst.

The first message received on the Society's
apparatus was a special message sent from Eiffel
Tower through the courtesy of General Ferri, of
the French Army Wireless. An international
ladies' football match in aid of the Rheims Cathedral
Restoration Fund took place in the grounds of the
Dick Kerr United Club at 5-45 p.m., and the
following message was received at 6 p.m. on 2,500
metres :-

Preston de FL. With our sincere gratitude to
those who give their valuable help for the Rheims
Cathedral Restoration Fund, we are expressing
our heartiest sympathy to the Wireless Section of
the Dick Kerr United Club. We wish all success
to the members of this section, as well as to the
organisers of the Football Match which is to be

'Pe
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held to -day between the British and French Ladies'
Teams.
A special wireless concert sent from the Eiffel

Tower an hour previously was received and made
clearly audible. The articulation and modulation
were faultless.

A series of lectures has been arranged comprising
a complete course in the principles of Electro-
Magnetic Wave Piopagation and these will be given
on alternate Friday evenings. The membership
now stands at over 70.

The Society has received every support from the
English Electric Co., Ltd., who have made a
financial grant towards the initial cost of the
apparatus.

It is hoped to install a telephony transmitter at
an early date.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. A. H. Topham, Ashton Park,
Ashton -on -Ribble, Preston, Lancs.

Southampton and District Wireless Society.
A General Meeting was held at the Kingsland

Assembly Rooms on Wednesday last, April 5th : a
good attendance was recorded. It had been decided
to hold a series of lectures for members, and the
first of these was held on Wednesday last. The
Chairman (Mr. Freeman) opened the meeting at
8 o'clock, and demonstrated on dry cells, after
which Mr. Edwin Bateman gave a lecture on

Accumulators, Ohm's Law, Galvanometers," and
finally the Wheatstone Bridge. Mr. Bateman, in a
very lucid manner, dealt ably with all the above
subjects, and at question time was subjected to a
bombardment of questions, which, needless to say,
he emerged from successfully. At the conclusion
of the lecture a hearty vote of thanks was proposed,
seconded, and carried unanimously, and an enjoy-
able evening was brought to a close at 10.15 p.m.

Hon. Secretary,' Mr. T. H. Cutler, 24, Floating
Bridge Road, Southampton.

The Wallasey Wireless and Experimental
Society.

On Thursday, March 23rd, the Society had the
pleasure of listening to Mr. J. C. Mason's lecture
on " Tuning." The lecturer opened by explaining
the theory of self -heterodyne circuits ; he dealt
with this most important branch very fully, and
then gave several valve circuits, giving the reasons
for each one as ho drew them. He also explained
the theory and practice of spark and C.W.
reception.

On the 20th inst., Mr. A. Lea read before the
Society a most interesting paper on " Telephony."
Mr. Lea has a good grip of his subject, and during
his lecture illustrated difficult points with clear
and concise diagrams. The paper was partly
historical, partly theoretical and wholly interesting.
Mr. Lea explained before he began that he did not
call himself a lecturer, but was doing his best to
be an example to the rest of the Society's members :
lie hoped that others would prepare and read
papers for the Society's benefit. The meeting
closed with a vote of thanks to Mr. Lea.

The. Hon. Secretary (Mr. C. D. M. Hamilton),
24, Vaughan Road, will he pleased to send parti-
culars of the Society to any prospective members.

Sunderland Wireless and Scientific
Association.

A General Meeting of the Association was held
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on Saturday, March 4th, in the Examination Hall
of the Technical Coller. There were about 180
persons present. A paper on " A Wireless Set for
5 " was read by the Secretary. Mr. MacCoIl

outlined very briefly the action of a simple valve
receiving set, and then proceeded to explain how
one could be constructed at small cost. Signals
were received on a loud speaker kindly lent by
Messrs. Thos. Hudsons.

A General Meeting was held on Saturday,
March 18th, when Mr. W. Guthrie Dixon, of the
Newcastle and District Amateur Wireless Associa-
tion, gave a most interesting lecture on the " Ther-
mionic Valve." Mr. Dixon illustrated his point
by a demonstration on a 7 -valve set of his own
construction.

On Friday, March 31st, under the auspices of
the Association, a lecture on " Einstein's Theory
of Relativity " was given by Mr. Robert Lunnon,
M.A., B.Sc. (of the University of Durham), in the
Subscription Library Hall, and was attended by
over 200 persons.

On Saturday, April 1st, a General Meeting of
the Association was held at the Technical College.
The constitution and bye-laws which had been
drawn up by the Committee were adopted. The
President (Mr. 0. Nelson, B.Sc., A.R.C.S., A.Inst.P. )
gave an interesting lecture on " Electrons," which
was illustrated by slides and some excellent demon-
strations with vacuum tubes.

The Association's receiving set is now under
construction. The Radio Communication Company
have invited the Association to visit their offices at
Newcastle -on -Tyne. The present membership is
ninety-seven.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. H. 0. MacColl, I, North
Elms, Sunderland.

Reading Radio Research Society.
On March 25th last the above Society was

formed, and the following officers were elected :-
President, William Le Queux, Esq., Member I.R.E.:
Chairman, Lieut.-Col. R. L. Pearson, A.M.I.E.E. ;
Hon. Secretary and Treasurer, Dr. L. L. Phillips,
73, London Street, Reading : Committee : Major
H. MacCallum, B.Sc.(Lond. ), A.M.I.E.E. ; Messrs.
.1. E. Taylor, R. W. .Tames, C.E. Tranter, W. H.
Scarborough, F. B. White, E. A. Tunbridge and
Captain F. M. J. White.

The objects of the Society are to promote the
study of all matters connected with wireless tele-
graphy and telephony and kindred subjects, and
to enable wireless amateurs in the district of
Reading to meet one another, so that they may
exchange ideas and obtain mutual help in the
pursuit of their experiments. With this object 'n
view it was thought well to allow time at the
meetings for informal talk. It was hoped to form
a library and a workshop for the use of members.

Rules, were drawn up. It was decided that
ladies could he admitted as members. It was
decided to become affiliated to the Wireless Society
of London.

The first meeting of the Society was held on
April 3rd, when, despite very bad weather, quite
a fair number of members attended to listen to a
paper by Dr. L. L. Phillips, on the subject of
X -rays.

k
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Questions and Answers
NOTE.-This section of the magazine is placed at the disposal of all readers who wish to receive advice and
information on matters pertaining to both the technical and non -technical sides of wireless work. Readers
should comply with the following rules.-(1) Each question should be numbered and written on a separate
sheet on one side of the paper only. (2) Queries should be clear and concise. (3) Before sending
in their questions readers are advised to search recent numbers to see whether the same queries have not been
dealt with before. (4) The Editor cannot undertake to reply to queries by post. (5) All queries must
be accompanied by the full name and address of the sender, which is for reference, not for publication. Queries
will be answered under the initials and town of the correspondent, or, if so desired, under a " nom de plume."
(6) Readers desirous of knowing the conditions of service, etc., for wireless operators will
save time by writing direct to the various firms employing operators. (7) Four questions is the
maximum which will be accepted at a time.

" AMATEUR " (Rugby).-(1) Set is satis-
factory for spark, C.W. and telephony as it stands,
except that a condenser is desirable across the
telephones.

(2) Yes.
(3) About 50 turns, placed half a centimetre

apart.

0.01 mfds. for the grid condenser will be suitable
for the L.F.

" R.K." (East Ham) submits a short wave
receiver circuit and asks for criticism.

A circuit of this type (impedance amplifier) is
theoretically inefficient on short waves in exactly
the same way as resistance amplifier is. We should

III OH

Fig. 1.

" C.B." (Hyson Green) asks for a two -valve
diagram, one valve detecting and the other L.F.
amplifying.

For suitable circuit see the diagram Fig. 1.
" FORD " (Bexley Heath) asks (1) How to

add a valve to an existing circuit. (2) Cost of an
amateur's licence. (3) Maximum length of single
wire aerial allowed. (4) If the English Concert will
be heard on a crystal set with a valve magnifier.

(1) See Fig. 5 or 8 in the March issue (queries
column).

(2) 10s. per annum. Apply to the Secretary,
G.P.O., London.

(3) 100 ft. including down -lead.
(4) Yes.
" A.F.H." (Bishop's Waltham) asks (1) If

special permission is required for the use of a frame
aerial. (2) If a 60,000 ohm. resistance may be used
in place of iron core transformer for a two -valve L.F.
amplifier.

(1) Only the usual permit for a receiving circuit
is required.

(2) Yes, with a grid condenser and leak as in
the usual resistance capacity amplifier. About

)

strongly advise you not to use it below 1,000
metres, at which wavelength the values for the
condensers, etc., will be about the same as in the
normal resistance amplifier. An amplifier of this
type needs very careful construction of the chokes
with a view to keeping their self capacity low.
If this is not low the chokes will by-pass a con-
siderable amount of H.F. current, giving a serious
weakness of signals.

" PERIKON " (Farnborough) asks (1) Which
of two crystal circuits is the better. (2) If 30ft. high
and 45ft. long aerial (twin) is suitable. (3) If it
matters the set being at the same height as the aerial.

(1) Your Fig. 2.
(2) Fairly good.
(3) Aerial should preferably be higher than the

set.
(4) 4,000 metres with a 0.0005 mfd. condenser

across the coil.
" W.G.W." (Southsea) asks (1) If a circuit

sketched is suitable for telephony. (2) How to add
an additional H.F. valve. (3) If slab coils are
preferable to solenoid coils for telephony.

CI
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(1) The circuit shown is satisfactory, except that
it is liable to reradiate rather badly if carelessly
used. A double tuned circuit with a loose coupler,
or loose auto -coupling is preferable. Negative of
L.T. battery should be earthed.

(2) Some rearrangement is necessary. Circuit
should be on lines oFig. 6, page 708, February 4th
issue.

(3) Immaterial, if about the same size wire is
used on each.

" E.G.D." (Lingfield) asks (1) To whom to
apply for a receiving permit. (2) If a heavily
insulated lead-in should be used. (3) If lightning
protector is essential.

(1) To the Secretary, G.P.O., London.
(2) This may be done if you wish, but is not at

all necessary.
(3) No, but the aerial and earth wires should be

connected when not in use.
" SPARKS " (Peebles) asks for help with a

single wave set which used to give good results but
now gives nothing on certain parts of its range.

We cannot give you the exact reason for this
without a detailed examination. It may be due
to damp in the coils, which could be cured by drying
out, or else to dirty switches or broken connections
which can be detected by tracing out the circuits
with a galvanometer.

" J.H.A." (Acton).-(1) The aerial is very
poor. It should be much higher and preferably
longer. It is of very little use to use four wires so
close together, and would be just as good to have
two wires font feet apart..

(2) You do not give enough information for us
to state the wavelength, but it will probably be as
high as is useful for a crystal set.

(3) A crystal battery will not improve results
appreciably.

" H.F. (Deptford) asks (1) Whether a certain
circuit is the best that can be done with his apparatus.
(2) How a telephone transformer can be introduced.
(3) If three or four Leclanche cells would improve the
circuit.

(1) Yes, except that the primary of the loose
coupler should be on the earth side of the loading
coil. A telephone transformer is essential with 120
ohm. telephones.

(2) See many circuits recently given.
(3) These might be used for a potentiometer with

some good effect.
" D.A.K.B." (Cheltenham) asks questions

about a crystal set.
The circuit shown is very poor. See diagram Fig.2

for correct circuit. A.T.I. may be 8" x 10" of No.
22. Closed circuit coils 8" x 5" of No. 26, with a
0.0005 mfd. condenser. There is no simple formula
for calculating the range of the complete circuit.
The closed circuit coil should slide into the A.T.I.,
which should be on a tube of ebonite or similar
insulating material.

" J.A.G." (Ealing) shows an adaptation of the
Mark III Tuner and asks (1) approximate wave-
length. (2) Connections for adding a valve. (3) If
the set would then be suitable for concert reception.

(1) About 1,000 metres without the aerial
condenser and considerably less with it.

(2) See article in the June 25th issue.
(3) Yes.
" V.F." (Brighton) asks (1) Cost of a "school

valve receiving set," home made. (2) What issue
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gives diagram of circuit. (3) Whether it would give
good results. (4) Who PCGG is, and what are the
call letters of Carnarvon, Eiffel Tower and Nantes.

(l) £3 to £6, including valve and telephones.
(2) See page 466, October 29th.
(3) Yes.
(4) PCGG is a telephone station at the Hague.

Carnarvon is MUU, Eiffel Tower FL, and Nantes -
UA.

" A.L.G." (Darlington) asks (1) For the wave-
length of a receiver with honeycomb coils. (2) If the
back -lash during C.W. transmission is due to
harmonics. (3) If flat tuning causes MFD and FL
to be heard. (4) If Stockton BYT is a receiving
station only. .

(1) We cannot calculate the inductance of the
coils, but expect the 8,750 metres is a true wavelength
and not a harmonic. The presence of harmonics
can in general only be proved by circumstantial
evidence, such as their strength and approximate
wavelength.

(2) No, this is not due to harmonics but to the
method of signalling used, viz., keying by means
of a small change of wavelength.

(3) No, it is more likely due to the coils having
a natural wavelength somewhere about 2,500
metres.

(4) This was so during the war, and is so still
as far as we know.

" IVAN " (Mill Hill) asks (1) For an A.T.I.
from 150 to 1,500 metres. (2) Quantity of wire
required. (3) Particulars of 120 ohm. telephone
transformer. (4) Call letters of Hendon.

(1) 4" x 10" of No. 22 with a slider.
(2) About 1 lb.
(3) Core i" diam. x 3" long of soft iron wire.

Wind this with, 6 ozs. of No. 30 for the telephone
winding, and 3 ozs. of No. 44 for the crystal circuit.

(4) No information.

" (Finchley) asks re Fig. 4, page 526,
November 12th issue (1) The cause of rushing noises
in the telephones. (2) If it would be an improvement
to connect the negative H.T. direct to earth. (3) If the
noise might be caused by the absence of a condenser
across the change -over switch, and (4) What its
capacity should be.

(1) Various causes are possible, such as (a) a bad
valve, (b) bad H.T. battery, (c) bad grid condenser
or leak, (d) absence of condenser as in (3), (e) too
tight reaction. We cannot say which of these
causes is operating.

(2) No. The H.T. circuit has to be completed
to the filament, not to the earth.
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(3-) Very likely.
(4) About 0.001 mfds.
" E.H.G. " (Sheffield) asks if it is possible to

add a two -valve resistance amplifier to an existing
single -valve amplifier. (2) Wiring diagram of a
circuit submitted.

(1) This can be done. See diagram Fig. 3.
(2) The diagram you submit is as clear as any

we could give you.
" CHIKKO " (ACton).--A telephone trans-

former is necessary for 120 ohms. telephones. For
windings see reply to " Ivan," Mill Hill, above.

" F.B." (BaysWater). - (1) There are no
general tables available of the number of turns,
weight and gauge of wire, etc., for coils with
particular condensers. If you state exact require-
ments we could probably give you the information
you will need.

(2) There is no best arrangement of coils. Many

Fig

different types of circuits are possible, as you will
see by reference to diagrams in these columns.

(3) The use of the special winding machine you
mention will not appreciably affect the size of the
condenser to be used with the coils.

" .T.G.N." (Croydon) refers to Fig. 4, page 706,
February 4th issue, a ml asks (1) The wavelength
range of certain coils. (2) If it will receive PCGG
at Croydon. (3) Ratio for the L. F. transformer.
(4) If a small condenser would be advantageous
across the reaction coil. (5) If the condenser across
the switch is necessary, and if so what size it
should be.

(1) Probably about 7,000 metres.
(2) Yes.
(3) I to 2 or 2 to 3.
(4) No ; this is undesirable.
(5) Yes. A. fixed condenser 0.002 mfd. would

be about right.
" C.T.A." (Leicester) wishes to make a 180

metre telephone transmitter, and asks (1) Whether to
use inductive coupling between circuits or a single
circuit transmitter. (2) For a rough idea of the
windings.

(1) The second type will be quite suitable for a
set of this nature.

(2) The inductance may be wound with about
24 turns of say No. 18 wire on a 4" diam. tube,
the turns being spaced about il,;" apart. About
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half this coil should be in the plate circuit, and
about half in the grid. For further information
see page 866, March 19th, 1921.

" -." (Uppingham) asks (1) For coils suitable
for a set from 200 metres to 10,000 metres. (2) Advan-
tages of certain arrangements of valves. (3) For
diagram of resistance coupling set. (4) If an
ordinary loose coupler will do for A. T.I. and reaction
in a valve set.

(1) For a big range like this you will require a
set of honeycomb coils, the biggest of which should
have about 400 turns with a mean diameter of 3",
and the smallest can have about 30 turns, mean
diameter 2".

(2) 'One H.F., one detector and one L.F. is a very
good arrangement. Two H.F. alone is probably
the best way of using two valves. Two L.F. alone
is rather poor.

(3) See Fig. 3, page 640, January 7th issue,

II

WAN
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but making the grid condenser about 0.01 mfd.
(4) Yes, for moderate wavelengths. Gauges and

-sizes will depend on the range required.
" L.H.P.!' (Market Harborough).-(1) The

general idea of the set is correct, but we fail to see
the purpose of the condensers attached to the
negative of the H.T. battery. This point should
he connected to earth.

(2) A detailed design for a telephone transformer
was given in March, 1920. For rough dimensions
see reply to " Ivan," Mill Hill, above.

(3) No, we regret we are unable to supply corn.
plete constructional information for circuits given
in these columns.

(4) H.R. telephones may be used in a single
valve receiver if placed on the earth side of the
H.T. battery, but their use is undesirable if more
than one valve is employed.

" F.D." (Nelson) asks (1) For a frame aerial
set suitable for use up to 5,000 metres. (2) What
additions will be necessary to receive PCGG. (3) For
full details of the apparatus. (4) For a good book
on the making of amateur sets.

(1), (2) and (3) See issues 16 to 22 of Vol. 8,
which may be obtained from the Publishers, and
will give you all the information you require.
This set will receive PCGG without alterations.

(4) " The Construction of an Amateur Valve
Station," shortly to be published.

C
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" L.G.B." (Wandsworth) asks (1) If it is
correct to use iron cores in transformers for wireless
telephony. (2) If so, gauge and quantity of wire
required. (3) How to determine the capacity of a
condenser.

(1) For L.F. and telephone transformers, yes.
For H.F., no.

(2) This depends on the type of transformer.
See replies to various enquirers.

(3) There is no very simple way which does not
necessitate the use of apparatus. You might
connect a coil across it, buzz it and determine the
wavelength, which would be given by the formula
wavelength 1885 -v LC.

" (London).-(1) For a circuit to
utilise certain apparatus. (2) For value of grid
leak. (3) For suggestions. (4) If a certain tuner
may be used as reaction.

(1) With a little additional apparatus a circuit
shown in Fig. 1, January 7th issue, may he used
effectively.

(2) The grid condenser and leak 0.0005 mfd. and
2 megohms respectively, may he connected in the
grid circuit of the second valve.

(3) and (4) We have no detailed knowledge of
this tuner and cannot say whether it would be
suitable for the purpose required. It may be
possible to use it as the secondary and reaction
circuit in the diagram recommended with your
small former as an A.T.I.

" N.W." (Liverpool) asks (1) For criticism of a
three -valve set. (2) For capacity value of two con-
densers. (3) For wavelength of a loose coupler.
(4) For information regarding duoloteral coils.

(1) The circuit is quite good except that it is
risky to use valves of different make with common
H.T. and grid potentiometers owing to the differ.
ences in their characters. Use the potentiometer
for the second valve only.

(2) C.1 is 0.0003, mfds. and C.2 0.0004 mfds.
(3) Aerial circuit maximum 5,500 metres with

condenser C.1 ; secondary circuit with condenser
C.2 maximum 6,500 metres.

(4) Information about these coils is given in the
issue of 30th October, 1920, which can be obtained
from the Publishers.

" H.W." (Liscard) asks how long a 30 -ampere
hour accumulator will light four Ora " valves.
(2) How to recharge from A.C. mains. (3) For a
good book on accumulators.

(1) If 30 ampere hours is the continuous discharge
rate, the cell will run the valves for about ten hours.
If 30 ampere hours is the ignition rating, it will run
the valves for about six hours.

(2) This can be done fairly cheaply by means of
a Nodon " valve, which is described in the issue
of 19th March, 1921, or by means of a " Tungar "
rectifier, as marketed by the B.T.H. Co. This is
a better piece of apparatus, but much more ex-
pensive.

(3) " The A.B.C. of Storage Battery Manage-
ment." by Ernest McKinnon (Electrical Press).

" J.T." (Cheshire) asks (1) For a circuit to use
certain apparatus. (2) If the set will receive C.W.,
telephony and spark. (3) For maximuT, and mini-
mum wavelengths for given inductances.

(1) The circuit will follow closely on the lines of
the one given to " M.W.L." (Brentwood), above.

(2) Yes.
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- (3) Minimum about 300 metros, maximum about
3,000 metres.

" E.M." (Wimbledon) asks (1) Which is the
better of two kinds of aerial wire. (2) Dimensions
of grid and anode coil for telephony transmission on
1,000 metres. (3) With what wire to wind an eight
slot former for 1,000 metres.

(1) There is no difference. We slightly prefer
the 12/26.

(2) We cannot answer this without further
particulars as to the circuit in which they are to
be used.

(3) For the H.F. transformer the wire should be
No. 44 gauge, but the number of turns can only be
determined experimentally.

" A.R." (Stockport) ask:s (1) For method of
connecting two valve panels together. (2) If con.
nections of first panel are correct. (3) If the set is
suitable for telephony.

(1) If the terminals EF are connected to AB,
and with the switch at Al, the magnified oscillation
will be put on to the second valve for rectification.
Connect a 0.001 mfd. condenser across the L.F.
transformer winding, which is in the anode circuit
of No. 2 valve. 'It will be correct to connect the
L.T. and H.T. to both sets of terminals.

(2) Yes, except that the lead which at present
goes from the secondary inductance and condenser
to the + 6 volt terminal, should go to the -6 volt
terminal.

(3) Yes, providing the windings are suitably
proportioned.

" V.N.N." (India) asks questions relative to the
connection of grid and anode circuits to the negative
side of the filament.

It is impossible to give a general rule as to which
side of the filament the grid should be connected
to, though generally it is better to connect it to the
negative side. It is customary to connect the
- H.T. to the + L.T. Although this is not
essential it is as well to have a rule to work to, to
avoid cross connections when several pieces of
apparatus are used on one set of batteries. There
are not many four -electrode valves in use at present.
They have been tried for various purposes, some-
times to do the work of three -electrode valves and
also to give more amplification than can be
obtained with a single three -electrode valve.

" BASKET COIL " (Birmingham) asks (1)
If a dry battery can be used for lighting filaments.
(2) Why accumulators are always used. (3) If in
the " school receiver'" any ill-effects will result from
altering the lengths of the leads. (4) If he should
use solenoid or pancake coils.

(1) Yes; but only if of very largest size obtainable,
and for quite short periods.

(2) Chiefly because of the very great expense of
providing the necessary fairly heavy and steady
currents by means of dry cells.

(3) No, provided the alterations are only mod-
erate in amount.

(4) Immaterial.
" BEGINNER " (Kenilworth) asks for a

telephone transformer for telephones of 500 ohms. per
earpiece.

Telephones of this resistance are best used
without a telephone transformer, which, if made,
would not be very efficient. The most suitable
winding is primary 21 oz. No. 44 S.S.C. wound over
a secondary of oz. No. 42 S.S.C.
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A BRAND NEW BOOK
FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL BENCH

An 8 -Page Pamphlet
sent on request.

240 Pages.
130 Diagrams.

Fig. 34x, The best Amplifier Circuit for Experimental
Reception.

These reduced diagrams are
selected at random from a
whole mass of practicalin-
formation and circuits.
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THE " BROWN " MICROPHONE AMPLIFIER
This Amplifier magnifies signals, or music, without distortion, and is of considerable
interest to amateurs and -scientific investigators. The Magnification is much greater
than that obtained from two valves, and the current consumption is about
3o milliamps. In construction, this instrument is simple, and it is much more robust
than other sensitive relays of this class. This instrument satisfies the urgent demand
for a reliable, inexpensive amplifier, which the most inexperienced amateur can use,
and which the most experienced requires. It is much cheaper, ultimately, than a
multi -valve amplifier, and the operator is relieved from many of the varied causes of break-
down. It includes a transformer suitable for low resistance telephones or loud speakers.
The price of the "Brown" Microphone Amplifier is (.6 for low resistance (120 ohms) input

and £6 2s. 6d. for high resistance (2,000 ohms) input.

THE " BROWN " LOUD SPEAKER
With an Amplifier signals or telephony may be so magnified as to cause discomfort
to wearers of head -phones, yet not be loud enough to be audible at any appreciable
distance from the bead. Every wireless experimenter sometimes wishes to let his friends hear. which would involve the use of
several pairsof telephones simultaneously with consequent loss of signal strength, as well as considerable expense. The
" Brown ' Loud Speaker was designed to meet this need efficiently and economically, and is used in all up -to date receiving

stations. The sound is intensified by means of a horn.
The " Brown " Loud Speaker (120 ohms),. Standard Pattern. .with..Uprigkt Funnel..

. up to £5 15 00
Wound to special high resistance

THE " BROWN - SUPER -SENSITIVE TELEPHONES FOR WIRELESS, ETC.
These Telephones are unquestionably the clearest and most sensitive made, and, consequently, increase the distance over

which the wireless can be heard.
IN UNIVERSAL USE. As supplied to British, Allied and Foreign Governments.

The " Brown " " A " Type Radio Headphones- C s. d
Low resistance .. per pair 2 18 0
High resistance .. per pair (3 2s. and 3 6 0

The " Brown " " D " Type Headphones (Improved flat diaphragm type)-
Low resistance .. . .. per pair 2 8 0
High resistance .. . . per pair 2 12 0

The above telephone prices include Cords.
CATALOGUE POST FREE ON APPLICATION.

Sole Manufacturers : S. G. BROWN, LTD.,
SHOWROOMS where the abve Instruments

may be
o
inspected 19, MORTIMER STREET, W.1

Works: Victoria Road, North Acton, London, W.3.
Telegrams : " Sidbrownix, London." Telephone : Chiswick 1469.

Sole Agent for the Argentine : Horacio D. Guerrero, Las Heras 248o, Buenos Aires.

HART ACCUMULATORS
SPECIAL SALE OF SMALL
AT LOW PRICES TO

These Accumulators are
Electrical Circuits. British
Fully Guaranteed for 12 months
First-class Design and

ACCUMULATORS
CLEAR STOCK
suitable for all
Made Throughout.

. Easily Re -charged.
Workmanship.

Type.

PL 3

AP 7

Capacity Amp. Hrs.

Voltage intennittent" Continuous"
Rating. Rating.

2

2

Approximate
Overall Dimensions.

2

22 11

-Ur x21" x3" high

Irxli" x61"

Type of
Box.

Celluloid

Ebonite

Net Price teach I.

Singly. For 2 or more

4

6 0 5 9
TERMS CASH WITH ORDER. CARRIAGE PAID. Subject to being unsold on 1 cceipt of order.

HART ACCUMULATOR CO., LTD., STRATFORD, LONDON, E.15
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" J.H.G " (Forest Hill) asks (1) For a set to
receive PCGG. (2) If valve and crystal set of April
and May, 1920, or a single valve set would be most
suitable. (3) For a diagram to modify the valve
and crystal set. (4) For a loose coupler tuned to
400 metres.

(1) See page 67, April 30th, 1921, issue.
(2) and (3) The valve and crystal set with

additional note magnification should give very good
results. The three -valve amplifier referred to is
not suitable for this set. Do not cut out the crystal
rectifier.

(4) Primary 4" x 8" of No. 22 ; secondary
3";; 6" No. 26, tuned with a 0.0003 mfd. condenser.

" W.S." (Blackburn) asks questions about
screening receiving circuits.

present only shown dotted. The telephones should
be in series with the anode battery, preferably with
a 0.001 mfd. condenser across them. Reaction coil
connected between positive H.F. and anode of the
valve and coupled to the secondary circuit would be
a great advantage. This coil may be 3" x 8" No. 28.
Closed circuit condenser may be 0.0003 mfd.
maximum wavelength would then be 4,000 metres.

" N.M.J." (Luton).-(1) Range will be from
300 metres up to 10,000.

(2), Under conditions such as these the maximum
wavelength is given very closely by that of the
combined capacity and inductance, which may be
calculated from the ordinary formula.

(3) For long wavelengths use a reaction coil
somewhat smaller than the main coil ; for short
somewhat bigger.

\qpivwvw
A

11111 -

TO WC ETC

Fig. 4.

Broadly speaking, copper or ',zinc should be used
for 'ELF. screening, and iron for L.F. Two thin
screens inside each other is far better than one
thick screen. Screening should not be of perforated
material, and in fact should have as few holes in it
as possible. All joints should be well soldered
together and the screens should be earthed. The
screens should not be too close to windings.

" C.V.H." (Ludlow) asks (1) For criticism of a
three -valve set. (2) If coils are suitable for a given
range. (3) For criticism of the aerial.

(1) Circuit is O.K. Condenser C.6 would be
better than C.5, which is rather small. The basket
coils for reaction, and reaction coupling coil 3,
are too small. Better results would be obtained
with a 3" former with 8" of No. 32, made to slide
in and out of the secondary.

(2) Yes.
(3) Little would be gained by changing the

position of the wire or the lead-in. It would have
been simpler in the first place to take the lead-in
from the end of the wire, thus saving the work
entailed in making the joints.

" HETERODYNE " (Nottingham) describes a
single valve set and asks if satisfactory.

Aerial circuit is satisfactory. The secondary
circuit should be tuned by a variable condenser,. at

(4) It is better to use separate coils and not
tappings on the coil.

" C.C.J." (Weymouth) asks (1) If basket coils
wound with No. 42 gauge wire will do for his circuit.
(2) What is (a) the cheapest and (b) the most efficient
way of adding a valve to his set.

(1) No. 42 gauge is much too fine. The resistance
added to the circuit by its use, will prevent satis-
factory results being obtained as well as being very
difficult to wind. Do not use finer than about
No. 32.

(2) (a) Probably the cheapest is to add as an
L.F. amplifier, but (b) addition as H.F. valve, with
either transformer or resistance coupling should be
more efficient.

" E.W.S." (West Norwood) asks for a diagram
of a circuit to fulfil certain requirements.

Capacity reaction is unsuitable for use in a circuit
where the number of valves to be employed is to
he altered. With magnetic reaction retained the
first two valves should be as in the diagram
Fig. 4, remainder of the circuit should be as in
Fig. 4, page 526, to which you refer.

" B.H.T." (Hythe) asks what will be the most
suitable form of set for an amateur having no access
to a supply of electricity.
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If you have no facilities for charging accumulators,

the use of valves is almost out of the question
and you are therf ore reduced to the use of a crystal
set, which is quite capable of giving good results in
a somewhat limited sphere of application, or to the
use of one of the various methods described in the
article you refer to, all of which are, however, far
inferior to the corresponding valve methods.

" T.P.M." (Derby) asks (1) For criticism of a
circuit supplied. (2) If it will work from 200 to
25,000 metres with suitable coils. (3) Which are
better, slab or honeycomb coils. (4) If a separate
heterodyne can be used.

(1) The set is satisfactory as it stands.
(2) Amplification would be very poor below 700

or 800 metres.
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metres. (2) For the difference between H.F. and
L.F. amplification. (3) For information about a
H.F. amplifier. (4) Criticism of a receiving circuit.

(1) You will require a series of honeycomb coils
ranging in size from about 40 turns to 1,000 turns
with a mean diameter of 3".

(2) H.F. amplification is amplification of in-
coming signals before rectification. L.F. amplifi-
cation is amplification of the telephone note after
rectification.

(3) See Nos. 41, 42, 43 and 52, of Vol. 9.
(4) The circuit is quite correct.
" C.B." (Doncaster).-We should advise you

to read an elementary text book, such as Bangay's
" First Principles." Your only essential apparatus
for a crystal set is an inductance with a slider, a

(3) Honeycomb coils are somewhat the better.
(4) Yes. Introduce a coil in one of the H.F.

grid circuits, coupled with the oscillating circuit of
the heterodyne. The stronger the heterodyne the
nearer to the rectifier it can be introduced.

" M.W.L." (Brentwood).-The results you are
getting seem fairly good, but we should prefer a
stage of H.F. amplification. Also ebonite would be
much better for formers. For assistance in obtain-
ing short wave signals see the reports published in
recent issues on the reception of the short wave
Transatlantic signals.

" E.S." (Enfield) asks re the single valve long
wave receiver of February, 1921. (1) If the capacity
may be made up by a 0.0007 mfd. variable with fixed
mica condensers in parallel. (2) If the two units
described may be put side by side in one case without
ill effect.

(1) Yes.
(2) This is inadvisable unless the coils are kept

fairly well apart and turned at right angles to each
other.

" HETERODYNE " (King's Sutton) asks
(1) For criticism of set. (2) Best arrangement for
telephony.

(1) and (2) The whole set is of very indifferent
type. It should be rearranged as in the diagram
(Fig. 5). At least 45 volts should be used with an
" R " valve.

" INDUCTANCE " (Huddersfield) asks
(1) For windings for ("receiver from 300 to 25,000

T

C>

C>
C>

Fig. 5.

variable condenser, a crystal with potentiometer,
and a pair of high resistance telephones. For
diagram see reply to " D.A.K.B." (Cheltenham),
above, but arrange the slider on the closed circuit
coil and the earth to one of its ends. Two dry cells
only will be required. Aerial should be as large as
possible up to the maximum of 100 ft. allowed.

" RADIOCON " (Battle) asks (1) Which of
two circuits is the best for general purposes.
(2) Maximum capacity of condenser across primary
of H.F. transformer. (3) If a 6 volt dry battery as
used for car lighting could be used for the filaments.
(4) Best wire for connecting parts of the set.

(1) That of Fig. 3, page 674.
(2) Generally about 0.0005 mfd.
(3) Probably, but would be rather expensive.
(4) Rubber covered flex of about 2 ampere

carrying capacity.
" T.W.A." (St. George's) asks questions about

crystal set.
(1) The wiring should be as -in reply to " C.B."

(Doncaster).
(2) Wavelength ranges will only be a few hundred

metres. Increase the A.T.I. to about 6" x 10".
(3) An additional valve would improve results.

You will find many circuits in these columns, but
we should advise you to experiment with a crystal
set first.

(4) Yes, but even your crystal set will receive
telephony from fairly near stations.

r.
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THE "BRITWIRE" SERVICE
We have large stocks of all apparatus listed below, and can
send any item by return post.

MuHard " Ora" Valves .. .. 15 -
French " R " Valves (best type) .. 12 6
P.O. Solid -bask Microphones . 15 -
G.P.O. Standard Microphones .. - 8 al

GIVE US A TRIAL
Voltammeters, 0'15 volts, 015 amps, each
P.O. Lever Switches, 4 to 24 spring
Knob and Pointer, with brass bush ..
Grid Condenser and Leak, any value

10 -
4 -
1 -
5 -

Single Earpiece Receivers with Cord, Low Resistance.. 3 - Telephone or Intervalve Condensers, 'II/2 3 -
Vernier Condenser for panel mounting 6 9 Mansbridge 2 mid Condenser .. 1/6
Telephone Transformers, new . 15 - Ivorine Scales 0408°, best make 1/8
Siemens Units, 15 volt .. - 4 8 Valve Legs, highly finished, per doz. - . 3 -
Microphone Transformers.. 32 6 Duos Cells, 2 v. 45 amps., require no first charge .. 1211
Choke Coils . .. 32 6 Single Valve Panels, with filament resistance, grid con-
H.T. Condensers, oil filled .. 30 - denser, leak, telephone, condenser, etc. .. 35/ -
P.O. Double Current Keys, soiled only 35 - Switch Arms, rotary type .. 2;9
Slab Inductances, per set eight .. 13 - Contact Studs, per doz. . .. .. 1'9
Telephone Plug .. .. .. .. 1 - " Britwire " Intervalve Transformers .. 22,6
Telephone Jack . .. .. . . 91. Microphone Buttons, G.E.C. make .. 2.6

Filament Resistance for panel minting, best quality.. 56 Terminals, Bai (Mk. III. type), per doz. 2,-
Pocket Voltmeter, Olt volts .. 5 - Ba, Brio, and Ba, double, per doz. .. 2 6
" Britwire " Duolateral Wound Coils, from 2 - to 15 - each Aerial Insulators 91.

Send for List. We can quote you keen prices for complete outfits.

GOODS OVER 40'- CARRIAGE PAID. - LOCAL AGENTS STILL REQUIRED.

POST ORDERS TO:-

THE BRITISH WIRELESS
6, BLENHEIM TERRACE, LEEDS.
Branches: -
18 , Eldon Square,
NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE.

TELEPHONE 360

33, High Street,
SOUTHAMPTON.
TELEPHONE 403

SUPPLY CO.,
2'elephone : 26926

11, Church Street,
WEST HARTLEPOOL.

TELEPHONE 373

AUCKLANDS' AGAIN!
REVISED PRICES OF Table Stand for

Switch Arms with knob BRITWIRE COILS
and bush .. .. .. 2/9 ES UMOUNTEFil. Resistance for panel -----__LL_____,r-*-...---

Coil
PRI

WaveN Hauge
D.

I 'rice -
use .. .. .. .. 5/6 No. .00C1 Mfd. Condenser ;; PsValve holders solid ebon-4 in par!. 0

Coils

-

its .. .. ..  .t 1/8 1 .. 130-250
2 .. .. 180-450 .. 2 2 ---0 1 0 a

Condensers dials 0-180.. 5!- 3 . .. 250-700 . S -
.....)

Anode res. with clips any 4 .. .. 400-1,200 . 3 1
5 .. 500-1,600value .. .. .. .. 3( -
6 .. 600-2.500 4,6Grid Leaks with Con- 1.000-3,000....4 8 - 06_,----"

densers .. .. .. 5/- 1,200-4,500 . 5 -
-i-.------------7-Telephone plug & socket 1/9 6 69 ..

10 2,000-6,500
1,500-5.500

Intervalve Transformers 22/6 .. .. .

11 .. .. 3.000-7,500 . 8 -  .
Telephone 15/- 12 .. .. 4,000-12,000 . . 9- t_...../

Panel Vernier Condensers 6/9 13 .. .. 5,000-14,000 .. .. 9 6
14 .. .. 6,000-18,000 .. -10/6Fixed ca pa(i t y 3/- 15 .. . . 10.000-22,000 . . - 12,6

R.gf.Design 688454.

Valve Legs .. 3d. 16 .. .. 15,000-30,000 .. -15/8 EXACT AS ILLUSTRATED.
Mounted 3/6 each extra. PRICE EACH ... ... .. 21 '-

REMEMBER-In dealing with Aucklands' you are dealing with
the manufacturers NOT "AMATEUR MECHANICS "

and have a World Wide reputation to mcintain.

G. Z. AUCKLAND AND SON, 395, ST. JOHN STREET,
LONDON, E.0 1.
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" ---." (Upper Tooting) asks (1) Whether
capacity reaction or a seprtiate heterodyne would be
best for the set described in January 8th, 1921, issue.
(2).1f aluminium wire could be used for a frame aerial.
(3) For winding of a frame for 3,000 metres.

(1) If you are referring to a frame aerial set, a
separate heterodyne would be preferable.

(2) Aluminium wire could be used, but would
have no special advantages. Gauge should he
about No. 16.

(3) About 50 turns, spaced about one centi-
metre apart, with taps at the 10th and 25th turn.

" DELTA " (Gosforth) asks for value of
capacity, inductance, etc., for each circuit of a three
circuit receiver for 1,000 metres.

(1) 1,500 mhys. Intermediate condenser
should be large, say 0.002 mfd., in which case the
inductance of the two coils which are in parallel
should be 300 mhys. each. Resistance of all
circuits should be small. Coefficient of coupling
should be about 5 per cent.

" K.S.L." (Bournemouth) refers to Fig. 5, -
page 706, February. 4th issue, and has added an
additional switch to cut out the H.F. valve and use
either a crystal of valve rectifier, and asks for
criticism.

Only a single -pole switch is necessary to change
to either grid or crystal. The filament switch of
No. 2 valve is wrongly connected. It should have
nothing to do with the telephones, and as at present
arranged, it does not light the valve.

" CLIVE " (Welshpool) asks (I) The potential
difference between the earth and the atmosphere at
heights of 50', 100' and 150'. (2) For the specific
heat of air.

(1) There is no definite value. At times it is
negligible, at others considerable with either sign.
The values depend on climatic conditions and we
are unable to give you definite figures. It may be
as high as 50 volts per foot, the atmosphere being
generally positive to earth in fine weather.

(2) This is not a wireless question and we should
advise you to consult a good text book on theoretical
physics. as air being a mixture of gases has more
than one specific heat. However, we may say
that the specific heat at constant pressure is roughly
05 T 00005 1', where T is the centigrade
temperature.

" J.T.L." (South Norwood). ---(1) The coupler
is not very good as the resistance of the primary
will he too iigh. This will prevent it being used
for crystal work, but it might be used for reaction
in a valve set. 

(2) 0.0034 mfds.
(3) This depends on the use to which the coils are

to be put. Without knowing the circuit we are
unable to -give you values.

" C.G.B. " (Newport, Mon.) asks for sugges-
tions as to extending the range of a German tuner.

As this tuner iS designed for efficient short wave
reception it will be difficult to extend the range
without dismantling. Completely strip out all the
Winding, remove wire from formers and rewind the
large diameter A.T.I. with a two pile winding, and
smaller diameter portion with a row of basket coils.
Wind the rotating former with a four -pile winding
and use as reaction. Arrange the barrel switches
to eliminate dead end effect. Remove the buzzer.
substitute a valve holder and connect up as a
reaction tuner with tuned plate circuit. The
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" Zelle and " Prulentaste keys may be con-
nected for short and long wave tuning.

" B.H.C.M." (Portishead) asks (I) Why.
in a simple one -circuit crystal set the current goes
through the high resistance of the crystal and telephones
rather than through the low resistance of the A.T.I.
(2) If it would be better to wind the .4.T.I. with
No. 34 instead of No. 36. (3) What are the times,
etc., of the half-hour weekly telephony.

(1 and 2) For an adequate treatment you should
see a book such as Bangay's " First Principles."
We may point out that for the very high frequencies
employed in wireless the inductance of the A.T.I.
makes it offer a great impedance to the passage of
current in spite of its low ohmic resistance. Using
No. 34 wire is undesirable as it increases the ohmic
resistance which leads to bad tuning and a weakness
of signals.

(3) Tuesday evenings, 7 to 7.30 p.m., kW.,
wavelength 700 metres.

" H.C." (Brighouse) sends sketch of a circuit
and asks (1) Particulars of interralve transformer
nnl 1.1cphonedram(former. (2) Values of certain
condensers.

(1) Intervalve transformer. 1 oz. and 3 ozs.
of No. 44, wound on a core of iron wires diameter
by 3" long. For telephone transformer, see reply
to " IVAN " (Mill Hill) recently.

(2) C about 0.001 mfd., 1) about 0.0005 mfds.
" C.W.S." (Hurstpierpoint) refers to Fig. 10,

page 720, February 18th issue, and asks (I) For
rabies of condensers. (2) If suitable for cc beginner.
(3) If certain gear is suitable for the circuit.

(1) The A.T.C. about 04001 mfd. and the anode
condenser 0.0005 mfd.

(2) We do not like this circuit at all. It will
give great sensitiveness at times, but a double
tuned circuit of this kind is always very tricky
to handle. It will give serious reradiation. and the
telephones should be on the earth side of the H.T.
battery, and should also be shunted by a condenser.
We should advise you to omit the 040005 mfd.
condenser, to begin with at any rate.

(3) Yes.
" TYRO " (London) asks (I) For a descriptive

book on wireless dealing with the earlier work and
also the more modern. (2) For a book describing the
construction of a single valve -receiver.

(1) Most of the earlier books describe the initial
work well. A good modern descriptive book is
" Stanley's Wireless Telegraphy." More elemen-
tary books are " Bangay's First Principles " and
his " Oscillation Valves."

(2) We do not know of such a book, but articles
on the subject appeared in the issues for February
5th, 19th, and March 19th, 1921.

" NIVICE " (London) asks (I) The cost of a
small complete calve receiver, capable of receiving-
PCGG. (2) What instruments will be necessary
to build one.

(I) It is difficult to give exact figures as so
many different types of set are possible. You
should be able to buy a set complete with batteries,
etc., for from £10 to £15. If you made it yourself
it would cost about half this.

(2) Aerial, various tuning coils, two variable
condensers. about two valves, filament battery.
H.T. battery, filament resistance, telephone trans-
former, one or two block condensers and a pair of
telephones.
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" J.E.S. " (Oundle) sends sketch of a circuit and
asks if it is correct. (2) If he can use No. 32 wire.
(3) If a condenser of a type described will be useful.
(4) If it can be used for the circuit shown.

(1) No. The primary of a coupler should be in
series with the A.T.I. and not in parallel with it.

(2) For useful wavelength range coils should be
bigger than you suggest; A.T.I. say 6" x 12"
of No. 22 ; coupler primary 4" x 3" of No. 22;
Secondary, 7" x 5" of No. 26.

(3) Condenser should be fairly satisfactory if the
plate systems are well insulated from each other
with ebonite or similar material, but you will prob-
ably find the calibration will vary considerably
from time to time.

(4) Yes. Your potentiometer arrangement is
incorrect.

" W.R. " (North Shields) submits a diagram
and asks for criticism. (2) If vulcanised fibre
sheet may be used for mounting the set.

(1) Set is O.K., except for the anode circuit
arrangement. It is undesirable to pass the current
from both valves through the telephones. The
iron -cored winding in series with the reaction coil
should have a condenser across it. The connections
of the anode circuits may be as in Fig. 3, page 674,
in which the telephones are supposed to be inserted
across the 0.001 mfd. condenser.

(2) This material, if of good quality, should be
quite satisfactory, providing your operating room
is kept fairly dry.

" THOMAS McGEE" (Hampton -in -Arden).
(1) The set will probably work with these coils.
(2) Try about 0.001 mfd.
(3) Yes.
(4) Difficult to say exactly, probably up to about

600 metres.
" J.B.B.M. " (Bothwell) refers to Fig. 12,

page 726, and asks (1) For dimensions per coil.
(2) If " Ora " valves could be used. - (3) What
H.T. battery would be required. (4) If it should
receive 2MT.

(1) About 9" x 5" of No. 26. The coil should,
of course, have a slider.

(2) Yes.
(3) About 60 volts.
(4) It might, but we do not think a great deal of

the merits of this circuit.
" J.B." (Sittingbourne) submits a diagram

of a two -valve set and asks (1) If it is the set or his
own inexperience which prevents him getting PCGG.
(2) How the valves function. (3) If it is correct
to prevent reradiation by using as much filament
resistance as possible.

(1) We see no reason why the set should not
receive PCGG. Failure is probably due to in-
experience as you suggest.

(2) The first valve is H.F. amplifying and the
second detecting.

(3) This will do so, but only at very serious
expense of weakening of the signals. The results
should be obtained by coupling the aerial very
loosely to a closed circuit attached to the grid and
filament of the first valve.

" AMATURE " (Ramsgate) sends a diagram
of a four -valve circuit and asks (1) For criticism.
(2) If it should receive PCGG at 500 miles on a
P.M.G. aerial. (3) Value for leaks. (4) If he
should hear BYZ on a frame aerial.
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(1) Quite O.K., except more H.T. volts, say 80
are desirable.

(2) Yes.
(3) 2 to 5 megohms.
(4) Probably with a good frame of large

dimensions.
" V.B." (Reading).-It is of no use your

merely loading your aerial up to the wavelength
of a normal P.M.G. For satisfactory results you
will require to tune for much longer wavelengths
than this, say 3,000 metres. For this purpose
your coils should be about 6" x 10" wound with
No. 22.

" W.E." (Waterlooville) sends a diagram of a
crystal receiver and asks (1) The use of a high
resistance coil connected across the aerial and earth
terminals. (2) For windings for 7,000 metres.
(3) If certain samples of wire might be used.

(1) This coil is a static leak, to prevent any
charge picked up by the aerial from accumulating
on the aerial condenser and finally discharging
across it.

(2) With the A.T.C. used in parallel, A.T.I.
might be 6" x 8" of No. 22 ; primary, 34" x 12",
also No. 22 ; secondary, 4" x 12", of No. 28.

(3) No. 2 or 3 will probably do for the aerial
circuit. No. 4 or preferably 5, for the closed
circuit.

" S.A.W." (Croydon) sends a diagram of a
two -valve set for criticism, and asks (2) If it will
receive PCGG.

(1) Circuit is satisfactory, except that reaction
coil should couple with closed circuit coil and not
with the A.T.I., and also there should be a capacity
of about 0.001 mfd. placed across the telephone
transformer primary.

(2) Yes.
" F.S.G." (Derby) sends sketches of two circuits

and asks (1) If correct, and if the three -valve circuit
will receive PCGG. (2) For criticism of a frame
aerial. (3) Capacity of two condensers. (4) What
telephone arrangement would be best.

(1) Crystal circuit is poor. See circuit in
diagram given to " C.B." (Doncaster). Valve
circuit is in order.

(2) O.K.
(3) About 0.001 mfd. each.
(4) L.R. telephones with transformer is best.

H.R. telephones with a 1/1 transformer are generally
inefficient, and H.R. telephones alone are undesir-
able in a multivalve

SHARE MARKET REPORT
Prices as we go to press, are :-

Marconi Ordinary .. £2 4 9

Preference 2 3 0

Inter. Marine .. 1 9 6

Canadian .. 8 0

Radio Corporation of America :-
Ordinary 15 6

Preference 14 3
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HAVE YOU GOT ONE?

THE VEST POCKET
DICTIONARY OF
TECHNICAL TERMS

Used in Wireless Work.

By HAROLD WARD.

Is a handy little companion which
no WIRELESS AMATEUR or
OPERATOR should be without.

CONTAINS OVER 1,500 DEFINITIONS.

PRICE 2/6 NET.
POSTAGE - - 2d. EXTRA.

THE WIRELESS PRESS LIMITED
12/13, Henrietta St., London, W.C.2

To all who mention the "Wireless World" and send
6d. for postage, we will send six back copies of the

PHILATELIC`LI C
MAGAZINE.

anibi mos'ete04.011160
ENT. HY MOORS M MORES

free. This will prove to you that the PHILATELIC
MAGAZINE is the best Stamp Collectors' Newspaper.
All the news for ;d. a fortnight. Current issue

from your newsagent 3d., or 4.d. post free from:-

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD., Balham
Catalogue of Stamp Albums and Accessories free.

WITH GOOD APPARATUS YOU
CAN GET GOOD RESULTS

THE " W.P. "

Morse Practice Key
Well Made. First-class Finish. Thoroughly Reliable

Price 7/6 Post Free

THE WIRELESS PRESS, LTD.
12-13 HENRIETTA STREET, LONDON, W.0 2

X V

My ELECTRICAL
WORKSHOP.
By FRANK T. ADDYMAN.

Contains a host of well illustrated original
suggestions and explains very clearly the
materials required and how to use them.
An endless interesting entertainment can be
had by following the hints and instructions

contained in this book.

NO PREVIOUS KNOWLEDGE
IS REQUIRED TO GET GOOD

RESULTS.
It is an inexpensive pastime and one which
makes a strong appeal to the curious and

intelligent youth.

PRICE 7/. NETT.

(Postage 9d.)

The Wireless Press, Ltd., Dept. w.w.
12/13, Henrietta St., London, W.C.2

"The Model Engineer"
A special paper for young Engineers. Apprentices.
Students and Amateurs interested in Mechanics.
Electricity and Model Making. It contains practical
articles by experienced writers on Electrical and

Mechanical subjects, Locomotives. Motor Cycling.
Model Aeroplanes and Wireless Telegraphy.
Published every Thursday. 5d. post free.

"Junior Mechanics & Electricity"
The paper for beginners of all ages in Mechanics,
Electricity and Model Making. All the articles are
written is simple language so that everybody can read
and understand them. It is well illustrated. There is
also a Queries and Replies section, from which much

valuable information can be obtained.
Published on ist of each month. 4d. post free.

SOME USEFUL BOOKS.
Practical Lemont In

Metal Turning
Engineering Mash..

macs Simply Ex-

Prectical Dynamo and
Motor Construction

Practkal Induction
Coil Construction ..

Petrol Motors Simply
Explained

Workshop Wrinkles
and Recipes

Small Accumulators ..
Electric Bells &Alarms acid.
Electric Batteries ..sofd.
Small Dynamos and

sy Motors.. ..
Induction Coils for

sly Amateurs .. acid.
Small Electric Motors wird.

ale Alternating Current. med.
Windmills and Wind

ap Motors.. .. soid.
Wireless Telegraphy

sly Simply Explained ..

Every Boy's Book of Electricity, 3d.
Every Boy's Boole of Engines, 3d.

Book List sent poet free on receipt of card.

PERCIVAL MARSHALL & CO.,
116s, FARRINGDON ST., LONDON. E.C.
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TARIFF. Advertisements are accepted for
this Section at the rate of twopence per word
with a minimum charge of twd shillings. The
advertiser's name and address will be charged for,
and single letters and Single figures will be counted
as words. Compound words will be counted
as two words.
DEPOSITS. All advertisements must be
prepaid in the form of Postal Orders, the
remittance being forwarded to Messrs. Bertram
Day & Co., Ltd., g & to, Charing Cross, S.W.r.

Intending purchasers may deposit the purchase
money of any article advertised or sold by
advertisers with Messrs. Bertram Day & Co., Ltd.,
who will acknowledge its receipt to the vendor
and the depositor, the full addresses of whom
should be given. Subject to special agreement
between the parties, it is understood that all
goods are sent on approval, each party paying
carriage one way in the event of the goods being
returned. The deposit will be retained until
due advice of the completion of the purchase has
been given or until the articles have been retained
and accepted. In order to cover postage, etc.,
a fee of 6d. in respect of sums of £r and under
and is. for sums in excess of £I, must be paid
at the same time as the deposit. For persons
not resident in the United Kingdom these fees
are doubled. We cannot undertake to receive
any deposit less than 25. 6d.

Deposits must be sent either by Postal Order
or by Registered Letter ; cheques will not be
accepted. If the deposit is sent by Money Order
it should be made payable to the advertiser of
the goods, and the fee mentioned above should
be sent in stamps or Postal Orders as a separate
amount.

LATHES.
get particulars of

THE 1922 VELOX 2i' and 3i"
Centre Slide -rest, Plain or Screwcutting.

VELOX TOOL CO.
255, Westgate Road, Newcastle -on -Tyne.

I Buy Wireless Gear
of every description.

Send your particulars to

WILKINSON,
Lonsdale Rd., Kilburn, N.W.6

Out Specialitie'.
TERMINALS & WIRELESS

Our Motto,
PROMPT DELIVERIES

Lists Two Stamps,

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY STORES
5, Albert Terrace, King Cross,

HALIFAX.

KEYSTONE WIRELESS SUPPLIES
WHOLESALE ONLY.

Ebonite, cabinet work, engraving. expert
designers in amplifiers. Slab inductances,
basket coils, etc. Switch arms, contacts.

Terminals, Scales.
Low Prices Offices High Finish.

33, Trinity Road, TOOTING, S.W.

REDUCED PRICES, best quality ebonite rods,
t' diameter, x8' long, approximately e damaged,
rest perfect, Is. 6d. ; two, 2s. 9d.; four, 5s.
Fitted with brass rings both ends for aerials, 3d.
each extra; tubes and sheet equally cheap.
Enamelled copper wire, 47 S.W.G., 2 oz., 4s. 6d. ;
three ozs., 6s. 3d. ; four ozs., 8s.; all post free.-
" ELECTRICIAN," Umtali," Alvaston, Derby.

TECHNICAL BOOKS.-Secoid-hand and New
Books on every conceivable subject. Catalogue
free. State wants. Books sent on approval.
Pocks bought.-FOYLE, '21-125, Charing Cross
Road. '.ondon.

LIVERPOOL-Wireless Gear cheap, I", F ighfield
F toneycroft.

SALE. -3 Valve Receiver, H.F. rect., L.F.
600-25,000, ( oil Stand, Condenser, built into
Mark III box. J. -H ENN, Frincess Street,
Wolverhampton.

REACTION TUNER, 2,000-9,000 metre,' as new,
cost £5 res. take £3. 158, P.olme Road, Notting-
ham.

II Kilowatt Marconi Wireless Transmitting and
Receiving Set, complete with motor alternator,
in three piece mahogany cabinet in perfect
working order, offers wanted. ',so° volt direct
current dynamo, 15o watts, in perfect condition.
l'rice RAMSBOTTOM RIX & CO.,
Kei ghley.

TRENCH TELEPHONE SETS with Euz7er,
key, receiver and Transmitter in small ca.e -.

I-.SLIE DIXON & CO., 9, Colonial AN C:111(,
I nories, E. T.

K SALE.-Grid Condenser '000t mfds 2 -.
id Condenser and Leak mounted 5;6. Grid
aks, 2, 3 or 5 mcgohms 2 6. Filament Resis-

,oce 4/-. Improved Valve Holders 2,1. Valve
es 3d. each. Lists free. WIRELESS SUPPLIES,
lioxhill, Abingdon. Perks.

NOTE THESE PRICES.-Valve panels 7,5,
2 valve amplifiers 45,-. Complete detector units
35'-, Variometers too-ro,000 63 -, detectors 2/6,
variable condensers 0oo3 mahogany cabinet 20,-,
semi -variable 7,-, skeleton type 14/-, set of parts
from 4/-, Potentiometers 6,6, pocket receiver 5o --
Send for lists.-J. F. KAINE, Lordships Lane,
Near Bruce Castle, Tottenham.

LEAVING COUNTRY. -Complete receiver, loose
coupler tuner, Britwire coils, range 600-7,500,
5 valve amplifier, interchangeable H.F. trans-
formers, P.ritwire L.F. transformers, 'phone trans-
former, valves, batteries, etc., included. £3o or
nearest offer. Full particulars from CLALSON,
34.Coniston Avenue, Jesmond, Newcast1?-on-Tvne.

ELECTRIC CLOCK Ratchet Wheels, 30, 4o, 60
teeth. Stamp for List.-WM. BRISTOW, 166.
Pavilion Road, SAVA.

ALL WIRELESS AND ELECTRICAL GOODS
stocked at 0, Colonial Avenue, Minories, near
Aldeate. Station. Handiest place for City I
LESLIE DIXON & CO. Telephone
Avenue 4166.

FINE STRONG BOXES with strap handle..
very strong hinge; and fasteners suitable for cells
or accumulators, size 41" wide, long, 71" high
Pric, is. post 3d.-LEIGH, 53, Shaftesbury
Road, London. F.-.

VALVES. -R4 8 6, Q to 6 guaranteed new unused.
N E NH A M , Silehester Road, I ortsmouth.

HIGH TENSION ACCUMULATORS, 2 colts,
celluloid cases, t 6 each, The only kind of it,
class ever offered. Fullers Block Accumulators,
2 volts So celluloid cases 126. written guarantee,
they take their full charge and retain it. Rela3s.
Ex. P.O. 500 ohms 3 6 each. Variable Condensers.
a ty capacity, 10 go cheap. Pall insulators, Fd.
each, high suitable wireless aerials. PORTER, tt,
Church Street, Birmingham.

Filament Resistances, "ciao.
our own design, first class instrument . 5 -

Valve Detector Panels, com-
plete with Filament Resistance, Valve
Holder, Grid Leak and Condenser, Bye -
pass Condenser and Terminals in Polish-
ed Mahogany Case with Ebonite Top 35 -

Valve Panel, comprising Valve Holder,
Filament Resistance and Terminals
mounted on Ebonite in Mahogany Case 15 -

Two Clearing Lines in Wire.
20 G. D. C. C. Copper Wire, per lb. . 1 6
22 G. S. C. C. 1 6

Send 3d. for our latest Catalogue & Advice.

RADIO EXPERIMENTAL CO.
103, Gel] Street, SHEFFIELD.

W. J. HENDERSON,
2, Hollywood Road, South Kensington.

CONDENSERS, variable, new-
-001, 43 vanes 24 -

-00055, 29 vanes 17 9
0003, 15 vanes 13 6

Vernier, 3 canes 5 6
H.F. TRANSFORMERS, 1,000 metres,

to fit Valveholders -
(Other wavelengths to order)

AERIAL STAY WIRE (aero cable), 15
cwt. breaking strain, sample on request,

STRAINERS (Turnbuckles) for above
5

each 8d. .. per doz. 7.6
H.T. BATTERIES, 15 Volts .. 3 6
FILAMENT RHEOSTATS, circular, for

one valve .. 5/ -
DETECTOR PANELS, for single valve,

complete with grid leak and condenser,
filament resistance, valveholder and
terminals mounted on engraved
ebonite in polished case, price . 25 -

Instrument Wires, Ebonite, Switches,
Valveholders, etc., etc.

Postage Extra.

WIRES
Cotton. Silk and Enamel Covered.
Small Quantities a Speciality.
Prices from :-A. HINDERLICH
Central Hall, SOUTHALL, Mdxx.

EBONITE FOR
and FIBRE

AMATEURS
Parcels of assorted ebonite and
fibre, rod, sheet and tube, all

useful.
2 pounds for .. 5 -

1 1 -
POST FREE.

CLIVE & CO.
67, LONDON ROAD, DERBY.
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YOU buy your Wire from us
WHY NOT your Accessories
Miniature Holders, C.G.S.C., g" S.C.

Batten S.C. 111d. each
Lighting Holders, C.G.S.C. 131d. 
Miniature Batten Holders nd.
Small Bayonet Fitting Adaptors 91.
Miniature Lighting Flex, Best Silk 21d. yd.
Lighting Flex, Best Cotton Covered

14 36 .. 3d.
Miniature Switches, Rotary Type,

2 amp. .. 9id. each
Miniature Switches, Tumbler Type,

3 amp. - ... 1 2
5 amp. Flat Tumbler Switch ... 8d.
1 -way Bell Switches 4d.
2 - 6d.
Miniature Bracket with Arm ant

Reflector ... 61d.
Cat's Eye Lamps, 3'5 volts for torches 4d.
722 Silicon Bronze Aerial Wire. 100 ft. 8 -

Postage extra.
For WIRE PRICE LIST see last issue.

Phone Wimb,rdon 11)30.

BOWER & Co.
Manufacture t & Electrical Enzineers.

15, Kingston Road, Wimbledon, S.W.19

"R type Valves ... 11/- each

Ebonite Sheet-
}" thick per sq. ft. ... ...10/6

,/ /9 11

ff 1/ 11

H.T. Batteries, 15 volt units,
tapped every 3 volts ... 4/- each

Accumulators, new 4 volt
40 amp. ... ...25/- 

Postage Extra.

MORGAN & TAYLOR
146, Kings Road, CARDIFF

SPECIAL PURCHASE of Slightly Shop -Soiled,
but otherwise quite perfect

Wireless Variable Condensers,
rotary ....is Air Uicleetric, 12 plates, ebonite
top and knob, in polished case, 1343 each; two
fcr 2.1,'-; four for 46-. Post paid, A few

other capacities proportionately cheap.

W. .5, FALCON,
230a;

ONDON,
HermitageN.4. Road.

L

E I, E 1 1ZA D I X
Marconi 3o Watt Spark Sets, in case

new condition . 30
Aerial Insulators, with ring, ebonite
Aerial Ilown Leads, rubber, 35'.1.0'S,

12 yds., term. lug ... 1

New G.P.O. 'Phone, with cord and
headband ... 3

,so Watt Marconi Sets, crystal and

Earthing Clips, approved pattern ...
G.P.O. Lightning Arrester Parts,d.brass 26
Buzzers, small, 16.... medium
Switches. Tumbler, 9d. 2 -way

A. to E., 2 9. Dewar Multiple ... 3
Ex-W.D. Telephone Sets, with hand -

phones, buzzer coil, key and con-
denser, nearly new, best makers,
leather case .. ... 15 -

Fells. 4" gong, oak base, metal
cover, push, 2 medium inert cells,
new, carriage paid

Medium Inert Cells. New. Carriage
paid ...

Meters to zo amps, or volts, new ... 10 -
Millammeters to 5o ... ... 18 6
Condensers, fixed, 1'2 each. Air,

small, 81% Variable, large air ... 25 -
12 Volt Battery Charging Lynamos Li 0 0
Large Rectifying Valves, white ... 13 -
Plugs, z -way, 1,6, 4 -way cores . 2 4
Twin Flexible, 40,36, all new wire 211. p, -.v 1.
Microphone Transmitters, brass

case and cord ... .. 2,6 ,,
ALL WIRELESS PARTS IN STOCK.

CALL AND SEE US!
LESLIE. DI,XON tic CO..
9, Colonial Avenue, Minoriee, E.1

(Near A ldgate Station)

- each

6

6d.

8 .

3

Concert Coils, for Marconi Conceits, etc., pr. 2.3
Set of Basket and Slab Inductances, in-

cluding concert coils above, set of six
500-8,000 metres ..
Set of seven 500-20,000 metres

66
. 86

Semi -variable Condensers, -001 .. 17 6

3 -Valve Amplifier, 1 H.F., 1 Rect., 1 L.F.
Fine for receiving telephony .. .. 110 -

Ebonite Plugs for baskets or slab each 2 -

Grid Leak and Condenser for remounting 3 6

Fixed Condensers-Mica Dielectric .. 2/6

GET OUR NEW BARGAIN LIST

AMATEUR SUPPLIES,
134, Coteford St., Tooting, London

H. T. Battery Leads and Plugs per pair 1 -
Grid Condensers ... . ... 2 6

Silk Wire Basket Coils (per set of four) 2 8

Microphones with replaceable insets (slot
carton) .. .. 2 6

Magneto Generators ... 6 6

Grid Leaks... 6d.

Solid Brass Valve Legs with two nits 4 for 1/ -
60-velt Battery Boxer, with 2 plugs ant

leads .
3 6

Etonite Changeover Switches (well made) 4 6

Ericsson 120 Receivers, new ... ... 5 -
Ericsson Transmitters. Nickel plated ... 5 -

All Carriage Paid.
C. S. SWAN, 191, BISHOPSGATE,

London, E.C. 2.
(Near Liverpool Street Station.)

'Phone : Bishopsgate 1155.

Ship Design.
Boiler Making.
Aeroplane Design.
Aero Engines.
Structural Engineering.
Civil Engineering. Plumbing.
Municipal Engineering. Heating and Ventilating.

Surveying and Levelling.
Reinforced Concrete.
Building Construction.
Sanitary Science.

Tell us which subject mentioned below interests you, we will then
immediately post you on a very interesting FREE BOOK pointing
out your chances of success and explaining how we can give you
just that knowledge to qualify you for a BETTER JOB. We also
help to place you in a good position with high wages. WE
TEACH 'BY POST in your sPare time and in your own home.

The Directors of the Institute highly recommend each of these Postal
Courses, not only to the OLDER MEN, but also to APPRENTICES,
and to Parents of lads leaving school.

Wireless Tel hy. Machine Tools.
Electrical Engineering. Electric Welding.

I ectrical Installations. Mathematics.
lectrical Control Gear. Commercial Engineering.
Alternating Current. Motor Engineering.
Lighting (Electric, Gas, etc.) Electric Motor Car Ignition.
Telegraphy. Starting and Lighting
Telephony. Systems.
Power House Operation. Boiler Inspecting.
Mechanical Engineering. Engineers' Quantities and
Internal Combustion Engines. Estimating.
Draughtsmanship. Marine Engineering
Workshop Practice. Naval Architecture.

EXA vaNATIONs :-We specialise in the following Exams. :-A.M.I.E.Mech.E. ; A.M.I.E.E. ; A.M.Inst.C.E.; A h1 I.A.F.;
Board of Trade Marine and Class, tst Class, Extra rst Class ; City and Guilds Examinations in Telegraphy,Telepliuny, etc.

Write for this Book to -day. It may mean the turning point of your career. Do not forget to
mention the subject which interests you.

THE TECHNOLOGICAL INSTITUTE OF GREAT BRITAIN, LTD.
97, Thanet House, 231 and 232, Strand, London, W.C, 2.
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SEA, LAND
and AIR

THE AUSTRALIAN
MONTHLY JOURNAL
of Aviation, Radio-Tele,
graphy @Radio -Telephony

P rice
119

Post Free

Annual
Subscription

211 -

THE WIRELESS PRESS LTD.
12-13, Henrietta St., Strand, W.C.2

"THE BOOK OF THE WEEK
-John o'London's Week:,.

FIFTY YEARS of
ELECTRICITY
The Memories of an Electrical Engineer
by J. A. FLEMING, M.A., D.Sc., F.R.S.
371 Pages. 111 Plate,

PRICE

Introduction.
Cbap. I. Telegraphs and Telephones in the last Fifty Year,

II. Dynamos, Alternators, Transformers and Motors.
III. Electric Lamps and Electric Lighting.
IV. Electric Heating, Cooking and Furnaces in Five

Decades.
V. Electric Supply Stations. Storage Batteries, Railways

and the Transmission of Power,
VI. Theory and Measurements.
VII. Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony.

Conclusion.

30/ -
( Postage 1/-.)

NETT.

CONTENTS.

THE WIRELESS PRESS, LIMITED
Dept. W.W..

12/13, Henrietta St., London, W.C.2

This Book Will Help
YOU.

The more generally useful
formula and methods of
measurement for inductance
and capacity are brought to-
gether in a convenient form in

The

Calculation and Measurement
of

Inductance and Capacity
By

W. H. NOTTAGE, B.Sc.

Trice 3/6 Nett.

(Postage 5d.)

The Wireless Press, Ltd.,
Dept. W.W., 814,

12-13, Henrietta Street, London, W.C.2

Elgie's Weather Book
FOR THE GENERAL READER.

By JOSEPH H. ELGIE.
Author of

"THE STARS NIGHT BY NIGHT," "THE COMPLETE
STAR GUIDE," "STAR AND WEATHER GOSSIP."

PRICE 51- NET. POST FREE 516

CONTENTS:
The Atmosphere ; Wind ; Rain ; Clouds ; Snow,
Hail and Dew ; Fog ; Depressions ; Thunderstorms ;
Anticyclones ; Frost and Thermometers ; Evapora-
tion ; Haloes and Coronas ; Surposed Weather
Signs; Climate; Weather Vocabulary Index.

"Mr. Elgie is not tiresomely technical, as experts
commonly are ; he writes in a well-read, readable
way. Anyone who wants to know more about
weather will find him a pleasant as well as a com-
petent guide. ---The Daily Mad.

"There is not a dull moment."-The Dundee
Advertiser.

THE WIRELESS PRESS LIMITED
12 - 13 HENRIETTA ST., LONDON, W.C. 2
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The London Telegraph Training College, Ltd.
Telephone Morse House, Earl's Court, S.W. ESTABLISHED

WESTERN 2696. 25 YEARS.
OFFICIALLY RECOGNISED BY THE WAR OFFICE AND POST OFFICE AUTHORITIES

CABLE AND WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY.
PARENTS desirous of placing their sons in either of the above Services and of affording them

the best training facilities should apply for particulars of Courses and the methods of instruction
which place this Institution in the first rank. Cable Telegraphy offers at the present time

excellent prospects to youths from 15 years of age and upwards, and the College has exclusive
facilities for obtaining posts for qualified students in the leading Cable Companies at commencing
salaries of £150 to £300 per annum, with yearly increments of £12 to £25, and ultimate
possibilities of obtaining positions as Supervisors. Assistant Superintendents, Managers, etc.

In the Wireless Telegraph Service the commencing remuneration at the present time is
approximately £150 per annum, and Operators, when qualified by obtaining the Postmaster -
General's Certificate of Proficiency, are nominated by the College for appointments.

No Correspondence Classes or Branches.

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES.

An Illustrated Prospectus containing all information will be f )rwarded on application to
THE SECRETARY (Dept. El), 262, Earl's Court Road, Earl's Court, London, S.W.5
Sole Proprietors of the " Scott " Training Disc which contains useful formula and other information
for Wireless Telegraph Operators and is invaluable to Army Signalling Officers for range finding, etc.

Price, complete with instructions for use, 1/-. Postage 2d.

NOTICE. NOTICE.
MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH CO., LTD.,

v.

A. C. COSSOR, LTD.

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company,
Limited, GIVE NOTICE that an Order was made
in the High Court of Justice. Chancery Division,
by Mr. Justice Russell on the 1st March, 1922,
restraining Messrs. A. C. Cossor, Ltd., from
infringing their Letters Patent No. 28413 of 1913
and 126658 except so far as they manufacture for
H. M . Government.

Messrs. A. C. Cossor, Ltd., were further
ordered upon oath to destroy all articles and
apparatus (other than those constructed to the
order of H.M. Government) made or used by
them in infringement of these patents, and to
pay the Marconi Company damages and costs.

The Marconi Company is in a position to
take proceedings against any user of thermionic
valves made by Messrs A. C. Cossor, Ltd., in
infringement of these patents.

Marconi House,
Strand, London, W.C. 2.

MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH CO., LTD.

F. 0. READ & CO., LTD.

Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company,
Limited, GIVE NOTICE that an Order was made
in the High Court of Justice, Chancery Division,
by Mr. Justice Russell, on the 17th February, 1922.
restraining Messrs. F. 0. Read & Co., Ltd., from
infringing their Letters Patent Nos. 13636 of
1913, 28413 of 1913, 252 of 1914 and 126658.

Messrs. F. 0. Read & Co , Ltd., were further
ordered upon oath to destroy all apparatus
made or used by them in infringement
of these patents, and to pay the Marconi
Company damages and costs.

The Marconi Company is in a position to
take proceedings against any user of wireless
apparatus made by Messrs. F. 0. Read & Co.,
Ltd., in infringement of these patents.

Marconi House,
Strand, London, W.C. 2.
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SULLIVAN INSTRUMENTS
New High-frequencylntervalveTransformer

IMPROVED
DESIGN

200 to 30,000
METRES

PRICES :
WITHOUT SWITCH

2 7 /"' NETT

As ILLUSTRATION

35/ - NETT

THE illustration shows an improved transformer designed to obtain the maximum
efficiency of coupling between high frequency amplifying valves. The former is

moulded in solid Bakelite, the metal terminal plates for the coil ends and tappings being
moulded in the material itself.
This method of construction ensures the highest insulation, and what is of equal importance
the impossibility of distortion with temperature variation. The Transformer
is wound with enamelled and silk -covered wire and the Bakelite former so proportioned
as to produce through the self -capacity of the windings a tuned anode
circuit of the best value for each wavelength.

There are four tapping :-(a) For ranges from 200 to 400 metre wavelengths
(6) 400., 1000
(c) ,. .. 1000 3000
(d) 3000 30000

The Transformer can be supplied mounted on an ebonite base with switch and terminals
as illustrated, or without switch. This Transformer is the most efficient ever produced
and is sold at a price much lower than the Transformers removed from obsolete Disposals
Board units. It is therefore within the reach of every Wireless experimenter.

AUDIO FREQUENCY INTERVALVE TRANSFORMER
PRICE

ALSO / 
I TELEPHONE TRANSFORMER ... 21 /-

Every experimenter should secure a copy of my new Catalogue W.3, containing
the latest and most up-to-date improvements in wireless apparatus for both
Transmission and Reception, also excellent diagrams of circuits for Telephony.

now ready, price 1/- post free.
Book of twenty-one Valve diagrams 1/- post free.

Works.
"LIVERPOOL HOUSE"
MIDDLESEX ST.,LONDON.E.1
Phcvn e Av..... 4871

HW SULLIVAN
TELE GC ANKIS: "DEKIDPEKT. STOCK. 1.01,4 1,0 PA 7.

Offrces.
WINCHESTER HOUSE
LONDON,E12., ENG D
None London Wall 35113

Printed by Sanders Phillips & Co., Ltd., Chryssell Road, London, S.W.9, for the
Proprietors and Publishers, The Wireless Press, Ltd., 12-13, Henrietta Street, London,W.C.2 ; Sydney, N.S.W., 97, Clarence Street ; Melbourne, 422-24, Little Collinsam_

Street ; New York, 326, Broadway.
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TINGEY

UNIT

SYSTEM

WIRELESS
MADE EASY TINGEY

UNIT

SYSTEM

THE MOST SELECTIVE AND SCIENTIFIC RECEIVING SYSTEM
which is capable of coping with all past research and future developments

THE THREE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS
(1) A Single Valve Receiver which can be added to and

developed in the same manner as the existing 2 Valve Receiver.
If more than one Valve is required, this Unit can be followed
either by (2/ si new Valve Rectifier and H.F. Amplifier which in
turn can be followed by any of the existing Units or (3) a Crystal
Rectifier (especially recommended for Telephony) which ran in
turn be followed by any of the existing Units.

This is only the three latest developments of many which this
Unit system is going to develop. Those who already possess
these sets have nothing but praise for the extraordinary ease with
which they can be changed, increased or decreased without any
difficulty or bad appearance. It is the ideal Bussbar system of
wiring.

This latest R.S. Set can be used with an Untuned Plate
Inductance which is sometimes an advantage until the experi-
menter becomes more skilled.

UNSOLICITED APPRECIATION:
07, Spencer Rd., Shelton, Stoke.on.Trent.

W. R. H. Tingey, Esq. April 3rd. ter,
Dear Sir,

I am delighted with the results obtained on Me sets. I would not
have thought itftarsible in this district and at stitch a long distame to
hear the Dutchman so per/telly on 3 'Ur ZIKS.

I laid the pleasure of listening to the whole of the Concert on Sur
day last, it was extremely good and free from noise, even Horn. on
Spark caused practically no interference.

can almost venture to say that the Music was quite as good a.
have just recently heard on a 7 Valve H.P. set.

shall strongly recommend the Units to my friends.
/ am using two homemade basket coils in conjunction with. Cre

set, and I receive some really wonderful results when they are 40. bin.
aluart.

am looking forward to the time when I can handle the set sub'! 
cientiy well to add an A. .74.

Thanking you for promptitude and kind arts:lance.
Yours truly,

(Sigd.) P. B. BA NA'S. lion. Sec. N.S. Sly.. H7 T Sr
Showrooms open 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. Saturdays 8 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Offices &Works
Phone
HAMMERSMITH 1916

Telesis.
*T1NGOIDAR LONDON'

W.R.H. TINGEY.
SPECIALIST IN WIRELESS

Offices&Siowrooins

92 Queen St.:
Hammersmith.
London .W
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ASTOUNDING
OFFER OF ABSOLUTELY NEW

2 VOLT 16 AMP
ACCUMULATORS

Iv EBONITE CASES, NON -CORROSIVE TERMINALS,
PORCELAIN VENTS. GUARANTEED PERFECT.

Price for One only ...
Two or Three

_ Four to Six ...
_ .. Seven to Twelve

3/9 each. Post free
3/6 ..

3/- Carriage
2/9 I Forward

A contract involving the manufacture of several
thousands of these Accumulators is the only reason
for cur being able to offer them at such low prices.

USUAL STOCK SIZES
4 volt 40 amp (celluloid cases) 19/6 each
4 volt 60 amp 21/6 ..
4 volt 80 amp 28,2 ..
4 volt 100 amp 30;r- ..
6 volt 40 amp 26/3 ..
c volt 60 amp 31/9 ..
t colt SO amp 37/3 ..
a volt 100 amp

An additional 26 for packing case must be included with order,
this amount being credited in full on return of empty.

F. YATES & SON
144. cif l'RCH ST.. KENSINGTON. W./4
'Phone Park ;276

Write for Lists enclosing stamp to caber postage.

Sot,' frisk .4ent,:
Messrs. The Radio Supplies Association, v, Corporation St., Belfast

CLApp
WIRELESS SPECIALISTS

If you have constructed your own receiving
set, and are not quite satisfied with the results
or appearance, we are prepared to renovate it
and put it in thorough working order for quite

a moderate charge.

Send full particulars and we will quote for
the necessary alterations.

Come and see our apparatus at our

SHOWR 0 OMS
where we have a set working on which you can
hear signals while using any particular piece
of apparatus you may require demonstrated.

We test all apparatus on signals before despatch

110, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2

Arun. 29, 1922

THE BEST AND CHEAPEST
"R TYPE VALVES

Price 1 1 /"' Post Free
(French Metal)

Mr. W.Corsharn, Willesden, with three
of these Valves received signals and
prize in The Transatlantic Tests.

This is a Guarantee of Efficiency

Fixed Condensers, '001, '003, '0001, each 3/3

P.B. AERIAL WIRE, 7/22 100 ft. - 8/-
H.T. BATTERIES, tapped :--

15 volt, 4/- 36 volt, 8/- 60 volt, 14/6
30 7/9 50 13/- 75 16/6

VALVEHOLDERS, 1/6, 1/9, & 2/3
4 volt Batteries, 8d. each ; 1 doz. 6/6
All Radio Crystals ... 6d each.

CARRIAGE .\ND PACKING FREE
All Lines cheaper to Callers, Registration 4d.

RUSSELL AND SHAW,
38, Great James SL, Bedford Row, W.C.1
From Holborn through Brownlow Street, or Hand Court

The Radio Manufacturing Company

" WAIT AND SEE"

Dvixt issue
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GAMAGES
The Foremost Specialists in Wireless

Owing to the Enormous Success of our Honeycomb Coils we
have intensified their Manufactute Note REDUCED PRICES

Wrote now for
WIRELESS
CATALOG U E

Sent Post Free on
request

Honeycomb Inductance Coils
acknowledged to be the finest on the market
These Coils are designed in the manner illustrated to reduce the self capacity
of a receiving inductance to a minimum.
They can be connected up in any form desired, or in any circuit, to cover the
wavelength range of 170-25,000 metres in conjunction with a variable
condenser of oox mfd.
Honeycomb Coils are extremely easy to manipulate, the different coils being
plugged in to cover the wavelength it is proposed to receive.
Each coil is wound with the very best silk -covered copper wire and supplied
with a plug and socket to fit the special stands we manufacture, and which are
shown on this page.
The following table shows the number of the coils and the wavelengths they
cover with the use of a cor mfd. variable condenser :-

Approx. wave range in
conjunction with .00t MFD.

Variable Condenser
No. Metres Price
G25 170-375 6/3Former Price 8/6
G35 200-515 6/6
Former Price 8,9
G50 240--730 6/9
Former Price 9,3
G75 330-1030
Former Price 9/9
Groo 450-1460 7 / 3
Former Pries 10/8
G150 66o-2200 /6
Former Price 11'- ff /

The "Multi" Tuner
A better device or finer finish
it is impossible to obtain

A specially designed stand to carry our honeycomb
coils illustrated above.
Very simple in construction and most practical
in use. Three coils may be mounted together,
either as primary, secondary and reactance or
in accordance with the ideas of the user.
The central coil is stationary, whilst those at
either side can each be moved through an angle
of go*, thus giving a large variation of coupling.
The handles are made extra long in order to reduce
to a minimum the capacity effects
which are set up if the hands of
the operator come into. too close
proximity to the coils.

Connections from the coils are
brought out to terminals as shown.
Finished in polished mahogany and
ebonite with burnished and lacquered
brass fitments. A really handsome
and efficient piece of apparatus.
Size 8 in. x 6 in. x 5 in. Price 32/0
Cheaper quality, price 20/-.

Approx. wave range in
conjunction with oor MFD.

Variable Condenser
No. Metres Price
G2oo 86o -285o v/9
Former Price u/9
G250 1120-4000 Q
Former Price 12/8 -/3-
G,.. 1340-4800 9/9
Former Price 12/9
Goo 1860-6300 9/6Former Price 13/9
Goo 230-85oo
Former Price 14/9 10/6

Approx. wave range in
conjunction with oox MFD.

Variable Condenser
No. Metres Price

Former Price 16/-
G600 2940-12000 11 /
G75. 3100-15000 1 1 /6
Former Price 17/6
G too° 5700-19000
Former Price 18/6 13/6
G125. 5900-21000 18/ 3
Former Price 21/-
G1500 7200-25000 19/6
Former Price 22,6

Write for particulars of Condensers with Vernier attachment. Specially suited for
Full Particulars Free.

GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1

Carriage extra on all
o.ders under !1 is value.

our Honeycomb Coils.
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WIRELESS BURNDEPT APPARATUS
LTD.

(SUCCESSORS TO BURNHAM & CO'S DEPTFORD WIRELESS DEPARTMENT)

A NEW PIECE OF RECEIVING APPARATUS
THE BURNDEPT H. F. I. RECEIVER

This is a new instrument de-
signed in accordance with
Mr. Frank Phillip's specifica-
tions given in the " Wireless
World" of April 8th, 1922,
in which full instructions and
details for use will be found,
but with the addition of
a switch to cut out the
H.F. Amplifier when not re-
quired, and the BURNDEPT
STABILIZER which
prevents excessively sharp
resonance on short wave;.

BURNDEPT I
RECEIVER

£5 10 0

The first valve is a radio -fre-
quency amplifier and the
second a detector. The output
is suitable for connection to
H.R. Telephones or to any
Note Magnifier. Used with a
set of BURNDEPT Patent
COILS, all waves from 14o
to z5,000 metres are covered.
One set of BURNDEPT
Patent COILS on standard
plugs can be used both for the
Anode Reactance and for aerial
tuning inductance it is not
necessary to have two separate
sets of coils.

PRICE £10 0 0 i h(w t out accessories)

ACCESSORIES REQUIRED :

M.O.V. Valves : I R and I R 4B .. the pair £2 16 6
Burndept patent Coils (II) Complete Set .. 5 17 6
-000i Variable Anode Condenser in polished case 1 10 0

BURNDEPT
PATENT COILS
Complete Set of Eleven
Coils £51706

BURNDEPT
COIL HOLDERS

For Two Coils
£1 17 6

BURNDEPT LTD.,
Pending completion of new Works and Showrooms, address :

BURNDEPT Ltd., St. Paul' s Wharf, DEPTFORD, S. E.8
 SHOWROOMS: 19, Hand Court, High Holborn, W.C.1

BURNDEPT TUNER
£6 6 0

BURNDEPT II
RECEIVER

£12 10 0

BURNDEPT ULTRA
IV RECEIVER

£35 0 0
(without accessories)
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FOR SALE.
Silk Wire Basket Coils . per set of 4
French R Valves (sent at purchaser's risk)
Small 2 -volt Accumulators, New . . .

Solid Brass Valve Legs, 2 Nuts set of 4
G. P. 0. Telephone Receivers ..
Battery Boxes, 60 volt, with Plugs and Leads ...
Mahogany Instrument Cases, with Brass Locks and Key,

13x8x6... - .

Marconi Charging Board Slate, ampmeter. to 20 amps....
G. P. O. Relays, Brass Covers, Glass Hinged Top

Small Type... .-
Atnlial Insulators or Leading -in 'rubes
New Patent Flange Type Valve Holders ..

AU Carriage Paid.

C. S. SWAN, 191, Bishopsgate,
Near Liverpool Street Station, LONDON, E.C.2.

Telephone : London Wall 9823.

121/6/6

2/6
1/-
2/6
8/8

9/-
50-
80//-
20/-

4 far 2/-
2/8

Established sgoo.

FOR THE JOB YOU SEEK 9
ARE YOU QUALIFIED

IF NOT -WHY NOT
What Proof of
Efficiency do YOU
Carry P Your word to
an employer is not proof
that you are efficient, but a
College Qualifying Diploma
or Certificate signed by the
Professional Staff, is a proof
of efficiency and a valuable
asset in seeking a remunera-
tive position.
We specialize in all
exams. connected
with technical sub-
jects. If you are prepar-
ma for any exam. ask our
advic e. All particulars
FREE OF CHARGE.
Parents should seek our
advice for their sons.

WE TEACH BY POST
the following subjects :

Architectural Drawing
Building Construction
Clerk of Works Duties
Aviation
Boiler Engineering
Boiler Making
Chemistry
Civil Engineering
Concrete and Steel
Draughtsmanship
Electricity
Engineering
Foundry Work
Internal Comb. Engines
Marine Engineering
Mathematics

CHALLENGE! Matriculation
Metallurgy

We are prepared to produce Mining
on demand 6,000 unsolicited Mine Surveying
testimonials from successful Motor Engineering
students or pay Imo to any Naval Architecture
charity you appoint. Having Pattern Making
helped 6,000 to prosperity, Salesmanship
surely we can help YOU. Sanitation
If you are interested jo any Shipbuilding
of these subjects write, Structural Engineering
naming the subject, and Surveying and Levelling
we will send our FREE Telegraphy & Telephony
BOOKLET. Wireless Telegraphy
Please State Your Age.

ADVICE FREE.

Courses
specially
com-
bined to
meet all
require-
ments.

Special Course for Apprentices

DEPARTMENT 129

The

Universal Electric Supply
4 BROWN STREET.

gelephone ONE DOOR FROM MARKET ST Sstabluhtd
3409 CITY 1892 

MANCHESTER
G.P.O. Box No. 519.

HIGH GRADE

WIRELESS APPARATUS
Designed and Manufactured by Experts.

LARGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE. Post free 6d.
NOTE.-The above charge will be credited on your first

order to the value of 7/6 or more.

SPECIAL
cii;oxlZ LiNt,,,s

SPECIAL TYPE
L.F. TRANSFORMERS

Iron Core
3-1 and 5-1 ratio.

17/8

VALVE PANELS
Complete with Grid Leak
and Condenser, Filament
Resistance and full range of
Terminals.

22/6

Small
BLOCKING CONDENSERS

.0001, '0002, '0003, etc.
2/6

ANODE RESISTANCES
50,000, 8o,000, 90,000 ohms

2/6

CONTACT STUDS
Complete with Washers.

2'- and 3'- doz.

SCREWED BRASS ROD for
CONDENSERS

1/- per foot.

SWITCH ARMS 2,8
VARIABLE

H.F. TRANSFORMERS
boo to 24,000 metres ... 35 -

CONDENSER VANES
8/6 dos.

TELEPHONE
TRANSFORMER
to r or 9 to I ratio

Mounted in Hardwood Case.
22/6

GRID LEAK & CONDENSER
megohm, mo03 5/-

H.T. BATTERIES
15 volts 3/6
38 volts Variable . 7/6

SLAB INDUCTANCES
8 in a set ... . 15/- set
VALVE SOCKETS ... 1/9

VALVE BASES
4 terminals, 3' X3' 4, 6

GRID LEAKS
2 megohm . . 2'6
FILAMENT RESISTANCE

with scale for mounting on
panel 6/ -

Postage and Packing Extra.

REACTANCE CAPACITY INTERVALVE COUPLING

Excellent finish.
Fifteen Maximum
Amplification.
Values between
450 and 5,000
metres are provid-
ed for by an
8 - point switch
with short circuit-
ing arm. Largest
range extends up
to 25.000 metres.

81128

We stock MULLARD VALVES, FRENCH " R " TYPE
VALVES, DUTCH VALVES, etc., etc.

We can supply promptly, " EVIRYTHING WIRELESS "
and also any apparatus male by the Leading Manufacturers

of Great Brits n.
SEND US YOUR ENQUIRIES
and we staff be pleased to quote.
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THE WIRELESS EQUIPMENT CO.
Radio -Frequency

AMPLIFIERS.
The accompanying illustration shows our
HIGH -FREQUENCY 3 Stage Amplifier
coupled with specially designed transformers.
giving high magnification and having a large
range of Wavelength.
These Amplifiers do not possess the fault of
greatly increasing jamming, the circuits being
very stable, are therefore ideal for the
amplification of Telephony.
1 he Amplifiers are fitted with potentio-
meter and filament control. and are of first
class design and workmanship.

Wavelength range 600 to 3,000 metres
Other Wavelengths to order only.
PRICES do not include valves.

3 Valve RADIO -FREQUENCY
AMPLIFIER ... £4 17 6
5 Valve RADIO -FREQUENCY
AMPLIFIER ... 4E7 7 0

Constructed to 9 valves to order.

Works:
Wickford, ESSEX.

Price Lists sent upon receipt of stamp.
Experimental Station :

Brentiord.
Agents for Scotland : Alexander's Stores, Falkirk.

Holland : Ratabos Deventer.

Offices & Test Department :
22, PARK ROAD
Colliers Wood, S.W.19

BATTERIES
OF MERIT.

15 Volt Strip Connection ... 3/6, postage 6d
15 3-tezminal tyre, 71 or 15 volts 3/6 5d
15 Wander I lug, 3 colt satiation . 8/8 6d

80 '  14/8 1 -
Fully Illustrated List of Wireless Goode, post free, 4d.

H. D. BUTLER & CO.
shoygor

ti; 7 t 61, Borough Rold, Borough, S.E. 1
3 minutes from Borough Tube Station.

Office: BANK BUILDINGS. 222, GT. DOVER ST., S. I

Telephone. Hop 3o2o. Teleg. IngennIty. 'Phone London.

DON'T READ THIS
If you are a millionaire.

Actual Size

PRICE 2/6 per doz. plated. 3 - per doz. brass. Post 9d.
Wave -Metres, Range 150-i5,000 metres .. . ..£6 0 0
Ex -Naval Variable Condensers; totally enclosed in glass

container, protected by means of a brass base casting,
Variable Capacity up to -oor5 mfd. .. . 41 10 0

Ex -Naval Condenser Variable, Maximum Capacity .0025 30/.
Ditto ditto 3 Range .. my -
Voltmeters for Accumulator Testing complete in Leather

Carrying Case, Range o-3 volts
Voltmeters, Triple Range, Range r, o-5 volts Range 2,

0-25 volts : Range 3, 0-250 volts ..
Polished Mahogany Instrument Cases 92" x 72" X 7"

fitted brass hinges and lock .. Postage sd.
New 120 ohm 'phones, Sullivan's, Tested and complete

with Cords
New L.R. 'phones, G.P.O. Type, Tested and complete
Wheatstoces Bridge, range 9,999 ohms
New 3,000 ohm ditto ditto ..
Fuller Block Accumulators, 2 Volt 80 Amp. hour,

(4o actual) 7/0
Postage extra on all above prices.

Write for our latest Price Lists which are now ready. You are
cordially invited to inspect, examine, and test any goods
purchased from us. All goods are despatched in perfect order.

J. LIPOWSKY, 614, OLnDotORD RD.

LONDON, E.3 .Phone: East 3345

40/-

2/-

7/8

50/-
15/-
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A UAL "DUROS" CELLS
The only accumulator supplied in a charged state. They retain their charge for very long periods,

Stockei by all leading dealers in " Wireless Supplies."

E. G. LIND & CO., 58a, BUCKINGHAM PALACE ROAD, WESTMINSTER S.W.1
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RADIO TELEGRAPHY & TELEPHONY
APPARATUS, MATERIALS & PARTS OF EVERY TYPE ALWAYS IN

SHELL INSULATORS.
As used on the aerial system of Paris (FL). Type " A " size zr
square, 1/8 each. Type " B " size, 3" square. 2 2 each.

EGG INSULATORS-
As illustrated, green porce-
lain. size ii" x 1', Each

9d.

GRID LEAK
and CONDENSER

As Must rated.
diam. 11". Price

51 -

COIL PLUGS-As illus-
trated, standard size, cut
from solid ebonite, in vari-
ous sizes. Each 3/.

PLUG CONNECTORS-As
illustrated. Very useful
for telephone & battery
leads. Each 3 -

Ditto. For fixing to
table or panel, 3/ -

HAND -DRIVEN GENERATORS.
Designed and manufactured specially for those who have
no power available. Supplied complete, with all drivihg
apparatus, silencing condenser ready for immediate use. Output 10 watts. 1000 volts,
at 10 milli -amperes. Speed of turning handle, 100 revs. per min. Entirely British made

and fully guaranteed. Price £13 10s. Carriage extra.

STOCK.

LEAD IN INSULATORS. 1g illustrated, with soldering shoe one end and terminal the other. 12" long, a 3. 9" long, 3 -

(iJ

POST FREE 71. ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE 71. POST FREE.

RADIO SUPPLIES (DEPT. I). 236, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C. 1
'Phone-Museum 6894.
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I 2MT HEARD IN ABERDEEN
WITH 'PHONES ON TABLE

The Telephony from
Our Writtle Station
(TUESDAYS ... 7 p.m. B.S.T. ... 700 METRES)

CAN BE HEARD THROUGHOUT

GREAT BRITAIN

FOR THE VERY BEST RESULTS
EMPLOY RECEIVING APPARATUS MADE BY

The MARCONI SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT Co., Ld.
40, DEAN STREET LONDON, W.1

Telegrams THEMASINCO WESTCENT Telephone : GERRARD 7745 (Pete. Bch. Ex.)

rPROVIDENCE PLACE, WEST END LANE, KILBURN, N.W.6
Telephone HAMPSTEAD 1261 Nearest Tube Station: KILBURN PARK I BAKERLOO)

Largest stock of ex -government apparatus in the country

MK. III. C.W. RECEIVER and AMPLIFIER

LESLIE Mc
M. I. Radio E.

AN EX -ARMY PIECE OF APPARATUS
READY FOR IMMEDIATE USE

No alteration or conversion required. Suitable for wavelengths
from 350 to 2,000 metres for spark, C.W. and telephony. This
contains Tuning Coil and Reactance -2 Valve Holders, one a
Detector Valve, the other Low -frequency Amplifier, complete
with' Fixed Condensers. Grid Leak, Variable Condenser, Inter -
valve Transformer, Telephone Transformer, Terminals for
" H.T." and " L.T.," Telephones " A " and " E."

Only a limited number of these available, every one tested
before despatch.

PRICE £6 : 10 : 0
(WITH VALVES ET : 12 : 0)

All wireless parts and apparatus kept in stock. Goods despatched the day
order received. Retail orders over £2 postage piid-under £2 enclose postage.

(Price list post free 4d.)

HAEL,
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"OOJAH" High Tension Battery

This High Tension Battery has been placed upon the market
to fulfil the demand of the Wireless Experimenter for a cheap,
thoroughly efficient Anode Battery.

It will last, with careful use, without attention, for approxi-
mately three years, and at a small cost (less than Id. per cell
per annum) can be easily renewed, prolonging its life to
probably fifteen or twenty years.

The noises of the usual H.T. Battery and the annoyance of
dud " cells appearing from time to time are entirely

eliminated with the ' 00 JAH " Primary Cell I -1.T. Battery.
Plugs and sockets are arranged so that so, 20, 30, 4o pr y

volts may be tapped off as desired without the necessity of
disconnecting wires.

Complete 50 -Volt " 00JAH " Primary Cell Anode Battery
(as shown in illustration) together with £ 2  2 0sufficient sal ammoniac for first charge.

lot, king and carriage ,n the U.K., z- extra.
GREENSLADE & BROWN, Jelf Rd., Brixton
Telephone : Brixton 039. S.W.2

E CONOMI C

MUSEUM 1055.
II Telephone :

The /
 Receiving

: 9/6

ESTAB.
1896

E LECTRI C
LIMITED I

" Magnos"

Valve

9/6
Wonderfully efficient, requires only 3'8 volts for

the filament and 25-40 volts for the anode.

MAGNIFIES, OSCILLATES, RECTIFIES
STANDARD 4 -PRONG FITTING

ORDER NOW from this Advertisement and
make sure of obtaining one
WE MAIL Our Wireless
List containing nearly 200
Illustrations Post free for 4d.

TRADE ENQUIRIES
INVITED.    II  

Every Day and in Every
Respect we are getting

Better and Better.
M. Coae's formula' may be success -

for Personal el/lc-le/rev but to
Better your Set in every
aspect add a Peto Gadget

Every Day
Set No. 1.

PARSET

OF OF

A

SET

TS Valve Panel PRTS15/9 15/9
Set includes :-Ebonite Panel, matt finished, 7" x 5', and

drilled. " Velvet " Filament Rheostat. Grid Condenserand Leak. Blocking Condenser. Systofiex. V. HolderTerminals. Set of Ivorine Tablets and Blue Print.
Polished Mahogany Cabinet to fit, 4/-.

SET OF
PARTS
22/6

SET OF
PARTS
22/6

THE HAGUE TUNER

Set No. 2Tas illustrated. Ranges 580-750 metres, or 600-
2,60o metres.

Set of Parts include :-Ebonite Panel, 6' x° 6", matt finished
and drilled. 6 Terminals. Switch Arm and Studs.Stops. A.T.I. Impregnated Former ready for winding.
Ebonite Variometer-Reactance Former fitted with control
arm and pointer. Wire. Systollex. Set of Tablets and
Blue Print. Require only winding and assembling, 17/6All parts can be lacquered for 1/- extra. Polished Cabinetto fit, Price 6/-.

PRICE
4/ -

FILAMENT

PRICE
4/ -

RHEOSTAT

The " Velvet " Filament Rheostat is well constructed and ofgreat value to all who build their own apparatus.
Set of Ivorine Tablets, +HT-, +LT-, A.T.I., REAC, TEL,A, E, set of 7 ..  . 1/2Ivorine Scales, superior quality, o°-180° (not cheap

printed one) .. .
. 1/6Solid Turned Ebonite Valve Holder with 'nutted fittings 2/3Grid Leak (Sphinx) and Condenser, mounted 5/-" Velvet " Laminated Switch Arms with Lacquered

bush and nuts .-. 2/6Studs and 2 Nuts .. .. per doz. 1/9Valve Legs and Nuts, lacquered .. per set 1/ -Valve Holders with Flange, " A " Type.. .. 1/9Engraved Ebonite Dials and Knobs . 4/6All orders over post free.
Send 2 stamps for our Catalogue " W." Trade Eim nifies invited.

PETO SCOTT The
I Condenser King

' Correspondence to 7, Featherstone Building,
HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.1
(Turn up by No. 63, High Holborn.)
Also at Tx, Frome Road, Wood Green.
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C.W. Reception Viewed from Another Standpoint
By Plump H. COURSEY, B.Sc., F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.

THE reception of continuous wave signals
introduces different problems to those
encountered with the simpler receivers

which were utilised for " spark " or damped wave
reception only. As is generally well known, it is
necessary either to cut up the transmitted waves
into periodic groups following each other at an
audible frequency, as is done in " Chopped C.W.,"
and in " Tonic Train " - transmission, or to apply
some similar method at the receiving end of the

- circuit. If this is not done, each dot and dash
will merely give rise in the telephones at the
receiver to a current which remains sensibly
uniform throughout the duration of the signal.

The desired result will obviously be obtained if
the received telephone current is interrupted by
some suitable contact or commutator at a frequency
within the audible range, so as to allow the flow
through the telephones of repeated pulses of current
during the continuance of the signal. Such an
interrupter can be constructed out of a vibrating
contact, such as a tuning -fork provided with a driv-
ing magnet and contact in. addition to the contacts
in the telephone circuit, or by any convenient form
of rotary commutator that will give the desired

Co frequency.
Various simple arrangements of this type-

" tikkers " as they are usually called-have been
described recently in these columns.* It may,
however, be of interest to pointout that the motor -
driven commutator that was fitted into the various
patterns of " Wilson " spark transmitting apparatus
may be utilised for this purpose. Numbers of these
motor -driven commutators have been sold by the
" Disposals Board," and some interesting experi-
ments on these lines can he performed with them.
They may also, of course, he utilised if desired as
a " chopper " in a C.W. transmitting circuit of small
power to enable chopped C.W. to be sent out.

The more usual method used for receiving con-'
tinuous waves is based upon applications of the
" heterodyne " method in one or other of its forms,
in which the incoming high -frequency oscillations
forming the signal are caused to react with a
supply of high -frequency oscillations produced

*Wireless World, 9, pp. 052-659.

locally, the frequency of the local oscillations being
nearly the same as that of the incoming signal,
so that " beats " are set up between them, much in
the same way as beats are produced acoustically
between two sounds of nearly the same pitch.

All of these methods can be considered from the
viewpoint of modulating the steady C.W. by some
means or other, so as to impress upon it some
variations which will be of acoustic frequency.
This modulation may be applied at either the
transmitting or at the receiving end of the circuit,
and there are, perhaps, some advantages in con-
sidering the question in this way. Everyone who
has operated, or has listened to a radio -telephone
transmitter will be familiar with the term per-
centage of modulation, and of the effects obtained
when the percentage modulation is too low. A
similar loss of effectiveness can and does occur
when the " percentage modulation " of the C.W.
receiver is too small.

For the sake of example, let us consider a few
typical cases in turn. Taking first the modulation
of the radiated waves from the transmitter, as in
" tonic train " or " chopped C.W. " transmission.
This case is evidently very similar to ordinary
radio -telephone modulation, so that a similar reason-
ing as to the percentage modulation applies. If
this modulation is effected by feeding the trans-
mitting valve with single-phase alternating current
for tonic -train transmission, or by actual periodic
interruption of the transmitting aerial circuit by
some suitable form of commutator or interrupter,
as in " chopped C.W. " transmission, the per-
centage modulation will be all that is desired.
If, however, the modulation of the transmitted
radiation is effected by setting up two transmitting,
circuits of nearly the same oscillation frequency,
using either closely adjacent but separate aerials,
or by appropriate coupling to one common aerial,
so that a beat frequency within the acoustic limits
is produced, then the percentage modulation may or
may not be satisfactory depending mainly upon
the relative intensities of the two oscillating
currents.

At the receiver, however, the conditions are very
different, and the percentage modulation, if we may
use the term in this case in the sense referred to
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above, may vary within quite wide limits. For
example, consider the reception of C.W. signals
by including some form of intermittent contact
or interrupter in the aerial circuit in conjunction
with a detector of any ordinary type. In this case,
the energy in the aerial circuit will pass on to the
detector only during those periods when the circuit
is closed by the interrupter, but. will be lost as far
as the receiver is concerned during the remaining
intervals. The efficiency of the arrangement wil!
depend upon the relative duration of the open and
closed contact periods, but will seldom exceed 50
per cent., and will often be lower. In a sense,
however, the modulation by this method may be
said to be complete, as the actual energy flowing to
the detector varies between zero and the maximum
possible value. The arrangement in which the
interrupter or " tikker " is included in the tele-
phone circuit-i.e., the detector output circuit--
gives, however, better results, since the energy
received during the periods when the contact is
open need not then be lost, but can be stored up
in an appropriate shunt condenser ready for dis-
charge through the telephones, and utilisation
therein as soon as the contact closes again.

In the case of heterodyne reception in any of its
well-known forms, the modulation of the incoming
oscillations is effected by means of the local hetero-
dyne oscillations, which are adjusted to have nearly
the same frequency as the signal to be received.
The percentage modulation may vary within
wide limits depending upon the relative intensities
of the signal and the local heretodyne oscillations.
The modulated or heterodyned oscillations, have,
however, to pass through the detector, and it is
here that considerable loss occurs. If the detector
were an ideally perfect rectifier, all the semi -
oscillations of one sign would pass through it, and
all the other half waves would be suppressed, so
that the amplitude of the rectified current would be
proportional to that of the oscillations applied to
the detector. However, in most practical forms of
detector-including the ordinary three -electrode

Fig. 1.

valve-the output is by no means directly propor-
tional to the input, but falls off more rapidly than
the applied input especially for small values of the
input. In other words, if we have a given signal
effect from a given oscillation source, if the strength
of the received oscillation is reduced to one-half
of its initial value, the output of the detector will
fall off not to one-half, but more nearly to one -
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quarter of what it was originally. Hence, for very
weak signals the ordinary detector becomes very
inefficient. The output of an oscillating valve, or
autodyne receiver, does not fall off quite so rapidly
as does that of a simple detector valve, and this
advantage is shared to the same extent by a properly
designed heterodyne receiver. One of the main
reasons for this improvement is due to the increased

Fig, 2.

energy provided by the local oscillations for the
detector to handle. The total current passing
through the detector can be adjusted by altering the
strength of the heterodyne, so that the detector
operates at or near its most effective working point.

Bearing in mind, however, what has been stated
above with regard to the " modulation " of the
signal oscillations, the question may be raised as to
whether it is not possible to apply some of the more
usual modulation circuits to the receiving apparatus.
R. Jouaust in a recent communication to the
French Academy of Sciences has pointed out that
this may he done, and has stated that remarkably
good results are obtainable. In. any arrangement
of this sort, a detector valve is no longer required,
but the incoming signals are caused to modulate
the output of a separate oscillating valve-much
in the same way as the microphone is used to
modulate the output of the oscillating valve of a
radio -telephone transmitter. In order that the
resultant modulated output may be audible in the
receiving telephones, it is desirable to adjust the
frequency of the oscillating valve to a value nearly
the same as the incoming oscillations, so that the
pulsations of the amplitude of the local oscillations
at a frequency nearly equal to their own will cause
" beats " to be formed which can be heard in the
telephone receivers. Evidently to make use of
this idea, many types of circuit are possible, since
the modulation can be applied to the oscillating
valve in a number of ways. In Fig. 1 is illustrated
diagrammatically one such method-the incoming
signal oscillations being employed to control a
modulator valve which acts as an absorption
shunt to the oscillation circuit of the local oscillator
valve. The telephones T in that diagram are
shown in series with the plate circuit of the
modulator valve, so that they are influenced by the
current shunted off from the oscillator.

The receiving aerial circuit A, L Cr, E, is pro-
vided with the usual tuning and coupling arrange.
ments for passing the incoming energy on to a
tuned secondary circuit L2 C2, in the usual manner.
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In place of joining the usual detector valve across
the secondary circuit LA- or alternatively across
the aerial circuit L2 C3 by direct connection-
the grid and filament of the modulator valve V,
are similarly connected. The local oscillator valve
Va is provided with the usual oscillation circuits
for generating oscillations in the closed circuit
L3 Ca by the reaction coil L4 connected in the anode
circuit of this valve. The plate -filament circuit
of the modulator valve V, is connected across this
oscillation circuit L3 C:; of the valve V3, so that the
plate -filament path of the valve V, acts as a shunt
of variable impedance across the oscillation circuit,
L3 C3, thus controlling the amplitude of the locally
generated oscillations. The telephones T should
be shunted by a small by-pass condenser, since the
currents drawn off or absorbed by the modulator
valve are radio -frequency ones from the oscillatory
circuit L3 C.

The similarity of this arrangement to the shunt
or absorption control method for a radio -telephone
transmitter may be brought out by comparing
Fig. 1 with Fig. 2, which shows the connections for
the transmitter, the modulator valve V, here
being controlled by the microphone M, and the
output of the oscillator valve V, being applied
to the aerial circuit A' E' instead of to the telephones
T (Fig. 1) In both cases both valves can be fed
from the common L.T. battery B1, while the H.T.
source Pa is connected in the plate circuit of the
oscillator valve only.

Some experiments on these lines that have been
carried out by the writer, have shown that the
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method can quite easily be given the same order of
sensitiveness as is possessed by the more usual
detector arrangements, while doubtless a better
arrangement of the apparatus would give improved
results. It has in fact been claimed by Jouaust
that by this method, used in conjunction with two
high -frequency amplifying valves, it is possible in
Paris to read signals from Annapolis using as a
frame aerial a square coil of wire of 8 ins. side by
4 ins. long, and that the results obtained are much
superior to those possible with ordinary apparatus.

In order to experiment with the method, any
convenient separate heterodyne oscillator may be
used for the valve V3 (Fig. 1) and its associated
circuits, and the modulator valve can be joined
across the tuning condenser of the heterodyne
in the manner indicated. It is convenient sometimes
to add a potentiometer in the grid circuit of the
modulator valve V1, so as to control its absorption
effect on the oscillation valve. Experiments show
that as a rule no improvement of the arrangement
is made by adding a D.C. voltage into the plate
circuit Of the modulator valve in addition to the
H.F. voltage applied by the oscillator valve V2,
thus showing that the valve is functioning truly as
a modulator rather than as a detector valve.

Evidently the modulation effect can be applied
to the oscillator in many different ways, but these
may not all be equally effective for receiving pur-
poses, just as their operation as transmitters varies
with the conditions of use. Further experiments
on these lines are in progress, the results of which
may he published at a later date.

The Writtle Transmissions
IT is really only a matter of a few weeks since

the introduction of the first officially recognised
transmissions for amateurs in this country,

and yet already the Tuesday evening telephony and
transmission of calibration waves is looked forward
to as an established feature in the amateur pro-
gramme.

From the numerous reports on the reception of
these transmissions which we have received, it
would appear that the reception is good in almost
every part of the country, and the transmissions,
particularly the telephony, is very much looked
forward O.

The Marconi Scientific Instrument Company,
in their transmission of telephony on Tuesday,
April 11th, gave some interesting information
regarding the station and also notes on the reception
in different parts of the country obtained from
letters received from amateurs. For the informa-
tion of those who did not record these remarks,
we give below some of the more interesting of the
observations transmitted.

The speaker at the Writtle Station announced
that many hundreds of reports on their trans-
missions had been received, and that only a few
would be quoted. An observer at an aerodrome
over 100 miles distant from the transmitting station
wrote that " out of all the telephony I have heard,
both service and commercial, it is by far the best
and most clear." Mr. G. W. Benzie, of Peterculter,
Aberdeenshire, reported that he could follow the

music with telephones on the table using three
valves, and Mr. J. A. Crombie, of Guthrie, Forfar -
shire, using an amateur -built five -valve set, gets
the music and speech in a loud speaker audible
all over the room. It is interesting to note that
some careful observers in Edinburgh have difficulty
in getting the telephony and report that a fading
off is marked. Those responsible for the trans
missions state that the aerial amperage during
transmission remains practically constant through-
out, and, in consequence, they attribute this fading
to local conditions in the Edinburgh district, and
invite further reports and observations from that
district in particular. In the Liverpool district
the telephony is well received with a single valve
set, though some jamming from Seaforth is
experienced. Two of the most interesting reports
of reception which were announced are those of
Messrs. S. Lowley, of Liverpool, and C. Bain, of
Newcastle -on -Tyne, the former reporting clear
reception of the telephony on a four -wire indoor
12 -ft. aerial, using a three -valve receiver, and the
latter reporting that music is audible three feet from
the telephones using an indoor aerial 25 ft. long, and
a four -valve receiver, using two high frequency
amplifying valves.

The accompanying photographs will be of interest
as showing the aerial and apparatus used in the
transmissions.

Fig. 1 shows the aerial at Writtle, the dimensions
of which are 200 ft. long and 110 ft. high, the aerial
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Fig. I. The aerial used for the 2MT tiansmi88ion-s.

Fig, 2, The transmitting apparatus of 2MT.
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being of the inverted " L " type, employing four
wires.

Fig. 2 shows the transmitter, including the
rectifier valves, choke control being used in modula-
tion. It is hoped to give a fuller account of the
station at a later date.

The organisers of the transmissions notify us
that they hope a change in wavelength may be
effected at a later date in order to overcome some
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of the jamming which most of the reports received
indicate gives a good deal of trouble. In this
connection they suggest that frame aerials might be
used to a greater extent by those who are able to
employ several valves in their reception, and that
perhaps some useful experimental work might also
be done in the direction of eliminating inter-
ference by the execution of suitably directed
aerials.

An Amateur Station in Chester
By J. C. WALKER.

YEAR ago I decided to re -erect the wireless
installation which I had at my house prior
to the war. I decided to make a single valve

set of simple design and had no intention of con-
structing a large station or spending much time on
it, but the accompanying photographs and descrip-
tion will show how resolutions can so' easily be
broken when one gets really keen.

I will spend no time in giving details of all the

various circuits and instruments I have made and
scrapped before I considered my set was, in my
opinion, nearly perfect, but will start now on a
description of my present station.

The aerial is a twin wire phosphor bronze 70 feet

long from the free end to the instruments spaced
for 54 feet of its length by two 7 ft. 6 in. ash
spreaders.' The free end is 54 feet high and the
lead-in end is 34 feet high. The tallest mast is
fixed to a 10 ft. baulk of oak, sunk five feet into the
ground on a cement bed, and is so arranged that four
men can lower the mast in a few minutes by means
of a block and tackle. Except for slight screening
near the lead-in the aerial is well clear of all trees

Fig 1.
and roofs. The earth is to a water pipe conveniently
situated in the instrument room.

The set itself is easily explained by a glance at
the diagram of connections.

Tuning is done entirely by honeycomb coils.
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The first few honeycombs used were home-made
andvgave very good results, but to make a neat job
of them took so much time that I considered it
cheaper in the long run to buy them.

My formers were made of 2 in. diameter hard
wood, I in. wide, 32 holes being drilled equally
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since one does not require to use all three valves
on high power stations.

Transformers wound to the following wavelengths
are used : 400, 600, 1,000, 2,000, 5,000, 8,000,
10,000 and 13,000, and more are in course of con-
struction.

-0000,
0000

0000,
0000 `--

Fig 2.
round each side to take thin crochet needles, the Three variable condensers are shunted across the
method of winding following that described in a
back number of The Wireless World. I found that
to get a pure honeycomb formation took me about
five minutes a layer and a considerable amount of
patience.
ilk The honeycombs now used are those sold by
Messrs. Ashleys, of Liverpool. I have about
twenty of them and find that some of the coils have

Fig. 3.
to be duplicated for best results for some stations,
using them as a loose coupled tuner. The two
tuning condensers are of 0.001 mfd., shunted by a
vernier condenser for fine tuning.

The three valve H.F. amplifier has now been in
use about eight months and gives good results.
The transformers used were purchased, but extra
valve sockets have recently been fitted to use trans-
formers of my own make, having four valve pins
fitted. A 4 -point rotary switch is so wired that
either none, one, two or three valves for high
frequency amplifidation can be used, pulling out
the transformer which is not required, breaking off
the circuit of the unused valve. This I find useful

primaries of the transformers. These condensers
are fitted with long ebonite handles so that the
capacity of the body does not upset the setting.
(See Fig. 3 ). Each valve is controlled by a separate
filament rheostat, a potentiometer of about 600
ohms, external to the instrument controlling the
grids. I use Mullard valves on this amplifier.

The amplified oscillations are next brought to a
separate unit, which is purely and simply a rectifier.
This instrument can be used by itself as a single
valve receiver and comprises reaction condenser,
filament resistance, valve socket, grid leak, variable
grid condenser of 0.004 mfd., telephone condenser
and necessary terminals. Interposed between this
rectifying unit and the 3 -valve low frequency
amplifier is a jack, mounted in a box with four
terminals. All the telephones have plugs fitted to
them, therefore it is quite an easy matter to plug
in either the head telephones or loud speaker after
the first four valves and thereby breaking the circuit
to the low frequency amplifier.

The 3 -valve low frequency amplifier follows
standard practice. All the three transformers are
spaced out as far as possible in the instrument, each
valve has a separate rheostat and jacks are fitted
so that either one, two, or three valves can be used
at will. A potentiometer and local cells of 3 volts
control the grids. Marconi " R " valves are used
 with this instrument. This instrument can be seen
in the right-hand bottom corner of the table
(see Fig. 1).

Since this amplifier works so quietly I have just
constructed an extra stage so as to bring in concerts
even louder than before. This comprises a separate
unit (not in Fig. 1), having a Federal transformer,
two valves in parallel, to cope with the heavy
current, rheostat and switch.

The loud speaker is of 4,000 ohms. resistance.
one pair of head telephones are of 120 ohms and are
of the adjustable type (Brown's), used with a trans-
former, the others are Brown's A type, 2,000 ohms,
which I find are slightly better for telephony.

Two H.T. batteries are used, one of 45-60 volts
for the H.F. amplifier and rectifier ; 75 volts on
the L.F. amplifier, Siemen's 15 volt units being
used.
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A reversing switch is fitted in the reactance

circuit (magnetic reactance being used). Three
6 -volt, 100 amp. hour accumulators are used for the
valves, these being kept continually charged on the
premises.

All instruments are mounted on matt finished
ebonite and the panels are fitted on to polished
mahogany boxes, every terminal and screw -head
is nickel -plated, so giving the set a very pleasing
finish. The table and some of the instrument boxes
were specially made for me, otherwise all the rest,
with the exception of coils, transformers and some
variable condensers, were home-made in my own
workshop.

Although the photographs were only taken a few
weeks ago, many detailed improvements have been
made, the tuning condensers have been mounted in
a more convenient position (they can be seen in the

A Detachable
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bottom left corner of the table), and wiring has
been much simplified.

Results with this set are good. 2MT is excellent.
Annapolis, New Jersey, etc., come in well. PCGG
has been heard down in the garden 40 yards away
from the set. Mr. Burnham and Mr. Wm. Le Queux
have been heard, and the Sheffield, Manchester and
Halifax amateurs come in loud. Paris, with her
afternoon telephony, is good, but I have yet to wind
some H.F. transformers to her wavelength for best
results. All European stations come in well, in fact
there is a regular " farmyard" on every wavelength.

I have omitted to go into a detailed construction
of my set, but if anyone should care to know any-
thing further about the various instruments I will
be pleased to furnish particulars if they apply in
writing to me at 9, Curzon Park, Chester, where
my station is situated.

"Pin -Type" Resistance Capacity Coupling
for H.F. Amplifiers

By H. G. EVANS, N.SC.

ONE of the disadvantages of the invaluable
" pin -type " interchangeable H.F. trans-
formers, now so commonly used in H.F.

amplifiers, is the expense of winding them for the
higher wavelength ranges. This expense is un-
necessary for wavelengths above 2,000 metres
if the ordinary resistance -capacity coupling can
be quickly substituted for that of the transformer,
as it is well known that there is little to choose
between the two methods on the higher range of
wavelengths.

Fig. 1.

The writer has found the following pin -type
high -resistance -capacity coupling very efficient
when used in conjunction with a one -valve H.F.
set having grid condenser and leak attached to a

second detector valve. The coupling between these
two valves is as shown, when using transformer.

POTENTIOMETERrIFR (OR LI+) -0
TO GRID

0- CONDENSER
OF VALVE 2

PLATE OF
VALVE I

Fir,. 2 (a).

The ordinary internal connections for an inter-
changeable transformer are as shown in Fig. 2a.

An ordinary valve holder or better a small oblong,
piece of ebonite having four valve pins attached
can be substituted for the transformer Fig. 2b,
as shown in Fig. 2c.

Connected across the " filament " or " primary "
pins is a 50,000 ohms anode resistance, and the pin
nearest to the plate of valve 1 is connected to the
" grid " pin. It will be observed that the pin which
in the transformer was connected to the potentio-
meter slider (or L.T. ) is now idle, but this is
of no importance as the grid of No. 2 valve is still
connected to the potentiometer (or L.T. ) through
the grid -leak.

The variable condenser which was across the
primary of the transformer now serves a useful
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purpose in giving greater effect to the variations
in potential across the high resistance.

In sets having no grid -leaks and grid -condensers,
and also in coupling up a series of H.F. amplifying

Fig. 2 (b).

valves, it will, of course, be necessary to substitute
a small capacity for the direct connection between
" grid " pin and " filament " pin of Fig. 2c.
As a matter of fact the timing condenser usually
employed for the primary of the transformer can

0

Fig. 2 (c).

be placed across these two points in the set, and
would then serve for both purposes (Fig. 3a).

HT+

<1)

POTENTIOMETER
GUMP (OR LT +)-C:9

PLATE OF
VALVE I

Fig. 3 (a).

TO GRID
OF VALVE 2

Then for rapidly converting from transformer to
high resistance amplification it is only necessary
to have a resistance of 50,000 ohms and a grid -leak
of 2 megohms mounted as in Fig. 3b. This
applies when the internal connections of the set
are as in Fig. 3a.

Finally, a perfectly safe arrangement which will
give satisfaction either between H.F. valves or
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between H.F. Valve and Detector on all ordinary
sets, whether internally connected as in Fig. 2a
or Fig. 3a, is a combined resistance -capacity
and grid -leak on the detachable unit as in Fig. 4.

WA
2 Mil 801:

Fig. 3 (b).

The whole can be mounted on a piece of ebonite
of about 2 ins. by 1 in., and forms a very useful
adjunct to a transformer H.F. amplifier set. It is
of great use for experimental purposes for rapidly
comparing the efficiency of the different resistances,
grid -leaks, etc., for different wavelengths and signal
strengths.

Fig. 4.

The idea is, of course, capable of extension to
impedance -capacity amplification. For relative
tests on this subject small terminals could be
mounted to facilitate interchanges.

Experimental Station

Station of Mr. George E. Baahean at Bush Hill
Park, N.
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A Method for the Measurement of R.F. Resistances*
By Prof. P. 0. PEDERSEN.

Introduction.
THE exact measurement of radio -frequency

resistance is still a rather difficult problem
although the development of convenient

z generators of continuous waves has considerably
diminished these difficulties.

The older methodst were nearly all based on
the fundamental investigations of V. Bjerknes I
on resonance in simple and coupled circuits. These
old measurements were often carried out in the
following manner :-Spark discharges were pro-
duced in the circuit under test and the resulting
oscillations were investigated by means of a
separate auxiliary circuit loosely coupled to and
in resonance with the test circuit. The measure-
ments in connection with the auxiliary circuit
were mostly carried out by means of a quadrant
electrometer, the deflection of this being pro-
portional to the time integral of the square of
the potential difference.

With regard to the more modern methods I
may refer to a paper of J. H. Dellinger.§ This
paper also treats some of the difficulties mot with
in these measurements.

It would in several respects be of great advantage
to have to do with only one single circuit, viz.,
the circuit to be tested. All difficulties con-

in this way, be eliminated.

Fig. 1.

B

Simple Diagram

Ta,
b c

N
of Connections.

V
i°

I-

Of methods working along these lines we shall
later on mention one or two, but before doing so,
we shall very briefly consider the oscillations of
the circuit shown in heavy lines in Fig. 1. Using
the symbols of Fig. 1 the current will be given by

i = V 0 ROL I 1 - Rz( t Ai . . (l)

,IL RB
ACLC 4L2

NC 4

* Received December 28, 1921.
t E. Nesper : Die Frequenzmesser and Dampfungsmesser der

Strahlentelegraphie, p. 265-238, Leipzig, 2902.
t V. Bjerknes Dampfung schneller electrischer Schwingungen

(Wiedmann's Annalen, 44, P. 74, 1891). Ueber den zeitlichen
Verlauf der Schwingungen im primaren Bertzschen Leiter (ibid. 44,

p. 513, 1891 Ueber electrische Resonanz (ibid. 55, p. 121, 1895).

§.J. Dellinger : The Measurement of Radio Frequency
Resistance. (Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers,
7, p. 27-60, 19294

t.

or very nearly by
= - /via sin t

L PLC
(la)

This current is shown in Fig. 2, and with the
symbols used there we have-
a, isirR 1/ CIL or R 2 log . (2)
a2 w VC a2

The values of L, C and the ratio atia, being known
the radio frequency resistance R may be cal-
culated from equation (2). This principle has
been used by E. Rutherford 11 and J. Zenneck.¶
The first -mentioned author used magnetised steel
needles, the last mentioned a Braun tube. Both

Fig. 2. Oscillating Current Curve.

methods are beautiful in principle but rather
complicated, and they can hardly be used in con-
nection with feebly damped circuits.

1.-Method.
The method treated of in the following is

similar to that used by V. Bjerknes and his
pupils**, in so far as both use a quadrant electro-
meter giving deflections proportional to the time
integral of the square of the potential difference.
But in our method this quadrant electrometer is
connected directly to the circuit under test-
see Figs. 1, 3 and 4-and not to a separate circuit,
loosely coupled to the test circuit.

We shall now consider the arrangement shown
in Fig. 1. The condenser C at present supposed
to be without leakage, is charged to the p.d.
Vo when the key N is in the position ac. And
when the key is then depressed to the position
ab the condenser is discharged through the circuit
shown in heavy lines, and containing the coil
L, having a radio -frequency resistance R.

II E. Rutherford : A Magnetic Detector of Electrical Waves,
and some of its Applications. (Transactions of the Royal Society,
Vol. 189a, p. 1, 1897.)

¶ J. Zenneck Verfahren, urn die Dampfung electrischer Schwing-
ungen sichtbar zu machen. (Annalen aer Physitc, 4, p. 8o1, 2902.)

** V. Bjerknes : Wiedmann's Annalen 44, P. 77, 1891
S. Lagergren : Ueber elektrische Energiausstrahlung. Stockholm,

19oz.
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The time integral P of the square of the p.d.

between the terminals A and B of the coil L is
then given by

P=
0 ( d: 2R

LL. - dt --d)2 L

LOr R r -

V02 (3)

(3a)

The value of P may be determined by means of
a quadrant electrometer, one pair of quadrants
and the needle being connected to the terminal
A of L, the other pair to the terminal B (see Fig 3).
The throw of the electrometer will then be pro-
portional to P. The determination of the ballistic
constant of the electrometer will be discussed
later on*.

The values of Vo, L and P being known, the
value of R is determined by means of (3a).

Q

:4t.

Fig. 3. Quadrant Electrometer with Connections.

If Vo and L are kept constant and an extra
resistance r is inserted in the circuit and the cor-
responding value of P denoted by P', we have

R r -=- 2P
L

'
2V .

From this equation and (3a) we get
R r P P'

(4)R or R r P - P'
By measurement of the two electrometer throws

corresponding to R and R + r respectively, the
value of R can be calculated from (4), provided,
of course, that the p.d. VD is the same in both
cases.

Blerknes and S. Lagergren used a quadrant electrometer
of which one pair of quadrants was removed, the needle being
insulated and each one of the two wires from the circuit under test
connected to one of the two remaining quadrants. In this caseit is not necessary that the suspension wire should be conducting.
We were, however, unable in this way to obtain a sufficiently high
sensitiveness, and at the same time a sufficiently high stability.
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2.-Investigation of the possible Sources of
Errors.
If the condenser is leaky it will lose some of

its charge in the interval between the breaking of
the contact at c and the closing of the contact
at b (see Fig. 1). The error introduced in this way
may be rather serious if the said interval is not
very short, and it will be shown later on that there
are some particular difficulties which prevent this
interval from being reduced with certainty, below,
say, 0.01 second. But happily it is possible to
eliminate this error altogether, or at least to reduce
it to a quite insignificant amount by means of the
arrangement shown in Fig. 4. The leads from the

-16111061r--11417611V-r-

R0 L0 +

1

c0 Lco

b a Ro Lo
worm-Tnaaas

A Bd

Fig. 4. Diagram of Connections for use with
a Leaky Condenser. The choke coils Lo
and resistances R0 keep the oscillations
from the leads.

source of e.m.f. are both connected permanently
to the terminals of the condenser C, and in the leads
are inserted two large resistances R, and choke
coils Lo. The resistances Re should be large,
for example, between 0.01 and 1 megohm, but on
the other hand R0 must be very small compared
with the insulation resistance of the condenser.
There is generally no difficulty in complying with
both conditions.

In this way the error caused by the leaking of
the condenser is eliminated but another error is
introduced as a continuous current will flow through
the coil L as long as the key N is closed, and this
current will give a p.d. of V, r'/2Ro between A
and B, r' being the continuous current resistance
of L. This error is, however, altogether in-
significant. For instance, if Vo = 400 volts,
r' = 1 ohm, R0 = 10,000 ohms, and if the key is
closed for 5 seconds,

p = (p.d.)2 x time = 2 x 10-3 (volts.)? sec.
We shall see later on that the corresponding

value of P will be about
P = 100 (volts)2sec.

The value of p is therefore negligible compared
with that of P.

In the derivation of equation (3) we only con-
sidered the self-inductance of coil L and neglected
its effective resistance. It is easily shown that
the error thereby committed is insignificant.

The resistance r0 in the lead to the needle of the
electrometer in conjunction with the capacity co
between the needle and the pair of quadrants to
which it is not connected, may introduce appreciable
errors in two ways :-

(1) By absorbing power from the oscillating
circuit and thereby increasing its effective
resistance.
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(2) By reducing the p.d. between the needle
and the opposing pair of quadrants.

We shall consider both of these possible sources
of errors.

(1) If the p.d. across the condenser at a certain
moment is V, the average loss A W of electrical
energy in the element of time At will be

OW = V2 CI, Rat.

The corresponding loss in the lead to the needle
will be

Therefore,

Ow = 11; V2
CL

root.

atc co ro
OW C2 R (5)
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On the other hand equations (5) and (6) show that
the resistance ro ought not to be too large, but if
the suspension wire is rather short and stout, the
sensitivity of the electrometer will be too small.
We tried the usual remedy for this trouble-
viz., to let a wire hanging down from the needle
dip in sulphuric acid but without success. The
arrangement shown in Fig. 3 proved, however,
satisfactory. The needle N is suspended on a
quartz wire Q while the electrical connection is
made by means of the Wollaston wire W, con-
necting the stout copper wire S with the stem of the
needle. The core of the Wollaston wire consists
of a platinum wire 0.007 mm in diameter, but the
silver coating has been left at both ends of W and
these ends serve as hooks connecting W with the
wire S and with the stem of the needle. The
resistance of W in the electrometer actually used
was about 180 ohms.

Fig. 5. The Mercury Lamp

Examples :-
If co = 5 cm, C = 10,000 cm, 1.0 = 180

ohms, R = 0.6 ohms, then
Aw
OW

= 7.5 X 10-2
If C = 500 cm and the other constants

remain unaltered we get 0w = 0.03.
This error is therefore in most cases negligible.
(2) The ratio, n, of the loss of p.d. in the lead to

the needle to the total p.d. across the condenser
is given by

ro =

co

1/CL ro (6)

1
=Example: If _106, c, = 5 cm,

180 ohms, then = 0.001.

used as Discharging Key.

3.-The Discharging Key.
There remains still one source of error to be

considered, viz., the energy lost in the discharge
key in making the connection ab (Figs. 1 and 4).
It became immediately evident that the key
question was a very difficult one. We first tried a
well cleaned and well polished ordinary discharge
key, but the throws of the electrometer obtained in
this way were very much too small and extremely
capricious. We may, for instance, quote the
following set of consecutive readings, 19, 5, 7, 12.
It was later ascertained that the readings ought to
have been about 105.

There could be little doubt that this error was
due to the minute spark which appears at contact
b when the circuit CL is closed at that point.
We therefore tried a number of contact -making
arrangements, such as polished copper, and steel
hammers making contact with polished copper or
steel plates, the impact being made- with great
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velocity. The said hammers and plates were
carefully rubbed over with clean emery paper.
None of these methods where the contact was made
between pieces of solid metal proved successful.
We then tried contact -making between a very
clean surface of mercury and clean stout wires of
steel, tungsten, or platinum. In this case the
throws were large and
constant,provided that
after every contact -
making the surface of
the mercury was re-
newed and the wire
carefully cleaned with
clean emery paper.

We next tried to let the contact -making take
place between two masses of mercury in vacuum,
the apparatus used being the mercury lamp shown
in Fig. 5. The terminals abc in Fig. 5 are identical
with abc in Figs. 1 and 4. The contact -making is
effected simply by tilting the lamp sufficiently,
a jet of mercury then passes from one limb to the
other. The cross-section and length of this jet is
not exactly the same every time, but the un-
certainty resulting herefrom is always below
0.005 ohm, and this value may be further reduced
by altering the construction of the mercury lamp.
The resistance of this key is about 0.01 ohm and
is in the following included in the effective resistance
of the circuit.

With this key the throws of the electrometer were large
and remarkably constant as will be proved later on.

No light is seen in the lamp at the contact -
making but the further discussion of the physical
nature of the key difficulties must be postponed
to a later occasion.

4.-Determinations of the Ballistic Constant
of the Electrometer.

In order to obtain the ballistic constant of the
electrometer we have used the arrangement sketched
in Fig. 6. R1 is a large resistance with very little
self-inductance L1 and with a very small capacity
c1. A well -insulated mica condenser Cl is by means
of the key N charged to the p.d. V1, and afterwards
discharged through the resistance R1. The time
integral of the square of the p.d. between the
terminals A and B of R1 is then measured by the
throw of the electrometer G.

The value, B, of this time integral is easily cal-
culated if we neglect, for the present, the capacity
o, of the resistance R1.

WMW.--2615 56 dP-1-

Po Lo

Cl

a R0 Lo

Ne
Fig. 6. Diagram of Connections used in order to

obtain the Ballistic Constant of the Electro-
meter.

The instantaneous value of the p.d. across the
condenser C1 is denoted by v1 and we use the
following abbreviations :-

R,
K1 - 2L1

We have then

2 11V K12 - 12
I

(K
'

K12 - 1214)

K1 + - h12) e

and

and h12

K1 + 1 ti12 - r

(K1 + I h12 - (7)

B =
fv,2dt = LB) . (8)

0

The last term on the right hand is generally
extremely small in comparison with the first term.
We may therefore use the following approximation

B = 1V12R1C1 (8a)
It is easily shown that if the capacity of the

resistance R1 is represented by a capacity c1 (as
shown in Fig. 6) having no resistance in its leads,
we get instead of equation (8a) the following
formula :-

The ratio

C2B1 =}V11R1c

Bl C1
B c,

will with good resistances equal to 1.
In this case we also meet with some key diffi-

culties of the same nature as those treated of above,
but they are not so serious here, and they may be
overcome in the same way, namely, by using as
key the mercury lamp shown in Fig. 5. When the
lamp is tilted the connection between a and c
(see Fig. 6) is broken automatically by means of
the copper wires shown to the left of Fig. 5.

With this key and for p.d.'s up to at least 440
volts-greater p.d.'s have not been tried-the
throws of the electrometer are fairly constant,
and the arrangement shown in Fig. 6 may then
be used for the determination of the ballistic con-
stant of the electrometer. We need only calculate
the time integral B according to formula (8a) and
measure the corresponding throw S, the ballistic
constant 13 is then determined by-

B = fiS (11)

(9)

(10)

5.-Tests.
We first ascertained that the ballistic constant fl

was independent of the throw. To this end we
used a Helmholtz pendulum which for T seconds
connected a p.d. of V volts to the terminals of the
quadrant electrometer. T was kept constant and
V altered within wide limits. There was a very
nearly straight line relation between T V2 and
the throw.

We then made a series of measurements on a
circuit having a coil with a self-inductance L= 1.345
x 10-3 H, and a capacity of about 20,000 cm (air
condensers). Using the arrangement shown in
Fig. 4 we first investigated the proportionality
of the throw to the square of p.d. The results are
given in Table I.
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TABLE I.
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conclusively that the energy losses in the mercury -
vacuum key are extremely small, and may, without
appreciable errors, be neglected.

As a last check of the method, the ballistic
constant )3 of the electrometer was determined in
the manner sketched in Fig. 6. The data were :-
V1 = 432 volts, Cl = 0.25 x 10-1/2F, and
/t1 = 8,000 ohms. The corresponding value of B
is, according to (8a) -

B = 186.6 (volts)2.sec.
The throw of the electrometer was S = 109.5 mm,

and we have accordingly -

Voltage
V.

Volts.

Throw
S(observed).

mm

Throw S(cisi.)
,5(obs.).

culated)
mm mm

440
220
110

107.3
27.0

5.9

107.3
26.8
6.6

0.0
- 0.2
+ 0.7

The difference between the observed values and
those calculated on the basis of the square law are
not greater than can be accounted for as casual
errors.

Another series of tests is recorded in Table II.
An extra resistance, r, was here inserted in the cir-
cuit and the corresponding throws, 8, measured.
The value of the effective resistance, R, of the
circuit itself was then calculated by means of
formula (4).

TABLE II.

V = 432 volts. L = 1.345 x 10-4 H.

r S

ohms mm

Smean

mm

R

ohms

R-
RIlleall
ohms

f
Per
cent.

102.0 1

0 101.9
10l5

1_101.7
I

101.4 /

88.2

0.1 89.0
89.1

I

1-88.82
0.689 -I- 0.006 ± 1.0

89.0 )

71.1 1

70-70.3 69.9 1-70.93
1

0.690 + 0.007 -I- 1.0

72.0

58.2 1

5850.5 58.5 1-58.45
0.676 -0007 - 1.0

58.6 /

41.5 )

1.0 40.7
40.1

(. 40.70
I

0.669 - 0.015 - 2.2
40.5 /

261
25.82.0 26.0 26.1 0.691 + 0.008 + 1.2
26.5

Rwean = 0.683 ohms.

The close agreement between the observed and
the calculated throws in Table I, and between the
calculated values of R in Table II seems to prove

= s-= 1.701

During the same tests the throw caused by a
discharge through the oscillating circuit was equal
to 108 mm. We have, accordingly,

1-345 x 10-2
if- = 4322 - 8.108 = 183.6,

Or
R = 0.684 ohm.

This value agrees very well with the mean value,
R = 0.683 ohm, found in Table 11. This close
agreement also indicates very strongly that the error
due to the energy loss caused in the contact has
been eliminated.

The ballistic constant of the electrometer being
known, the effective resistance of an oscillating
circuit may be determined by the measurement of
one single throw, as we have

R I- V (12)
2 138

Conclusion.
The main advantages of the method are :-

(1) The method is very convenient in use,
being simple, reliable and quick.

(21 The method gives very accurate results as
compared with other methods.

(3) The method does not demand any h.f.
generator, and also completely eliminates all
inconveniences and troubles in connection with
tuning and coupling.
In carrying out this investigation I have been

ably assisted by Mr. Chr. Nyholm, E.E.

Telegraph and Telephone Laboratory of
The Royal Technical College, Copenhagen.

The Modern View of Electricity
and the Three Electrode Valve.

We have been asked to point out the following
corrections to the paper bearing the above title
recently published :

On page 70, col. 2, line 4, for " other " read
" ether."

On page 73, col. 1, for " an increase of plate
voltage of 20.5 negative gives us a rise of about
7 M.A.," read " an increase of plate voltage of
20.5 gives us a rise of 0.7 milliamps."
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A Single Valve Station
By N. WarrELEy.

NO doubt there are manyamateur wireless
enthusiasts who would like to erect their
own stations, but are prevented from doing

so from lack of space in which to erect an aerial
out of doors, so that probably the few notes below
of my experiences with an indoor aerial, together
with a brief description of the apparatus I am using,
will be of interest.

(T0 INSTRUMENTS

Fig, 1.

Fig. 1 shows the form of aerial in use. It is
made of ordinary bell wire (insulated) and is
stretched horizontally between two wooden beams
just below the roof. There is a total length, in-'
eluding lead to instruments, of approximately
50 ft. and the lines of the loop are 2 ft. apart.

V
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Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 shows the theoretical connections of the
set, the master instrument of which is a short-wave
tuner designed for wavelengths from 300 to 1,200
metres approximately. This instrument was made
for me by Mr. W. 0. A. Daniels, one ofmy colleagues
of the Bradford Wireless Society, and it has proved
very satisfactory.

The A.T.I. is a basket coil wound with No. 24
D.C.C. wire, and tappings are taken from it at
five points and brought to a switch on the ebonite
front panel. The tuning of the aerial circuit is
completed by means of a 0.0005 mfd. variable
condenser, which for short waves up to 1,200 metres
is connected in series. A switch is provided, by
means of which the condenser can be put in parallel
when necessary.

The Reactance Coil is also of the basket type,
and is wound with No. 28 D.C.C. wire, and the two
leads from it are taken outside the case to facilitate
changing the value of reactance for long wave.
The coil is mounted on the back of the case, which
is hinged so that tight or loose coupling can be
obtained.

The wood of the case acts as grid leak, the grid
condenser being screwed down to it.

I am at present using an " R " valve, which func-
tions very well with 50 volts H.T. and 4 volts on
the filament.

The telephones are 8,000 ohm Sullivans.
Fig. 3 gives a rough sketch of the front panel of

the main instrument, the case of which is finished
in mahogany, stained and polished.

a

CUT OUT FOR
SHORT-WAVE
A . T. I .

'PHONES

FIL.RES.

oo

e

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4 shows a home-made " Slab Coil " tuner
for long wave, and by the interchange of various
coils, wavelengths from 1,200 to 20,000 metres are
obtained, the 0.0005 condenser being in parallel.

As regards construction. The base is a polished
wood block (recessed), such as 'electricians use for
mounting tumbler switches, etc., and the upright
" D " is a piece of polished wood curtain rod,
1 in. in diameter, with a fd-in. hole drilled half
through. Into this hole is fitted a vulcanite rod
(in this case a chemical stirring rod) on which the
mounted slab coils slide. " A " is the A.T.I. and
" B " the Reactance, the two leads from each coil
being brought down to terminals on the base.

By opening the strap marked " A " in Fig. 1,
the short wave A.T.I. is disconnected. Similarly,
the two S.W. reactance leads are freed and the
front panel of the instrument then becomes a
valve panel only, and to it the long wave tuner
is connected in the usual manner.

The Slab Coils are wound with No. 36 D.S.C.
wire and immersed in wax and flexible leads are
connected to the two ends of each. Each coil is
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then wound with tape. The method of mounting
is very simple, and is shown in Fig. 5. Discs of
stiff card of suitable diameter are cut, and each disc

Fig. 4.

is glued concentrically to an ordinary wooden
cotton reel, and the centre of the card is pierced to
fit the rod on which the coils slide, " C." The
prepared coils are attached to the card discs by
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means of adhesive tape. I find that this arrange-
ment works very well.

I have been very agreeably surprised with the
performance of the set. All the principal European

ADHESIVE TAP

CARD DISC

COIL

Fig. 5.

stations come in quite loud, FL, POZ, HB, PCH
and SAJ, to instance a few, and Shipping comes in
very well on the pure note. Telephony is not so
good except from one or two local stations, but tak-
ing all factors into consideration, the apparatus
has far exceeded my expectations.

Amateur Inter -Valve Resistance Construction
By E. W. KITCHIN A,M.I.C.E.

VERY few amateurs who use circuits requiring
non -inductive resistances of many thousands
of ohms each, seem to care to tackle the

problem of making such for themselves ; and yet
it is not a very difficult matter to construct an article
giving results equal to those professionally made.

The writer has already described in these columns*
how a piece of wet cotton can be used for this
purpose, and a resistance made in such a manner
functions well.

TUBE BRASS SCREW PLUG

RESISTANCE POWDER

Fig. 1.

In response, however, to several requests, the
following notes have been prepared giving details
of how to construct a dry resistance of cylindrical
pattern ; which has obvious advantages, as its
overall length need not exceed one inch.

For each resistance there will be required a piece
of ebonite rod about three-quarters of an inch long ;
its diameter may be inch. A hole should be
drilled through the rod from end to end and then
tapped with No. 6 B.A. thread for inch at each
end, or:if preferred, right through. Ebonite tubing
can, of course, be used if of correct bore.

Two screw plugs will be needed, each about + inch
in length, and can be made from brass wire threaded

See Wireless IVorld, July 10th, 1900.

so as to screw into the tube. The ends of the plugs
which enter the tube should he filed quite flat and
smooth, the other ends may be rounded to fit
a deptessiOn in a spring clip.

We have now an insulating tube with a metal
plug screwed in each end, and an air space separating
the plugs. This space is to be filled with a powder
giving the required resistance.

Now carbon is a material possessing electrical
resistance, but not sufficient for the present purpose
if used alone. It is therefore necessary to dilute
the carbon, which will be in powder form, with
some inert powder ; and a convenient one is
chalk, preferably the precipitated variety. Ordinary
blacklead which is used for blacking stoves will
furnish the carbon, and a piece of this should be
carefully and lightly scraped with a knife until a
sufficient quantity of powder has accumulated.
This should be thoroughly dried, and the same
remark applies also to the chalk.

The carbon and chalk should next be very
thoroughly mixed together in the proportions of
1 part carbon to 2* parts chalk, all lumps being
crushed well. The resulting powder will be of a
moderately dark grey colour, and should give a
resistance in the tube of between 30,000 and 100,000
ohms. One of the plugs may now he screwed in
* inch into the tube, and the tube filled with the
powder, which should be rammed tight with a
match ; the filling and ramming process being
repeated until the tube is nearly full. The second
plug may then be inserted and both should then be
screwed in as tight as possible, due care being ob-
served that the ebonite tube is not split during the
operation. Each plug should now project * inch,
but if less than this, a little more powder should be
put in, and the plug again screwed up hard.

A trial test may now be made of the filled tube,
as the required resistance will probably be in the
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neighbourhood of 80,000 ohms, and some adjustment
of the filling may be needed. if no means are at
hand of making a quantitative test the tube may be
inserted in the circuit, and tried on actual signals :
if additional resistance (such as a piece of wet
cotton) in parallel with the tube improves results,
then the powder mixture requires a little more
carbon. This can be added to the unused mixture,
and the tube emptied and refilled ; and by this
trial -and -error method any desired value, within
limits, may be given to the resistance. The correct
value should be arrived at by the thiid trial, and
the mixed powder remaining over can then be
regarded as standard," and used for filling other
tubes.

It is of course an advantage if during these trials
the tube can be tested for results against a pro-
fessionally made resistance of the value required.

It will no doubt be recognised that it is of little
use attempting to give exact quantities for the pro-
portions of the powders necessary to produce a
given resistance, for these would have to be different
each time in accordance with the varying amount
of ramming given when filling the tube : the amounts
given above, however, will form a very good starting
point.

Should it be desired to alter the resistance of a
tube very slightly it may suffice to remove one
plug and take out a little powder, or add a very
little chalk, as may be needed : in the latter
case the end of the powder column, which will be
glazed with pressure, should be broken up with a
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pin and the added chalk incorporated with part of
the powder already there.

It will be understood that the dimensions given
above for tube and plugs can be varied if desired,
any change being compensated for by altering the
length of the powder column or its carbon per-
centage, or both.

When finally declared of the correct value the
tube should have a little shellac varnish run round
where brass and ebonite meet, after which it may be
regarded as permanent provided the powders were
quite dry before filling.

Fig. 2.

A convenient way to hold the tube in position
in the circuit is to make two clips of thin springy
brass, as shewn in Fig. 2, with a recess in each made
with a round punch. The tube can then be sprung
into place.

A Simple Rotary Converter
BY E. A. PYWELL.

AFTER trying numerous ways of utilising the
A.C. mains for wireless purposes, I finally
decided on the small, home-made rotary

converter which is described below.
This machine has given every satisfaction in

Fig. I.

charging the accumulators which I use on my
wireless set, consisting of the usual filament lighting
batteries, and also a Hart 50 -volt accumulator,
which I installed some time ago in place of dry
batteries. It consists principally of an " Altema
cycle generator, which is a six -pole machine and
has a wound stator with a revolving field magneto.

I found that this machine worked very well as
a synchronous motor when its stator windings were
supplied with A.C. at about 5 volts, the speed being
1,000 R.P.M. at 50 v. after being started by some
external means.

The converting gear consists of two slip -rings
and a twelve -part commutator, mounted on the
projecting shaft. Alternate segments of the latter
are simply used as spacers to prevent short -
circuiting, leaving six " live " segments, three of
which are connected to one slip -ring and three to
the other, alternately, a brush rocker being provided
so as to obtain maximum rectified current.

I have adapted an old core type 200/50 v. light-
ing transformer for use with this machine, and by
means of the switchboard, seen in the top left-
hand corner of the photograph (Fig. 1), any
voltage in 5 -volt steps can be obtained.

The whole arrangement will probably be better
understood after a careful study of the diagram of
connections (Fig. 2).

It will be seen that provision is made for electrical
starting from the commutator side. With 6 or
8 volts the machine will run as a D.C. motor when
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the stator winding is connected temporarily across
the slip -rings by switch S 3, the speed being
controlled by a variable resistance, R. When the
correct speed is reached, the synchronising lamp,
S.L., only just glows, and S 3 is put into the down
position. The machine then runs as a synchronous
motor, and after the correct A.C. voltage is obtained,
say 10 per cent. above accumulator voltage, S 1 is
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current, if reasonably good insulation is provided,
and the efficiency is remarkably good for so small
a machine, the only appreciable loss being the
power required to drive it-about 10 watts.

In conclusion, a study of the wave -form of the
rectified current illustrated in Fig. 3, may be of
interest.

It will be seen that a series of peaks is obtained

Fig. 3.

closed and the charging current adjusted by
variable resistance. A " charge " and " dis-
charge " ammeter is used so as to be sure that the
current is in the right direction. It is found,
however, that the polarity is always correct when
the machine is started up in the manner indicated.

This rotary converter will safely give 100 watts
D.C. and any voltage with proportionately less

AVERAGE
RECTFLD VOLTAGE

ACCdPAULATCR
VOLTAGE

and that when the A.C. instantaneous voltage falls
below the accumulator voltage the circuit is
automatically opened by the spacing segments on
the commutator. Consequently, no reverse current
can flow from the batteries and the charging
current is due to the difference between the
average rectified voltage and the accumulator
voltage.

The Future of the Wireless Telephone
ONE has only to pick up an American news-

paper in order to appreciate how fully the
wireless telephone has entered into the

every -day life of Americans, who have been quick
to appreciate its value, not only as a source of
entertainment in the transmission of musical
selections for the benefit of every home equipped
with a wireless receiver, but also a tool in the
purpose of education and the distribution of general
information. Just as the cinematograph, which
was at first launched solely as an entertainment, is
now being used more and more in the purpose of
education, so the wireless telephone can be employed
for purposes of much greater value to the com-
munity than the mere transmission of concerts to
individual homes.

Undoubtedly there is a fast-growing interest in

wireless in this country and no stronger indication
could be given than the very considerable attention
which has been devoted recently to the subject by
the daily press. This public interest has been
largely stimulated by the action of the Wireless
Society of London in obtaining recently the
official sanction for the transmission of a weekly
programme of telephony and calibration waves
specially intended for the benefit of the amateur.
These weekly transmissions, conducted by the
Marconi Scientific Instrument Company, Ltd., are
now listened to by an appreciative end ever-
increasing audience, but it is not likely that the
progress of the wireless telephone will stop here,
and we may look forward to the time, when the
wireless telephone will take its place amongst
domestic equipments.
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In this connection, the opinions expressed by Mr.

Godfrey Isaacs. Managing Director of Marconi's
Wireless Telegraph Company, Ltd., are of extreme
interest.

Mr. Godfrey Isaacs looks forward to the time
when there will be a wireless receiving apparatus
in every home and he outlines a programme for an
organised public service which the Marconi Company
is ready to put into operation as soon as the neces.
sary authority has been obtained. In a statement
made to the Press, Mr. Godfrey Isaacs said :

" You will probably have seen what has been
taking place in the United States. There the thing
has become a very great trade, and has developed
very quickly. In my opinion, wireless telephony
is destined to play a big part in the future in every
country. Personally, I think that we shall be
dependent on it in many ways, especially in the
matter of general home propaganda, such as
important speeches or proclamations, or anything
of great importance which has to reach all parts of
the country promptly. In addition, much will be
done in the way of education, music, and, no doubt,
by the transmission of weather news to farmers.

" My hope is that, in time, every home will have
a wireless set. Our programme is more particularly
to supply the instruments to the householder on
hire. Our idea is to have broad -casting ' stations,
say, two or three, in different parts of the country,
and to have a programme for different hours of the
day. We shall transmit by particular wavelengths
-if we get assistance, as I have no doubt we shall,
from the authorities-which will be so confined as
to reach only those who hire these particular
receivers, so that nobody else will be disturbed,
and the telephonic receivers will not be disturbed
either by wireless telegraphic or telephonic com-
munication.

" This, I think, will be the first start of the
organisation, and subsequently, not only will there
be a home service, but it will be possible to subscribe
for a Continental service as well, from any part
of the world, which one desires. I do not mean, of
course, that that will happen to -morrow or the next
day, but that I foresee as the ultimate development
of what is now known as broad -casting.' I can
quite well imagine that it will be possible before
long for a man to have an apparatus fixed in a
motor -car or train and to receive information while
he is travelling."

Referring to the United States, Mr. Isaacs said
that wireless telephony there had gone ahead very
quickly-too quickly, he thought. He should not
aim at doing the thing in this country in quite the
same way as it is done there. He should want to
see the problem more seriously handled here ; in
America it was becoming somewhat of a craze.
They were only waiting for the necessary facilities,
and he thought that the Government intended to
give them. In America there was no Government
control at all ; in this country, of course, there was.
While there were certain advantages in America
from the lack of control, he thought that here we
should eventually derive benefit if a certain amount
of reasonable Government control was exercised.
so as to prevent what might otherwise become a
nuisance.

As to the question of cost, Mr. Isaacs said that
he calculated the system could be carried out very
econothically. The receiving apparatus, which
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would be all that the householder would require,
would be leased at quite a modest amount per
annum. In America the apparatus was being sold,
but he thought that was a great mistake. Modifi-
cations would be introduced from time to time in
the apparatus, and once a man had bought his
property he would not feel happy if, soon after,
he had to buy something better. Of course, if the
public wanted to buy the apparatus they could do
so, but he recommended a system of hiring.

" I do not think," added Mr. Isaacs, " that
anybody realises how big a thing this is going to be.
A message sent out by the Government or the police
could be in every home in the country in a second.
We have been perfecting this system for a long time.
At present, owing to regulations, we have been only
able to give wireless concerts for about a quarter
of an hour each week, but I anticipate that very
shortly matters with regard to regulations will be
more or less settled, and then we shall be prepared
to go forward. We have been working in close
touch and co-operation with the big American,
German and French firms."

In an interview granted The Wireless World and
Radio Review, Mr. Isaacs emphasised that every-
thing was ready, so far as the Marconi Company
was concerned, for going ahead with the supply to
the public of wireless telephones in the home and
that the moment the necessary authority could be
obtained the project would be put into operation.
The type of set which would be supplied would vary
according to the distances over which reception
would be required, a guarantee of good reception
with the apparatus would be a strong point.
Asked whether such a service to the public might
not lead to competition with the daily newspapers.
it was pointed out that the services of the daily
press would not be interfered with in any way.

Notes
The Genoa Bulletins.

Press Bulletins relating to the Genoa Conference
are being transmitted from the station IDO,
S. Paolo, Rome, daily on 1,850 metres C.W. The
periods of transmission are 1500 G.M.T. for
30 minutes, and 2300 G.M.T. for 2 hours.

The Berne Service.
On the occasion of the opening of the new

high speed wireless service between Berne
(Switzerland) and Ongar (Essex) on April 12th a
number of messages of appreciation of the new
service were exchanged between prominent persons
in this country and in Switzerland. The service
opened with a message to the King from the
President of the Swiss Federation, in the following
terms :-

His Majesty, King George V, Windsor.
I am sure that I shall comply with the senti-

ments of the Swiss people in renewing to Your
Majesty by this first message transmitted by
the radio telegraphique service linking up our
two countries the sentiments of traditional and
constant friendship of Switzerland for Great
Britain, and in expressing the wish that the
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ties which unite them already may develop
each day.

HAAB, President of the Federation.
In the note regarding the Berne-Ongar Service,

which was published in the issue of The Wireless
World and Radio Review for April 22nd, the call of
the Berne Station was incorrectly given as HBD,
this should have been given as HBB.
Programme of the 2MT Transmissions.

We are informed that on Tuesday, May 2nd,
in the transmission of telephony from 2MT, it is
hoped to include solos by the famous Scandinavian
tenor, Mr. Laurencz Melchior, and on that occasion
also, an address will be given by Mr. Stanley Lupino,
of the Gaiety Theatre.

Correspondence
To the Editor of THE WIRELESS WORLD AND

RADIO REVIEW.
Re Harmonics.

SIR,-I would like to confirm the opinion of your
correspondent., Gordon Barnes, that Mr. Clinker's
explanation of the phenomenon noticed by
" Experimenter " is correct. It is really a con-
tradiction in terms to speak of a " lower " harmonic,
implying one whose period is greater than the
fundamental, the prefixes " higher " and " lower "
being redundant unless used in a relative sense.

Fourier's principle states that any physical
quantity which is periodic in time, i.e., which repeats
its variations exactly in periods is resolvable into
a series of sine components (usually of decreasing
amplitude) of fundamental, and a number of
harmonic frequencies which are (and this is the
point of Fourier's principle) exactly multiple
frequencies of the fundamental. The lowest
component in the series is necessarily the funda-
mental.

In any kind of oscillation, it is necessary to
distinguish between the ordinary harmonics which
are really nothing else than irregularities in the
fundamental (e.g., those caused by working beyond
the straight portion of a valve characteristic curve,
or those existing in an alternator voltage wave,
which may be called " forced " harmonics), and
other free modes of oscillation. A system can have
other modes of oscillation which are not exactly
multiple frequencies of the fundamental, though in
simple cases, e.g., that of the stretched wire, referred
to by your correspondent, the free modes of
oscillation are exact multiples. If, however, the
string were weighed at any point, it would then
have other free modes of oscillation which were not
multiples of the fundamental, whilst at the same
time the fundamental could have irregularities
which were.

An electrical example which will occur to your
readers is that of a receiving coil shunted by a
condenser in which, owing to distributed capacity
effects, oscillations can occur at higher frequencies,
not exactly multiple, of the fundamental. Thus
the total effect would not necessarily be strictly
periodic.

It would appear that the oscillation generated
by an arc or valve transmitter is perfectly periodic
because we do not seem to be able to tune in on
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any other wavelengths than the exact sub -multiples,
though there appears no reason why other free
modes of oscillation should not be excited (the arc
or valve being only an agent, not determining the
frequencies like an alternator), each of which has
its own fundamental, with it4 irregularities, i.e.,
harmonics.

On my own set, at present of the single valve
auto heterodyne arrangement, ranging from 300
to 35,000 metres, I can frequently hear stations well
above Bordeaux, Carnarvon particularly, on 28,000
metres, and I have never considered this otherwise
than that it is a forced oscillation of Carnarvon
frequency beating with the second harmonic of
my own oscillation. One of the tests for this has
already been described in your columns, viz.,
that the maximum strength of such a signal appears
with a relatively larger amount of reaction than in
the case of a fundamental or ordinary harmonic,
but there is another, namely, that the rate at which
the beat note rises on either side of the dead
point in such a reception is twice (or more as the
case may be) as great as for the ordinary funda-
mental.

Further remarks from Mr. Clinker would be
interesting.

E. FOWLER CLARK.
Derby.

April 7th, 1922.
NOTES ON A DIRECT -READING RADIO

DIRECTION FINDER.
To the Editor of THE WIRELESS WORLD AND

RADIO REVIEW.
Sta,-As THE RADIO REVIEW ceases publication

and is incorporated with your journal, I beg you
to allow publication of this letter, answering
Mr. Artom's letter published in the last number
of THE RADIO REVIEW under the above title.

Mr. Artom's letter, besides its discourteous and
peremptory tone, contains several inexactitudes :

1.-It is incorrect that the County Court and the
Cassation Courts of Turin have established Mr.
Artom's priority to the invention of the magnetic
radiogoniometer. The County Court Judgment
(July 18th, 1914) neatly declares : " IT IS NOT
DECIDED HERE WHETHER THE INVENTIONS MAKING
THE OBJECT OF THE ITALIAN PATENTS No. 88,765
AND 88,766 WERE MADE BY THE SCIENTISTS BROWN
AND BLONDEL OR BY MR. ARTOM OR BY MESSRS.
BELLINI AND TOSI
The Cessation Courts (June 8th, 1915) did not
affirm anything, as their duty was simply dealing
with formal matters. The public act of April 5th,
1912, does not deal at all with radiogoniometers.
I hold these three documents at the disposal of
any who may be interested to see them.

What is most striking is the fact that at the dis-
cussion I and my partners asked the Courts to
decide who was the inventor of the magnetic
radiogoniometer and that it was Mr. Artom who
was opposed to the Courts taking this point
into consideration. The object of the litigation
was the Artom directive system employing cir-
cularly or elliptically polarised waves.

2.-The Italian, French and German Patents
cannot be referred to for claiming priority, as these
Patents can be obtained in anyone's name, be he
the inventor or not. Only the British, Canadian,
Indian, U.S., Australian, etc., Patents can be
referred to for this purpose as to obtain these
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Patents it is necessary to declare or to swear to
be the sole and real inventor. All these Patents
for the magnetic radiogoniometer are in the names
Bellini and Tosi.

The Patents for the electrostatic radiogonio-
meter are also all in my name.

3.- It would be too long and tedious to explain
how Mr. Artom was able to obtain the Italian,
French and German Patents in his name. What
is interesting to know is that I had communicated
my invention to Mr. Artom with my letters to
him dated February 27th and March 1st, 1907,
and that Mr. Artom answered me on March 4th
acknowledging receipt of my letters and of my in-
vention. The translation of the part of this letter
concerning the invention of the magnetic radio-
goniometer is as follows :-

" I THANK YOU FOR YOUR LETTERS OF
FEBRUARY 27TH AND MARCH 1ST. I VERY MUCH
APPROVE THE APPARATUS PROPOSED AND IMAGINED
BY YOU FOR .CHE DETERMINATION OF THE AZIMUTH
AND I HOPE THAT YOU WILL ALSO SUCCEED IN
OVERCOMING THE DIFFICULTIES OF CONSTRUC-
TION WITH WHICH YOU WILL MEET. ALTOGETHER
IT WOULD BE CONVENIENT TO COVER THE THING
IMMEDIATELY BY A PATENT."

The photographic reproduction of this letter
appeared in the Electrician advertisement pages
for January 2nd and February 13th, 1920.

4.-Mr. Artom does not answer my technical
observations upon the direct -reading radiogonio-
meter set forth by him. 1 am, therefore, justified
in admitting that he finds my observations right,
in spite of his contrary declarations.

E. BELLINI.
Enghien-les-Bains,

April 10th, 1922.

To the Editor of THE WIRELESS WORLD
AND RADIO REVIEW.

SIE,-ThiS is to tell you I have just received very
good signals from station 2 CV. I heard him
several times from 2103 till 2126 G.M.T., when I
closed down.

His signals were pure C.W. on about 400 metres
and were quite strong and remarkably steady ; I
could read them easily through heavy QRN. He
was working with station 2 DM.

Being unable to find this station on the lists I
have I would very much appreciate your letting
2 CV know of his reception here and that I am
at his entire disposal for more details.

Yours sincerely,
LEON DELOY.

" French 8 AB."
Radio -Club de la Cote D'Azur,

Nice.
Sunday. April 16th, 1922. (2200 G.M.T.).

8 AB.-(M. Leon Deloy, Villa des Hautes-Roches,
55, Boulevard Mont -Boron, Nice) transmits almost
daily on 525 metres C.W. from 2100 to 2115 and
listens in on 200 metres between 2045 and 2230
B.S.T.
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Calendar of Current Events
Saturday, April 29th.

' LUTON WIRELESS SOCIETY.
Public Exhibition.
SUNDERLAND WIRELESS AND SCIENTIFIC

SOCIETY.
At the Technical College, " Telephony," by
Mr. T. Brown Thomson.

Tuesday, May 2nd.
TRANSMISSION OF TELEPHONY at 7 to 7.25 p.m.
on 700 metres, followed by C.W. Calibration
Signals on 1,000 metres, by 2MT from Writtle,
near Chelmsford.

Wednesday, May 3rd.
COWES AND DISTRICT RADIO SOCIETY.

" The Application of Three -Electrode Valves to
Transmitting."

INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
(WIRELESS SECTION).

6 p.m.-" Prevention of Interference in Wireless
Telegraphy " (Provisional), by Mr. C. S. Franklin.

Thursday, May 4th.
KENSINGTON WIRELESS SOCIETY.

8.30 p.m.-At 2, Penywern Road.
" The Inner Mysteries of Thermionic Valve
Manufacture," by Mr. J. F. Turner (Wandsworth
Wireless Society).
WEST LONDON WIRELESS AND EXPERIMENTAL

ASSOCIATION.
" Lantern Lecture and Demonstration," by
Mr. Oswald Carpenter, Associate I.R.E.

Friday, May 5th.
WIRELESS SOCIETY OF HIGHGATE.

Production of Low -Frequency Oscillations by
the Valve," by Mr. L. Grinstead.

INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS
(LONDON STUDENTS' SECTION).

7 p.m.-" Electrically Oscillatory Discharges," by
Mr. R. P. Howgrave-Graham.

Thursday, May 11th.
LIVERPOOL AMATEUR WIRELESS SOCIETY.

Demonstration of Recording, by Mr. W. A.
Brooke.
WEST LONDON WIRELESS AND EXPERIMENTAL

ASSOCIATION.
" Transformer Coupled H.F. Amplification,"
by Mr. Edward Mc.T. Reece.

Friday, May 12th.
PHYSICAL SOCIETY.

5 p.m.-At the Imperial College of Science,
South Kensington. " Experiments with Neon
Gas Filled Lamps," demonstration, by Mr.
S. 0. Pearson, B.Sc., and Mr. H. Anson.

WIRELESS SOCIETY OF HIGHGATE.
" The Action of the Valve in the Light of the
Electron Theory," by Mr. D. H. Eade.
LEEDS AND DISTRICT AMATEUR WIRELESS

SOCIETY.
" The Principles of Tuning," by Mr. H. F.
Yardley.

Saturday, May 13th.
INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.

(LONDON STUDENTS' SECTION).
Afternoon.-Visit to Victoria Telephone Ex.
change.
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Wireless Club Reports
NOTE.-Under this heading the Editor will be pleased to give publication to reports of the meetings of Wireless
Clubs and Societies. Such reports should be submitted without covering letter in the exact form in which they
are to appear and as concise as possible, the Editor reserving the right to edit and curtail the reports ifnecessary.The Editor will be pleased to consider for publication papers read before Societies. An
Asterisk denotes affiliation with the Wireless Society of London.

Bradford Wireless Society.*
o Hon. Secretary, Mr. J. Bever, 85, Emm Lane,

Heaton, Bradford.
A meeting was held in the Club Room at 7.45 p.m.

on April 7th, Mr. W. C. Ramshaw in the chair.
Following the business of the meeting, three new
members were elected.

o The Chairman, then called upon Mr. N. Whiteley
to give his address on " Mesopotamia." The
lecturer commenced with a brief geographical
survey of the country. and followed this up with an
outline of the British campaigns there, ending with
his own personal wireless experiences in that country
and India. The lecture was admirably illustrated
by lantern slides made from the lecturer's own
photographs and was very much enjoyed by those
present. A hearty vote of thanks was carried
unanimously.

Will all interested in the Society please note that
during the temporary absence of the Hon. Secretary,

- all communications should be addressed to the
Organising Secretary, Mr. N. Whiteley, 8, Warrels
Terrace, Brantley, Leeds, when they will receive
prompt attention.

Dartford and District Wireless Society.*
Hon. Secretary, Mr. E. C. Deavin, 81, Hawley

Road. Dartford.
The members of the above Society held their

usual 'fortnightly meeting on Friday, April 7th.
1922. Mr. J. R. Smith, A.M.T.E.E., Vice -President,
in the chair. Opportunity was taken on this
occasion to thoroughly test the aerial since the
desired alterations had been carried out and it was
very gratifying to note a considerable improvement.

The Society's crystal receiving set had been over-
hauled and reconditioned by Mr. Lynn and is now
satisfactory, giving good signals. A 3 -valve set
with reaction was brought for demonstration by Mr.
O'Keeffe, also a single valve amplification set,
using a 5 electrode valve, by Mr. Prangnell, the
Assistant Secretary. This valve amplifies approxi-
mately six times and is provisionally patented by
Mr. Prangnell. Extremely good signals were
received, the results on these home -constructed
instruments being very satisfactory.

Mr. Prangnell also gave descriptive circuits for
transmission and reception, using his special valve.

Kensington Wireless Society.*
A meeting was held at 2, Penywern Road on

Thursday, April 6th. After the business of the
evening had been disposed of, Mr. F. H. Haynes
presented a paper on " Methods of Amplification
and the Construction of Amplifying Apparatus."

He described all the modern methods of obtaining
amplification and the merits of each, giving con-
structional details of the transformers, resistances,
condensers, etc., used in each case.

The meeting was temporarily adjourned at 9.15
p.m. to " listen in " to the concert which was being

transmitted to the Aeolian Hall, and to examine a
Johnson-Rahbeck Agate Loud Speaker Amplifier
made by Mr. Haynes. the instrument being
capable of giving tremendous amplification without
distortion.

On resuming, the lecturer concluded by giving
details of some novel types of amplifier with which
he is experimenting.

Some discussion ensued, after which Mr. Haynes
was very heartily thanked, and the meeting was
adjourned.

Next meeting, Thursday, May 4th.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. W. J. Henderson, 2, Holly-

wood Road, South Kensington.
Leamington Spa and Warwick.

Mr. Frank A. Sleath, of 31, Archery Road.
Leamington Spa, and late Secretary to the Graves.
end Wireless Society, is desirous of forming a
Wireless Society in the Leamington and Warwick
district.

Will all those who are interested communicate
with him, or call between 2.30 and 4 p.m. on
Sundays.

Judging by the interference on " Concert " nights
there must be several amateurs in the immediate
vicinity who are either experiencing great difficulty
in getting 2 MT, or they are getting the music
with a beautiful " howl " accompaniment.
The Leeds and District Amateur Wireless

Society.*
Hon, Secretary, Mr. D. E. Pettigrew, 37, Mex-

borough Avenue, Chapeltown Road, Leeds.
A General Meeting was held on Friday, April 14th,

at the Leeds University, Mr. G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.
(Vice -President), taking the chair at 8.30 p.m.
The Chairman called upon Capt. F. A. Whitaker,
R.E. (Vice -President), to deliver a paper on the
subject of " High Frequency Amplification."

As the subject has been receiving much attention
lately, the lecture was particularly enjoyable and
in keeping with the times. Capt. Whitaker com-
menced with a brief explanation of the terms
rectification, high frequency amplification, and low
frequency magnification, and with the aid of rough
blackboard characteristic curves showed just how
it was possible to work the valve accordingly. He
proceeded to show why H.F. amplification is to be
preferred for general reception. H.F. amplification
is by no means as straightforward a procedure as
L.F. magnification, but in the long run it pays to
put in the valves on the H.F. side of the rectifier.
Moreover, it is practically essential to use H.F.
amplification to get really strong and clear speech
or music when receiving telephony.

Various methods of coupling triodes together
when operating at radio frequency were next con-
sidered ; the lecturer touching on the practical side
of business frequently. These modes of coupling
included many types of inductively coupled circuits,
such as the ordinary copper wire aperiodic tightly
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coupled air core transformer ; ditto, with condensers
in shunt across the primary andior secondary for
" tuned " transformers ; resistance wound aperiodic
and periodic transformers, etc. Capt. Whitaker
did not definitely state that these various H.F.
transformers did transform electromagnetically or
whether it was an electrostatical effect ; but one
thing is certain, and that is by not committing
himself, Capt. Whitaker undoubtedly saved the
meeting from a heated discussion later on. He
also explained certain methods of direct coupling,
wherein it is usual to rectify at the next valve with
the aid of a grid condenser, which in addition success-
fully insulates the grid of that valve from the
positive H.T. supplying the H.F. valve. Resistance
capacity and reactance capacity couplings were next
considered and explained in detail. Nevertheless
the lecturer, unknowingly, completely ionized some
of those present (including the Hon. Secretary) with
regard to the latter type of coupling. He referred
the meeting to the current issue of The Wireless
World and Radio Review for further information on
this particular system of coupling. Radio frequency
amplifiers using iron core transformers were touched
upon, as were certain types of H.F. sets using
condensers only. Capt. Whitaker had on view
numerous types of H.F. transformers, including
one of the iron core type.

A lively discussion was then opened, and Capt.
Whitaker was kept very busy for some time. The
subject offered so large a field for argument that
the discussion could have proceeded almost
indefinitely, but eventually the meeting came to
the conclusion that, as Capt. Whitaker said in the
course of his lecture, " some very funny things
happen with H.F. amplifiers," and so the meeting
was closed after a hearty vote of thanks had been
accorded to Capt. Whitaker at 10.40 p.m.
Sheffield and District Wireless Society.*

Hon. Secretary, Mr. L. H. Crowther, A.M.I.E.E.,
156, Meadow Head, Norton Woodseats, Sheffield.

On the 7th inst., at the Department of Applied
Science, George Square, Sheffield, Mr. F. Gilber-
thorpe gave an interesting paper on " Syntony and
Resonance " as applied to radio communication by
slides, diagrams and formula.

The importance of resonance in its application to
physical phenomena was clearly demonstrated, also
the accidental production of resonance in low
frequency circuits and the effect of resistance and
damping.

A full discussion followed, after which the lecturer
was given a very hearty vote of thanks.

The Society has now received a transmitting
licence for permission to communicate with the
Manchester Wireless Society between certain defined
hours, which will bo advised later.

Sussex Wireless Research Society.*
Hon. Secretary, Mr. Edward Hughes, B.Sc.,

A.M.I.E.E., The Technical College, Brighton.
At a meeting of the above Society held at Cottes-

more School, Upper Drive, Hove, the President,
Capt. Hoghton, M.Inst.P., gave a lecture dealing
with " Recent Developments in Valves." The
action of the 4 -electrode valve was explained and
the applications of these valves to transmission and
reception circuits was dealt with. Capt. Hoghton
also explained at length the principle underlying
the action of the dynatron, and emphasised the
advantages and immense possibilities of a valve
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possessing " negative " resistance. The lecturer
finally dealt. briefly with the developments that are
taking place in regard to filament construction and
the mechanical design of valves.
The West London Wireless and Experimental

Association.*
Hon. Secretary, Mr. Horace W. Cotton, 19,

Bushey Road, Harlington, Middlesex.
At the meeting held on Thursday, April 6th,

buzzer practice was given by Mr. Winnett and many
members availed themselves of the opportunity to
brighten up their Morse.

Following this the Association's apparatus was
tuned up and the concert specially transmitted by
the Marconi Scientific Instrument Co. to the Aeolian
Hall at 9.15 p.m. was successfully picked up and
with the aid of the loud speaker all present were
able to hear the music sent out. After this the
President announced that the Committee hoped to
fix up a half -day outing during June and the Secre-
tary was going to get in touch with the authorities
with a view to paying a visit to the Croydon Radio
Station and Aerodrome. However, more of this
anon.

Members are specially requested to make a note
of the forthcoming lectures taee Calendar of Current
Events).

The Secretary will have much pleasure in replying
to applications regarding objects of the Association
and on qualifications for membership.

Another successful meeting was held Thursday
evening, April 13th. Morse practice was again
kindly given by Mr. R. P. Winnett . afterwards
" listening in " with the aid of the loud speaker
resulted in the reception of music and telephony.
A paper was then read by Mr. Winnett entitled
" Land Telegraphy." The simplex and duplex
systems were minutely described and explained
with the assistance of diagrams. Questions were
invited and the speaker fully replied to those who
had questioned him.

The Vice -President, Mr. F. E. Studt, took the
opportunity to present a short wave tuner, of his
own construction, together with a chart of curves
to the Association, and a very hearty vote of thanks
was accorded him for this very useful gift. IN ith
this latest addition to our apparatus it will now be
possible to receive signals and radio telephony on
very short wavelengths.

The Secretary desires all members to bear in mind
the previously announced demonstrations.

It is hoped to shortly announce definite date for
half -day outing and members are asked to carefully
watch the " Calendar of Current Events for all
future information.

The Secretary will have much pleasure in answer-
ing any enquiries respecting objects of the Associa-
tion and qualifications for momben'hip.
The Wireless and Experimental Association.*

At the Central Hall, Peckham, on April 12th, the
Association had the pleasure of listening to a lecture
on transmitting by their old member, Lieut. Owen.

Few of our members have transmitting licences,
but, like the boy who cut his drum open, we dread-
fully want to know where the sound comes from and
it adds greatly to our interest in receiving signals
if we know perfectly well how they are sent out.
A trial has been arranged for comparison of a 500
cycle transmission and a 50 cycle transmission and
many of the cars will he strained to detect the
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difference, if any. Many were the useful hints and
data given as to winding transformers for trans-
mission, and no longer should our wireless neigh-
bours 20 miles away make cursory remarks about
the broadness of front of our spark transmission
wave.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. George Sutton, A.M.1.E.E.,
18, Mefferd Road, S.E.22.

The North Essex Wireless Society.
Headquarters, 15. Rayne Road, Braintree.
On April 4th the members of the North Essex

Wireless Society arranged a free public lecture and
demonstration of IN ireless reception at the Y.M.C.A.
Hall. Braintree. The President of the Society iMr.
H. E. Adshead, B.A. ) gave the leeture and the
apparatus was demonstrated by Messrs. Gordon
Castagnoli and F. T. Smith. The former gentleman

O kindly lent all the apparatus, including; home-made
loud speakers. The Hall was well filled and the
audience were able to hear the well-known Marconi
concert from 2 MT and applauded each item to
show their appreciation.

The apparatus used consisted of two H.F. trans
former coupled valves, one detector and four L.F.
valves, making in all a very efficient seven -valve
receiver.

The Secretary made formal announcements on
the work of the Society and suggested that the
occasion should brim: several new members.

Thanks were accorded to the lecturer and
demonstrators in the usual hearty manner and
several donations were received by the Secretary
towards the Society's work.
Southampton and District Wireless Society.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. T. H. Cutler, 24, Floating
Bridge Road, Southampton.

At the meeting of the above Society, held at its
Headquarters, the Kingsland Assembly Rooms, on
Wednesday last, April 12th, a most interesting and
enjoyable evening was spent. After the usual
buzzer practice, business of the Club was com-
menced. Minutes of the last meeting were read
and approved.

The Secretary announced that a cheque had been
received from Sir G. Cooper for the Club funds, also
that General Sir I. Phillips, M.P., and W. Dudley
Ward, Esq., M.P., had both accepted the
Presidency of the Club, and had both kindly
presented cheques, the one from Mr. Dudley Ward
being a particularly substantial one, much needed.

It was also announced that Dr. J. T. M. Mc-
Dougall and 0. South, Esq., had accepted the Vice -
Presidency of the Club and also promised to assist

tr the Society in whatever they required. After all
the correspondence was read Mr. Bateman wasasked to continue his lecture on " Accumulator
Charging." and the " Wheatstone Bridge." The
lecture outlined most clearly the working of the
Wheatstone Bridge. At the conclusion all questions
put to the lecturer were answered to the satisfaction
of the members. The meeting finally closed at
10 p.m.

The large numbers of members present indicate
the keen interest which is being taken locally
in Wireless Telegraphy, and also in the lectures.
Stoke-on-Trent Wireless and Experimental

Society.
Hon. Secretary, Mr. F. T. Jones, 3(10, Cobridge

Road, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent.
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The Society held an exhibition and demonstration
of wireless apparatus in the Town Hall, Burden.,
from March 10th to April 1st.

The exhibition was attended by considerable
success, this being in a great measure due to the
hearty and loyal co-operation of the members. A
considerable amount of apparatus (representative
of all types) was placed on exhibition by the
members and the. room showed quite an imposing
and pleasing appearance.

An attractive programme was arranged, three
different types of apparatus being used in turn for
demonstrations in reception. At intervals Messrs.
A. H. Wilson and F. Jenkinson treated the visitors
to a short but apparently much appreciated lecture
on the subject of New Wireless Works."

Arrangements were made for the showing, in an
adjoining room, of two " Bray Pictorial " cinemato-
graph films, the first illustrated the working of the
ordinary telephone and the second conveyed in a
very simple manner to the lay mind the principle
underlying wireless telephony. This was followed
by a description of and demonstrations with X-rays.
At one time a considerable stir was caused amongst
the visitors by the reception of telephony which
was audible to all by means of an amplifier and
loud speaker.

Our thanks are due to the Wireless Press for a
good selection of books, which were much appre-
ciated, and to the Hart Accumulator Co., for the
loan of accumulators for show purposes.

Many expressions of appreciation have been
received from members of the public, and all the
Society's members feel that they have been amply
repaid for the time and trouble expended by these
alone. The Society's funds have been substantially
benefited and an appreciable increase in the member-
ship has resulted.

Wolverhampton and District Wireless Society.
On the 5th April, at a General Meeting held at

Headquarters, 26, King Street, Wolverhampton,
the Vice -Chairman, Mr. Ceo. W. Fairall, read apaper on " The Early History of Electricity."
Commencing with the lodestone and its discovery
he took his hearers through the years of progress
to modern electric lighting and telegraphy, inter
spersing his remarks with anecdotes of the great
men to whom we owe so much. Some of these were
amusing, and his description of Edison rubbing two
cats together to generate electricity showed a
humorous side of science. A piece of the first
Atlantic cable was handed round for inspection
and Mr. Fairall's paper came to an end all too soon.

At the meeting held on the 12th April, Mr. A. E.
Jones gave a lecture on Accumulators, pointing out
the necessity of using the correct proportions of
brimstone sulphuric acid and distilled water and
the general care of accumulators if trouble was to
be avoided and what. to do when matters went
wrong. His lecture will probably save some of the
members' batteries " going west," and incidentally,
their pocket, money.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. Geo. W. Jones, 8, Roseberry
Street, Wolverhampton.

Border Wireless Club.
Mr. James W. Blake, The Square, Kelso, Scotland,

will be pleased to hear from gentlemen in the Border
Counties who are interested in wireless, and who are
desirous of forming a Border Wireless Club.
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Lincoln Wireless and Scientific Society.*
With a view to attracting new members a public

exhibition of wireless apparatus was given by the
Society in the Gymnasium at the Municipal
Technical School, Lincoln, on April 11th and 12th,
1922.. Most of the apparatus shown was home-
made by members of the Society, and sets
were exhibited by Messrs. Astill, Bates, Cottam,
Elsey, Friskney, Harrison, Herring, Issott, Mawer
and Townhill.

A set of " Tingey " units; the property of the
Technical School, was also on view.

C.A.V. accumulators supplied the current for the
various sets and the local agent had a stand of
various electrical apparatus.

On Tuesday evening the concert given by 2 MT
was picked up on Mr. Harrison's home-made set,
and by means of a loud speaker, the visitors,
numbering about 300, were given a musical treat,
which to many of them was a great surprise, and
numerous comments were heard on the clearness of
the speech. Later in the evening Mr. A. E. Collis,
M.I.M.E., Whit.Ex., Head Master of the Technical
School, expressed his appreciation of the trouble
taken and the great amount of work done by the
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Chairman and members of the Wireless Society to
give the public such splendid results of their study
of wireless.

At intervals during both Tuesday and Wednesday
evenings, Mr. C. Friskney (Chairman of the Society)
explained to the visitors the various pieces of
apparatus and invited questions from any who were
interested in wireless.

Each evening part of a " CQ " message from
Leafield was received and written on a blackboard
by Mrs. Elsey (wife of the Secretary), much interest
being created thereby.

Altogether the event was quite successful as an
exhibition, and it is hoped that it may be the means
of drawing the attention of those interested to the
fact that there is a live wireless society in Lincoln,
and that a number of new members may be the
result.

Great credit is due to the Exhibition Sub -Com-
mittee, Messrs. Friskney, Harris and Issott, with
Mr. F. Mawer as Secretary, for the splendid work
done in organising such a successful show.

Hon. Secretary, Mr. H. E. Elsey, Rosebery
Avenue, Lincoln.

An Echo of the Transatlantic Tests
IN the issue of The Wireless World for October

29th, 1921, in outlining the conditions' of entry
for the recently conducted Transatlantic Tests,

we quoted a criticism of the capabilities of the
British amateurs to receive the signals which had
appeared in the American journal, Q.S.T. The
quotation was as follows :-

" Such reception is a new field for British experi-
menters, and they hardly can be expected to show
the same performance as an American dyed-in-the-
wool ham who has learned how to get amateur DX
only after years of patient struggle. We have
tested most of the circuits used by the Britishers,
and find them one and all decidedly inferior to our
standard American regenerative circuit using
variometer tuning in secondary and tertiary circuits.
We would bet our new spring hat that if a good
U.S. amateur with such a set and an Armstrong
Super could be sent to England, reception of U.S.
amateurs would straightway become commonplace.

" We do not mean to deprecate the loyal co-
operation shown by our English confreres, however.
For the admirably complete way in which they go
into a problem we have the greatest respect, and we
are most sincerely grateful for their interest and
enthusiastic co-operation in this, our first attempt
to get overseas on schedule. We will all hope for
better luck next time."

The author of this criticism was Mr. Kenneth
B. Warner, of the American Radio Relay League,
and his bet of a " new spring hat " was taken up
in this country by Mr. W. W. Burnham.

Success rewarded the efforts of the " good U.S.
Amateur," and although the laurels were shared
with the British amateurs, the bet of the " new
spring hat " still stood. We give here an illustration
of the hat prepared for Mr. Warner, which has

just been dispatched to the States by Mr.
Burnham.

The hat is of light grey felt and bears on one side
the stars and stripes, and on the other the Union
Jack united by wireless flashes encircling the
crown. In front can be seen the inscription of
dedication. Unfortunately, the photograph cannot

reproduce the colours of this work of art, so that a
full appreciation of its beauty is not possible.

We wonder if Mr. Warner will make use of his
new hat for official occasions, and we expect from
him a photograph with the hat on.

We wonder also whether Mr. Burnham took his
measurements before or after the success of the

Tests !

1

4
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Questions and Answers
NOTE.-This section of the magazine is placed at the disposal of all readers who wish to receive advice and
information on matters pertaining to both the technical and non -technical sides of wireless work. Readers
should comply with the following rules.-(1) Each question should be numbered and -written on a separate
sheet on one side of the paper only. (2) Queries should be clear and concise. (3) Before sending
in their questions readers are advised to search recent numbers to see whether the same queries have not been
dealt with before. (4) The Editor cannot undertake to reply to queries by post. (5) All queries must
be accompanied by the full name and address of the sender, which is for reference, not for publication. Queries
will be answered under the initials and town of the correspondent, or, if so desired, under a " nom de plume."
(6) Readers desirous of knowing the conditions of service, etc., for wireless operators will
save time by writing direct to the various firms employing operators. (7) Four questions is the
maximum which will be accepted at a time.

" F.E.S." (Ealing) asks (1) If it is possible to
reproduce speech and music for a large room of as
good quality as that of a modern gramophone. (2) For
any literature on distortionless speech reproduction.

(1) Speech and music can be reproduced to fill
a large room but there is always a certain amount
of distortion present. This is due partly to wireless
troubles and partly to reproduction troubles, e.g.,
with a loud speaker. The wireless troubles can be
largely got over by using valves whose character-
istic is very straight over part of their range, and
by so arranging the circuit that operation occurs
on the straight part. High -frequency amplification
is recommended. The reproduction part of the
trouble cannot be regarded as properly solved at
present. As you suggest, the loud speaker is not
very good and we advise you to adopt a loud
speaker of the Rahbek and Johnston type, experi-
menting to find the most suitable practical arrange-
ment. (2) We do not know of any recent publi-
cations on this matter which will meet your
requirements.

" C.A.N." (Bury St. Edmunds) asks (1) The
advantages of a two circuit receiver over one with a
single circuit. (2) If it is normal for his simple
crystal set to give Croydon telephony and C.W.
Stations. (3) If any stations send out between 5 and
7 p.m. such news as appears on tape machines.
(4) Asks which of several valves to use for a detector.

(1) A two circuit receiver gives better selectivity
and also minimises re -radiation. (2) Reception of
Croydon is normal ; reception of C.W. signals, if
with a clear note, is abnormal and probably due to
interference by some oscillating circuit in the
neighbourhood. If, however, you get these stations
with a barely readable hiss the result is nothing
unusual. (3) We do not know of any such
stations. (4) Any of the valves you mention
should be suitable.

" A.E." (Cambridge) asks (1) For criticism
of a crystal set. (2) If it would receive 2 MT.
(3) What time 2 MT's concert takes place. (3) If
an aerial would be satisfactory with telephone lines
about 30 ft. away and a little higher than the aerial.

(1) O.K. (2) Yes, if the coil is of the right size.
(3) Tuesdays, 7 to 7.30 p.m. (3) Fairly well, but
it will be desirable for the aerial not to be parallel
to the telephone wires.

" ANODE " (Wendover) asks (1) For criticism
of a single valve set. (2) For windings of the A.T.I.
and reaction coil with No. 26 for wavelengths of
300 to 3,000 metres. (3) A few stations he should
get.

(1) A circuit as shown is correct, but a two
circuit receiver would be freer from re -radiation
and more selective. (2) A.T.I. 9" x 7" of No. 26
with a slider ; reaction coil 6" x 4" of No. 26 with
three or four tappings. It would be desirable to
have separate coils for the short wavelengths.
(3) You should be able to get almost any of the
larger European stations up to 5,000 metres.
(4) A list with times of transmissions, see January
7th issue.

" TYRO " (Catford) asks for winding for a coil
suitable for 8,000 metres and a condenser of 0.002 mfd.

If the condenser is used in parallel with the coil
for the longer wavelengths, 8" x 6" of No. 26
will be sufficient.

" C.W.R." (Bloemfontein) asks (1) A question
about certain coils. (2) How to test a crystal.
(3) If the substitution of the potentiometer method
for the grid leak and condenser method is worth the
extra expense.

(1) You might try the next larger with A.T.I.,
and the next smaller as reaction coil. We cannot
advise you further without knowing the size of
your tuning condenser. (2) Buzz some part of the
receiving circuit, listen in the telephones, and
adjust until the desired sensitivity is obtained. '

(3) As a rule this is of no extra expense, but there
is little to choose between the methods. Broadly
speaking, the condenser method is more sensitive
and the potentiometer method more stable in
operation.

" J.W. " (Walthamstow) asks if a sample of
wire is suitable for an aerial. (2) What times and
on what wavelengths telephony is transmitted. (3) For
a single -valve circuit. (4) What stations have the
call signs of GSS and PST.

(1) No. As the wire is steel it is quite unsuitable.
(2) Excluding 2 MT and PCGG, the only stations
working regularly are air stations on a wavelength
of about 800 metres. Times of transmission
irregular. (3) See Fig. 2, page 811, March 18th
issue. (4) We do not know.

" C.N." (Merton Park).-For the information
you require concerning the Moscow tune signals,
see the issue of April 22nd.

" J.G.0 " (Ealing) asks where to obtain informa-
tion about (1) Intervalve transformers for wavelength
range of 400 to 4,000 metres. (2) Honeycomb coils.
(3) How honeycomb coils should be mounted relatively
to each other. (4) Where design of a three valve panel
has been given.

(1) The only way to obtain such a range with one
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pair of coils is to use high resistance winding
untuned. The transformer is described on page 781.
If wound with No. 47 Eureka wire instead of that
specified should be about right for this range.
(2) A description of these coils is given in the issue
for October 30th, 1920, and a simple machine for
winding them, with illustrations of the coils, is
described in the issue of July 23rd, 1921. (3) They
may conveniently be supported in line on a rod of
insulating material. (4) We do not think that a
set of exactly this type has been described in detail-
the nearest approach being the frame aerial set of
Nos. 16 to 21, Vol. VIII.

" W.J.F." (Hornsey).-(1) The coils might be
used for a wavelength of about 7,000 metres. The
larger coil as A.T.I. and the smaller as reaction coil.
(2) A.T.C. 0.0015 mfd. with a condenser of 0.001
mfd. across the telephones. (3) Yes, but omit the
variable condenser in the plate circuit and put a
condenser across the telephones as above. (4) PCGG
is the call sign of the station transmitting the Dutch
Concerts, which you might hear with very careful
adjustment.

" T.P." (Sunderland).-It will be best to run
the aerial from your receiving room as far away as
possible from all the buildings, using a single wire,
but failing this you might run it across as a double
wire aerial stayed out from the house to a pole on
the roof above the point marked " pipes."

" J.W.0." (Hull) asks (1) For criticism of a
circuit. (2) How to avoid oscillation when receiving
telephony. (3) How much of a certain foil and paper
condenser will be required for a capacity of 0.002 mfd.

(1) The circuit is O.K. (2) Firstly, by weaken-
ing the reaction coupling, and if this fails, by re-
arranging the leads so that the grid leads of each
valve are as far away as possible from the plate lead
of the same valve. (3) Two foils about 3" x 4"
will be sufficient.

" VALVE " (Bristol) asks (1) For help with a
set which howls " badly. (2) If addition of H.F.
valve in the manner shown would be satisfactory.
(3) If he should get American stations with the H.F.
valve added.

(I) Three stages of L.F. amplification generally
do give trouble in this way, and matters are not
helped by the use of H.R. telephones directly in
the anode circuit. We should recommend you to
get rid of one stageof L.F., or to try reversing some
of the windings, separating them as far as possible
apart or shielding them in closed iron boxes.
(2) Yes, over the range you specify. (3) Yes,
under favourable conditions. Little would be
gained by using a separate battery for the H.F.
valve, but this might be done if desired. V. 24
valves can be used for the H.F. but are poor
rectifiers.

" C.M." (Cwnbryn) asks questions about an
amplifier.

(1) Filament resistance will be sufficient for the
two H.F. valves. (2) Two H.F. transformers will
be required unless resistance capacity methods are
used. (3) Connect the output of the H.F. amplifier
to the grid and filament of the detector panel.
(4) The H.F. connections, see Fig. 5, page 813,
March 18th issue.
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" PERPLEXED " (Brighton) submits a circuit
and asks (1) For criticism. (2) If it could be
improved for telephony. (31 For a diagram of a
three valve amplifier.

(1) Except that your H.T. battery is shown short
circuited, which is evidently a slip, the circuit is
quite all right. 12) Only by use of a loose coupled
circuit for greater seectivity. (3) See Fig. 3,
page 674, January 31st issue.

" E.F.T." (Tulse Hill) asks (1) If capacity
reaction can be employed with a single valve receiver.
(2) If so, for the best circuit. (3) For values of
condensers required.

(1) Yes, but it is liable to give very erratic
results. (2) Can be used with any circuit by the
introduction of a small condenser between the grid
and the plate. (3) Quite a small condenser is
necessary, say about 0.00005 mfd.

" H.B.D.W."(0swestry) asks whether messages
could be received with aerial at right angles to twenty
lines of telegraph wires, no signal being obtained
when the aerial is parallel to the wires.

Conditions would certainly be more favourable,
but the absence of signals with the aerial in any
other position seems to suggest that there is some-
thing wrong with your set itself.

" B.S." (Darwen).-(1) The loose coupler for
Fig. 2 might have primary 10" x 6" of No. 22 and
secondary about the same size. (2) Double head-
piece telephones would be preferable. (3) None of
these circuits are very good. No. 12 or 13 might
receive PCGG.

" J.M.M." (Nottingham) mica (1) For criticism
of an aerial. (2) If ordinary Low Resistance tele-
phones can be used with a Telephone Transformer for
the reception of wireless signals. (3) How capacity
of condensers may be calculated.

(1) There will be a certain amount of screening
if the factory roof is of metal, but this should not
be very serious. (2) As a rule ordinary telephone
receivers have too low resistance for satisfactory
wireless work. Some results could doubtless be
obtained with a transformer specially wound to suit
the telephones in question. (3) Formula for the
calculation of different types of condenser will be
found in Nottage's " Calculation of Capacity and
Inductance," published by the Wireless Press.

" E.H." (Battersea) asks (1) If constructional
details for a frame set for the Dutch Concert have
appeared in 'recent numbers. (2) If 150 ohms
marked on Sullivan telephones refers to each earpiece.

(1) Not very recently, but a set suitable for the
purpose will be found described in Nos. 16 to 21
inclusive of Vol. 8. (2) No, this is the total
resistance ; each earpiece being 75 ohms in the case
of telephones of this make.

" WIRELESS MAD " (Crofton Park) has a
crystal set which gives no results.

The set can only give very poor results as shown.
Aerial should be of copper not steel. Secondary
circuit should be tuned by means of a small variable
condenser. We cannot state resistance of the tele-
phones. There is no simple way for you to measure
it without instruments. The windings of the circuit
are only suitable for about 600 metres. The
simplest way to add a valve would be as L.F.
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amplifier, but this is useless with the present
arrangement.

" P.E.M.E." (Bambury) asks (1) If the
connection of the grid and negative side of filament
of a note magnifying valve to the telephone terminals
of a crystal set is correct. (2) If a diagram is correct.

(1) Yes, the set should be quite satisfactory.
(2) Yes, except that there is no connection from the
negative 6 -volt battery to earth. If " R " valves
are used about 100 volts H.T. will be required,
because of the high value of the anode resistance.

" F.H." (Rayton) asks about a frame aerial set
for receiving the Dutch Concerts.

For satisfactory results you will want about five
valves with H.F. transformer coupling, the natural
wavelength of the transformers being about 1;000

o metres. This with a frame four feet in diameter.
With an attic aerial of parallel wires joined to the
set at one end you will probably get equivalent
results with about one valve less.

" N.E.K." (Malines) asks questions about a
three valve amplifier for 200 to 2,000 metres receiving
set.

Fig, 1.

Two H.F. valves and one L.F. valve is a good
arrangement but efficient coupling over the whole
range is very difficult with either resistance capacity
or transformer coupling. The former is inefficient
below 1,000 metres, and the second method will not
give a wide range with a single set of transformers.
For best results you should use transformer coupling
with separate transformers for 400, 600, 1,000 and
1,600 metres. For circuit see diagram (Fig. 1). L.F.

sh. intervalve transformers may have any ratio be-
tween about 1/1 and 1/3.

" W.V.R." (Bristol) has a crystal set on which
only a breathing sound is heard and asks for advice.

The circuit is correctly arranged and should give
signals from ships. The breathing sound is
probably caused by the crystal being defective or
else by a bad contact in the closed circuit, in either
case allowing a slightly unsteady current to pass
through the telephones. Try a fresh crystal and
examine the wires carefully.

" A.G." (Teddington) asks (1) Wher4 to
obtain good ink for a syphon recorder. (2) Where
to get tape for a recorder. (3) The approximate
capacity and inductance of an aerial sketched.

(1) and (2) From dealers in telegraph apparatus
or from Messrs. Waterlow Bros. (3) Capacity about
0.0001 mfd., inductance 50 mhys.

" H.F.M." (Bilston) asks for the values for the
construction of a circuit shown on Fig. 4, page 561,
December 10th issue.

This is not a straightforward circuit, and is only
suitable for experienced workers. It is not possible
to give suitable values for the capacity and induct-
ance of parts without experimental test. We
advise a simple circuit upon which experiments can
be made as experience is obtained.

" C.D.H." (Leigh -on -Sea) asks (1) If diagram
enclosed is correct for a three valve set. (2) What
voltage to use with "V 24" and "R" valves.
(3) Which is the better of two circuits for telephony.
(4) If H.F. transformers are suitable for 1,000 me.

(1) The resistance R1 should be so connected as
to control the L.F. mag. filament in addition
to H.F. mag. and detector. Otherwise the circuit
is O.K. (2) This is rather a bad arrangement of
valves. 30 volts for the " V 24 " will probably
not be sufficient for the " R " type L.F. valve,
while 50 volts for the " R " valve will not give any
appreciable increase of signal with the V 24
valves in the present circuit. Substitute a " V 24 "
for the L.F. magnifier and use 30 volts. (3) The
circuit enclosed will give very good results. (4) It
will probably give signals but we cannot say if it is
most efficient on that wave without experiment.

" P.W.B." (Kilburn) asks (I) If 30 volt valves
may be used in a 3 -valve receiver designed for use
with 70-100 volts. (2) If 15 volt valves will also do.
(3) If 2.2 volt Hart cells are good for filament lighting.
(4) Best type of aerial to use.

(1) and (2) If this is a resistance amplifier the
anode resistances will most probably be of too
great resistance, but they should be tried out. If
L.F. set, the transformers will not be the most
efficient for the type of valve, but the set will
probably work quite well. (3) Two or three of
such cells joined in series will be suitable, provided
they ar'e of sufficient capacity. (4) An outdoor
aerial will give better results from a frame.

" B.H." (Mansfield) asks (1) For the address
where iron bands for magnetic detectors may be
obtained.

Probably about the only place where you will
obtain these bands is from the Marconi Company,
who are the makers of almost all the magnetic
detectors still in use.

"RADIO "(Southend) asks (1) The wavelength
of a crystal set. (2) Size of the foils for the condenser
for bridging 2,000 ohms telephones.

(1) Maximum wavelength 2,000 metres. (2) The
capacity required is . about 0.001 mfds. Make
Tinfoil into strips j" wide, and allow 1" of overlap
between plates of opposite polarity. The mica
dielectric should be 0.005" thick, and 12 tinfoils in
all should be used.

" E.X.E." (Exeter) wishes to alter a " Tb "
amplifier to use with an H.P.R. receiver.

We regret that we have no diagram of this
receiver, and therefore cannot say what alterations,
if any, are required. Consult the makers of the
receiver, who can probably give you the required
information. If the 3 valves do not howl with a
crystal, they should not do so with a rectifying
valve. On one valve the 2 MT telephony would
probably be weak, but you should certainly hear it.

" THEORIST " (West Wratting Pash) asks
(1) For L. F. intervalve transformer windings. (2) A

c
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question regarding an instrument for ni.tsuring the
distance between two plates by means of valve oscillators

(1) On a i" diameter core of soft iron wires,
3" long, wind 10,000 turns of No. 44 S.W.S. for the
primary, and 15,000 turns of the same wire for the
secondary. The primary and the secondary should
be wound over one another, with a layer of insulating
material between. (2) We are afraid the use of a
single valve for this method is quite impossible, as
for successful working elaborate precautions have to
be taken to prevent the two oscillating circuits from
reacting on each other, and the common valve to
which you propose to connect them would introduce
far too much coupling between them. In practice
it is very difficult to induce one valve to make two
separate H.F. circuits oscillate independently. In
almost all cases the whole system starts oscillating
as a one unit with a single frequency determined
by the whole of the apparatus in use.

" BEGINNER " (Brighouse) asks (1) For a
criticism of a 2 valve set. (2) If further information
regarding this set would have been useful.

(1) With the exception that the 0.001 mfds.
bye -pass condenser across the anode winding of the
L.F. transformer has been omitted, and also the
filament resistance, the circuit is O.K. (2) Iriforma-
tion regarding the size of the coils and the capacity
of the A.T.C. would have been useful in estimating
the correct proportion of A.T.I. and reaction for the
oscillator.

" E.G.B." (Sunderland) asks (1) If the
zin,cite-copper pyrites crystal combination /ogre* a
battery and potentiometer. (2) Wavelength., efc., of a
crystal set.

(1) No, it is unnecessary. (2) The wave range
with the present set would be up to 4,800 metres.
The wire, No. 28, is too fine for an aerial circuit
without reaction. The former should he rewound
full of No. 24, which will reduce the maximum wave-
length to 3,200 metres ; just sufficient for time
signals. At your distance careful adjustment of
crystals will be necessary. Connect a 0.001 con-
denser across the telephones, which will be quite
satisfactory.

" W.A.N." (Petersfield) asks (1) Why the two
large slabs of a certain set cannot be made to oscillate.
(2) How to make an ex -Army transformer and
Brown 120 ohms telephones as good as 4,000 ohms
telephones.

(1) There is probably not sufficient reaction
coupling for oscillation, with the considerable
resistance these coils will probably have. Also the
coils may be defective, owing to having a few turns
short circuited. You might try interchanging the
coils. (2) There should not be very much difference
between the arrangements, but what difference there
is cannot be altered. An improvement will be
obtained if a small condenser of 0.0005 mfds. is
connected across the H.R. winding. We presume
you connect the telephones to the L.R. winding of
the transformer.

" L.J." (Trondheim) asks for a single valve
diagram to use with slab inductances for telephony
and also for telegraphy.

In the March 4th issue several single valve circuits
are shown. Any of these will be suitable for tele-
graphy, but for telephony you will probably require
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more valves unless there is any work being done
near to you, in which case the sets referred to will
be satisfactory.

" A.D." (Dumfries) submits a diagram of a two
valve transmitter and asks for criticism and suitable
windings.

This diagram is of unsuitable type for small
powers, and is also incorrect. The circuit shown on
page 774, March 4th, Fig. 1, will be found more
suitable and easy to work. For 1,000 metres the
A.T.I. should be 4" x 8", wound full of No. 20.
The best value for reaction should be determined
experimentally. For a start try a 3" x 5" coil of
No. 24.

" G.H.V." (Shrewsbury) refers to Marconi
Type 16 Receiver and asks (1) How to convert to a
two -valve set. (2) Windings for a tapped H.F.
transformer from 180 to 6,000 metres. (3) What is
the intensifier of this set.

(1) Rearrange as in diagram (Fig. 2). Note
change of aerial condenser. (2) We are afraid such
windings can only be determined by experiment
and in any case strongly advise you not to attempt
to cover so big a range on one transformer. (3) This
is the coupling coil between the aerial and secondary
circuits.

Fig. 2.

" CURIOSITY " (Cambridge) asks (1) For
size and windings for a frame aerial from 85 to 30,000
metres. (2) Best method of radio frequency coupling.
(3) What extra payments are necessary for having
a portable set as well as a fixed set. (4) If permission
can be obtained to use an aerial with more than
140 ft. of wire.

(1) A satisfactory 7 -valve amplifier for such a
range is almost an impossibility. Moreover several
frames would be required, the smallest having, say,
6 turns, 3 ft. diameter, and the largest 60 turns.
5 ft. diameter, with suitable loading coils. (2) For
wavelengths above 1,000 metres resistance capacity
coupling is the simplest to use. Below 1,000
metres use interchangeable transformers. (3) if a
separate licence is issued in respect of the portable
set you will presumably be required to pay an
additional fee. (4) We cannot express an opinion
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UNIT COIL
HOLDERS
to fit any standard coil

PRICES :
Fixed Unit ... 4/2
Moving Unit ... 5/8

POST FREE.

IVORINE CONDENSER
DISCS ',hat; 2/- post free.

MICROPHONE BUTTONS
2/- post free.

EVERYTHING FOR WIRELESS

ASHLEY RADIO
69, Renshaw Street, Liverpool
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(INCLUDING INDEX)
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Price
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(SOLD SEPARATELY)

Price 8d. Post free.

THE WIRELESS PRESS LTD.
12-13, Henrietta St., Strand, W.C.2

DOUBLE
HEADGEAR
AS USED
BY MARCONI
125 OHMS
IN SERIES

125 ohms (in series) 45/-
150 48 -
300 47/-
1000 49/-
2010 50/8
4000 52/-
8000 59/ -

PROMPT DELIVERY.

xi

An Ideal Valve Accumulator

2 VOLTS
50 AMPS

MEASUREMENT

Height 8"

Length 4"

Width 3"

Weight witl%out acid 5 lbs

PRICE
1 0 /
EACH

Carriage
I /- each Accumulator

WATES BROS.
14, GT. QUEEN ST., KINGSWAY, W.C.2

SENS,1'1'14)NAI. 11111)1-("rioNs:
00JAH SLAB DIDUCTANCES.-300-30,000 metres, set of

eight, with useful circuits, 10/-. Post 9d.
OOJAH BASKET 001114.--loo-3,500 metres, set of seven, with

useful circuits, 7/-. Pest (id, 2 wound for the Dutch
Concerts, 2/8. Post 31.

00.1/113 H.F. TRANSFORMERS
Minimum Maximum Unmounted Mounted to plug

wavelength wavelength into valve holder
300 to 800 metres 1/3 4/6
S80 ,, 1.400 .. 1/6 4/6
900 .. 1,900 .. 2/6 5/6

1,800 .. 4,000 3/- 6/-
3,000 5,000 .. 4/- 7/.

ALUMINIUM CONDENSER PLATES. Fixed, 3*" dia., Mov-
ing zi" 1/8 doz. Spacing Washers for fixed, 4d, doz., for
moving, 64. Threaded Brass Rod, any size, ror under,
8d. foot, Nuts, 4c1. doz., xi Ebonite Knob, N.

SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES, 8, Newington Causeway,
'Phone : Hop 4177. LONDON, S.E.1.

Sole Agents for 00JAH COMPONENTS in S.E. Lonion.
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THE "BROWN" LOUD SPEAKERS
WITH NEW IMPROVED CURVED HORNS.

H. 2 (Small) Height 12"

The requisites of a Loud Speaker are pure tone, clear articulation, and good
volume of sound. The " BROWN" Loud Speaker possesses these qualities,
and they are enhanced by the new
improved curved horn.

THE AMATEUR does not always
need the full sized Loud Speaker (H.1)
as used in Lecture Halls, and a small
type (H.z) has been designed to meet
his more modest home requirements.
THE NEW HORN used with
both H.1 and H.z, is constructed on
the logarithmic law of increasing
openings and is acoustically perfect.

PRICES:
11.1 (Large) Low Resistance, 120 ohms ... ... £6 5 0
H. 2 (Small) £3 0 0
The " BROWN " Standard Pattern (with upright funnel)

Low Resistance, iv) ohms ... £5 10 0
(High Resistances for all patterns2/6 to 5/- extra)

Catalogues post free on application.
SOLE

MANUFACTURERS: S G. BROWN LTD 9,
Ha (Large) mot

SHOWROOMS: 19 MORTIMER STREET, LONDON, W.1 Telephone: Museum 495o

Works : Victoria Road, North Acton, London, W.; Sole ,Agent for the Argentine :
Telegrams:" Sidbrownix, London," Telephone: Chiswick 1469. Horatio D. Guerrero, Las Heras 248o, Buenos Aires

EDISON
ALL- STEEL
Accumulators for
WIRELESS

Edison Accumulators Ltd.
15, Upper George Street,

London - W.1

BY Arrangement with RADIO
TRESS Ltd., publishers of Scott -
Taggart' s " Wireless Vacuum
rubes," Mullard Radio Vaive
Co., Ltd., will send One Copy of
the Book and One " OR:if" Valve

ORDER DIRECT, TO SAVE TIME, FROM

MULLARD RADIO VALVE CO., Ltd.
35, Claybrook Rd., Hammersmith, LONDON

RADIO -FREQUENCY AMPLIFIERS
our " Atlantic" 3 Valve Receiver and Amplifier, H.F.,

and L.F., Range Soo -r8,000 metres, ready for use .. 175/ -
Full Set of Parts . . 125/.Our " Falstead " Panel Receiver, Single Valve, Range

500-2,foo metres, ready for use. Gets Telephony .. 70/ -
Full Set of I arts .. 50/ -
Valve and Crystal Combination Panel, using Valve alone

or Valve and Crys'al, fine for telephony . . , 50/-
Tuned Anode Unit, comprising Hug, Leak and

Condenser, the whole being mounted on 4 pin socket
for use in place of H.F. Hn 1 ransformers, with set of
6 Coils on Plugs, 300-8,000 metres, price .. 28/6

and RECEIVERS
43 Plate Variable Condensers
31 ,.
Grid Leak and Condenser ..
Condenser Plate
Spindles 96., 1/-, & 1/3 ..
" Rail° Constzucta," drilled Ebonite
Combined Valve Holder, FiL Res.

Condenser ..
Fil. Resistance for Remounting ..

.. Price 23/8
18/6

3/6
.. 1/9 & 2/- doz.

Spacers 5d. & 9d.
Baseboards .. JO/.
, Grid Leak and

15/-
8/3

OUR GOODS ON SHOW AT E. WISTOWS, 79, Upper Tooting Road.
Illustrated Lists 2d. stamp.

AMATEUR SUPPLIES ASSOCIATION, 134, Coteford St., Tooting, London, s.W.17
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and we would advise you to write to the P.M.G.,
stating the special circumstances warranting such
a concession.

" POLYGON " (Windsor) asks if a loading
coil would improve a single valve short wave set.

A loading coil would increase the wave range and
would therefore probably be an improvement. It
will be necessary to alter the reaction coil at the
same time. We cannot give sizes as you supply
no particulars of your present set.

" C.S.M.D." (Catford) asks how to connect a
telephone transformer in a single valve circuit.

Connect the H.R. winding with a 0.001 mfd.
condenser across it, in the anode circuit between
the positive of the H.T. battery and the reaction coil.

" ARCHANGEL " (Kennington) asks (1)
Wavelength of set. (2) Loading coil for FL and
P01. (3) Why he hears Croydon but not Lympne.
(4) Suggestions for improvements at small cost.

(1) Aerial circuit 2,200 metres, secondary circuit
1,700 metres. (2) For both circuits make loading
coils 5" x 7". Wind aerial coil with No. 24 and
secondary coil with .No. 28. (3) Croydon being
strong and near does not require a very sensitive
set. Lympne, however, being so much further
away will probably require an extra valve. (4) The
next improvement would be to add a valve as a
L.F. amplifier.

" H.C.E." (Willesden) asks (1) If a single
valve circuit is correct. (2) If PCGG will be received
on one URA valve. (3) What is the cause of hum-
ming in a crystal circuit.

(1) The intended for the
Armstrong regenerative circuit, but is not correct.
The correct arrangement of this circuit would be
as in diagram (Fig. 3). (2) Yes, with a carefully
adjusted reaction circuit, but for good readable
speech two or more valves is desirable. (3) This
is probably due to the circuit arrangement. Conhect
the aerial side of the telephones as shown in your
circuit to the earth side of the blocking condenser.

Fig. 3.

" J.R.B." (Scunthorpe) asks (1) If sample of
wire is suitable for crystal set. (2) Apparatus
necessary for receiving spark and telephony. (3) Which
of several crystal combinations is most suitable.

(1) Wire is No. 36, which might be used for the
secondary circuit, the size of coil depending on the
condenser available. (2) A crystal set is only
useful for short distance telephony. At least two
valves are desirable for good results. For spark
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work you will obtain fair results from either of the
circuits shown on page 583, December 10th issue.
(3) Carborundum is the simplest and most reliable,
but zinc-bornite is very sensitive.

" RUBBER COVERED " (Ealing) has a three
valve set on which he does not receive telephony.

With a rectifier circuit and two L.F. valves it is
essential that the rectifier should work pretty
efficiently. Be sure that the grid condenser and
leak are satisfactory, and do not allow the set to
oscillate. Connect a 0.001 mfd. condenser across
the anode winding of first transformer. Most tele-
phony is on about 900 metres, to which the No. 100
coil does not tune the aerial. The No. 200 coil is
the correct one to use.

" S.W.H." (Colchester) asks for criticism of a
three valve set and suggestions for improvement.

The set shown is quite good and the results
obtained satisfactory. It would, however, be better
to introduce leaks of about a megohm each between
the grids of the second and third valves and earth.
Another improvement might be the substitution of
telephone transformer, preferably with L.R. tele-
phones, in place of H.R. telephones shown.

" C.J.P.S." (Holland Park) submits a circuit
which he proposes to use with an indoor aerial of
four wires of 10 feet long. He asks for criticism and
the size of certain condensers.

The circuit shown is of a freak type which we
greatly dislike, involving as it does the raising of
the filaments to the full potential of the H.T.
battery with no provision for locating the grid
potential at the proper point of the characteristic.
Results might be obtained if the leak resistances of
the various parts of the circuit happen to be about
right, but we strongly recommend a more normal
type. In any case more than one valve would be
necessary for results with such a small aerial,
which would be better replaced by a large frame.

" BEGINNER " (Dulwich) sends a diagram
and asks (1) Value for grid condenser and leak and
(2) Value for variable condenser. (3) The most
distant station he is likely to obtain. (4) If there is
a better set of this type.

(1) About 0.0005 mfd. and 1 megohm. (2) 0.005
mfd. (3) The coils are undesirably small. Use
the present A.T.I. for reaction and make a new
A.T.I. 8" x 5" of No. 26. You should then get
any European station up to about 5,000 metres.
(4) No, but a condenser across the telephones
would be desirable.

" W.B." (Cheltenham).-(1) Put the micro-
phone transformer in the grid circuit between the
variable condenser and the grid leak condenser.
(2) Transmission will be-C.W. with a superimposed
note of the frequency of the coil break. It will
probably heterodyne all right, but would be audible
at short distances on a crystal. We do not think
a choke would improve matters much. (3) For a
30 mile range reception should be as for C.W.
(4) Use about 4" x 3" of No. 22 with a series
condenser, and reaction coil 3" x 24" of No. 28

" J.D." (Wandsworth) asks what gauge wire
should be used for H . F. transformers ; what resistance
the winding should have ; if the coils should be wound
in opposite directions ; what wire to use for an air
cored slab transformer.
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The windings depend on the wavelength required,

which you do not specify. In general about No. 40
copper should be used, or finer for a long range.
Resistance is immaterial, the wavelength produced
by the coils being the important point. If both
windings are in the same direction the terminating
ends should be taken to plate and grid and starting
ends to H.T. + and L.T. - respectively.

" BEGINNER " (Newark) asks (1) If two
circuits are correct. (2) If a condenser should be
used across the telephones on a crystal set. (3) If it
is better to use a small double slide inductance or a
long single slide. (4) What " mhys." stands for.

(1) First circuit, yes. Second circuit, yes, either
with one end of the inductance left free as shown,
or with this end connected to earth for longer
wavelengths. (2) Yes. (3) We cannot say
without knowing the sizes of the two coils. In
general the single slide coil will do all that is required.
(4) Microhenries, a convenient practical unit of
inductance.

" E.J.M." (Repton) asks for further information
about the article on simultaneous H.F. and L.F.
amplification in the issue of December 10th, and for
advice on working these circuits. (2) If we can give
the address of the author.

(1) We are afraid we have not space to treat this
subject at any further length. Circuits are all quite
sound and you should have no difficulty, particularly
with Nos. 2 and 5. These circuits are, however,
complicated and need much patience to arrive at
satisfactory proportions for all the parts.
(2) Referred to Editor.

" BUZZER " (Bishop's Stortford) asks (1)
Probable reason for failure of the filament of an " R "
valve after a week's careful use. (2) If it would
improve reception to break metal stays to a mast with
insulators. (3) Windings for a telephone transformer
for 8,000 ohm telephones. (4) Capacity of a con-
denser.

(1) We cannot say. Probably a defective length
of filament. (2) Not very much with such very
short stays. (3) Use a closed iron core with about
10,000 turns of No. 44 for each winding. (4) Your
spacing of 3 mm. seems very small, but if this is
correct the capacity will be about 0.0006 mfd.

" H.S.T." (Huddersfield) refers to page 103,
May 14th, and page 427, October 1st, and asks (1)
How the two circuits could be used together. (2) If
the Dutch Concerts could be heard on this combination.
(3) If the result will be satisfactory on 100 cycles.
(4) If on page 103 two variable condensers and two
variable inductances will be required.

(1) Couple the two units by means of a small coil
in the aerial circuit, coupling inductively with the
coil L, shown on page 427. (2) and (3) The induc-
tion hum will be very much more serious on 100
cycles than on 50. So much so, that we are afraid
it will prevent you from getting useful results with
PCGG. (4) Two variable condensers, say, 0.0005
mfds. each, and two inductances, not necessarily
variable.

" JOHNIE " (St. Leonards) asks (1) For
particulars of a single valve receiver with range to
24,000 ms. (2) If a transformer with a ratio of
70/1 may be used with 120 ohm 'phones.
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(1) The circuit should be that shown in Fig. 2,
page 811, March 18th issue. To cover such a
range you will have to use a set of honeycomb
coils, the smallest having about 30 turns, and the
largest about 1,000, with a mean diameter of
about 3". (2) A more usual value is about 7/1,
and 70/1 is hardly likely to be efficient. You might
try it, if the resistance of the L.R. winding is not
less than about 30 ohms.

" CORONA " (Whetstone).-(1) The circuit
will be fairly good, except that a reaction coil
will be a very great help in the reception of PCGG.
It would also be much better to tune the grid
circuit. (You speak of a reaction coil, but you do
not show one.) (2) Bring down lead from end of
wires. Doubling the down lead is almost immaterial.
You omit to say how long the spreaders are. (3) A
useful H.F. transformer is described on page 781,
March 18th. Data for L.F. transformers have .been
given several times recently.

" E.P." (Guildford) asks (1) If French valves
could be used instead of " V 24 " valves in the four -

valve amplifier, described in October 30th, 1920,
issue. (2) In what issue the construction of a 0-0015
mfds. condenser was described. (3) Whether a system
sketched for filament lighting with separate resistances
to each valve is correct.

(1) Yes, if additional H.T. voltage is used. About
100 volts will be desirable is " R " valves are used.
(2) August 21st, 1920. (3) Yes.

" N.M." (Gosport) asks (1) If, when a former
is wound with equal numbers of turns of wire of two
different gauges, the inductance will be the same in
the two cases. (2) If halving the number of turns of
wire on a coil will halve the inductance.

(1) No, the coil with the finer wire will have the
bigger inductance. To a first approximation the
inductances will be inversely proportional to the
distance along the former occupied by the winding.
(2) No, again to a first approximation, halving the
number of turns will give a quarter of the original
inductance.

" R.S." (Herne Hill) asks, re Fig. 4, page 526,
November 12th, (1) The value of the capacity across
the transformer winding. (2) If a variable 0.0005
mfds. in this position would assist tuning. (3) If
the filament lighting switch could be combined with
the throw -over switch in a manner sketched.

(1) and (2) About 0.001 mfds. is a normal value.
The variable condenser might be used if set at
near maximum, but it would not assist tuning.
(3) Yes, except that it would be better to arrange
for the switch, also to cut out additional resistance
when the second valve is introduced, otherwise the
first valve will light up too brightly when the
second is switched off.

" J.J.J." (Wanstead) asks the respective merits
of slab, basket, lattice and solenoid coils.

The solenoid type is the easiest made and is
highly efficient. Considerations of size make it
undesirable above about 5,000 ms. Basket coils
are about the same in efficiency, more trouble to
make and not mechanically as strong. They are
more compact, but their limit of usefulness is
probably about the same as for solenoids. Slab
and lattice coils are not quite as efficient as the
former types, but considerations of size and expense
make their use almost necessary above about
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66 BRITWIRE 99 APPARATUS
Three -valve Receiver with one H F., one
Rectifying, and one L.F. step, for all wave-
lengths 150-25000 metres. Especially good for

Telephony.

Price (without valves) £7 10s.

"BRITWIRE" COILS
A duo -lateral wound coil of the highest efficiency
and minimum capacity. Set of twelve 180-20000
metres mounted on plugs to fit all standard

holders, £5.
See List or previous advte. for prices of separate

Coils.
Three -coil Holder for above Coils, £1 is.

Send for List, Post Free, 2d., to

THE BRITISH WIRELESS SUPPLY CO.,
6, BLENHEIM TERRACE, LEEDS. T'elephone : 26926
And at :-
18, Eldon Square, 11, Church Street, 33, High Street,
NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE. WEST HARTLEPOOL. SOUTHAMPTON.

TELEPHONE 360 TELEPHONE 373 TELEPHONE 403

IF AUCKLAND SAYS SO

MARCONI TYPE PHONES
LIGHT WEIGHT-MOST EFFICIENT

125 ohms - 12- 5 - 0
300 11- 7  0

1000 ,, 1.- 9 - 0 With
2000 ,, 12 - 10 - 8 Cords
4000 . 12 - 12 - 0
8000 22 - 19 - 0

SWITCH
ARMS

4 -Leaf Contact.
Brass Bush and
Nuts. Each

29
Over 3,0)0 soli .

CONTACT
STUDS

LARGE 2,6 Doz.
SMALL 1/6 Doz.
Each Cleaned
and Lacquered
with Nut and

Washer.
...

CATALOGUE post free ad.
You will find we offer
an Honest Service.

DUO COILS - - 2/- to 15/6
Send for List (Free).

WE Recommend these Phones. Note-SPECIAL T, EMS TO THETR
-IDE. PROMP I DELIVERY.

N vltne : OFFICES & SHOWROOMS

VALVE HOLDERS
SCREWED STEMS.

SOLID EBONITE.

199

With Nuts and Washers
2/-

Intervalve Transmitter ... 22/6
Telephone ... 15/-
Co I Hollers.. 21,'-
Grid Leak and Condenser ... 5'-
Aerial Wire 100 it. 7,6

150 ft. 10,6
Vern'er Conden-er 8.9
Filament Res Lance 5/6
Etonite (ref Ib) 5/6
Egg Insulators 8d.
Valve Legs .

See
Our Recommendation

of

GOOD PHONES
in this advertisement

ELMORN. E STREET. G. Z. Auckland & Son 395 ST. JOHN ST.,
Phone: DALSTON 1405 LONDON . E.C.

-AIIIMIIMOW11111
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5,000 ms. Of the two, the lattice coils, if properly
made, are the better, but they are rather more
liable to defects in winding.

" SPARK " (Hanwell) submits a circuit for
criticism, and asks (2) Whether it would receive
PCGG with two additional stages of L.F. (3) Wind-
ings for 1,500 ms. (4) Capacity of the variable
condenser.

(1) This circuit is, to the best of our
knowledge, unique. It may be best described as a
crystal set with reaction supplied by a valve. It
should receive C.W. as well as spark. While
theoretically interesting, it cannot be regarded as
an efficient way of using a valve and a crystal.
(2) We should not care to say, but it is possible
that it might. (3) A.T.I. About 7" x 5" of No. 22.
Reaction coil 5" x 3" of No. 28. (4) 0.0005 mfds.

" ELECTRON " (York) asks where to purchase
poles or masts for a wireless installation.

For the small masts usually required for amateur
work we should advise consulting a local builder.
McGuire hollow spar masts are very suitable for
erection on a roof, owing to their lightness. The
necessary tackle can be supplied by various of our
advertisers. Larger masts of various portable or
semi -portable types could probably be supplied
complete from stock by the Marconi Company, but
may be costly dimensions.

" P.N.P." (Redditch).-(1) There is very
little difference between the circuits, but we should
rather prefer " A." (2) Windings and condenser
should be, as for " SPARK " (Hanwell) above.
We should strongly advise you to buy the con-
denser, as the construction of a good variable
condenser is not an easy job for a beginner. (3)
Apply to the Secretary, G.P.O., London, furnishing
sketch of the circuits to be used, with approximate
dimensions of the parts. The licence costs 10s.
per annum.

" A.S.W." (Forfar).-An article on the con-
version of the Mark III tuner for use as a single
valve set with reaction was published in the issue
for June 25th, 1921.

" H.P." (Cobham) asks (1) For criticism of two
sets. (2) For their wavelength range. (3) Size of
the reaction coil for one of them. (4) Winding for
a filament resistance for one valve.

(1) In crystal set, connect bottom of A.T.I. to
earth, slider to aerial and top to condenser and
crystal. Valve set is O.K. (2) Up to about 4,000
ms. in either case. (3) 6" x 3" of No. 28 or No. 30.
(4) Three yards of No. 22 " Eureka " wire, wound
on a former, preferably of slate, about 1" in diameter,
with a good slider.

" R.B.B." (Prescot).-(1) The circuit shown is
quite correct. (2) Make the reaction coil 5" x 4"
of about No. 28, to slide or the A.T.I. (3) The
'phone blocking condenser need not be variable.
(4) The 'phones should have a resistance of not
less than 4,000 ohms.

" A.F.A." (Woolwich).-(1) The circuit is
quite correct. (2) Either because the value of the
grid condenser or leak is wrong, or more likely
because you are allowing the set to oscillate. (3)
Exactly as in the circuit shown, connecting as
many of the pancakes as may be required in series.
(4) The circuit may be as in Fig. 4, page 813,
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March 18th issue, with the aerial circuit remaining
as in your own sketch.

" W.R.S." (Ely) wishes to make a tuner on the
lines of the panel tuner in September 3rd issue. He
asks (1) The best way to increase the wavelength to
30,000 metres. (2) If any alterations to the set will
be necessary. (3) Capacity for a series aerial con-
denser. (4) If a series -parallel switch will be useful
for condenser.

(1) It will be necessary to increase all the wind-
ings very considerably. We think you will find the
attainment of such a range very difficult without
the use of either a set of honeycomb coils or numbers
of basket coils in series in place of the tapped
solenoids shown. (2) No, unless you are using
inter -valve transformers in the amplifier, in which
case special transformers will be necessary for the
longest wavelength. (3) About 0.003 mfd. (4) Yes,
if you wish to cover both long and short waves.

" M.B.B." (Falkirk) refers to Fig. 5, page 706,
and asks (1) If the circuit will operate on all wave-
lengths with interchangeable H.F. transformers.
(2) Suitable size for telephone transformer and con-
denser for use with 120 ohm telephones. (3) If extra
stages of H.F. and L.F. could be added.

(1) Yes, except that the switching off of the first
valve will no longer be suitable as shown. It will
be necessary to rearrange the switch with extra
contacts to break the secondary of the first inter -
valve transformer when the first valve is not in use.
(2) Windings might be 3 ozs. No. 44 and 6 ozs.
No. 32 on a core i" in diameter. Condenser
0.001 mfd. (3) Additional stages could he added,
but if it was desired to throw the middle out of
circuit in the same way switching would become
complicated and liable to give much trouble.

" SEMI -AUTO " (Dewsbury) asks (1) If it is
possible to use 220 volt D.C. supply for all the current
required for a receiving set. (2) Best type of aerial
to use. (3) How to calculate the capacity of a con-
denser. (4) For a good text -book on telephony,
describing the construction of apparatus.

(1) This could be done, but is undesirable, as the
use of a 220 volt supply for filament lighting would
be very wasteful and, moreover, the use of mains
for either L.T. or H.T. is liable to give unpleasant
induction troubles. (2) Either a single wire 100 ft.
long, or a twin wire 70 ft. long, may be used.
(3) Various formula are required according to the
type of the condenser. The commoner forms have
been given in back issues, and a number are collected
in Nottago's " Calculation of Capacity and Induct-
ance." (4) Coursey's " Telephony Without Wires"
is a very good general text -book but does not deal
with the constructional side. We do not know of
any book in which this is at all well treated.

" H.D." (Manchester) submits a circuit for
criticism and asks (2) For capacity of condenser and
grid leak. (3) If the circuit will be suitable for
PCGG.

(1) The circuit is a variation of the Armstrong
regenerative, and we do not think this variation at
all likely to work. We should strongly prefer the
normal type of circuit as used in this country. We
do not think the circuit shown would give PCGG,
and cannot say whether a grid condenser would be
of any use, but we do not think it at all likely.
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" B.H.M." (Ilford) asks for a design for a loud
speaker. (2) If it is possible to receive PCGG with
one valve. -

(1) See article February 19th, 1921. (2) Yes,
but the results are not loud and would be greatly
improved by additional amplification. Reaction
must be used in any case.

" R.C." (Godalming) asks if, for an amateur
making up his own three -valve set for telephony, it is
better to have L.F. amplification or H.F.

The best general arrangement is to have one
stage of H.F., followed by detection and then one
stage of L.F. Two stages of L.F., followed by a
detector is also good, but we do not recommend
entirely L.F. except where simplicity of operation
is specially desired.

" J.R.R." (Manchester) asks advice about an
aerial.

Your arrangement with tapping No. 2 appears to
be the best that can be done, and should give quite
good results with a two or three valve amplifier.
The part 1 to 2 may be retained, but we should
rather prefer to do away with it.

" AUTODYNER " (Methil) asks (1) If a
circuit is O.K. (2) If an aerial of No. 18 bare fuse
wire will be satisfactory. (3) If certain coils will
oscillate. (4) If the proportions of the parts are all
right.

(1) Circuit O.K. except that it would be better
to couple the reaction coil with the closed circuit
rather than with the loading coil. (2) This is
electrically O.K. but mechanically very poor.. The
wire is not strong enough for the purpose. (3) Yes,
if the rest of your coils are of fairly thick wire.
(4) Yes, but we doubt if you will get strong enough
signals to work a loud speaker.

" C.L.B." (Nottingham) asks (1) For a
circuit to add two H. F. valves to a two -valve amplifier.
(2) For windings for H.F. transformer for 180
metres.

(1) The H.F. arrangement should be as in Fig. 5,
page 813, March 18th issue. (2) We are unable to
give exact windings, as these should be finally
determined by experiment ; but you will probably
find windings of about 2" long of No. 34 wire on
a former 14" in diameter, the windings being
separated by one or two layers of shellac paper,
would be about the right value.

" E.J.W." (Manchester) asks (1) For a
constructional, textbook on receiving circuits. (2) The
wavelength range of the circuit in Fig. 8, page 719,
and that of Fig. 13, page 727. (3) If these sets
would receive American high -power stations.

(1) We are afraid there is no suitable book in
existence, but you would obtain useful information
from articles in past numbers. (2) The wave range
of these sets depends on size of coils used. The
type of Fig. 8 is suitable for all wavelengths, and
that of Fig. 13 for all wavelengths above 1,000
metres. The latter set should, however, give
greater amplification at long wavelengths. (3) Yes,
under favourable conditions, but we should prefer
the second set.

" A.R." (Egham) refers to Fig. 13, page 726,
February 18th, and asks if a single slide coil would
be suitable for tuning. (2) Dimensions of the coil for
(a) 1,500, and (b) for 3,000 metres. (3) For capacity
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across the transformer. (I-) Which two of the three
valves shown give PCGG.

(1) Yes, but we do not like the method shown of
shorting part of the coil not in use. (2) Parallel
condenser is not necessary for such small wave-
lengths. For 1,500 metres coil might be 8" x 5"
of No. 20, and for 3,000 metres 9" x 6" of No. 22.
(3) About 0.001 mfd. (4) We do not know which
the author used ; probably all three. His state-
ment that two were used, is probably a misprint.

" L.J.V.K." (Rugby) asks (1) Why a set will
not oscillate on short wavelengthi (2) If a choke
instead of an anode resistance would be an improve-
ment. (3) If the set would give radiation troubles.
(4) If certain windings should give 2 MT.

(1) The probable reason is that you have H.R.
'phones without a condenser in series with your
reaction coil. Addition of the condenser will
probably be sufficient to make your set oscillate.
(2) Not. appreciably. (3) Radiation is always
fairly considerable from a single circuit oscillating
set. (4) Yes, but we should much prefer single
layer coils of larger size to the pile wound coils
shown.

" W.S." (Chorlton-cum-Hardy) has a coupler
6"x 7k" of No. 24, and 5" x 6}" of No. 28. He
asks (1) If the coupler will work. (2) If so, to what
wavelengths. (3) If 4" x 9" of No. 22 and 3" x 6"
of No. 30 is suitable for concerts. (4) How to Make
a loud speaker..

(1) Yes. (2) Up to about 3,000 metres. (3) Yes.
(4) See an article in the issue of February 19th,
1921.

" E.Ij.M." (Bexley) refers to Fig. 1, page 430,
October 1st issue, and asks (1) If 8.1 and S.2 are
inductances or resistances. (2) For a two -valve
winding employing the same principles. (3) If
either of two arrangements sketched would be suitable.
(4) If S.1 and 8.2 are resistances, what value they
should have.

(1) Either resistances or inductances would do.
Resistances would give you a bigger range of
wavelengths. We should advise earthing the
middle part of the frame to the negative of the
L.T. battery. (2) and (3) We do not think this
could be very satisfactorily done for C.W., but
for spark your second arrangement would be
satisfactory if you added a crystal in series with
the telephones. You might add reaction coils in
the plate of each valve coupling back to the frame
circuit, but we doubt if this would be very effective.
(4) 20,000 to 50.000 ohms each.

SHARE MARKET REPORT.
Prices as we go to press, are

Marconi Ordinary .. £2 6 3

Preference .. 2 1 10

Inter. Marine .. 1 9 0

Canadian .. 10 0

Radio Corporation of America :-
Ordinary .. 17 3

Preference .. 14 6
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STEADY AS A ROCK !
TYPE ANODE A.
CURRENT - 0.4 bow
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LENGTH 10CM5.
DIAMETER 8 MM.
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TIME - HOURS
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Mull

I

Radio Valve thLtd.
Claybrook Road,
Hammersmith. W 6.

Contractors to
H MAdmi ratty War Office

IZczyalAir Force & PostOffice
Telephone Zin'512. Redsor'Loncon

Codes
ABC(5*Fd)

pi

MULLARD PATENT
RESISTANCES

ER 15

have the following special features :
1. They are THE ONLY "SILENT" RESISTANCES
for wireless purposes. This feature is obtained by the patented
manufacturing process which ensures mechanical continuity
in the resistance material.
2. All resistance values are ABSOLUTELY CONSTANT
IN OPERATION as shown in the test charts reproduced
here. The slight decrease in value at the moment of switching
on is due to the negative temperature co -efficient of the material.
The resistance value over the whole operating period is literally
rock steady.
3. LONG LIFE and independence of climatic conditions.
4. Mullard resistances are USED BY BRITISH AND
FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS. This is a definite
guarantee of superiority.
5. A WIDE RANGE OF VALUES, in a
variety of types.

Write for particulars and
prices, or use this coupon
for ordering now.

To the
MULLARD

RADIO VALVE
CO., LTD.

36, Claybrook Road
Hammersmith,
London. W.8.

Please send me post free :

Quantity Description and Price

449.4. MULLARD RESISTANCES.

41 Grid A ... 716 each
Co Anode A & B 8/- each

Combined with
Mullard Con-
denser .. 1 2 '6 each
Terminal Clips

1 - rer pair

I enclose (cheque, money order, P.O.)
for to cover the cost.

Name
Address

Name of usual Wireless Dealer_
Address

Get the " Elementary Text Book on Wireless Vacuum Tubes," by J. Scott -Taggart, 101-
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TARIFF. Advertisements are accepted for
this Section at the rate of twopence per word,
with a minimum charge of two shillings. The
advertiser's name and address will be charged for,
and single letters and single figures will be counted
as words. Compound words will be counted
as two words.
DEPOSITS. All advertisements must be
prepaid in the form of Postal Orders, the
remittance being forwarded to Messrs. Bertram
Day & Co., Ltd., 9 & ro, Charing Cross, S.W.r.

Intending purchasers may deposit the purchase
money of any article advertised or sold by
advertisers with Messrs. Bertram Day & Co., Ltd.,
who will acknowledge its receipt to the vendor
and the depositor, the full addresses of whom
should be given. Subject to special agreement
between the parties, it is understood that all
goods are sent on approval each party paying
carriage one way in the event of the goods being
returned. The deposit will be retained until
due advice of the completion of the purchase has
been given or until the articles have been retained
and accepted. In order to cover postage, etc.,
a fee of 6d. in respect of sums of lr,x and under
and Is. for sums in excess of Fr, must be paid
at the same time as the deposit. For persons
not resident in the United Kingdom these fees
are doubled. We cannot undertake to receive
any deposit less than 2S. 6d.

Deposits must be sent by either Postal Order
or by Registered Letter; cheques will not be
accepted. if the deposit is sent by Money Order
it should be made payable to the advertiser of
the goods, and the fee mentioned above should
be sent in stamps or Postal orders as a separate
amount.

DISPOSALS BOARD SURPLUS STORES. -
Accumulators, 2 V. /0 amp., 4s. , 2 V. 20 amp. IOS. ;
2 V. 30 amp. I5S. ; 6 V. 50 amp., 75s. Actual
capacities, Valves, Ediswan and Osram, R xos. 6d.
French R, I2S. 6d. ; V 24 and Q. I25. 6d. ; Fleming
two -electrode, 2s. ; Army type transformers,
x6s. 6d. ; Brown's telephones and relays, Morse
inkers, etc., transmitting and receiving sets of
all descriptions. erected on site. Distance no
object -WHALE & _CO., 201, Powis Street,
Woolwich.

LOUD SPEAKERS
(Improved Adjustable Pattern)

Limited Number Only.
at 20/- each

x8 inch horn, low resis. Very efficient, no
distortion of sp:ech, etc. Approval willingly.

Post 1/6 extra.
KEEPSON, 233, Gipsy Road, Norwool, S.E.27

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS. -Soo Wireless Trans-
mitting Sets, containing 1" sterling spark coil,
ebonite panels, H.T. condenser, high-class spark
gap, Helix and tuning, etc. All above instruments
with terminals, aerial tuning are mounted on
(beautiful) quality ebonite panels and enclosed '
in mahogany box. Cost Government £16 each.
Our price, r7s. 6d. each, postage and packing 2S.
These were demonstrated at the M.E. Exhibition,
where wireless buyers were astounded at the
excellent value offered by us. No licence required
for purchasing. (Below.)
DYNAMOS (out of Mine Exploders). -Direct
Current. Approximate output 15o watts 75 volts,
xi amps. Best Swedish iron poles. Wound fields,
copper commut dor, variable brush gear, neatly
wound armature), in mahogany boxes, cost
Government £12 each, our price 17s. 6d. each
packing free. Dynamos sent on three days
approval against cash. Please mention The Wife-
less World. -T. W. THOMPSONS GOVERN-
MENT SURPLUS DEPOT, 39, London Street,
Greenwich,

AERIALS, AERIALS, AERIALS. Special trade
terms. 7/22, 6s.; 7/18, 12S. bd. ; 3/x8. 5s. 6d.;
4118; 6s. 6d. Stamp for reply. please. -THE
YORKSHIRE AERIAL WIRE WORKS, 6,
Higgitt Road, Attercliffe, Sheffield.

REDUCED PRICES, best quality ebonite rods.
r diameter, re long, approximately a. damaged.
rest perfect, is. 6d. ; two, as. 9d. ; four, 5s.
Fitted with brass rings both ends for aerials, 3d.
each extra; tubes and sheet equally cheap.
Enamelled copper wire, 47 S.W.G., 2 M. 4s. 64. ;
three oza., 6s. xd. ; four 07S., As. ; all post free.-
" ELECTRICIAN," Umtali, Alvaston, Derby.

ALL WIRELESS AND ELECTRICAL GOODS
stocked at 9, Colonial Avenue, Minories, near
Aldgate Station. Handiest place for City Buyers.
-LESLIE DIXON & CO. Telephone No., -
Avenue 4166.

EX -GOVERNMENT WIRELESS MATERIAL,
transmitting sets, 15s. and 17s. 6d. each ; 4o -volt
15 amp. generators, 3os. each; hand power
machines for these dynamos, 3os. each; relays,
5s. ; complete portable field telephones, x5s. ;
condensers, 2S. 6d_; telephones, 15s. ; also
several other items too numerous to detail.
Please send stamp for list, visitors are specially
welcome as I have a lot of odd wireless material
to clear cheap. -E. J. GALPIN, rear of 35, Milton
Court Road, New Cross, London, S.E.14.

SIEMENS POST OFFICE PATTERN RELAY,
special mould, high resistance, 5 B.
WRIGHT, 86, Farringdon Street, 'E.C.4.

SINGLE -VALVE RECEIVER, 5,000 metres,
complete except variable condenser, La. -FIELD-
ING, 32, Stanley Avenue, Birkdale, Lancashire.

Ion -WATT DYNAMO, 25 volts, new £5, worth
double ; Water Motor, i h.p., new, 17s. 6c1. -
BRADLEY, Green Lane, Shipley, Yorks.

READS 2 -VALVE RECEIVER, 2 -Valve Amplifier,
tuner, condenser. H.T. battery, 4 valves, new,
cost £18 xos., take 112.-BURNETT, 67, London
Road, Derby.

CHARGING DYNAMOS. -Lucas with cut-out,
7os. ; Vaucanson, gos. ; Mullard High Frequency
Transformers, tapped, 15s. ; Brown Loud Speaker,
83s. ; all as new, or arrange exchange for good
gramophone.-WILKES, Shotover Hill, Heading
ton, Oxford.

A USEFUL TERMINAL
2d. each 1.8 dozen.

Illustrated Lists two stamps

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY STORES
5, Albert Terrace, King Cross,

HALIFAX.

FULLER BLOCK ACCUMULATORS, 2 volt,
8o celluloid cases, iv. 6d. each Written guarantee
of perfect order (see below). High Tension
Accumulators, is. 6d. each, celluloid cases.
The only kind of its class on market (see below).
Ebonite boxes, suitable for variable condensers
also component parts for variable condensers (se,
below). Relays; high resistance, ex Post Office.
bargain, 5s. each (see below). Beautiful mahogany
cases, 8" by 6" by 13 high, with lock and key,
suitable for 3 -valve amplifiers, es. - each (see
below). Sketch of any wireless diagram and any
information, is. Carriage extra. -PORTER, 44,
Church Street, Birmingham.

SILVERTOWN H.S.RELAY, perfect, 120S. ;
Milliammeters, 2r dial, 0-50, 208. ; Heavy
Potentiometers, about 15o ohm x amp., 135. 6d.
" Precision " Ammeter, 0 20, 43' dial, 3os.
Particulars, stamp. -BELL, 84, Melrose Avenue,
Wimbledon Park, London.

FOR SALE. -Splendid tuning inductance, 30o-
3,5oo m., Reasonable offers considered. -
Write, G. RA MSDEN, " Overdale," Ilkley,
Yorkshire.

STILL THE CHEAPEST
FIRM FOR WIRES

All wire wound on bobbins free. Postage extra.
S.W.G. S.C.0 D.C.C. Single Silk. Dble. Silk. Emd.
12 1,10 1/11 4 5/4 1/8
14 1/11 2/- 4/- 5/4 1/9
18 2/- 2/1 4/2 5/6 1/10
18 2/1 2/2 4/4 5/6 1/11
20 2/2 2.8 4/8 6/2 2,8

22 2/6 2/11 5j- 6/8 2/8
24 3/- 8/6 5/8 '7/4 2/8
28 87 4/1 6/8 8/2 8/2
28 4,4 4/7 7/2 9/- 8/6
30 5/- 5/8 8/- 10/- 8/10
32 c. 7/8 9/2 18/- 4/2
34 7/- 8 11/8 14/- 4/4
38 8/8 10/2 14/- 15/6 4/8
38 11/8 13/2 16/- 19/- 5/3
40 15/- 18/- 18/6 22/6 6/6
42 17/8 21/- 81/6 84/- 9/ -

At per lb.
All orders of 11b. or over wound on reels free.

For less than 1 lb. reel 3d. extra.
For Accessories see last issue.

'ROWER Its. CO.,
Manufacturing and Electrical Engineers.

16. KINGSTON ROAD. WIMBLEDON, S.W.18

ELEC'I RADIX
EVERYTHING FOR WIRELESS.

Receiving Sets, Marconi, 50/- to 70/-.
Spark Transmitters, 20/- and 27/6.
Field Telephone Sets, Receiver, Transmitter,

Buzzer, Coil, Condenser, etc., in leather
case, 15/- each.

2,000 4 in. Trembler Bells, oak base, 3/- each.
Telephones (New).

Telephone and Head Band, 3/8.
Sullivan's, L.R., 8/3 per pair.
Brown's, 4,000 ohms, £2 5s. per pair. -

H.T. Generators, 15o watt, ready for winding,
£2 10s.

Aerial Insulators, 6d.
Earth Mats, 10/6.
Aerial Rubber Covered Leads, 12 yards 1/-.
H.T. Battery Boxes, mahogany, 4/-, 5/- and

7/6.
Inert Cells, x.5 volts, new, per doz., 8/6.
Earth Clips, 6d.
Terminals, 4/8 per doz.
I, 2 or 4 -way Plugs and Sockets, per pair, 1/6.
Dynamos, Motors, Cables and all sizes of

Insulated Wires in Stock.
Nearest Depot for City Buyers.

LESLIE DIXON & CO.,
9, Colonial Avenue, Minories; E.1

Near Aldgate Station.
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Special Purchase of Slightly Shop-soiled

WIRELESS
Rotary Variable Condensers.
Air Dielectric, io moving and II fixed Plates,
Ebonite Top and knob, Prase Terminals and
Pointer, engraved white, in polished case,
m003 mfd., 12/6 each ; two for 24/. ; four
for 413/-. Post paid. A few other capacities
proportionately cheap.

W. J. FALLON, 230aaerwitgagleaoad,

WIRES
Cotton, Silk and Enamel Covered.
Small Quantities a Speciality.
Priees from :-A. HINDERLICH
Central Hall, SOUTHALL, Mdxx.

WIRELESS Crystal Sets, Valve Panels, Amp'i6ers,
Condensers, Switch Arms. Tuners, Fil Resistances,
Valve Ho'deis. Wholesale.-ARTHUR F.
BULGIN, Manufacturing and Electrical Engineer,
113, Grove Green Road, Leytonstone.

CHARGE YOUR OWN ACCUMULATORS,
small gas engine and dynamo, good condition,
£6.-RHODES, Histon, Cambs.

C. MARK 2, Three valve Amplifier (low frequency).
Perfect. £4.-SIMPSON, 233, Gipsy Road, S.E.27.

Make
four own
Cigarette
&sae what
you save

2 24 H.P. MOTOR GENERATORS, one 40' Mast,
Direction Finders, Drafting Instruments, etc.,
ex Admiralty surplus. Half prices.-THE
LONDON ELECTRIC FIRM, Croydon.

FOR SALE. -3 Valve Receiving Set, complete
with all accessories, absolutely ready for reception
of telephony, etc.,£3o.-Box H, BERTRAM
DAY'S ADVERTISING OFFICES, 9- xo, Charing
Cross, S.W.I.

You want a Daptaph9ne (Patent).

WRITE TO US
for our Expert Advice on the
way to dispose of your goods.
Messrs. Bertram Day & Co., Ltd ,

COMPLETE ADVERTII-ING SERVICE
9 & 10 Charing Cross, S.W.]

Tel. Gerrard 8063-4.

CONQUEST PO
THF, MAGAZINE OF

PULAR SCIENCE
Written for all the family to understand.

SCIENCE :: INVENTION :: INDUSTRY
ON SALE EVERYWHERE. PRICE 1 /- MONTHLY

NOW READY
The YEAR BOOK of WIRELESS
Telegraphy and Telephony 1922
1476 Pages.Price 15/- Nett.

Postage 1 /-. Abroad 1/4.

Remy 8vo.

CONTENTS . . . .

Record of the Development of Wireless Telegraphy-National and International Wireless Laws and Regu-
lations-Directory of the World's Land and Ship Wireless Stations-International Allocation of Call
Letters-Alphabetical List of Call Letters-Meteorological Section-International Time and Weather
Signals-National Résumés of Progress in Wireless Telegraphy-Particulars of Wireless Telegraph
Patents, 1921-Aviation Section-Tabular List of Aviation Stations -Useful Data Section- Wireless
Terminology-Conventional Signs used in Wireless Diagrams-Companies Engaged in the Commercial
Development of Wireless Telegraphy-Biographical Section-Literature on Wireless Telegraphy and
Telephony-Directory of the World's Wireless Societies-Directory of Wireless Colleges and Schools-List
of Licensed Amateur Transmitting Stations --Code Section-Special Articles on " The Earthing Resistance
of Antenme," by Dr. Miessner-" The Recording of Wireless Signals," by Dr. Abraham-" The Birth and
History of Long Distance Wireless Telegraphy "-" The Rectification Effect in its Reaction to the
Composition and Structure of Crystals."

A valuable frature of the present issue is the specially drawn map, which gives, for the first time, a simple
means of finding the distance and true direction of Wireless Stations in all parts of the World, from
London as the centre.

THE WIRELESS PRESS,

D E..PT.W
STRAND,

12 .A.NHDEONNTEJIA.LIMITED
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EVERYTHING MUST HAVE
A BEGINNING

BEFORE YOU CAN STUDY WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
AND TELEPHONY YOU MUST HAVE A

KNOWLEDGE OF MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY

To many who are anxious to
gain a knowledge of Magnetism
and Electricity some text books
on the subject have a very forbid-
ding appearance.

The formulae and equations too
frequently haunt the non -in athe-
matical reader and cause him to
abandon his intention.

Such fears, however, need no
longer deter anyone from acquir-
ing the knowledge desired as in
MAGNETISM & ELECTRICITY
FOR HOME STUDY By H. E.
PENROSE will be found FIFTY
COMPLETE LESSONS prepared
in such a form that the reader
ceases to regard them as a
study.

The various facts and theories
are elucidated subtly but surely.
No effort has been spared by the
Author to explain the subject
so clearly and thoroughly that
no one can misunderstand him.

At the conclusion of each
lesson is placed a series of
questions which enable the reader
to test his progress and assure
himself that his knowledge is

well grounded. In this way
he will know that his future
study of Wireless Telegraphy
and Telephony will be based
upon a solid foundation.

A copy of the book will be
sent ON APPROVAL to all
who complete the request form
below.

The Manager, Mail Order Dept.,
THE WIRELESS PRESS, LIMITED,
12 -13, Henrietta St., LONDON, W.C.2

I enclose 6d. for postage.

Please send me a copy of
MAGNETISM & ELECTRICITY
FOR HOME STUDY. By H. E.
Penrose.

If I retain it I will remit the
sum of 6/-. Otherwise I will return
the book in good condition within
5 days of its receipt.

Name

Postal Address

Date 1 922 w.w. 2914122
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